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PREFACE

The study of the history of mathematical notations was sug-

gested to me by Professor E. H. Moore, of the University of Chicago.

To him and to Professor M.W. Haskell, of the University of California,

I am indebted for encouragement in the pursuit of this research. As
completed in August, 1925, the present history was intended to be

brought out in one volume. To Professor H. E. Slaught, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, I owe the suggestion that the work be divided into

two volumes, of which the first should limit itself to the history of

symbols in elementary mathematics, since such a volume would ap-

peal to a wider constituency of readers than would be the case with

the part on symbols in higher mathematics. To Professor Slaught I

also owe generous and vital assistance in many other ways. He exam-

ined the entire manuscript of this work in detail, and brought it to

the sympathetic attention of the Open Court Publishing Company. I

desire to record my gratitude to Mrs. Mary Hegeler Carus, president

of the Open Court Publishing Company, for undertaking this expen-

sive publication from which no financial profits can be expected to

accrue.

I gratefully acknowledge the assistance in the reading of the proofs

of part of this history rendered by Professor Haskell, of the Uni-

versity of California; Professor R. C. Archibald, of Brown University;

and Professor L. C. Karpinski, of the University of Michigan.

Florian Cajori
University of California
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I

INTRODUCTION

In this history it has been an aim to give not only the first appear-

ance of a symbol and its origin (whenever possible), but also to indi-

cate the competition encountered and the spread of the symbol among
writers in different countries. It is the latter part of our program

which has given bulk to this history.

The rise of certain symbols, their day of popularity, and their

eventual decline constitute in many cases an interesting story. Our
endeavor has been to do justice to obsolete and obsolescent notations,

as well as to those which have survived and enjoy the favor of mathe-

maticians of the present moment.

If the object of this history of notations were simply to present an

array of facts, more or less interesting to some students of mathe-

matics—if, in other words, this undertaking had no ulterior motive

—

then indeed the wisdom of preparing and publishing so large a book

might be questioned. But the author believes that this history consti-

tutes a mirror of past and present conditions in mathematics which

can be made to bear on the notational problems now confronting

mathematics. The successes and failures of the past will contribute to

a more speedy solution of the notational problems of the present time.
|
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H
NUMERAL SYMBOLS AND COMBINATIONS OF

SYMBOLS
BABYLONIANS

1. In the Babylonian notation of numbers a vertical wedge Y

stood for 1, while the characters ^ and Y>^ signified 10 and 100,

respectively. Grotefend^ believes the character for 10 originally to

have been the picture of two hands, as held in prayer, the palms being

pressed together, the fingers close to each other, but the thumbs thrust

out. Ordinarily, two principles were employed in the Babylonial no-

tation—the additive and multiplicative. We shall see that limited use

was made of a third principle, that of subtraction.

2. Numbers below 200 were expressed ordinarily by symbols

whose respective values were to be added. Thus, T^KKTTY stands

for 123. The principle of multiplication reveals itself in < Y>^ where

the smaller symbol 10, placed before the 100, is to be multiplied by

100, so that this symbolism designates 1,000.

3. These cuneiform symbols were probably invented by the early

Sumerians. Their inscriptions disclose the use of a decimal scale of

numbers and also of a sexagesimal scale.^

Early Sumerian clay tablets contain also numerals expressed by

circles and curved signs, made with the blunt circular end of a stylus,

the ordinary wedge-shaped characters being made with the pointed

end. A circle • stood for 10, a semicircular or lunar sign stood for 1.

Thus, a '^round-up'^ of cattle shows or 36, cows.^

4. The sexagesimal scale was first discovered on a tablet by E.

Hincks^ in 1854. It records the magnitude of the illuminated portion

‘ His first papers appeared in Gotlingische Gelehrte Anzeigen (1802), Stuck 149

und 178; iUd. (1803), Stiick 60 uiid 117.

^ In the division of the year and of the day, the Babylonians used also the

duodecimal plan.

* G. A. Barton, Haverford Library Collection of Tablets, Part I (Philadelphia,

1905), Plate 3, HCL 17, obverse; see also Plates 20, 26, 34, 35. Allotte de la

Fuye, “En-e-tar-zi pat6si de Lagas,” H. V. Hilprecht Anniversary Volume (Chi-

cago, 1909), p. 128, 133.

* the Assyrian Mythology,” Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.

'Tolite Literature,” Vol. XXII, Part 6 (Dublin, 1855), p. 406, 407.

2



OLD NUMERAL SYMBOLS 3

of the moon^s disk for every day from new to full moon, the whole disk

being assumed to consist of 240 parts. The illuminated parts during

the first five days are the series 5, 10, 20, 40, 1.20, which is a geo-

metrical progression, on the assumption that the last number is 80.

From here on the series becomes arithmetical, 1.20, 1.36, 1.52, 2.8,

2.24, 2.40, 2.56, 3.12, 3.28, 3.44, 4, the common difference being 16.

The last number is written in the tablet — and, according to

Hincks^s interpretation, stood for 4X60= 240.

s

Obverse, Reverse.

Fig. 1.—Babylonian tablets from Nippur, about 2400 b.c.

5. Hincks^s explanation was confirmed by the decipherment of

tablets found at Senkereh, near Babylon, in 1854, and called the Tab-

lets of Senkereh. One tablet was found to contain a table of square

numbers, from 1^ to 60^, a second one a table of cube numbers from P
to 32^. The tablets were probably written between 2300 and 1600 b.c.

Various scholars contributed toward their interpretation. Among
them \vere George Smith (1872), J. Oppert, Sir H. Rawlinson, Fr.

Lenormant, and finally R. Lepsius.^ The numbers 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36,

^George Smith, North British Review (July, 1870), p. 332 n.; J. Oppert,

Journal asiatique (August-September, 1872; October-November, 1874); J.

Oppert, £talon des rfiesures assyr. jix6 par les textes cun&iformes (Paris, 1874); Sir

H. Rawlinson and G. Smith, “The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia,”

Vol. IV: A Selection from the Miscellaneous Inscriptions of Assyria (London,

1875), Plate 40; R. Lepsius, “Die Babylonisch-Assyrischen Langenmaasse nach

der Tafel von Senkereh,” Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Akademie der Wissen-

schaften zu Berlin (aus dem Jahre 1877 [Berlin, 1878], Philosophisch-liistorische

Klasse), p. 105-44.



4 A HISTORY OF MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS

and 49 are given as the squares of the first seven integers, respecti

We have next 1.4 = 8^ 1.21 = 9®, 1.40=10®, etc. This clearly indt

the use of the sexagesimal scale which makes 1.4 = 60+4, 1.21 =
21, 1.40 = 60+40, etc. This sexagesimal system marks the ea:

appearance of the all-important ^^principle of position^' in wr

numbers. In its general and systematic application, this principl

quires a symbol for zero. But no such symbol has been found on <

Babylonian tablets; records of about 200 b.c. give a symbol for

as we shall see later, but it was not used in calculation. The ea:

thorough and systematic application of a symbol for zero anc

principle of position was made by the Maya of Central America, a

the beginning of the Christian Era.

6. An extension of our knowledge of Babylonian mathem
was made by H. V. Hilprccht who made excavations at Nuffar

ancient Nippur). We reproduce one of his tablets^ in Figure 1.

Hilprecht^s transliteration, as given on page 28 of his te

as follows:

Line 1. 125 720 Line 9. 2,000

Line 2. IGI-GAL-BI 103,680 Line 10. IGI-GAL-BI (

Line 3. 250 360 Line 11. 4,000

Line 4. IGI-GAL-BI 51,840 Line 12. IGI-GAL-BI 5

Line 5. 500 180 Line 13. 8,000

Line 6. IGI-GAL-BI 25,920 Line 14. IGI-GAL-BI :

Line 7. 1,000 90 Line 15. 16,000

Line 8. IGI-GAL-BI 12,960 Line 16. IGI-GAL-BI

7. In further explanation, observe that in

Line 1. 125 = 2X60+5, 720=12X60+0
Line 2. Its denominator, 103,680 = [28 X60+48(?)]X 6

Line 3. 250 =4X60+10, 360 = 6X60+0
Line 4. Its denominator, 51,840= [14X 60+ 24] X60+(
Line 5. 500 = 8X60+20, 180 =3X60+0
Line 6. Its denominator, 25,920 = [7X 60+12] X60+0
Line 7. 1,000=16X60+40, 90=1X60+30
Line 8. Its denominator, 12,960= [3X60+36]X60+0

^ The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania. Seri

‘‘Cuneiform Texts,” Vol. XX, Part 1^ Mathematical^ Metrological and C)

logical Tablets from the Temple Library of Nippur (Philadelphia, 1906), Pla

No. 25.
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Line 9. 2,000 = 33X60+20, 18=10+8
Line 10. Its denominator, 6,480 = [IX 60+48]X60+0
Line 11. 4,000 = [lX60+6]X60+40, 9

Line 12. Its denominator, 3,240 = 54X60+0
Line 13. 8,000 = [2X60+13]X60+20, 18

Line 14. Its denominator, 1,620 = 27X60+0
Line 15. 16,000 = [4X60+26]X 60+40, 9

Line 16. Its denominator, 810=13X60+30
/(r/-GAL= Denominator, J5/ = Its, i.e., the number 12,960,000 or 60^

We quote from Hilprecht (op. dt^ pp. 28-30)

:

“We observe (a) that the first numbers of all the odd lines (1, 3, 5,

7, 9, 11, 13, 15) form an increasing, and all the numbers of the even

lines (preceded by /(?/-(?+L-J?/= fits denominator^ a descending

geometrical progression; (6) that the first number of every odd line

can be expressed by a fraction which has 12,960,000 as its numerator

and the closing number of the corresponding even line as its denomi-

nator, in other words.

12,960,000

103,680

12,960,000

51,840

12,960,000
. OQQ. 12,960,000

.

1,000

^2^900 » 6,480
^

12,960,000

25,920

12,960,000

3,240

12,960,000

. 16,000 =
12,960,000

But the closing numbers of all the odd lines (720, 360, 180, 90, 18, 9,

18, 9) are still obscure to me
“The question arises, what is the meaning of all this? What in par-

ticular is the meaning of the number 12,960,000 (
= 60^ or 3,600^)

which underlies all the mathematical texts here treated

This ^geometrical number^ (12,960,000), which he [Plato in his Repub-

lic viii. 546R-D] calls The lord of better and worse births,^ is the

arithmetical expression of a great law controlling the Universe.

According to Adam this law is The Law of Change, that law of in-

evitable degeneration to which the Universe and all its parts are sub-

ject^—an interpretation from which I am obliged to differ. On the

contrary, it is the Law of Uniformity or Harmony, i.e. that funda-

mental law which governs the Universe and all its parts, and which

cannot be ignored and violated without causing an anomaly, i.e. with-

out resulting in a degeneration of the race.^^ The nature of the “Pla-

tonic number^ ^ is still a debated question.
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8. In the reading of numbers expressed in the Babylonian sexa-

gesimal system, uncertainty arises from the fact that the early Baby-

lonians had no symbol for zero. In the foregoing tablets, how do we
know, for example, that the last number in the first line is 720 and

not 12? Nothing in the symbolism indicates that the 12 is in the place

where the local value is “sixties^' and not '^units.^^ Only from the

study of the entire tablet has it been inferred that the number in-

tended is 12X60 rather than 12 itself. Sometimes a horizontal line

was drawn following a number, apparently to indicate the absence

of units of lower denomination. But this procedure was not regular,

nor carried on in a manner that indicates the number of vacant places.

9. To avoid confusion some Babylonian documents even in early

times contained symbols for 1, 60, 3,600, 216,000, also for 10, 600,

36,000.^ Thus • was 10, • was 3,600, © was 36,000.

in view of other variants occurring in the

mathematical tablets from Nippur, notably the numerous variants of some of

which may be merely scribal errors

:

They evidently all go back to the form or (20— 1 = 19).

Fig. 2.—Showing application of the principle of subtraction

10. Besides the principles of addition and multiplication, Baby-

lonian tablets reveal also the use of the principle of subtraction, which

is familiar to us in the Roman notation XIX (20—1) for the number

19. Hilprecht has collected ideograms from the Babylonian tablets

which he has studied, which represent the number 19. We reproduce

his symbols in Figure 2. In each of these twelve ideograms (Fig. 2),

the^ two symbols to the left signify together 20. Of the symbols im-

mediately to the right of the 20, one vertical wedge stands for ^'one^^

and the remaining symbols, for instance for LAL or ‘^minus”;

the entire ideogram represents in each of the twelve cases the number
20—1 or 19.

One finds the principle of subtraction used also with curved

signs;2 ##y>^d meant 60+20—1, or 79.

^ See Frangois Thureau-Dangin, Recherches sur Vorigine de Vicriture cuniiforme

(Paris, 1898), Nos. 485-91, 509-13. See also G. A. Barton, Haverford College

Library Collection of Cuneiform Tablets^ Part I (Philadelphia, 1905), where the

forms are somewhat different; also the Hilprecht Anniversary Volume (Chicago,

1909), p. 128 ff.

2 G. A. Barton, op. cit., Plate 3, obverse.
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11. The symbol used about the second century b.c. to designate

! absence of a number, or a blank space, is shown in Figure 3, con-

ning numerical data relating to the moon.* As previously stated,

s symbol, ^ ,
was not used in computation and therefore performed

<

^ if*Tr

^^ W//;////////////////W

M'//// -////.

«, <irr <§////«

<fr TIT ^ %> 4t<f T

« <T M IT IRf m VM/M^
< < ir •^^jr If <.- <
^ < ^tr *T- F «St. TTT

«< ««$<Tr ««?? i ^ <';3c%mr^^
•^ < <ir ff F
<€ \ 4^ r Tr <v Is- •ww -^nw A
•« ff «W(» ^ nr «f/- ^ «•

B «»=iir <w^ MW' 'f ^ ^fk^ ^
^n

Fig. 3.—Babylonian lunar tables, reverse; full moon for one year, about the

1 of the second century b.c.

lya small part of the functions of our modern zero. The symbol is

jn in the tablet in row 10, column 12; also in row 8, column 13.

igler^s translation of the tablet, given in his book, page 42, is shown
low. Of the last column only an indistinct fragment is preserved;

3 rest is broken off.

REVERSE

Nimnnu 28°56'30" 19T6' ' Librae 3’' 6°45' 4*74”l0"* sik
Airu 28 38 30 17 54 30 Scorpii 3 21 28 6 20 30 sik

Simannu 20 30 16 15 Arcitenentis 3 31 39 3 45 30 sik

D{tzu 28 18 30 14 33 30 Capri 3 34 41 1 10 30 sik

Abu 28 36 30 13 9 Aquarii 3 27 56 1 24 30 bar
Ulfdu 29 54 30 13 3 30 Piscium 3 15 34 1 59 30 num
Ti§rltu 29 12 30 11 16 Arietis 2 58 3 4 34 so num
Ara^-s. 29 30 30 10 46 30 Tauri 2 40 54 6 0 10 num
Kisliinu 29 4S 30 10 35 Geminoruin 2 29 29 3 25 10 num
Tebitu 29 57 30 10 32 30 Cancri 2 24 30 0 57 10 num
Sab^tu 29 39 30 10 12 Leonis 2 .30 53 1 44 50 bar
Addru I 29 21 30 9 33 30 Virginis 2 42 56 2 19 50 sik

Addru 11 29 3 30 8 36 Librae 3 0 21 4 54 50 sik

Nisannu 28 45 30 7 21 30 Scorpii 3 17 36 5 39 50 sik

1 Franz Xaver Kugler, S. J., Die bahyhmische Mondrechnung (Freiburg im Breis-

j, 1900), Plate IV, No. 99 (81-7-6), lower part.
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Fia. 4.— Mathematical cuneiform tablet, CBS 8536, in the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania.
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12. J. Oppert pointed out the Babylonian use of a designation

the sixths, viz,, f . These are unit fractions or fractions

ose numerators are one less than the denominators.^ He also ad-

iced evidence pointing to the Babylonian use of sexagesimal frac-

IS and the use of the sexagesimal system in weights and measures.

B occurrence of sexagesimal fractions is shown in tablets recently

mined. We reproduce in Figure 4 two out of twelve columns found

a tablet described by H. F. Lutz.^ According to Lutz, the tablet

Lunot be placed later than the Cassite period, but it seems more prob-

e that it goes back even to the First Dynasty period, ca. 2000 b.c.^^

13, To mathematicians the tablet is of interest because it reveals

jrations with sexagesimal fractions resembling modern operations

h decimal fractions. For example, 60 is divided by 81 and the

)tient expressed sexagesimally. Again, a sexagesimal number with

) fractional places, 44(26) (40), is multiplied by itself, yielding a

•duct in four fractional places, namely, [32]55(18)(31)(6)(40). In

3 notation the [32] stands for 32X60 units, and to the (18), (31),

, (40) must be assigned, respectively, the denominators 60, 60^

,
60^

The tablet contains twelve columns of figures. The first column

g. 4) gives the results of dividing 60 in succession by twenty-nine

’erent divisors from 2 to 81. The eleven other columns contain

lies of multiplication; each of the numbers 50, 48, 45, 44 (26) (40),

36, 30, 25, 24, 22(30), 20 is multiplied by integers up to 20, then by
numbers 30, 40, 50, and finally by itself. Using our modern nu-

rals, we interpret on page 10 the first and the fifth columns. They
libit a larger number of fractions than do the other columns,

e Babylonians had no mark separating the fractional from the in-

ral parts of a number. Hence a number like 44(26) (40) might be

3rpreted in different ways; among the possible meanings are 44

X

+26X60+40, 44X60+26+40X60-S and 44+26X60-i+40X
-2. Which interpretation is the correct one can be judged only by
context, if at all.

The exact meaning of the first two lines in the first column is un-

fcain. In this column 60 is divided by each of the integers written

the left. The respective quotients are placed on the right.

1 Symbols for such fractions are reproduced also by Thureau-Dangin, op. cit.,

j. 481-84, 492-508, and by G. A. Barton, Haverford College Library Collection

Cuneiform Tablets^ Part I (Philadelphia, 1905).

2 ‘A Mathematical Cuneiform Tablet, American Journal of Semitic Lan-

ges and LiteratureSy Vol. XXXVI (1920), p. 249-57.
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In the fifth column the multiplicand is 44(26) (40) or 44

The last two lines seem to mean '^602-^44(26)(40) = 81, 60^4-81 =
44(26)(40)/'

First Column

SuVnfgJX.
-bi 40 -Sm
30 -ftm

Fifth Column

44(26) (40)

gi 2 30 1 44(26) (40)

gi 3 20 2 [1]28(53)(20)

gi 4 15 3 [2]13(20)

gi 5 12 4 [2]48(56)(40)*

gi6 10 5 [3]42(13)(20)

gi 8 7(30) 6 [4]26(40)

gi 9 6(40) 7 [5]11(6)(40)

gi 10 6 9 [6]40

gi 12 5 10 [7]24(26)(40)

gi 15 4 11 [8]8(53)(20)

gi 16 •3(45) 12 [8]53(20)

gi 18 3(20) 13 [9]27(46)(40)*

gi 20 3 14 [10]22(13)(20)

gi24 2(30) 15 [11]6(40)

25 2(24) 16 [11]51(6)(40)

gi28* 2(13) (20) 17 [12]35(33)(20)

30 2 18 [13]20

gi35* 1(52) (30) 19 [14]4(26)(40)

gi 36 1(40) 20 [14]48(53)(20)

gi40 1(30) 30 [22] 13(20)

45 1(20) 40 [29]37(46)(40)

48 1(15) 50 [38J2(13)(20)*

50 1(12) 44(26) (40)a-na 44(26) (40)

54 1(6) (40) [32]55(18)(31)(6)(40)

60 1 44 (26) (40) square

64 (56) (15) igi 44(26)(40) 81

gi72

80

gi81

(50)

(45)

(44) (26) (40)

igi 81 44(26) (40)

Numbers that are incorrect are marked by an asterisk (*).

14. The Babylonian use of sexagesimal fractions is shown also in

a clay tablet described by A. Ungnad.^ In it the diagonal of a rec-

tangle whose sides are 40 and 10 is computed by the approximation

^ Orientalische Ldteraturzeitung (ed. Peise, 1916), Vol. XIX, p. 363-68. See

also Bruno Meissner, Bahylonien und Assyrien (Heidelberg, 1925), Vol. H, p. 393.
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40+2X40X10^^60^ yielding 42(13)(20), and also by the approxi-

mation 40+10^4- 12X401, yielding 41(15). Translated into the deci-

mal scale, the first answer is 42.22+, the second is 41.25, the true

value being 41.23+. These computations are difficult to explain,

except on the assumption that they involve sexagesimal fractions,

15. From what has been said it appears that the Babylonians had

ideograms which, transliterated, are Igi-Gal for “denominator^^ or

“division,^’ and Lai for “minus.^^ They had also ideograms which,

transliterated, are Igi-Dua for “division,^^ and A-Du and Ara for

“times, as in Ara— 1 18, for “IX 18 = 18,’^ Ara— 2 36 for

“2X 18 = 36”
;
the Ara was used also in “squaring,” as in 3 Ara 3 9

for “3X3 = 9.” They had the ideogram Ba—Di—E for “cubing,” as

in 27-A’ 3 Ba-Di-E for “33= 27”; also Ib-Di for “square,” as in 9-£

3 Ih’Di for “3^ = 9.” The sign A—An rendered numbers “distribu-

tive.”^

EGYPTIANS

16. The Egyptian number system is based on the scale of 10, al-

though traces of other systems, based on the scales of 5, 12, 20, and

60, are believed to have been discovered.^ There are three forms of

Egyptian numerals: the hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic. Of these

the hieroglyphic has been traced back to about 3300 b.c.;^ it is found

mainly on monuments of stone, wood, or metal. Out of the hiero-

glyphic sprang a more cursive writing known to us as hieratic. In the

beginning the hieratic was simply the hieroglyphic in the rounded

forms resulting from the rapid manipulation of a reed-pen as con-

trasted with the angular and precise shapes arising from the use of the

chisel. About the eighth century b.c. the demotic evolved as a more

abbreviated form of cursive writing. It was used since that time down
to the beginning of the Christian Era. The important mathematical

documents of ancient Egypt were written on papyrus and made use of

the hieratic numerals.^

‘ Hilprecht. op. dt.j p. 23; Arno Poebel, Grundzuge der sumerischen Grammatik

(Rostock, 1923), p. 115; B. Meissner, op. cit.y p. 387-89.

2 Kurt Sethe, Von Zahlen und Zahlworlen hei den alien Agyptern (Strassburg,

1916), p. 24-29.

’ J. E. Quibell and F. W. Green, Ilierakonopolis (London, 1900-1902), Part I,

Plate 26R, who describe the victory monument of King Ncr-mr; the number of

prisoners taken is given as 120,000, while 400,000 head of cattle and 1,422,000

goats were captured.

* The evolution of the hieratic writing from the hieroglyphic is explained in

G. Moller, Hieraiische Palaographie, Vol. I, Nos. 614 ff. The demotic writing
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17. The hieroglyphic symbols were
[
for 1, H for 10, C for 100,

I for 1,000,
I

for 10,000,^ for 100,000, ^ for 1,000,000, Q for

10,000,000. The symbol for 1 represents a vertical staff; that for

1,000 a lotus plant; that for 10,000 a pointing finger; that for 100,000

a burbot; that for 1,000,000 a man in astonishment, or, as more recent

Eirter
1

Zehner
1

Huiulerfe Tctuieitde

11IBfl flB1sg 1 1 j D
so M D Bfl n- ll B
HO til Qfl A Bg SI g—
1000 MfB Bfl

M iffl

5
800

18 D 9 mDfl
^PP
PPn I m

6 OH
III i JitB %%B 1i

7
1001

001 B Rjly

fl
PPPP
PPP

rm
m Q9

S
IIQI

1100 B own m 7 Bg1im
mi [^]

$
000
000
110 B BSS

CQj
eg] D III!S i m

mBSBIB3il031 B9QSIOBI Bff5I2S9 [ESI

Fig. 5.—Egyptian numerals. Hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic numeral

symbols. (This table was compiled by Kurt Sethe.)

Egyptologists claim, the picture of the cosmic deity Hh.^ The sym-

bols for 1 and 10 are sometimes found in a horizontal position.

18. We reproduce in Figures 5 and 6 two tables prepared by Kurt

is explained by F. L. Griffith, Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the John Rylands

Library (Manchester, 1909), Vol. Ill, p. 415 ff., and by H. Brugsch, Gramrnaire

(Umotique, §§ 131 ff.

^ Sethe, op. cit., p. 11, 12.
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Sethe. They show the most common of the great variety of forms which

are found in the expositions given by Moller, Griffith, and Brugsch.

Observe that the old hieratic symbol for ^ was the cross X, sig-

nifying perhaps a part obtainable from two sections of a body through

the center.

AltatyyftiuJie Bruckzetcken^ ArtAitcke BruehieiJuH

BB - BBm / BBB
T III Ill BJ'J M} BBB

% ir B X )J BB
K nil IIII BBBB / >B
% Iff" Y

Vim
SBB c

1. sB
% [miri] Him III III 1 % BBB
% [P]B //%

PI B
mlU* 9»iiL Mmu

1 B
Fig. 6.—Egyptian symbolism for simple fractions. (Compiled by Kurt Sethe)

19. In writing numbers, the Egyptians used the principles of addi-

tion and multiplication. In applying the additive principle, not more
than four symbols of the same kind were placed in any one group.

Thus, 4 was written in hieroglyphs I i 1
1 ;
5 was not written HIM, but

either III II or ^

|
j

. There is here recognized the same need whicli

caused the Romans to write V after IIII, L = 50 after XXXX = 40,

D = 500 after CCCC = 400. In case of two unequal groups, the Egyp-

tians always wrote the larger group before, or above the smaller group;

thus, seven was written ^

! [
[

.
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20. In the older hieroglyphs 2,000 or 3,000 was represented by two

or three lotus plants grown in one bush. For example, 2,000 was ^

;

correspondingly, 7,000 was designated by ^ . The later hiero-

glyphs simply place two lotus plants together, to represent 2,000, with-

out the appearance of springing from one and the same bush.

21. The multiplicative principle is not so old as the additive; it

came into use about 1600-2000 b.c. In the oldest example hitherto

known,^ the symbols for 120, placed before a lotus plant, signify

120,000. A smaller number written before or below or above a sym-

bol representing a larger unit designated multiplication of the larger by

the smaller. Mollcr cites a case where 2,800,000 is represented by one

burbot, with characters placed beneath it which stand for 28.

22. In hieroglyphic writing, unit fractions were indicated by

placing the symbol over the number representing the denomina-

tor. Exceptions to this arc the modes of writing the fractions | and |

;

the old hieroglyph for \ was the later was /
;
of the slightly

varying hieroglyphic forms for |, # was quite common.^

23. We reproduce an algebraic example in hieratic symbols, as it

occurs in the most important mathematical document of antiquity

known at the present time—the Rhind papyrus. The scribe, Ahmes,

who copied this papyrus from an older document, used black and red

ink, the red in the titles of the individual problems and in writing

auxiliary numbers appearing in the computations. The example

which, in the Eisenlohr edition of this papyrus, is numbered 34, is

hereby shown. ^ Hieratic writing was from right to left. To facilitate

the study of the problem, we write our translation from right to left

and in the same relative positions of its parts as in the papyrus, except

that numbers are written in the order familiar to us; i.e., 37 is written

in our translation 37, and not 73 as in the papyrus. Ahmes writes

unit fractions by placing a dot over the denominator, except in case of

^ Ihid.f p. 8.

^ Ibid., p. 92-97, gives detailed information on the forms representing f.

The Egyptian procedure for decomposing a quotient into unit fractions is explained

by V. V. Bobynin in Ahh. Gesch. Math., Vol. IX (1899), p. 3.

* Ein mathematisches Handhuch der alien Agypter (Papyrus Rhind des British

Museum) ubersetzt und erkldrt (Leipzig, 1877; 2d ed., 1891). The explanation of

Problem 34 is given on p. 55, the translation on j). 213, the facsimile reproduction

on Plate XIII of the first edition. The second edition was brought out without the

plates. A more recent edition of the Ahmes papyrus is due to T. Eric Peet and

appears under the title The Rhind Malhejnatical Papyrus, British Museum,
Nos. 10057 and 10058, Introduction, Transcription, and Commentary (London,

1923).
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if if h if of which had its own symbol. Some of the numeral

symbols in Ahmes deviate somewhat from the forms given in the two

preceding tables; other symbols are not given in those tables. For the

reading of the example in question we give here the following symbols:

Four — One-fourth X
Five ”1 Heap See Fig. 7

Seven '2. The whole |J See Fig. 7

One-half '7 It gives See Fig. 7

Fig. 7.—An algebraic equation and its solution in the Ahmes papyrus, 1700

B.C., or, according to recent authorities, 1550 b.c. (Problem 34, Plato XIII in

Eisenlohr; p. 70 in Poet; in chancellor Chace^s forthcoming edition, p. 76, as R. C.

Archibald informs the writer.)

Translation (reading from right to left)

:

‘TO gives it, whole its, \ its, \ its. Heap No. 34

i i i i 1

1 1

3

..

1^4 4 ^ 5 is heap the together 7 4

] I
Proof the of Beginning

A i i 5

A A i i 2 I

I 1 Remainder ^ ^ 9 together A A i i 1 i

14 gives i A A A A A I
21 Together .7 gives I 1 2 2 4 4 8^^
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24. Explanation:

• XX
The algebraic equation is

i.e., il+i+i)x=10
The solution answers the question, By what must (1 ^ |) be

multiplied to yield the product 10? The four lines 2-5 contain on the

right the following computation

:

Twice (1 I J) yields 3^.

Four times (1 1 1) yields 7.

One-seventh of (1 ^ 1) is \-

fUNlTES:

1
. SIGNES LETTRES VALEUR NOMS

OE NOIIBRE

1 UIKROGLYPHIQUBS

«

1 creux cl piciiis.

UlBJtATlQIlBS ,

uvcc variantcs.

MIMERALES

copies.

des

SIGNER.

CU

dialecle lliebaiu.

0 1 ) 1 f t t Qua.

u II H 'M snau.

000 III iM ^ r' a choimnU

00 00
II

II ^ 4 2b. D J'toou.

000 00
III

II n n, n E liou^

000 000
III

III r D 800U,

0000 000
Mil
III ^ ^ ^ saclif.

0000 0000
nil
nil

1

chmotm.

000 000 000
III III

III H psis.

[Continued on facing page]

[i.e., taking (1 \ 4) once, then four times, together with \ of it, yields

only 9; there is lacking 1. The remaining computation is on the

four lines 2-5, on the left. Since \ of (1 1 1) yields or

for]

(i is) of (1 i i), yields

And the double of this, namely, of (1 ^ \) yields 1.

Adding together 1, 4, | and (V iV)> we obtain Heap = 5^

\ or 5f ,
the answer.
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Proof.—5 \ \ iV is multiplied by (1 ^ J) and the partial products

are added. In the first line of the proof we have 5 ^ | in the second

line haK of it, in the third line one-fourth of it. Adding at first only

the integers of the three partial products and the simpler fractions

h h i) l^be partial sum is 9 ^ This is \ J short of 10. In the

fourth line of the proof (1. 9) the scribe writes the remaining fractions

and, reducing them to the common denominator 56, he writes (in

2^ DIZAINES.

Fig. 8.—Hieroglyphic, hieratic, and Coptic numerals. (Taken from A. P.

Pihan, Expose des signes de numeration [Paris, 1860], p. 26, 27.)

red color) in the last line the numerators 8, 4, 4, 2, 2, 1 of the reduced

fractions. Their sum is 21. But 1 ;
which is the exact

56 56 4 8

amount needed to make the total product 10.

A pair of legs symbolizing addition and subtraction, as found in

impaired form in the Ahmes papyrus, are explained in § 200.

25. The Egyptian Coptic numerals are shown in Figure 8. They

are of comparatively recent date. The hieroglyphic and hieratic are
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the oldest Egyptian writing; the demotic appeared later. The Cop-

tic writing is derived from the Greek and demotic writing, and was

used by Christians in Egypt after the third century. The Coptic

numeral symbols were adopted by the Mohammedans in Egypt after

their conquest of that country.

26. At the present time two examples of the old Egyptian solu-

tion of problems involving what we now term “quadratic equations”^

are known. For square root the symbol IP has been used in the modern

hieroglyphic transcription, as the interpretation of writing in the two

papyri; for quotient was used the symbol ^ .

PHOENICIANS AND SYRIANS

27. The Phoenicians- represented the numbers 1-9 by the re-

spective number of vertical strokes. Ten was usually designated by

a horizontal bar. The numbers 11-19 were expressed by the juxtaposi-

tion of a horizontal stroke and the required number of vertical ones.

Palmyrenische Zaliheidien I X 3,

Virianten "bei Oruter / 0,

BedeutuaJ 1. S. R 20 100. 110. 1000

Fkj. 9.—Palmyra (Syria) numerals. (From M. Cantor, Kuliurleben, etc., Fig. 48)

As Phoenician writing proceeded from right to left, the horizontal

stroke signifying 10 was placed farthest to the right. Twenty was

represented by two parallel strokes, either horizontal or inclined and

sometimes connected by a cross-line as in H, or sometimes by two

strokes, thus f\. One hundred was written thus |<| or thus
1 1^| . Phoe-

nician inscriptions from which these symbols are taken reach back

several centuries before Christ. Symbols found in Palmyra (modern

Tadmor in Syria) in the first 250 years of our era resemble somewhat

the numerals below 100 just described. New in the Palmyra numer-

^ See H. Schack-Schackcnburg, “Der Berliner Papyrus 6619,'' Zeitschrijt fiir

dgyptische Sprache und Alteriumskunde, Vol. XXXVIII (1900), p. 136, 138, and

Vol. XL (1902), p. 65-66.

2 Our account is taken from Moritz Cantor, Vorlesungen liher Geschichte der

Mathematik, Vol. I (3d ed.
;
Leipzig, 1907), p. 123, 124; Mathemaiische Beiirdge zum

KvMurleben der Volker (Halle, 1863), p. 255, 256, and Figs. 48 and 49.
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als is 7 for 5. Beginning with 100 the Palmyra numerals contain new
forms. Placing a I to the right of the sign for 10 (see Fig. 9) signifies

multiplication of 10 by 10, giving 100. Two vertical strokes 1 1 mean

10X20, or 200; three of them, 10X30, or 300.

28. Related to the Phoenician are numerals of Syria, found in

manuscripts of the sixth and seventh centuries a.d. Their shapes and

their mode of combination are shown in Figure 10. The Syrians em-

ployed also the twenty-two letters of their alphabet to represent the

numbers 1-9, the tens 10-90, the hundreds 100-400. The following

hundreds were indicated by juxtaposition: 500 = 400+100, 600=

400+200, . . . . ,
900=400+400+100, or else by writing respectively

50-90 and placing a dot over the letter to express that its value is to

be taken tenfold. Thousands were indicated by the letters for 1-9,

with a stroke annexed as a subscript. Ten thousands were expressed

I • l, H > 2, HI -
3, t^H- 4,. -5 - 6

H-^'7 HM-8, 7*10 7-11 H7'12

' M, HI—^ -18, O’ 20 70-30,
Syrische ZahJz^ichen

Fig. 10.—Syrian numerals. (From M. Cantor, Kulturlehcri, etc,, Fig. 49)

by drawing a small dash below the letters for one’s and ten’s. Millions

were marked by the letters 1-9 with two strokes annexed as sub-

scripts (i.e., 1,000X1,000=1,000,000).

HEBREWS

29. The Hebrews used their alphabet of twenty-two letters for

the designation of numbers, on the decimal plan, up to 400. Figure

11 shows three forms of characters: the Samaritan, Hebrew, and

Rabbinic or cursive. The Rabbinic was used by commentators of the

Sacred Writings. In the Hebrew forms, at first, the hundreds from 500

to 800 were represented by juxtaposition of the sign for 400 and a

second number sign. Thus, pn stood for 500, ^T\ for 600, irri for 700,

nn for 800.

30. Later the end forms of five letters of the Hebrew alphabet

came to be used to represent the hundreds 500-900. The five letters

representing 20, 40, 50, 80, 90, respectively, had two forms; one of
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LETTRES ROMS
BT TRANSCRIPTION

DES LETTRES.

VALEURS.
NOMS

DB NOMRRB.lABlTAIRES. HEBBAIQUES. RABBIRIQUBS.

IS aleph

,

a 1 ekhdd»

s bet. b 3 chemin^

T ghimel

,

3 chelochdh*

1 *7 dalet. d lx arhd'dh.

% n P h4 . h 5 khamichdh.

) )

1

waw. m 6 chichdh.

T t zain, z 7 chib^dh.

n P khet, kh 8 chemondh.

D t'ct\ i' 9 tich'dh.

m •9 9 iod, i 10 *a8drdh»

P kapli

,

k ao *esrim.

z h lamed. 1 3o chelochim.

D P mem. in Ixo arhdlim*

i) 0 noun, n 5o khamich%m>

D D s'amek i 60 cKichim*

V r 'ain. 70 chih'im.

;3 s D pU, ph 80 chemordm.

Isad^, U 90 tichltm»

V
P P

qopli. Q 100 mddh.

T P rech. r 300 mdtaim.

XIX C chin

,

ch 3oo chdUch mi6U

A n P tau. t *^400 arhcC md6U

Fig. 11.—Hebrew numerals. (Taken from A. P. Pihan, Expose des signes de

numeration [Paris, 1860], p. 172, 173.)
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the forms occurred when the letter was a terminal letter of a word.

These end forms were used as follows;

Y Ti T D 1

900 800 700 600 500.

To represent thousands the Hebrews went back to the beginning of

their alphabet and placed two dots over each letter. Thereby its

value was magnified a thousand fold. Accordingly, represented

1.000. Thus any number less than a million could be represented by

their system.

31. As indicated above, the Hebrews wrote from right to left.

Hence, in writing numbers, the numeral of highest value appeared on

the right; meant 5,001, meant 1,005. But 1,005 could be

written also
,
where the two dots were omitted, for when meant

unity, it was always placed to the left of another numeral. Hence

when appearing on the right it was interpreted as meaning 1,000.

With a similar understanding for other signs, one observes here the

beginning of an imperfect application in Hebrew notation of the

principle of local value. By about the eighth century a.d., one finds

that the signs signify 5,845, the number of verses in the laws

as given in the Masora. Here the sign on the extreme right means

5,000; the next to the left is an 8 and must stand for a value less than

5.000, yet greater than the third sign representing 40. Hence the

sign for 8 is taken here as 800.^

GREEKS

32. On the island of Crete, near Greece, there developed, under

Egyptian influence, a remarkable civilization. Hieroglyphic writing

on clay, of perhaps about 1500 b.c., discloses number symbols as

follows: ) or 1 for 1, ))))) or 1 1 1 1 1 or *

j j

for 5, • for 10, \ or / for

100, <0 for 1,000, V for f (probably), \\\\: : : :))) for 483.2 In this

combination of symbols only the additive principle is employed.

Somewhat later,* 10 is represented also by a horizontal dash; the

^ G. H. F. Ncsselmann, Die Algebra der Griechen (Berlin, 1842), p. 72, 494;

M. Cantor, Vorlesungen uher Geschichte der Malhematik, Vol. I (3ded.), p. 126, 127.

* Arthur J. Evans, Scripla Minoa, Vol. I (1909), p. 258, 256.

* Arthur J. Evans, The Palace of Minos (London, 1921), Vol. 1, p 646; see

also p. 279.
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sloping line indicative of 100 and the lozenge-shaped figure used for

1,000 were replaced by the forms O for 100, and <> for 1,000.

^o o — — —
[ j [

2,496 .

33. The oldest strictly Greek numeral symbols were the so-called

Herodianic signs^ named after Herodianus, a Byzantine grammarian

of about 200 a.d., who describes them. These signs occur frequently

in Athenian inscriptions and are, on that account, now generally

called Attic. They were the initial letters of numeral adjectives.^

They were used as early as the time of Solon, about 600 b.c., and con-

tinued in use for several centuries, traces of them being found as late

as the time of Cicero. From about 470 to 350 b.c. this system existed

in competition with a newer one to be described presently. The
Herodianic signs were

I Iota for 1 H Eta for 100

II or n or F Pi for 5 X Chi for 1,000

A Delta for 10 M My for 10,000

34. Combinations of the symbols for 5 with the symbols for 10,100,

1,000 yielded symbols for 50, 500, 5,000. These signs appear on an

abacus found in 1847, represented upon a Greek marble monument on

the island of Salamis.^ This computing table is represented in Fig-

ure 12.

The four right-hand signs I C T X, appearing on the horizontal

line below, stand for the fractions J, respectively. Proceed-

ing next from right to left, we have the symbols for 1, 5, 10, 50, 100,

500, 1,000, 5,000, and finally the sign T for 6,000. The group of sym-

bols drawn on the left margin, and that drawn above, do not contain

the two symbols for 5,000 and 6,000. The pebbles in the columns

represent the number 9,823. The four columns represented by the

five vertical lines on the right were used for the representation of the

fractional values J, ^^4, 4J, respectively.

35. Figure 13 shows the old Herodianic numerals in an Athenian

state record of the fifth century b.c. The last two lines are: Kt(t)d\aiov

^ See, for instance, G. Fricdl(‘in, Die Zahlzeichen und das elenienlarc Rechnen der

Griechen und Romer (lOrlanj^en, 1809), p. 8; M. Cantor, Vorlesungen uher Gcschichle

der Mathefnalik, Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 120; H. Hankel, Zur Geschichle der Malhemalik

im AUerthurn und Mitlelaller (Leipzig, 1874), p. 37.

2 Knbitschek, “Die Salaininische Rcchcntafel,’^ Numismatische Zeilschrift

(Vienna, 1900), Vol. XXXI, p. 393-98; A. Nagl, ibid., Vol. XXXV (1903), p. 131-

43; M. Cantor, Kulturlehen der Vblker (Halle, 1803), p. 132, 130; M. Cantor, For-

lesungcn tiber Geschichte der Mathematik, Vol. I (3d cd.), p. 133.
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ai'a[Xcoarosr] oD ewl T[r)s] apxv^ HHHPTTT . . . . )
i.e., ^^Total

of expenditures during our office three hundred and fifty-three

talents

36. The exact reason for the displacement of the Herodianic sym-
bols by others is not known. It has been suggested that the com-
mercial intercourse of Greeks with the Phoenicians, Syrians, and
Hebrews brought about the change. The Phoenicians made one im-

portant contribution to civilization by their invention of the alpha-

bet. The Babylonians and Egyptians had used their symbols to

represent whole syllables or words. The Phoenicians borrowed hieratic

XJL3HiJVdHiiJX

Fio. 12.—The computing table of Salamis

signs from Egypt and assigned them a more primitive function as

letters. But the Phoenicians did not use their alphabet for numerical

purposes. As previously seen, they represented numbers by vertical

and horizontal bars. The earliest use of an entire alphabet for desig-

nating numbers has been attributed to the Hebrews. As previously

noted, the Syrians had an alphabet representing numbers. The
Greeks are supposed by some to have copied the idea from the He-

brews. But Moritz Cantor^ argues that the Greek use is the older and

that the invention of alphabetic numerals must be ascribed to the

Greeks. They used the twenty-four letters of their alphabet, together

with three strange and antique letters, ^ (old van)y 9 (koppa)j ^

(sampi), and the symbol M. This change was decidedly for the worse,

for the old Attic numerals were less burdensome on the memory inas-

1 V(yrlesungen uber Geschichte der Mathematiky Vol. I (3d ed., 1907), p. 25.
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much as they contained fewer symbols. The following are the Greek

alphabetic numerals and their respective values:

afiyde^^rjOiKXfxv Jott?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

p (T T u <^) X ^ CO 9 ^7,

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1,000 2,000 3,000

etc.

7
M M M,

10,000 20,000 30,000

etc.

37. A horizontal line drawn over a number served to distinguish

it more readily from words. The coefficient for M was sometimes

placed before or behind instead of over the M. Thus 43,678 was

written 5M,7xo7;. The horizontal line over the Greek numerals

can hardly be considered an essential part of the notation
;
it does not

seem to have been used except in manuscripts of the Byzantine

period.^ For 10,000 or myriad one finds frequently the symbol M or

Mu, sometimes simply the dot •
,
as in /3‘o5 for 20,074. Often^ the

coefficient of the myriad is found written above the symbol

38. The paradox recurs. Why did the Greeks change from the

Herodianic to the alphabet number system? Such a change would

not be made if the new did not seem to offer some advantages over the

old. And, indeed, in the new system numbers could be written in a

more compact form. The Herodianic representation of 1,739 was

X HlHIIAAAn MM; the alphabetic was ^a\l/\d. A scribe might consider

the latter a great innovation. The computer derived little aid from

either. Some advantage lay, however, on the side of the Herodianic,

as Cantor pointed out. Consider h1 H, AAAA+AA= ^A;
there is an analogy here in the addition of hundred's and of ten’s.

But no such analogy presents itself in the alphabetic numerals, where

the corresponding steps are u+<7 = x and p+/c = C' adding the hun-

dred’s expressed in the newer notation affords no clew as to the sum
of the corresponding ten’s. But there was another still more impor-

tant consideration which placed the Herodianic far above the alpha-

betical numerals. The former had only six symbols, yet they afforded

an easy representation of numbers below 100,000; the latter demanded

twenty-seven symbols for numbers below 1,000! The mental effort

‘ Encyc. des scien. math., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 12. ^ Ibid.
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of remembering such an array of signs was comparatively great. We
are reminded of the centipede having so many legs that it could

hardly advance.

39. We have here an instructive illustration of the fact that a

mathematical topic may have an amount of symbolism that is a hin-

drance rather than a help, that Vjecomes burdensome, that obstructs

progress. We have here an early exhibition of the truth that the move-
ments of science are not always in a forward direction. Had the Greeks

not possessed an abacus and a finger symbolism, by the aid of which

computations could be carried out independently of the numeral

notation in vogue, their accomplishment in arithmetic and algebra

might have been less than it actually was.

40. Notwithstanding the defects of the Greek system of numeral

notation, its use is occasionally encountered long after far better

systems were generally known. A Calal)rian monk by the name of

Barlaam,^ of the early part of the fourteenth century, wrote several

mathematical books in Greek, including arithmetical proofs of the

second book of Euclid’s Elements

^

and six books of Logistic, printed in

1564 at Strassburg and in several later editions. In the Logistic he de-

velops the computation with integers, ordinary fractions, and sexa-

gesimal fractions; numbers are expressed by Greek letters. The
appearance of an arithmetical book using the Greek numerals at as

late a period as the close of the sixteenth century in the cities of Strass-

burg and Paris is indeed surprising.

41. Greek writers often express fractional values in words. Thus

Archimedes says that the length of a circle amounts to three diameters

and a part of one, the size of which lies between one-seventh and ten-

seventy-firsts.^ Eratosthenes expresses J J of a unit arc of the earth’s

meridian by stating that the distance in question
^^amounts to eleven

parts of which the meridian has eighty-three.”^ When expressed in

symbols, fractions were often denoted by first writing the numerator

marked with an accent, then the denominator marked with two ac-

cents and written twice. Thus,'^ tf' /ta" /ca'' = If. Archimedes, Euto-

cius, and Diophantus place the denominator in the position of the

1 All our information on Barlaam is drawn from M. Cantor, Vorlesungen uher

Geschichte der Mathematik, Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 509, 510; A. G. Kastner, Geschichte der

Matheynalik (Gottingen, 1796), Vol. I, p. 45; J. C. Heilbronner, Hisloria matheseos

universae (Lipsiae, 1742), p. 488, 489.

2 Archimedis opera omnia (ed. Heiberg; Leipzig, 1880), Vol. I, p. 262.

3 Ptolemaus, MeyaXr) (Tvyra^Ls (ed. Heiberg), Pars I, Lib. 1, Cap. 12, p. 68.

^ Heron, Stereometrica (ed. Hultsch; Berlin, 1864), Pars I, Par. 8, p. 155.
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modern exponent; thus^ Archimedes and Eutociiis use the notation

_ Ka' Ka

or for and Diophantus (§§ 101-6), in expressing large num-

bers, writes {Arithmetical Vol. IV, p. 17), 3— for .

y,SXKa A704

Here the sign ^ takes the place of the accent. Greek writers, even as

late as the Middle Ages, display a preference for unit fractions, which

played a dominating role in old Egyptian arithmetic.^ In expressing

such fractions, the Greeks omitted the a for the numerator and wrote

the denominator only once. Thus ju6"= 4V. Unit fractions in juxta-

position were added, ^ as in f" /cr?" pt/3" = iH+ rVr-

finds also a single accent,^ as in 5' = b Frequent use of unit fractions is

found in Geminus (first century b.c.), Diophantus (third century a.d.),

Eutocius and Proclus (fifth century a.d.). The fraction ^ had a mark
of its own,® namely, L or /I, but this designation was no more

adopted generally among the Greeks than were the other notations

of fractions. Ptolemy® wrote 38°50' (i.e., ^) thus, Xtj'

Hultsch has found in manuscripts other symbols for namely, the

semicircles (, and the sign ^ ;
the origin of the latter is uncertain.

He found also a symbol for f, resembling somewhat the small omega

(co).*^ Whether these symbols represent late practice, but not early

usage, it is difficult to determine with certainty.

42. A table for reducing certain ordinary fractions to the sum of

unit fractions is found in a Greek papyrus from Egypt, described by

^ G. H. F. Nesselmarm, Algebra der Griechen (Berlin, 1842), p. 114.

2 J. Baillet describes a papyrus, “Le papyrus mathematique d’Akhmim,'' in

M^moires puhlies par les invmhrcs de la Mission archeologique fran^aise au Caire

(Paris, 1892), Vol. IX, p. 1-89 (8 plates). This papyrus, found at Akhmirn, in

Egypt, is written in Greek, and is supi)osed to belong to the period between 500 and

800 A.D. It contains a table for the conversion of ordinary fractions into unit frac-

tions.

* Fr. Hultsch, Metrologicorum scriplorum reliquiae (1804-66), p. 173-75; M.
Cantor, Vorlesungen liher Geschichte der Mathemalik, Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 129.

^ Nesselmann, op. cit., p. 112.

^ Ibid.; James Gow, Short History of Greek Mathematics (Cambridge, 1884),

p. 48, 50.

^Geographia (ed. Carolus Mlillerus; Paris, 1883), Vol. I, Part I, p. 151.

^ Metrologicorum scriptorurn reliquiae (Leipzig, 1864), Vol. I, p. 173, 174. On

j). 175 and 176 Hultsch collects the numeral symbols found in three Parisian manu-

scripts, written in Greek, which exhibit minute variations in the symbolism. For

instance, 700 is found to be
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L. C. Karpinski/ and supposed to be intermediate between the

Ahmes papyrus and the Akhmim papyrus. Karpinski (p. 22) says:

“In the table no distinction is made between integers and the corre-

sponding unit fractions; thus 7' may represent either 3 or and

actually y'y' in the table represents 3J. Commonly the letters used

as numerals were distinguished in early Greek manuscripts by a bar

placed above the letters but not in this manuscript nor in the Akhmim
papyrus.^^ In a third document dealing with unit fractions, a Byzan-

tine table of fractions, described by Herbert Thompson, ^ | is written

1^; i. h ^ (from ^ 0; i, ^ (from A'); e (from e'); h Vf (from

H'). As late as the fourteenth century, Nicolas Rhabdas of Smyrna
wrote two letters in the Greek language, on arithmetic, containing

tables for unit fractions.® Here letters of the Greek alphabet used as

integral numbers have bars placed above them.

43. About the second century before Christ the Babylonian sexa-

gesimal numbers were in use in Greek astronomy; the letter omicron,

which closely resembles in form our modern zero, was used to desig-

nate a vacant space in the writing of numbers. The Byzantines wrote

it usually b, the bar indicating a numeral significance as it has when
placed over the ordinary Greek letters used as numerals.'*

44. The division of the circle into 360 equal parts is found in

Hypsicles.^ Hipparchus employed sexagesimal fractions regularly, as

did also C. Ptolemy® who, in his Almagest, took the approximate

8 30
value of TT to be . In the Heiberg edition this value is

60 60X60
written 7 ^ X, purely a notation of 'position. In the tables, as printed

by Heiberg, the dash over the letters expressing numbers is omitted.

In the edition of N. Halma^ is given the notation 7 77' X", which is

^ “The Michigan Mathematical Papyrus No. 621,” Isis, Vol. V (1922), p.

20-25.
* “A Byzantine Table of Fractions,” Ancient Egypt, Vol. I (1914), p. 52-54.

® The letters were edited by Paul Tannery in Notices et extraits des manuscrits

de la Bihliotheqm Nationale, Vol. XXXII, Part 1 (1886), p. 121-252.

* C. Ptolemy, Almagest (ed. N. Halma; Paris, 1813), Book I, chap, ix, p. 38

and later; J. L. Heiberg, in his edition of the Almagest {Syntaxis mathematica)

(Leipzig, 1898; 2d ed., Leipzig, 1903), Book I, does not write the bar over the o

but places it over all the significant Greek numerals. This procedure has the ad-

vantage of distinguishing between the o which stands for 70 and the o which stands

for zero. See Encyc. des scien. math., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 17, n. 89.

^ Ava<f>opLK6s (ed. K. Manitius), p. xxvi.

^Syntaxis mathematica (ed. Heiberg), Vol. I, Part 1, p. 513.

^ Composition math, de PtoUmee (Paris, 1813), Vol. I, p. 421; see also Encyc. des

scien. math., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 53, n. 181.
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probably the older form. Sexagesimal fractions were used during the

whole of the Middle Ages in India^ and in Arabic and Christian coun-

tries. One encounters them again in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Not only sexagesimal fractions, but also the sexagesimal

notation of integers, are explained by John Wallis in his Mathesis

universalis (Oxford, 1657), page 68, and by V. Wing in his Astronomia

Britannica (London, 1652, 1669), Book 1.

EARLY ARABS

45. At the time of Mohammed the Arabs had a script which did

not differ materially from that of later centuries. The letters of the

early Arabic alphabet came to be used as numerals among the Arabs

1 f 10^ 100^ 1000 ^ o OOo 100000

20 ^ .200 j 2000 ^ 20000 jtS 200000 ^
30 ^ 300 3000 30000 ^ 300000 jxi

4 40 > 400 cp 4000 40000 ^ 400000
5 » 50^ 500 cy 5000 ^ 50000 ji 500000 ^
6, 60^ 600 ^ 6000 60000 Jaw 600000

e
700 o 7000 ^ 70000 ^ 700000

8c 80 o 00oo 8000 80000 js 800000
9i3 90 yo 900 Js

1

9000 jb 90000 900000 ^
Fig. 14.—Arabic alphabetic numerals used before the introduction of the

Hindu-Arabic numerals.

as early as the sixth century of our era.^ After the time of Mohammed,
the conquering Moslem armies coming in contact with Greek culture

acquired the Greek numerals. Administrators and military leaders

used them. A tax record of the eighth century contains numbers
expressed by Arabic letters and also by Greek letters.^ Figure 14 is

a table given by Ruska, exhibiting the Arabic letters and the numerical

values which they represent. Taking the symbol for 1,000 twice, on
the multiplicative principle, yielded 1,000,000. The Hindu-Arabic

1 Julius Ruska, '‘Zur altesten arabischen Algebra und Rechenkunst,” Silzungs-

berichte d. Heidelberger Akademie der Wissensch. (Philos.-histor. Klasse, 1917; 2.

Abhandlung), p. 37.

2 Ibid., p. 40.
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numerals, with the zero, began to spread among the Arabs in the nin

and tenth centuries, and they slowly displaced the Arabic and Gre(

numerals^

ROMANS

46. We possess little definite information on the origin of tl

Roman notation of numbers. The Romans never used the success!

letters of their alphabet for numeral purposes in the manner practic(

by the Syrians, Hebrews, and Greeks, although (as we shall see) i

alphabet system was at one time proposed by a late Roman write

Before the ascendancy of Rome the Etruscans, who inhabited tl

country nearly corresponding to modern Tuscany and who ruled

Rome until about 500 b.c., used numeral signs which resembled lette

of their alphabet and also resembled the numeral signs used by tl

Romans. Moritz Cantor'^ gives the Etrurian and the old Roman sign

as follows: For 5, the Etrurian A or V, the old Roman V; for 10 tl

Etrurian X or +, the old Roman X; for 50 the Etrurian t or I, tl

old Roman i" or i or T or 1 or L; for 100 the Etrurian 0, the o

Roman© ;
for 1,000 the Etrurian the old Roman 0. The rcser

blance of the Etrurian numerals to Etrurian letters of the alphabet

seen from the following letters: V, +, !, O, 8. These rescmblanc

cannot be pronounced accidental. ‘^Accidental, on the other hand

says Cantor, “appears the relationship with the later Roman signs,

V, X, L, C, M, which from their resemblance to letters transformc

themselves by popular etymology into these very lotters.^^ The origii

of the Roman symbols for 100 and 1,000 are uncertain; those for I

and 500 arc generally admitted to be the result of a bisection of tl

two former. “There was close at hand,’^ says G. Friedlein,'* “the a

breviation of the word centum and mille which at an early age brougl

about for 100 the sign C, and for 1,000 the sign M and after Augustu

A view held by some Latinists*^ is that “the signs for 50, 10

1,000 were originally the three Greek aspirate letters which the R'

mans did not require, viz., ^,0,0, i.e., X) The ^ was writte

F and abbreviated into L; O from a false notion of its origin made lil

1 Ibid, p. 47.

^ Vorlesnngen xiher Geschichte der Malhematik, Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 523, and t

table at the end of the volume.

^ Die Zahlzeichen und das elementare Rechnen der Griechen und Romer (E

langen, 1869), p. 28.

^ Theodor Mommsen, Die unterilalischen Dialekte (Leipzig, 1840), p. 30.

^Ritschl, Rhein. Mus., Vol. XXIV (1869), p. 12.
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the initial of centum; and 0 assimilated to ordinary letters CIO.

The half of 0, viz., Dy was taken to be ^ 1,000, i.e., 500; X probably

from the ancient form of ©, viz., ®, being adopted for 10, the half

of it V was taken for 5.^^^

47. Our lack of positive information on the origin and early his-

tory of the Roman numerals is not due to a failure to advance working

hypotheses. In fact, the imagination of historians has been unusually

active in this field.^ The dominating feature in the Roman notation is

the principle of addition, as seen in II, XII, CC, MDC, etc.

48. Conspicuous also is the frequent use of the principle of sub-

traction. If a letter is placed before another of greater value, its

value is to be subtracted from that of the greater. One sees this in

IV, IX, XL. Occasionally one encounters this principle in the Baby-

lonian notations. Remarks on the use of it are made by Adriano

Cappelli in the following passage:

^^The well-known rule that a smaller number, placed to the left

of a larger, shall be subtracted from the latter, as 0|QQ== 4,000, etc.,

was seldom applied by the old Romans and during the entire Middle

Ages one finds only a few instances of it. The cases that I have found

belong to the middle of the fifteenth century and are all cases of IX,

never of IV, and occurring more especially in French and Piedmontese

documents. Walther, in his Lexicon diplomaticum^ Gottingen, 1745-

47, finds the notation LXL = 90 in use in the eighth century. On the

other hand one finds, conversely, the numbers IIIX, VIX with the

meaning of 13 and 16, in order to conserve, as Lupi remarks, the Latin

terms tertio decimo and sexto decimoJ’^ L. C. Karpinski points out

that the subtractive principle is found on some early tombstones and

on a signboard of 130 b.c., where at the crowded end of a line 83 is

written XXCIII, instead of LXXXIII.

^ II. J. Roby, A Grammar of the Latin Language from Plautus to Suetonius

(4th ed.; London, 1881), Vol. I, p. 441.

2 Consult, for example, Friedlein, op. cit.j p. 26-31; Ncsselmann, op. cit.,

p. 86-92; Cantor, Mathematische Beitrdge zum Kulturleben der Volker, p. 155-67;

J. C. Heilbronner, Historia Matheseos universae (Lipsiae, 1742), p. 732-35; Grotc-

fend, Lateinische Grammatik (3d ed.; Frankfurt, 1820), Vol. II, p. 163, is quoted in

the article ‘^Zahlzeichen’^ in G. S. Klugel’s Mathernatisches Worterhuch, continued

by C. B. Mollweide and J. A. Grunert (Leipzig, 1831); Mommsen, Hermes^ Vol.

XXII (1887), p. 596; Vol. XXIII (1888), p. 152. A recent discussion of the history

of the Roman numerals is found in an article by Ettore Bortolotti in Bolletino della

Mathesis (Pavia,. 1918), p. 60-66, which is rich in bibliographical references, as is

also an article by David Eugene Smith in Scientia (July-August, 1926).

^ Lexicon Ahbreviaturarum (Leipzig, 1901), p. xlix.
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49. Alexander von Humboldt' makes the following observations:
^^Summations by juxtaposition one finds everywhere among the

Etruscans, Romans, Mexicans and Egyptians; subtraction or lessen-

ing forms of speech in Sanskrit among the Indians: in 19 or unavinsati;

99 imusata; among the Romans in undeviginti for 19 {unus de viginti),

undeoctoginta for 79; duo de quadraginta for 38; among the Greeks

eikosi deonta henos 19, and pentekonta diioin deontoin 48, i.e., 2 missing

in 50. This lessening form of speech has passed over in the graphics of

numbers when the group signs for 5, 10 and even their multiples, for

example, 50 or 100, are placed to the left of the characters they modify

(IV and lA, XL and XT for 4 and 40) among the Romans and Etrus-

cans (Otfried Muller, Etrusker, II, 317-20), although among the latter,

according to Otfried Mliller^s new researches, the numerals descended

probably entirely from the alphabet. In rare Roman inscriptions

which Marini has collected (Iscrizioni della Villa di AlhanOy p. 193;

Hervas, Aritmetica delle nazioni [1786], p. 11, 16), one finds even 4

units placed before 10, for example, IIIIX for 6.’^

50. There are also sporadic occurrences in the Roman nota-

tions of the principle of multiplication, according to which VM
does not stand for 1,000— 5, but for 5,000. Thus, in Pliny’s His-

toria naturalis (about 77 a.d.), VII, 26; XXXIII, 3; IV praef., one

finds2 LXXXIILM, XCII.M, CX.M for 83,000, 92,000, 110,000,

respectively.

51. The thousand-fold value of a number was indicated in some

instances by a horizontal line placed above it. Thus, Aelius Lam-
pridius (fourth century a.d.) says in one place, ^^CXX, equitum Persa-

rum fudimus: et mox X in bello interemimus,” where the numbers

designate 120,000 and 10,000. Strokes placed on top and also on the

sides indicated hundred thousands; e.g., |X1CL^>^XDC stood for

1,180,600. In more recent practice the strokes sometimes occur only

on the sides, as in
|
X

[

• DC .XC
. , the date on the title-page of Sigii-

enza’s Libra astronomical published in the city of Mexico in 1690.

In antiquity, to prevent fraudulent alterations, XXXM was written

for 30,000, and later still CIO took the place of M.* According to

1 “liber die bei verschiedenen Volkern ublichen Systeme von Zahlzeichen,

etc.,^’ Crellds Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Berlin, 1829),

Vol. IV, p. 210, 211.

2 Nesselmann, op. cit., p. 90.

® Confer, on this point, Theodor Mommsen and J. Marquardt, Manuel des

antiquiUs rornaines (trans. G. Humbert), Vol. X by J. Marquardt (trans. A. Vigi6;

Paris, 1888), p. 47, 49.
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Cappelli^ ^^one finds, often in French documents of the Middle Ages,

the multiplication of 20 expressed by two small x^s which are placed

as exponents to the numerals III, VI, VIII, etc., as in IIII**= 80,

VP*XI = 131.^^

52. A Spanish writer^ quotes from a manuscript for the year 1392

the following:

M C
‘IIII, nil, LXXIII florW^ for 4,473 florins.

M XX
^‘III C IIII III florins^’ for 3,183 (?) florins.

In a Dutch arithmetic, printed in 1771, one finds®

c c m c

i jfuj for 123, i Uij It)j for 123,456.

53. For 1,000 the Romans had not only the symbol M, but also I,

Qo and CIO. According to Priscian, the celebrated Latin grammarian

of about 500 a.d., the oo was the ancient Greek sign X for 1,000, but

modified by connecting the sides by curved lines so as to distinguish it

from the Roman X for 10. As late as 1593 the oo is used by C. Dasypo-

dius'^ the designer of the famous clock in the cathedral at Strasbourg.

The CIO was a I inclosed in parentheses (or apostrophos). When only

the right-hand parenthesis is written, 10, the value represented is

only half, i.e., 500. According to Priscian,® “quinque milia per I et

duas in dextera parte apostrophos, 100. decern milia per supra dictam

formam additis in sinistra parte contrariis duabus notis quam sunt

apostrophi, CCIOO.” Accordingly, 100 stood for 5,000, CClOO for

10,000; also 1000 represented 50,000; and CCCIOOO, 100,000;

(oo), 1,000,000. If we may trust Priscian, the symbols that look like

the letters C, or those letters facing in the opposite direction, were

not really letters C, but were apostrophes or what we have called

^ Op. cit., p. xlix.

2 Liciniano Saez, Demostracidn Histdrica del verdadero valor de Todas Las

Monedas que corrlan en Castilla durante el reynado del Senor Don Enrique III

(Madrid, 1796).

3 De Vernieuwde Cyfferinge van Mf Willem Bartjens. Herstelt, .... door

Jan van Dam, .... en van alle voorgaande Fauten gezuyvert door ....

Klaas Bosch (Amsterdam, 1771), p. 8.

^ Cunradi Dasypodii Institutionum Mathematicarum voluminis primi Erotemala

(1593), p. 23. .

® '^De figuris numerorum,” Henrid Keilii Grammatid Latini (Lipsiae, 1859),

Vol. Ill, 2, p. 407.
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parentheses. Through Priscian it is established that this notation is

at least as old as 500 a.d.
;
probably it was much older, but it was not

widely used before the Middle Ages.

54. While the Hindu-Arabic numerals became generally known
in Europe about 1275, the Roman numerals continued to hold a com-

manding place. For example, the fourteenth-century banking-house

of Peruzzi in Florence—Compagnia Peruzzi—did not use Arabic

numerals in their account-books. Roman numerals were used, but

the larger amounts, the thousands of lira, were written out in words;

one finds, for instance, ^‘Ib. quindicimilia CXV / V ^ VI in fiorini^^

for 15,115 lira 5 soldi 6 denari; the specification being made that the

lira are lira a fiorino dioro at 20 soldi and 12 denari. There appears

also a symbol much like } ,
for thousand.^

Nagl states also: ^‘Specially characteristic is ... . during all the

Middle Ages, the regular prolongation of the last I in the units, as

VI 1= VI I, which had no other purpose than to prevent the subsequent

addition of a further unit.^^

55. In a book by H. Giraua Tarragones^ at Milan the Roman
numerals appear in the running text and are usually underlined; in

the title-page, the date has the horizontal line above the numerals.

The Roman four is 1 1 1 1 . In the tables, columns of degrees and minutes

are headed ^Tl.M.^'; of hour and minutes, ^TI.M.’^ In the tables, the

Hindu-Arabic numerals appear; the five is printed 3, without the

usual upper stroke. The vitality of the Roman notation is illustrated

further by a German writer, Sebastian Frank, of the sixteenth cen-

tury, who uses Roman numerals in numbering the folios of his book

and in his statistics: ^^Zimmet kurnpt von Zailon .CC.VN LX.
teiitschcr meil von Calicut weyter gelegen Die Nagelin kummen
von Meluza / flir Calicut hinaussgclegen vij-c. vnd XL. deutscher

meyl.”^ The two numbers given are 260 and 740 German miles. Pe-

culiar is the insertion of vnd (^^and^^). Observe also the use of the

principle of multiplication in vij*c. (
= 700). In Jakob Kobers

Rechenhiechlin (Augsburg, 1514), fractions appear in Roman numerals;

II^
thus,

jYjjc"LX ® 0 •

' Alfred Nagl, Zeitschrift fur Malhematik und Physik, Vol. XXXIV (1889),

Historisch-literarische Abtheilung, p. 164.

* Dos Libros de Cosmographie, compuestos nueuamente por Hieronymo

Giraua Tarragones (Milan, M.D.LVI).

* Weltbuch / sjriegel vnd bildlnis des gantzen Erdlhodens .... von Sebasiiano

Franco Wordensi . . . . (M.D. XXXIIII), fol. eexx.
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56. In certain sixteenth-century Portuguese manuscripts on navi-

gation one finds the small letter b used for 5, and the capital letter R
for 40. Thus, xbii] stands for 18, Rii] for 43.^

w
P'lCJ. 15.—Degenerate forms of Homan numerals in lilnglish archives (Common

Pleas, Plea Rolls, 637, 701, and 817; also Recovery Roll 1). (Reduced.)

A curious development found in the archives of one or two English

courts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries^ was a special Roman
^ J. I. de Brito Rcbello, Livro de Marinharia (Lisboa, 1903), p. 37, 85-91, 193,

194.

Antiquaries Journal (London, 1926), Vol. VI, p. 273, 274.
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numeration for the membranes of their Rolls, the numerals assuming

a degraded form which in its later stages is practically unreadable.

In Figure 15 the first three forms show the number 147 as it was

written in the years 1421, 1436, and 1466; the fourth form shows the

number 47 as it was written in 1583.

57. At the present time the Roman notation is still widely used in

marking the faces of watches and clocks, in marking the dates of

books on title-pages, in numbering chapters of books, and on other

occasions calling for a double numeration in which confusion might

arise from the use of the same set of numerals for both. Often the

Roman numerals are employed for aesthetic reasons.

58. A striking feature in Roman arithmetic is the partiality for

duodecimal fractions. Why duodecimals and not decimals? We can

only guess at the answer. In everyday affairs the division of units

into two, three, four, and six equal parts is the commonest, and

duodecimal fractions give easier expressions for these parts. Nothing

definite is known regarding the time and place or the manner of the

origin of these fractions. Unlike the Greeks, the Romans dealt with

concrete fractions. The Roman as, originally a copper coin weighing

one pound, was divided into 12 unciae. The abstract fraction was

called deuna (
= cZc uncia^ i.e., as [1] less uncia [rs]). Each duodecimal

subdivision had its own name and symbol. This is shown in the follow-

ing table, taken from Friedlein,^ in which S stands for semis or “half^'

of an as.

TABLE

as

deunx . . . .

dextans 1

(decunx) /

'

dodrans. . .

bes

septunx. .

.

serais

quincunx

triens 1
|

quadrans i

sextans i

sescuncia li . • •

uncia

In place of straight lines —

1

a

f

f

12
I

I

S z: zz — or S

S z: zz or S :

:

S z: — or S :z I or S :•

aS n or — - or aS :

aS^ — or S •

aS

(de uncia 1—
(de sextans l ^J)
(decera unciae)

(de quadrans 1— i)

(duae assis sc. partes)

(septem unciae)

r z: - or — - - or

n — or X X ‘
•

z: - or z; 1 or :
•

z: or z or :

-Ltirt
— or • or on bronze abacus

occur also curved ones

(quinque unciae)

0

Op. cit.j Plate 2, No. 13; see also p. 35.
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59. Not all of these names and signs were used to the same ex-

tent. Since there was used in ordinary life | and ^ {semis et

triens) in place of | or { ^ {decunx). Nor did the Romans confine them-

selves to the duodecimal fractions or their simplified equivalents

1; h h h ^tc., but used, for instance, in measuring silver, a libella

being denarius. The uncia was divided in 4 sicilicij and in 24 scripuli

etc.^ In the Geometry of Boethius the Roman symbols are omitted

and letters of the alphabet are used to represent fractions. Very

probably this part of the book is not due to Boethius, but is an inter-

polation by a writer of later date.

60. There are indeed indications that the Romans on rare occa-

sions used letters for the expression of integral numbers.^ Theodor

Mommsen and others discovered in manuscripts found in Bern,

Einsiedeln, and Vienna instances of numbers denoted by letters.

Tartaglia gives in his General trattato di nvmeri. Part I (1556), folios 4,

5, the following:

A 500 I 1 R 80

B 300 K 51 S 70

C 100 L 50 T 160

D 500 M 1,000 V 5

E 250 N 90 X 10

F 40 0 11 Y 150

G 400 P 400 Z 2,000

H 200 Q 500

61.

Gerbert (Pope Sylvestre II) and his pupils explained the Ro-

man fractions. As reproduced by Olleris,® Gerbert^s symbol for \

does not resemble the capital letter Sj but rather the small letter (j

.

^ For additional details and some other symbols used by the Romans, consult

Friedlein, p. 33-46 and Plate 3; also H. Hankel, op. oit.^ p. 57-61, where com-

putations with fractions are explained. Consult also Fr. Hultsch, Metrologic.

scriptores Romani (Leipzig, 1866).

2 Friedlein, op. cit., p. 20, 21, who gives references. In the Standard Dic-

tionary of the English Language (New York, 1896), under Sy it is stated that 5
stood for 7 or 70.

* (Euvres de Gerbert (Paris, 1867), p. 343-48, 393-96, 583, 584.
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PERUVIAN AND NORTH AMERICAN KNOT RECORDS*
ANCIENT QUIPU

62. ^The use of knots in cords for the purpose of reckoning, and

recording numbers^ ^ was practiced by the Chinese and some other

ancient people; it had a most remarkable development among the

Inca of Peru, in South America, who inhabited a territory as large as

the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, and were a people of

superior mentality. The period of Inca supremacy extended from

about the eleventh century a.d. to the time of the Spanish conquest

in the sixteenth century. The qiiipu was a twisted woolen cord, upon

which other smaller cords of different colors were tied. The color,

length, and number of knots on them and the distance of one from

another all had their significance. Specimens of these ancient quiyu

have been dug from graves.

63. We reproduce from a work by L. Leland Locke a photograph of

one of the most highly developed quipUj along with a line diagram of

the two right-hand groups of strands. In each group the top strand

usually gives the sum of the numbers on the four pendent strands.

Thus in the last group, the four hanging strands indicate the numbers

89, 258, 273, 38, respectively. Their sum is 658; it is recorded by the

top string. The repetition of units is usually expressed by a long knot

formed by tying the overhand knot and passing the cord through the

loop of the knot as many times as there are units to be denoted. The

numbers were expressed on the decimal plan, but the quipu were not

adopted for calculation; pebbles and grains of maize were used in com-

puting.

64. Nordenskiold shows that, in Peru, 7 was a magic number; for

in some quipu^ the sums of numbers on cords of the same color, or

the numbers emerging from certain other combinations, are multiples

of 7 or yield groups of figures, such as 2777, 777, etc. The quipu dis-

close also astronomical knowledge of the Peruvian Indians.^

65. Dr. Leslie Spier, of the University of Washington, sends me the

following facts relating to Indians in North America: “The data that

I have on the quipu-W^Q string records of North-American Indians

indicate that there are two types. One is a long cord with knots and

^ The data on Peru knot records given here are drawn from a most interesting

work. The Ancient Quipu or Peruvian Knot Record^ by L. Leland Locke (American

Museum of Natural History, 1923). Our photographs are from the frontispiece

and from the diagram facing p. 16. See Figs. 16 and 17.

^Erland Nordenskiold, Comparative Ethnographical Studies, No. 6, Part 1

(1925), p. 36.
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bearing beads, etc., to indicate the days. It is simply a string record.

This is known from the Yakima of eastern Washington and some In-

terior Salish group of Nicola Valley,^ B.C.

Fig. 16.

—

A quipuy from ancient Chancay in Peru, now kept in the American

Museum of Natural History (Museum No. B8713) in New York City.

^ J. D. Leechman and M. R. Harrington, String Records of the Northwest

^

Indian Notes and Monographs (1921).
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‘The other type I have seen in use among the Havasupai and

Walapai of Arizona. This is a cord bearing a number of knots to indi-

cate the days until a ceremony, etc. This is sent with the messenger

who carries the invitation. A knot is cut off or untied for each day that

elapses; the last one indicating the night of the dance. This is also

i9r

Fig. 17.—Diagram of the two right-

hand groups of strands in Fig. 16.

used by the Northern and South-

ern Maidu and the Miwok of Cali-

fornia.* There is a mythical ref-

erence to these among the Zuni

of New Mexico.^ There is a note

on its appearance in San Juan

Pueblo in the same state in the

seventeenth century, which would

indicate that its use was widely

known among the Pueblo Indians.

‘They directed him (the leader of

the Pueblo rebellion of 1680) to

make a rope of the palm leaf and

tie in it a number of knots to rep-

resent the number of days be-

fore the rebellion was to take

place; that he must send the

rope to all the Pueblos in the

Kingdom, when each should sig-

nify its approval of, and union

with, the conspiracy by untying

one of the knots. The Huichol

of Central Mexico also have knot-

ted strings to keep count of days,

untieing them as the days elapse.

They also keep records of their lovers in the same way.^ The Zuni

^Iso keep records of days worked in this fashion.®

1 R. B. Dixon, “The Northern Maidu,’* Bulletin of the American Museum of

Natural History, Vol. XVII (1905), p. 228, 271 ;
P.-L. Faye, “Notes on the Southern

Maidu,” University of Califomia Publications of American Archaeology and

Ethnology, Vol. XX (1923), p. 44; Stephen Powers, “Tribes of California,” Contri-

butions to North American Ethnology, Vol. Ill (1877), p. 352.

2 F. H. Cushing, “Zufti Breadstuff,” Indian Notes and Monographs, Vol. VIII

(1920), p. 77.

® Quoted in J. G. Bourke, “Medicine-Men of the Apache,” Ninth Anniud

Report, Bureau of American Ethnology (1892), p. 555.

* K. Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico, Vol. II, p. 218-30.

® Leechman and Harrington, op. cit.
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“Bourke' refers to medicine cords with olivella shells attached

among the Tonto and Chiricahua Apache of Arizona and the Zufii.

This may be a related form.

think that there can be no question the instances of the second

type are historically related. Whether the Yakima and Nicola Valley

usage is connected with these is not established.”

AZTECS

66. ‘Tor figures, one of the numerical signs was the dot (•), which

marked the units, and which was repeated either up to 20 or up to the

figure 10, represented by a lozenge. The number 2Q was represented

by a flag, which, repeated five times, gave the number 100, which was

o p n 4
Xuwto io /CrC :too s^o

PPP f.-r::!:'

Fig. 18.—^Aztcc numerals

marked by drawing quarter of the barbs of a feather. Half the barbs

was equivalent to 200, three-fourths to 300, the entire feather to 400.

Four hundred multiplied by the figure 20 gave 8,000, which had a

purse for its symbol.”^ The symbols were as shown in the first line of

Figure 18.

The symbols for 20, 400, and 8,000 disclose the number 20 as the

base of Aztec numeration; in the juxtaposition of symbols the additive

principle is employed. This is seen in the second line^ of Figure 18,

which represents

2X8,000+400+3X20+3X5+3 = 16,478 .

67. The number systems of the Indian tribes of North America,

while disclosing no use of a symbol for zero nor of the principle of

' Op. cit.y p. 550 ff.

2 Lucien Biart, The Aztecs (trans. J. L. Garner; Chicago, 1905), p. 319.

® Consult A. F. Pott, Die quindre und vigesimale Zahlmethode hei Volkem alter

Welttheile (Halle, 1847).
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Fig. 19.—From the Dresden Codex, of the Maya, displaying numbers. The

second column on the left, from above down, displays the numbers 9, 9, 16, 0, 0,

which stand for 9Xl44,000-f9X7,200+16X360-f-04-0 = l,366,560. In the third

column are the numerals 9, 9, 9, 16, 0, representing 1,364,360. The original appears

in black and red colors. (Taken from Morley, An Introduction to the Study of the

Maya IlieroglyphHj p. 266.)
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local value, are of interest as exhibiting not only quinary, decimal, and

vigesimal systems, but also ternary, quaternary, and octonary sys-

tems.^

MAYA
68. The Maya of Central America and Southern Mexico developed

hieroglyphic writing, as found on inscriptions and codices, dating

apparently from about the beginning of the Christian Era, which dis-

closes the use of a remarkable number system and chronology.^

The number system discloses the application of the principle of local

value, and the use of a symbol for zero centuries before the Hindus

began to use their symbol for zero. The Maya system was vigesimal,

except in one step. That is, 20 units {kins^ or “days^O make 1 unit of

the next higher order (uinalSj or 20 days), 18 uinals make 1 unit of the

third order {tun^ or 360 days), 20 tuns make 1 unit of the fourth order

{Katuuj or 7,200 days), 20 Katuns make 1 unit of the fifth order (cyclcy

or 144,000 days), and finally 20 cycles make 1 great cycle of 2,880,000

days. In the Maya codices we find symbols for 1-19, expressed by

bars and dots. Each bar stands for 5 units, each dot for 1 unit. For

instance,

1 2 4 “ T" TT
’

The zero is represented by a symbol that looks roughly like a half-

closed eye. In writing 20 the principle of local value enters. It is

expressed by a dot placed over the symbol for zero. The numbers are

written vertically, the lowest order being assigned the lowest position

(see Fig. 19). The largest number found in the codices is 12,489,781.

CHINA AND JAPAN

69. According to tradition, the oldest Chinese representation of

number was by the aid of knots in strings, such as are found later

among the early inhabitants of Peru. There are extant two Chinese

tablets* exhibiting knots representing numbers, odd numbers being

designated by white knots (standing for the complete, as day, warmth,

^ W. C. Eolls, “Number-Systems of North-American Indians,'’ American

Mathematical Monthly, Vol. XX (1913), p. 263-72, 293-99; also Bibliotheca mathc-

matica (3d series, 1913), Vol. XIII, p. 218-22.

2 Our information is drawn from S. G. Morley, An Inlroduclion to the Study oj

the Maya Hieroglyphs (Washington, 1915).

^ Paul Perily, Grammaire de la langue chinoise orale et 4crile (Paris, 1876),

Vol. II, p. 5-7; Cantor, Vorlesungen iiher Geschichle der Mathematik, Vol. I (3d ed.),

p. 674.
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the sun) while even numbers are designated by black knots (standing

for the incomplete, as night, cold, water, earth). The left-hand tablet

shown in Figure 20 represents the numbers 1-10. The right-hand

tablet pictures the magic square of nine cells in which the sum of each

row, column, and diagonal is 15.

70.

The Chinese are known to have used three other systems of

writing numbers, the Old Chinese numerals, the mercantile numerals,

and what have been designated as scientific numerals. The time of the

introduction of each of these systems is uncertain.

Fig. 20.—^Early Chinese knots in strings, representing numerals

71. The Old Chinese numerals were written vertically, from above

down. Figure 21 shows the Old Chinese numerals and mercantile

numerals, also the Japanese cursive numerals.^

72. The Chinese scientific numerals are made up of vertical and

horizontal rods according to the following plan : The numbers 1-9 are

represented by the rods |, ||, |||, ||||, |||||, J. TT> ill) iill; the numbers

10-90 are written thus = = = = J«J= = = - According to the

Chinese author Sun-Tsu, units are represented, as just shown, by

vertical rods, ten's by horizontal rods, hundred's again by vertical

rods, and so on. For example, the number 6,728 was designated by

1T= BI-
73. The Japanese make use of the Old Chinese numerals, but have

two series of names for the numeral symbols, one indigenous, the other

derived from the Chinese language, as seen in Figure 21.

^ See also Ed. Biot, Journal asialiqiie (December, 1839), p. 497-502; Cantor,

Vorlesungen uber Geschichte der Maihemaiikj Vol. I, p. 673; Biernatzki, CrelWs

Journal, Vol. LII (1856), p. 59-94.
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HINDU-ARABIC NUMERALS
74. Introduction .—It is impossible to reproduce here all the forms

of our numerals which have been collected from sources antedating

1500 or 1510 A.D. G. F. Hill, of the British Museum, has devoted a

ClIIFFRES
•

VALEURS.

NOMS DE NOMBRE
|

CHINOIS

khii-chou.

JAPONAIS

cursifs.

DU

COMMERCE.

BN ,

JAPONAIS PUR.

EN

SINieO-JAPONAIS.

—. —
1

1 Jitots. itsi.

0 2 foulats. ni.

3 mils. sail.

% l\ you. si.

s. /s 5 iUouts.

JL 6 mouts. rok.

-b -t.
JL

7 nanals. silsi.

A A 8 yal8. faU.

A A hokonots. koii.

-f-
\

f 10 lowo. zyou.

V 100 momo. fakowfyak.

f 1,000 isidzi. sen.

m 1 0,000 yorodz. man.

Fic. 21.—Chinese and Japanese numerals. (Taken from A. P. Pihan, Expose

des signes de numeration [Paris, 1860], p. 15.)

whole book^ of 125 pages to the early numerals in Europe alone. Yet

even Hill feels constrained to remark: ‘What is now offered, in the

shape of just 1,000 classified examples, is nothing more than a vinde-

1 The Development of Arabic Numerals in Europe (exhibited in 64 tables;

Oxford, 1915).
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miatio primal ^ Add to the Hill collection the numeral forms, or sup-

posedly numeral forms, gathered from other than European sources,

and the material would fill a volume very much larger than that of

Hill. We are compelled, therefore, to confine ourselves to a few of the

more important and interesting forms of our numerals.^

75. One feels the more inclined to insert here only a few tables of

numeral forms because the detailed and minute study of these forms

has thus far been somewhat barren of positive results. With all the

painstaking study which has been given to the history of our numerals

we are at the present time obliged to admit that we have not even

settled the time and place of their origin. At the beginning of the

present century the Hindu origin of our numerals was supposed to

have been established beyond reasonable doubt. But at the present

time several earnest students of this perplexing question have ex-

pressed grave doubts on this point. Three investigators—G. 11. Kaye
in India, Carra de Vaux in France, and Nicol. Bubnov in Russia

—

working independently of one another, have denied the Hindu origin.^

However, their arguments are far from conclusive, and the hypothesis

of the Hindu origin of our numerals seems to the present writer to

explain the known facts more satisfactorily than any of the substitute

hypotheses thus far advanced.*

‘ The reader who desires fuller information will consult Hill’s book which is

very rich in bibliographical references, or David Eugene Smith and Louis Charles

Karpinski’s The Hindu-Arahic Numerah (Boston and London, 1911). Sec also an
article on numerals in English archives by H. Jenkinson in Antiquaries Journal^

Vol. VI (1926), p. 263-75. The valuable original researches due to F. Woepeke
should be consulted, particularly his great ‘‘M^moire sur la propagation des

chiffres indiens” published in the Journal asiatique (6th series; Paris, 1863), p. 27-

79, 234-90, 442-529. Reference should be made also to a few other publications of

older date, such as G. Fried lein’s Zahlzcichen urul das elementare Rechnen der

Griechcri und Homer (Erlangen, 1869), which touches questions relating to our

numerals. The reader wiU consult with profit the well-known histories of mathe-
matics by H. Hankel and by Moritz Cantor.

* G. R. Kaye, “Notes on Indian Mathematics,” Journal and Proceedings of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal (N.S., 1907), Vol. Ill, p. 475-508; “The Use of the Abacus
in Ancient India,” ibid,, Vol. IV (1908), p. 293-97; “References to Indian Mathe-
matics in Certain Mediaeval Works,” itkd., Vol. VII (1911), p. 801-13; “A Brief

Bibliography of Hindu Mathematics,” ilkd.^ p. 679-86; Scienlia, Vol. XXIV
(1918), p. 54; “Influence grecque dans le d6veloppement des math^matiques
hindoues,” ihid.^ Vol. XXV (1919), p. 1-14; Carra de Vaux, “Sur I’origine des

chiffres,” ibid., Vol. XXI (1917), p. 273-82; Nicol. Bubnov, Arithmelische Selbst-

standigkeit der europdischen KuLtur (Berlin, 1914) (trans. from Russian cd.
;
Kiev,

1908).

* F. Cajori, “The Controversy on the Origin of Our Numerals,” Scientific

Monthly^ Vol. IX (1919), p. 458-64. See also B. Datta in Amer. Math. Monthly,
Vol. XXXIII, p. 449; Proceed. Benares Math. Soc., Vol. VII.
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76. Early Hindu mathematicians, Aryabhata (b. 476 a.d.) and

Brahmagupta (b. 598 a.d.), do not give the expected information

about the Hindu-Arabic numerals.

Aryabhata^s work, called Aryahhatiya, is composed of three parts,

in only the first of which use is made of a special notation of numbers.

It is an alphabetical system' in which the twenty-five consonants

represent 1-25, respectively; other letters stand for 30, 40, ....
,

100, etc.^ The other mathematical parts of Aryabha^ consists of

rules without examples. Another alphabetic system prevailed in

Southern India, the numbers 1-19 being designated by consonants,

etc.*

In Brahmagupta’s Pulverizer

^

as translated into English by H. T.

Colebrooke,^ numbers are written in our notation with a zero and the

principle of local value. But the manuscript of Brahmagupta used by

Colebrooke belongs to a late century. The earliest commentary on

Brahmagupta belongs to the tenth century; Colebrooke’s text is

later.^ Hence this manuscript cannot be accepted as evidence that

Brahmagupta himself used the zero and the principle of local value.

77. Nor do inscriptions, coins, and other manuscripts throw light

on the origin of our numerals. Of the old notations the most impor-

tant is the Brahmi notation which did not observe place value and in

which 1, 2, and 3 are represented by
, = ,

=. The forms of the

Brahmi numbers do not resemble the forms in early place-value nota-

tions® of the Hindu-Arabic numerals.

Still earlier is the Kharoshthi script,^ used about the beginning of

the Christian Era in Northwest India and Central Asia. In it the first

three numbers are I II III, then X = 4, IX = 5, IIX = 6, XX = 8, 1 = 10,

3 = 20, 33=40, 133 = 50, XI =100. The writing proceeds from right

to left.

78. Principle of local value.—Until recently the preponderance of

authority favored the hypothesis that our numeral system, with its

concept of local value and our symbol for zero, was wholly of Hindu

origin. But it is now conclusively established that the principle of

^ M. Cantor, Vorlesungen liher Geschichie der Mathematik, Vol. I (3d ed.), p.

606.

2 G. R. Kaye, Indian Malhemalics (Calcutta and Simla, 1915), p. 30, gives

full explanation of Aryabhata's notation.

* M. Cantor, Math. Beilrdge z. Kulliirleben der Volker (1863), p. 68, 69.

^ Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensuration from the Sanscrit (London, 1817),

p. 326 ff.

® Ibid.y p. V, xxxii.

® See forms given by G. R. Kaye, op. city p. 29. Ubid.
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local value was used by the Babylonians much earlier than by the

Hindus, and that the Maya of Central America used this principle

and symbols for zero in a well-developed numeral system of their

own and at a period antedating the Hindu use of the zero (§ 68).

79. The earliest-known reference to Hindu numerals outside of

India is the one due to Bishop Severus Sebokht of Nisibis, who, living

in the convent of Kenneshre on the Euphrates, refers to them in a

fragment of a manuscript (MS Syriac [Paris], No. 346) of the year

662 A.D. Whether the numerals referred to are the ancestors of the

modern numerals, and whether his Hindu numerals embodied the

principle of local value, cannot at present be determined. Apparently

hurt by the arrogance of certain Greek scholars who disparaged the

Syrians, Sebokht, in the course of his remarks on astronomy and

mathematics, refers to the Hindus, ^Their valuable naethod^^ cal-

culation; and their computing that surpasses description. Ijwish only

to say that this computation is done by means of nine signs.^^^

80. Some interest attaches to the earliest dates indicating the use

of the perfected Hindu numerals. That some kind of numerals with a

zero_y^as used, in India earlier than the ninth century is indicated by

Brahmagupta (b. 598 a.d.), who gives rules for computing with a

^ero.2 G. Biihler^ believes he has found definite mention of the decimal

system and zero in the year 620 a.d. These statements do not neces-

sarily imply the use of a decimaT system based on the principle of

local value. G. R. Kaye^ points out that the task of the antiquarian is

complicated by the existence of forgeries. In the eleventh century in

India 'There occurred a specially great opportunity to regain con-

fiscated endowments and to acquire fresh ones.” Of seventeen cita-

tions of inscriptions before the tenth century displaying the use of

place value in writing numbers, all but two are eliminated as forgeries;

these two are for the years 813 and 867 a.d.; Kaye is not sure of the

reliability even of these. According to D. E. Smith and L. C. Kar-

pinski,^ the earliest authentic document unmistakably containing the

numerals vnth the zero in India belongs to the year 876 a.d. The earli-

‘ See M. F. Nau, Journal asiatique (10th ser., 1910), Vol. XVI, p. 255; L. C.

Karpinski, Science, Vol. XXXV (1912), p. 969-70; J. Ginsburg, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, Vol. XXIII (1917), p. 368.

2 Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 339, 340.

^ ^Tndische Palaographie,^^ Grundriss d. indogerman. Philologie u. Alterluma-

kunde. Band I, Heft 11 (Strassburg, 1896), p. 78.

* Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (N.S., 1907), Vol. HI, p. 482-87.

® The Hindu-Arabic Numerals (New York, 1911), p. 52.
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est Arabic manuscripts containing the numerals are of 874^ and 888

A.D. They appear again in a work written at Shiraz in Persia^ in 970 a.d.

A church pillar^ not far from the J^emias Monastery in Egypt has

X

a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

la

*3

»4

*5

i6

*7

18

19

ao

ai

Fig. 22.—G. F. Hill’s table of early European forms and Bocdhian apices.

(From G. F. Hill, The Development of Arabic Numerals in Europe [Oxford, 1915],

p. 28. Mr. Hill gives the MSS from which the various sets of numerals in this table

are derived: [1] Codex Vigilanus; [2] St. Gall MS now in Zurich; [3] Vatican MS
3101, etc. The Roman figures in the last column indicate centuries.)

^ Karabacek, Wiener Zeitschriftfur die Kunde des Morgenlandcs, Vol. II (1897),

p. 50.

2 L. C. Karpinski, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser., 1910-11), p. 122.

^ Smith and Karpinski, op. cit., p. 138-43.

I X K 1 8 976

T (D M P W o V 3 S X

/ ? ¥ k A 8 2 1077

I IT Q la 8 Ixi

I V 5 ca h A S 9 o ]

I z Ih B la \ (j 0
jx.

1 z X 'H K K 8 9

/ T ir A s / XI or XII

1 T TE V 8 6
1

beg. XU
t P r a>

X t U V 6 b XII?

/ s *£ y b V r XII

1 c 1*1 h h V 8 b XII*

1 z l7 b V B c. 1200

I z H b A & lo c. 1200

I Z u H U \ 8 9 >

z a b 8 7 ?

I z H bio A 8 i> ?

/ z
\

F A 1
Ixv

J z ft i b A s )
)

1 T 1 \i| qa H h A 8 9 0 XVI early
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the date 349 a.h. (
= 961 a.d.). The oldest definitely dated European

manuscript known to contain the Hindu-Arabic numerals is the Codex
Vigilanus (see Fig. 22, No. 1), written in the Albelda Cloister in Spain

in 976 A.D. The nine characters without the zero are given, as an

addition, in a Spanish copy of the Origines by Isidorus of Seville,

992 A.D. A tenth-century manuscript with forms differing materially

from those in the Codex Vigilanus was found in the St. Gall manu-
script (see Fig. 22, No. 2), now in the University Library at Zurich.

[The numerals are contained in a Vatican manuscript of 1077 (see Fig.

22, No. 3), on a Sicilian coin of 1138, in a Regensburg (Bavaria)

bttw* of

tbo II. Coatarjr, a.d. z i vO 11 u X 3: n
Ai^OMofBootUao

•Bd of tko MIddU
1 •XT In 8 ©

OoW4iiuB«nliot
tko WMtAnbo. 1 Z 9 r 7 9 o

HunonOo of tho

£Mt Anbo. 1 P (i or ht o or M V A 1 •

KnmAnlA ofMui-
mat PUnndoA 1 P r ^ o/ M V A 3 o

DoTOBteoH-Bom-
.onU. t > If 'I 4 T o

IVomUmJfIrrMir

World, prlntod

b]r Outoa, 1480.
X 2 i ^ 6 Z o

Trotu tbo Baib-

b«rf AHtbinotio by

WAfBor (?), 1488.
1 X 6 o< 8 9 O

From Do Arto
Suppulandt bjr

ToBtuu, len.
1 1. 5 (> 7 8 10

Fig. 23.—Tiible of important numeral forms. (The first six lines in this tM

are copied from a table at the end of Cantor’s Vorlesungen uher Geschichte der

Malhemaliky Vol. 1. The numerals in the Bamberj^ arithmetic are taken from

Friedrich Unger, Die Methodik der praktischen Arilhmetik in hwtorischer Eni-

wickelung [Leipzig, 1888], p. 39.)

chronicle of 1197. The earliest manuscript in French giving the

numerals dates about 1275. In the British Museum one English manu-

script is of about 1230-50; another is of 1246. The earliest undoubted

Hindu-Arabic numerals on a gravestone are at Pforzheim in Baden

of 1371 and one at Ulm of 1388. The earliest coins outside of Italy

that are dated in the Arabic numerals are as follows: Swiss 1424,

Austrian 1484, French 1485, German 1489, Scotch 1539, English 1551.

81. Forms of numerals .—The Sanskrit letters of the second cen-

tury A.D. head the list of symbols in the table shown in Figure 23. The

implication is that the numerals have evolved from these letters. If

such a connection could be really established, the Hindu origin of our

numeral forms would be proved. However, a comparison of the forms

appearing in that table will convince most observers that an origin
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from Sanskrit letters cannot be successfully demonstrated in that

way; the resemblance is no closer than it is to many other alphabets.

The forms of the numerals varied considerably. The 5 was the

most freakish. An upright 7 was rare in the earlier centuries. The
symbol for zero first used by the Hindus was a dot .^ The symbol for

zero (0) of the twelfth and jhirteenth centuries is sometimes crossed

b^ a b^izontal line, or a line slanting upward. ^ The Boethian apices,

as found in some manuscripts, contain a triangle inscribed in the

circular zero. In Athelard of Bath’s translation of Al-Madjriti’s re-

vision of Al-Khowarizmi’s astronomical tables there are in different

manuscripts three signs for zero,^ namely , the Q (
= theta?) referred

to above, then {
= teca)j^ and 0. In one^Fthe manuscripts 38 is

written severaFtimes XXXO, and 28 is written XXO, the 0 being

intended most likely as the abbreviation for oclo (“eight”).

82. The symbol T for zero is found also in a twelfth-century

manuscript^ of N. Ocreatus, addressed to his master Athelard. In

that century it appears especially in astronomical tables as an ab-

breviation for teca^ which, as already noted, was one of several names

for zero;^ it is found in those tables by itself, without connection with

other nunu'rals. The symbol occurs in the Algorisinm vulgaris as-

cribed to Sacrol)()sco.^ C. A. Nallino found o for zero in a manuscript

of Escurial, used in the preparation of an edition of Al-Battani. The
[symbol © for zero occurs also in printed mathematical books.

The one author who in numerous writings habitually used 6 for

zero was the Erench mathematician Michael Rollc (1052-1719). One
finds it in his Traite d’algebre (1090) and in numerous articles in the

publications of the Erench Academy and in the Journal des sgavans.

^ Smith and Kari)iiiski, op. cil., p. 52, 53.

^ Hill, op. cit., p. 30-60.

^ II. Sutc3r, Die astronornischen Tafeln des Muhammed ibn Musa ADKhwdrizrnl

in der BearheUung des Maslania ibn Ahrned Al-Madjrlll und der laleinischen Ueber-

selzung des Aihelhard von Bath (K0benhg,vn, 1914), p. xxiii.

^See also M. Curtze, Petri Philomeni de Dacia in Algorismurn vulgarem

Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius (Hauniae, 1897), p. 2, 26.

^ “Prologus N. Ocreati in Helccph ad Adelardum Batensem Magistrum suum.

Fragment sur la multiplication et la division public pour la premiere fois par

Charles Henry, Abhandlungen zur Geschichle der Mathematik, Vol. Ill (1880),

p. 135-38.

® M. Curtze, Urkunden zur Geschichle der Mathematik im Mittelalter und der

Renaissance (Leipzig, 1902), p. 182.

^ M. Curtze, Abhandlungen zur Geschichle der Mathematik, Vol. VIII (Leipzig,

1898), p. 3-27.
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Manuscripts of the fifteenth century, on arithmetic, kept in the

Ashmolean Museum^ at Oxford, represent the zero by a circle, crossed

by a vertical stroke and resembling the Greek letter Such forms

for zero are reproduced by G. F. HilP in many of his tables of numer-

als.

83. In the fifty-six philosophical treatises of the brothers Ibwan
a.?-^afa (about 1000 a.d.) are shown Hindu-Arabic numerals and the

corresponding Old Arabic numerals.

The forms of the Hindu-Arabic numerals, as given in Figure 24,

have maintained themselves in Syria to the present time. They ap-

pear with almost identical form in an Arabic school primer, printed

^ A V 1 o f r r I

Fir,. 24.—In the first line are the Old Arabic numerals for 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,

2, 1. In the second line are the Arabic names of the numerals. In the third line

are the Hindu-Arabic numerals as given by the brothers Ifiwan a§-safa. (Repro-

duced from J. Ruska, op. cit.^ p. 87.)

at Beirut (Syria) in 1920. The only variation is in the 4, which in 1920

assumes more the form of a small Greek epsilon. Observe that 0 is

represented by a dot, and 5 by a small circle. The forms used in mod-
ern Arabic schoolbooks cannot be recognized by one familiar only with

the forms used in Europe.

84. In fifteenth-century Byzantine manuscripts, now kept in the

Vienna Library,^ the numerals used are the Greek letters, but the

principle of local value is adopted. Zero is 7 or in some places •
;
aa

means 11, fiy means 20, ayyy means 1,000. ^‘This symbol 7 for zero

means elsewhere 5,’^ says Heiberg, ‘^convervscly, o stands for 5 (as now
among the Turks) in Byzantine scholia to Euclid In Constanti-

nople the new method was for a time practiced with the retention of

^ Robert Steele, The Earlieai Arithmetics in English (Oxford, 1922), p. 5.

2 Op. cil., Tables HI, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, XI, XV, XVII, XX, XXI, XXII.

Sec also E. Wap|)ler, Zur Geschichle der deutschen Algebra im XV. Jahrhundert
(Zwickauer Gymnasialprogramm von 1887), p. 11-30.

® J. L. Heiberg, ‘‘Byzantinische Analekten,” Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der

Mathcmatik, Vol. IX (Leipzig, 1899), p. 163, 166, 172. This manuscript in the

Vienna Library is marked ‘‘Codex Phil. Gr. 65.”
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the old letter-numerals, mainly, no doubt, in daily intercourse.’^ At

the close of one of the Byzantine manuscripts there is a table of

numerals containing an imitation of the Old Attic numerals. The table

gives also the Hindu-Arabic numerals, but apparently without recog-

nition of the principle of local value; in writing 80, the 0 is placed over

the 8. This procedure is probably due to the ignorance of the scribe.

85. A manuscript^ of the twelfth century, in Latin, contains the

symbol h for 3 which Curtze and NagP declare to have been found

only in the twelfth century. According to Curtze, the foregoing

strange symbol for 3 is simply the symbol for tertia used in the nota-

tion for sexagesimal fractions which receive much attention in this

manuscript.

8G. Recently the variations in form of our numerals have l)ccn sum-

marized as follows: ^‘The forrn^ of the numerals 1, 6, 8 and 9 has not

varied much among the [medieval] Arabs nor among the Christians

of the Occident
;
the numerals of the Arabs of the Occident for 2, 3 and

5 have forms offering some analogy to ours (the 3 and 5 are originally

reversed, as well among the Christians as among the Arabs of the

Occident); but the form of 4 and that of 7 have greatly modified

themselves. The numerals 5, 6, 7, 8 of the Arabs of the Orient differ

distinctly from those of the Arabs of the Occident (Gobar numerals).

five one still writes 5 and The use of ^ for 1 occurs in the first

printed arithmetic (Treviso, 1478), presumably because in this early

stage of printing there was no type for 1. Thus, 9,341 was printed

934L

87. Many points of historical interest are contained in the fol-

lowing quotations from the writings of Alexander von Humboldt.

Although over a century old, they still are valuable.

^Tn the Gobar^ the group signs are dots, that is zeroes, for in

India, Tibet and Persia the zeroes and dots are identical. The Gobar

symbols, which since the year 1818 have commanded my whole at-

tention, were discovered by my friend and teacher, Mr. Silvestre de

Sacy, in a manuscript from the Library of the old Abbey St. Germain

du Pres. This great orientalist says: Xe Gobar a un grand rapport

1 Algorithmus-MSS Clm 13021, fols. 27-29, of the Munich Staatsbibliothek.

Printed and explained by Maximilian Curtze, Abhandlungen zur Geschichle der

Mathemalik, Vol. VIII (Leipzig, 1898), p. 3-27.

^ Zeilschrift fur MathemaLik und Physik (Hist. Litt. Abth.), Vol. XXXIV
(Leipzig, 1889), 134,

* Encyc. des Scien. math., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 20, n. 105, 106.

^Alexander von Humboldt, CrelWs Journal, Vol. IV (1829), p. 223, 224.
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avec le chiffre indien, mais il n’a pas de z6ro (S. Gramm, arahcy p. 76,

and the note added to PL 8)/ I am of the opinion that the zero-

symbol is present, but, as in the Scholia of Neophytos on the units, it

stands over the units, not by their side. Indeed it is these very zero-

symbols or dots, which give these characters the singular name Gobar

or dust-writing. At first sight one is uncertain whether one should

recognize therein a transition between numerals and letters of the

alphabet. One distinguishes with difficulty the Indian 3, 4, 5 and 9.

Dal and ha are perhaps ill-formed Indian numerals 6 and 2. The nota-

tion by dots is as follows:

3* for 30,
4- for 400 ,

6 for 6,000 .

These dots remind one of an old-Greek })ut rare notation (Ducange,

Palacogr.j p. xii), which begins with the myriad: a” for 10,000, /3**

for 200 millions. In this system of geometric progressions a single dot,

which however is not written down, stands for 100. In Diophantus

and Pappus a dot is placed between letter-numerals, instead of the

initial Mu (myriad). A dot multiplies what lies to its left by 10,000.

.... A real zero symbol, standing for the absence of some unit, is ap-

plied by Ptolemy in the descending sexagesimal scale for missing de-

grees, minutes or seconds. Delambre claims to have found our sym-

bol for zero also in manuscripts of Theon, in the Commentary to the

Syntaxis of Ptolemy.^ It is therefore much older in the Occident than

the invasion of the Arabs and the work of Planudes on arithmoi

indikoi.’^ L. C. Karpinski^ has called attention to a passage in the

Arabic biographical work, the Fihrist (987 a.d.), which describes a

Hindu notation using dots placed below the numerals; one dot indi-

cates tens, two dots hundreds, and three dots thousands.

88. There are indications that the magic power of the principle of

local value was not recognized in India from the beginning, and that

our perfected Hindu-Arabic notation resulted from gradual evolution.

Says Humboldt: “In favor of the successive perfecting of the designa-

tion of numbers in India testify the Tamul numerals which, by means

^ J. B. J. Delambre, Histoire de Vastron. ancienne, Vol. I, p. 547; Vol. II, p. 10.

The alleged p^issage in the manuscripts of Theon is not found in his printed works.

Delambre is inclined to ascribe the Greek sign for zero either as an abbreviation

of ouden or as due to the special relation of the numeral omicron to the sexagesimal

fractions {op. cit., Vol. II, p. 14, and Journal des sgavans [1817], p. 539).

^Bibliotheca mathematica, Vol. XI (1910-11), p. 121-24.
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of the nine signs for the units and by signs of the groups 10, 100, or

1,000, express all values through the aid of multipliers placed on the

left. This view is supported also by the singular arithmoi indikoi in

the scholium of the monk Neophytos, which is found in the Parisian
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5tP<y pol0cnbcn jc#4 •

4irn0crtbrib(n/ ©nb iCymcr*

bit nA<bfol0<nbc jif# * _

ftr bebcut bic Pier# i^^Wcunb^Alb flfymcr.

fb'iL *

y -O • <^con tfymcr.

• i Orf {cbentJiAlbcr lEymcr*

^io» ^tben^tymeu

4 Bebeotbrrpfcr# fffjrcmpcUalf

3»<« aymcp min Picripryl,

ber vurfciU

Fig. 26.—From Christoff Ru-

dolff’s KiinstUche Rechnung mit der

Ziffer (Augsburg, 1574[?]).

meronbt» pier#

f)^dU

Library (Cod. Reg., fol. 15), for an

account of which I am indebted to

Prof. Brandis. The nine digits of

Neophytos wholly resemble the Per-

sian, except the 4. The digits 1, 2,

3 and 9 are found even in Egyptian

number inscriptions (Kosegarten, de

HierogL Aegypt.y p. 54). The nine

units are enhanced tenfold, 100 fold,

I,000 fold by writing above them
one, two or three zeros, as in

:

o

2-20, 24-24, °5 = 500, G- 6,000.

If we imagine dots in place of the

zero symbols, then we have the

arabic Gobar nurnerals.’^^ Humboldt
copies the scholium of Neophytos.

J. L. Heiberg also has called atten-

tion to the scholium of Neophytos

and to the numbering of scholia to

Euclid in a Greek manuscript of

the twelfth century (Codex Vindo-

bonensis, Gr. 103), in which numer-

als resembling the Gobar numerals

occur.2 The numerals of the monk
Neophytos (Fig. 25), of which

Humboldt speaks, have received the

special attention of P. Tannery.^

89. Freak forms .—We reproduce

herewith from the Augsburg edition

of Christoff Rudolff^s Kiinstliche

Rechnung a set of our numerals, and

of symbols to represent such fractions

1 Op. cii., p. 227.

2 See J. L. Heiberg’s edition of Euclid

(Leipzig, 1888), Vol. V; P. Tannery, Revue

archeol. (3d scr., 1885), Vol. V, p. 99, also

(3d ser., 1886), Vol. VH, p. 355; Encycl

des scien. math.y Tome I, Vol. I (1904),

p. 20, n. 102.

® Memoires scientifiqueSy Vol. IV (Tou-

louse and Paris, 1920), p. 22.
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and mixed numbers as were used in Vienna in the measurement of

wine. We have not seen the first edition (1526) of Rudolff’s book,

but Alfred Na^L reproduces part of these numerals from the first

edition. ^‘In the Viennese wine-cellars,^^ says Hill, ^‘the casks were

marked accordin^r to their contents with figures of the forms given.

The symbols for fractions are very curious.

90. Negative numerals.—J. Colson*’ in 1726 claimed that, by the

use of negative numerals, operations may be performed with “more

ease and expedition.^^ If 8605729398715 is to be multiplied by

389175836438, reduce these to small numbers 1414331401315 and

4l 1224244442. Then write the multiplier on a slip of paper and

place it in an inverted position, so that its first figure is just over the

left-hand figure of the multiplicand. Multiply 4X1=4 and write

down 4. Move the multiplier a place to the right and collect the two

products, 4xT+Ix 1 = 5; write down 5. Move the multiplier another

place to the right, then 4X4+1X1+ 1X1=16; write the 1 in the

second line. Similarly, the next product is 11, and so on. Similar

processes and notations were proposed by A. Cauchy,^ E. Selling,^ and

W. B. Ford,^ while J. P. Ballantine^ suggests 1 inverted, thus x, as a

sign for negative 1, so that 1X7 = 13 and the logarithm 9.69897— 10

may be written 19.69897 or 1.69897. Negative logarithmic charac-

teristics are often marked with a negative sign placed over the

numeral (Vol. II, §476).

91. Grouping digits in numeration .—In the writing of numbers con-

taining many digits it is desirable to have some symbol separating the

numbers into groups of, say, three digits. Dots, vertical bars, commas,

arcs, and colons occur most frequently as signs of separation.

In a manuscript, Liber algorizmi,^ of about 1200 a.d., there appear

^ MonatMatt der numismatischen Gescllschafl in Wien, Vol. VII (December,

1906), p. 132.

2 G. F. Hill, op. cit., p. 53.

* Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XXXIV (1726), p. 161-74; Abridged Trans-

actions, Vol. VI (1734), p. 2-4. See also G. Peano, Formulaire matheniatique, Vol.

IV (1903), p. 49.

^ Comptes rendus, Vol. XI (1840), p. 796; QUuvres (1st ser.), Vol. V, p. 434-55.

^ Eine neue Rechenmaschine (Berlin, 1887), p. 16; see also Encyklopadie d.

Math. Vol. I, Part 1 (Leipzig, 1898-1904), p. 944.

^American Mathernatical Monthly, Vol. XXXII (1925), p. 302.

^ Op. cit., p. 302.

® M. Cantor, Zeitschrift fur Mathemaiik, Vol. X (1865), p. 3; G. Enestrom,

Bibliotheca rnathemalica (3d ser., 1912-13), Vol. XIII, p. 265.
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dots to mark periods of three. Leonardo of Pisa, in his Liber Abbad
(1202), directs that the hundreds, hundred thousands, hundred mil-

lions, etc., be marked with an accent above; that the thousands,

millions, thousands of millions, etc., be marked with an accent below.

In the 1228 edition,^ Leonardo writes 678 935 784 105 296. Johannes

de Sacrobosco (d. 1256), in his Tractatus de arte numerandi, suggests

that every third digit be marked with a dot.^ His commentator,

Petrus de Dacia, in the first half of the fourteenth century, does the

same.^ Directions of the same sort are given by Paolo Dagomari'^ of

Florence, in his Regoluzze di Maestro Paolo dall Abbaco and Paolo of

Pisa,^ both writers of the fourteenth century. Luca Pacioli, in his

Sum7na (1494), folio 196, writes 8 659 421 635 894 676; Georg Peur-

bach (1505)/ *3790528614. Adam Riese^ writes 86789325178. M.

Stifel (1544)® writes 2329089562800. Gemma Frisius® in 1540 wrote

24 456 345 678. Adam Riese (1535)i« writes 86-7 -89-3 -25 178. The
Dutch writer, Martinus Carolus Creszfeldt,’^ in 1557 gives in his

Arithrnetica the following marking of a number:

^^Exempel.
|1

5 8 7 4 9 3 6 2 5 3 4 11.^'

Vs:?/ I 1 I w
^ El liber abbaci di Leonardo Pisano .... da B. Boncompagni (Roma, 1857),

p. 4.

2 J. O. Ilalliwell, Rara malhematica (London, 1839), p. 5; M. Cantor, For-

lesungen, Vol. II (2d cd., 1913), p.89.

^ Petri Philomeni de Dacia in Algorismum vulgarem lohannis de Sacrobosco

commentarius (ed. M. Curtze; Kopenhagen, 1897), p. 3, 29; J. Troi)fke, Geschichte

der Klementarmathematik (2d cd., 1921), Vol. I, p. 8.

^ Libri, Ilisloire des sciences inath&matiques en Italic^ Vol. Ill, p. 296-301

(Rule 1).

® Ibid., Vol. II, p. 206, n. 5, and p. 526; Vol. Ill, p. 295; see also Cantor, op. dt.,

Vol. II (2d ed., 1913), p. 164.

^Opus algorithmi (Ilerbipoli, 1505). See Wildermuth, “Rechnen,” Encyklo-

paedie des gesammten Erziehungs- und Unlerrichlswesens (Dr. K. A. Schmid, 1885).

Rechnung auff der Linien vnnd Fedem (1544); Wildermuth, ^‘Rechnon,”

Encyklopaedie (Schmid, 1885), p. 739.

® Wildermuth, op. cii., p. 739.

^ Arithmelicae praclicae methodus facilis (1540); F. Unger, Die Melhodik der

praktischen Arilhmelik in hislorischer Entwickelung (Leipzig, 1888), p. 25, 71.

10 Rechnung auff d. Linien u. Fedem (1535). Taken from H. Hankel, op. cit.

(Leipzig, 1874), p. 15.

“ Arilhmelica (1557). Taken from Bierens do Haan, Bouwsioffen voor de Ge-

achiedenis der Wis-^n Naluurkundige Wetenschappen, Vol. II (1887), p. 3.
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Thomas Blundeville (1636)^ writes 5|936|649. TonstalP writes

. ... 4 3 2 1 0
3210987654321. Clavius^ writes 42329089562800. Chr. Rudolff^ writes

23405639567. Johann CaramueP separates the digits, as in “34:252,-

Integri. Partes.

341;154,329”; W. Oughtred/ 9!876l543|2ldl2:345l678i9; K. Schott^

III II I

7697432329089562436; N. Barreme,* 254.567.804.652; W. J. G.

Ill II I 0
Karstcn,»872 094,826 152,870 364,008; I. A. de Scgncr,*" 5|329"l870l

325'|743|297°, 174; Thomas Dilworth,'^ 789 789 789; Nicolas Pike,*^

3 2 1

356;809,379;120,406;129,763; Charles Hutton,'^ 281,427,307; E.

Bczout,i4 23, 456, 789, 234, 565, 456.

In M. Lemos^ Portuguese encyclopedia^'^ the population of New

1 Mr. lUundevilj His Exercises conlayning eight Treatises (7th cd., Ro. Hartwell;

London, 1636), p. 106.

2 De Arte Svppvtandij libri qvatvor Cvlheherti Tonslalli (Argentorati), Colophon

1541, p. 5.

3 Christophori Clavii epito^ne arilhrneticae praclicae (Roinao, 1583), p. 7.

^ Kunstliche Rechnung rnit dcr Ziffer (Augsburg, 1574[?J), Aiij B.

^ Joannis Caramvelis mathesis biceps, vetus et nova (Comjianiae [southeast of

Naples], 1670), p. 7. The passage is as follows: “Punctuin finale ( . ) est, (piod iioni-

tur post unitatem: ut cum scribimus 23. viginti tria. Comma (,) jiost millenarium

scribitur . . . . ut ctlm scribimus, 23,424 Millenarium i\ centenario dis-

tinguere alios populos docent Hispani, qui utuntur hoc cluiractere t/, • • • . Hypo-

colon (;) millionem ^ millcnario separat, ut edm scribimus 2;041,311. Duo puncta

ponuntur post billioncm, sen millionem millionum, videlicet 34: 252,341 ;154,320.”

Caramuel was born in Madrid. For biographical sketch sec Revista malerndtica

Hispano-American, Vol. I (1919), p. 121, 178, 203.

® Clavis mathematicae (London, 1652), p. 1 (1st ed., 1631).

^ Cursus rnathcrnaticiLs (Herbipoli, 1661), p. 23.

® Arithniitique (new ed.; Paris, 1732), p. 6.

® Mathesis theoretica elementaris atqve svbliinior (Rostochii, 1760), p. 195.

Elementa arithmeticae geometriae et calcvli geometrici (2d ed.; Halle, 1767),

p. 13.

Schoolmaster's Assistant (22d ed.; London, 1784), p. 3.

New and Complete System of Arithmetic (Newburyport, 1788), p. 18.

“Numeration,” Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary (London, 1795).

Cours de mathimatiques (Paris, 1797), Vol. I, p. 6.

“Portugal,” Encyclopedia PortiigiLeza Illustrada . . . . de Maximiano Lemos
(Porto).
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York City is given as ^^3.437:202’^; in a recent Spanish encyclopedia/

the population of America is put down as 'T50 - 979,995/^

In the process of extracting square root, two early commentators-

on Bhfiskara’s Lilavatij namely Hama-Crishna Deva and Gangaddiara

(ca. 1420 A.D.), divide numbers into periods of two digits in this man-
I - I - I

ner, 8 8 2 0 9. In finding cube roots Rama-Crishna Deva writes

1 9 5 3 r2 5.

92. The Spanish ‘^calderon.^^—In Old Spanish and Portuguese

numeral notations there are some strange and curious symbols. In a

contract written in Mexico City in 1649 the symbols “7U29L/^ and

^^VIIUCCXCItis’^ each represent 7,291 pesos. The U, which here re-

sembles an 0 that is open at the top, stands for ^Thousands.’"'^ I. B.

Richman has seen Spanish manuscripts ranging from 1587 to about

1700, and Mexican manuscripts from 1768 to 1855, all containing

symbols for “thousands’’ resembling U or D, often crossed by one or

two horizontal or vertical bars. The writer has observed that after

1600 this U is used freely both with Hindu-Arabic and with Roman
numerals; before 1600 the U occurs more commonly with Roman
numerals. Karpinski has pointed out that it is used with the Hindu-

Arabic numerals as early as 1519, in the accounts of the Magellan

voyages. As the Roman notation does not involve the principle of

local value, U played in it a somewhat larger role than merely to

afford greater facility in the reading of numbers. Thus VIUCXV
equals 6Xl,000-fll5. This use is shown in manuscripts from Peru

of 1549 and 1543,^ in manuscripts from Spain of 1480“^ and 1429.

We have seen the corresponding type symbol for 1,000 in Juan Pen^z

de Moya,^ in accounts of the coining in the Real Casa de Moneda de

1 ‘‘America,’’ Enciclopedia illmlrada segui Diccionario universal (Barcelona).

“ Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 9, 12, xxv, xxvii.

3 F. Cajori, “On the Spanish Symbol U for ‘thousands,’ ” Bibliotheca maihe-

matica, Vol. XII (1912), p. 133.

^ Carlas de Indias puhlicalas por primera vez el Minislerio de Fomento (Madrid,

1877), p. 502, 543, facsimiles X and Y.

® Jose Gonzalo de las Casjis, Anales de la Paleografia Espanola (Madrid, 1857),

Plates <S7, 92, 109, 110, 113, 137.

® Liciniano Saez, Demoslracidn Hisldrica del verdadero valor de todas las monedas

que corrian en Castilla durante el Reynado del Sehor Don Enrique III (Madrid,

1796), p. 447. See also Colomera y Rodriguez, Venancio, Paleografia castellana

(1862).

^ Aritmetica practica (14th ed.; Madrid, 1784), p. 13 (1st ed., 1562).
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Mexico (1787), in eighteenth-century books printed in Madrid,^

in the Gazetas de Mexico of 1784 (p. 1), and in modern reprints of

seventeenth-century documents.^ In these publications the printed

symbol resembles the Greek sampi ^ for 900, but it has no known
connection with it. In books printed in MadrkP in 1760, 1655, and

1646, the symbol is a closer imitation of the written IJ, and is curiously

made up of the two. small printed letters, I, /, each turned halfway

around. The two inverted letters touch each other below, thus xr
Printed S3mibols representing a distorted U have been found also in

some Spanish arithmetics of the sixteenth century, particularly in

that of Gaspard de Texeda^ who writes the number 103,075,102,300

in the Castellanean form c.iijU.75qs c.ijU300 and also in the algoristic

form 103U075qs 102U300. The Spaniards call this symbol and also

the sampi-like symbol a calderon,^ A non-Spanish author who ex-

plains the calderdn is Johann Caramuel,® in 1670.

93. The present writer has been able to follow the trail of this

curious symbol U from Spain to Northwestern Italy. In Adriano

Cappelli’s Lexicon is found the following: ^Tn the liguric documents

of the second half of the fifteenth century we found in frequent use,

to indicate the multiplication by 1,000, in place of M, an 0 crossed

by a horizontal line.^’^ This closely resembles some forms of our

Spanish symbol U. Cappelli gives two facsimile reproductions^ in

1 Liciniano Saez, op. cit.

2 Manuel Danvila, Boldin de la Real Academia de la Historia (Madrid, 1888),

Vol. XII, p. 53.

^ Clientas para lodas, coinpendio arilhmMico, e Historico . . . . su autor D.

Manuel Recio, Oficial dc la contadurfa general de postos del Reyno (Madrid, 1700)

;

TCairo Eclesidstico de la primitiva Iglesia de las Indias Occidentales .... el M. Gil

Gonzalez Davila, su Coronista Mayor de las Indias, y de los Reynos de las dos

Castillas (Madrid, 1055), Vol. II; Memorial^ y Noticias Sacras, y reales del imperio

de las Indias Occidentales .... Escriuiale por cl ano de 1640, Juan Diez de la

Calle, Oficial Segundo de la Misma Secretaria.

*Suma de Arithmetica pratica (Valladolid, 1540), fol. iiijr.; taken from D. E.

Smith, History of Mathematics, Vol. II (1925), p. 88. The qs means quentos {cuen-

tos, ‘unions’0-

® In Joseph Aladern, Diccionari popular de la Llengua Catalana (Barcelona,

1905), we read under ‘‘Caldero”: ‘‘Among ancient copyists a sign (l/") denoted

a thousand.”

® Joannis Caramvelis Mathesis biceps veins el nova (Companiae, 1070), p. 7.

’ Lexicon Ahhreviaturarum (Leipzig, 1901), p. 1.

® Ibid., p. 436, col. 1, Nos. 5 and 6.
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which the sign in question is small and is placed in the position of an

exponent to the letters XL, to represent the number 40,000. This

corresponds to the use of a small c which has been found written to the

right of and above the letters XI, to signify 1,100. It follows, there-

fore, that the modified U was in use during the fifteenth century in

Italy, as well as in Spain, though it is not known which country had

the priority.

What is the origin of this calderon? Our studies along this line

make it almost certain that it is a modification of one of the Roman

Fig. 27.—From a contract (Mexi o City, 1649). The right part shows the sum
of 7,291 pesos, 4 tomineSf 6 granos, ex )ressed in Roman numerals and the calderdn.

The left part, from the same contract, shows the same sum in Hindu-Arabic nu-

merals and the calderdn.

symbols for 1,000. Besides M, the Romans used for 1,000 the symbols

CIO, T, 00
,
and T- These symbols are found also in Spanish manu-

scripts. It is easy to see how in the hands of successive generations of

amanuenses, some of these might assume the forms of the calderdn.

If the lower parts of the parentheses in the forms CIO or Cl 10 are

united, we have a close imitation of the U, crossed by one or by two

bars.
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94. The Portuguese ^^dfrao ”—^Allied to the distorted Spanish U is

the Portuguese symbol for 1,000, called the dfrao,^ It looks somewhat
like our modern dollar mark, $. But its function in writing numbers
was identical with that of the calderon. Moreover, we have seen forms

of this Spanish ‘^thousand” which need only to be turned through a
right angle to appear like the Portuguese symbol for 1,000. Changes
of that sort are not unknown. For instance, the Arabic numeral 5

appears upside down in some Spanish books and manuscripts as late

as the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Fig. 28.—Real estate sale in Mexico City, 1718. The sum written here is

4,255 pesos,

95. Relative size of numerals in tables,—Andr6 says on this point:

^Tn certain numerical tables, as those of Schron, all numerals are of

the same height. In certain other tables, as those of Lalande, of Cal-

let, of Houel, of Dupuis, they have unequal heights: the 7 and 9 are

prolonged downward; 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 extend upward; while 1 and 2

do not reach above nor below the central body of the writing

The unequal numerals, by their very inequality, render the long

train of numerals easier to read; numerals of uniform height are less

legible.^^2

^ See the word cifrao in Antonio de Moraes Silva, Dice, de Lingita Portugiiesa

(1877); in Vieira, Grande Dice. Portuguez (1873); in Dice. Comtenip. da Lingua
Portuguesa (1881).

2 D. Andr5, Des notations math&matiques (Paris, 1909), p. 9.
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96. Fanciful hypotheses on the origin of the numeralforms ,—^A p
lem as fascinating as the puzzle of the origin of language relate

the evolution of the forms of our numerals. Proceeding on the i

assumption that each of our numerals contains within itself, i

skeleton so to speak, as many dots, strokes, or angles as it rcpres

units, imaginative writers of different countries and ages have
vanced hypotheses as to their origin. Nor did these writers feel ^

they were indulging simply in pleasing pastime or merely contribu

to mathematical recreations. With perhaps only one exception, 1

were as convinced of the correctness of their explanations as are ch

squarers of the soundness of their quadratures.

The oldest theory relating to the forms of the numerals is du
the Ai'abic astrologer Aben RageT of the tenth or eleventh cent

He held that a circle and two of its diameters contained the requ

forms as it were in a nutshell. A diameter represents 1; a diam
and the two terminal arcs on opposite sides furnished the 2. A glanc

Part I of Figure 29 reveals how each of the ten forms may be evol

from the fundamental figure.

On the European Continent, a hypothesis of the origin from do

the earliest. In the seventeenth century an Italian Jesuit wri

Mario Bettini,^ advanced such an explanation which was eag

accepted in 1651 by Georg Philipp Harsdorffer^ in Germany, '

said: ‘‘Some believe that the numerals arose from points or dots,

in Part II. The same idea was advanced much later by Geo
DumesniP in the manner shown in the first line of Part III. In cur

writing the points supposedly came to be written as dashes, yieh

forms resembling those of the second line of Part III. The two hori:

tal dashes for 2 became connected by a slanting line yielding the n
ern form. In the same way the three horizontal dashes for 3 were joi

by two slanting lines. The 4, as first drawn, resembled the 0; but <

fusion was avoided by moving the upper horizontal stroke inf

^ J. F. Weidler, De characterihus numerorum vulgaribus disserlalio ynaiherna

critica (Wittembergae, 1737), p. 13; quoted from M. Cantor, Kulturleben der F(

(Halle, 1863), p. 60, 373.

2 Apiaria universae philosophiae, mathematicae, Vol. II (1642), Apiarium

p. 5. See Smith and Karpinski, op. cit.y p. 36.

3 Delilae rnathematicae et physicae (Niimbcrg, 1651). Reference from

Sterner, Geschichte der Rechenkunst (Miinchen and Leipzig [1891]), p. 138, 52

* “Note sur la forme des chiffres usuels,” Revue arcMologique (3d ser.; P
1890), Vol. XVI, p. 342-48. See also a critical article, “Pr^tendues notal

Pythagoriennes sur Forigine de nos chiffres,'^ by Paul Tannery, in his Mhn
sdeniifiquesy Vol. V (1922), p. 8.
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vertical position and placing it below on the right. To avoid con-

founding the 5 and 6, the lower left-hand stroke of the first 5 was

: 1 X 3 '1 5 4> 7 s O

X From I 1/ b 1 1 o
#
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Fig. 29.—Fanciful hypotheses

changed from a vertical to a horizontal position and placed at the

top of the numeral. That all these changes were accepted as historical,
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without an atom of manuscript evidence to support the different steps

in the supposed evolution, is an indication that Baconian inductive

methods of research had not gripped the mind of Dumesnil. The origin

from dots appealed to him the more strongly because points played a

role in Pythagorean philosophy and he assumed that our numeral

system originated with the Pythagoreans.

Carlos le-Maur,^ of Madrid, in 1778 suggested that lines joining

the centers of circles (or pebbles), placed as shown in the first line of

Part IV, constituted the fundamental numeral forms. The explana-

tion is especially weak in accounting for the forms of the first three

numerals.

A French writer, P. Voizot,^ entertained the theory that originally

a numeral contained as many angles as it represents units, as seen in

Part V. He did not claim credit for this explanation, but ascribed it to

a writer in the Genova Catholico Militarite. But Voizot did originate

a theory of his own, based on the number of strokes, as shown in

Part VI.

Edouard Lucas^ entertains readers with a legend that Solomon^s

ring contained a square and its diagonals, as shown in Part VII, from

which the numeral figures were obtained. laicas may have taken this

explanation from Jacob Leupold^ who in 1727 gave it as widely current

in his day.

The historian Moritz Cantor^ tells of an attempt by Anton Muller‘S

to explain the shapes of the digits by the number of strokes necessary

to construct the forms as seen in Part VIII. An eighteenth-century

writer, Georg Wachter,^ placed the strokes differently, somewhat as

in Part IX. Cantor tells also of another writer, Piccard,^ who at one

time had entertained the idea that the shapes were originally deter-

‘ Elcmentos de Mat^matica pura (Madrid, 1778), Vol. I, chap. i.

' “Lcs chiffres arabes et leur origine,^’ La nature (2d semestre, 1899), Vol.

XXVII, p. 222.

^ L’Arithmilique amusante (Paris, 1895), p. 4. Also M. Cantor, Kulturleben

der Volker (Halle, 1863), p. 60, 374, n. 116; P. Treutlein, Geschichle unsercr Zahl-

zeichen (KarLsnihe, 1875), p. 16.

^ Theairvm Arilhmetico-Geometricvm (Leipzig, 1727), p. 2 and Table III.

5 Kulturleben der Volker, p. 59, 60.

® Arithmetik und Algebra (Heidelberg, 1833). See also a reference to this in

P. Treutlein, op. cit. (1875), p. 15.

^ Naturae et Scripturae Concordia (Lipsiae et Hafniae, 1752), chap. iv.

* M^moire sur la forme et de la provenance des chiffres, SociSlS Vaudoise des

sciences naiurelles (stances du 20 Avril et du 4 Mai, 1859), p. 176, 184. M. Cantor

reproduces the forms due to Piccard; see Cantor, Kidturleben, etc.. Fig. 44.
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mined by the number of strokes, straight or curved, necessary to

express the units to be denoted. The detailed execution of this idea,

as shown in Part IX, is somewhat different from that of Muller and

some others. But after critical examination of his hypothesis, Pic-

card candidly arrives at the conclusion that the resemblances he

pointed out are only accidental, especially in the case of 5, 7, and 9,

and that his hypothesis is not valid.

This same Piccard offered a special explanation of the forms of the

numerals as found in the geometry of Boethius and known as the

“Apices of Boethius.^^ He tried to connect these forms with letters in

the Phoenician and Greek alphabets (see Part X). Another writer

whose explanation is not known to us was J. B. Reveillaud.^

The historian W. W. 11. BalP in 1888 repeated with apparent ap-

proval the suggestion that the nine numerals were originally formed

by drawing as many strokes as there are units represented by the

respective numerals, with dotted lines added to indicate how the writ-

ing became cursive, as in Part XI. Later Ball abandoned this ex-

planation. A slightly different attempt to build up numerals on the

consideration of the number of strokes is cited by W. Lietzmann.^

A still different combination of dashes, as seen in Part XII, was made
by the German, David Arnold Crusius, in 1746.^ Finally, C. P.

Sherman*’ explains the origin by numbers of short straight lines, as

shown in Part Xlll. “As time went on,^’ he says, “writers tended

more and more to substitute the easy curve for the difficult straight

line and not to lift the pen from the paper between detached lines,

but to join the two—which we will call cursive writing.

These hypotheses of the origin of the forms of our numerals have

been barren of results. The value of any scientific hypothesis lies in

co-ordinating known facts and in suggesting new inquiries likely to

advance our knowledge of the subject under investigation. The hy-

potheses here described have done neither. They do not explain the

very great variety of forms which our numerals took at different times

^ Essai stir les chiffres arabes (Paris, 1883). Reference from Smith and Kar-

pinski, op. oil., p. 36.

2 A Short Account of the History of Mathematics (London, 1888), p. 147.

* Lusliges und Merkwiirdiges von Zahlen und Formen (Breslau, 1922), p. 73,

74. lie found the derivation in Raethcr, Theorie und Pi'axis des Rcchenunterrichts

(1. Teil, 6. Aufl.; Breslau, 1920), p. 1, who refers to H. von Jacobs, Das Volk der

Sicbener-Zdhler (Berlin, 1896).

* Anweisung zur Kechen-Kunst (Halle, 1746), p. 3.

^ Mathematics Teacher, Vol. XVI (1923), p. 398-401.
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and in different countries. They simply endeavor to explain the nu-

merals as they are printed in our modern European books. Nor have

they suggested any fruitful new inquiry. They serve merely as en-

tertaining illustrations of the operation of a pseudo-scientific imagina-

tion, uncontrolled by all the known facts.

97. A sporadic artificial system.—A most singular system of

numeral symbols was described by Agrippa von Nettesheim in his De
occulta philosophia (1531) and more fully by Jan Bronkhorst of Nim-
wegen in Holland who is named after his birthplace Noviomagus.^ In

1539 he published at Cologne a tract, De numeris, in which he de-

scribes numerals composed of straight lines or strokes which, he claims,

were used by Chaldaei et Astrologi. Who these Chaldeans are whom he

mentions it is difficult to ascertain; Cantor conjectures that they were

late Roman or medieval astrologers. The symbols are given again in

a document published by M. Hostus in 1582 at Antwerp. An examina-

tion of the symbols indicates that they enable one to write numbers up

into the millions in a very concise form. But this conciseness is at-

tained at a great sacrifice of simplicity; the burden on the memory is

great. It does not appear as if these numerals grew by successive

steps of time; it is more likely that they are the product of some in-

ventor who hoped, perhaps, to see his symbols supersede the older

(to him) crude and clumsy contrivances.

An examination, in Figure 30, of the symbols for 1, 10, 100, and

1,000 indicates how the numerals are made up of straight lines. The
same is seen in 4, 40, 400, and 4,000 or in 5, 50, 500, and 5,000.

98. General remarks.—Evidently one of the earliest ways of re-

cording the small numbers, from 1 to 5, was by writing the corre-

sponding number of strokes or bars. To shorten the record in express-

ing larger numbers new devices were employed, such as placing the

bars representing higher values in a different position from the others,

or the introduction of an altogether new symbol, to be associated with

the primitive strokes on the additive, or multiplicative principle, or in

some cases also on the subtractive principle.

After the introduction of alphabets, and the observing of a fixed

sequence in listing the letters of the alphabets, the use of these letters

1 See M. Cantor, Vorlesungen uher Geschichte der Mathemalik^ Vol. II (2d ed.;

Leipzig, 1913), p. 410; M. Cantor, Malhemat. Beitrdge zurn Kuliurlehen der Volker

(Halle, 1863), p. 166, 167
;
G. Friedlein, Die Zahlzeichen und das elemenlare Rechnen

der Griechen und Rdmer (Erlangen, 1869), p. 12; T. H. Martin, Annali di mate-

maiica (B. Tortolini; Rome, 1863), Vol. V, p. 298; J. C. Heilbronner, Historia

Matheseos universae (Lipsiae, 1742), p. 735-37; J. Ruska, Archivfilr die Geschichte

der Nalurwissenschaften und Technik^ Vol. IX (1922), p. 112-26.
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for the designation of numbers was introduced among the Syrians,

Greeks, Hebrews, and the early Arabs. The alphabetic numeral sys-

tems called for only very primitive powers of invention; they made

fipiSwr.
, i ^iMe

liocmoio.

.$OQO 9^0
1 1 ..,

lOOO 2000 3000

Milk Millia feu dccicsi

Fig. 30.

—

Tli(3 numerals described by Noviomagus in 1539. (Taken from J. C.

Heilbronner, Hisloria malheseos [1742], p. 736.)
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unnecessarily heavy demands on the memory and embodied no at-

tempt to aid in the processes of computation.

The highest powers of invention were displayed in the systems em-

ploying the principle of local value. Instead of introducing new sym-

bols for units of higher order, this principle cleverly utilized the posi-

tion of one symbol relative to others, as the means of designating

different orders. Three important systems utilized this principle:

the Babylonian, the Maya, and the Hindu-Arabic systems. These

three were based upon different scales, namely, 60, 20 (except in one

step), and 10, respectively. The principle of local value applied to a

scale with a small base affords magnificent adaptation to processes of

computation. Cbinparing the processes of multiplication and division

which we carry outin the iiindu-Arahic scale witli what tFe alpha-

beticaTsystems or the Uonian system afforded places the superiority of

the Hindu-Arabic scale in full view . The Greeks resorted to abacal

computation, which is simply a primitive way of observing local value

in computation. In what way the Maya or the Babylonians used their

notations in computation is not evident from records that have come

down to us. The scales of 20 or 60 would call for large multiplication

tables.

The origin and development of the Hindu-Arabic notation has

received intensive study. Nevertheless, little is known. '’Ah*butstand-

ing fa^urWtR'durrng the past one thousand years no uniformity in

the shapes of the numerals has been reached. An American is some-

times puzzled by the shape of the number 5 written in France. A
European traveler in Turkey would find that what in Europe is a

0 is in Turkey a 5.

99. Opinion of Laplace.—Laplace' expresses his admiration for the

invention of the Hindu-Arabic numerals and notation in this wise:

^Tt is from the Indians that there has come to us the ingenious method

of expressing all numbers, in ten characters, by giving them, at the

5ame time, an absolute and a place value
;
an idea fine and important,

which appears indeed so simple, that for this very reason we do not

sufficiently recognize its merit. But this very simplicity, and the

extreme facility which this method imparts to all calculation, place

iour system of arithmetic in the first rank of the useful inventions.

How difficult it was to invent such a method one can infer from the

fact that it escaped the genius of Archimedes and of Apollonius of

Perga, two of the greatest men of antiquity.”

^ Expotiiiion du systeme du nwruie (6th ed.; Paris, 1835), p. 376.
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SYMBOLS IN ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA
(ELEMENTARY PART)

100. In ancient Babylonian and Egyptian documents occur cer-

tain ideograms and symbols which arc not attributable to particular

individuals and are omitted here for that reason. Among these signs

is r" for square root, occurring in a papyrus found at Kahun and now
at University College, London,^ and a pair of walking legs for squaring

in the Moscow papyrus.^ These symbols and ideograms will be referred

to in our *^Topical Survey^ ^ of notations.

A. CROUPS OF SYMBOLS USED BY INDIVIDUAL WRITERS

giiekk: diopiiantus, third century a.d.

101. The unknown number in algebra, defined by Diophantus as

containing an undefined number of units, is represented by the Greek

letter s with an accent, thus s', or in the form s°'. In plural cases the

symbol was doubled by the Byzantines and later writers, with the

addition of case endings. Paul Tannery holds that the evidence is

against supposing that Diophantus himself duplicated the sign.*^

G. H. F. Nesselmann^ takes this symbol to be final sigma and remarks

that probably its selection was prompted by the fact that it was the

only letter in the Greek alphabet which was not used in writing num-
bers. Heath favors ^The assumption that the sign was a mere tachy-

graphic abbreviation and not an algebraical symbol like our x,

though discharging much the same function. Tannery suggests that

the sign is the ancient letter koppa, perhaps slightly modified. Other

views on this topic are recorded by Heath.

1 Moritz Cantor, Vorlesungen uber Geschichte der Malhemalik, Vol. I, 3d ed.,

Leipzig, p. 94.

2 B. Touraeff, Ancient Egypt (1917), p. 102.

® Diophanti Alexandrini opera omnia cum Graecis co7nmcnlariis (Lipsiae, 1895),

Vol. II, p. xxxiv-xlii; Sir Thomas L. Heath, Diophantus of Alexatulria (2d ed.

;

Cambridge, 1910),. p. 32, 33.

* Die Algebra der Griechen (Berlin, 1842), p. 290, 291.

® Op. cit., p. 34-36.

71
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A square, is in Diophantus’ Arithmetica

A cube, is in Diophantus^ Arithmetica K ^

A square-square, is in Diophantus^ Arithmetica A^A
A square-cube, x^, is in Diophantus^ Arithmetica AK^
A cube-cube, x®, is in Diophantiis^ Arithmetica K^K

In place of the capital letters kappa and delta, small letters are some-

times used.^ Heath^ comments on these symbols as follows: '^There is

no obvious connection between the symbol A^ and the symbol y

of which it is the square, as there is between x^ and x, and in this lies

the great inconvenience of the notation. But upon this notation no

advance was made even by late editors, such as Xylander, or by

Bachet and Fermat. They wrote N (which was short for Nurnerus) for

the s of Diophantus, Q (Quadratus) for A^, C (Cubus) for K^, so that we
find, for example, 1Q+5A^ = 24, corresponding to x2+5x==24.^ Other

symbols were however used even before the publication of Xylander^s

Diophantus^ e.g., in Bombelli^s Algehray

102. Diophantus has no symbol for multiplication; he writes down
the numerical results of multiplication without any preliminary step

which would necessitate the use of a symbol. Addition is expressed

^ From Fermat’s edition of Bachet’s Diophantus (Toulouse, 1670), p. 2,

Definition II, we quote: “Appellatvr igitur Quadratus, Dynamis, & est illius nota
5' superscriptum habens 0 sic Qui autem sit ex quadrato in suum latus cubus

est, cuius nota est superscriptum habens v hoc pacto k^. Qui autem sit ex quad-

rato in seipsum multiplicato, quadrato-quadratus est, cuius nota est geminum 5'

habens superscriptum u, hac ratione 35^. Qui sit quadrato in cubum qui ab eodem
latere profectus est, ducto, quadrato-cubus nominatur, nota eius 5k superscriptum

habens v sic Sny. Qui ex cubo in se ducto nascitur, cubocubus vocatur, & est eius

nota geminum k superscriptum habens D, hoc pacto kk^. Cui vero nulla harum
proprietatum obtigit, sed constat multitudine vnitatem rationis experte, nurnerus

vocatur, nota eius s. Est et aliud signum immutabile definitorum, vnitas, cuius

nota Ji superscriptum habens o sic fip” The passage in Bachet’s edition of 1621 is

the same as this.

2 Op. dt.y p. 38.

* In Fermat’s edition of Bachet’s Diophantus (Toulouse, 1670), p. 3, Definition

II, we read: “Haec ad verbum exprimenda esse arbitratus sum potills qiu\m cum
Xilandro nescio quid aliud comminisci. Quamuis cnim in reliqua versione nostra

notis ab eodem Xilandro excogitatis libenter vsus sirn, quas tradam infr^. Hie

tamen ab ipso Diophanto longiils recedere nolui, qu6d hac definitione notas ex-

plicet quibus passim libris istis vtitur ad species omnes compendio designandas, &
qui has ignoret ne quidem Graeca Diophanti legere possit. Porr6 quadratum Dy-

namin vocat, quae vox potestatem sonat, quia videlicet quadratus est veluti

potestas cuius libet lineae, & passim ab Euclide, per id quod potest linea, quadratus

illius designatur. Itali, Hispanique eadem ferd de causa Censum vocant, quasi
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Y mere juxtaposition. Thus the polynomial X®+13a:^+5a;+2 would0—0
e in Diophantine symbols K^dA^t7S€Mj3, where M is used to repre-

mt units and shows that /S or 2 is the absolute term and not a part

[ the coefficient of s or x. It is to be noted that in Diophantus^

square-cube^^ symbol for x^y and “cube-cube^’ symbol for x®, the

Iditive principle for exponents is employed, rather than the multipli-

itive principle (found later widely prevalent among the Arabs and
kalians), according to which the ^^square-cube^^ power would mean x^

id the
*

^cube-cube” would mean x'\

103. Diophantus' symbol for subtraction is ^^an inverted ^ with

le top shortened, A” Heath pertinently remarks: ^^As Diophantus

sed no distinct sign for +, it is clearly necessary, in order to avoid

)nfusion, that all the negative terms in an expression, should be

[aced together after all the positive terms. And so in fact he does

ace them.’’^ As regards the origin of this sign /^, Heath believes

lat the explanation which is quoted above from the Diophantine

!xt as we have it is not due to Diophantus himself, but is ^^an explana-

on made by a scribe of a symbol which he did not understand.’^

eath^ advances the hypothesis that the symbol originated by placing

I
within the uncial form thus yielding A . Paul Tannery, ^ on the

lier hand, in 1895 thought that the sign in question was adapted

om the old letter sampi 3, but in 1904 he^ concluded that it was

4her a conventional abbreviation associated with the root of a cer-

in Greek verb. His considerations involve questions of Greek gram-

ar and were prompted by the appearance of the Diophantine sign

ms rodditiim, prouentumquc, qu6d k latere seu radice, tanquam k feraci solo

ladratus oriatur. Inde factum vt Gallorum nonnulli & Germanorum corrupto

cabulo zenzum appellarint. Numerum autem indeterminatum & ignotum, qui

aliarum omnium potestatum latus esse intelligitur, Numerum simpliciter Dio-

antus appellat. Alij passim Radicem, vel latus, vel rein dixenmt, Itali patrio

cabulo Cosam. Caeteriim nos in versione nostra his notis N. Q. C. QQ. QC. CC.

signabimus Numerum, Quadratum, Cubum, Quadratoquadratum, Quadrato-

bum, Cubocubum. Nam quod ad vnitates certas & determinatas spectat, eis

tarn aliquam adscribere superuacaiieum duxi, qu6d hae seipsis absque vlla

ibiguitate sese satis indicent, Ecquis enim chm audit numerum 6. non statim

^itat sex vnitates? Quid ergo necesse est sex vnitates dicere, chm sufficiat dicere,

c? . . . .
” This passage is the same as in Bachet’s edition of 1621.

1 Heath, op. cit., p. 42.

2 Ibid., p. 42, 43.

* Tannery, op. cit.y Vol. II, p. xli.

^ Bibliotheca mathemalica (3d ser.), Vol. V, p. 5-8.
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of subtraction in the critical notes to Schone^s edition^ of the Metrica

of Heron.

For equality the sign in the archetypal manuscripts seems to have

been i"] “but copyists introduced a sign which was sometimes con-

fused with the sign (Heath).

104. The notation for division comes under the same head as the

notation for fractions (see § 41). In the case of unit fractions, a

double accent is used with the denominator: thus = Sometimes

a simple accent is used; sometimes it appears in a somewhat modified

form as or (as Tannery interprets it) as X : thus ==
J . For \

appear the symbols Z' and the latter sometimes without the dot.

Of fractions that are not unit fractions, | has a peculiar sign 07 of its

own, as was the case in Egyptian notations. “Curiously enough,’^

says Heath, “it occurs only four times in Diophantus.^^ In some old

manuscripts the denominator is written above the numerator, in

some rare cases. Once we find the denominator taking the

position where we place exponents. Another alternative is to write

the numerator first and the denominator after it in the same line,

marking the denominator with a submultiple sign in some form : thus,

75'= The following are examples of fractions from Diophantus:

From v. 10: = From v. 8, Lemma: i§Z's’ = 2 | J
t f iJi

8 . V 250
From iv. 3 : s'^rj = ~ From iv. 15 : aV——

—

CO CO

From vi. 12: A^^M,fi(f)KtvyopLi^A^AdM^

= (60x2+2,520)/(a:4-f-900-60a:2) .

105. The fact that Diophantus had only one symbol for unknown

quantity affected considerably his mode of exposition. Says Heath:

“This limitation has made his procedure often very different from our

modern work/' As we have seen, Diophantus used but few symbols.

Sometimes he ignored even these by describing an operation in words,

when the symbol would have answered as well or better. Considering

the amount of symbolism used, Diophantus' algebra may be desig-

nated as “syncopated."

^ Heronis Alexandrini opera, Vol. Ill (Leipzig, 1903), p. 156, 1. 8, 10. The

manuscript reading is odriS', the meaning of which is 74— jV-

2 Heath, op. cit., p. 45, 47.
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HINDU: BRAHMAGUPTA, SEVENTH CENTURY A.D.

106. We begin with a quotation from H. T. Colebrooke on Hindu
algebraic notation:^ ‘^The Hindu algebraists use abbreviations and

initials for symbols: they distinguish negative quantities by a dot,

but have not any mark, besides the absence of the negative sign, to

discriminate a positive quantity. No marks or symbols (other than

abbreviations of words) indicating operations of addition or multipli-

cation, etc., are employed by them: nor any announcing equality^

or relative magnitude (greater or less) A fraction is indicated

by placing the divisor under the dividend, but without a line of sepa-

ration. The two sides of an equation are ordered in the same manner,

one under the other The symbols of unknown quantity arc not

confined to a single one: but extend to ever so great a variety of

denominations: and the characters used arc the initial syllables of

the names of colours, excepting the first, which is the initial of ydvat-

tdvatj as much as.’^

107. In Brahmagupta,^ and later Hindu writers, abbreviations

occur which, when transliterated into our alphabet, are as follows:

ru for rupa^ the absolute number
ya for ydvat-tdvat^ the (first) unknown
ca for calaca (black), a second unknown
ni for 7iilaca (blue), a third unknown
pi for pitaca (yellow), a fourth unknown

pa for pandu (white), a fifth unknown
lo for lohita (red), a sixth unknown

c for caranij surd, or square root

ya V for the v being the contraction for

varga, square number

108. In Brahmagupta,** the division of ru 3 c 450 c 75 c 54 by

c 18 c 3 (i.e., 3+l/4^+l/^+l/54 by VTs+V^) is carried out as

follows: 'Tut c 18 c 3. The dividend and divisor, multiplied by this,

make ru 75 c 625. The dividend being then divided by the single surd

ru 15

constituting the divisor, the quotient is ru 5 c 3.''

^ H. T. Colebrooke, Algebra, with Arithmetic and Mensuration from the Sanscrit

of Bramegupla and Bhdscara (London, 1817), p. x, xi.

2 The Bakhshall MS (§ 109) was found after the time of Colebrooke and has

an equality sign.

^Ibid., p. 339 ff.

^ Bralmie-s'phuta-sidd'hdnta, chap. xii. Translated by H. T. Colebrooke in

op. ciL (1817), p. 277-378; we quote from p. 342.
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I

In modern symbols, the statement is, substantially: Multipl

ddend and divisor by l/l8— 1/3; the products are 75+1/675 an

15; divide the former by the latter, 5+l/3.
^^Question 16/ When does the residue of revolutions of the sur

less one, fall, on a Wednesday, equal to the square root of two leg

than the residue of revolutions, less one, multiplied by ten and aug

mented by two?

‘^The value of residue of revolutions is to be here put square c

ydvat-tdvat with two added : ya v \ rxi 2 is the residue of revolutions

Sanskrit character
or letters, by which the Hindus denote the unknown quan-

tities in their notation, are the following : 1I[7,

Fig. 31.—Sanskrit symbols for unknowns. (From Charles Hutton, Malhi

matical Tracts^ II, 167.) The first symbol, ??a, is the contraction for ^Vhite”; th

second, ca, the initial for ^^black^^; the third, ni, the initial for *‘blue^^; the fourtl

j)i, the initial for ^^yellow”; the fifth, Zo, for ^^red.^^

This less two isyav 1] the square root of which is ya 1. Less one, it i

ya \ ru \] which multiplied by ten is xja 10 ru 10; and augmented b;;

two, ya 10 ru 8. It is equal to the residue of revolutions yavl ru 2 lesi

1 1 cti. i. X r 1 XU • 1
ya V 0 ya 10 ru S

one; viz. xjav I ru I

.

btatement of both sides ’ ^ ^ . Equa
ya V 1 ya 0 ru I

subtraction being made conformably to rule 1 there arises ya v 1
ru 9

xja 10

Now, from the absolute number (9), multiplied by four times the [co

efficient of the] square (36), and added to (100) the square of th(

[coefficient of the] middle term (making consequently 64), the square

root being extracted (8), and lessened by the [coefficient of the] middle

term (10), the remainder is 18 divided by twice the [coefficient of the

square (2), yields the value of the middle term 9. Substituting witi

this in the expression put for the residue of revolutions, the answei

comes out, residue of revolutions of the sun 83. Elapsed period o1

days deduced from this, 393, must have the denominator in leasi

terms added so often until it fall on Wednesday.^'

^ Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 346. The abbreviations rw, c, ya^ ya v, ca, ni, etc., arc

f roricslif f irkna rvf i r» rr lr»ff£»r*a in +110 Sioncslrrif olrAVial^n'f
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Notice that
2/^

^
^ ^ signifies Ox^+lOx— 8 = a:“+0a:+l.

ya V I ija Q ru \ ®

Brahmagupta gives^ the following equation in three unknown
quantities and the expression of one unknown in terms of the other

two:

197 ca 1644 nil ru()

yaO ca 0 ni 0 ru 6302.

Equal subtraction being made, the value of ydvai-idvai is

ca 1644 ni 1 ru 6302 ”

(ya) 197

In modern notation:

whence,

197x-~16442/-2+0= 0a:+0i/+02+6302
,

164477+2+6302
* 197

HINDU: THE BAKHSHALi MS

109. The so-called Bakhshall MS, found in 1881 buried in the

earth near the village of Bakhshall in the northwestern frontier of

India, is an arithmetic written on leaves of birch-bark, but has come

down in mutilated condition. It is an incomplete copy of an older

manuscript, the copy having been prepared, probably about the

eighth, ninth, or tenth century. ‘The system of notation,^’ says A. F.

Rudolph Hoernle,2 “is much the same as that employed in the arith-

metical works of Brahmagupta and Bhaskara. There is, however, a

very important exception. The sign for the negative quantity is a

cross (+). It looks exactly like our modern sign for the positive

quantity, but it is placed after the number which it qualifies. Thus

12 7+
^ ^

means 12—7 (i.e. 5). This is a sign which I have not met with

in any other Indian arithmetic The sign now used is a dot placed

over the number to which it refers. Here, therefore, there appears to

be a mark of great antiquity. As to its origin I am not able to suggest

any satisfactory explanation A whole number, when it occurs in

an arithmetical operation, as may be seen from the above given ex-

ample, is indicated by placing the number 1 under it. This, however, is

^ Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 352.

2 ^‘The Bakhshall Manuscript,” Indian Antiquary

^

Vol. XVII (Bombay, 1888),

p. 33-48, 275-79; see p. 34.
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a practice which is still occasionally observed in India The
following statement from the first example of the twenty-fifth siitra

affords a good example of the system of notation employed in the

Bakhshali arithmetic:

. 1 1 1 h/ia 32
1

1 1 1

3+ 3+ 3+
phalarh 108

Here the initial dot is used much in the same way as we use the letter x

to denote the unknown quantity, the value of which is sought. The
number 1 under the dot is the sign of the whole (in this case, unknown)

number. A fraction is denoted by placing one number under the other

without any line of separation; thus
^

is i.e. one-third. A mixed

number is shown by placing the three numbers under one another;

^ 11 . .
^ 1

thus 1 is 1+.. or 1.3, i.e. one and one-third. Hence 1 means 1 —
.3333 3+3

^i.e. . Multiplication is usually indicated by placing the numbers

side l)y side; thus

5 32

8 1
phalam 20

1 1 1

means *^X32 = 20. Similarly 111
3+ 3+ 3+8

2 2 2 /2Ymeans or
( ^

1 ,

i.e. Bhd is an abbreviation of bhdgay ^part,^ and means that the
z i

number preceding it is to be treated as a denominator. Hence

3+ 3+ 3+

8 27
bhd means 1 The whole statement, therefore,

bhd 32

3+ 3+ 3+
phalam 108

,

means ^ X32 = 108, and may be thus explained,
—

'a certain number is
8

g
found by dividing with and multiplying with 32; that number is

108.^ The dot is also used for another purpose, namely as one of the
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ten fundamental figures of the decimal system of notation, or the

zero (0123456789). It is still so used in India for both purposes, to

indicate the unknown quantity as well as the naught The
Indian dot, unlike our modern zero, is not properly a numerical figure

at all. It is simply a sign to indicate an empty place or a hiatus. This

is clearly shown by its name sHnya, 'empty. ^ .... Thus the two fig-

ures 3 and 7, placed in juxtaposition (37), mean 'thirty-seven,’ but

with an 'empty space’ interposed between them (3 7), they mean
'three hundred and seven.’ To
prevent misunderstanding the

presence of the 'empty space’

was indicated by a dot (3.7);

or by what is now the zero

(307). On the other hand, oc-

curring in the statement of

a problem, the 'empty place’

could be filled up, and here the

dot which marked its presence

signified a 'something’ which

was to be discovered and to

k, ft I ^ M a I « r- irr
**

1* Kk b. U Kj ^ r^\ hr L 1^1^. I Ei •A
fS\>, i i ei L h I £! -t jv4

.. it b^>k 3 u jj>

'~'?r i ^
'

Fig. 32.—From JLaklishali arithmetic

(G. R. Kaye, Indian Mathematics [1915],

p. 20; R. Hoernle, op. cit., p. 277).

be put in the empty place In its double signification, which

still survives in India, we can still discern an indication of that

country as its birthplace The operation of multiplication

alone is not indicated by any special sign. Addition is indicated

by yu (for yuta)j subtraction by + {ka for kanitaf) and division

by bhd (for bhdga). The whole operation is commonly enclosed be-

tween lines (or sometimes double lines), and the result is set down
outside, introduced by pha (for phala).^^ Thus, pha served as a sign

of equality.

The problem solved in Figure 32 appears from the extant parts

to have been : Of a certain quantity of goods, a merchant has to pay,

as duty, i, and J on three successive occasions. The total duty is

24. What was the original quantity of his goods? The solution ap-

pears in the manuscript as follows: "Having subtracted the series

from one,” we get f, | ;
these multiplied together give | ;

that again,

subtracted from 1 gives f ;
with this, after having divided (i.e., in-

verted, f), the total duty (24) is multiplied, giving 40; that is the

original amount. Proof
: | multiplied by 40 gives 16 as the remainder.

Hence the original amount is 40. Another proof: 40 multiplied by

1 — and 1 — and 1 — J gives the result 16; the deduction is 24; hence

the total is 40.
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HINDU: BHASKARA, TWELFTH CENTURY A.D.

110. Bhaskara speaks in his Lilavati^ of squares and cubes of

numbers and makes an allusion to the raising of numbers to higher

powers than the cube. Ganesa, a sixteenth-century Indian commen-
tator of Bhaskara, specifies some of them. Taking the words varga for

square of a number, and g^hana for cube of a number (found in Bhas-

kara and earlier writers), Ganesa explains^ that the product of four

like numbers is the square of a square, varga-varga; the product of six

like numbers is the cube of a square, or square of a cube, varga-g^hana

or g^hana-varga; the product of eight numbers gives varga-varga-varga;

of nine, gives the cube of a cube, g^hana-g^hana. The fifth power was

called varga-g’hana-ghdta; the seventh, varga-varga-g^hana-ghdta,

111. It is of importance to note that the higher powers of the

unknown number are built up on the principle of involution, except

the powers whose index is a prime number. According to this prin-

ciple, indices are multiplied. Thus g^hana-varga does not mean =
but (n^)2 = n®. Similarly, g^hana-g'hana does not mean

but (n^)^= n^ In the case of indices that are prime, as in the fifth and

seventh powers, the multiplicative principle became inoperative and

the additive principle was resorted to. This is indicated by the word

ghdta (^^product’O- Thus, varga-g'hana-ghdta means

In the application, whenever possible, of the multiplicative prin-

ciple in building up a symbolism for the higher powers of a number, we
see a departure from Diophantus. With Diophantus the symbol for

followed by the symbol for meant x^ with the Hindus it meant

X®. We shall see that among the Arabs and the Europeans of the

thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries, the practice was divided,

some following the Hindu plan, others the plan of Diophantus.

112. In Bhaskara, when unlike colors (dissimilar unknown quanti-

ties, like X and y) are multiplied together, the result is called hhavita

(^^product^O) is abbreviated bha. Says Colebrooke: ‘The prod-

uct of two unknown quantities is denoted by three letters or syllables,

as yaxa bha, ca.ni bha, etc. Or, if one of the quantities be a higher

power, more syllables or letters are requisite; for the square, cube,

etc., are likewise denoted by the initial syllables, m, gha, va-va, va-ghay

gha-gha,^ etc. Thus ya va • ca gha bha will signify the square of the

^ Colebrooke, op. cit.y p. 9, 10.

2 Ibid., p. 10, n. 3; p. 11.

* Gha-gha for the sixth, instead of the ninth, power, indicates the use here of the

additive principle.
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first unknown quantity multiplied by the cube of the second. A dot

is, in some copies of the text and its commentaries, interposed between

the factors, without any special direction, however, for this notation.

Instead of ya va one finds in Brahmagupta and Bhaskara also the

severer contraction ya v; similarly, one finds cav for the square of the

second unknown.

^

It should be noted also that ^^equations are not ordered so as to

put all the quantities positive; nor to give precedence to a positive

term in a compound quantity: for the negative terms arc retained,

and even preferably put in the first place.^^^

According to N. Ramanujacharia and G. R. Kaye,** the content of

the part of the manuscript shown in Figure 33 is as follows: The

Fig. 33.—Sridhara’s Trudtikd. Sridhara was born 991 a.d. Ho is cited by

Bhaskara; he explains the ‘TIindu method of comjdc^tinp: the square’^ in solving

quadratic equations.

circumference of a circle is equal to the square root of ten times the

square of its diameter. The area is the square root of the product of

ten with the square of half the diameter. Multiply the quantity whose

square root cannot be found by any large number, take the square

root of the product, leaving out of account the remainder. Divide

it by the square root of the factor. To find the segment of a circle,

take the sum of the chord and arrow, multiply it by the arrow, and

square the product. Again multiply it by ten-ninths and extract its

square root. Plane figures other than these areas should be calculated

by considering them to be composed of quadrilaterals, segments of

circles, etc.

^Oj). ciLj p. 140, n. 2; p. 141. In this quotation wo omitted, for simplicity,

some of the accents found in Colebrooke^s transliteration from the Sanskrit.

2 Ibid., p. 63, 140, 346.

^ Ibid., p. xii.

* Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. XIIT (1912-13), p. 206, 213, 214.
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113. Bhaskara Achdhryay ^^Lilavatiy^^^ 1150 A.D.—“Example: Tell

me the fractions reduced to a common denominator which answer to

three and a fifth, and one-third, proposed for addition; and those

which correspond to a sixty-third and a fourteenth offered for sub-

traction. Statement:
3 1 1

1 5 3

Answer: Reduced to a common denominator

5345 3 5

15 15 15
Sum

15*

Statement of the second example:

1 1

63 14
*

Answer: The denominator being abridged, or reduced to least terms,

by the common measure seven, the fractions become

1 1

9 2
*

Numerator and denominator, multiplied by the abridged denomina-

2 9
tors, give respectively

^^0 j2r
* being made, the

difference is
126

*

114. Bhaskara Achdbryay ^^Vija-Ganiia.^^’^— “Example: Tell

quickly the result of the numbers three and four, negative or affirma-

tive, taken together: .... The characters, denoting the quantities

known and unknown, should be first written to indicate them gener-

ally; and those, which become negative, should be then marked with

a dot over them. Statement:^ 3*4. Adding them, the sum is found 7.

Statement: 3-4. Adding them, the sum is 7. Statement: 3*4. Tak-

ing the difference, the result of addition comes out 1 .

“
^So much as^ and the colours 'black, blue, yellow and red,'^ and

others besides these, have been selected by venerable teaShers for

names of values of unknown quantities, for the purpose of reckoning

therewith.

^ Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 13, 14. ^ Ibid., p. 131.

^ In modern notation, 3+4 = 7, (— 3)+ (— 4) = —7, 3+ (—4) = — 1 .

* Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 139.
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^^Example:^ Say quickly, friend, what will affirmative one un-

known with one absolute, and affirmative pair unknown less eight

absolute, make, if addition of the two sets take place? .... State-

ment
ya\ ru 1

ya 2 ruk

Answer: The sum is ya 3 ru 7.

^When absolute number and colour (or letter) are multiplied one

by the other, the product will be colour (or letter). When two, three

or more homogeneous quantities are multiplied together, the product

will be the square, cube or other [power] of the quantity. But, if

unlike quantities be multiplied, the result is their (hhdvita) To be^

product or factum.

^^23. Example:^ Tell directly, learned sir, Jhe product of the

multiplication of the unknown (ydvat-tdvat) five, less the absolute num-
ber one, by the unknown (ydvai-tdvat) three joined with the absolute

two: .... Statement

yab rul ^ _ - •

^ ^ Product: ya v lo ya 7 ru 2 »

ya o ru ^

^^Example:'^ ^So much as^ three, fiJack^ five, ‘blue^ seven, all

affirmative: how many do they make with negative two, three, and

one of the same respectively, added to or subtracted from them?

Statement

ya 3 ca 5 ni 7 Answer: Sum ya I ca 2 ni 6 .

ya2 caS ni 1 Difference ya 5 ca 8 ni S ,

''Example:^ Say, friend, [find] the sum and difference of two ir-

rational numbers eight and two: .... after full consideration, if thou

be acquainted with the sixfold rule of surds. Statement:® c 2 c 8.

^ Ibid. 2 jn modern notation, x-fl Jind 2x—S have the sum 3x— 7.

® Colebrookc, op. cit., p. 141, 142.

^ In modern notation (5a: — l)(3a:+2) = 15x^4-70:— 2.

® Colcbrooke, op. cit., p. 144.

® In modern symbols, 3.r-f5^4-72 and —2x— 3?/— z have the sum x-\-2y-{-6z,

and the difference 5x-\-Sy-\-Sz.

^ Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 146.

® In modern symbols, the example is — VS — V2=^V2. The
same example is given earlier by Brahmagupta in his Brahme-sputOrsidd’hdnta,

chap, xviii, in Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 341.
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Answer: Addition being made, the sum is c 18. Subtraction taking

place, the difference is c 2.”

ARABIC: aL-KHOWARIZMi, NINTH CENTURY A.D.

115. In 772 Indian astronomy became known to Arabic scholars.

As regards algebra, the early Arabs failed to adopt either the Dio-

phantine or the Hindu notations. The famous Algebra of al-Khow4r-

izmi of Bagdad was published in the original Arabic, together with an

English translation, by Frederic Rosen,^ in 1831. He used a manu-
script preserved in the Bodleian Collection at Oxford. An examination

of this text shows that the exposition was altogether rhetorical, i.e.,

devoid of all symbolism. ^‘Numerals are in the text of the work al-

ways expressed by words: [Hindu-Arabic] figures are only used in

some of the diagrams, and in a few marginal notes.

a

specimen

of al-Khowarizmi’s exposition we quote the following from his Algebra^

as translated by Rosen:

^^What must be the amount of a square, which, when twenty-one

dirhems are added to it, becomes equal to the equivalent of ten roots

of that square? Solution: Halve the number of the roots; the moiety

is five. Multiply this by itself; the product is twenty-five. Subtract

from this the twenty-one which are connected with the square; the

remainder is four. Extract its root; it is two. Subtract this from the

moiety of the roots, which is five; the remainder is three. This is the

root of the square which you required, and the square is nine. Or you

may add the root to the moiety of the roots; the sum is seven; this is

the root of the square which you sought for, and the square itself is

forty-nine. '^3

By way of explanation, Rosen indicates the steps in this solution,

expressed in modern symbols, as follows: Example:

x^+21 = 10x; x=^±Vl{^y-2l] =5±V25-21==5±Vi=5±2.

ARABIC: aL-KARKHI, EARLY ELEVENTH CENTURY A.D.

116. It is worthy of note that while Arabic algebraists usually

build up the higher powers of the unknown quantit}'' on the multiplica-

tive principle of the Hindus, there is at least one Arabic writer, al-

Karkhi of Bagdad, who followed the Diophantine additive principle.^

^ The Algebra of Mohammed Ben Musa (cd. and trans. Frederic Rosen; London,

1831). See also L. C. Karpinski, Robert of Chester's Latin Translation of the Algebra

of Al-Khowarizmi (1915).

2 Rosen, op. p. xv. ^ Ibid.^ p. 11.

^ See Cantor, op. cit., Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 767, 768; Heath, op. ci7., p. 41.
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In al-Kharki^s work, the Fakhrly the word mol means ka^b means

x^] the higher powers are mdl mdl for mdl ka^b for x® (not for x®),

ka^b ka^b for x® (not for x®), mdl mdl ka'^b for x^ (not for x^^)^ and so on.

Cantor^ points out that there are cases among Arabic writers

where mdl is made to stand for x, instead of x^, and that this ambiguity

is reflected in the early Latin translations from the Arabic, where the

word census sometimes means x, and not x^.^

BYZANTINE: MICHAEL PSELLUS, ELEVENTH CENTURY A.D.

117. Michael Psellus, a Byzantine writer of the eleventh century

who among his contemporaries enjoyed the reputation of being the

first of philosophers, wrote a letter^ about Diophantus, in which he

gives the names of the successive powers of the unknown, used in

lOgypt, which are of historical interest in connection with the names

us(m1 some centuries later by Nicolas Chuquet and Luca Pacioli. In

Psellus the successive powers are designated as the first number, the

second number (square), etc. This nomenclature appears to have been

borrowed, through the medium of the commentary by Hypatia, from

Anatolius, a contemporary of Diophantus.'^ The association of the

successive powers of the unknown with the series of natural numbers

is perhaps a partial recognition of exponential values, for which there

existed then, and for several centuries that followed Psellus, no ade-

quate notation. The next power after the fourth, namely, x^, the

Egyptians called ^The first undescribed, because it is neither a

square nor a cube; the sixth power they called the
‘

‘cube-cube^ but

the seventh was ^‘the second undescribed,” as being the product of

the square and the 'Tirst undescribed.” These expressions for x^ and

x^ are closely related to Luca Pacioli^s primo relato and secondo relato^

found in his Surmna of 1494.® Was Pacioli directly or indirectly in-

fluenced by Michael Psellus?

ARABIC: IBN ALBANNA, THIRTEENTH CENTURY A.D.

118. While the early Arabic algebras of the Orient are character-

ized by almost complete absence of signs, certain later Arabic works on

^ Op. cit., p. 768. See also Karpinski, op. cit., p. 107, n. 1.

2 Such translations are printed by G. Libri, in his Histoire des sciences matM-
matiques, Vol. I (Paris, 1838), p. 276, 277, 305.

3 Reproduced by Paul Tannery, op. cii.^ Vol. II (1895), p. 37-42.

^ See Heath, op. cit., p. 2, 18.

® See ibid., p. 41; Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II (2d ed.), p. 317.
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algebra, produced in the Occident, particularly that of al-Qalasadi of

Granada, exhibit considerable symbolism. In fact, as early as the

thirteenth century symbolism began to appear; for example, a nota-

tion for continued fractions in al-Ha§sar (§391). Ibn Khaldun^

states that Ibn Albanna at the close of the thirteenth century wrote a

book when under the influence of the works of two predecessors, Ibn

Almun^im and Alahdab. ^‘He [Ibn Albanna] gave a summary of the

demonstrations of these two works and of other things as well, con-

cerning the technical employment of symbols^ in the proofs, which

serve at the same time in the abstract reasoning and the representa-

tion to the eye, wherein lies the secret and essence of the explication

of theorems of calculation with the aid of signs. This statement of

Ibn Khaldun, from which it would seem that symbols were used by

Arabic mathematicians before the thirteenth century, finds apparent

confirmation in the translation of an Arabic text into Latin, effected

by Gerard of Cremona (1114-87). This translation contains symbols

for X and which we shall notice more fully later. It is, of course,

quite possible that these notations were introduced into the text by

the translator and did not occur in the original Arabic. As regards

Ibn Albanna, many of his writings have been lost and none of his

extant works contain algebraic symbolism.

CHINESE: enU SHIH-CUIEH

(1303 A.D.)

119. Chu Shih-Chieh bears the distinction of having been “in-

strumental in the advancement of the Chinese abacus algebra to the

highest mark it has ever attained.”^ The Chinese notation is interest-

ing as being decidedly unique. Chu Shih-Chieh published in 1303 a

treatise, entitled Szii-yuen Yu-chieUj or “The Precious Mirror of the

Four Elements,^^ from which our examples are taken. An expression

like a+6+c+(i, and its square, d^+b'^+c^+(P+2ab+2ac+2ad~\-

^ Consult F. Woepeke, “Rechcrches sur Thistoire dcs sciences mathematiques

chez les orientaiix,” Journal asialique (5th ser.), Vol. IV (Paris, 1854), p. 369-72;

Woepeke quotes the original Arabic and gives a translation in French. See also

Cantor, op, cit., Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 805.

2 Or, perhaps, letters of the alphabet.

* Yoshio Mikami, The Development of Malhemaiics in China and Japan (Leip-

zig, 1912), p. 89. All our information relating to Chinese algebra is drawn from

this book, p. 89-98.
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2bc+2bd+2cdy were represented as shown in the following two illus-

trations:

1

1 2 0 2

21^1 10*01
2

1 2 0 2

1

Where we have used the asterisk in the middle, the original has the

character Vai (^^grcat extreme^O* We may interpret this symbolism

by considering a located one space to the right of the asterisk (*), &

above, c to the left, and d below. In the symbolism for the square of

a+6+c+d, the O’s indicate that the terms a, 6, c, d do not occur in

the expression. The squares of these letters are designated by the Us

two spaces from *. The four 2^s farthest from * stand for 2a6, 2ac,

26c, 2bdj respectively, while the two 2^s nearest to * stand for 2ac and

2bd. One is impressed both by the beautiful symmetry and by the

extreme limitations of this notation.

120. Previous to Chu Shih-Chieh^s time algebraic equations of

only one unknown number were considered; Chu extended the process

to as many as four unknowns. These unknowns or elements were

called the ^^elements of heaven, earth, man, and thing.^^ Mikami
states that, of these, the heaven clement was arranged below the

known quantity (which was called ^The great extreme^O? the earth

clement to the left, the man element to the right, and the thing ele-

ment above. Letting * stand for the great extreme, and x, y, z, w, for

heaven, earth, man, thing, respectively, the idea is made plain by the

following representations:

Mikami gives additional illustrations:

oT*
0 0

+2yz xz+z^ -‘2yz+xz+z'^= 0 —2y-{-x+z= 0
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Using the Hindu-Arabic numerals in place of the Chinese calculating

pieces or rods, Mikami represents three equations, used by C^hu, in the

following manner

:

1 0 * 0 -1
0

1

4 * 4

-1 0 2 1

-1

-1
2 * 0

"2
1

a b c

In our notation, the four equations are, respectively,

a) 2a;— x^+4y—x7/-\-4:Z+xy~0f

b) a;2+ y^— z^= 0

,

c) 2x +2^/ — u — 0 .

No sign of equality is used here. All terms appear on one side of the

equation. Notwithstanding the two-dimensional charact(;r of the

notation, which permits symbols to be placed above and below the

starting-point, as well as to left and right, it made insufficient pro-

vision for the representation of complicated expressions and for easy

methods of computation. The scheme does not lend itself easily to

varying algebraic forms. It is difficult to see how, in such a system,

the science of algel)ra could experience a rapid and extended growth.

The fact that Chinese algebra reached a standstill after the thirteenth

century may be largely due to its inelastic and faulty notation.

BYZANTINE: MAXIMUS PLANUDES, FOURTEENTH CENTURY A.D.

121. Maximus Planudes, a monk of the first half of the fourteenth

century residing in Constantinople, brought out among his various

compilations in Greek an arithmetic,^ and also scholia to the first two

books of Diophantus^ Arithmetical These scholia are of interest to us,

for, while Diophantus evidently wrote his equations in the running text

and did not assign each equation a separate line, we find in Planudes

the algebraic work broken up so that each step or each ecpiation

is assigned a separate line, in a manner closely resembling modern

practice. To illustrate this, take the problem in Diophantus (i. 29),

^ Das Rechenhuch des Maximus Planudes (Halle: herausjj;egeben von C. I.

Gerhardt, 1805).

2 First printed in Xylander’s Latin translation of Diophantus’ Arilhmetica

(Basel, 1575). These scholia in Diophantus are again reprinted in P. Tannery,

Diophanti Alexandrini opera omnia (Lipsiae, 1895), Vol. II, p. 123-255; the ex-

ample which we quote is from p. 201.
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‘To find two numbers such that their sum and the difference of their

squares are given numbers/^ We give the exposition of Planudes and
its translation.

Planudes Translation

K T .[Given the numbers], 20, 80

eKi^ • sdjfl Asa Putting for the numbers, x+lO,
10~x

rerp • A^dssKjf'p A ^ajLt°/5A ss/c . . .Squaring, x^+20ar+100.

virepox* ss/x pir...

a:2+100-20x

Taking the difference, 40x = 80

pep • sd P* pfi... Dividing, x=2
VTT •

d~~Q o—
M tp pt]- . . . Result, 12, 8

ITALIAN: LEONARDO OF PISA

(1202 A.D.)

122. Leonardo of Pisa’s mathematical writings arc almost wholly

rhetorical in mode of exposition. In his Liber abbaci (1202) he used the

Hindu-Arabic numerals. To a modern reader it looks odd to see

expressions like | 42, the fractions written before the integer in

the case of a mixed number. Yet that mode of writing is his invariable

practice. Similarly, the coefficient of x is written after the name for x,

as, for example,^ —“radices |^12” for 12^a:. A computation is indi-

cated, or partly carried out, on the margin of the page, and is inclosed

in a rectangle, or some irregular polygon whose angles are right angles.

The reason for the inverted order of writing coefficients or of mixed

numbers is due, doubtless, to the habit formed from the study of

Arabic works; the Arabic script proceeds from right to left. Influ-

enced again by Arabic authors, Leonardo uses frequent geometric

figures, consisting of lines, triangles, and rectangles to illustrate

his arithmetic or algebraic operations. He showed a partiality for unit

fractions; he separated the numerator of a fraction from its denomi-

nator by a fractional line, but was probably not the first to do this

(§ 235). The product of a and b is indicated hy factus ex.a.b. It has

been stated that he denoted multiplication by juxtaposition, ^ but

G. Enestrom shows by numerous quotations from the Liber abbaci

that such is not the case.® Cantor’s quotation from the Liber abbaci,

^ It liber abbaci di Leonardo Pisano (ed. B. Boncompagni), Vol. I (Rome, 1867),

p. 407.

2 Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II (2d ed.), p. 62.

^ Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. XII (1910-11), p. 335, 336.
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‘^sit numenis .a.e.c. quacdam coniunctio quae uocetur prima, numeri

vero .d.b,f. sit coniunctio secunda/^^ is interpreted by him as a product,

the word coniunctio l)eing taken to mean ^^product/^ On the other

hand, Enestrom conjectures that numerus should be nurneri, and trans-

lates the passage as meaning, “I^et the numbers a, c, c be the first, the

numbers d, 6, / the second combination/’ If Enestrom’s interpreta-

tion is correct, then a.e.c and d.b.f are not products. Leonardo used in

his Liber abbaci the word res for x, as well as the word radix. Thus,

he speaks, ^^et intellige pro re summam aliquarn ignotam, qiiarn

inuenire uis.”^ The following passage from the Liber abbaci contains

the words nunierus (for a given number), radix for x, and census for x’;

“Primus cnim modus est, quando census et radices equantur numero.

.... Verbi gratia: duo census, et decern radices equantur denariis

30/’^ i.e., 2a:‘^+10a: = 30. The use of res for x is found also in a Latin

translation of al-Khowarizmi’s algebra,^ due perhaps to Gerard of

Cremona, where we find, “res in rem fit census,” i.e., x.x = x^. The
word radix for x as well as reSy and substantia for x^y are found in

Robert of Chester’s Latin translation of al-Khowarizmi’s algebra.^

Leonardo of Pisa calls cubuSy x^ census censuSy x^ cubus cubuSy or else

census census census; he says, “ .... est multiplicare per cubum cubi,

sicut multiplicare per censum census census.”® He goes even farther

and lets x^ be census census census census. Observe that this phrase-

ology is based on the additive principle x^*x^*x^*x- = x^. Leonardo

speaks also of radix census census."^

The first appearance of the abbreviation R or for radix is in his

Practica geometriae (1220),^ where one finds the R meaning “square

root” in an expression “et minus R. 78125 dragme, et diminuta radice

28125 dragme.” A few years later, in Leonardo’s FloSy^ one finds

marginal notes which are abbreviations of passages in the text relating

to square root, as follows:

1 Op. cit., Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 132.

2 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 191.

3 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 407.

* Libri, Histmre des sciences mathetnaliqnes en Italie, Vol. I (Paris, 1838), p. 268.

^ L. C. Karpinski, op. cit., p. 68, 82.

® II liber abbaci, Vol. I, p. 447.

7 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 448.

^ Scritti di Leonardo Pisano (ed. B. Boncompagni), Vol. II (Rome, 1862), p.

209.

® Op. cit., Vol. H, p. 231. For further particulars of the notations of Leonardo

of Pisa, see our §§ 219, 220, 235, 271-73, 290, 292, 318, Vol. II, §389. •
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.R.^ p\ Binoy for primi [quidem] binomij radix

2 J B . Ry for radix [quippe] secundi bmoniij

.Bi. Ry for Tertij [auteni] binomij radix

.Bi. 4\ Ry for Quarii [quoque] binomij radix

french: NICOLE ORESME, FOURTEENTH CENTURY A.D.

123. Nicole Oresme (ca. 1323-82), a bishop in Normandy, pre-

pared a manuscript entitled Algorisnius proportionnm, of which several

copies arc extant.^ He was the first to conceive the notion of fractional

powers which was afterward rediscovered by Stevin. More than this,

he suggested a notation for fractional powers. He considers powers of

ratios (called by him proportiones)

,

Representing, as does On^sme

himself, the ratio 2:1 by 2, Oresme expresses 2^ by the symbolism

2.2
and reads this medietas [proporiionis] duplae; he expresses

and reads it quarta pars [proporiionis](20i by the symbolism
l.p.l

4.2.2

duplae sesquialierae. The fractional exponents | and | arc placed to the

left of the ratios affected.

H. Wieleitner adds that Oresme did not use these symbols in com-

putation. Thus, Oresme expresses in words, ‘^
. . . proponatur pro-

portio, que sit due tertie quadruple; et quia duo est numerator, ipsa

erit vna tertia quadruple duplicate, sev sedecuple,'^^ i.e., 4^ = (4^)^ = 16^.

Oresme writes**^ also: ^‘Sequitur quod .a. moueatur velocius .b. in pro-

portione, que est medietas proportionis .50. ad .49.,^' which means,

^^the velocity of a ’.velocity of 5= l^50:l/49,^^ the word medietas mean-

ing ^^square root.’'^

The transcription of the passage shown in Figure 34 is as follows:

^Una media debet sic scribi
,
una tertia sic et due tertie

sic
;
et sic de alijs. et numerus, qui supra uirgulam, dicitur

1 Maximilian Curtze brought out an edition after the MS R. 4° 2 of the Gyrn-

nasiat-Bibliothek at Thorn, under the title Der Algorilhmus Proportionnrn des

Nicolaus Oresme (Berlin, 18G8). Our photographic illustration is taken from that

publication.

2 Curtze, op. cit., p. 15. * Ihid., p. 24.

4 See Enestrdin, op. cit., Vol. XII (1911-12), p. 181. For further details see

also Curtze, Zeilschrift fur Mathemalik und Physik, Vol. XllI (Suppl. 18G8),

p. 65 ff.
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numerator, iste uero, qui est sub uirgula, dicitur denominator. 2. Pro-

portio dupla scribitur isto modo 2.^«, et tripla isto modo 3 .^^; et sic

n 1
de alijs. Proportio sesquialtera sic scribitur

^
,
et sesquitertia

pi .

. Proportio superpartiens duas tertias scribitur sic

p 2
Proportio dupla superpartiens duas quartas scribitur sic

;
et

p 2

13:

• . . . 1 P
SIC de alijs. 3. Medietas duple scribitur sic ^ ^ »

quarta pars

I
1 • P 1 1

duple sesquialtere scribitur sic .
;
et sic de alijs.’^
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in other cases. 3. The square root of two is written thus

ri ^ 1
fourth root of two and one-half is written thus

4̂. 2. 2

in other cases.

ARABIC: AL-QALASADi, FIFTEENTH CENTURY A.D.

124. Al-Qalasadi^s Raising of the Veil of the Science of Gubar ap-

peared too late to influence the progress of mathematics on the

European Continent. Al-Qalasadi used the initial letter in the

Arabic word jidr^ “square root^^; the symbol was written al)Ove the

number whose square root was required and was usually separated

from it by a horizontal line. The same symbol, probably considered

this time as the first letter in jahala (“unknown^ was used to repre-

sent the unknown term in a proportion, the terms being separated by

the sign . But in the part of al-Qalasadi's book dealing more par-

ticularly with algebra, the unknown quantity x is represented by the

letter (j^, by the letter by the letter ^
;
these are written

above their respective coefficients. Addition is indicated by juxta-

position. Subtraction is Vj* i
the equality sign,

,
is seen to resem-

ble the Diophantine t, if we bear in mind that the Arabs wrote from

right to left, so that the curved stroke faced in both cases the second

member of the eejuation. We reproduce from Woepeke^s article a few

samples of al-Qalasadi’s notation. Observe the peculiar shapes of the

Hindu-Arabic numerals (Fig. 35).

Woepeke^ reproduces also symbols from an anonymous Arabic

manuscript of unknown date which uses symbols for the powers of x

and for the powers of the reciprocal of x, built up on the additive prin-

ciple of Diophantus. The total absence of data relating to this manu-

script diminishes its historic value.

german: REGIOMONTANUS

(ca. 1473)

125. Regiomontanus died, in the prime of life, in 1476. After

having studied in Rome, he prepared an edition of Ptolemy^ which

was issued in 1543 as a posthumous publication. It is almost purely

rhetorical, as appears from the following quotation on pages 21 and 22.

1 Op. ciL, p. 375-80.

* loannis de Monte Regio et Georgii Pvrhachii epitome
^
in CL Plolemaei magnam

compositionem (Basel, 1543). The copy examined belongs to Mr. F. E. Brasch.

,
and thus
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By the aid of a quadrant is determined the angular elevation ACE,
^^que erit altitudo tropici hiemalis/^ and the angular elevation ACF,

'^que erit altitudo tropici aestivalis/^ it being required to find the arc

EF between the two. ^^Arcus itaque EF, fiet distantia duorum tropi-

'** ^5 v/i2 fi.

; ^6 ... \Jl ...

1

3^6 ... \/54-... jN/48 ... 1 \/> 2 . .

.

V20
i-tt ^
f\ a,o

IV

FORMULES D’£qWAT10NS TR1n6mES.

\
A ^

®’H-io«=56 . .
. )o I

«* =s 8 X-+- 20 . . . S,o^1;

»»-»-20==i22; ... 16= 80;

\
^

6o;»+i2o;=9o...^^ |a, $ ; 4o;*H-48=32o?...,a^pCj[.*.rC}

3 o;»=i 2 o;-i-63 ..
. fej^4 ^

PROPORTIONS.

7 : 12 = 84 : iP ^ a 0
11 : 20 == 66 : X a,e .-.

|| ./

Fir,. 35.—Al-QalasMi’s algebraic symbols. (Compiled by F. Woopckc', Journal

asiaiiqae [Oct. and Nov., 1854], j). 363, 364, 366.)

corum quesita. Hac Ptolemacus reperit 47. graduum 42. minutorum

40. secundorum. Inuenit enim proportionem eius ad totum circulu sicut

11. ad 83, postea uero minorem inuenerunt. Nos autem inuenimus

arcum AF 65. graduum 6. minutorum, & arcum AE 18. graduum 10.
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miniitorum. Ideoq. nunc distantia tropicoriim est 46. gradimm 56.

niinutorum, ergo declinatio solis maxima nostro tempore est 23.

graduum 28. minutorum.^’

126. We know, however, that in some of his letters and manu-
scripts symbols appear. They are found in letters and sheets contain-

ing computations, written by Regiomontanus to Giovanni Bianchini,

Jacob von Speier, and Christian Roder, in the period 1463-71. These

documents are kept in the Stadtbibliothek of the city of Niirnberg.^

Regiomontanus and Bianchini designate angles thus: gr 35 m 17;

Regiomontanus writes also: 44. 42'. 4" (see also § 127).

In one place’ Regiomontanus solves the problem : Divide 100 by a

certain number, then divide 100 by that number increased by 8;

the sum of the quotients is 40. Find the first divisor. Regiomontanus

writes the solution thus:

‘TOO

iV I'^etS

In Modern Symbols

100 JOO
X a;+8

lOO"^ et 800 100a:+800

lOO"^ 100a;

200^ et 800

Ic^

200X+800
x^+8a;

AOd et 320'^ — 200”^ et 800

40ce et 120'^f — 800

IcCet 20

40x2+320x= 200X+800.
40x2+ 120x- 800

x2+ 3x= 20

f • ^ addo numerum 201i—V’

Radix quadrata de minus |—

1

Primus ergo divisor fuit B de 221

19 11

1 1 'J
add the no. 20^

Hence the first divisor was

i/^-ii

.

Note that ^^plus^^ is indicated here by et; ^hninus’^ by which is

probably a ligature or abbreviation of ^fininus.'' The unknown quan-

tity is represented by ^ and its square by cf. Besides, he had a sign

for equality, namely, a horizontal dash, such as was used later in

Italy by Luca Pacioli, Ghaligai, and others. See also Fig. 36.

^ Curtze, Urkunden zur Geschichte der Mathemalik im Mittelaller und der i2c-

naissance (Leipzig, 1902), p. = Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathe-

matik, Vol. XII. Sec also L. C. Karpiiiski, Robert of Chester's Translation of the

Algebra of Al-Khowarizmi (1915), p. 36, 37.

2 Curtze, op. a7., p. 278.
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127. Figure 37^ illustrates part of the first page of a calendar issued

by Regiomontanus. It has the heading Janer January^’). Farther

to the right are the words Sunne—Monde—Stainpock (^‘Sun—Moon

—

Capricorn^’)* The first line is 1 A. Kl. New Jar (i.e., ‘^first day, A.

calendar, New Year’’). The second line is h, 4- der achtet S.

Stephans. The seven lettersA
, 6, c, d, c, F, gr, in the second column on the

left, are the dominical letters of the calendars. Then come the days

of the Roman calendar. After the column of saints’ days comes a

double column for the place of the sun. Then follow two double

columns for the moon’s longitude; one for the mean, the other for the

X 10 ~ X
10 - a; X

100 - 10a;
- 10 a;

2 + 100 ~ 2Qa;

10 a; — a;*

I
^

Fig. 36.—Computations of Regiomontanus, in letters of about 1460. (From

manuscript, Niimbcrg, fol. 23. (Taken from J. Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar-

Mathematik (2d ed.), Vol. II [1921], p. 14.)

true. The S signifies signum (i.e., 30°); the G signifies gradus, or

'^degree.” The numerals, says De Morgan, are those facsimiles of the

numerals used in manuscripts which are totally abandoned before

the end of the fifteenth century, except perhaps in reprints. Note

the shapes of the 5 and 7. This almanac of Regiomontanus and the

Compotus of Anianus are the earliest almanacs that appeared in print.

ITALIAN! THE EARLIEST PRINTED ARITHMETIC

(1478)

128. The earliest arithmetic was printed anonymously at Treviso,

a town in Northeastern Italy. Figure 38 displays the method of solv-

ing proportions. The problem solved is as follows: A courier travels

from Rome to Venice in 7 days; another courier starts at the same

time and travels from Venice to Rome in 9 days. The distance be-

tween Rome and Venice is 250 miles. In how many days will the

1 Reproduced from Karl Falkenstein, Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst (Leip-

zig, 1840), Plate XXIV, between p. 54 and 55. A description of the almanac of

Regiomontanus is given by A. de Morgan in the Companion to the British Almanac,

for 1846, in the article, “On the Earliest Printed Almanacs,^^ p. 18-25.

lO

7^
*

lOO iT

—
too 20^
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couriers meet, and how many miles will each travel before meeting?

Near the top of Figure 38 is given the addition of 7 and 9, and the

(Johannes Regiomontanus.)

ilanK

n’iiiiSKi

^n-'^NT?T^.m'?r3-aBr:M!nnn!T!ntT!

araagiSTBi

i irMit=^«,TT3.Tl|!.T

a 3aE._

Si u

tni3)mias^im^riEsninnm
Enirnyira.ggrgr
El’JlIimiMHaH-
BBEEi'EriEsurarL
Tinr^ ^iF^t7i'*.«iii€ «f7r‘T>T^

SDCEiiaTssEsisisr

axoE]
^aann
isntsiiim

xnsnea
mssns!

atni
raci!

ir]rd*r*

xraiiTisaaf
rn!?3!Tn?ristrfT • I i

ttwimA

0

Fig. 37.—‘^Calendar des Magister Johann von Kunsperk (Johannes Regio-

montanus) Niirnberg um 1473.”

division of 63 by 16, by the scratch method.^ The number of days is

3{f . The distance traveled by the first courier is found by the pro-

^ Our photograph is taken from the Alii delVAccademia Pontificia de* nuovi

Lincei, VoL XVI (Roma, 1863), p. 570.
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portion 7:250= ff :x. The mode of solution is interesting. The 7 and
250 are written in the form of fractions. The two lines which cross

e qudiite miglu haitera fatto dafchadiino lojo.

•fa feffotido la ru$ula cofu

*7

?_
} 6 |uirtuo2e

Unde in yomLyx i $

I 6

^rh
r

r 502ni,

iVrcontrerano*

tu t)uol fapere quota mi^lia bauera fattc ciaf>

cbodunotfo perh riegula'oel.^.'Dicendo

ptimo per qucllui t»a Koma.
t i

Nc^ ^ ^ ^ — »iJ.
T“ I 1 6

i So

•t S o

i6) r

1 .

a' r%x x\
ATAT-r

AT

/QiieihiKbe tnenba f^oma bauera fatto tni^Iia

.V 4 o.e poimettila riegula|w
9 el conitTO ta Uen^ta*

o o
roT"T?

t 44
^9 X So

i /N 1

^ S S 6)

^09

Al

Fia. 38.—From the earliest printed arithmetic, 1478

and the two horizontal lines on the right, connecting the two numer-

ators and the two denominators, respectively, indicate what numbers
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are to be multiplied together: 7X1X16 = 112; 1X250X63 = 15,750.

The multiplication of 250 and 63 is given; also the division of 15,750

CHtt MnutiialTccbe U.i i
peril modi 4|Uf fottofcritti*

'5 4 tZp]
— ^ ^ ^

TTTTT^
• . ^ m

S ^
X T. •z I s 4 /4.

,
i t o ^ 6 n

I < ^ 5 T 5 /x i TO ^4*1
} 4^49/1 i i

j 5 *7 5
la^ o o IT 4 2.6 )

*

S 4 T 9 9
l^Uma* TOOT TZ~x‘T\

f 4tt9
milK
iibi

iIuIS.
I

UlL
lET

?T4|

m
yjx

<s

2r

6
iSunia. TO o TT

to ^ ^ ^ ^
6*/o /In / •»» /lo Xlrto"\0
«r I/f /4 /5^
ryi/T7TZ </

l/4|/^ 1

09owmHI oS
jsasa x/l J/
BaBa
^ •» A 6

1

f

ft

f:

4

Fig. 39.—Multiplications in the Treviso arithmetic; four multiplications of

56,789 by 1,234 as given on one page of the arithmetic.
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by 112, according to the scratch method. Similarly is solved the

proportion 9:250= Notice that the figure 1 is dotted in the

same way as the Roman I is frequently dotted. Figure 39 represents

other examples of multiplication.^

french: NICOLAS CHUQUET

(1484)

129. Over a century after Oresme, another manuscript of even

greater originality in matters of algebraic notation was prepared in

France, namely, Le triparty en la science des nombres (1484), by

Nicolas Chuquet, a physician in Lyons.^ There are no indications

that he had seen Oresrne^s manuscripts. Unlike Oresme, he does not

use fractional exponents, but he has a notation involving integral,

zero, and negative exponents. The only possible suggestion for such

exponential notation known to us might have come to Chuquet from

the Gobar numerals, the Fihrist, and from the scholia of Neophytos

(§§ 87, 88) which are preserved in manuscript in the National Library

at Paris. Whether such connection actually existed we are not able

to state. In any case, (diuquet elaborates the exponential notation

to a completeness apparently never before dreamed of. On this sub-

ject Chuquet was about one hundred and fifty years ahead of his time;

had his work been printed at the time when it was written, it would,

no doubt, have greatly accelerated the progress of algebra. As it was,

his name was known to few mathematicians of his time.

Under the head of Numeration,’^ the Triparty gives the Hindu-

Arabic numerals in the inverted order usual with the Arabs:

^^0.9.8.7.6.5.4.3. 2.1.” and included within dots, as was customary

in late manuscripts and in early printed books. Chuquet proves

addition by ^‘casting out the 9’s,” arranging the figures as follows:

1 3

5 2

10 4

16 9.-

7,

-.7 .

1 im., p. 550.

2 Op. cit. (public d’apres le manuscrit funds Francois N. 1346 de la Biblio-

th^jue nationale de Paris et precede .d'une notice, par M. Aristide Marre),

Bullettino di Bihliog. e di Storia delle scienze mat. etfisiche, Vol. XHI (1880), p. 555-

659, 693-814; Vol. XIV, p. 413-60.
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The addition of | and | is explained in the text, and the following

arrangement of the work is set down by itself:^

8. 9.

130. In treating of roots he introduces the symbol R, the first

letter in the French word racine and in the Latin radix, A number,

say 12, he calls racine premierCy because 12, taken as a factor once,

gives 12; 4 is a racine seconde of 16, because 4, taken twice as a factor,

gives 16. He uses the notations Rhl2. equal .12., equal .4.,

equal .2., R^.32. equal .2. To quote: ^T1 conuiendroit dire

que racine piniere est entenduc pour tous nombres simples Come qui

diroit la racine premiere de .12. que Ion peult ainsi noter en mettant

.1. dessus R. en ceste maniere ^^hl2. cest .12. Et B.^.9, est .9. et

ainsi de tous aultres nobres. Racine seconde est cello qui posee on

deux places lime soubz laultre et puys multipliee lime par laultre pduy

t

le nombre duquel elle est racine seconde Comme 4. et .4. qui multipliez

lung par laultre sont .16. ainsi la racine seconde de .16. si est .4. on

le peult ainsi rnettre ... Et R'’.32. si est .2. Racine six® sc doit

ainsi rnettre et racine septiesrne ainsi IP, ... Aultres rnanieres de

racines sont que les simples devant dictes que Ion peult appellor

racines cornposees Come de 14. plus ^^180. dont sa racine seconde si

est .3. p. 5^5. [i.e., ^14+t/180 = 3+|/5] ... coe la racine seconde de

.14. p Ip.1^9. se peult ainsi rnettre RM4.p.g^.l80 .^^^

Not only have we here a well-developed notation for roots of inte-

gers, but we have also the horizontal line, drawn underneath the

binomial 14+ C 180, to indicate aggregation, i.e., to show that the

square root of the entire binomial is intended.

Chuquet took a position in advance of his time when he computed

with zero as if it were an actual quantity. He obtains,^ according to

his rule, a; — 2±l/4— 4 as the roots of 3x^+12=12x, He adds: “...

reste .0. Done 5^.0. adioustee ou soustraicte avec .2. ou de .2. monte

.2. qui est le nobf quo Ion demande.’^

131. Chuquet uses p and m to designate the words plus and moins.

These abbreviat'ons we shall encounter among Italian writers. Pro-

ceeding to the development of his exponential theory and notation,

^ Boncompiigni, Bullettino, Vol. XIII, p. 636,

^ Ibid.f p. 655.

3 Ibid., p. 805; Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathemaiica, Vol. VIII (1907-8), p. 203.
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he states first that a number may be considered from different points

of view.^ One is to take it without any denomination {sans aulcune

denomlacion)
y
or as having the denomination 0, and mark it, say,

.12? and .13? Next a number may be considered the primary number

of a continuous quantity, called ^linear number^^ {nombre linear)
y
des-

ignated .12^ .13^ .20^, etc. Third, it may be a secondary or superficial

number, such as 12^. 13^ 19^., etc. Fourth, it may be a cubical num-

ber, such as .12^ 15^. P., etc. “On les peult aussi entendre estre

nombres quartz ou quarrez de quarrez qui seront ainsi signez .
12“*.

18^. 30^, etc.’’ This nomenclature resembles that of the Byzantine

monk Psellus of the eleventh century (§ 117).

Chuquet states that the ancients called his primary numbers

“things” {choses) and marked them .P.; the secondary numbers they

called “hundreds” and marked them .tf.; the cubical numbers they

indicated by
;
the fourth they called “hundreds of hundreds”

{champs de champ)
y
for which the character was ttf. This ancient

nomenclature and notation he finds insufficient. He introduces a

symbolism “que Ion peult noteren ceste maniere /?M2'. 122. 52 12^

RU2K etc. 5M2^ Ii\l2K RU2\ etc. RM2^ etc.” Here

“7iM3^” means P"13x^ He proceeds further and points out “que Ion

peult ainsi noter .12! ou moins 12.,” thereby introducing the notion

of an exponent “minus one.” As an alternative notation for this last

he gives “.7Ti.l2!,” which, however, is not used again in this sense, but

is given another interpretation in what follows.

From what has been given thus far, the modern reader will prob-

ably be in doubt as to what the symbolism given above really means.

Chuquet’s reference to the ancient names for the unknown and the

square of the unknown may have suggested the significance that he

gave to his symbols. His 12^ does not mean 12X12, but our 12x2;

the exponent is written without its base. Accordingly, his “.12.^ "' ”

means 12x“^ This appears the more clearly when he comes to “adi-

ouster 8! avec m.5! monte tout .3.^ Ou .10.^ avec .m.l6.^ mote tout

i.e., 8x— 5.x = 3x, lOx— 16x=— 6x. Again, “.8.* avec .12.^

montent .20.^” means 8x2+12x2 = 20x2; subtracting “.rn.lO?” from

“.12.2” leaves “12.2 m. m. 169 qui valent autant c5me .12.2 p
The meaning of Chuquet’s “.129” appears from his “Example, qui

multiplie .129 par .129 montent .144. puis qui adiouste .0. avec .0.

monte 0. ainsi monte ceste multiplicacion .1449,”^ i.e., 12x®X12x^=

^ Boncompagni, op. cit., Vol. XIII, p. 737.

2 Ihid.y p. 739. « Ibui.y p. 740.
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14:4x^. Evidently, x^=l; he has the correct interpretation of the ex-

ponent zero. He multiplies .12? by .10.^ and obtains 120.^; also .5.^

times .8.* yields .40.^; .12.^ times .10.^ gives .120.^; .8.^ times

gives .56? or .56.; .8? times .7^*^ gives .56.^ Evidently algebraic

multiplication, involving the product of the coefficients and the sum of

the exponents, is a familiar process with Chuquet. Nevertheless, he

does not, in his notation, apply exponents to given numbers, i.e.,

with him never means 9, it always means He indicates

(p. 745) the division of 30— x by x^+x in the following manner:

30. m. U
P p. P

*

As a further illustration, we give g? l.^.pg?24.p.gH.l. multiplied

by g: l.| p g? 24. mg‘H.|. gives g?24. This is really more compact

and easier to print than our ^l|+l/24+|/l| times ^1|4*V^24—

V1| equals 1^24 .

french: ^stiennb de la roche

(1520)

132. fistienne de la Roche, Villefranche, published Larismethique,

at Lyon in 1520, which appeared again in a second edition at Lyon in

1538, under the revision of Gilles Huguctan. De la Roche mentions

Chuquet in two passages, but really appropriates a great deal from

his distinguished predecessor, without, however, fully entering into

his spirit and adequately comprehending the work. It is to be re-

gretted that Chuquet did not have in De la Roche an interpreter

acting with sympathy and full understanding. De la Roche mentions

the Italian Luca Pacioli.

De la Roche attracted little attention from writers antedating

the nineteenth century; he is mentioned by the sixteenth-century

French writers Buteo and Gosselin, and through Buteo by John

Wallis. He employs the notation of Chuquet, intermixed in some

cases, by other notations. He uses Chuquet^s p and m for plus and

moinsj also ChuquePs radical notation g^, g*, g^, . . . . ,
but gives an

alternative notation: g for g^ HI for g'*, HI for g®. His

strange uses of the geometric square are shown further by his writing

to indicate the cube of the unknown, an old procedure mentioned

by Chuquet.

The following quotation is from the 1538 edition of De la Roche,

where, as does Chuquet, he calls the unknown and its successive

powers by the names of primary numbers, secondary numbers, etc.

:
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vng chascun nombre est corisidere comme quantity continue

que aultrement on dit nombre linear qui peult etre appelle chose ou

premier: et telz nombres seront notez apposition de une unite au

dessus deulx en ceste maniere 12^ ou 13^ etc., ou telz nombres seront

signer dung tel characte apres eux comme 12.p. ou 13.P. cubes que

Ion pent ninsi marquer 12.^ ou 13.® et ainsi 12 ou 13

The translation is as follows:

'^And a number may be considered as a continuous quantity, in

other words, a linear number, which may be designated a thing or as

primary, and such numbers are marked by the apposition of unity

above them in this manner 12^ or 13*, etc., or such numbers are indi-

cated a^lso by a character after them, like 12.P. or 13. p. ... Cubes one

ii^b’c (luelon pour laircU pjeuue miiltiplie.'ft . . «oo.pai .%« •a^ o*

V«Wrf*«neml>c/opradnemkoe)r8cme5lTeMt.|f«.ioooooo.©m^^

ciii£ cubuiucyiciU 9 V(3ciiic qiwTrc2l>€*i.oo*qttt

1m(J. K). I’Mi t ot lol. WIi of U(^ la Koche'd iMrismelhique of 15:i!U

may mark 12.® or 13.® and also 12 . or 13 (We have here 12* =
12x, 12.®-12x®, etc.)

A free translation of the text shown in Figure 40 is as follows:

^‘Next find a number such that, multiplied by its root, the product

is 10. Solution: Let the number be x. This multiplied hy V

x

gives

V^a:®= 10. Now, as one of the sides is a radical, multiply each side by

itself. You obtain x®= 100. Solve. There results the cube root of 100,

i.e., is the required number. Now, to prove this, multiply

fHw by V^lOO. But first express #^100 as
,
by multiplying

100 by itself, and you have 1^10,000. This multiplied by V100 gives

1,000,000, which is the square root of the cube root, or the cube

root of the square root, or >^1,000,000. Extracting the square root

gives 1,000 which is 10, or reducing by the extraction of the cube

root gives the square root of 100, which is 10, as before.^^

^ See an article by Terquem in the Nouvelles annales de malhdmatiques (Ter-

quem et Gerono), Vol. VI (1847), p. 41, from which this quotation is taken. For

extracts from the 1520 edition, see Boncompagni, op. ciL, Vol. XIV (1881), p. 423.
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The end of the solution of the problem shown in Figure 41 is in

modern symbols as follows:

-x+l

2ix

2^x^+2ix-

[i.e., a;=1/34+4]

first L 34+7 .

a:+4

lia:+4i

l^x^+lOix+lS
^8a:+18

4 16

16 1/34+4 second.

OTc(riciifcrontadiotillcaaucMua.3.montaaumtameqmddtoufl«^oitKenj^c0W
lcjJOTc(noiioireinble.‘«nceporequelcn6lMew0nooKPo«M.u«„„^M»-.

Sud"dL,ft«...,n5te...rJa.+cfqu^roit*i,f.

rj'.qtiicll

fWio^dlttc^teirpwgrdnoiw. SLTi.U.i&,7.

* 4* W*
16.

Fig. 41,—Part of fol. 66 of De la Roche’s Larismethique of 1520

ITALIAN: PIETRO BORGI (or BORGHi)

(1484, 1488)

133. Pietro Borgi^s Arithmetica was first printed in Venice in 1484;

we use the edition of 1488. The book contains no algebra. It displays

the scratch method of division and the use of dashes in operating with

fractions (§§ 223, 278). We find in this early printed Arithmetica the

use of curved lines in the solution of problems in alligation. Such

graphic aids became frequent in the solution of the indeterminate

problems of alligation, as presented in arithmetics. Pietro Borgi,

on the unnumbered folio 79B, solves the following problem: Five

sorts of spirits, worth per ster, respectively, 44, 48, 52, 60, 66 soldiy
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are to be mixed so as to obtain 50 ster^ worth each 56 soldi. He solves

this by taking the qualities of wine in pairs, always one quality

dearer and the other cheaper than the mixture, as indicated by the

curves in the example.

16

4

Then 56—44 = 12; 66— 56 = 10; write 12 above 66 and 10 above 44.

Proceed similarly with the pairs 48 and 60, 52 and 66. This done, add

10, 4, 10, 8, 16. Their sum is 48, but should be 50. Hence multiply

each by and you obtain 10^^ as the number of ster of wine worth

44 soldi to be put into the mixture, etc.

ITALIAN: LUCA PACIOLI

(1494, 1523)

134. Introduction,—Luca Pacioli^s Summa de arithmetica geo-

metria proportioni et proportionalita (Venice, 1494)^ is historically

important because in the first half of the sixteenth century it served

in Italy as the common introduction to mathematics and its influence

extended to other European countries as well. The second edition

(1523) is a posthumous publication and differs from the first edition

1 Cosmo Gordon (‘^Books on Accountancy, 1494-1600,^^ Transactions of the

Bibliographical Society [London], Vol. XHI, p. 148) makes the following remarks on

the edition of 1494: ^‘The Summa de arithmetica occurs in two states. In the first

the body of the text is printed in Proctor’s type 8, a medium-sized gothic. On sig.

a 1, on which the text begins, there is the broad wood-cut border and portrait-

initial L already described. In the second state of the Summa, of which the copy

in the British Museum is an example, not only do the wood-cut border and initial

disappear from a 1, but sigs. a-c with the two outside leaves of sigs. d and e, and
the outside leaf of sig. a, are printed in Proctor’s type 10**, a type not observed by
him in any other book from Paganino’s press. There are no changes in the text of

the reprinted pages, but that they are reprinted is clear from the fact that incorrect

head-lines are usually corrected, and that the type of the remaining pages in copies

which contain the reprints shows signs of longer use than in copies where the text

type does not vary. It may be supposed that a certain number of the sheets of the

signatures in question were accidentally destroyed, and that type 8 was already in

use. The sheets had, therefore, to be supplied in the nearest available type.” The
copy of the 1494 edition in the Library of the University of California exhibits

the type 10.
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only in the spelling of some of the words. References to the number of

the folio apply to both editions.

In the Summa the words '^plus^^ and “minus/^ in Italian piu and

menOf are indicated by p and m. The unknown quantity was called

^Thing/ ^ in the Italian cosa, and from this word were derived in

Germany and England the words Coss and “cossic art/^ which in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were synonymous with “algebra.

As pointed out more fully later, co. (cosa) meant our x; ce. (cemo)

meant our x^; cu. (cuho) meant our Pacioli used the letter R for

radix. Censo is from the Latin census used by Leonardo of Pisa and

Regiomontanus. Leonardo of Pisa used also the word res (“thing’O-

135. Different uses of the symbol R .—The most common use of R,

the abbreviation for the word radix or radici, was to indicate roots.

Pacioli employs for the same purpose the small letter sometimes

in the running text,^ but more frequently when he is pressed for space

in exhibiting algebraic processes on the margin.^ He writes in Part I

of his Summa:

(Fol. TOR)

(Fol. 119R)

(Fol. 182A)^

(Fol. 182A)

(Fol. 86A)

(Fol. 131A)

(Fol. 182A)

(Fol. 182A)

R. 200. for 1/200

R . Cuba, de .64. for 64

R.relato. for fifth root

R R R. Cuba, for seventh root

R .(y.7n.R.2. for l/6-U2

R R.120. for V" 120

R. Cuba, de R. cuba. for sixth root

R R. Cuba, de R. cuba. for eighth root.

The use of the Rv. for the designation of the roots of expressions con-

taining two or more terms is shown in the following example:

(Fol. 1494) Uv. for .

The following are probably errors in the use of Rv.:

(Fol. 934) Bv. 50000.r7i.200. for l/50^000-200^

(Fol. 934) R Rv. 50000.rTr.200. for ^V^50,000- 200 .

In combining symbols to express the higher roots, Pacioli uses the

additive principle of Diophantus, while in expressing the higher powers

1 Part I (1523), fol. 86 A.

^ Ibid., fol. 124 A.

^ On the early uses of radix relaia and primo relalo see Enestrom, Bibliotheca

mathematical Vol. XI (1910-11), p. 353.
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he uses the multiplication principle of the Hindus. Thus Pacioli

indicates the seventh root by $ 5 Cuba. (2+2+3), but the eighth

power by ce.ce.ee. (2X2X2). For the fifth, seventh, and eleventh

powers, which are indicated by prime numbers, the multiplication

principle became inapplicable. In that case he followed the notation

of wide prevalence at that time and later: p?r? {primo relate) for the

fifth power, 2?r? {secundo relaio) for the seventh power, 3?r? (terzo

relate) for the eleventh power. ^ Whenever the additive principle was

used in marking powers or roots, these special symbols became super-

fluous. Curiously, Pacioli applies the additive principle in his nota-

tion for roots, yet does not write R.U cuha (2+3) for the fifth root,

but H. relata. However, the seventh root he writes R li B>. cuha

(2+2+3) and not /^2?r?.2

136. In other parts of Pacioli^s Sumrna the sign R is assigned alto-

gether different meanings. Apparently, his aim was to describe the

various notations of his day, in order that readers might select the

symbols which they happened to preh^r. Referring to the prevailing

diversity, he says, ^Tante terre: tantc vsanze.^’^ Some historians have

noted only part of Pacioli’s uses of 5, while others have given a fuller

account but have fallen into the fatal error of interpreting certain

powers as being roots. Thus far no one has explained all the uses of the

sign R in Pacioli’s Sumrna. It was Julius Rey Pastor and Gustav

Enestrom who briefly pointed out an inaccuracy in Moritz Cantor,

when he states that Pacioli indicated by R 30 the thirtietli roetj

when Pacioli really designated by R .30? the twenty-ninth power. This

point is correctly explained by J. Tropfke.^

We premise that Pacioli describes two notations for representing

powers of an unknown, ....
,
and three notations for x. The

one most commonly used by him and by several later Italian writers

of the sixteenth century employs for x, a:^, x^, x**, x^, x®, x\ ....
,
the

abbreviations co. (cesa), ce. (cense), cu. (cube), ce.ee. (cense de cense),

p°r° (prime relate), ce.cu. (cense de cube), 2?r? (secunde relate), . . .
.^

Pacipli^s second notation for powers involves the Use of R, as al-

ready indicated. He gives: R.p^ (radix prinia) for x®, R.2^ (radix

secunda) for x, R.S^ (radix terza) for x^, ....
, R.30^ (none relate)

for When Enestrom asserts that folio 67R deals, not with roots,

1 Part I, fol. 67R.

2 Ibid., fol. 182A.

» lUd., fol. 67R. ^ Op. cit. (2d ed.), Vol. II (1921), p, 109.

^Op. cit., Part I, fol. 67R. ^'Jbid.
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!3ut exclusively with the powers a:®, a:, he is not quite

accurate, for besides the foregoing symbols placed on the margin of

the page, he gives on the margin also the following: *^Rx. Radici;

5 R. Radici de Radici; Rv, Radici vniuersale. Ouer radici legata. 0
^oi dire radici vnita; 5. cu. Radici cuba; quantita.^’ These ex-

pressions are used by Pacioli in dealing with roots as well as with

powers, except that Rv, is employed with roots only; as we have seen,

t signifies the root of a binomial or polynomial. In the foregoing two

ases of Rj how did Pacioli distinguish between roots and powers? The
Drdinal number, 'prima, secunday terzay etc., placed after the 5, always

signifies a ^^power,” or a dignita. If a root was intended, the number

effected was written after the R; for example, S.200. for V^200. In

olio 143AB Pacioli dwells more fully on the use of R in the designa-

tion of powers and explains the multiplication of such expressions as

S. 5? via. R. 11? fa R. 15®, i.e., In this notation one looks

In vain for indications of the exponential concepts and recognition of

jhe simple formula = Pacioli^s results are in accordance

A^ith the formula = The ordinal numbers in R 11®, etc.,

exceed by unity the power they represent. This clumsy designation

nade it seem necessary to Pacioli to prepare a table of products,

occupying one and one-half pages, and containing over two hundred

ind sixty entries; the tables give the various combinations of factors

vhose products do not exceed While Enestrom and Rey Pastor

lave pointed out that expressions like S.28? mark powers and not

"oots, they have failed to observe that Pacioli makes no use whatever

3f this curious notation in the working of problems. Apparently his

lim in inserting it was encyclopedia!.

137. In working examples in the second part of the Sunimay

Pacioli exhibits a third use of the sign R not previously noted by

historians. There R is used to indicate powers of numbers, but in a

nanner different from the notation just explained. We quote from

l;he Surrima a passage^ in which R refers to powers as well as to roots.

Wliich is meant appears from the mode of phrasing: “... 5.108. e

:iuesto mca con laxis ch^ 5.16. fa. 5-1728 piglia el .^. cioe recca .3. a. R.

‘a .9. parti .1728 in. 9. neuien. 192. e. 5 . 192. . .

”
(.’. V108 and mul-

tiplying this with the axis which is l/l6 gives 1^1,728. Take i.e.,

"aising 3 to the second power gives 9; dividing 1,728 by 9 gives 192,

ind the 1^192. . . . .) Here ‘Tecca. 3. a. 5. fa. 9.^’ identifies 5 with

X power. In Part I, folio 186A, one reads, “quando fia recata prima. 1.

^Ibid., Part II, fol. 72 B.
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CO. a. B. fa. 1. ce’^ (“raising the x to the second power gives Such

phrases are frequent as, Part II, folio 72R, “reca. 2. a. B- cu. fa. 8’’

(“raise 2 to the third power; it gives 8^’)- Observe that R. cu. means

the “third^^ power, while^ B- 3? and R. terza. refer to the “second”

power. The expression of powers by the Diophantine additive plan

(2+3) is exhibited in “reca. 3. a. R R. cuba fa. 729” (“raise 3 to

the fifth power; it gives 729”)

A fourth use of B is to mark the unknown x. We have previously

noted Pacioli^s designation of x by co. (cosa) and by B- 2?. In Part II,

folio 15R, he gives another way: “la mita dun censo e .12. dramme:

sonno equal! a .5.5. E questo come a dire .10. radici sonno equal! a vn

censo e. 24. dramme” (“Half of x^ and the number 12 are equal to 5x;

and this amounts to saying 10a: arc equal to x^ and the number 24”).

In Part I, folio 605, the sign B appears on the margin twice in a

fifth role, namely, as the abbreviation for rotto (“fraction”), but this

use is isolated. From what we have stated it is evident that Pacioli

employed B in five different ways; the reader was obliged to watch his

step, not to get into entanglements.

138. Sign of equality .—Another point not previously noted by

historians is that Pacioli used the dash (—) as a symbol for equality.

In Part I, folio 91A, he gives on the margin algebraic expressions relat-

ing to a problem that is fully explained in the body of the page. We
copy the marginal notes and give the modern equivalents:

ISumma (Part I, fol. 91A) Modern Equivalents

p? 1. CO. m. 1. 1st X -y
3? 1. CO. p. 1. 0^ 3d X +y

1. CO. ni. 1. ce. de. 36 x?-y^ = 36

Bv. 1. ce. m 36 1. ce. de 1^0:2— 36 = 1/ ,

Valor quantitatis. the value of y .

p? 1. co. m Bv. 1. ce. m 36 1st a:— l/x2— 36

2? 6 2d 6

3? 1. CO. p Bv. 1. ce. m 36 . 3d x+V^x2— 36

2. co. p. 6. 216 2x+6 = 216

2. CO. 210 2x = 210

Valor rei. 105 Value of X 105

1 Part I, fol. 675. 2 Part II, fol. 725.
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Notice that the co. in the third expression should be ce., and that the

A. ce, de in the fourth expression should be .1. co. de Here, the

short lines or dashes express equality. Against the validity of this

interpretation it may be argued that Pacioli uses the dash for several

different purposes* The long lines above are drawn to separate the

sum or product from the parts which are added or multiplied. The
short line or dash occurs merely as a separator in expressions like

Simplices Quadrata

3 ^9

in Part I, folio 39A. The dash is used in Part I, folio 54 B, to indicate

multiplication, as in

14 15

where the dash between 5 and 7 expresses 5X7, one slanting line

means 2X7, the other slanting line 5X3. In Part II, folio 37A, the

dash represents some line in a geometrical figure; thus means

that the line dk in a complicated figure is 3 units long. The fact that

Pacioli uses the dash for several distinct purposes does not invalidate

the statement that one of those purposes was to express equality. This

interpretation establishes continuity of notation between writers pre-

ceding and following Pacioli. Regiomontanus,^ in his correspondence

with Giovanni Bianchini and others, sometimes used a dash for equal-

ity. After Pacioli, Francesco Ghaligai, in his Pratica d^arithmetical used

the dash for the same purpose. Professor E. Bortolotti informs me that

a manuscript in the Library of the University of Bologna, probaby

written between 1550 and 1568, contains two parallel dashes (=) as a

symbol of equality. The use of two dashes was prompted, no doubt,

by the desire to remove ambiguity arising from the different interpre-

tations of the single dash.

Notice in Figure 42 the word cosa for the unknown number, and

its abbreviation, co.; censo for the square of the unknown, and its con-

traction, cc.; cubo for the cube of the unknown; also .p. for ^^plus^^

and .m. for ^^minus.” The explanation given here of the use of cosa,

censo, cubo, is not without interest.

^ See Maximilian Curtze, Urkunden zur Geschichte der Mathematik im MitteU

alter und der Renaissance (Leipzig, 1902), p. 278.
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The first part of the extract shown in Figure 43 gives F^l/40+6+

^1/46—6 and the squaring of it. The second part gives ^l/^+2
+^1/20— 2 and the squaring of it; the simplified result is given as

1/80+4, but it should be 1/8O+8. Remarkable in this second example

is the omission of the v to express vniversale. From the computation

as well as from the explanation of the text it appears that the first B
was intended to express universal root, i.e., 1^1/20+2 and not

1/20+2.

!l‘rniioaotepidimral!nea?e€e?i^^
^ndz non U

fimrc r 4 Sfide:inno.7*0oer.4*cu&i e.^-cofe fanno.7 . percl?equeJlQ tal

n ro't^Samenteper inretero apendere: fe non ©luifeinente -
pcrcf?e (on cofe wic*

4batoewm!fiot>eImeeerup€rfta€.SKom
fiae:qiier.7.u!!ee. 7 - duc- ne ancl>e. 7.

fio:tnt:ma
^5^"lf4tanto^'o f^bbe: Ijauenga cl?e fempK apiendawo agregato xx

aiSS»BcSo numero per ra fim

®‘™’^^iJ^[^^,ffl^6ftOTeaM9^fondere.)^rodj€raunlatiomEeUafone»ira«Ie

Fig. 42.—Part of a page in Luca Pacioli’s ^wm/wa, Part I (1523), fol. 112A

ITALIAN: F. GHALIGAI

(1521, 1548, 1552)

139. Ghaligai^s Pratica arithmetical appeared in earlier editions,

which we have not seen, in 1521 and 1548. The three editions do not

differ from one another according to Riccardi^s Bihlioteca matematica

italiana (I, 5(X)-502). Ghaligai writes (fol. 71R): x— cosa — c^,

x^^censo—
,
x^—cuho^

\ I I ,
x'^=^relato= 0 ,

x^ —'pronico= p/| ,

x^^ = tronico== = dromico=
(
j-

1

» He uses the for ^‘minus’’

and the p and e for ‘^plus,^^ but frequently writes in full pin and meno.

1 Pratica d^ariihmeiica di Francesco Ghaligai Fiorentino (Nuouamente Riuista,

& con somma Diligenza Ristampata. In Firenze. M.D.LII).
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Equality is expressed by dashes (
) ;

a single dash (—) is used
also to separate factors. The repetition of a symbol, simply to fill up
an interval, is found much later also in connection with the sign of

equality ( =). Thus, John Wallis, in his Mathesis U7iivermlifi ([Oxford,

1657], p. 104) writes: 1+2—3= = =0.

%m9 potes rationalezmediV
ehvjfTOtom iRadijc gnti bmo^
v“$fei(>.r.4o.p.6.0 5fei7.r,4o m-a
]^/.4o.p.g.p.ifey.r«4o.lfi.g

i^aadratapartium

gfe.4o.m.g

^uma |^.i6o.p.4.

tinea potee ronale z I'rronale.

iBadiK qainti binomif,

20.|. 2 2 z»

^^>20.g.2»p»fefe.20.ril>2»

f^iiadratapartiu. 2o.|.2 .

Samm $^.80.1^.47
Fig. 43.—Printed on tjic margin of fol. 123/i of Paeioli’s Sununa, Part I

(1523). The same occurs in the edition of 1494.

Ghaligai docs not claim these symbols as his invention, but
ascribes them to his teacher, Giovanni del Sodo, in the statement

(folio 71JB): ^^Dimostratione di 8 figure, le quale Giovanni del Sodo
pratica la sua Arciba & perche in parte terro 'el suo stile le dimos-

treto/ The page shown (Fig. 45) contains the closing part of the

^ Op. cit. (1552), fols. 2B, G5; Encstrom, Bihliolhcca rnathematica, 3. S., Vol.

VIII, 1907-8, p. 90.
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solution of the problem to find three numbers, P, S, T, in continued

proportion, such that S^=P-\-T, and, each number being multiplied

plicatedS nd a.oucco della c° nel a di a,d 13 di O defco qnadrato

,

o uero del nel a dl a,o fidello B nclla elB del w nela di D,o uc/

rodel pel 3 , o fi della c” nel cn di Q ,
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I Y A Linea che Miefiro Luca dice mediale e' tadtee di tadtte, & la poten'

JL> tia fuijC^ folamenie radice di numcro non quadratoj cio e la fua poten-

; ':tiii«^ia'Lmeanuueluton *
".i

'

i

:

'

'

'

- tif \ ‘

, i
:

GrQjialc fia nutneroiB •

Ice LionardoPifano nella q linta parte, n" to e" quelfochcc fatte di

^ numcticq'iaIi,ouetod’a!cunoquadta!0 ti° nella fuajecotnccpjt i 7

che S liafcca#! t a.multipficatom a,coineperl»ten^afi«l^ae',^ 17.

aafcc dclj^fliulligltcatoperi cwik} pe£3 ^^ficptwiditcche's

Fig. 44.—Part of fol. 72 of Ghaligai’s Praticad’arithmetica (1552). Thisexhib-

its more fully his designation of powers.

Stfitntli.

D
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by the sum of the other two, the sum of these products is equal to

twice the second number multiplied by the sum of the other two,

plus 72. Ghaligai lets S = 3co or 3x. He has found x= 2, and the root

of equal to .

The translation of the text in Figure 45 is as follows: “equal to

1/4 ,
and the V'x* is equal to V16, hence the first quantity was

18—1/288, and the second was 6, and the third 18+1^ 288.

S. Sx P.andT. 18x=+6a:,X3x

.

P. 4|x2-v'201x«-9x2

T. 4.|x“+U2dK-9x2, • =54x3+ 18x2 = 54x’+72
S. 3x 18x2=72

P. 4\x^--l/^x*-9x^ |/4

= 9x2+3x,X2

\— 4 / Value of x which is 2

18 l/^4 P. was 18-1/288

36 S. was 6

1/^ T. was 18+l/m

24+1/288

18-l/m

Proof

24-i/m
18+1^288

432+V 93,312-288

288-V^r65,888

144

144+1/93,31^

-V'l65^888

+l/i65,888

144-1/93,312

432+1/165,888-288

288-1/93312

144

IS- 1/288

18+1' 288

= 36,X6

Gives 288 216,X2
216— 432

Gives 504 72

As it should 504.”
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Biles^aU 81
**?”*”* qu<nma‘

h. iS Rv' R;'di
i8j?fnf«diiS3nint!»

P !ii- a iii**iif *ol-a^D ° — :

’»t v-4——

'

18 ft J*4
}6

'•' tsnfp^aaa

‘4?* P |29 J 3tim *38

«83 ltf$< 165883

^iS3
Rtpraeua.

ift4

P.fiiiSnfF****

S. fu 6

T. fui8ppj*S3

*4nf pi*88

i 8^.5>1*83„ ^

4ja ^ 165883 of *Si

agS’nfjfJJJU

144

144
nf 31 Itf 5888

p ^165883

•-I'nir"
216

Fa $04

ignf pni
18

3«—-<•

ti6— 2
^

‘41*

7*
,

''

' m «ato .fitdw.dooundolt .tee

il*? c rultfplkatodafcuna cotro all'alire * aggiuRtoIc I019

Fig, 45.—Ghaligai's Pratka d'arilhmtica (1552), fol. 108
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The following equations are taken from the same edition of 1552;

(Folio 110) in di m \ di U — I U

i — 11 n

(Folio 113) i TO 4 — •4

Translation

Ix^— 4x2 = 4x*

lx' = 8x2-1- 8 a
Ghaligai uses his combinations of little squares to mark the orders

of roots. Thus, folio 84/^, B. di 3600 — che e 60, i.e., 1/3,600 = 60;

folio 72B, la Bm di 8 diciamo 2, i.e., # 8 = 2; folio 73/i, B
| j di 7776

for f 7,776; folio 73B, B LXJ di di 262144 for ^^2,144.

ITALIAN.* HIERONYMO CARDAN

(1539, 1545, 1570)

140. Cardan uses p and m for ^^plus’^ and “minus’^ and B for

^Toot.^’ In his Praciica arithmeticae generalis (Milano, 1539) he uses

Pacioli’s symbols nu.^ co.j ce., cr., and denotes the successive higher

powers, cexe.j Rel. p., a/.ce., Rel. ^., ce.ce.ee.
,
cu.cu.y ce. Rel.^ How-

ever, in his Ars niagna (1545) Cardan does not use co. for x, ce. for x2,

etc., but speaks of ‘Tern ignotam, qiiain vocamus positioncm ,^’2 ^nd

writes 60+20x=100 thus: ^^60. p. 20. positionibus aequalia 100.’^

Farther he writes x2+2x= 48 in the form “1. quad. p. 2. pos. aeq.

48.,^^ x' in the form' quadr. quad.,^' x^-l-6x^ = 80 in the form^

*‘r, p. 6. cub. 80,’^ x^= 7x2+4 in the form® 7.

quad. p. 4.^^ Observe that in the last two equations there is a blank

space where we write the sign of equality ( = ). These equations ap-

pear in the text in separate lines; in the explanatory text is given

aequale or aeqiiatur. For the representation of a second unknown he

follows Pacioli in using the word quantitasy which he abbreviates to

quart, or qua. Thus^ he writes 7x+3i/ = 122 in the form ‘7. pos. p. 3.

qua. aequal. 122.’^

Attention should be called to the fact that in place of the p and m,

given in Cardanos Opera, Volume IV (printed in 1663), one finds in

Cardanos original publication of the Ars rnagna (1545) the signs p;

^ Ilieronymi Cardani operum tomvs quartvs (Lvgdvni, 1663), p. 14.

2 Ibid., p. 227.

® Ibid., p. 231. ® Ibid.

4 Ibid., p. 237. « Ibid., p. 239.

^ Ars rnagna in Operum tomvs quartvs, p. 241, 242.
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and m;. For example, in 1545 one finds (5+|/— 15) (5— l/— 15) =
25— (—15) =40 printed in this form:

5p; B m: 15

5m: B 'fn: 15

25m;m; 15 qd est 40

while in 1663 the same passage appears in the form:

“ 5. p. B- 15.

5. m. B‘ 'ni. 15.

25. m. m. 15. quad, est 40.

141. Cardan uses B to mark square root. He> employs^ Pacioli’s

radix vniversalis to binomials and polynomials, thus '^R.V.7. p 5. 4. vel

sic (B) 13.p B . 9.” for »/7+v/4or V^IS+VO; “B.V.lO.p.BM.p.S.p

ft.64.” for ^ 10 + l/l6+3+l/64. Cardan proceeds to new nota-

tions. He introduces the radix ligata to express the roots of each of

the terms of a binomial; he writes: ^^LB» 7. pR. 10.^^^ for V^7+

l/lO. This L would seem superfluous, but was introduced to dis-

tinguish between the foregoing form and the radix distinctUy as in

‘'B-D. 9 p. R. 4.,^^ which signified 3 and 2 taken separately. Accord-

ingly, ^*B.D. 4. p. B- 9.,’^ multiplied into itself, gives 4+9 or 13, while

the ^^R.L. 4. p. R. 9.,^' multiplied into itself, gives 13+l/l44 = 25.

In later passages Cardan seldom uses the radix ligata and radix dis~

tincta.

In squaring binomials involving radicals, like ‘*B.V.L. B. 5. p. B.

1. fh B-V.L. R. 5. m R. 1.,” he sometimes writes the binomial a second

time, beneath the first, with the capital letter X between the two

binomials, to indicate .cross-multiplication.'* Of interest is the follow-

ing passage in the Regula aliza which Cardan brought out in 1570:

^^Bp: est p: B m: quadrata nulla est iuxta usum communem^' (“The

square root of a positive number is positive
;
the square root of a nega-

tive number is not proper, according to the common acceptation’^).®

1 See Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. Ill (1922), p. 134, 135.

2 Cardan, op. dl.y p. 14, 16, of the Practica arilhmeticae of 1539.

^ Ihid.y p. 16.

^Ibid.y p. 194.

^Op. cit. (Basel, 1570), p. 15. Reference taken from Enestrom, Bibliotheca

mathematicay Vol. XIII (1912-13), p. 163.
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However, in the Ars magna} Cardan solves the problem, to divide 10

into two parts, whose product is 40, and writes (as shown above)

:

u
5. p H. m. 15.

5. m B,. m.. 15.

25 m.m. 15. quad, est 40 .

Ptobauo eit, vt ni exemp.o,
'

*
culms & quadrata 5. arqucncur z 1. aeftima-

tid ex'his regulis X'ft, v. cubica 9^- p.

P* 9T «»*

J. , cubus igitut eft hie conftans ex Icptcra

=j>aKibus,
'

"

^ '

o 'o^'

'

iz. -m.15t* cubica, 484(57" p.i5t.iH^78 ji >
4"

& v.ciriwca 4845 r m. 1 54f
7 1

•j,: : , r'‘

V

j cub. 4<>o4i-7: 'p-iil^v
,

;
zi I 977 <» 95o^ 1096x86

i

I. pv cub. 46o4i-|-p.^.40963j4 l8qI«

p* V. cub. 4iSo4i4:p. ?(-'

zc96j54i8c^ m. 2096z89ri7;7 *•

z 1 1 9776950-^ p- i^.v. cub. 1 Kjt"

!

p. :|i. 65063-7 p ijt. V. cub. X56y u%^.

'

^

. ’"j
'v,

Tria autem quadrata lunt ex leptem patti-

bus hoc modo,

9. p. V- eub. 4846^,^. ^.23487835^

,

p ^.v. cub. 4846“ *"‘^-i 54 ^7 S 33T
xn. V. cub. 156-^ p. i(t. 65063*7"

m. }^. V. X56-7- m. 6506

ni. V. Cub. 256^ p. i?t. 65063-7

ifi.^.v.cub. 256-7- m. 655)6 3-7

' Inde iuiidis (libus quadratis cum cubo feje

:

partes, qua* funt cubica xquaics p.

cum th. caduai &: rclinquitur 21. ad amui-

fim aggrcg.itum.

Fig. 46.—^Part of a page (255) from the Ars magna as reprinted in H. Cardan’s

Operum tomvs quartvs (Lvgdvni, 1663). The Ars magna was first published in 1545.

^ Operum tomvs quartvs, p. 287.
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In one place Cardan not only designates known numbers by

letters, but actually operates with them. He lets a and b stand for

any given numbers and then remarks that 5 ^
is the same as

,

/a . , , Va .

i.e., \ IS the same as —
'\b Vh
Figure 46 deals with the cubic x^+3x“ = 21. As a check, the value

of x, expressed in radicals, is substituted in the given equation.

There are two misprints. The 226^ should be 256 Second, the two

lines which we have marked with a stroke on the left should be

omitted, except the m at the end. The process of substitution is un-

necessarily complicated. For compactness of notation, Cardanos

symbols rather surpass the modern symbols, as will be seen by com-

paring his passage with the following translation:

^The proof is as in the example x^+Zx^ — 2\. According to these

rules, the result is ^ + — The cube [i.e.,

x^] is made up of seven parts:

12-^4,84Ci+ v/23^487^833f-^4,846 - 1/23,487,83^

+ ^46,0411+ 1/2: 1
19,'^6^50J

- l/^^OOO,^, 1 17

+ 46,0415+ v/2,'096,354,'186 j|- v'2,ir9,776,950/

+^256|+l/65:0631+^256,H »/65,0631 .

‘The three squares [i.e., 3x^] are composed of seven parts in this

manner:

9+^4,846|+l/23:487,833[

+ 1*’^4,846|- 1/23,4^,83^

- ^'256^+1/657063

1

-l^'256i-l/(^:063^

- ^256 ;i+ 4
/6^0637

-1^^256 1 -i/6570637 .

Now, adding the three squares with the six parts in the cube, which

are equal to the general cube root, there results 21, for the required

aggregate.''

' De regula aliza (1570), p. 111. Quoted by Enestrom, op. dl.^ Vol.VH (1906-7),

p. 387.
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In translation, Figure 47 is as follows:

'^The Quaestio VIII.

^^Divide 6 into three parts, in continued proportion, of which the

sum of the squares of the first and second is 4. We let the first be the

j

Qjr ^ s T 1 o V 1 1 1.

Fac ex 6 . tres partes, in conrinua proper-

j

tionc, cjuarum quadrata primae & lecundae

1

iun<fta fimiil facianc 4. ponemus pdinain

j

!• politionenv, quadratum eius elt 1. qua-

I

dratum ^ feiidaum igicur ad 4* ell quadra-

turn fecundx quantitatis, id cll 4. m. 1. qua-

drato > huius radicera, 6c i policionem dc-

1 trahe ex 6 . liabc'bis tertiam quanticaccm>

VC vidcs^ quareduda primain leriani, ha-

j
i.pof. 1 V. ^.4. m. J . qiiaJ.

I
m. 1. pof.

m* 1^. V. 4. m. X . quad.

6 * pof, m. I. quad.m V. 4 * quad. 111. I.

quad. quad.

4. j
pof. xh. 3^. V. 4. quad. m. 1. quad.

quad.

1

6

. pof, m. 4- asquah V. 4. quad. xh. u

1
quad. quad.

4S. pof.1 3(j. quad p. 1 6. m. xquantur 4.

quad. m. i.quad. quad. --J
32. quad. p. 16. p- i. quad. quad. xqua-

lia 48. pof. /

I
.
quad, quad.p. . quad, p 1S6. aequa-

lia 48. pof. p« 140. \

Fig. 47.—Part of p. 297, from the Ars magriaj as reprinted in 11. Cardan’s

Operum tomvs quarlvs (Lvgdvni, 1663).

1. position [i.e., x]; its square is 1. square [i.e., x^]. Hence 4 minus this

is the square of the second quantity, i.e., 4—1. square [i.e., 4— x^].

Subtract from 6 the square root of this and also 1. position, and you

will have the third quantity [i.e., 6—x— 1/4— x^], as you see, because

the first multiplied by the third . . . . :
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X
1

1/4—
1
6~x— 1/4—

1

6x— x^— l/4x^~ x^

4.
1
6x— l/4x‘^— x"^

6x— 4 — 1/ 4x2--x^

36x2+ 1[5_ 4g^ =: 4^2_ ^4

32x2+16+x^=48x

1x^+32x2+256 = 48x+240

ITALIAN*. NICOLO TARTAGLIA

(1537, 1543, 1546, 1556-60)

142. Nicolo Tartaglia^s first publication, of 1537, contains little

algebraic symbolism. He writes: '^Radice .200. censi piu .10. cose’^

for V 200x2+ lOx, ^Trouamo la cosa ualer Radice .200. men. 10.^^

for ^We find x = V 200-- 10.^^^ In his edition of Euclid^s Elements^ he

writes H II R” for the sixteenth root. In his Qvesiti^ of 1546 one

reads, ‘^Sia .1, cubo de censo piu .48. equal a 14. cubi” for “Let

x‘^+48= 14x*,” and “la R, cuba dc .8. ualera la cosa, cioc. 2.’’ for “The

f^8 equals x, which is 2.”

More symbolism appeared ten years later. Then he used the p
and m of Pacioli to express “plus^^ and “minus,’’ also the co., ce., cu,y

etc., for the powers of numbers. Sometimes his abbreviations are

less intense than those of Pacioli, as when he writes'* men instead of

or-’ cen instead of ce, Tartaglia uses R for radix or “root.” Thus “la

R R di e “la R cu. di | e i,”^ “la R rel. di e i,”« “la R cen.

cu. di (5*4 “la R cu. cu. di 5 e ''la R terza rel. di
2 (^4 g e i.”**

143. Tartaglia writes proportion by separating the three terms

which he writes down by two slanting lines. Thus, *2 he writes “9//

5//100,” which means in modern notation 9:5 = 100:x. For his

occasional use of parentheses, see § 351.

1 Nova scientia (Venice, 1537), last two pages of “Libro secondo.”

2 Evclide Megarense (Venice, 1569), fob 229 (1st ed., 1543).

3 Qvesiti, el invenlumi (Venice, 1546), fol. 132.

^ Scconda parte del general trallalo di nvmeriy el misvri de Nicolo Tartaglia

(Venice, 1556), fol. 88R
^ Ibid., fol. 73. ® Ibid., fol. 47B.

c Ibid., fol. 38. Ibid., fol. 60.

7 Ibid., fol. 34. Ibid., fol. 68.

« Ibid., fol. 43. Ibid., fol. 162.
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On the margin of the page shown in Figure 48 are given the sym-

bols of powers of the unknown number, viz., co., ce., etc., up to the

twenty-ninth power. In the illustrations of multiplication, the

absolute number 5 is marked the 0 after the solidus indi-

cates the dignitd or power 0, as shown in the marginal table. His

per<Jartcadintcodcrcvnarcgob»conlaqualcfaci!mcntc tcconfcruarji nator..i> s

i
mtncmorialefopraUrkccriprcfcntauonHtklUprodutci dclkfopraicrtttc mcro del*':

I dienitamaltipliaiteruna
fiarakra.bifogrufapcr il nunicro o?:<hnario dicia Are a aig *

fcana di dette dignitd, ft ben re aricordi , di fopra ti ho detto qmlmtmt licc.

ilmioicro^contoratoftcondo ft.non e dignita, ma fobmere capo & pr.ncipjodulct
|

te digniti,fi co«»c chc anchoraU vnrti, confidcrata ftcondo ft > non c nnmcro.ma (oU

mente prtncjpio del numcro, adooque non effendo di nnUa dtgnt ti ,i numero.gU dare ^
mo wrf«oftqoo.o.eomcche in marginc fi vcde,8r per chcla.coft. clapnmadipid,

|
cHdaremo per fto fegno. i .Et perchc il ccfo.e ia ftcoda digniti, gU daremo per Tuo ft- |
Ino.a.Et coft perebe il cubo, c ta terxa digntti, gU diremo per (no ftgno. & cofx an-

chorapcracc.cc.e 1
aquartadiginti,gUdarcmoperfuoftgno.4 &co{ifcnr.acheptiioi n —— — .o

tra mi eflcndaandarcfno procedendo dimano in maminelicaitrccotncchc in mar- co — — i

pmrfivedcannomopcrfinallaa^digniti^UqualircgnitienumcrHfonofimatmcUa cc -— *
‘

‘
I (ituate ncllacontinua ca — a

cinefivcdcannotatopcrfi ^
continua progrcftionc naturalc arithmettca » at le dt^ita (ono btu.

proportional! ta geomcrrica, Et ft beo te aricordi nd S Ubro dcHa a''partc a carte * 1 1 cecc -

neUa fecooda farata.fu dichiarito nelprirao Corellario della »^>chc al mttlt.phcare del prn rel.

k geometrice proportionaiita,corrilponde il fummarc ncMc arithrnctice, E per tanto ceco -

al muiriplicare vna digaidfia vn altra (chc fono ncUa proportionaiiti gcomctric3)cor t rd.

rifpNjndc il fommar di lor ftgniCchc fono nella progrefsione. oncrrfsportiooaliti arith- eccecc

mctica) Erftmpi grada vokodo faper efee cofa prodata * oocr faaa a mulrjpbcar, ccnfi cucu

Eapri.re) Oimma i! ftgnodelprimorelato(qaal'c f.)tonilfegnodclcenro rqual'c *; cc- pn.td.

^ ftri 7. ^ pcrcirc ? c il ftgno del t rclato, diremo chttmukiplicarcenfi hfpn.reJati t rcK—

n

ft-.i ftcondi rclatj,fit cofi volendofapcrthecoft fiiccia»oaefprodaca, amukiplicarc tucecc

cubi hi cenb de cenfi. fomma fl ftgno di cubi fchc I ») con ti fe^o di cecc. (qu^U 4./ % teK

fka pur 7 arperebe y.epur I relacMircwo chc a muitipUecc. fia cu.fad kel^iaccjo cc. uci.

mcgiioapprediqueUochc!fogUodire,quadirotiotcncpoacr6moiacftepufigura, cu.pn. re).

amaltipU f ^/o 4 1/ o amaltipl. $ co. t

jfia It ^ /o fia H co.jf I 6a 4 co. i

a muUipi
6a

fara JO H/ o--Aw.'"'•'it'to./ r fara ^ i» ce. a fara if cccc.4

a mokipli, $ cu. $

6a » ret f

aniultipli. 4 cc. t

6a < reU f

amuitipKSpri.rcl#

6a 7 cu.ee, 4
amukipU m cu, j

6a * CC.CU. 4

km 40 cececc. • fara f4 trtl.*? fara fi ?rel il fara x^ahcujf

CO. t 1 ret

cu, j, cucccvi *

grcl

cu. f rcl.

cc. Ifci- '

EtcoEprocederaiin cnttelcalrrcdignitifi alte,come bade, veto e, the bifogoahauer

memoriaifegnidi dette digniti, 5c anchora krpeckdclladipiticorrjrpoodctt ac

fcun nomcro, cioc ft la fumma del ftgno dclU cubi (qud'c t * ) con il ftgno deib cc. cm

. 1 . . t -U _ A ;i ,1. rnbi. noil.

in cucucu

cia ccce. 1 rcl- •

ceL -

' 1 1

14

- i<S

- *4
sr

tr
as

/q«ai c 4.) fa, *.1100 hauendo in memoru chel det to it fegn^ di cwbi dc cubi, no fa- coft difcomdo m
pefsimo chc a tnultiplicarcubi fia cenfi cubi > facefte cubi de cubi , e pero bifognam irihruto.

<*oad«crdre, .
--

4» ' A il -

Fig. 48.—Part of a pag;o from 'Fai laglia’s La ^rMa parte del general trattato de

nvmeri, et misvre (Venice, 1560), fol. 2.

illustrations stress the rule that in multiplication of one dignitd by

another, the numbers expressing the dignitd of the factors must be

added.
ITALIAN: RAFAELE BOMBELLI

(1572, 1579)

144. Bombelli^s Ualgebra appeared at Venice in 1572 and again

at Bologna in 1579. He used p, and m. for ''plus'^ and ^'minus.'^
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Following Cardan, Bombclli used almost always radix legata for a
root affecting only one term. To write two or more terms into one,

Bombelli wrote an L right after the B and an inverted J at the end

of the expression to be radicated. Thus he wrote: J? L 7 p.i? 14 J

for our modem ^7+l/l4, also* RqLRc'LRqQ8p.2J.niRcLBqQ8m

2 JJ for the modern { ^(l/68+2) — #^(l/68— 2) }

.

DeimuU^hcart ic hlmmi^ C?* 0“ refidui dc dignltd afgchraticc^

t moltiplicir de bJnomj » & trinomt & rsfidoi dc digniti algcbraticc non c

difference di quel delH alcri binomi, trinomb & lor refKlui cccctco mt ncl i

prodiictt delta vgricridellcdignicd , & pcrche adeebiarire pardcolarmentc

mutripHcari, firia cola longa , c per canto poneremo foltniente h eflem

pi fimplicemente in fignra,!i qnali non dubitotchc per quclli ru iotcndcrai it cutto , na-

u|do fempre inmemaria la qualitadilor produrti.fi dcUcdigniei,come delpm & me.

amultiplicar. yco.f f amukipli. f ce. men f amukipli, n cu. f ico.mcn$

* ^ 4 $
—

'$ ^
^

'

it CO
. '^'*0 fjra f 4 ce. ir>ctuy*‘lya 7 » * * cia.tttc P9

amnlEipli. :!tocii.n1cn f cc.

f I,

riitft <s»o
^

(Ip

a multiple J re!, mi t cc. a

y ^
't CO- y ? $

I rciracn # ti..

' c»4Cii* men loot*
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'"^ liaecincif C6

4t ceetiiiitti tocecg
^
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jSS'4i «€b' y'ti'cpi^ mcft '»f

£t cofi con tal ordinc procedc rat nella muiripUcatioEMe dc binonn * refidui dc pin ukc

Ipccicdcdignkiaccadcndoiibifognq.

amulcipl f cc.cu. men j ct.

Il.'i I CO* men *

cccn f* « C«* ‘

If gfelmenycii

r i rel.inert # co tw w ctc« is

Fig. 49.—Part of a page from Tartaglia’s La sesta parte del general traltato de

nvrneri^ et misvre (Venice, 1560), fol. 4. Shows multiplication of binomials. Ob-

serve the fancy .p, for *‘plus.^^ For ^^minus” he writes here me or men.

An important change in notation was made for the expression of

powers which was new in Italian algebras. The change is along the

line of what is found in Chuqiiet’s manuscript of 1484. It is nothing

less than the introduction of positive integral exponents, but without

writing the base to which they belonged. As long as the exponents

were applied only to the unknown x, there seemed no need of writing

the X, The notation is shown in Figure 50.

* Copied by Cantor, op, dl.^ Vol. II (2d ed., 1913), p. 624, from Bombelli's

Ualgebra, p. 99.
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AgguagUn 4.p*R.q.La4.m.ao j I

»

agguagUamemi bifogna fempre cercare^cHe la R^.le>

gata reOi (bla,pcrd Ci Icuara il 4.ad ambedue le parti
^ e

fihatterlR.<|.La4.m.ao -i^j.egualea * wm.4.Qjaa
drifi ciafcutra deilc parti/i haucri 34.01. ao. w egoale

It 4j m.i 6, p, i d.li€uinfi li meni da ciafcunadelle

parti,e ponganfi dall altra parte fi hauera 4 p.to 'L

p.i d.eguate a *4.p.

1

6 <1— Ueuinfi li i d' w a dafcunt

deUe partite fi hauerii 4^!, P*4w p.td.eguale^ 34.ft>ul/i

ii id.da ogni parte fi haucraano 4^ p. 4 w^8“*** ^

rIduchifiA 1 ^ fi hauera 1 ^ p.i >l-eguaJc3l* ffegui

tifiil Capicolo)cheU Tanto ualerli u

4.p.R.q.L 14.01. iO,j Egualea 3.

I • I

R.q.L 14. iti. Jo.j Egualci ».m.4.
*

* .

*4. 01. ao. Egualei 4.rru»<5.p.id.

34. p, id. Egualc^4.p.30.p.id.
t

-

Smtif .

'

34. Eguale a 4. p. 4. p. 1 6.

t t

8. Eguaki4-p.4.
.

-

. ^ , 1 - t-' _

3. Egoalei I. p.i.

3 -i- Eguale i^.pJ.p.~r

Egualei I.

Fig. 50.—From iiombelli’s Ualgtbra (1572)
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In Figure 50 the equations are:

4+l'^2i-20x=2x,

l/24- 20x = 2a:-4
,

24-20x=4x2-lGx+16
,

24+16x=4x2+20x+lG ,

24 = 4a:2+4x+lh
,

8 = 4x2+4a;

,

2 = x^+x
,

2| = x2+a;+i ,

1=0:

.

Roinbelli expressed square root by E, q., cube root by R. c., fourth

root by R R. q., fifth root {Radice prima incompostay ouer relata) by

R. p. r.y sixth root by R. q. c., seventh root by /2. s. r., the square root of

a polynomial {Radice quadrata legata) by R. q. L J
;
the cube root of a

polynomial {Radice cubica legata) by R, c. L J. Some of these symbols

are shown in Figure 51. He finds the sum of *^72— 1/1,088 and

|/4;352+10 to be '^'232+1 '53,312.

The first part of the sentence preceding page 161 of Bombelli’s

Algebray as shown in Figure 51, is “Sommisi R, c, L R, q. 4352 .p.

16.J con R, c. L 72. m. R, q. 1088.J.^^

145. Bornbelli’s Algebra existed in manuscript about twenty years

before it was published. The part of a page reproduced in Figure 52

is of interest as showing that the mode of expressing aggregation of

terms is different from the mode in the printed texts. We have here

the expression of the radicals representing x for the cubic a:^ = 32x+24.

Note the use of horizontal lines with cross-bars at the ends; the lines

are placed below the terms to be united, as was the case in Chuquet.

Observe also that here a negative number is not allowed to stand

alone: — 1069 is written 0— 1069. The cube root is designated by

as in (chuquet.

A manuscript, kept in the Library of the University of Bologna,

contains data regarding the sign of equality ( = ). These data have

been communicated to me by Professor E. Bortolotti and tend to

show that ( = ) as a sign of equality was developed at Bologna inde-

pendently of Robert Recorde and perhaps earlier.

The problem treated in Figure 53 is to divide 900 into two parts,

one of which is the cube root of the other. The smaller part is desig-
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R.q. io8S .

X

JueR.fi pnfTono fommv.e, ;..:r

chc il lato di R. c. L 72. iM. R. tp 1 088. cit c i' . 1 . I-

eb'an* J c in proportionc dupla a R. C. 1. R- <! 43 -

5a»iti!.itf* J rcfiduodiR.c. LR.<j.43 5** P**^*.J P^"

ro fi polTono roin narc (com’e dctto) partciidola ma^

giorc pef !a rninoic,cioc per U.c. L y^.m.R.c]. ioS8,j

che moltiplicata uia il (uo Bitiomio ( cottic li ucdc iitl«

R.c.L 72 .m.R.c^.ioSS. R.c.L R.c].41 ^ ^.p.i <f.j

R.c.L 72.p.R.<].Jo88. R.c.L7i.p.R.q.io88..i

£^^096 . R.c.L.R.q.'84>5<5<e*p.3J^8.J,

Lato 1 fJ.panitorc. Rato R.q. 172. p-4*^^

AucnitncntoR.q.i
. V P- r >

fA R .q. » ,
‘ p. 1 V Via R .q . I

i 7 P*
' "T

^

^

ra R.q.4- T r rr i

R.q.i A-P-» f

R.c.Ls -:--:

R.c.L72.m.R.q.ioS8.j

Somm.’!. R.c.L 232 . p R»q'333^^*J

la fi-rra ) f.i 1 6,c qucRo c il partitorc
,
c molcipiicato

/?. c. L i?. q. 4? 5 2. p* 1 J ifi'* ''•^ 7 ^* P"

1088. 1
Hinotniodcl partitorcla/J.c. L/f.q.iSqis^!^.

p. > 3 : y. [ ,
che il I'uo i.ito c K. q- 2 7 a. p. 4, die pas ti-

ro per i6. ne uicnc/?. q. t
, V P- "V~3

die aegioiiujli £

perrc-oldh t p.AVi.q. 1 .V, c qucUo fi lui da

nudtiphcacc uia A.c. L7 i.;n.A'.q.io 88 .j p<-i o tiLUn-in .1

Fiq, 51.—Bombelli’s Algebra^ p. 161 of the 1579 impression, exhibiting the

calculus of radicals. In the third line of the computation, instead of 18,415,616

there should be 27,862,800. Notice the broken fractional lines, indicating difficulty

in printing fractions with large numerators and denominators.
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nated by a symbol consisting of c and a flourish (probably intended for

co) . Then follows the equation 900 m Ico® = leu®
.
(our 900— x = x^).

One sees here a mixture of two notations for x and x^: the notation

CO and cu made familiar by Luca Pacioli, and Bombelli’s exponential

notation, with the 1 and 3, placed above the line, each exponent resting

in a cup. It is possible that the part of the algebra here photo-

graphed may go back as far as about 1550. The cross-writing in the

photograph begins: ^fln libro vecchio a carte 82: quella di far di 10

due parti: dice messer Nicolo che Tona e B 43 p 5 m RIS: et I’altra

il resto sino a 10, cioe 5 m R 43 p. R 18.^^ This Nicolo is supposed to

be Nicolo Tartaglia who died in 1557. The phrasing “Messer Nicolo”

implies, so Bortolotti argues, that Nicolo was a living contemporary.

If these contentions are valid, then the manuscript in question was

written in 1557 or earlier.^

<i^4x/-oy{ jV i

Fk^. 52.—From the manuscript of the Algebra of Bombelli in the Comunale
Library of Bologna. (Courtesy of Professor E. Bortolotti, of Bologna.)

The novel notations of Bombelli and of Ghaligai before him did

not find imitators in Italy. Thus, in 1581 there appeared at Brescia

the arithmetic and mensuration of Antonio Maria Visconti,^ which

follows the common notation of Pacioli, Cardan, and Tartaglia in

designating powers of the unknown.

german: iohann widman

(1489, 1526)

146. Widman^s Behennde vnnd hubsche Rechnug auff alien Kauff-

manschafften is the earliest printed arithmetic which contains the

signs plus (+) and minus (— ) (see §§ 201, 202).

1 Since the foregoing was written, E. Bortolotti has published an article, on

mathematics at Bologna in the sixteenth century, in the Periodica di Matematiche

(4th ser., Vol. V, 1925), p. 147-84, which contains much detailed information, and

fifteen facsimile reproductions of manuscripts exhibiting the notations then in use

at Bologna, particularly the use of a dash (—) and the sign ( = ) to express equality.

2 Antonii Mariae Vicecomitis Civis Placentini practica numerorum & mensu-

rarum (Brixiac, 1581).
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f

Fkj. 53.—From a pamphlet (marked No. 595X, in the Library of the Uni-

versity of Bologna) containing studies and notes which Professor Bortolotti con-

siders taken from the lessons of Pompeo Bolognetti ([Bologna?]-1568).
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>2

4"~*“ • > fmoOerOejjgleyrf

3 ~f“ 5o d)m,'©ofuiTi«tf

4

• P ^ie5<rittner»»»t>

3 + 44 U>»itnt)

3 + 22 —
S«Wer 3 1 * H»

3 + $0 tertnn^tverOeif
4— 4T39tt CQo3+44 ^uWegcn^tncc
3 + a9 3fiff»g?m4d)etc

3 —'^12 ^4(it>nttty(><td /

^ ,-, ^ + P +fe<»0iflm«e
I)4r3ii2i&&icrejt3eii0?5'inwiiis. Hwi#
(ole&a ffifr abf<i)l4^sn 4Hi«>ee3 fur
<«iiUgel24 tt.mbbrtdifi i $ mal24i.
vnbnia<l)C 3 * 2 tt' b4rift«bbicrb48 —•

B>t)nbtt)erbcrt38^*

trotter »dtt473 <),X>rtt> 0lcyt>ert 4 1 fz
tt).r7im(pzici) I oo tbt>40i({em3ettmer
pi04ffI wi'clfeir««t4i 72 tb oitbfumlm ff7 04l;«K«fs^»«f5K^t2fW4rt)6

Fig. 54.—From the 1526 edition of Widman’s arithmetic. (Taken from D. E.

Smith, Kara arithmetical p. 40.)

©tet (rtt g<wfl5?it,

7^ W i; (f> It Ig

Sacit 2 (^ o 9s

3 7 ^
@CI54l(0.

£ 18| (?
i B

@tct ym 04nQetf.

4$ IS 9 fg. 7 f
.gaett I (^. z f 17

Fig. 55.—From the arithmetic of Grammateus (1518)
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AUSTRIAN: HEINRICH SCHREIBER (gRAMMATEUS)

(1518, 1535)

147. Grammateus published an arithmetic and algebra, entitled

Ayn new Kunstlich Buech (Vienna), printed at Niirnberg (1518), of

which the second edition appeared in 1535. Grammateus used the

2II^te fetn jtt Abbireti bteqUAtiHtee ctned nafi

mene/ale tnit VI:pn'mtnnir ptima/fecunbn
mit fecSba/tertia mit tettta maab;aa^
^et foI(be5et(|)en aid -j- t(lme^:/onb
b(r/ititoe^er fetn to tmtcfen bteiReael.

|[ete«r(iRe0cI.
tTannem quan tttet an be^pben ouen

ober—^rofol mann fol^equantiter abbirn^in

50 gefa^tbadseycben-j-obfr

—

old 9 d pn.»«4l^*
<r p:t»~-H?bl» 8 p».—iqCT«

J(tat ifpJi. -4- »2VC i4p«.— 14VI.

C^ieanber^egd.
3fl in bcr bbern quantitct vnb fn bet rn

bfrn •—/rnb -j- «bertri|ft—/ fo fol bit vnbec
quantitee von bet bbern fubtrabttt tvetben/vti

5abemub:irtenre^—j-0c> abet bie vnbcr qua

tiret i(1 0r6(fcr/fo rubtrcf)irbie BIrinernvo bee

0rb|]ern/vn 3U bem bad bo bleibenb ifl/fetje—

aid <ypn.—{-“dNi 4pn.—j—^N*
izpn.—4N* <?P»-—dN«
»8pii,—j-zN. 10 P«.—4N.

C3icbMttRt0 cI,

00 inbctcb0cfaRtcnqti«ntitet wuttfunbe

— vnb m bet vnber rt 4“/vnb— ubcrtri(ft *4/

fo |nbfi'flb>tcind t'on bem anbcrn/vnb$um
bngen feb :cib •—3(icd aber/bad bie rnberqua

fitctJibeirrijft bie6bcrn/ro5ic|>ecindvonbeni

anbern/vnb 3U bem erfien fe©e -}“

Fig. 56.—From the arithmetic of Grammateus (1535). (Taken from D. E.

Smith, Rara arithmetical p. 125.)
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plus and minus signs in a technical sense for addition and subtraction.

Figure 55 shows his mode of writing proportion: 76Z5. : 13^. = I2lh.:x.

He finds x = 2jl, 0 s. ls. = 30^?].

The unknown quantity x and its powers x^, x^,
,
were called,

respectively, prt {prima)j 2a. or se. (seconda)^ 3a. or ter. (terza), 4a.

I([ irt (tyttcrp:^pom9mrt^ 5Almd) aynai
btey qiMtitttct tverbmngcfaot dfo t>a6Ut

erffcti $tv03uf4mcn votgleyd)Ot

mitto: ge^ivcrbeturc^
&m/vnb &er quociVnt foi4 211^ fidaud) Qca

tailtwett>m bcr4ntertumattord)bm bnteot

»rib bcrqu^cterit P ptl rtiic^ ttcfcljzte^cn wtrbcrt

2)4m4d) multipltcirboe t4vlP tn fid)/wi
$u bet» qti4bMC4bb^re4/jli^e4u^ b(r(uinr4«

btcem qu4b:4t4}n/ vstob bte(el%4bbtrc^um
^4l^m t4il ^/fo ber VTtaineepti:@CQb^
54I it4cf)4Uf4nber}mtberpiopbtti«n(^tupl4;*

4ld*
VTi pm 24. 54. 44. f4.

I* 7 4p. J4J. 2401. 16807*

^t^mtvctQkid) id) izpdii-^z^ Vf:ntttz^

|c l^e4(fo t<tikz.j.Vl:bttrd)z^(cf^ Commeif

ioj4C4tk4«d)izpu:biird)x^rcjbcm(pttg^
m^j$ftMtiplicireba&^aWta>fl$ttm fid)(^

»urt~$ttbem4bbMre 44bio|-n>crb(ttfiiit4

Fi(j. 57 .—From the arithmetic of Grammateus (1518)

or quart, {quarta)^ 5a. or quit, {quinta)

j

6a. or sex. {sexta); N. stands

for absolute number.

Fig. 56 shows addition of binomials. Figure 57 amounts to the

solution of a quadratic equation. In translation: ^^The sixth rule:

When in a proportioned number [i.e., in 1, a:, x^] three quantities are

taken so that the first two added together are equal to the third [i.e.,
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d+ex—fx^]j then the first shall be divided by [the coefficient of] the

third and the quotient designated a. In the same way, divide the

[coefficient of] the second by the [coefficient of] the third and the

quotient designated 6. Then multiply the half of b into itself and to

the square add a; find the square root of the sum and add that to

half of 6. Thus is found the iV. of 1 pri. [i.e., the value of x]. Place

the number successively in the seven-fold proportion

N: X x^ x^ x^

1. 7 49 343. 2,401. 16,807.

Now I equate 12x+24 with 2]Xx2. Proceed thus: Divide 24 by
2\%x^] there is obtained 10§a. Divide also 12a: by 2Jga:2; thus arises

b^b. Multiplying the half of b by itself gives to which adding a,

i.e., log, will yield fhe square root of which is add this to

half of the part 6 or } g ,
and there results the number 7 as the number

1 pri. [i.e., a:].’^

The following example is quoted from Grammateus by Treutlein:’

a
6 pri.+8 N,

Modern Symbols

Durch 6a: +8
5 pri. — 7N. 5x — 7

30 5C.+40 pri. 30a:^+40a:

-42pri.-b6 N. -42X-56

30 se. — 2 pri. — 56 N. 30a:^— 2a:— 56 .

In the notation of Grammateus, 9 ter.+80 se. — 6 pri. +48A^.

stands for 9x^+30x2— 6x+48.^

We sec in Grammateus an attempt to discard the old cossic sym-

bols for the powers of the unknown quantity and to substitute in

their place a more suitable symbolism. The words pnma, secondaj etc.,

remind one of the nomenclature in Chuquet. His notation was

adopted by Gielis van der Hoecke.

german: CHRISTOFF RUDOLFP

(1525)

148. Rudolff^s Behend vnnd Hubsch Rechnung durch die kunsU

reichen regeln Algebre so gemeincklich die Coss genent werden (Strass-

1 P. Trcutlcin, Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathemalik, Vol. II (Leipzig,

1879), p. 39.

2 For further information on Grammateus, see C. I. Gerhardt, “Zur Ge-

schichto der Algebra in Deutschland,” MoncUshericht d. k. Akademie der Wissen-

schaflen zu Berlin (1867), p. 51.
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burg, 1525) is based on algebras that existed in manuscript (§ 203).

Figure 58 exhibits the symbols for indicating powers up to the ninth.

The symbol for cubus is simply the letter c with a final loop resembling

the letter e, but is not intended as such. What appears below the

symbols reads in translation: ^^Dragma or numerus is taken here as 1.

It is no number, but assigns other numbers their kind. Radix is the

6o.J^4&m 4uc^ it tint mittintm

diaracttr:^tn0mtnt>pnanfan^tt$W0tt9C^(tna,

g ^I40m4oDarnttmclrM$

ae mUt
ir

Ct (tt0U4

fUtfbHbuttt

^ienftcuBu$
hji 6tffurfoft5um

iti^tnfimfbt)m^
ect tudU$t>t Cttbp

0i)trnumtm$t0tirt ^it^tnomcQUit^

fimi.tfiftmiaffunbtt^ikanbtmoaUnitwtfsn
g;9C4Wr fdm Pbtrwml emquabtat$*
^tnfii$:bitbnttm ^cro:i)nS0: t(?4l(tt>f0 cmtjua

&:4r/mff|)»n0t4ii^ mtt(rtp(tciri{0D(^r4J)tjrm ficfji

ft(bft.,^mmbwatlraoi)^z6(Mt/ifi4ftinM^

Fig. 58.—From Rudolff’s Coss (1525)

side or root of a square. Zensus, the third in order, is always a square;

it arises from the multiplication of the radix into itself. Thus, when

radix means 2, then 4 is the zensus” Adam Riese assures us that these

symbols were in general use (^^zeichen ader benennung Di in gemeinen

branch teglich gehandelt werdenn”)-^ They were adopted by Adam

^ Riese’s Coss was found, in manuscript, in the year 1855, in the Kirchen-

und Schulbibliothek of Marienberg, Saxony; it was printed in 1892 in the following

publication: Adam Riese
y
sein Leherij seine Rechenhucher und seine Art znrechnen.

Die Coss von Adam Riese, by Realgymnasialrektor Bruno Berlet, in Annaberg i. E.,

1892.
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Riese, Apian, Menher, and others. The addition of radicals is

shown in Figure 59. Cube root is introduced in Rudolff's Coss of

1525 as follows: ‘‘Wiirt radix cubica in diesem algorithmo bedeut

durch solchen character als /v\a/ 8 is zu versteen radix cubica

aufs 8.” (“In this algorithm the cubic root is expressed by this char-

acter AVs/> aaa/8 is to be understood tomean the cubic root of 8.^0

The fourth root Rudolff indicated by/v\/ ;
the reader naturally wonders

why two strokes should signify fourth root when three strokes indi-

cate cube root. It is not at once evident that the sign for the fourth

t)onC0mmumc<tnfm

f<i:
~

frtcit frt:

8 jhAz-jr

f4: yh-f fa: y^^ fa: *^40'-—

inadonafn

yfi^yyfact(</&(0coUecfe in- y 140

itmy^iny isfadty t>e6 (pHc<f$ip’-t^yzo$

Fio. 59.—From Rudolff’s Coss (1525)

root represented two successive square-root signs, thus, i/|/. This

crudeness in notation was removed by Michael Stifel, as we shall see

later.

The following example illustrates Rudolff's subtraction of frac-

tions

1 7e-2 12 ^ ^

-Ij-
von Rest

148-ls „

12 7^+24 *

On page 141 of his Coss, Rudolff indicates aggregation by a dot;^

i.e., the dot in “|/.12+|/140^' indicates that the expression is

f"12+i/140, and not V12+l/140. In Stifel sometimes a second dot

appears at the end of the expression (§ 348). Similar use of the dot

we shall find in Ludolph van Ceulen, P. A. Cataldi, and, in form of

the colon (:), in William Oughtred.

When dealing with two unknown quantities, Rudolff represented

^ Treutlein, ‘^Die deutsche Coss,” op. ciL, Vol. II, p. 40.

* G. Wertheim, Ahhandlungen zur Geschichte der Malhematikj Vol. VIII

(Leipzig, 1898), p. 153.
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the second one by the small letter q, an abbreviation for quantitay

which Pacioli had used for the second unknown.^

Interesting at this early period is the following use of the letters

a, c, and d to represent ordinary numbers (folio Giij®) : “Nim \ solchs

collects
I

setz es auff ein ort
1

dz werd von lere wegen c genennt. Dar-

nach subtrahier das c vom a
|
das iibrig werd gesprochen d. Nun sag

ich dz Vc+Vd ist quadrata radix des ersten binomij/^ (^Take I

this sum, assume for it a position, which, being empty, is called c.

Then subtract c from a, what remains call d. Now I say that Vc+V

d

is the square root of the first binomial/')^

149. RudolfP was convinced that development of a science is de-

pendent upon its symbols. In the Preface to the second part of

Rudolff^s Coss he states: ^^Das bezeugen alte biicher nit vor wenig

jaren von der coss geschriben, in welchen die quantitetn, als dragma,

res, substantia etc. nit durch character, sunder durch gantz geschribne

wort dargegeben sein, vnd sunderlich in practicirung eines yeden

exempels die frag gesetzt, ein ding, mit solchen worten, ponatur vna

res.^^ In translation: ^This is evident from old books on algebra,

written many years ago, in which quantities are represented, not by

characters, but by words written out in full, ^drachm,^ ^thing,^ ^sub-

stance,^ etc., and in the solution of each special example the statement

was put, ^one thing,^ in such words as ponatur, una res, etc.^^*

In another place Rudolff says: ^^Lernt die zalen der coss aus-

sprechen vnnd durch ire charakter erkennen vnd schreiben.^^^ (^Xearn

to pronounce the numbers of algebra and to recognize and write them

by their characters. ’0

dutch: gielis van der hoecke

(1537)

150. An early Dutch algebra was published by Gielis van der

Hoecke which appeared under the title, In arithmetica een sonderlinge

excellet boeck (Antwerp [1537]).® We see in this book the early appear-

‘ Chr. Rudolflf, Behend vnnd Hubsch Rechnung (Strassburg, 1525), fol. Rl'*.

Quoted by Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathematical Vol. XI (1910-11), p. 357.

2 Quoted from Rudolff by Enestrom, ibid., Vol. X (1909-10), p. 61.

3 Quoted by Gerhardt, op. cit. (1870), p. 153. This quotation is taken from the

second part of Gerhardt’s article; the first part appeared in the same publication,

for the year 1867, p. 38-54.

^ Op. cit., Buch I, Kap. 5, Bl. Dijr°; quoted by Tropfke, op. cit. (2. ed.), Vol. II,

p. 7.

^ On the date of publication, see Enestrom, op. cit., Vol. VII (1906-7), p. 211;

Vol. X (1909-10), p. 87.
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ance of the plus and minus signs in Holland. As the symbols for

powers one finds here the notation of Grammateus, N., pri., se., 3“,

4“, 5“, etc., though occasionally, to fill out a space on a line, one en-

<?0. <7^t -

III tieRttnw«'s*ni«ttmKcnttmr0. Jfiataflup

cemi Rift

^ im jn .

cocmto pjh Sif f'ct bQuett/&«n raitftiplifccrt4 tw* met

X, fe.cocmtS fe/bte fitJt onherrtiaM0 :c«tnt

O HU

8p?7.
mtHhcrt ~ aic nwltipliMtif.

fluff'

XC till.

rwinpiifcrftt -3, m«e
i-siijh

-f JAnw*

fotuult^litffrt^® ^ cocmn2,opji.aa«mi4

ftpltfftrtX pji.u.tt > V}^ "F ^ f 2.4 ii?i'

ffrofitwrcn^ftanOcrhoumalhua

16 ttumfruo . I

lotttttoticmiubfrt &c inuttipUcarjff

fi;30icawwrc0u!c.

,

. Jo nthtoentt 90 -1 1A fe*

f« boue /ban uiwitiplUftit o pji.4. 1 o nH.m«tA Pi**.

4 9 itwdoaut 7A fc.4* PJ'*+ o 8tt

:
,

90 J*

jfrfftrtcmtalSma 7ifc,4Y74py4.90iiib':^^^

jjuU^teatif* I
^

;
^

PV^bit*
'V,

Fig. 60.—From Gielis van der Hoccke’s In arithmetica (1537). Multiplica-

tion of fractions by regule cos.

counters numerus, num.j or nu. in place of N.; also seen, in place of se.

For pri. he uses a few times p.

The translation of matter shown in Figure 60 is as follows: '^[In

order to multiply fractions simply multiply numerators by numera-
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tors] and denominators by denominators. Thus, if you wish to multi-

3x 3 . . .

ply ^ by ^ ,
you multiply 3x by 3, this gives 9x, which you write

down. Then multiply 4 by 2x^, this gives which you write under

9x ... 9
the other Simplified this becomes ^ ,

the product. Second rule:

If you wish to multiply ^ by multiply 20 by 16 [sfc] which

jfcntarf per i ?^.Et nullu$ fit iiuinmisqaa<!raftJy,c5

ftittcwr Tub tfto tcrmbiodu« i fit#

ijSf»gho coprehcfiis fiefaoeim»too eimt

'•m ataitem dtootnlnatiooeainilj^res^icai

dsctofaBWJ®c*nBc»?lnatfomji fij

Fig. 61.—Part of a page from M. Stifel’s ArUhmctica mlcgra (1544), fol. 235

gives 320x, then multiply 2x by 3x+12, which gives 6x24-24x. Place

320x
this imder the other obtained above simplified gives

• •
•"

As radical sign Gielis van der Hoecke does not use the German

symbols of Rudolff
,
but the capital B of the Italians. Thus he writes

(fob 905) “6+58” for Q+l/8, “-B 32 pri.” for -V^x.
^ The numerator should be 160, the denominator 3a;+ 12.
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german: MICHAEL STIPEL

(1544, 1545, 1553)

151. Figure 61 is part of a page from Michael Stifers important

work on algebra, the Arithmetica Integra (Nurnberg, 1544). From the

ninth and the tenth lines of the text it will be seen that he uses the

same symbols as Rudolff had used to designate powers, up to and in-

cluding But Stifel carries here the notation as high as As

Tropfke remarks,^ the b in the symbol 6/5 of the seventh power leads

Stifel to the happy thought of continuing the series as far as one may
choose. Following the alphabet, his Arithmetica integra (1544) gives

cp= x^^j dp = x^^, ep= x^’^y etc.; in the revised Coss of Rudolff (1553),

Stifel writes E/9, 25/8, ®/8 . He was the first^ who in print dis-

carded the symbol for dragma and wrote a given number by itself.

Where Rudolff, in his Coss of 1525 wrote 4(^, Stifel, in his 1553 edition

of that book, wrote simply 4.

A multiplication from Stifel {Arithmetica integra, fob 236i>)* fol-

lows:

[Concluding part + 876— 6

of a problem:] 23—4

12iJ+16cC-123
-243-3276+24

1233+16cC-363-3276+24
'^

111 Modern Symbols

Ga;“+ Sx— 6

2x^~ 4

12a;4+16x*-12a:2

-24a;2-32x+24

12a;^+ 16x3_ 3(5^2- 32;c+24

We give Stifcbs treatment of the quartic equation, l33+2cC+
63+576+b aequ. 5550: ‘^Quaeritur numerus ad quern additum suum

quadratum faciat 5550. Pone igitur quod quadratum illud faciat

lil 3 . tunc radix eius quadrata fac.iet \A, Et sic IA3+IA. aequabitur

‘ Op. cU., Vol. II, p. 120.

“Rudolff, Cobs (1525), Signatur Hiiij (Stifel ed. [1553], p. 149); see lYopfke,

op. ciL, Vol. II, p. 119, n. 651.

* Treutlein, op. ciL^ p. 39.
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5550. Itacq IA 3 . aequabit 5550— lA. Facit lA. 74. Ergo cum. 1^^+
2cC+6^+57^+6, aequetur. 5550. Sequitur quod. 74. aequetur

lS+ 15e+2 Facit itacq.

Translation:

“a:^+2x3+6x2+5a:+6 = 5,550 .

Required the number which, when its square is added to it, gives

5,550. Accordingly, take the square, which it makes, to be A^. Then

the square root of that square is A. Then A“+A= 5,550 and A^ =

5,550— A. A becomes 74. Hence, since x'*+2x®+6x“+5x+6 = 5,550,

it follows that 74 = la:“+x+2 Therefore x becomes 8 .^^

152. When Stifel uses more than the one unknown quantity

he at first follows Cardan in using the symbol q (abbreviation for

quantita)^^ but later he represents the other unknown quantities by

Ay Bj C In the last example in the book he employs five un-

knowns, Ay By Cy D. In the example solved in Figure 62 he repre-

sents the unknowns by 7^, A, R. The translation is as follows:

^^Required three numbers in continued proportion such that the

multiplication of the [sum of] the two extremes and the difference by

which the extremes exceed the middle number gives 4,335. And the

multiplications of that same difference and the sum of all three gives

6,069.

A+^ is the sum of the extremes,

A — X the middle number,

2A the sum of all three,

2x the difference by which the extremes exceed the

middle. Then 2x multiplied into the sum of the extremes, i.e., in

A+x, yields 2a:A+ 2x" = 4,335. Then 2x multiplied into 2A or the

sum of all make 4xA = 6,069.

“Take these two equations together. From the first it follows

that xA =
4,335-2x2

But from the second it follows that IxA =

Hence
4,335-2x2 6,069

,
for, since they are equal to one and

the same, they are equal to each other. Therefore [by reduction]

17,340— 8x2 = 12,138, which gives x2 = 650]^ and x= 25^.

^ Arithmelica integray fol. 307 B.

2 Jbid.y HI, vi, 252A. This reference is taken from H. Bosmans, Bibliotheca

mathemalica (3d ser., 1906-7), Vol. VII, p. 66.
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Fig. 62.—From ^tilers Anthmelica Integra (1544), fol. 313
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“It remains to find also lA, One has [as we saw just above] IxA =»

6 069— . Since these two are equal to each other, divide each by x, and

there follows A = ~ But as x= 25^, one has 4x=102, and 6,069

divided by 102 gives 59|. And that is what A amounts to. Since

A—x, i.e., the middle number equals 34, and A +x, i.e., the sum of the

two extremes is 85, there arises this new problem

:

“Divide 85 into two parts so that 34 is a mean proportional between

them. These are the numbers:

B, 34, 85-5.

Since 855— 52=1,156, there follows 5=17. And the numbers of the

example are 17, 34, 68.^^

Observe the absence of a sign of equality in Stifel, equality being

expressed in words or by juxtaposition of the expressions that are

equal; observe also the designation of the square of the unknown 5
by the sign 5^. Notice that the fractional line is very short in the case

of fractions with binomial (or polynomial) numerators—a singularity

found in other parts of the Arithmetica Integra, Another oddity is

Stifel’s designation of the multiplication of fractions.^ They are writ-

ten as we write ascending continued fractions. Thus

means “Tres qiiartae, duarum tertiarum, unius septimae,^^ i.e., f of f
of

The example in Fig. 62 is taken from the closing part of the Arith-

7netica Integra where Cardanos A rs magnay particularly the solutions of

cubic and quartic equations, receive attention. Of interest is Stifebs

suggestion to his readers that, in studying Cardan's Ars magnay they

should translate Cardan's algebraic statements into the German
symbolic language: “Get accustomed to transform the signs used by

him into our own. Although his signs are the older, ours are the more
commodious, at least according to my judgment.

^Arithmetica integra (1548), p. 7; quoted by S. Gunther, Verniischte Unter-

suchungen (Leipzig, 1876), p. 131.

^Arithmetica integra (Niirnberg, 1544), Appendix, p. 306. The passage, as

quoted by Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. 11 (2. ed.), p. 7, is as follows: “Assuescas, signa

eius, quibus ipse utitur, transfigurare ad signa nostra. Quamvis enim signa quibus

ipse utitur, uetustiora sint nostris, tamen nostra signa (meo quide iudicio) illis

sunt commodiora.’^
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153. Stifel rejected Rudolff^s symbols for radicals of higher order

and wrote |/j for i/~”, y^cC for etc., as will be seen more fully

later.

But he adopts Rudolff^s dot notation for indicating the root of a

binomial

^‘l/j«12+i/s6« — •|/j*12— i/s6 has for its square 12+|/^6+12—

1/56- 1/5138- 1/5138”; i.e., “1^12+l/6-1^12-l/6 has for its

square 12+l/6+12— 1/6—1^138— l/l38.” Again:^ “Tcrtio vide,

utrii i/s*i/s 12500— 50 addita ad 12500+50. faciat i/y

]/^ 50000+200’^ (“Third, see whether l^l/l2,500 — 50 added to

I^l/l2,500+50 makes 1^50,000+200’’). The dot is employed to

indicate that the root of all the terms following is required.

154. Apparently with the aim of popularizing algebra in Germany
by giving an exposition of it in the German language, Stifel wrote in

1545 his Deutsche arithmetical in which the unknown x is expressed

by surrij by ^^sum: sum^^^ etc. The nature of the book is indicated

by the following equation:

“Der Algorithmus meiner deutschen Coss braucht zurn ersten

schlecht vnd ledige zale
|

wie der gemein Algorithmus
|
als da sind

1 2 3 4 5 etc. Zum audern braucht er die selbigen zalen vnder diesein

namen
|

Suma. Vnd wirt dieser nam Suma
|
also verzeichnet

|
Sum:

Als hie
I

1 sum: 2 sum: 3 sufh etc So ich aber 2 sum: Multi-

plicir mit 3 sum: so komen rnir 6 sum: sum: Das mag ich also lesen
j

6 summe summarum
|

wie man den im Deutsche offt findet
|

suma
sumarum Soli ich multipliciren 6 sum : sum: sum: mit 12 sum:

sum: sum: So sprich ich
1

12 mal 6. macht 72 sum: sum: sum: sum:

sum sum . . . Translation: “The algorithm of my Deutsche Coss

uses, to start with, simply the pure numbers of the ordinary algorithm,

namely, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Besides this it uses these same numbers

under the name of sumrna. And this name summa is marked sum.*, as

in 1 sum: 2 sum: 3 sum, etc But when I multiply 2 sum: by

3 sum: I obtain 6 sum: sum:. This I may read
|
6 summe summarum

|

for in German one encounters often suma sumarum When I am
to multiply 6 sum: sum: sum: by 12 sum: sum: sum:^ I say

|
12

times 6 makes 72 sum: sum: sum: sum: sum: sum: ....’’

1 Op. cit.y fol. 138a. ® /6wi., fol. 315a.

3 Op. oit. Inhaltend. Die Hauszrechnung. Deutsche Coss. Rechnung (1545).

* Treutlein, op. dt., Vol. II, p. 34. For a facsimile reproduction of a page of

Stifel’s Deutsche arilhmetica, see D. E. Smith, Rara arithmetica (1898), p. 234.
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The inelegance of this notation results from an effort to render the

subject easy; Stifel abandoned the notation in his later publications,

except that the repetition of factors to denote powers reappears in

1553 in his ^‘Cossische Progress’’ (§ 156).

In this work of 1545 Stifel does not use the radical signs found in

his Arithmetica inteejra; now he uses £/, 1/, for square, cube,

and fourth root, respectively. He gives (fob 74) the German capital

letter 9JJ as the sign of multiplication, and the capital letter 2) as the

sign of division, but does not use cither in the entire book.^

155. In 1553 Stifel brought out a revised edition of Rudolff’s

Coss, Interesting is Stifebs comparison of Rudolff’s notation of

radicals with his own, as given at the end of page 134 (see Fig. 63a),

and his declaration of sup(u*iority of his own symbols. On page 135 we
read: “How much more convenient my own signs are than those of

RudoUf, no doubt everyone who deals with these algorithms will

notice for himself. But I too shall often use the sign \/ in place of the

\/l, for brevity.

“But if one places this sign before a simple number which has not

the root which the sign indicates, then from that simple number arises

a surd number.

“Now my signs are much more convenient and clearer than those

of Christoff. They are also more complete for they embrace all sorts of

numbers in the arithmetic of surds. They are [here he gives the symbols
in the middle of p. 135, shown in Fig. 636]. Such a list of surd numbers
Christoff’s symbols do not supply, yet they belong to this topic.

“Thus my signs are adapted to advance the subject by putting in

place of so many algorithms a single and correct algorithm, as we
shall see.

“In the first place, the signs (as listed) themselves indicate to

you how you are to name or pronounce the surds. Thus, >//36 means
the sursolid root of 6, etc. Moreover, they show you how they are to

be reduced, by which reduction the declared unification of many
(indeed all such) algorithms arises and is established.”

156. Stifel suggests on folio 61R also another notation (which,

however, he does not use) for the progression of powers of x, which he
calls “die Cossische Progress.” We quote the following:

“Es mag aber die Cossische Progress auch also verzeychnet wer-
den:

0 12 3 4

1 • lA • \AA • \AAA * \AAAA • etc.

^ Cantor, op. cii,, Vol. H (2. ed., 1913), p. 444.
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It;em auch also:
0 12 3 4MB • \BB • \BBB • IBBBB • etc.

Item auch also:
0 12 3 4

1 • 1C • ICC • ICCC • ICCCC • etc.

Vnd so fort an von andern Buchstaben.”*

nac^fotgcn&l

@W*

@
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Fig. 63a.—This shows p. 134 of Stifel’s ( ditiim of RudolfT’s Coss (1553)

^ Treutlein, op. ah, Vol. II (1879), p. 34.
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We see here introduced the idea of repeating a letter to designate

powers, an idea carried out extensively by Harriot about seventy-five

1jy
Ui 6i« Kt^wtmg

&ff6<S6n(lcp5o« / roiruin p<l)er fdtewol tnm#

tm li« initoifm wtQ»nifcg<%n.
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Fig. 636.—This shows p. 135 of Stifel’s edition of Rudolff’s Coss (1553)
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years later. The product of two quantities, of which each is repre-

sented by a letter, is designated by juxtaposition.

german: NICOLAUS COPERNICUS

(1566)

157. Copernicus died in 1543. The quotation from his De revolu-

tionibus orhium coelestium (1566; 1st cd., 1543)^ shows that the exposi-

tion is devoid of algebraic symbols and is almost wholly rhetorical.

We find a curious mixture of modes of expressing numbers: Roman
numerals, Hindu-Arabic numerals, and numbers written out in words.

We quote from folio 12:

^‘Circulum autem communi Mathematicorum consensu in

CCCLX. partes distribuirnus. Dimetientem uero CXX. partibus

asciscebant prisci. At posteriores, ut scrupulorurn euitarent inuolu-

tionem in multiplicationibus & diuisionibus numerorum circa ipsas

lineas, quae ut plurimum incommensurabiles sunt longitudine, saepius

etiam potentia, alij duodecies centena milia, alij uigesies, alij aliter

rationalem constituerunt diametrum, ab eo tempore quo indicae

numerorum figurae sunt usu receptae. Qui quidem numerus quem-

cunque alium, sine Graecum, sine Latinum singulari quadam prompti-

tudine superat, & omni generi supputationum aptissirne sese accommo-

dat. Nos quoq, earn ob causam accepimus diametri 200000. partes

tanquam sufFicientes, que, possint errorern excludere patentern.”

Copernicus does not seem to have been exposed to the early move-

ments in the fields of algebra and symbolic trigonometry.

german: JOHANNES SCHEUBEL

(1545, 1551)

158. Scheubel was professor at the University of Tubingen, and

was a follower of Stifcl, though deviating somewhat from Stifehs

notations. In Scheubers arithmetic^ of 1545 one finds the scratch

method in division of numbers. The book is of interest because it

does not use the + and — signs which the author used in his algebra;

the + and — were at that time not supposed to belong to arithmetic

proper, as distinguished from algebra.

* Nicolai Copernici Torinensis de Revolvlionihus Orhium Coelestium^ Lihri VI.

... Item, de Lihris Revolviionvrn Nicolai Copernici Narratio prima, per M. Georgi-

um loachimurn Rhelicum ad D. loan. Schonerum scripta. Basileae (date at the end

of volume, M.D.LXVl).

^ De Nvmeris el Diversis Rationihvs seu Regulis computalionum Opusculum, a

loanne Scheubelio cornpositurn .... (1545).
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Scheubel in 1550 brought out at Basel an edition of the first six

books of Euclid which contains as an introduction an exposition of

algebra/ covering seventy-six pages, which is applied to the working

of examples illustrating geometric theorems in Euclid.

159. Scheubel begins with the explanation of the symbols for

powers employed by Kudolff and Stifel, but unlike Stifel he retains a

symbol for numerus or dragrna. He explains these symbols, up to the

twelfth power, and remarks that the list may be continued indefinitely.

But there is no need, he says, of extending this unwieldy designation,

since the ordinal natural numbers afford an easy nomenclature. Then
he introduces an idea found in Chuquet, Grammateiis, and others,

but does it in a less happy manner than did his predecessors. But
first let us quote from his text. After having explained the symbol for

dragma and for x he says (p. 2) : ‘^Thc third of them j, which, since it

is produced by multiplication of the radix into itself, and indeed the

first [multiplication], is called the Prima quantity and furthermore is

noted by the syllable Fri, Even so the fourth cf ,
since it is produced

secondly by the multiplication of that same radix by the square, i.e., by

the Prima quantity, is called the Second quantity, marked by the sylla-

ble Sc. Thus the fifth sign which springs thirdly from the multiplica-

tion of the radix, is called the Tertia quantity, noted by the syllable

Ter And so he introduces the series of symbols, N,, Ra., Pri.,

Sc., Ter., Qiiar., Quin., Sex., Sep ,
which are abbreviations for

the words nimierus, radix, prima quantitas (because it arises from one

multiplication), secunda quantitas (because it arises from two multi-

plications), and so on. This scheme gives rise to the oddity of desig-

nating x^ by the number n— 1, such as we have not hitherto encoun-

tered. In Pacioli one finds the contrary relation, i.e., the designation

of x^^^ by X” (§ 136). ScheubeTs notation does not coincide with that

of Grammateus, who more judiciously had used pri., se., etc., to desig-

nate x, x^, etc. (§ 147). ScheubeFs singular notation is illustrated by

^ Evclid'is MegarensiSj Philosophi et Mathematici excellentissimi, sex lihri

prlores de Geometricis prineijrijs, Graeci et Latini .... Algehrae porro regvlae,

propter nvmerorurn exenipla, passim propositionihus adiecla, his lihris praemissae

sunt, eadenque demonstralae. Aulhore loanne Schevhelio, .... Basileae (1550). I

usexl the copy belonging to the Library of the University of Michigan.

- ^‘Tertius de, g. qui cu ex multiplicatione radicis in se producatur, et primo

quidem : Prima quantitfxs, et Pri etiam syllaba notata, appelletur. Qiiartus uer6 cC

quia ex multiplicatione eiusdem radicis cum quadrato, hoc eat, cum prima quanti-

tate, secundb producitur: Sc syllaba notata, Secunda quantitas dicitur. Sic

character quintus, Ut U^ia ex multiplicatione radicis cum secunda quantitate

tertio nascitur: Ter syllaba notata, Tertia etiam quantitias dicitur
”
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Figure 64, where he shows the three rules for solving quadratic equa-

tions. The first rule deals with the solution of 4x2+3x = 217, the sec-

ond with 3a:+175 = 4a:2, the third with 30:^+217 = 520:. These differ-

ent cases arose from the consideration of algebraic signs, it being de-

sired that the terms be so written as to appear in the positive form.

Only positive roots are found.

ALIVD EXEMPLVM.
PRIM I CAN ONI 5* SECVNDI CANONIST*

Pff. ra* N ra* N prf»

4 5 gqualcs ai7 3 ^ tys 4
Hic» quia maximi chara<Scns namcrus non eft unitas,diuifionc,Utdidhrai‘

eft, Cl fuccuni debet. Veniuntaucem fa<3a diuifionc,

prL ra* N ra* N pnU

K ^ aequ> I eqtf> t

I m fc, ^ I ink. §5 ^
t Huiu$ ra.

funt 7 1 minus |
manent 7

radicisualor*

wenf* ra#

(iint^lplus I
ucm'unt 7

radidsuolor#

ALIVD TERTIl CANONIS BXEMPEVM#
3 pru 117 N aequalcs ra*

Ethic, quia maximi charadcris numerasnoneftunitas,diuiGoncd(uccur#

rcndumerit. Veniuncauccmhocfadlo,

t pri. ^ N npqualcs N
infe* ^5^* minus ^+,nianec

fdc
Huius ra. qua* eft if < 8f, &manent7, uelproue#

Lad
niunt loi, Vtcrep radios ualor, quod examinari poteft*

Fig. 64.—^Part of p. 28 in Schoubers Introduction to his Euclid, printed at

Basel in 1550.

Under proportion we quote one example (p. 41)

:

3 ra.+4 N. ualent 8 se.+4 pri,

quanti 8 ^er.— 4 ra,

64 sea:.+32 quin, --32 ter, — IQ se,

Facit ———

“

3 ra.+4 N,
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In modern notation:

3x+4 are worth

how much Sx'^—Ax ,

64a:'^+ 32x®— 32a;'^— 1

Result .

Sx+A

In the treatment of irrationals or numeri surdi Schcubel uses two

notations, one of which is the abbreviation Ra. or ra. for radix, or

^^square root,’^ raxu, for ^^cube root,^^ ra.ra. for ‘‘fourth root/^ Con-

fusion from the double use of ra. (to signify “rooC^ and also to signify

x) is avoided by the following implied understanding: If ra. is fol-

lowed by a number, the square root of that number is meant; if ra.

is preceded by a number, then ra. stands for x. Thus “8 raJ^ means

8a:; “ra. 12’^ means l/12.

Scheubers second mode of indicating roots is by RudohY\s sym-

bols for square, cube, and fourth roots. He makes the following state-

ment (p. 35) which relates to the origin of |/: “Many, however, arc

in the habit, as well they may, to note the desired roots by their

points with a stroke ascending on the right side, and thus they prefix

for the square root, where it is needed for any number, the sign i/:

for the cube root, aw/ ]
and for the fourth root Both systems

of notation are used, sometimes even in the same example. Thus, he

considers (p. 37) the addition of “ra. 15 ad ra. 17^^ (i.e., l/l5+l/l7)

and gives the result ^Wa.col. 32+|/102()^^ (i.e. 1^32+1/1,020).

The ra.col. {radix collecii) indicates the square root of the binomial.

Schcubel uses also the ra.re (radix residui) and radix binomij. For

example (p. 55), he writes ^Wa.re. |/15 — 1/12^^ for ^

—

Schcubel suggests a third notation for irrationals (p. 35), of which he

makes no further use, namely, radix se. for “cube root,^^ the abbrevia-

tion for secundae quantitatis radix.

The algebraic part of ScheubeTs book of 1550 was reprinted in

1551 in Paris, under the iiilQ Algehrae compendiosafacilisqve descriptio.^

‘ “Solent tamen multi, ct bene etiam, has dcsideratas radices, suis punctis

cum lines quadam k dextro latere ascendente, notare, atciue sic i)ro radice quidern

quadrata, ubi haec in aliquo nurnero desideratur, notam \/: pro cubica uero,

/\w/ • radicis radice deinde, /vv/ praepommt.”

* Our information on the 1551 publication is drawn from H. Staigmliller,

“Johannes Scheubel, ein deutscher Algebraiker dcs XVI. Jahrhunderts,'' Abhand-

lungen zur Geschichte der Mathefnatik, Vol. IX (Leipzig, 1899), p. 431-69; A.

Witting and M. Gcbhardt, Beispiele zur Geschichte der Malhematik^ 11. Teil
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It is of importance as representing the first appearance in France of

the symbols + and — and of some other German symbols in algebra.

Charles Hutton says of Scheubers Algehrae compendiosa (1551):

^^The work is most beautifully printed, and is a very clear though

succinct treatise; and both in the form and matter much resembles a

modern printed book.^^^

MALTESE: WIL. KLEBITIUS

(1565)

160. Through the courtesy of Professor H. Bosmans, of Brussels,

we are able to reproduce a page of a rare and curious little volume

containing exercises on eejuations of the first degree in one unknown
number, written by Wilhelm Klebitius and printed at Antwerp in

1565.^ The symbolism follows Scheubel, particularly in the fancy

form given to the plus sign. The unknown is represented by

The first problem in Figure 65 is as follows: Find a number whose

double is as much below 30,000 as the number itself is below 20,000.

In the solution of the second and third problems the notational peculi-

arity is that IR. — ^ is taken to mean IR. — IR,^ and 1/2. — | to mean

IR.-iR,
german: christophorus clavius

(1608)

161. Though German, Christophorus Clavius spent the latter

part of his life in Rome and was active in the reform of the calendar.

His Algebra^ marks the appearance in Italy of the German + and
— signs, and of algebraic symbols used by Stifel. Clavius is one of

the very first to use round parentheses to express aggregation. From
his Algebra we quote (p. 15): ^Tleriqve auctores pro signo + ponunt

literam F, vt significet plus: pro signo vero — ponunt literam

My vt significet minus. Sed placet nobis vti nostris signis, vt a

literis distinguantur, ne confusio oriatur.^^ Translation: ^^Many

authors put in place of the sign + the letter F, which signifies ‘‘plus”:

(Leipzig-Berlin, 1913), p. 25; Tropfke, op. cit.y Vol. I (1902), p. 195, 198; Charles

Hutton, Tracis on Mathematical and Philosophical Subjects^ Vol. II (London, 1812),

p. 241-43; L. C. Karpinski, Robert of ChestePs .... Al-Khowarizmiy p. 39-41.

^ Charles Hutton, op. cit., p. 242.

2 The title is Insvlae Melitensis, qvam alias Maltam vacant, Historia, quaestionib.

aliquot Mathernaticis reddita iucundior. At the bottom of the last page: ^Avth.

Wil. KeUtioP

^Algebra Christophori Clavii Batnbergensis e Societate lesv. (Romae,

M.DC.VIII).
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likewise, for the sign — they put the letter M, which signifies ^^minus.^^

But we prefer to use our signs; as they are different from letters, no

confusion arises/^

In his arithmetic, Clavius has a distinct notation for ^Tractions of

fractional numbers, but strangely he does not use it in the ordinary

1 1^000 — a a. ~ it*

^ I >|i I R*I SI, I R*

^

I R. immo
laaoo —

i^CIt iooao — I R* ijiurlhtis niimcius*

I|.%iiir/J4 mnmum^qu$ mijh ad tdiuimmm

Si jiliirnmaiHunium Aiiit^r4i

*977«__
i R, a^|.

q QMt Trh'imes pnttdd’ eqm ad Inmc

0bjUt0

H

em i? t* ei m f

.

.Si aiiferis ex nmncro nanium Jirellant:

'f k Ciiixftio ett,qiiot iiircmes fueriiii?

IR* — ^ 5eq,

IrT"'"' . gq- _ f

Fact!
^

^ ^

Ntnnetiis quaifitus.

« Numtrm T nremv.vn^‘]u.t nomine Tur-^

c^ntagni e'6 iiffmlerual.

Si abfttilciis ex numcro.fS . reficiui raiii*

qi,3<irataerir li.Qiiaftio eft.qiiot triremes

fucrim? R#. Qiiadratum.u.cft.144.

<{ hifce additis, crunt.ijb.

• q^umenff I riremimn ifftm Dr#-

1
gut^

C i} Si

Fig. 65.—Page from W. Klebitius (1565)

multiplication of fractions. His f • 7* means | of 4- He says: ‘Tt

praedicta minutia minutiae ita scribenda est | | • pronuntiaturque

sic. Tres quintae quatuor septimaru vnius integri.^^^ Similarly,

I • 4 • 8 • 2 • yields xfj. The distinctive feature in this notation is the

‘ Epitome arithmelicae (Rome, 1583), p. 68; see also p. 87.
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omission of the fractional line after the first fraction.^ The dot cannot

be considered here as the symbol of multiplication. No matter what

the operation may be, all numbers, fractional or integral, in the

CAP. XXVIII. ts9
SitPurfusBinomiumprimum 7t^J!(z8$o. Maius nomen 7a,

lecabitur in duas partes producentes 7 ao. quartam partem quadrati
1880. maioris nominis » hac ratione.

Semi/)i$ maioris nominis ra* oil 36.^
cuius quadratoiap^. detra^aquarti
pars pratdiila 7*0. relinquit 77^. cur
lus radix 24. addita ad femiffem uo»
roinatam 56. & detra^la ab eadem>fa*

</K ifo + Vjf 12
>Jh 60 4’ Vy ta

720 i»
do 720 •

cit partes quxfftas do. & i s. Ergo ra-* 7 *^ •b 4lf a8.8o

dix Binomij ^uod
. ^

hie probatum ell per muitioUcationem radicis in (e quadratd

.

Sit quoque elicienda raot^ exhoc refidiib fexto Jk 60 —. la;

Matus nomen 4i{ do.diftYibuetar in duas partesproducetes ^.quar*.

tarn partem quad^rat: 1 2. minoris nominis>hoc pafto . SetniBIs ma*
joris nominis 4^ do.etl^^ i7.,acuiusqua^ato i^.detraaanomi*
nata pars quarta 3. relinqutt la. cuius radix 4\t 12. addita adfe*
milfem 4ii t f. prxdi^anii §c ab $adem fublata facit partes Jk 1 1 +
VK 12. dc 4lf IS '— 4^ 12. Ergo radix di^i Reiidui lextieil 4\(( 4n
iS + 4 l{ i2}t^4}{ (4}i IS— 4is 12} quod hie probatum eft.

4lS (4k If -f 4lf 'xt) -- 4j{ (4y If 4y i2>
4^ (4ff IS -t- 4K 12J — 4k (4y If — 4y 12)

Quadrata partium. i5 + «/if ix Sc 4lf if — 4if la

— Vyi
Summa. 4is do —• 4fi. ix

Nam quadrats paitium ^ciunt 4ii 60. nimirum* duplum 4l{ \ f. Et
ex vna parte VK i f -f *O in alteram 7- 4l{l(4y is ~- 4yt 2)

fit

—

4y$, quippecumquadratumix exquadrato if.fubdu&ura

relinquat 3. cui praponendum eft fignum/^.cum Hgno . pro-
pter ReJiduum . Duplum autem—r 4l{ 5. tacit— 4is i a.

Fig. 66.

—

A page in Clavius’ Algebra (Rome, 1608). It shows one of the very

earliest uses of round parentheses to express aggregation of terms.

arithmetic of Clavius are followed by a dot. The dot made the

numbers stand out more conspicuously.

^ In the edition of the arithmetic of Clavius that appeared at Cologne in 1601,

p. 88, 126, none of the fractional lines are omitted in the foregoing passages.
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As symbol of the unknown quantity Clavius uses^ the German 7^.

In case of additional unknowns, he adopts lA, \B, etc., but he refers

to the notation !(/, 2q, etc., as having been used by Cardan, Nonius,

and others, to represent unknowns. He writes: 35^'+4A, W—SA for

Sx+Ay, 4z-^y.

Clavius’ Astrolabiiirn (Rome, 1593) and his edition of the last

nine books of Euclid (Rome, 1589) contain no algebraic symbolism

and are rhetorical in exposition.

BELGIUM: SIMON STEVIN

(1585)

162. Stevin was influenced in his notation of powers by Bombelli,

whose exponent placed in a circular arc became with Stevin an ex-

ponent inside of a circle. Stevin’s systematic development of decimal

fractions is published in 1585 in a Flemish booklet, ha thiende,^ and

also in French in his La disrne. In decimal fractions his exponents may
be interpreted as having the base one-tenth. Page 16 (in Fig. 67) shows

the notation of decimal fractions and the multiplication of 32.57 by

89.46, yielding the product 2913.7122. The translation is as follows:

‘‘III. Proposition
j
on multiplication: Being given a decimal frac-

tion to be multiplied, and the multiplier, to find their product.

^^Explanation of what is given: Let the number to be multiplied be

32.57, and the multiplier 89.46. Required, to find their product.

Process: One places the given numbers in order as shown here and

multiplies according to the ordinary procedure in the multiplication of

integral numbers, in this wise: [see the multiplication].

“Given the product (by the third problem of our Arithmetic)

29137122; now to know what this means, one adds the two last of the

given signs, one (2) and the other (2), which are together (4). We
say therefore that the sign of the last character of the product is (4),

the which being known, all the others are marked according to their

successive positions, in such a manner that 2913.7122 is the required

product. Proof: The given number to be multiplied 32.57 (according

to the third definition) is equal to 32i\ together 32
1%. And

for the same reason the multiplier 89.46 becomes 89iVo- Multiplying

the said 32jVo by l^he same, gives a product (by the twelfth problem

of our Arithmetic) 2913 iVoVo; but this same value has also the said

product 2913.7122; this is therefore the correct product, which we

1 Algebra, p. 72.

2 A facsimile edition of La *Uhiende^^ was brought out in 1924 at Anvers by

H. Bosmans.
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were to prove. But let us give also the reason why ® multiplied by

gives the product 0 (which is the sum of their numbers), also

why 0 times @ gives the product and why @ times 0 gives @,
etc. We take and i (which by the third definition of this Disme

0
are .2 and .03; their product is which, according to our third

lUUu

definition, is equal to .006. Multiplying, therefore, @ by @ gives the

S r t Y I M s

111, VOORSTEL VAN15E

yff^tndegb^hrm TidendeU tt

mJt Thlmditd Memh-
yuUcr: hitrVjft^mgttimukn.

SQ If I e ^ » V m. i^Thicficlet4 te

nkliVttWigli^ ft ® 10 7 0* tcwfe het

Tit*

ilt gfiilf to. 'toip« 1

den ikllen als hier »cv^,

McnichvuUigemle noer

idftttlirtwc fiMteiiwfiti

Menichvuidighen met

haelc chetalch aidus ;

Ghcetf Vytbrci^ ( 4oor

,
Ect f

*. Prob. bnfet'Fntn.

Anth.)
©mtewerenwditfijft,

€ii4f htf ®oci. 0 *

Riacctorfameii ^,waer»ft »«i «**

bclantwcfaxfefooCiiiPOck fo«ht««>gwn^

oirden)opcnba«»lkd«^.

V^ibinK, B IWT I. H« ghfghevm Tjncnto

K mcnichvuldighen jj®}®?©*

» * J 7

I > j 4T
I I o i S

> ,9 f « I

1 O I €
,

'

t ^ I I 7 I

QmaQ

IHICNPf. ip

sJocjT de derde Bcpalingj | j -
^ ^ ^ , maec-

ken tftmrn ft ,*’4 Eo4c door de /elve tdicn
den Mcanifchvttider 89®4C!)^0 ^weerf*

dichcefi|ne 8^^^* met de'ici^ vermentchvul-

dkhr de voomoemde f t gheeft Vytbieng
(doarbet ft', ptafeieme cmtorfniafcheT Awiii.)

MacrlbovedibQockwterdabin
«oonK>emdea Vftopeng

t^ het« dan d^ watea Vytbteftgj Tti^ekk wy
betnjkEi mesdieft. Maerom k« tebetkxinen dc
reden wtetnm 0 tern^divai<S<hc door (3?,

glWt Vytbreng fu^tfdt'de tome der giictaicn

II
)^ Witefom0 met (f)» Vjtong

Vterom®met(J»ghedt(|s<^.^ tort oas ne-

men^tnnie^ fwidtoikipriledtifile
’

the ujn i0}0) hate Vytlireogfi-j~. wtJe.

ice doorde yiKJmocmde derde Be^ttyge fijn d (f,
VccmenicKvtiidigbcndc dan ^nict(%^ den Vyt-

bitn|fi|»C|^ B it 1.

7

FT* WefetoWtoi
TKkttdmlw M[<mlcbyoki!thent code Tliiendml

Mcmchvalder*wy hebfeenharen Vytbrcng glsc-

Tondeiii ail FOOtghetK^men w$s gedaen tc Worden.

MERCKT.

S
Oo ba LmllttiHkjpidii

^ ^

gceidi Htmfbfsidfff * I * t

nf4r#if,4b Ll.±±,
70®^,d4sdflr i o 4,1 t
Mtnfiliandt r#erf»« tndth ®0 A
^befttlthtjt ier\ letmnt Wundt

'^ifikhibefiifitiMnkh fim B U 1 1.

Fig. 67.—Two pages in S. Stevin’s Thiende (1585). The same, in French, is

found in Les ceuvres mathematiqms de Simon Stevin (ed. A. Girard; Leyden, 1634),

p. 209.

product 0, a number made up of the sum of the numbers of the given

signs. Conclusion: Being therefore given a decimal number as a

multiplicand, and also a multiplier, we have found their product, as

was to be done.

^'Note: If the last sign of the numbers to be multiplied is not the

same as the sign of the last number of the multiplier, if, for example,

the one is 307080, and the other 504@, one proceeds as above
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and the disposition of the characters in the operation is as shown:

[see process on p. 17]/^

A translation of the La disme into English was brought out by

Robert Norman at London in 1608 under the title, Disme: The Art of

Qvistioh XX*

T Jiott^ont quepmqumi~ li mutt'^iUfurU

fomm dudouhk d UelHi<§),&teqHarrdde-^i& 4,

U

fr^dui&piitidau quttrredufrodui^dt if/a^keki^nqitk*

CoMsruvcTioN.
Soic le nombre teqais 10
Son qtiarr^ 1 0, auquelajouft^-~ii

10—

u

Qmmulnpli^par la(bmmp du double^anotn-
ore rcquis, Sclcquarridc—aSC4>qMieft

par i©>i'8,iai<az0-#-S0—140—p^|^4
Bgalau quairc du produidde—2,pari0

premier en lordre* qui eft i , 4@ .

Lelqucls reduias, i® fcracgale d—i0-h ii©H*
48 ; £t 1 0par Ic 71 probicmc, vaudra 4.

Je di que 4 eft le nombre tequis. DmQnftration, Le
quarrc de 4«ft 16, qui avec— 1 1 £aia 4 ,

qui muldpli^

par tS(i6 pour la Ibmme du double d’iceluy 4, ^ le.

quarrc de—1 encore 4

)

faiift 64 , qui font egsdes ait

quarteduproduiadc— a>par le4trouv^» felon le re*

quit; ce qu’il £iUoit demoower.

Qvb-
Fig. 68.—From p. 98 of Uarithmelique in Stevin’s CEuvres malhernatiques

(I^yden, 1634).

Tenths
y
or Dedmall Arithmetike. Norman does not use circles, but

round parentheses placed close together, the exponent is placed high,

as in (2). The use of parentheses instead of circles was doubtless

typographically more convenient.

Stevin uses the circles containing numerals also in algebra. Thus
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a circle with 1 inside means Xy with 2 inside means x^y and so on. In

Stevin^s (Euvres of 1634 the use of the circle is not always adhered to.

Occasionally one finds, for for example, ‘ the signs
(4 )

and (4).

The translation of Figure 68 is as follows: ‘To find a number such

that if its square — 12
,
is multiplied by the sum of double that num-

ber and the square of ~2 or 4, the product shall be equal to the square

of the product of —2 and the required number.

Solution

“Let the required number be x

Its square to which is added ~ 12 gives 12

This multiplied by the sum of double the re-

quired number and the square of —2 or 4, i.e.,

by 2x+8, gives 2x®+8x^-~24x— 96 equal to the

square of the product of —2 and x, i.e., equal

to 4x2 Which reduced, x^= — 2x2+12x+48;

and X, by the problem 71, becomes 4. I say

that 4 is the required number.

^^Demonstration: The square of 4 is 16, which added to — 12 gives

4, which multiplied by 16 (16 being the sum of double itself 4, and

the square of —2 or 4) gives 64, which is equal to the square of the

product of —2 and 4, as required; which was to be demonstrated.^^

If more than one unknown occurs, Stevin marks^ the first un-

known “lO,” the second “1 secund, and so on. In solving a

Diophantine problem on the division of 80 into three parts, Stevin

represents the first part by “IQ,^^ the second by “1 secund, the

third by “ —@ —1 secund, (i)+80.^^ The second plus I the first + 6

minus the binomial | the second + 7 yields him secund, O-f-

^G— 1.^’ The sum of the third and I the second, + 7, minus the

binomial \ the third + 8 yields him “fO — 1 ?^ secund,

the conditions of the problem, the two results are equal, and he ob-

tains “1 Secund, O Aequale7n— {l\0+^b,^^ In his UarithmUiqu^

one finds “12 sec, @+23®^ sec, @+ 10®,^^ which means I2y^+

23x^2 ][f signifying here “multiplication^^ as it had with

Stifel (§ 154). Stevin uses also D for “division.^^

163. For radicals Stevin uses symbols apparently suggested by

^ Les (Euvres mathematiques de Simon Stevin (1634), p. 83, 85.

2 Stevin, Tomvs Qvinivs malhematicorvm Hypomnemalvm de Miscellaneis

(Leiden, 1608), p. 516.

® Stevin, (Euvres mathematiques (Leyden, 1634), p. 60, 91, of '^Le II. livre

d’arith.’^

4

4

64
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those of Christoff Rudolff, but not identical with them. Notice the

shapes of the radicals in Figure 69. One stroke yields the usual square

root symbol j/, two strokes indicate the fourth root, three strokes

the eighth root, etc. Cube root is marked by |/ followed by a 3 inside

a circle; va/ followed by a 3 inside a circle means the cube root

twice taken, i.e., the ninth root. Notice that \/^X® means 1^3 times

not V3x2
. X is a sign of separation of factors. In place of the

w or 2; to express ‘'universaF^ root, Stevin uses bino (^^binomial”) root.

Stevin says that f placed within a circle means but he does not

actually use this notation. His words are (p. 6 of (Euvres [Arithmetic])

,

en un circle seroit le charactere de racine quarrfe de ®, par ce

que telle f en circle multipli^e en soy donne produict (i), et ainsi des

autres.’’ A notation for fractional exponents had been suggested much
earlier by Oresme (§123).

LORRAINE: ALBERT GIRARD

(1629)

164. Girard^ uses + and —
,
but mentions -5- as another sign used

for ^^minus.’^ He uses = for ^^difference entre les quantitez od il se

treuve.^' He introduces two new symbols: ff, plus que; §, moins que.

In further explanation he says : ^Touchant les lettres de FAlphabet au

lieu des nombres: soit A & aussi B deux grandeurs: la somme est

A+B, leur difference est A=By (ou bien si A est majeur on dira que.A
c^est A—B) leur produit est ABj mais divisant A par B viendra

n̂
comme 6s fractions: les voyelles se posent pour les choses incognues.”

This use of the vowels to represent the unknowns is in line with the

practice of Vieta.

The marks (2), (3), (4), ....
,
indicate the second, third, fourth,

. . . . ,
powers. When placed before, or to the left, of a number, they

signify the respective power

BRIEFVE COLLECTION DES number; when placed

CHARAc TERES Qv’ON vsERA EN, after a number, they signify
c»st£ Arithmetiq^e. power of the unknown

V Eii qucUcognoinincedcscharadlcrcscftdcgran- quantity. In this respect
dcconfcqucnccjparcc quonlcsurccnrArithinc-

i <• n i i

riquc au lieu aes mots, nous les ajouftcrons icy, ('coin-' Girard lOllOWS the general plan
^bicnquauprcccdcntchafcunacftcamplcmcntdcclairc found in Schoncr's edition of

(Continued on page 1 .39 ]
the AlqehvG of Ramus. Hut

^Invention rumvelle en VAlgehre^ A Amsterdam (M.DC.XXIX); reimpression

par Dr. D. Bierens de Haan (Leiden, 1884), fol. B.
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Girard adopts the practice of

Stevin in using fractional ex-

ponents. Thus, “(1)49^^ means

(v/49)3=343^ while

means 49xL He points out

that 18(0) is the same as 18,

that (1)18 is the same as

18(0).

We see in Girard an ex-

tension of the notations of

Chuquet, Bombelli, and Ste-

vin
;
the notations of Bombelli

and Stevin are only variants

of that of Chuquet.

The conflict between the

notation of roots by the use

of fractional exponents and

by the use of radical signs

had begun at the time of

Girard. ^^Or pource que y
est en usage, on le pourra

prendre au lieu de (^) a cause

aussi de sa facilite, signifiant

racine seconde, ou racine

quaree; que si on veut pour-

suivre la progression on pour-

ra au lieu de |/ marquer jX;

& pour la racine cubique, ou

tierce, ainsi \/ ou bien (i), ou

hi6 cC) ce qui peut estre au

choix, mais pour en dire mon
opinion les fractions sont plus

expresses & plus propres a

exprimer en perfection, & ]/

plus faciles et expedientes,

comme ^ 32 est a dire la ra-

cine de 32, & est 2. Quoy que

ce soit Tun & Tautre sont facils

^ cnli definitionj par ordic rous cnfcmblc edme scnfuic.

^ Lcscbanndcrcsfigmti.ins quanntczjdclqucls I’cxpli-

cation fc trouve cs definitionj, font tcls.

©Coramenctment dc quantitsi oui eft noinbw Aiith.

. pu radical quclcoiicjuc.

0 prime tju.incirc.

0 fccondcqiiantirc.

(<} tierce quamitc.

0 quanc qiianurc jPcc.

Les charadcici ligniJi.ms poftpolccs quaiirircr,

tkfquels I’cxpUcation fc tiotivc d Li dcfiuicion,

fonttcls:

1 fic. i) Vne prime quanciti (ccondcmcncpolcc.

4 icr0 Quatic fccondcs qiianritcz ticrcemciit pofcci,

oil pioccdans dc la prime quantitc ricrcc-

• inent pofcc.

I 0 fi-c0) Prqduicl dune prime quantitc par imc prime

'qu.inrirc ll.'conJcmcntpo^cc‘•

5 0 tcr0Produid dc cincq quarrcsqu.intitcz par itnc

fccondcquituitcticrccment poicc.

Les charadleics fignifians rncinc dc:'qucls I'cxpli-

cation ff nouve a hij) & 30 dchniuoaiont tcls

;

/ • R.u’inc dc quarre.

, Racine dc racine dc quarre.

Hi/ ' Racinc dc racine dc racine dc quarre.

iiv^ L.icinc dc racinc dc racinc dc racinc dc quarre. I

4/ (0 1c dc tubo

.

<«/ ({) RaciiicMe racine dc cube.

4/ 0 Racinc dequarte quantitc.

44/0Racinc dc racine dc quanc quantitc, ix'c.

Lc icharaifteje figuifiant la Tcparation entie Ic fl-

gne de racinc & laquanricc, duqucll’cxplication I'c

trouve d la 34. definition, eft tcl.

X> Comme 4/ 3 XC^ P-'s lc mcTtnc que 5 0,

cominc dr<ft eft a ladidtc 34. definition.

Les charadcics fignifiaiis plus Si moins, comme ft

la 3(J definition,font tcls

:

+ Plus.

— Moins.

Et pour cxpliqiici la racinc d’un multinomic

('qu’aucuns .ni'pcllcni racinc univcrldlc) nousulc,-

rons lc voc-ablc da multinomic,comme:
</bmo z,H"^ ceft a dire racinc quairtkdc bino-

mic, ou dc la Ibnimc dc z dc 4/ 5.

4/ ti iiro i/. ) 4^ ^

,

e’e ft a dire ‘racinc quarrtk

dc rriiiomic > ou dc la ibinmc de 4^ 3 dc 4/ z <?c —
,

.i;

4/ Ci) e’eftadire racinc cubique dc

binoniic 4/ i ;

- 4/ 3.

4/ bino ’ c eft a dire racine quarrcc dc bino-

mic z . . .

^0 bino z0 -i- 1 0, c eft a dire radne cubique dc bk

^ nomic 1 . ..

Fig. 69.—From S. Stevin^s UarithmUique

in (Euvres math&matiques (ed. A. Girard;

Leyden, 1634), p. 19.

a comprendre, mais 1/ eteC sont pris pour facility. Girard appears to

be the first to suggest placing the index of the root in the opening of

the radical sign, as i/. Sometimes he writes \/\/ for y
/

.
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The book contains other notations which are not specially ex-

plained. Thus the cube of B+C is given in the form £(5g+Cg)+
C{B\+C^),

We see here the use of round parentheses, which we encountered

before in the Algebra of Clavius and, once, in Cardan. Notice also

that Cl means here SC^.

Autre exemple

"Soit 1(3) esgale h —6(1) +20
Divisons tout par 1(1)

20
1(2) esgale a ~6+y^

In Modern Symbols

Let x^= — 6x+20
Divide all by x,

Again (fob F3) : ‘*Soit 1(3) esgale a 12(1) — 18 (impossible d'estre esgal)

car le ^ est 4 9 qui est ^ de 18

son cube 64 81 son quarr6 .

Et puis que 81 est plus que 64, Tequation est im-

possible & inepte.^^

Translation: ^^Let 12a:— 18 (impossible to be equal)

because the i is 4 9 which is | of 18

its cube 64 81 its square

And since 81 is more than 64, the equation is im-

possible and inept.

A few times Girard uses parentheses also to indicate multiplica-

tion (see op, cit,, folios Cl, Z)J, FI),

german-spanish: marco aurel

(1552)

165. Aurel states that his book is the first algebra published in

Spain. He was a German, as appears from the title-page: Ltbro

primer0 de Arithmetica Algebratica ... por Marco Aurel, natural Aleman

(Valencia, 1552).^ It is due to his German training that German alge-

braic symbols appear in this text published in Spain. There is hardly

a trace in it of Italian symbolism. As seen in Figure 70, the plus (+)
and minus (— ) signs are used, also the German symbols for powers of

the unknown, and the clumsy Rudolffian symbols for roots of different

^ AureFs algebra is briefly described by Julio Rey Pastor, Los mathemdticos

espafiolea del siglo XVI (Oviedo, 1913), p. 36 n.; see Bibliotheca mathemalicay Vol,

IV (2d ser., 1890), p. 34.
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orders. In place of the dot, used by Rudolff and Stifel, to express the

root of a polynomial, Aurel employs the letter v, signifying universal

root or rayz vniuersal. This v is found in Italian texts.

Fig. 70.—From Aurel’s Arilhmctica algebratica (1552). (Courtesy of the Li-

brary of the University of Michigan.) Above is part of fob 43, showing the -f- and
—

,
and the radical signs of Rudolff, also the y'p. Below is a part of fol. 73R, con-

taining the German signs for the powers of the unknown and the sign for a given

number.
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portuguese-spanish: pedro nunez

(1567)

166. Nunez^ Lihro de algebra (1567)^ bears in the Dedication the

date December 1, 1564. The manuscript was first prepared in the

Portuguese language some thirty years previous to Nunez’ prepara-

tion of this Spanish translation. The author draws entirely from

Italian authors. He mentions Pacioli, Tartaglia, and Cardan.

The notation used by Nunez is that of Pacioli and Tartaglia. He
uses the terms Numero, cosa^ censo, cuhOy censo de censo, relato primo,

censo de cuho or cuho de censo, relato segundo, censo de censo de ceso,

cubo de cubo, censo de relato primo, and their respective abbreviations

CO., ce., cu., ce.ee., re.p^, ce.cu. or cu.ee., re.seg^. ce.ce.ee., cu.cu., ce.re.p^.

He uses p for mas ('^more”), and fh for menos (^les”). The only use

made of the •i* is in cross-multiplication, as shown in the following

12
sentence (fol. 41): partirernos luego por

fuessen puros quebrados, multiplicado en y verna por quociente

2.cu.p.S.

l.ce,

— como SI

12.ee.

2.ce.ce.p.S.co.
el qual quebrado abreuiado por numero y por dignidad

verna a este quebrado
l^up i

”
expression, multiplicando en

occurs often.

Square root is indicated by R., cube root by R.cu., fourth root by

R.R., eighth root by R.R.R. (fol. 207). Following Cardan, Nunez
uses L.R. and R.V. to indicate, respectively, the ligatura (^‘combina-

tion”) of roots and the Raiz vniuersal (“universal root,” i.e., root of a

binomial or polynomial). This is explained in the following passage

(fol. 455): “... diziendo assi: L.R.lpR.^.p.Z. que signihea vna quanti-

dad sorda compuesta de .3. y 2. que son 5. con la R.l. o diziendo assi:

L.R.3p2.co. Raiz vniuersal es raiz de raiz ligada con numero o con

otra raiz o dignidad. Como si dixessemos assi: R.v. 22 p i? 9
.”

Singular notations are 2. co. J. for 2[x (fol. 32), and 2. co. | for

2|a; (fol. 365). Observe also that integers occurring in the running

text are usually placed between dots, in the same way as was custom-

ary in manuscripts.

Although at this time our exponential notation was not yet in-

vented and adopted, the notion of exponents of powers was quite well

understood, as well as the addition of exponents to form the product

^ Lihro de Algebra en arithmetica y Geometria. Compuesto por el Doctor Pedro

Nunez, Cosmographo Mayor del Key de Portugal, y Cathedratico Jubilado en la

Cathedra de Mathematicas en la Vniuersidad de Coymbra (En Anvers, 1567).
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of terms having the same base. To show this we quote from Nunez
the following (fob 266)

:

si queremos multiplicar .4. co. por .5. ce. dircmos asi .4. por

.5. hazcn .20. y porque .1. dcnominacio de co. sumado con .2. de-

nominacion de censo hazen .3. quo cs dcnominacio dc cubo. Diremos

por tanto q .4. co. por .5. ce. hazen .20. cii. ... si multiplicamos .4.

cu. por .8. ce.ce. diremos assi, la denominacion del cubo cs .3. y la

dcnominacio del censo de censo es .4. q sumadas haze .7. q sera la

dcnominacio dela dignidad engedrada, y por que .4. por .8. hazen .32.

diremos por tanto, que .4. cu. multiplicados por .8. ce.ce. hazen .32.

dignida-i-lcs, que tienen .7. por denominacion, a quo Hainan relatos

segundos.”

Nufiez^ division^ of 12x^+lSx’^-\-27x-{-17 by 4a:+3, yielding the

quotient is as follows:

‘Tartidor .4.co.p.3 12.ci/.p. 18.CC./). 27.co.p. 17.

12.c7i.p. 9.CC.

9. ce.p. 27. CO.p. 17.

D.ce.p. G.ce.J.

20.co.|.^.17.

20. CO. \ .p. 15 .

1 1 3
*^16

3.ce.p.2.co.\.p.5^\.p.l]^,

par .4.co.p.3.^^

Observe the ^^20.co.y^ for 201a:, the symbol for the unknown appearing

between the integer and the fraction.

Cardanos solution of x®+3x = 36 is l/325+18— ^l/325— 18,

and is written by Nunez as follows:

R.V.cu.R.S25.p.lS.77i.R.V.cu..R.325.7h.l8.

As in many other writers the V signifies vniversal and denotes, not

the cube root of l/325 alone, but of the binomial ]/325+18; in other

words, the V takes the place of a parenthesis.

^ See II. Bosnians, “Sur le ‘Libro dc algebra’ de Pedro Nunez,” Bibliotheca

mathematical Vol. VIII (3d ser., 1908), p. 160-62; see also Tropfke, op. dt. (2d cd.),

Vol. Ill, p. 136, 137.
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ENGLISH: ROBERT RECORDE

(1543[?], 1557)

167. Robert Recorders arithmetic, the Grovnd of Artes, appeared

in many editions. We indicate Recorders singular notation for pro-

portion:^

3^-— 16g^

(direct) 3 : 8 = 16s. : 42s. 8d.

8Z--i42s. 8d.

(reverse) A : i = iV •’ a;

There is nothing in Recorders notation to distinguish between the

'Tule of proportion direct'' and the “rule of porportion reverse." The
difference appears in the interpretation. In the foregoing “direct"

proportion, you multiply 8 and 16, and divide the product by 3. In

the “reverse" proportion, the processes of multiplication and division

are interchanged. In the former case we have 8Xl6-^3 = :r, in the

second case we have |X-r V= In both cases the large strokes in

2 serve as guides to the proper sequence of the numbers.

168. In Recorde's algebra. The Whetstone of Witte (London,

1557), the most original and historically important is the sign of

equality ( = ), shown in Figure 71. Notice also the plus (+) and minus

(— ) signs which make here their first appearance in an English book.

In the designation of powers Recorde uses the symbols of Stifel

and gives a table of powers occupying a page and ending with the

eightieth power. The seventh power is denoted by for the

eleventh, thirteenth, seventeenth powers, he writes in place of the

letter b the letters c, d, Ej respectively. The eightieth power is de-

noted by ssssj s, showing that the Hindu multiplicative method of

combining the symbols was followed.

Figure 72 shows addition of fractions. The fractions to be added

are separated by the word “to." Horizontal lines are drawn above

and below the two fractions; above the upper line is written the new
numerator and below the lower line is written the new denominator.

In “Another Example of Addition," there are added the fractions

5a:®-f3a:^
,
20x^— Or'

^Op. cit. (London, 1646), p. 175, 315. There was an edition in 1543 which was
probably the first.
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Square root Recorde indicates by \/, or ]/g, cube root by

v\a/- or /vvv/-cC. Following Rudolff, he indicates the fourth root by

The jfrte

ns luojlkrs boecrtcnnc ) to DiSiiictc (t oitclp fittb

tlooo parte?. Cffltlicccoftljcfirftet?, 'Ofhtn tnemmhtris

tquillt vnto one «tbcr. 3n0 t^C fccoilOc fS >>&(/} onemmt
htr is compared as ejttalte Vnto,%otbcrnombers,

situates UiiUcng pon to rcmebcr> tbatpou reotice

pouenomberO) totiictrlealtc benotnmattons, anb
fmallcfle fo)nte0.befo?e poti p^ocebc anp farther.

flno again,tfpour » be fotbc, that the grea#

teSe benomtnatfoii Cofiikst be foineb to anp parte of^
tompounbe nomber , pou (hall toiirne f t fo , that the
tioinberofthegreatette 0gne alone, mateffanbeaa
cquallctothcrcac.

anb thts is all that neabeth to be tanghte , contcr^

npngtbtoluoo;be.
IDolubeityfo^ ea0c altcratio ofejaations.^ tuill p;o«

poitnbc a feioc craples,bi(aure the ertrattion oftheir
roote0,maie the mo^e aptlp bee tujoughte. anb to a«
uoibcthetebioufe repetition of thefe U)Oo;bes: ise#

qualle to : 31 tuill fette as 3l toe often in tuoo;he t)re,a

paireofparalleles,o;<DemotDe lines of one lengthe,
thus:==‘===,bitaurc noe.2, thpngcs,tan be moarb
rqualle. anb noto marhe thefe nombers.

f. 1 4.t^.—[—,i j.^====«7

2. 2 o.i^, o
2.f.

?. 26.^—I—I p5:g_^-=9.5i —f—ili.fi

4. 1 9*2^—

o

ioS^-—*-1

9

f. — 2.5^.

6. ? 45- i2:^--=-=4osg^—t—48of— 9.5-

I. Jn the firfle there appeareth. 2 . nombers , that ts

1 4.:f/

Fig. 71.—From Robert Recorders Whetstone of Witte (1557)

A\/., but Recorde writes it also Instructive is the dialogue on

these signs, carried on between master and scholar:
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^^Scholar: It were againste reason, to take reason for those signes,

whiche be set voluntarily to signifie any thyng; although some tymes

there bee a certaine aptc conformitie in soche thynges. And in these

jfnotherBxampleofAddition*

2o.cg«-

. 2o.ct:« 6.y^«

6.c€cg> 6»c€cf«'

^6.cgct*
—

s*ct*—f—

.

2 o.f.

fcrtcfiiK0*

terete noe muItlpKcation^tionetudon foone
common oenomtnato;:Oiti) tliel bee one all reatiptno^

tbee ran tbe nombers be rebneeb) to anp otbec leiTeir^

but tbe quantities onelp be rebticeb as pou fee»

^cbolac* 3 p;aie pou letme p;oue»

^notherBxampk*

8 o. {—9 o ^ O S*cC

^ 6«cg,»

io,<£. io*^5**
‘

Abatis

a^aSer. $pai1te pour tuo;fte tuellj before pou re^

buee It.

^cbolar. 31 Teempfaulte:^ bane rettc.2. nombers
feuerallp, luitb one OgneOph : bp reafon 3 bib not

fiojereCptbat.cC.muUipIteb mitbtcg.boetb mabe tbe

Ube
Fig. 72.—Fractions in llecorde’s Whetstone of Witte (1557)

figures, the nomber of their minomes, seameth disagreable to their

order.

Master: In that there is some reason to bee thewed: for as .1/

.

declareth the multiplication of a nomber, ones by it self; so .aaa/

•

representeth that multiplication Cvbikej in whiche the roote is repre-
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sented thrise. And .aa/« standeth for that is .2. figures of

Square multiplication: and is not expressed with .4. minomes. For

so should it seme to expresse moare then .2. Square multiplications.

But voluntarie signes, it is inoughe to knowe that this thei doe signifie.

motes.

w/. 686. ;

,
w/ ' 4*.

•
’ •

.

W;2744*Mlfl4-wi'aTzS.tftattjs.i 2t

:

\
9<^*

466f6«t|jatte.56.

If. 204. . v/* l 62» '

1*

5;7:iofe:v^4l - ^4i4fi84^«Ii6

Fjg. 73.—Radicals in Recorde’s Whetstone of Witte (1557)

And if any manne can diuise other, moare easie or apter in use, that

maie well be received.

Figure 73 shows the multiplication of radicals. The first two

exercises are Under fourth

roots one finds V^15X^^7= 1^105 .
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ENGLISH: JOHN DEE

(1570)

169. John Dee wrote a Preface to Henry Billingsley^s edition of

Euclid (London, 1570). This Preface is a discussion of the mathe-

matical sciences. The radical symbols shown in Figure 74 are those

of Stifel. German influences predominated.

the othd*;, Pfa<5HfeTii^’geth injherejdiacrfccom-

poundyhgo^uihl^rsl IIS fo three,fourc(ot more) Radicalt nQbers,

diu^y fcnitjby & Leffcas thus v'S* if.Or thusV?^S* ip

I
• &c.AhcIfeme tyinc ivfthHvhble nombers, orfbdions ofwholc

Numb^jgn6g themras 20

And (q Infinitely, may hap the v^ctfe After this : Both the one and lUe other

Fig. 74.—Radicals, John Dee’s Preface to Billingsley’s edition of Euclid

(1570).

In Figure 75 Dee explains that if a:h — c:d^ then also aia— h —

c:c— d. He illustrates this numerically by taking 9:6 = 12:8. Notice

Dee^s use of the word ^

^proportion’’ in the sense of ^Yatio.” Attention

is drawn to the mode of writing the two proportions 9.6:12.8 and

9.3:12.4, near the margin. Except for the use of a single colon (:),

in ofpfoi3^ttibn,andoffome eucrfibh ofproporrionJLikcwyfcinnum-
cyther proportion is Ib^iiialtcra;

!cofp#the antecedent or dicfirftpropordonabouc . p • d : la • 8irft proportionaboue
itofdiefaineis5:theexc(^Qfi!u^A^

p cj 21 *4

[ conuctfidn
<

_

I bcr$,asp«tdd^
^ cheexcefleofp

d*thecDnlo^

cedent ofthclSxond {TOponk>naboue 8«dieci6nlcqttent of

don ^ asa|d!ced6tto>Aebcceire^
! lequent, libmiecc>mp:u:eii. the antecedent<£diei^
r dent CO4.dkeexcdletherpfabouc8«the conlfccpient^ to his conl^ent:lbihaH
I yoornumbebbein btderby connetfionofproportion : as>«to3: ibxi^4t

I

Ibrtidierpmpbrdcm is tdpic/ ^

Fig. 75.—Proportion in John Dee’s Preface to Billingsley’s edition of Euclid

(1570).

in place of the double colon (: :), this is exactly the notation later used

by Oughtred in his Clavis mathematicae. It is possible that Oughtred

took the symbols from Dee. Dee’s Preface also indicates the origin of

these symbols. They are simply the rhetorical marks used in the text.

See more particularly the second to the last line, ^^as 9. to 3: so 12.

to 4 :”
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ENGLISH: LEONARD AND THOMAS DIGGES

(1579)

170. The Stratioticos^ was brought out by Thomas Digges, the

son of Leonard Digges. It seems that the original draft of the book

was the work of Leonard; the enlargement of the manuscript and its

preparation for print were due to Thomas.

The notation employed for powers is indicated by the following

quotations (p. 33)

:

^Tn this Arte of Numters Cossical, wae proceede from the Roote

by Multiplication, to create all Squares, Cubes, Zenzizenzike, and

Sur Solidcs, wyth all other that in this Science are used, the whyche

by Example maye best bee explaned.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Roo. Sq. Cu. SqS. sfo. SqC. sfs. SSSq. CC. SfS.CfS. SSC. ”

2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

Again (p. 32):

^^ ... Of these [Roote, Square, Cube] are all the rest com-

posed. For the Square being four, againe squared, maketh his

Squared square 16, with his Character oner him. The nexte being not

made by the Square or Cubike, Multiplication of any of the former,

can not take his name from Square or Cube^ and is therefore called a

Surd solidcy and is onely created by Multiplicatio of 2 the Roote, in

16 the SqS. making 32 with his couenient Character ouer him & for

distinctio is tearmed y first Surd soUde .... the nexte being 128, is

not made of square or Cubique Multiplication of any, but only by the

Multiplication of the Squared Cube in his Roote, and therefore is

tearmed the B.S.solide, or seconde 8. solide

''This I have rather added for custome sake, bycause in all parts

of the world these Characters and names of Sq, and Cu, etc. are used,

but bycause I find another kinde of Character by my Father deuised,

farre more readie in Multiplications
y
DiuisionSy and other Cossical

operations, I will not doubt, hauing Reason on my side, to dissent

from common custome in this poynt, and vse these Characters en-

suing: [What follows is on page 35 and is reproduced here in Fig. 76].’’

1 A n Arithmeticall Militare TreatisCy named Stralioiicos: compendiously leaching

the Science of Nubers, as well in Fractions as IntegerSy and so much of the Rules and

Aequations Algehraicall and Arte of Numbers Cossically as are requisite for the Profes-

sion of a Soldiour. Together with the Moderne Militare Discipline, Offices, Lawes and

Dueties in euery wel gouerned Campe and Armie to be observed: Long since attepted

by Leonard Digges Gentleman, Augmented, digested, and lately finished, by Thomas

Digges, his Sonne .... (At London, 1579).
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axnong others, andthde (hall be namea rnmcf,

Sica>t'ds,Th,rd,^oHrths &e. according to their
Figure or Cha-

OfAcldftion ofNumbers CofsicaUr

Chapter. ''4.Chapter. '4.
.

l?aiNamhen CofiicaU art pjefeotss to1»««W,k*

W^erftrtofe»«e>of«w» oron^tbiw. *

tt><f. tafttUeCharafters Wng bfeC,?ou^aU

tbat ttiofe tl»o OjfricaUnttmbcrt

tft^Chataftcri l»rtlft«nrt,w

ftepmake

litWCU tWfW irtJhttoS ofB{fi^eiltCharaaer$.tJeprtn»

notW erprtff*®?®*** ^ ttjepbemsw? to bo abWli

togitbcr,lbm youDifpofo tbetn oito hnotr aflotb^r*

watebfng altoapfi Uke Charaam

llHAdd>tionoftbefchtnaefntimhcrg,3bcflfttfc
^^^

JeftbMW raping »o «nB45 WrtoJ
tticircomnionCharaaer >/<. iliftetoife 3oan0 t<J»iiaRe 40

:

'^haraftc

i}t + 2S

itUd
i|t+ 25

stebotb

,aftef al
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As stated by the authors, the symbols are simply the numerals

somewhat disfigured and crossed out by an extra stroke, to prevent

confusion with the ordinary figures. The example at the bottom of

page 35 is the addition of 20a:+30:r2+25x^ and 45x+16a;2+13x^. It

is noteworthy that in 1610 Cataldi in Italy devised a similar scheme for

representing the powers of an unknown (§ 340).

The treatment of equations is shown on page 46, which is re-

produced in Figure 77. Observe the symbol for zero in lines 4 and 7

;

this form is used only when the zero stands by itself.

A little later, on page 51, the authors, without explanation, begin

to use a sign of equality. Previously the state of equality had been

expressed in words, “equall to,’^ ^^are.^^ The sign of equality looks as

if it were made up of two letters C in these positions OC and crossed

by two horizontal lines. See Figure 78.

This sign of equality is more elaborate than that previously de-

vised by Robert Recorde. The Digges sign requires four strokes of

the pen; the Recorde sign demands only two, yet is perfectly clear.

The Digges symbol appears again on five or more later pages of the

Stratioticos. Perhaps the sign is the astronomical symbol for Pisces

(“the Fishes^O? with an extra horizontal line. The top equation on

page 51 is x^ = 6x-\-27.

ENGLISH: THOMAS MASTERSON

(1592)

171. The domination of German symbols over English authors of

the sixteenth century is shown further by the Arithmeticke of Thomas
Masterson (London, 1592). Stifebs symbols for powers are used. We
reproduce (in Fig. 79) a page showing the symbols for radicals.

french: JACQUES PELETIER

(1554)

172. Jacques Peletier du Mans resided in Paris, Bordeaux, Be-

ziers, Lyon, and Rome. He died in Paris. His algebra, De occvlta Parte

Nvmerorvm^ Quam Algebram vacant, Lihri duo (Paris, 1554, and several

other editions),^ shows in the symbolism used both German and

Italian influences: German in the designation of powers and roots,

done in the manner of Stifel; Italian in the use of p. and m, for “plus^^

and “minus.

* All our information is drawn from H. Bosmans, “L’alg^bre de Jacques

Peletier du Mans,” Extrait de la revue des questions scientifiques (Bruxelles: Janu-

ary, 1907), p. 1-61.
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Fia. 77.—^Equations in Digges, Slratiolicos (1579)
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.
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i'

'
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- m.<:
,

i
; .;

:

tott Sceto Square E<wte#f8o

Fig. 78.—Sign of equality in Digges, Straiioticos (1579). This page exhibits

also the solution of quadratic equations.

AKITHMBTICKB. UB. IXf. 4l

itf+v'S'M
9 -1 v'y 6

fttcit r t 14

ExtmfUs.

v'Jr’.^oj +v^i49
i 8 o + S* 48

a 7

1/^ 147-1 V'5
'

5*» 40 i

-

i/cei

75 — v^<€»7

facits^"^ I it — 3
8

1

t eta

V<e*POo— v"J('5rJ40> + v^<€»

i/<€ »i<i 405 81 t v^<€ 8,

/««f .34 — i/yy 80 /nr; i/yy 2 ^ a— v'ce

i

9 + '^5*50 — v'cCji

5 ^iSr*S*7

^(<M4 4^ya— V^y7

v^ysot v'<e<5j -t^yyi7
y/yi?—/reiitv^yyiy

£»sy 80 + Vc^6i tv^ceii—y'yij—v'yy 1

7

—Vyyi/

Fig. 79.—Thomas Maaterson, ArUhmeticke (1592), part of p. 45
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Page 8 (reproduced in Fig. 80) is in translation: “[The arith-

metical progression, according to the natural order of counting,]

furnishes us successive terms for showing the Radicand numbers

and their signs, as you see from the table given here [here appears the

table given in Fig. 80].

,* -PlREHTBR. LIVRE
j

nous fournk cie cgmieTs confccutiZjpour-cXpo-

Icr les »ombr<:s Radicaus c Icurs SilnCss:<wnine

vousvoyczp.uIaTabkicimife. .

•

'

'

'

'

'

rpt •• b 4 5> 7> ' !

>. W-, ?

,1, y 4, 4^, Ji, ^4, 11% fi% 1014,1

H, '

It, f|, I4> If,
’

SSSS* ‘J

'1048^405^, 845)2, 16384, 327<iB, 8553^. ‘

j

.'An pr^fmicr rang , ct la Progitfsion Arit* i

' iBfciciiiir , felon la tonfeairioti 0anjr|lk dfs |

NonArcs : E I Viiire, qui au tie'lTiis ''jl

noiiifta j expolant dc ce line ^ : e t qiu ft 1

,

Bertas dc, fera fexpofam dc cC ftiic

fdcfiofiitjt tic i|
: 4 »de ,c ciafi par ordrc.

' ' An feond rangjdiit Ics Cara^a^jCsdci i

ttOfubtiisRadiaissqiii appamViiri a

brC,ponans feiir dcnoniinaaon. SaiiOir ct,

Mj^m : I iCanfeef atife ice^'
j|

I
'

' ;Aii tier? rang, qt h ProgreiMon Cn'\)nmru

qm Double : La ou vous voy :/. t poitr Raci-
*

ii^ccie foil*: ce line H:r 4UK>fn5re Laniiqurf i

, ,

’ fen line dc
g
i8,Cnl>iqiuL toci fen fitti'l

,

<f, &f<. Tclc'manrquc Ic dernier rrrm^/qui
’J

I

^ '

. .
• rt

Fig. 80,—Designation of powers in J. Feletier’s Algebra (1554)

the first line is the arithmetical progression, according to the

natural order of the numbers; and the one which is above the B
numbers the exponent of this sign the 2 which is above the g is the

exponent of this sign j ;
and 3 is the exponent of c, 4 of J3, and so on.

^In the second line are the characters of the Radicand numbers
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which pertain to algebra, marking their denomination/^ Then are ex-

plained the names of the symbols, as given in French, viz., 1} racine,

3 ganse, cC cube, etc.

M*;.. IP
#L']^i>RiH«!£r fjt spi

ct'(quifti!rcp4WHi:tc

ii«r vous voyez d djflTouz.

j p.4?4* tiiio

}<r^|p.i4^6o§
;

p.l^ fAlf^ in.40)^

;

' raifofc; fn.40]^ p.ioo. ,

J p.48<y jff}.iQ4^ m.^’K paoo* : r

. Di^r;ptt^en d« I(a0ni;i des npn^bfii^^

C6j%u^; ppf^cp^; '

,

CHAP. •'xViv.'-:’ ;

'
'

•
'•' 4';'

Vandvousaar^ZfJudqu^nombit/sO^^

.
pd&duConB)i^cboi|K?&,du^Ucl4,f«^.

'

cx'owif!k Cffifique!! ii

fer fi ks Gfn^s dm Plus oii

Fiq. 81.—Algebraic operations in Peletier’s AUjthra (1554)

Page 33 (shown in Fig. 81) begins with the extraction of a square

root and a “proof” of the correctness of the work. The root extraction

is, in modern symbols:

-120x*

36x<+48x*- 104x2-80x+ 100

+ 12x2+ 8x-10(6x2+4x- 10)

+120x2+80x-100

.
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The “proof” is thus:

6a:*+ 4z - 10

6x*+ 4x — 10

36x‘+24x»- 60x*

+24x»+ 16x*-40x
- 60x*-40x+100

36x‘+48x*- 104x*-80x+100

Further on in this book Peletier gives:

y'i 15 p. |/j8, signifying v'lS+V'S .

l/j . 15 p. i/j8, signifying ^15+l/§ ,

french: jean buteon

(1559)

173. Deeply influenced by geometrical considerations was Jean
ButeonJ in his Logistica quae et Arithmetica vulgo dicitur (Lugduni,

1559). In the part of the book on algebra he rejects the words res,

census, etc., and introduces in their place the Latin words for “line,”

“square,” “cube,” using the symbols p, O, O. He employs also P and
M, both as signs of operation and of quality. Calling the sides of an
equation continens and contentum, respectively, he writes between
them the sign

[ as long as the equation is not reduced to the simplest

form and the contentum, therefore, not in its final form. Later the

contentum is inclosed in the completed rectangle
[ ]. Thus Buteon

writes 3p M 7 [ 8 and then draws the inferences, 3p [15], Ip [5]. Again
he writes \ O [100, hence !<> [400], Ip [20]. In modern symbols:

3x— 7 = 8, 3x=15, x=5; ^x^=100, x*=400, x=20. Another example:

la P2 [218, i a [216, 1 O [1728], Ip [12]; in modern form ix’+2 =
218, Jx^=216, x»= 1,728, x=12.

When more than one unknown quantity arises, they are repre-

sented by the capitals A, B,C. Buteon gives examples involving only

positive terms and then omits the P. In finding three numbers sub-

ject to the conditions x-f ^3= 17, y+ix+lz= 17, z-fjx-fip = 17,

he writes:

lA
, , iC [17

lB,iA, iC [17

1C
,
{A

,
\B [17

‘ Our information is drawn from G. Werthheim’s article on Buteon, Bihlio-

Iheca mathemcUica, Vol. II (3d ser., 1901), p. 213-19.
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and derives from them the next equations in the solution:

2A.1B . IC [34

lA .3B . 1(7 [51

lA .IB . 4C [68, etc.

/ter ti vs.

iLjB, iC[54.
Rurfitm multiplica

^equationcm tertiam

C lio. Detrahe

pnmam, reilat i B,

I4C£78. Multi-

plica iff It,ft It Bi

154 c £858. Item

muliiplka tiBy t-C

£ 54,/» xz B,

4 C £ 108 ..A'ufir ex

xt By i54C[ 858,

re^lat^oCiytyOl.

m
3 ^, 1x 5, 3 C[ pS

3 I By I c|[ 4 i

11 5 ,, XC[54

1 .A. 35. 15 C[izo

i A. iB- I Cl AX

XlB.

XXB. I54C[858
XX B. 4C[io8

i50 C[ 75 o]

Partire in ii^o,prouenit ^ ,qu{ efl tcytius Humerta

C Cim iam inuenerU 1 Cyalere 5 , ex aquatione,

quxeft i B,ij{C[y%yaHfer 14 Cyhocefyo ,ft

rcfidtitm 'iyquud valet t B,ef igitur A fif-ttudus

mmcnts B.Vt autemhabeas primumab .equatio-

nk tcrthz numero ^Oydetrahe $ C,^ l 5 , hoc ef ,

X S>ft refiduum ll
y
qtti primus ef mmcrm

fint itaque tres numcri n
. 4 . 5 ,

quos oportnit in-

uetiire.

sAliteretiam,pauca mutando

,

^ expeditius

propofitum hahehk. Viuide t 5, 14C[ 78 yper

^equaliafet 1 5,7 C[ 39]. Partire ^9 in y,proue

nit 5 , cum refduo 4 , funt duo mmerijtertius

Fig. 82.—From J. Buteon, Arithmetica (1559)
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In Figure 82 the equations are as follows:

3A+ 125+ 3C- 96

3A+ 1B+ 1C- 42

118+ 2C= 54

3A+ 35+ 15C-120

3A+ 15+ 1C- 42

25+ 14C- 78

225+154C-858
225+ 4C-108

150C-750

french: GUILLAUME GOSSELIN

(1577)

174. A brief but very good elementary exposition of algebra was

given by G. Gosselin in his De arte magna^ published in Paris in 1577.

Although the plus (+) and minus (— ) signs must have been more or

less familiar to Frenchmen through the Algebra of Scheubel, published

in Paris in 1551 and 1552, nevertheless Gosselin does not use them.

Like Peletier, Gosselin follows the Italians on this point, only Gosselin

uses the capital letters P and M for ^^plus^' and ‘^minus,” instead of

the usual and more convenient small letters.^ He defines his notation

for powers by the following statement (chap, vi, fol. v)

:

L • 2 • Q . 4 . C • 8 • QQ • 16 • 55 • 32 . QC • 64 . 55 . 128 . CC • 512 .

Here 55 and 55 signify, respectively, relatum primum and relatum

secundum.

Accordingly,

12L Af IQ 5 48 aequalia 144 M 24L 5 2Q ”

means

12x-x24.4g= i44_24x+2a;2

.

‘ Our information is drawn mainly from H. Bosmans’ article on Gosselin,

Bibliotheca mathematical Vol. VII (1906-7), p. 44-66.
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The translation of Figure 83 is as follows:

. Thus I multiply 4x— 6x^+7 by Zx^ and there results

12x^— 18a;^+21a:2 which I write below the straight line; then I multi-

GVL. COS. DE A RTE
itacjite muUiplico 4 LM 6 QJP 7 per <.

-

Q_, cxiiliint 12 C M 18 QC^P 21 Q^, j

quasflibfcribo fabtiis ciaiflcc rcilc li-

iic<j,tum mubiplico cadem 4 1.M
P 7 pcr.P4 L, fiuntP 16 (^M24 C, P
28 Lj podrcnio miiltiplico per M

5,

cxcuijtMao L P 30QM 35,atqiic bo
rum trium produdtorum fiun ma til {'

't^P 8 L M 12 CMi8Qg^
3 5,yi' ';i

vidtre eft in cxcmplo.

4L M 6Q_P 7

3 4 L M 5

''I 2 C Mi 8
'QgJ^ 2ii^, ,,

Produda4i6Q^I 24C P 2 Sli ,,

y: ,.;;,

^

^ 2 0' L P
3 o ,QJ^ 34

'Si|nia 67 QP 8 L

M

12 C K1 18 QQ|_^.33 r

Deintegrorum dtuifione Ca^. v 1 1 1,

KeguU cjuatuor.

B
in Pdiidfo quotas eft P.

M inM quotas eft P.

quotas eft = /'j. i
’

i

111 Mlftiuifb quotas eftM.
. H -j

Fig. 83.

—

Fol. 45i;® of Gosselin’s De arte magna (1577)

ply the same 4a:“-6a:2+7 by +4x, and there results +16x2— 24a:®

+28x; lastly I multiply by —5 and there results —20x+30x2—35.
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And the sum of these three products is 67a;^+8a;— 12x^— 35, as

will be seen in the example.

4x — 6x2+ 7

3x2+ 4x — 5

( 12x3-18x^+21x2

Products < 16x2— 24x3+28x

[
-20x +30x2-35

Sum 67x2+8x- 12x3- 18x4-35 ^

On the Division of Integers, chapter viii

Four Rules

+ divided in + the quotient is +
— divided in — the quotient is +
— divided in + the quotient is —
+ divided in — the quotient is — **

175. Proceeding to radicals we quote (fol. 475): *^Est autem

laterum duplex genus simplicium et compositorum. Simplicia sunt

L9, LC8, LL16, etc. Composita vero ut LF24 P L29, LF6 P L8P
In translation: ^'There are moreover two kinds of radicals, simple

and composite. The simple are like 1^9, 1^8, V^16, etc. The com-

posite are like F 24+]/29, ^Q+VSP First to be noticed is the dif-

ference between L9 and 9L. They mean, respectively, V9 and 9x. We
have encountered somewhat similar conventions in Pacioli, with whom
5 meant a power when used in the form, say, .

5?’^ (i.e., x**), while

B meant a root when followed by a number, as in B .200. (i.e., V200)

(see § 135). Somewhat later the same principle of relative position

occurs in Albert Girard, but with a different symbol, the circle.

Gosselin’s LV meant of course latm universale. Other examples of his

notation of radicals are LVLIO P L5, for ^ 1/IO+ 1/5
,
and LVCLb

PLClOfor^v/S+^lO.
In the solution of simultaneous equations involving only positive

terms Gosselin uses as the unknowns the capital letters A, 71, (7
, ... .

(similar to the notation of Stifel and Buteon), and omits the sign

P for “plus^^; he does this in five problems involving positive terms,

following here an idea of Buteo. In the problem 5, taken from Buteo,

Gosselin finds four numbers, of which the first, together with half of

the remaining, gives 17 ;
the second with the third of the remaining

gives 12; and the third with a fourth of the remaining gives 13; and
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the fourth with a sixth of the remaining gives 13. Gosselin lets A, B,

C, D be the four numbers and then writes:

Modern Notation

IA\B\C\D aequalia 17 ,
x+\y-\-\z-\‘\w — V7

,

IB^A\C^D aequalia 12, etc. y-\-\x+\z+^w — \2 .

He is able to effect the solution without introducing negative terms.

In another place Gosselin follows Italian and German writers in

representing a second unknown quantity by g, the contraction of

quantitas. He writes (fols. 84J5, 85^1) P 2q M 20 aequalia sunt

IL P 30^’ (i.e., lx+2y— 20=la;+30) and obtains *^2q aequales 50, fit

Iq 25’^ (i.e., 22/ = 50, 2/
= 25).

french: FRANCIS VIETA

(1591 and Later)

176. Sometimes, Vieta^s notation as it appears in his early publi-

cations is somewhat different from that in his collected works, edited

by Fr. van Schooten in 1646. For example, our modern

is printed in Vieta^s Zeteiicorum libri v (Tours, 1593) as

B in D quadratum 3--J5 in A quadratum 3
. _

^

while in 1646 it is reprinted^ in the form

B in Dqd-B in Aqd
4

Further differences in notation are pointed out by J. Tropfke:^

Fol. 3B:

Zeteiicorum libri v (1593)

f B in A

— +
I
—^^

^
I
aequabuntur B

, , , Bx . Bx—B • H oModern : H ^
=B .

Lib. II, 22:
(( 7 ^ r

^3 ^ 3
*

' Francisci Vietae Opera mathemalica (ed. Fr. ^Schooten; Lvgdvni Batavorvm,

1646), p. 60. This difference in notation has been pointed out by H. Bosnians, in

an article on Oughtred, in Extrait des annales de la socUU scientifique de Bruxelles

^

Vol. XXXV, fasc. 1 (2d part), p. 22.

2 Op. ciLy Vol. Ill (2d ed., 1922), p. 139.
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Lib. IV. 10:

Modern: B(D^+BD) .

B cubum 2
’

Lib. IV, 20: “ Din
-D cubo 1

”

p. 46:

p. 56:

p. 70;

p. 74:

Figure 84

Modem: D(2D’-D») .

1646)

aequabitur B

Van Schooten edition of Vieta (1646;

B in A . B in A—B in H-^4- pT

- 1^^ /5

\3 \3*

P. 70: ^^ BinD quad.+Z^ in D

P. 74: D in B cubum 2—D cubo /

Arithmetica integral so here, the fractional line is drawn too short.

In the translation of this passage we put the sign of multiplication

(X) in place of the word in: . Because what multiplica-

tion brings about above, the same is undone by division, as

BXA . ,
.BXA^.—5— ,

i.e., A
;
and — — is A\

tS £>

A^ . A^+ZXB
Thus in additions, required, to to add Z. The sum is ^ ;

. ^ , A\ . GXA^+BXZ^
or required, to to add , The sum is bxG

’

A^
In subtraction, required, from ^ to subtract Z, The remainder is

jj

A^-ZXB A’ Z*
„ . Or required, from ^ to subtract 77. The remainder is
£> tS lx

A^XG-Z^XB „

BXG
Observe that Vieta uses the signs plus (+) and minus (— ), which

had appeared at Paris in the Algebra of Scheubel (1551). Outstanding

in the foregoing illustrations from Vieta is the appearance of capital

letters as the representatives of general magnitudes. Vieta was the

first to do this systematically. Sometimes, Regiomontamus, Rudolff,

Adam Riese, and Stifel in Germany, and Cardan in Italy, used letters

at an earlier date, but Vieta extended this idea and first made it an
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essential part of algebra. Vieta^s words/ as found in his Isagoge^ are:

^That this work may be aided by a certain artifice, given magnitudes

are to be distinguished from the uncertain required ones by a symbol-

ism, uniform and always readily seen, as is possible by designating the

required quantities by letter A or by other vowel letters Ay I^Oj V, F,

and the given ones by the letters B, G, D or by other consonants, ”2

Vieta’s use of letters representing known magnitudes as coeffi-

cients of letters representing unknown magnitudes is altogether new.

In discussing Vieta^s designation of unknown quantities by vowels.

[^iiiper ctttcit idem fcibluit diuflid A” IdW A| y fl A l

(
‘

.
•

'
* ^

't- ‘ Vi
'

' .’i*" t
!

^ i i s ^ y

a V- /rs'*'-

-% :

. Z • qtti«0tiii.
; RcMncric . A iplanuia In G

'•! '• *, »’ %' ' * B ili ^

Fig. 84.—From Vieta’s In artem analylicam Isagoge (1591). (I am indebted to

Professor H. Bosmans for this photograph.)

C. Henry remarks: ^Thus in a century which numbers fewer Oriental-

ists of eminence than the century of Vieta, it may be difficult not to

regard this choice as an indication of a renaissance of Semitic lan-

guages; every one knows that in Hebrew and in Arabic only the conso-

nants are given and that the vowels must be recovered from them.^’^

177. Vieta uses == for the expression of arithmetical difference.

He says: ‘TIowever when it is not stated which magnitude is the

greater and which is the less, yet the subtraction must be carried out,

1 Vieta, Opera mathemaiica (1646), p. 8.

2 “Quod opus, ut arte aliqua juvetur, symbolo constant! et perpetuo ac bene

6onspicuo date magnitudines ab incertis quaesititiis distinguantur, ut pote magni-

tudines quaesititias elemento A aliave litera vocali, E, Ij O, V, Y datas dementis

B, Gf Dy aliisve consonis designando.’’

® “Sur Forigine de quelques notations math6matiques,’’ Revue arcMologiquey

Vol. XXXVIII (N.S., 1879), p. 8.
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the sign of difference is =, i.e., an uncertain minus. Thus, given

and the difference is or

We illustrate Vieta’s mode of writing equations in his Isagoge:

“B in A quadratum plus D piano in A aequari Z solido,^^ i.e., BA^+
D^A = Z^y where A is the unknown quantity and the consonants are

the known magnitudes. In Vieta^s Ad Logisticen speciosam notae

priores one finds: *^A cubus, +A quadrato in B ter, +A in B
quadratum ter, +B cubo,^^ for A^+SA^B+SAB^+B^.^

We copy from Vieta^s De emendatione aequationum iractaius secun--

dus (1615),* as printed in 1646, the solution of the cubic = 2Z*

:

^Troponatur A cubus + B piano 3 in A, aequari Z solido 2.

Oportet facere quod propositum est. E quad. +A in B, aequetur B
piano. Vnde B planum ex hujus modi aequationis constitutione, in-

telligitur rectangulum sub duobus lateribus quorum minus est B,

differentia k majore A, igitur Quare

B plano-plano-planum—B quad, in B plano-planum 3+B quad.

B cubo

quad, in B planum 3—B cubo-cubo
,
Bpl.pl.3.— Bpl.in Eq.3M

1

— aequa-

bitur Z solido 2 .

‘^Et omnibus per B cubum ductis et ex arte concinnatis, B cubi

quad.+Z solido 2 in B cubum, aequabitur B plani-cubo.^

‘^Quae aequatio est quadrati affirmate affecti, radicem habentis

solidam. Facta itaque reductio est quae imperabatur.

^^Confectarium: Itaque si A cubus + B piano 3 in A, aequetur Z
solido 2, & V^B plano-plano-plani + Z solido-solido — Z solido,

aequeturD cubo. Ergo ^
^ ^ qua quaeritur.’’

Translation: “Given x*-l-3B2x= 2Z*. To solve this, let 2/^+?/x= B2.

Since B* from the constitution of such an equation is understood to be

a rectangle of which the less of the two sides is y, and the difference

between it and the larger side is x. Therefore

B6-
y

= x. Whence

SBY+3BY-y^ SB^-3BY ^
y^ y

1 “Cum autem non proponitur utra magnitudo sit major vel minor, et tamen
subductio facienda est, nota differentiae estzzrid est, minus incerto: ut propositis

A quadrato et B piano, differentia erit A quadratum iz:B piano, vel B planum
A zn quadrato^^ (Vieta, Opera mathemalica [1646], p. 5).

* Ibid., p. 17. » Ibid., p. 149.

plani-cubo” should be “B cubo-cubo,^* and “B cubi quad.” should be “B
cubo-cubo.”
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All terms being multiplied by 7/^, and properly ordered, one obtains

= B®. As this equation is quadratic with a positive affected

term, it has also a cube root. Thus the required reduction is effected.

^^Conclusion: If therefore x^+3J52a:= 2Z®, and —

then — — is a:, as required.

The value of x in 7^+SB’^x= 2Z^ is written on page 150 of the

1646 edition thus:

^C,VB plano-plano-plani+^ solido-solido+Z solido—

^C.\/B plano-plano-plani+Z solido-rsolido.— Z solido

The combining of vinculum and radical sign shown here indicates

the influence of Descartes upon Van Schooten, the editor of Vieta^s

collected works. As regards Vieta^s own notations, it is evident that

compactness was not secured by him to the same degree as by earlier

writers. For powers he did not adopt either the Italian symbolism of

Pacioli, Tartaglia, and Cardan or the German symbolism of Rudolff

and Stifel. It must be emphasized that the radical sign, as found in

the 1646 edition of his works, is a modification introduced by Van
Schooten. Vieta himself rejected the radical sign and used, instead,

the letter I (latus, 'The side of a square^0 fhe word radix. The I

had been introduced by Ramus (§322); in the Zeteiicorurny etc., of

1593 Vieta wrote I, 121 for V121. In the 1646 edition (p. 400) one

finds ^2+ 1/2
,
which is Van Schooten's revision of the

text of Vieta; Vieta^s own symbolism for this expression was, in 1593,^

“Radix binomiae 2

/2 _ . ^

+Radix binomiae \+ radix binomiae \+radice 2

and in 1595,

^

“ R, bin. 2+R, bin. 2+R. bin. 2+R, 2.

a notation employed also by his contemporary Adrian Van Roomen.

178. Vieta distinguished between number and magnitude even in

his notation. In numerical equations the unknown number is no longer

represented by a vowel
;
the unknown number and its powers are repre-

sented, respectively, by N {numems), Q {quadratus), C {cuhus)y and

^ Variorum de rebus mathem. Responsorum liber VIII (Tours, 1593), corollary

to Caput XVIII, p. 12?;*^. This and the next reference are taken from Tropfke,

op. ciL, Vol. II (1921), p. 152, 153.

^ Ad Problema quod omnibus mathematicis totius orbis construendum proposuU

Adrianus Uomanus^ Francisci Vietae responsum (Paris, 1595), Bl. A IV°.
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combinations of them. Coefficients are now written to the left of the

letters to which they belong.

Thus/ ^^Si 65C-ieQ, aequetur 1,481,544, fit liV57/^ i.e., if

1,481,544, then x = 57. Again,- the “H3 in A quad.” occur-

ring in the regular text is displaced in the accompanying example by

where H = 2.

Figure 85 further illustrates the notation, as printed in 1646.

Vieta died in 1603. The De emendatione aeqvationvm was first

printed in 1615 under the editorship of Vieta^s English friend, Alex-

ander Anderson, who found Vieta^s manuscript incomplete and con-

Theorsma h

S I A cubus -+ B in A quadn 3
^D piano in A , sequenir B cubo z—

D

piano inB. Aquad. ^ Bin Ax, scquabitiifB quad.i—D piano.

Quoniamcnitn Aquadr. 4- B in A x» x(|Uatur B quadr* x —-Dplano. Dudbis Igicut

omnibus in A. Acubus-t-Bin Aquad. i^aequabicurBquad.mAx — D piano in A.

EciirdemdudbisinB. Bin A quad. 4- B quadr. in A x » aequabicur B cubo 1—D piano

in B. lungatur du6ba xqualia aequalibus. A cubus 4* B in A quad. 5 4- B quad, inA x

,

zquabicur B quad.in A x—D piano in A 4* B cubo x—>D piano in B.

£tdclctaurrinqueadfe<5bioneBquad.in At, ^adacqualicatisordinationem, tranOa*

caperanmbefin Dplaniin A adfedione. A cubus 4- B in Aqoadr.54- Dpiano inA>

atquabicur B cubo x ~^D piano in B. Quod quidem itafe habet.

jC4-50j(J 4-44 N, dqu4turi$6o. Igimri Jijt- 10 IJfdquabimrifS.&Jti

I

Fig. 8.5.—From Vieta’s De emendatione aeqvationvm, in Opera mathematica

(1646), p. 154.

taining omissions which had to be supplied to make the tract intelli-

gible. The question arises. Is the notation N, Q, C due to Vieta or to

Anderson?^ There is no valid evidence against the view that Vieta did

use them. These letters were used before Vieta by Xylander in his

edition of Diophantus (1575) and in Van Schooten’s edition^ of the

Ad 'prohlema, quod omnibus mathematicis totius orbis construendum

proposuit Adrianus Romanus, It will be noticed that the letter N
stands here for x, while in some other writers it is used in the designa-

tion of absolute number as in Grammateus (1518), who writes our

12x^— 24 thus: 'T2 ter. mi. 24^".” After Vieta N appears as a mark

for absolute number in the Sommaire de Valgebre of Denis Henrion^

1 Vieta, Opera mathematica (1646), p. 223. ® Op. dt., p. 130.

3 See Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathematica, Vol. XIH (1912-13), p. 166, 167.

* Vieta, Opera mathematica (1646), p. 306, 307.

® Denis Henrion, Les qvinze livres des elemens d'Evclide (4th ed.; Paris, 1631),

p. 675-788. First edition, Paris, 1615. (Courtesy of Library of University of

Michigan.)
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which was inserted in his French edition of Euclid. Henrion did not

adopt Vieta^s literal coefficients in equations and further showed his

conservatism in having no sign of equality, in representing the powers

of the unknown by R, c, qq, qc, bp, qqq, cc, qP, cp, qqc, etc., and

in using the ^^scratch method’^ in division of algebraic polynomials, as

found much earlier in Stifel.^ The one novel feature in Henrion was
his regular use of round parentheses to express aggregation.

ITALIAN: BONAVENTURA CAVALIERI

(1647)

179. Cavalieri’s Geometria indivisibilibvs (Bologna, 1635 and

1653) is as rhetorical in its exposition as is the original text of Euclid's

Elements. No use whatever is made of arithmetical or algebraic signs,

not even of + and —
,
or p and m.

An invasion of German algebraic symbolism into Italy had taken

place in Clavius' Algebra, which was printed at Rome in 1608.

That German and French symbolism had gained ground at the time

of Cavalieri appears from his Exercitationes geoyneiriae sex (1647),

from which Figure 86 is taken. Plus signs of fancy shape appear,

also Vieta's in to indicate ^^times." The figure shows the expansion

of (a+hy for n = 2, 3, 4. Observe that the numerical coefficients arc

written after the literal factors to which they belong.

ENGLISH: WILLIAM OUGHTRED

(1631, 1632, 1657)

180. William Oughtred placed unusual emphasis upon the use of

mathematical symbols. Ilis symbol for multiplication, his notation

for proportion, and his sign for difference met with wide adoption in

Continental Europe as well as Great Britain. He used as many as

one hundred and fifty symbols, many of which were, of course, intro-

duced by earlier writers. The most infiuential of his books was the

Claris mathematicae, the first edition^ of which appeared in 1631,

later Latin editions of which bear the dates of 1648, 1652, 1667, 1693.

1 M. Stifcl, Arilhmelica integra (1544), fol. 239A.

2 The first edition did not contain Clavis rnathematicae as the leading words in

the title. The exact title of the 1631 edition was: Arilhmelicae i7i\nunieris et .spea-|

ebvs institvlio:\Qvae Ivm logisticae, tvm analyti\cae, atqve adeo\loiivs mathernaticac,

qvasi\clavis\esl.\—Ad nobilissimvm spe\ctatissimumque iuvenem Dn. Gvilel\7nvm

Howard, Ordinis, qui dici\tur, Balnei Equitem, honoratisaimi Dn.\ Thomac,

Coniitis Arvndeliae <Sc
|
Svrriae, Comiiis Mareschal\li Angliae, &c. filium.—\Lon-

dini,\Apud Thomam Harpervm,\ M. DC. xxxi.
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A second impression of the 1693 or fifth edition appeared in 1698,

Two English editions of this book came out in 1647 and 1694.

rropyufjh::tH i-ir.’ca.

inb *! iqj

I

ac inb

|qqaqq*j4iC4 inb*j4aq6

El ficinfinm.ra

.

Fig. 86.—From B. Cavalieri’s Exercitationes (1647), p. 268

We shall use the following abbreviations for the designation of

tracts which were added to one or another of the different editions of

the Clavis mathematicae:

Eq. — De Aequationum affectarvm resolviione in numeris

Eu. = Elementi decimi Euclidis declaratio

So. — De Solidis regularibuSj tradatus

An,=De Anatodsmo, sive usura composita

Fa, = Regula falsae positionis

Ar. — Theorematum in libris Archimedis de sphaera &
cylindro dedaratio

Ho, = Horologia scioterica in pianoj
Geometrice delineandi

modus
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In 1632 there appeared, in London, Oughtred’s The Circles of

Proportion, which was brought out again in 1633 with an Addition vnto

the Vse of the Instrvment called the Circles of Proportion} Another
edition bears the date 1660. In 1657 was published Oughtred^s

Trigonometria,^ in Latin, and his Trigonometric, an English transla-

tion.

We have arranged Oughtred’s symbols, as found in his various

works, in tabular form.^ The texts referred to are placed at the head
of the table, the symbols in the column at the extreme left. Each
number in the table indicates the page of the text cited at the head
of the column containing the symbol given on the left. Thus, the nota-

tion : : in geometrical proportion occurs on page 7 of the Claris of

1648. The page assigned is not always the first on which the symbol
occurs in that volume.

^ In our tables this Addition is referred to as Ad.

* In our tables Ca. stands for Canones sinuum tangentium, etc., which is the

title for the tables in the Trigonometria,

* These tables were first published, with notes, in the University of California

Publications in Mathematics, Vol. I, No. 8 (1920), p. 171-8().
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181 . OUGHTRED’S MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

Symbols
Meanings

OF
Symbols

Clavis mathematical is

Trigono.

(Latin),

1657
t

1

Ss
§

Ovghtr.

Erplic.,

1682

1631 1647 1648 1652 1667 1693 1694 G

» Equal to 38 34 53 30 15 16 73 20 3 3 29

0[56 Separatrix’ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 13 63 1

0.56 235

. 150 Separatrix* 17 5
L-I

0,56 Separatrix 221

OpOOOo .00005 3 3 3 3 2

0.6 Ratio a: 6, or *a—b 5 8 7 12 7 7 25 7 3 3 27
•

2.314
1

fScparatini?® 4 235

2,314 ^^7.136 158 150 113 113 175

2.814 Eq.l67 158 150 150 150 207

22 21 21 21 32

An.l62 24 10 36 140

Given ratio 21 28 33 32 25 25 49 19 87 42

Gcomet. proportions 5 8 7 7 7 7 11 7 3 3 27

-H- Contin. proportion 13 18 16 16 16 16 25 34 142 29

ii: Contin. proportion 114

Geom.® proportion 89

(
)10 45 57 107 104 52 53 149 96 101

( 40 58 99 92 56 92 119 35 32 101 75

( )
115 106 104 104 104 95 102 53

( ) 58 95 95 63 122 98

( ) 65 58
1

57 57 63 95 97

(

!

An. 42 97 116

( 89 101

( U2 81

Therefore 151

+ Addition^® 2 3 3 57 3 3 4 99 3 3 5

p Addition 49 3 3 57 3 3 4 96 112 5

mo Addition^* 4

Subtraction 2 3 3 10 3 3 4 21 3 4 5

± Plus or minus 51 57 106 56 53 17 140 16 97

mi Subtraction 3 66 57 3 3 4 96 130

e Less'* 4

5 Negative 2 1 9 1 1 5 16 8

X Multiplication*® 7 10 10 10 10 10 13 37 32 143
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182. OUGHTRED’S MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS—Coni.

Meanings
OF

Symbols

Hq hq X By juxtaposition 7 11

in Multiplication!® 7 10

i Fraction, division 8 12

a)5(c

fills

b~a=c

a i- 4 =3 9
2 • a 8

10 14

Aq AA 7 11

Ac AAA 7 11

Aqq AAAA 7 11

Aqc AAAAA 7 11

Acc AAAAAA 7 11

ABq ABi^ 11

m
14] ....[10]

4th 10th power

4th 10th power

23 37

Quaesitum

Square^*

Square

Cube

Cube

4th power

5th power

Diameter

Lalua, radix^*

Angle

Angles

Perimeter

ZA-Aq

Radius

Remainder

Rational

Superficies curva

Root

Square root

Square root

Latus binomii

Clavis mathematicae §-

(i;

1631 1647 1648 1652
j

1667 1693 1694 C

7 11 10 11 10 37 13 ...11 10

10 10

12 11

14 13

11 10 37 13 5

10 10 10 96

11 11 11 23 21 16

14 14 13 21

11 10

11 10

11 10

11 10 10 10 10 55

11 11 11 15

34 34

35 35 34

17 16

38 33 31

16 16 10 25

57 30 30 47 28

38 33 31

136 128

45 33 61

33 31

30 30 30 47

30 30 30 47

187 hJu. 2\ Eu. 2\\Eu. 20 37

121 113 110 110 110 158 37

46 46

30 30

87 17

219 59

9 5

99 50

19 192

16

10 10 10 14 104 17

10 10 10 14 105 2514 105 25

14 106 41

100 75

105

30 30 30 47 28 62 53

123 123 123 175

120 111 109 109 109 154 37 32 211

152 134 126 128 142

166 Eu.lEu.lEu.l

^r.I ^r.l .4r.l

33 31 30 30 30 47 102

63 48 47 47 47 70 134

65 06
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183. OUGHTRED’S MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS—Con<.

Symbols
Meanings

OF
Symbols

Clam mathmaticae

Circ.

of

Prop.3

1632,

1633

Trigono.

(Latin),

1657

Oughtr.

Explic.,

1682

1631 1647 1648 1652 1667 1693 1694

V r 34 31 30 30 30 47

55 53 53 52 52 96

35 52 47 46 46 48 69

35 52 49 46 46 46 69

35 49 47 46 46 46

37 52 49 48 48 48 69

12th root 37 52 49 48 48 48 69

V QU Square root 49

V[12]orl

V[l2j|
12th root 37 52 50 49 49 49 69

rg, TC V, f 73

Square root 74,96

i E Nos., A>E 21 33 31 30 30 30 47 87 53

2 a+£;m 21 33 31 30 30 30 47 19 16 87 63

X A-E 21 33 31 30 30 30 47 16 87 53

41 33 31 30 30 30 47 98 54

A^-E^ 41 33 31 30 30 30 47 99 54

A3-\-E3 44 33 31 30 30 30 47 94

A*~E3 44 33 31 30 30 30 47 94Vv
•z a-\-e 167 Eu.\ EuA Eu.l

z
a—

e

1

Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l
c

a*-}-6* 167 Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu.l

I a*— 6* 167 Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu.l
6

1
'— Majui*^ Ho, 17 166

1

145 Eu. 1 Eu.IL
1

Minui Ho. 17 166 Eu. 1 Eu.l Eu.l

1
" Non majiM 166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l

h
Non minut 166 Eu.l Eu. 1 Eu.l

r“ MinutA^ Ho. 30
t 1.

Minu8^3 Ho. 31 Ho. 29

Major ratio 166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I 11

Minor ratio 166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l 6

Less than** 4

Greater than 4

"TL. CovMn&Mutabilin 166 Eu. 1 Eu.l Eu.l

*"T~I InconTnonsuTobilin 166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I
1 1 M
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184. OUGHTRED’S MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS-Gon<.

sm

tan

see

8ec:parall

Meanings
or

Symbols

Commens. potentia

Incommens. potentia

Rationale

Irrationak

Medium

Line, cut extr. and mean
ratio

Major ejus portio

Minor ejue portio

Simile

Proximo majue

Proximo minue

A equate vel minui

Aequale vel majue

Rectangulum

Quadratum

Triangulum

Latue, radix

Media proportion

Differentia^*

Parallel

Logarithm

Log. of square

Sine*®

Tangent

Secant

Simu versus

Sinus versus**

Sine complement

Cosine

Cotangent

Cosecant

Sine

Tangent

Secant

Sum of secants

Clavis maihematicae

1- is
1631 1647

1

1648 1652 1667 1693 1694 o' o

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I

166 Eu. 1 Eu.l Eu.l

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I

166 Eu. 1 Eu. I

166 Eu. 1 £u. 1 Eu.l

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l 33

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu.l

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 I

166 Eu. 1 Eu. 1 Eu. I

51 167
i

Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu. I 17 149

167 Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu. I

167 Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu. I 147

167 Eu. 2 Eu.2 Eu. I

167 Eu.2 Eu. 2 Eu. I

Eu.2 Eu.2 Eu.l

197

172 158 150 150 122 207 17

135 127 122 122 122 174

Ho. 29 96 5 172

Ho. 29 96 3 174

14

76 107 99 98 98 98 140

5

Ad. 69

96 3 174

96 3

4

Ho. 41 Ho. 41 Ho. 42 Ad. 69 35 37

Ad. 69 Ca. 3

Ad. 41

Ad. 41
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185. OUGHTRED’S MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS—Cowi.

Clam Mathematicae

Circ.

of

Prop.

i

1632,

1633

Trigono.

(Latin),

1657

1
Oh

O
Oughtr.

Explic.,

1682

1631 1647 1648 1652 1667 1693 1694

Ho. 29 Ho. 41 Ho. 41 Ho. 42 12 235

236

235

21 20 21 20 21 32 66 36

67

2

6

72 69 66 66 66 99

68 100 94 90 90 90 131

Ar. 1 Ar. 1 Ar. 1

20 32 30 29 29 29 45

20 19 Ho. 23 Ho. 23 19 29 235

Ad. 19

134

68

Ca. 2

244

19 237

76 191 Eu. 26 70 69 24

Ca. 2

5 101 16

17

16

17

16

38 53 51 50 50 50 72 113 84

77 109 101 99 99 99 141

77 109 101 99 99 99 142

13 85, 18 80. 17 78, 16 78, 16 78, 16 116, 26 19 30,116

85, 18 80, 17 78, 16 78, 16 78, 16 116, 26 30, 116

85 80 78 78 78 116 11

85 80 78 78 78 116 116

85, 18 80, 17 78,16 78, 16 78 .
16 116,26 19 30,116

Symbols
Meanings

or
Symbols

tang

C

Cent

Ho.
’ ”

V
K
5

M
m

I
3 2-4 3

Gr.

min.

JNI

l-l

Lo

I

D

Tri, tri

M

X

Z cru

Z crur

X cru

X crur

A

L

7

a

CO

7’

X

Tangent

.01 of a degree

.01 of a degree

Dcgr., min., sec.

Hours, min., sec.

180 — angle

Equal in no. of degr.

ir=»3.1416

Canceled®

Mean proportion

Minus

3 4 3 4 9»8

-X-=2, -4--^-
2 3 2 3 8

Degree

Minute

Differentia

Aequalia tempore

Logarithm

Separatrix

Differentia

Triangle

Cent, minute of arc

Multiplication®

Z sum, X diff.

of sides of

rectangle®

or triangle

Unknown

Altit. frust. of pyramid
or cone

Altit. of part cut off

First term

Last term

No. of terms

Common differ.

Sum of all termsJ
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186. Historical notes* to the tables in §§ 181-85:

1. All the symbols, except “Log,” which we saw in the 1660 edition of the

Circles of Proj)orlion, are given in the editions of 1032 and 1633.

2. In the first half of the seventeenth cinitury the notation for decimal frac-

tions engaged the attention of mathematicians in Kngland as it did elsewhere

(see §§ 270-89). In 1008 an English translaf.ion of Stevin’s well-known tract was
brought out, with some additions, in London by Robert Norton, under the title,

D'isnw: The Art of Tenths, or, Decimall Arithmetike (§ 270). Stevin’s notation is

followed also by Henry Lyte in his Art of Tens or Decimall Arithmelique (London,

1019), and in Johnsons Arithmetick (2d ed.; London, 1033), where 3570.725 is

12 3

written 3570|725. William Purser in his Comrponnd Interest and Annuities (London,

1034), p. 8, uses the colon (:) as the separator, as did Adrianus Metius in his

Geomeinae practicae pars I et II (Lvgd., 1025), p. 149, and Rich. Balam in his

Algebra (London, 1053), p. 4. The decimal point or comma appears in John

Napier’s Rahdologia (Edinburgh, 1017). Oughtred’s notation for decimals must

have delayed the general adoption of the decimal point or comma.

3. This mixture of the old and the new decimal notation occurs in the Key of

1094 (Notes) and in Gilbert Clark’s Oughtredus explicatus^ only oni^e; no reference

is made to it in the table of errata of either book. On Oughtred’s Opuscula rnathe-

rnalica hactenus inedila, the mixed notation 128,57 occurs on p. 193 fourteen times.

Oughtred’s regular notation 128 [57 hardly ever occurs in this book. We have seen

similar mixed notations in the Miscellanies: or Mathematical Lucubrations, of Mr.

Samuel Foster, Sometime puhlike Professor of Astronomie in Gresham Colledge,

in London, by John Twysden (London, 1059), p. 13 of the ^‘Observationes eclipsi-

um”; we find there 32.400
,
31.008.

4. The dot (.), used to indicate ratio, is not, as claimed by some writers, used

by Oughtred for division. Ouglitred does not state in his book that the dot (.)

signifies division. We quote from an early and a late edition of the Clavis. He
says in the Clavis of 1094, p. 45, and in the one of 1048, p. 30, ‘‘to continue ratios

is to multiply them as if they were fractions.” Fractions, as well as divisions, arc

indicated by a horizontal line. Nor does the statement from the Clavis of 1694,

p. 20, and the edition of 1648, p. 12, “In Division, as the Divisor is to Unity, so is

the Dividend to the Quotient,” prove that he looked upon ratio as an indicated

division. It does not do so any more than the sentence from the Clavis of 1694,

and the one of 1648, p. 7, “In Multiplication, as 1 is to either of the factors, so is

the other to the Product,” proves that lui considered ratio an indicated multiplica-

tion. Oughtred says (Clavis of 1694, p. 19, and the one of 1631, p. 8): “If Two
Numbers stand one above another with a Line drawn between them, ’tis as much

12 5
as to say, that the upper is to be divided by the under; as and ”

^ N. 1 refers to the Circles of Proportion. The other notes apply to the super-

scripts found in the column, “Meanings of Symbols.”

2 This is not a book written by Oughtred, but merely a commentary on the

Clavis. Nevertheless, it seemed desirable to refer to its notation, which helps to

show the changes then in progress.
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In further confirmation of our view we quote from Oughtred’s letter to W.
Robinson: ‘‘Division is wrought by setting the divisor under the dividend with a

line between them.”^

5. In Gilbert Clark’s Oughtredus explicalus there is no mark whatever to sepa-

rate the characteristic and mantissa. This is a step backward.

6. Oughtred’s language {Clavisoi 1652, p. 21) is: “Ut7.4: 12.9 vel 7.7— 3: 12.12

—3. Arithmetic^ proportionales sunt.” As later in his work he does not use arith-

metical proportion in symbolic analysis, it is not easy to decide whether the sym-
bols just quoted were intended by Oughtred as part of his algebraic symbolism or

merely as punctuation marks in ordinary writing. Oughtred’s notation is adopted

in the article “Caractere” of the EncyclopMie mHhodique {malMmatiques)

,

Paris:

Lidge, 1784 (see § 249).

7. In the publications referred to in the table, of the years 1648 and 1694, the

use of : to signify ratio hiis been found to occur only once in each copy; hence we
are inclined to look upon this notation in these copies as printer’s errors. We are

able to show that the colon (:) was used to designate geometric ratio some years

before 1657, by at least two authors, Vincent Wing the astronomer, and a school-

master who hides himself behind the initials “R.B.” Wing wrote several works.

8. Oughtred’s notation A.BiiC.Dj is the earliest serviceable symbolism for

proportion. Before that proportions were either stated in words as was customary

in rhetorical modes of exposition, or else was expressed by writing the terms of the

proi)ortion in a line with dashes or dots to separate them. This practice was in-

adequate for the needs of the new symbolic algebra. Hence Oughtred’s notation

met with ready acceptance (see §§ 248-59).

9. We have seen this notation only once in this book, namely, in the expres-

sion R.S. =3.2.

10. Oughtred says (Clavis of 1694, p. 47), in connection with the radical sign,

“If the Power be included between two Points at both ends, it signifies the uni-

versal Root of all that Quantity so included; which is sometimes also signified by

b and r, as the i/b is the Binomial Root, the |/r the Residual Root.” This notation

is in no edition strictly adhered to; the second : is often omitted when all the terms

to the end of the polynomial are affected by the radical sign or by the sign for a

power. In later editions still greater tendency to a departure from the original

notation is evident. Sometimes one dot takes the place of the two dots at the end;

sometimes the two end dots are given, but the first two are omitted; in a few

instances one dot at both ends is used, or one dot at the beginning and no symbol

at the end; however, these cases are very rare and are perhaps only printer’s errors

We copy the following illustrations:

Q : A —E: est Aq—2AE+Eq, for {A —Ey=A^—2AEA-E^ (from Clavis of 1631, p.

45)

lBCq±^q:lBCqq-CMqq.=^^^^, for iSU^±y^(iEV*-UM*) or C2.^

(from Clavis of 1648, p. 106)

i/g : BA+CA =BC-f-D, for i/(BAA-CA) =RC-f (from Clavis of 1631, p. 40)

AB
, / ABq exS

p. 95)

=A., for

^ Rigaud, Correspondence of Scientific Men of the Seventeenth Century, Vol. I

(1841), Letter VI, p. 8.
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Q.Hc+Ch : for (Hc+Ch)^ (from Clams of 1652, p. 57)

Q.A-X=, for (A-A)*= (from Clavis of 1694, p. 97)

^-+r.u. ~-CD.=A, for =A (from Oughlredus explicalus

[1682), p. 101)

11. These notations to signify aggregation occur very seldom in the texts re-

ferred to and may be simply printer’s errors.

12. Mathematical parentheses occur also on p. 75, 80, and 117 of G. Clark’s

Oughlredus explicalus.

13. In the Clavis of 1631, p. 2, it says, '‘Signum additionis siue affirmationis,

est-hpliis” and ‘^Signumsubductionis, siue negationis est —minus.” In the edition

of 1694 it says simply, ^‘The Sign of Addition is + more” and ‘‘The Sign of Sub-

traction is — less,” thereby ignoring, in the definition, the double function played

by these symbols.

14. In the errata following the Preface of the 1694 edition it says, for “more

or mo. r. [ead] plus or pl.”\ for less or le. r.[ead] minus or mi.”

15. Oughtred’s Clavis malhemalicae of 1631 is not the first appearance of X
as a symbol for multiplication. In Edward Wright’s translation of John Napier’s

Descriplio, entitled A Descriplion of the Admirable Table of Logarilhms (London,

1618), the letter “X” is given as the sign of multiplication in the part of the book

called “An Appendix to the Logarithms, shewing the practise of the calculation of

Triangles, etc.”

The use of the letters x and X for multiplication is not uncommon during the

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries. We note the following

instances: Vincent Wing, Doclrina Iheorica (London, 1656), p. 63; John Wallis,

Arilhmelica infinilorum (Oxford, 1655), p. 115, 172; Moore's Arilhmelick in Itvo

Books, by Jonas Moore (London, 1660), p. Anloine Arnauld, Novveavx elemens

de geomelrie (Paris, 1667), p. 6; Lord Brounker, Philosophical Transaclions, Vol.

II (London, 1668), p. 466; Exercilaiio geometrica, auclore Laurenlio Lorenzinio,

Vincenlii Viviani discipulo (Florence, 1721). John Wallis used the ><{ in his

Elenchus geomelriae Hobbianae (Oxoniae, 1655), p. 23.

16. in as SL symbol of multiplication carries with it also a collective meaning;

for example, the Clavis of 1652 has on p. 77, “Erit |Z-|- J/f in ^Z— \B = \Zq— \Bq."

17. That is, the line AB squared.

18. These capital letters precede the expression to be raised to a power. Sel-

dom are they used to indicate powers of monomials. From the Clavis of 1652, p. 65,

we quote: „ , „
“C :A-\-E : -{Eq=2Q : \A-AE : A2Q.\A ,”

i.e., {AJrEY-\-E^=2(iA+Ey+2{~ff .

19. L and I stand for the same thing, “side” or “root,” I being used generally

when the coefficients of the unknown quantity are given in Hindu-Arabic numerals,

so that all the letters in the equation, viz., ly 9, c, qq, qc, etc., are small letters. The

Clavis of 1694, p. 158, uses L in a place where the Latin editions use 1.

20. The symbol |/w does not occur in the Clavis of 1631 and is not defined in

the later editions. The following throws light upon its significance. In the 1631

edition, chap, xvi, sec. 8, p. 40, the author takes \/qBA-\-B ==CA, gets from it

l/ qBA =CA-By then squares both sides and solves for the unknown A. He passes
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next to a radical involving two terms, and says: ^'Item \/q vniuers : BA-\-CA :
~

D —BC : v(;l per transpositioncni \/q : BA^CA he squares both sides

and solves for A. In the later editions ho writes “i/w” in place of *‘i/g

vniuers :

”

21. The sum Z =A+F and the difference X =A—E are used later in imita-

tion of Oughtred by Samuel Foster in his Miscellanies (London, 1659), ^‘Of

Projection, p. 8, and by Sir Jonas Moore in his Arithmelick (3d ed.; London, 1688),

p. 404; John Wallis in his Operu^n malhematicorum pars prima (Oxford, 1657),

p. 169, and otlier parts of his mathematical writings.

22. Harriot’s symbols > for '^greater” and < for 'dess” were far superior to

the corresponding symbols used by Oughtred.

23. This notation for "less than” in the Ho. occurs only in the explanation of

"Fig. EE” In the text (chap, ix) the regular notation explained in Eu. is used.

24. The symbol oo so closely resembles the symbol cnj which wiis used by

John Wallis in his Operuni mathemalicoruin pars prima (Oxford, 1657), p. 208,

247, 334, 335, that the two symbols were probably intended to be one and the

same. It is difficult to assign a good reason why Wallis, who greatly admired

Oughtred and was editor of the later Latin editions of his Clavis mathernalicae,

should purposely reject Oughtred’s oo and intentionally introduce ~ as a substi-

tute symbol.

25. Von Braunmiihl, in his Gesckichtc dcr Trigonornetrie (2. Teil; Leipzig,

1903), p. 42, 91, refers to Oughtred’s Trigonomelria of 1657 as containing the

earliest use of abbreviations of trigonometric functions and i)oints out that a half-

century later the army of writers on trigonometry had hardly yet reached the

standard set by Oughtred. This statement must be modified in several respects

(see §§ 500-526).

26. This reference is to the English edition, the Trigonometric of 1657. In the

Latin edition there is printed on p. 5, by mistake, s instead of s versus. The table of

errata makes reference to this misprint.

27. The horizontal line was printed beneath the expression that was being

crossed out. Thus, on p. 68 of the Clavis of 1631 there is:

BGqq -BGqX2BKXBD+BKqXBDq
=BGqXBDq-j-BGqXBKq-BGqX2BKXBD+BGqX ^CAq,

28. This notation, says Oughtred, was used by ancient writers on music, who

‘‘are wont to connect the terms of ratios, either to be continued” as in |X| =2,

"or diminish’d” as in | -j- J — J .

29. 8ee n. 15.

30. Cm and crur are abbreviations for crurum, side of a rectangle or right tri-

angle. Hence Z cm means the sum of the sides, X cru, the difference of the sides.

187. Oughtred’s recognition of the importance of notation is

voiced in the following passage;

. . . Which Treatise being not written in the usuall synthetical

manner, nor with verbous expressions, but in the inventive way of

Analitice, and with symbolcs or notes of things instead of words,

seemed unto many very hard; though indeed it was but their owne

diffidence, being scared by the newness of the delivery; and not any
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difficulty in the thing it selfe. For this specious and symbolical! man-

ner, neither racketh the memory with multiplicity of words, nor

chargeth the phantasie with comparing and laying things together;

but plainly presenteth to the eye the whole course and processe of

every operation and argumentation/^^

Again in his Circles of Proportion (1632), p. 20:

“This manner of setting downe theoremes, whether they be Pro-

portions, or Equations, by Symboles or notes of words, is most excel-

lent, artificiall, and doctrinall. Wherefore I earnestly exhort every

one, that desireth though but to looke into these noble Sciences

Mathematical!, to accustome themselves unto it: and indeede it is

easie, being most agreeable to reason, yea even to sence. And out of

this working may many singular consectaries be drawne: which

without this would, it may be, for ever lye hid/'

ENGLISH: THOMAS HARRIOT

(1631)

188. Thomas Harriot's Artis analyticae praxis (London, 1631)

appeared as a posthumous publication. He used small letters in place

of Vieta's capitals, indicated powers by the repetition of factors, and

invented > and < for “greater" and “less."

Harriot used a very long sign of equality =. The following quo-

tation shows his introduction of the now customary signs for “greater"

and “smaller" (p. 10):

“Comparationis signa in sequentibus vsurpanda.

Aequalitatis == ut a= b. significet a acqualem ipi h,

Maioritatis ut a 6. significet a maiorem quam h,

Minoritatis <: ut a -c b significet a minorem quam 6."

Noteworthy is the notation for multiplication, consisting of a

vertical line on the right of two expressions to be multiplied together

of which one is written below the other; also the notation for complex

fractions in which the principal fractional line is drawn double. Thus

(p. 10):

ac .

aaa

_b aaa

h ~bd'

* William Oughtred, The Key of the Mathematicks (London, 1647), Preface.
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Harriot places a dot between the numerical coefficient and the

other factors of a term. Excepting only a very few cases which seem

to be printer’s errors, this notation is employed throughout. Thus

(p. 60):

“Aequationis aaa—3,baa+3Ma==+2.bbb est 2.6. radix

radici quaesititiae a. aequalis

Probably this dot was not intended as a sign of multiplication, but

simply a means of separating a numeral from what follows, according

to a custom of long standing in manuscripts and early printed books.

On the first twenty-six pages of his book, Harriot frequently

writes all terms on one side of an equation. Thus (p. 26)

:

^Tosito igitur cdf=aaa. est aaa—cdf
a-i-6

0

Est autem ex genesi aaa—cdf
a-{'b

aaaa+baaa— cdfa— bcdf.

quae est aequatio originalis hie designata.

Ergo .... aaaa+baaa— cdfa—bcdf, == 0

Sometimes Harriot writes underneath a given expression the result

of carrying out the indicated operations, using a brace, but without

using the regular sign of equality. This is seen in Figure 87. The
first equation is 52=~3a+aaa, where the vowel a represents the

unknown. Then the value of a is given by Tartaglia’s formula, as

^26+1/675+^26— 1/675 = 4. Notice that “i/3.)” indicates that

the cube root is taken of the binomial 26+l/675.

In Figure 88 is exhibited Harriot’s use of signs of equality placed

vertically and expressing the equality of a polynomial printed above a

horizontal line with a polynomial printed below another horizontal

line. This exhibition of the various algebraic steps is clever.

french: PIERRE HERIGONE

(1634, 1644)

189. A full recognition of the importance of notation and an

almost reckless eagerness to introduce an exhaustive set of symbols

is exhibited in the Cursus mathematicus of Pierre H^rigone, in six

volumes, in Latin and French, published at Paris in 1634 and, in a

second edition, in 1644. At the beginning of the first volume is given
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$.)J iSasa-f-HS

J\%-h $ * * - *

Fia. 87.—From Thomas Harriot’s Artis analyticae praxis (1631), p. 101

temmdjt

Sidaripoflitrdtxaliquasquationlsradid d, «<]ttafi$>quxradicibn$ t, t. J. in«

qaalisfie, cllo ilia/; Cue alia quzcnoqne.

Pofitoiginir/=r=:4. mtffff—ifff-\-btff
-cfff^idff-cfff^idff
—dfff+cdff—hcdf

,

'^tfff’¥idff
-dfff-^cdff=

¥i.ffff-i.ifff-hi.cdff-*.dfff

a .ifff— a .itff+ *<i*df— %-hiff

• « -hffff-cfff+aff-dfff

^bfff—i^ff-hitdf—b dff

Eigo • . • • f QgodeftcontraLemmadshypothcflo.

Noneftigicur/==^> vteratpofitum. Qaoddealiaqaacoaquecxfimilidc

dnftione demonftiandnm eft.

Fia. 88.—From Thomas Harriot’s Artis analyticae praxis (1631), p. 65
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an explanation of the symbols. As found in the 1644 edition, the list

is as follows:

+ plus is, signifie le plurier

^ minus 2|2 aequalis

differentia 312 maior

<[ inter se, entrUles 213 minor

4 n in, en i tertia pars

4 ntr. inter, entre i quarta pars

11 vel, ou 1 duae tertiae

TT, ad, d a,b, llab rectangulum quod sit

5< pentagonum, penta- ductu A in B
gone • est punctum

6< hcxagonum — est recta linea

l/•4< latus quadrati <, ^ est angulus

|/'•5< latus pentagoni J est angulus rectus

a2 A quadratum O est circulus

a3 A cubus est pars circumfer-

a4 A quadrato-quadratu. entiae circuli

et sic infinitum. Q, O est segmentu circuli

= parallela A est triangulum

X perpeiidicularis est quadratum
• • est nota genitini, sig- est rectangulum

nifie (de) o est parallelogrammum

;
est nota numeri plural- O piped. est parallelepipedum

In this list the symbols that are strikingly new are those for equality

and inequality, the ^ as a minus sign, the— being made to represent

a straight line. Novel, also, is the expression of exponents in Hindii-

Arabic numerals and the placing of them to the right of the base, but

not in an elevated position. At the beginning of Volume VI is given a

notation for the aggregation of terms, in which the comma plays a

leading role

:

a2'^5a+6, a^4: virgula, la virgule, dis-

tinguit multiplicatorem a^4 d multiplicado

a2'^5a+6.

Ergo ^ 5+4+3, 7--3:--10, est 38.^'

Modern: The rectangle (a^— 5a+6) (a— 4) ,

Rectangle (5+4+3) (7-3) -10= 38 .

TT ga 2|2 hb tt bd, signifi, HO est ad GA, vt

HB ad BD
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Fio. 89.—From P. Uerigoue, Curaxia nuUhemaliciia, Vol. VI (1041) ;
proof of tlic

Pythagorean theorem.
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Modern: hg : ga= hb : bd .

“l/'lG+O est 5, se pormoit de serirc plus dis-

tinctement ainsi
,

|/•(16+9) lli/*16+9, est 5:|/«9, +4, sont

7:/-9, +i/.4sont5: ”

Modern: i/'- 16+9 is 5, can be written more clearly thus,

V^- (16+9) or p/- ilTRi, is 5; i/-9, +4, are 7;

l/*9> +l/*4 are 5 .

french: JAMES HUME

(1635, 1636)

190. The final development of the modern notation for positive

integral exponents took place in mathematical works written in

French. Hume was British by birth. His Le traite d^algebre (Paris,

1635) contains exponents and radical indexes expressed in Roman
numerals. In Figure 90 we see that in 1635 the plus (+) and minus

(— ) signs were firmly established in France. The idea of writing

exponents without the bases, which had been long prevalent in the

writings of Chuquet, Bombelli, Stevin, and others, still prevails in the

1635 publication of Hume. Expressing exponents in Roman symbols

made it possible to write the exponent on the same line with the coeffi-

cient without confusion of one with the other. The third of the ex-

amples in Figure 90 exhibits the multiplication of Sx^+3x by lOx,

yielding the product 80x‘^+30x2.

The translation of part of Figure 91 is as follows: ^^Examyle: Let

there be two numbers 9 and 8, to reduce them it will be necessary

to take the square of 1^8, because of the II which is with 9, and the

square of the square of 1^9 and you obtain V^6561 and 1^64

1^8 to 1^64 #^3 to Vs [should be 1^9]

Vq to V729 1^2 to V9 [should be 1^8]

1^3 to 1^9

1/2 to V 32

The following year, Hume took an important step in his edition of

Ualgebre de Vieie (Paris, 1636), in which he wrote for Except

for the use of the Roman numerals one has here the notation used by

Descartes in 1637 in his La geometrie (see § 191).
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FRENCH: RENE DESCARTES

(1637)

191 . Figure 92 shows a page from the first edition of Descartes’

La g^omMrie. Among the symbolic features of this book are: ( 1 ) the

use of small letters, as had been emphasised by Thomas Harriot;

Liure premier^

font 14 nh ^ 6 ij par 4 jv font 14 vj , & €v
pat4VjfoHt

linfilcsfottia. ^ 1; J
;

Porit ic rtufefttefignes , h les nombrfi#

4jht mefow uwe.foit -+» toitr— , le prodmt

-+ deuStfa)U.£i fi ils ont

diucrs figncs ,'le prodtnt aura Ic fignc—

.

(Cortme -<-8
j
cftaHt njultifhw i-~j

j
don^

he «+7|nafc -49j Qonnc ^.^3*):

mais—7 j
pat -+9

j
dSpc—63 ij . AinU 7 J

ip»r-»-9i)(!onne—63iij. 4

I Mx^^pUs.
^

.
8ij

8oij ->?o) Soil) -+ 301!

‘r

10

91V JV “+ 4iij—Jdl .

- tOitj

I4oyu|-+8o^j fi4a»»*oaiai.v.

00

jv *4iooiiJ -4-10 oij i
5
jv-^aoiij -4i

Fig. 90.

—

Roman numerals for unknown numbers in James Ilume, Alghbre

(Paris, 1635).

(2) the writing of the positive integral exponents in Hindu-Arabic

numerals and in the position relative to the base as is practiced today,
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except that aa is sometimes written for a^; (3) the use of a new sign of

equality, probably intended to represent the first two letters in the

word aequalis, but apparently was the astronomical sign, s taurus,

JLiure Second.

Bjeduire des nomhres fomdi en tmfmt

ej^ece. ^

rednaitn ftfMt p-trU multiplkAtion dc chi-

f>iiimmhe qmrtment^tt cuhiqHcmmtAt.^ porn-

me noits eiuent tsntoft tnonfln )
felon kfj^neradt-

tMdeLUsitre :car fik radtcal dii d^tre tfl

iu, ille fAHt mltiplier cnbiqHtment ,& pl*&^
dt IdnireefhilfAUtprendre U^^uarre dn^jUArH

du nombre , & dU efl v. U fant frendre lefirfo-

Udo. *• .. i

'

'B

Exemple; Soicnt deiix npthpres feijii.ec

Tt IV ?
,
pour tcdiiire ilfsiiit

He iv-iv. B a, caufc dc ij quj,ett,aucc 9 i

q.uirtc de quarre de ^.ij, 9 » & vous au«z

, .viij 6^61, Sc 3fe.viij.<>4.Amri^. jv.i-&R«.i5

i< rcdiufcnt en ^ xi) 8,6c Ainu ^ ij. z,

6i. feiii3 lcreduifcntdj^vj.8-& ^Vj.9-&aii!-

fides autrcs ,
fes nombtcs tiouu^z font tou-

jours cfgaiix aux teduits ,^ ij i. & vj. 8. 6c

niiijj d^vj. 9.
, 1- I j.

Ou il eft i notet que Ic fignc radical cfcs

,

deux ptodiuts fi; pent trouucr en inulnpuaA^

vh fignc dcs nombres a reduirc par I apWe-

Comme au dernier exemptp iq »j fw* j|»

8_ i }|iVi;d4.|
'

'4^ .7"

is.7 !

>'

- fli V. J d

i * *

Fig. 91.—Radicals in James liumc, Algcbrc (1635)
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Fig. 92.—A page from Ren6 Descartes, La gtomilrie (1637)
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placed horizontally, with the opening facing to the left; (4) the uniting

of the vinculum with the German radical sign |/, so as to give i/^,
an adjustment generally used today.

The following is a quotation from Descartes^ text (ed., Paris,

1886, p. 2): '^Mais souvent on n’a pas besoin de tracer ainsi ces lignes

sur le papier, et il suffit de les designer par quelques lettres, chacune

par line seule. Commc pour ajouter le ligne BD a (?//, je nomme
Tune a ct Tautre 6, et 6cris a+b; et a—b pour soustraire b de a; et ab

pour les multiplier Tune par Tautre; et
^
pour diviser a par b; et aa ou

a? pour multiplier a par soi-meme; et pour le multiplier encore une

fois par a, et ainsi a I’infini.^^

The translation is as follows: ^^But often there is no need thus to

trace the lines on paper, and it suffices to designate them by certain

letters, each by a single one. Thus, in adding the line BD to GH, I

designate one a and the other b, and write a+b; and a—b in sub-

tracting b from a; and ab in multiplying the one by the other; and
^
in

dividing a by b; and aa or in multiplying a by itself; and a® in

multiplying it once more again by a, and thus to infinity.

ENGLISH: ISAAC BARKOW
(1655, 1660)

192. An enthusiastic admirer of Oughtred^s symbolic methods

was Isaac Barrow,^ who adopted Oughtred^s symbols, with hardly

any changes, in his Latin (1655) and his English (1660) editions of

Euclid, Figures 93 and 94 show pages of Barrow^s Euclid,

ENGLISH: RICHARD RAWLINSON

(1655-68)

193. Sometime in the interval 1655-68 Richard Rawlinson, of

Oxford, prepared a pamphlet which contains a collection of litho-

graphed symbols that are shown in Figure 95, prepared from a crude

freehand reproduction of the original symbols. The chief interest lies

in the designation of an angle of a triangle and its opposite side by the

same letter—one a capital letter, the other letter small. This simple

device was introduced by L. Euler, but was suggested many years

earlier by Rawlinson, as here shown. Rawlinson designated spherical

* For additional information on his symbols, see §5 456, 528.
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triangles by conspicuously rounded letters and plane triangles by
letters straight in part.

if

l. Hyp, Si fieri potfft j fit D ipfanun Ai't

AB communis menfura, » ergd D mentur

^ I. ^f/. lo. aC— AB ( BC) . ^ cr|d AB *10- bC, contra

Hypoth.

c 1## It* R)?* I^i^ AB
Ab, contra Hypoth.

1

'

;
CirtiT*

Hinc criam ^ fi tota magnltudo tx duabus

tompofita j incommenfurabiiis fit aitcri ipfa*

Kuni^ cadem $c rdiqux incommenfurabiiis eric*

Pico?* XV III,

Sl ff4-ennt

it-

iruqu lies

^ AB,, OKj "

qmri^t autm

jg parti quadrat--

ti^ quod fil'd

pr, , :.
. Umimyi OK t

. ]p| mudi pifd^
^ tdorcammum

mtijorem AB appfkciHr , defciens fpird

Ci?" in partes AD, D^loniitHdinecom--

^ ^....^^pottfit qnkm nnm GK qmntm cfl qmdralm
h

lonpiudine €ommcnfnrabitis

:

^ f mA\Qt A'B f4;;fa po^ft-^ qd:m nmor

-fx- f GKj quantmn efi quadrattm reCla Imca FD //6i

^ -O' ^
‘
^"^7 hngitHdtm cmmtnfKrahilis j fird

quadratic quod ft a mmri GK-, aqmk pyualli-

X fO. 1.

b i8,

« 1.' ».
'

«J 6c

'i#* a*

logYammum ADB ad ma\Qrtm AB applmtur^

deftkmfpiYilquadrMd^ i» partes AD, DB
gitttdinc co:nmcnfurd*le$ qfxm dtvk'ict,

* Biieca GK in H, & " fac rodang. A Db ^
GHq : abfcirulc AF DB. FjF-|nc AB] ' tt:-

4 AJB ^
(4 GHq, id UK]) FD 5 /

Fig. 93.—Latin edition (1655) of Barrow’s Euclid. Notes by Isaac Newton.

(Taken from Isaac Newton: A Memorial Volume [ed. W. J. Greenstreet; London,

1927], p. 168.)
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It
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=
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A^CB ;J DE.FE. I fay that AB. ACi; DE.
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DB li AG.DF. lyheoce 3e.iiQ by pernttitu.'

raft, AO ii'DEi DF. W- w, tbhe Dtm- ^
'

‘"I'l

; ^

I 'i-.PiK^

•W> '"

f*
C If. f-

ihP- ^
;*•'

i.

• I

aiS.s,
b .9 t.

Fig. 94.—English edition of Isaac Barrow^s Euclid
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SWISS: JOHANN HEINRICH RAHN

(1659)

194. Rahn published in 1659 at Zurich his Teutsche Algebra^

which was translated by Thomas Brancker and published in 1668 at

London, with additions by John Pell. There were some changes in

the symbols as indicated in the following comparison:

Meaning

1. Multiplication

2. a-\-b times a— b

3. Division
4. Cross-multiplication
5. Involution

6. Evolution.

7. Erfall ein quadrat \

Compleat the square /

8. Sixth root

9. Therefore

10. Impossible (absurd)

11. Equation expressed in an-
other way

12. Indeterminate, “liberty of as-

suming an equation’’
13. Nos. in outer column refer-

ring to steps numbered in

middle column
14. Nos in outer column not re-

ferring to numbers in middle
column

German Edition. 1659 English Edition, 1668

(P. 7) Same (p. 6)
a-\-b\

«--b| (P. 14) Same (p. 12)

(P. 8) Same (p. 7)
*X (p. 25) *X (d. 23)
Archimedean spi Ligature of omicron and

ral (Fig. 96) (p. 10) sigma (Fig. 97) (p. 9)
Ligature of two Same (p. 9)

epsilons (Fig.96)(p. 11)

EU (P 16) cn (p. 14)

cuho-cubick V aaa=^ (p. 32)

\ aa^-^c.a (p. 34) cubo-cubick ^ of oa = ^c.a
.'. (usually) (p. 53) (usually) (P. 37)

(p. 61) 01 (P. 48)

, (p. 67) Same (p. 64)

() (p. 89^ Same (P. 77)

1,‘2,‘ 3*, etc. (P. 3) 1, 2, 3, etc. (P. 3)

1. 2, 3, etc. (P. 3) 1, 2, 2, etc. (p. 3)

REMARKS ON THESE SYMBOLS

No. 1.—Ralm’s sign * for multiplication was used the same year as Brancker’s translation, by

N. Mercator, in his Loqarithmotechnia (T^ondon, 1668), p. 28.

dbe
No. A.—If the lowest common multiple of abc and ad is required, Rahn writes —t then

ad d

—f yields abed in each of the two cross-multiplications.
ad d

No. 8.—Hahn’s and Brancker’s modes of indicating the higher powers and roots differ in

principle and represent two different procedures which had been competing for supremacy for several

centuries. Rahn’s ^lqc. means the sixth root, 2X3 = 6, and represents the Hindu idea. Brancker’s

cubo-cubick root means the “sixth root,” 3 -1-3 = 6, and represents the Diophantine idea.

No. 0.—In both editions occur both .*. and •.*, but .*. prevails in the earlier edition; •.* prevails in

the later.

No. 10.—The symbols indicate that the operation is impossible or, in case of a root, that it is

imaginary.

No. 11.—The use of the comma is illustrated thus; The marginal column (1668, p. 54) gives

“6, 1,’’ which means that the sixth equation "Z = A” and the first equation “A=»6’’ yield Z=-6.

No. 12.—For example, if in a right triangle h, h, c, we know only h—c, then one of the three

sides, say c, is indeterminate.

Page 73 of Rahn^s Teutsche Algebra (shown in Fig. 96) shows:

(1) the first use of in print, as a sign of division; (2) the Archimede-

an spiral for involution; (3) the double epsilon for evolution; (4) the
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use of capital letters J5, D, E, for given numbers, and small letters

a, by for unknown numbers; (5) the ^ for multiplication; (6) the first

use of /. for 'Therefore’^* (7) the three-column arrangement of which

the left column contains the directions, the middle the numbers of

Fig. 95.—Freehand reproduction of Richard Rawlinson's symbols

the lines, the right the results of the operations. Thus, in line 3,

we have ^dine 1, raised to the second power, gives aa+2ab+hb—DD”

ENGLISH: JOHN WALLIS

(1655, 1657, 1685)

195. Wallis used extensively symbols of Oughtred and Harriot,

but of course he adopted the exponential notation of Descartes (1637).

Wallis was a close student of the history of algebra, as is illustrated
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by the exhibition of various notations of powers which Wallis gave in

1657. In Figure 98, on the left, are the names of powers. In the first

column of symbols Wallis gives the German symbols as found in

Stifel, which Wallis says sprang from the letters r, z, c, J, the first

D—E=iiB '

'b-i. '•’‘b'i'*;

D=iE-4-iB ' ;•

"
'

.

'

;

.•.D>E /'
.

i

r .aH-b=:D ^

. •

,

j

b=? z ab==F
'

i@2 3 aa“4- 2 ab-+-bb=:DD
,

'

i

'

3—4
4 4ab = 4F
3 aa

—

2ab-f-bb=:DD

—

4F

6 a—b =a.:v;D.I>~4F ^

. 'vi''

3JBei(a-f-b 3t«itta—bbefantfinb/fot»«nfiefttu6 (iv-

flup w«iter juproc«l>i«rtn/alf bainbmnad^fl^teriwlFc.

^«nben »«<»'«« jufc^rciteti/ im

augit»tigt. .

'
^ „ 1

i' i
2lugP iHjb 0 .

;

1

I a"(-b= D

1

b= ? Z

^

^ i—

b

a=D~b
i*b 4 a=:bG

1 3.4
; • 5"+-b

S D—b=5bG
D=:b-t-bg

; I>

7 7^3=®
DG1-7 '

8
i - - '

Fig. 90.—From llalm, Tcutsche Algebra (1659)

letters of the words res, zensusj cubus^ sursolidus. In the second column

are the letters R, Qj C, S and their combinations, Wallis remarking

that for R some write N; these were used by Vieta in numerical equa-

tions. In the third column are Vieta^s symbols in literal algebra, as

abbreviated by Oughtred; in the fourth column Harriotts procedure

is indicated; in the fifth column is Descartes^ exponential notation.
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In his Arithmetica injinitorum} he used the colon as a symbol for

aggregation, as v^:a^+l for l/a^+l, i/:aD—a^: for VaD—a^;
Oughtred^s notation for ratio and proportion, — for continued pro-

portion. As the sign for multiplication one finds in this book X and

X, both signs occurring sometimes on one and the same page (for

instance, p. 172). In a table (p. 169) he puts for a given number:

^Terbi gratia; si numerus hdc notA designatus supponatur cognitus,

reliqui omnes etiam cognoscentur.^^ It is in this book and in his De

ReJolhtioftofProtkffiis^ 6l

t

3— 2

4*1
3— 5

^002

ByDandr^&q*

I

X
3

4
5

6

%alr=zDD^r
^z=i%DD^%r

da's'll—lahzzzT—DD

d^lzz^JzT-DDMc.

Fig. 97.—From Brancker’s translation of Rahn (lt)68). The same arrange-

ment of the solution as in 1659, but the omicron-sigma takes the place of the

Archimedean spiral; the ordinal numbers in the outer column are not dotted,

while the number in that column which does not refer to steps in the middle

column carries a bar, 2. Step 5 means *1ine 4, multiplied by 2, gives 4ah =2DD—
2r.”

sectionibus conicis that Wallis first introduces oo for infinity. He
says (p. 70) : *^Cum enim primus terminus in serie Primanorum sit 0,

primus terminus in serie reciproca erit oo vel infinitus : (sicut, in

divisione, si diviso sit 0, quotiens erit infinitus) on pages 152, 153:

. quippe (pars infinite parva) habenda erit pro nihilo,”

''oo = "Nam 00
,
oo+l oo— 1, perinde sunP'; on page 168:

"Quamvis enim oo XO non aliquem determinate numerum designet.

. . .
.” An imitation of Oughtred is Wallis' "W : 1] |," which occurs in

4
his famous determination by interpolation of as the ratio of two in-

TT

4
finite products. At this place he represents our by the symbol .

T

^ Johannia Wallisii Arithmetica infinitorum (Oxford, 1655).
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He says also (p. 175) : igitur ut |/ : 3X 6 : significat terminum medi-

um inter 3 et 6 in progressione Geometrica aequabili 3, 6, 12, etc.

(continue multiplicando 3X2X2 etc.) ita )?rG || : significet terminum

medium inter 1 et | in progressione Geometrica decrescente 1,

etc. (continue multiplicando iXfXf, etc.) erit =)7r:ll|: Et

propterea circulus est ad quadratum diametri, ut 1 ad HTillf.” He
uses this symbol again in his Treatise of Algebra (1685), pages 296, 362.

71 Di Notitione Al^jtUka, CAP. 11%
*

Pglcfiiisiiu

Nmina, fCh^riStres. gruim.

Radix -Y K A £ a I

Qiiadratutn V. Si ‘
, Aq aa a ^ 2

,

,

Cubus C Ac aaa 5
I

Q[ud. quadratum Aqq MAffM
1

Surdcfolickim S Aqc &C.
. 5 1

Quad.Cubi. Acc 6

Surdcfolidom. B(v
: bS Aqqc 7

Quad, quad, quad,
^

Aqcc S

Cubi cubut 'C'C CC Accc 4’ 9
Quad. Surdcfol. Aqqcc 4 •• 10

1

j’" Surdcfoliduni Cfif c S Aqccc 4” M
1

Q^iad. quad, cubi

,

Acccc A ‘ ^ 13 I

1

4^ Surdffolidiun DjV d S Aqqccc U ' 3 .
i

j

Quad. 2* Surdcfol. S Aqcccc 4

Cubui Surdcfol. C S Accccc 1$

j

Quad. quad quad. quad. 4 ^^

Fig. 98.—From John Wallis, Operum mathematicarum pars prima (Oxford,

1657), p. 72.

The absence of a special sign for division shows itself in such pas-

sages as (p. 135); “Ratio rationis hujus illam puta

erit
” He uses Oughtred^s clumsy notation for decimal

fractions, even though Napier had used the point or comma in 1617.

On page 166 Wallis comes close to the modetn radical notation; he

writes for VR. Yet on that very page he uses the old designa-

tion *^\/qqR^^ for VR,
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His notation for continued fractions is shown in the following

quotation (p. 191):

“Esto igitur fractio ejusmodi “ ^ c
continue fracta quaelibet, sic ^ 0 " ^ e

designata, ^

where
?-6_ afi

The suggestion of the use of negative exponents, introduced later

by Isaac Newton, is given in the following passage (p. 74): “Ubi

autem series directae indices habent 1, 2, 3, etc. ut quae supra seriem

Acqualium tot gradibus ascendunt; habebunt hae quidem (illis re-

ciprocae) suos indices contraries negatives —1, —2, —3, etc. tanquam
tot gradibus infra seriem Aequalium descendentes.^^

In Wallis’ Mathesis universalis the idea of positive and negative

integral exponents is brought out in the explanation of the Hindu-

Arabic notation. The same principle prevails in the sexagesimal nota-

tion, ^^hoc est, minuta prima, secunda, tertia, etc. ad dextram de-

scendendo,” while ascending on the left are units “quae vocantur

Sexagena prima, secunda, tertia, etc. hoc modo.

\\\\ \\\ \\ \ O / // /// ////

49, 36, 25, 15, 1, 15, 2 5, 36, 49.”

That the consideration of sexagesimal integers of denominations of

higher orders was still in vogue is somewhat surprising.

On page 157 he explains both the “scratch method” of dividing

one number by another and the method of long division now current,

except that, in the latter method, he writes the divisor underneath

the dividend. On page 240: “A, M, V for arithmetic proportion,

i.e., to indicate M-A — V’-M. On page 292, he introduces a general

root d in this manner: = Page 335 contains the following

interesting combination of symbols:

“Si A • B • C

Erit A • C :: a

a • P * y

In Modern Symbols

If A :H= a
: ,

and B:C= ^:yy

then A:C=a: 7 .

196. In the Treatise of Algebra^ (p. 46), Wallis uses the decimal

point, placed at the lower terminus of the letters, thus: 3.14159,

^Johannis Wallisii Mathesis universalis: sive, Arithmeticum opus integrum

(Oxford, 1657), p. 65-68.

^Op. cit. (London, 1685).
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26535 but on page 232 he uses the comma, ‘12,756,^^ ^^3936/'

On page 67, describing Oughtred^s Clavis mathematicaey Wallis says:

^^He doth also (to very great advantage) make use of several Ligatures,

or Compendious Notes, to signify the SummSj Differences

,

and Rec-

tangles of several Quantities. As for instance. Of two quantities A
(the Greater, and E (the Lesser,) the Sum he calls Z, the Difference

X, the Rectangle JE ” On page 109 Wallis summarizes various

practices: ^^The Root of such Binomial or Residual is called a Root

universal; and thus marked |/u, (Root universal,) or i/b, (Root of a

Binomial,) or j/r, (Root of a Residual,) or drawing a Line over the

whole Compound quantity; or including it (as Oughtred used to do)

within two colons; or by some other distinction, whereby it may ap-

pear, that the note of Radicality respects, not only the single quantity

next adjoining, but the whole Aggregate. As |/6 : 2+l/3'|/r ; 2—

|/3Vm : 2± i/3 • 1^2 ± 1/3 • i/ : 2 ± ;
etc.”

On page 227 Wallis uses Rahn's sign for division; along with the

colon as the sign of aggregation it gives rise to oddities in notation

like the following: ^^ll—2laa+a^: -i-bbff

On page 260, in a geometric problem, he writes for the

sejuare of the line AE; he uses ip for the absolute value of the

difference.

On page 317 his notation for infinite products and infinite series is

as follows:

“1 X 1 X UhX 1

4

VX Ig’o

X

1 0 X 1 a 1 H X etc.”

+M+

1

c etc.”
;

on page 322:

‘V: 2- 1/: 2+ 1/: 2+ 1/2” for \l2-'\^^2+V'2 .

On page 332 he uses fractional exponents (Newton having intro-

duced the modern notation for negative and fractional exponents in

1676) as follows:

X®: or c^+c*x—x^\^

The difficulties experienced by the typesetter in printing fractional

exponents are exhibited on page 346, where we find, for example,

x}/’ for On page 123, the factoring of 5940 is shown as

follows:

^^11)5)3)3)3)2)2) 5940 (2970(1485(495(165(55(11(1
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In a letter to John Collins, Wallis expresses himself on the sign of

multiplication: ^Tn printing my things, I had rather you make use of

Mr. OughtrecFs note of multiplication, X, than that of the other

being the more simple. And if it be thought apt to be mistaken for X,
it may [be] helped by making the upper and lower angles more obtuse

do not understand why the sign of multiplication X should

more trouble the convenient placing of the fractions than the other

signs + — = > :

Wallis, in presenting the history of algebra, stressed the work of

Harriot and Oughtred. John Collins took some exception to Wallis^

attitude, as is shown in the following illuminating letter. Collins says:^

“You do not like those words of Vieta in his theorems, ex adjunctione

piano solidi, plus quadrato quadrati, etc., and think Mr. Oughtred

the first that abridged those expressions by symbols; but I dissent,

and tell you Twas done before by Cataldus, Geysius, and Camillus

Gloriosus,^ who in his first decade of exercises, (not the first tract,)

printed at Naples in 1G27, which was four years before the first edition

of the Clavis, proposeth this equation just as I here give it you, viz.,

lccc+ 16gcc+41ggc- 2304CC- 18364gc - 133000(?(? - 54505c+ 3728g+
8064A^ aequatur 4608, finds W or a root of it to be 24, and composeth

the whole out of it for proof, just in Mr. Oughtred^s symbols and

method. Cataldus on Vieta came out fifteen years before, and I can-

not quote that, as not having it by me And as for Mr. Ought-

red’s method of symbols, this I say to it; it may be proper for you as a

commentator to follow it, but divers I know, men of inferior rank that

have good skill in algebra, that neither use nor approve it Is

not sooner wrote than Aqcf Let A be 2, the cube of 2 is 8, which

squared is 64: one of the questions between Magnet Grisio and

Gloriosus is whether 64 = or Aqc. The Cartesian method tells you

it is A®, and decides the doubt.”

EXTRACT FROM ACTA ERUDITORUM^

197. “Monenduin denique, nos in posterum in his Actis usuros esse

Signis LeihnitianiSy ubi cum Algebraicis res nobis fuerit, ne typothetis

^ John Wallis to John Collins, July 21, 1668 (S. P. Rigaud, Correspondence

of Scientific Men of the Seventeenth Century

y

Vol. II [Oxford, 1841], p. 492).

2 Wallis to Collins, September 8, 1668 {ibid.y p. 494).

* Letter to John Wallis, about 1667 (ibid.j p. 477-80).

^ ‘^Exerdtationum Mathematicarum Decas primUy Nap. 1627, and probably

Cataldus’ Transformatio Geometrica, Bonon. 1612.”

® Taken from Acta eruditorum (Leipzig, 1708), p. 271.
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tacdia & molestias gratis creemus, utque ambiguitates evitemus.

Loco igitur lineolae characteribus supraducendae parenthcsin ad-

hibcbimus, imrno in multiplicatione simplex comma, ex. gr. loco

Yaa+bb scribemus Y{aa-\-bb) & pro aa+bbXc ponemus aa+bb^ c.

Divisionem designabimus per duo puncta, nisi peculiaris quaedam
circumstantia morem vulgarem adhiberi suaserit. Ita nobis erit

a: 6 = ^. Et hinc peculiaribus signis ad denotandam proportionem

nobis non erit opus. Si enim fuerit ut a ad 6 ita c ad d, crit a:b — c:d.

Quod potentias attinet, aa+bb designabimus per (aa+bb)^: unde
m m z"-

& Yaa-\-bb ent=z(aa-{-bby ' ^ & Y aa-\-bb^ = {aa-\~bb)^‘^, Nulli vero

dubitamus fore, ut Geometrae omnes Acta haec legentes Signorum

Leibnitianorum praestantiam animadvertant, & nobiscum in eadem
consentiant.”

The translation is as follows: ''We hereby issue the reminder that

in the future we shall use in these Acta the Leibnizian signs, where,

when algebraic matters concern us, we do not choose the typographi-

cally troublesome and unnecessarily repugnant, and that we avoid

ambiguity. Hence we shall prefer the parenthesis to the characters

consisting of lines drawn above, and in multiplication by all means

simply the comma; for example, in place of aa+bb we write

l/(aa+bb) and for aa+bbXc we take aa+bb

y

c. Division we mark

with two dots, unless indeed some peculiar circumstance directs ad-

herence to the usual practice. Accordingly, we have a: 6 = ^. And it

is not necessary to denote proportion by any special sign. For
,

if a

is to 6 as c is to d, we have a:b = c:d. As regards powers, aa+bb'^y

we designate them by (aa+bb)^; whence also aa+bb becomes
fn /

= (aa+bb)^'-^ and ^ aa+bb'^ = (aa+bby^-^. We do not doubt that all

geometers who read the Acta will recognize the excellence of the

Leibnizian symbols and will agree with us in this matter.'^

EXTRACT FROM MISCELLANEA BEROLINENSIA'

198. ^^Moniturn De Characteribus Algebraicis.—Quoniam variant

Geometrae in characterum usu, nova praesertim Analysi inventa;

quae res legentibus non admodum provectis obscuritatem parit;

ideo e re visum est exponere, quomodo Characteres adhibeantur

Leibnitiano more, quern in his Miscellaneis secuturi sumus. Literae

^ Taken from Miscellanea Berolinensia (1710), p. 155. Article due to G. W.
Leibniz.
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minusculae o, 6, Xj y solent significare magnitudines, vel quod idem

est, numeros indeterminatos: Majusculae ver5, ut A, H, X, Y piincta

figurarum; ita ab significat factum ex a in b, scd AB rectam k puncto A
ad punctum B ductam. Huic tamen observationi adeo alligati non

sumus, ut non aliquando minusculas pro punctis, majusculas pro

numeris vel magnitudinibus usurpemus, quod facile apparebit ex

modo adhibendi. Solent etiam literae priores, ut a, &, pro quantitati-

bus cognitis vel saltern determinatis adhiberi, sed posteriorcs, ut

Xj 2/, pro incognitis vel saltern pro variantibus.

‘Tnterdum pro literis adhibentur Numcri, sed qui idem significant

quod literae, utiliter tamen usurpantur relationis exprimendae gratia.

Exempli causa: Sint binae aequationes generalcs secundi gradus pro

incognita, x; eas sic exprimere licebit: lOxx ^— —^12 = 0 &
20xx^—]-*21x>—1-22= 0 ita in progressu calculi ex ipsa notatione

apparet quantitatis cujusque relatio; nempe 21 (ex. gr.) per notam

dextram, quae est 1 agnoscitur esse coifficiens ipsius x simplicis, at

per notam sinistram 2 agnoscitur esse ex. aeq. secunda: sed et servatur

lex quaedam homogcncorum. Et ope harum duarum aequationum

tollendo x, prodit aequatio, in qua similiter sc habere oportet 10, 11,

12 et 12, 11, 10; item 20, 21, 22 et 22, 21, 20; et denique 10, 11, 12 se

habent ut. 20, 21, 22. id est si pro 10, 11, 12 substituas 20, 21, 22 et

vice versa manet eadem aequatio; idemque est in caeteris. Tales

numeri tractantur ut literae, veri autein numcri, discriminis causa,

parenthesibus incliiduntur vel aliter discernuntur. Ita in tali sensu

11.20. significat numeros indefinites 11 et 20 in se invicem ductos, non

vero significat 220 quasi essent Numcri veri. Sed hie usus ordinarius

non est, rariusque adhibetur.

Additionis nimirum et Subtractioms, sunt >—H plus, —
minus, >— plus vel minus, ] .

priori oppositum minus vel plus. At

(—H) vel
(
— est nota ambiguitatis signorum, independens a

priori; et
((
—1-) vel

(( . | . )
alia independens ab utraque; Differt

-tiutern Signum ambiguum a Differentia quantitatum, quae etsi aliquan-

do incerta, non tamen ambigua est Sed differentia inter a et

by significat a— by si a sit majus, et 6— a si & sit majiis, quod etiam ap-

pellari potest moles ipsius a— 6, intelligendo (exempli causa) ipsius

—1-2 et ipsius— 2 molem esse eandem, nempe —H2; ita si a—

6

vocemus c utique moL c, seu moles ipsius c erit —1-2, quae est quan-

titas affirmativa sive c sit affirmativa sivc negativa, id est, sive sit c

idem quod —J- 2, sive c sit idem quod 2. Et quantitates duae

diversae eandem molem habentes semper habent idem quadratum.
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^^Multiplicationem plerumque signifare contenti sumus per nudam
appositionem: sic ab significat a multiplicari per 6, Numeros multi-

plicantes solemus praefigere, sic 3a signiiBcat triplum ipsius a interdum

tainen punctum vel comma interponimus inter multiplicans et

multiplicandum, velut cum 3, 2 significat 3 multiplicari per 2, quod

facit 6, si 3 et 2 sunt nurneri veri; et AB, CD significat rectam AB
duci in rectam CD, atque inde fieri rectangulum. Sed et commata inter-

dum hoc loco adhibemus utiliter, velut a, b^c, vel AB, CD id

cst, a duci in b —f-c, vel AB m CD—\-*EF; sed de his mox, ubi de

vinculis. Porro propria Nota Multiplicationis non solet esse neces-

saria, cum plerumque appositio, qualem diximus, sufficiat. Si tamen

utilis aliquando sit, adhibebitur potius^ quam M ,
quia hoc ambigui-

tatem parit, et ita ABr^CD significat AB duci in CD,

^^Diviso significatur interdum more vulgari per subscriptionem

diuisoris sub ipso dividendo, intercedente linea, ita a dividi per b,

significatur vulgo per plerumque tamen hoc evitare praestat,

efficereque, ut in eadem linea permaneatur, quod sit interpositis

duobus punctis; ita ut a:6 significat a dividi per b. Quod si a:i) rursus

dividi debeat per c, poterirnus scribere a:b, :c, vel (a

:

b)

:

c. Etsi enim

res hoc casu (sane simplici) facile aliter exprimi posset, fit enim

a: (be) vel a:bc non tamen semper divisio actu ipse facienda cst, sed

saepc tantum indicanda, et tunc praestat operationis dilatae pro-

cessum per commata vel parentheses indicari Et exponens inter-

dum lineolis includitur hac rnodo —]rBC) quo significatur

cubus rectac AB -—^BC et utiliter interdum lineola sub-

ducitur, ne literae exponentiales aliis confundantur; posset etiam

scribi a

ita^ (aF) vel i/0 rursus est a, . . . . sed f/2 vel i/02
significat radicern cubicam ex eodem numero, et p'2 vel |/Q 2 signifi-

cat, radicem indeterminati gradus e ex 2 extrahendam

^Tro vinculis vulgo solent adhiberi ductus linearum; sed quia

lineis una super alia ductis, saepe nimium spatii occupatur, aliasque

ob causas commodius plerumque adhibentur commata et parentheses.

Sic a, idem est quod a, 6*4—cc vel a(6*4

—

^c); et a*4

—

c-J— idem quod a*4—<6, c*4— vel (a*4—«) (c-I—<), id est,

•4—«a*4—'6 multiplicatum per c*4—'d. Et similiter vincula in vin-

culis exhibentur. Ita a, bc^— etiam sic exprimetur,

a(6c* J I
' ’ ’^q)) Et a, be * •• < cf*4—^ Q hliTi, ti potest etiam
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sic exprimi: -i
—i(a{hc^—h‘e(f+g))-]-hlm)n. Quod de vinculis multi-

plicationis, idem intelligi potest de vinculis divisionisj exempli gratia

a

e

n

h

m sic scribetur in una linea

(a:((6:c) (e:, f-i-^g))

nihilqiie in his difficultatis, modo teneamiis, quicquid parenthesin

aliquam implet pro una quantitate haberi, .... Idemque igitur

locum habet in vinculis extractionis radicalis.

Sic Va‘^-1— idem est quod —
^d)))

vel <{/)) •

Et pro i/aaH ^ hi/cc --{—< dd

c gg ^
*

I

scribi potcrit ]/ (aa *4

—

' bi/(cc *4

—

^ dd))
:

,

cH

—

^VifV (OO^—<hh)*^—<kk) . . . .

itaque a = 6 significat, a, esse equale ipsi b, et a=“6 significat a esse

majus quam 6, et a =-J> significat a esse minus quam ?>.

‘‘Sed et proportionalitas vel analogia de quantitatibus enunciatur,

id est, rationis identitas, quam possumus in Calculo exprimere per

notam aequalitatis, ut non sit opus peculiaribus notis. Itaqua a

esse ad 6, sic ut I ad m, sic exprimere poterimus a:b = l: m, id est ^
= -K

Nota continue proportionalium erit -ff, ita ut -H- a.b.c. etc. sint con-

tinue proportionales. Interdum nota Sirnilitudinis prodest, quae est

c/3
,
item nota similitudinis aequalitatis simul, seu nota congruitatis ^

,

Sic DEF oo PQR significabit Triangula haec duo esse similia; at DEF ^
PQR significabit congruere inter se. Huic si tria inter se liabeant

eandem rationem quam tria alia inter se, poterimus hoc exprimere

nota similitudinis, ut a; 6; col; m;n quod significat esse a ad 6, ut I ad

m, et a ad c ut I ad n, et 6 ad c ut m ad n ”

The translation is as follows:

Rec(mimendations on algebraic characters.—Since geometers differ

in the use of characters, especially those of the newly invented anal-

ysis, a situation which perplexes those followers who as yet are not

very far advanced, it seems proper to explain the manner of using the

characters in the Leibnizian procedure, which we have adopted in the
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Miscellanies, The small letters a, &, x, signify magnitudes, or what
is the same thing, indeterminate numbers. The capitals on the other

hand, as A, 5, X, F, stand for points of figures. Thus ah signifies the

result of a times 6, but AB signifies the right line drawn from the point

A to the point B, We are, however, not bound to this convention, for

not infrequently we shall employ small letters for points, capitals for

numbers or magnitudes, as will be easily evident from the mode of

statement. It is customary, however, to employ the first letters a, 6,

for known or fixed quantities, and the last letters a:, ?/, for the un-

knowns or variables.

‘^Sometimes numbers are introduced instead of letters, but they

signify the same as letters; they are convenient for the expression of

relations. For example, let there be two general equations of the

second degree having the unknown x. It is allowable to express them

thus: 10xx+llx+12 = 0 and 20a::a:+21x4-22 = 0. Then, in the prog-

ress of the calculation the relation of any quantity appears from the

notation itself; thus, for example, in 21 the right digit which is 1

is recognized as the coefficient of a;, and the left digit 2 is recognized

as belonging to the second equation; but also a certain law of homo-

geneity is obeyed. And eliminating x by means of these two equa-

tions, an equation is obtained in which one has similarity in 10, 11, 12

and 12, 11, 10; also in 20, 21, 22 and 22, 21, 20; and lastly in 10, 11, 12

and 20, 21, 22. That is, if for 10, 11, 12, you substitute 20, 21, 22 and

vice versa, there remains the same equation, and so on. Such numbers

are treated as if letters. But for the sake of distinction, they are in-

cluded in parentheses or otherwise marked. Accordingly, 11-20.

signifies the indefinite numbers 11 and 20 multiplied one into the

other; it does not signify 220 as it would if they were really numbers.

But this usage is uncommon and is rarely applied.

^^The signs of addition and subtraction are commonly + plus,

— minus, ± plus or minus, + the opposite to the preceding, minus

or plus. Moreover ( ± ) or ( + ) is the mark of ambiguity of signs that

are independent at the start; and (( + ) or (( + ) are other signs inde-

pendent of both the preceding. Now the symbol of ambiguity differs

from the difference of quantities which, although sometimes unde-

termined, is not ambiguous But a— b signifies the difference

between a and b when a is the greater, b— a when b is the greater,

and this absolute value (moles) may however be called itself a— 6, by

understanding that the absolute value of +2 and —2, for example, is

the same, namely, +2. Accordingly, if a—h is called c, thenmo?. c or

the absolute value of c is +2, which is an affirmative quantity whether
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c itself is positive or negative; i.e., either c is the same as +2, or c is

the same as —2. Two different quantities having the same absolute

value have always the same square.

‘^Multiplication we are commonly content to indicate by simple

apposition: thus, ah signifies a multiplied by 6. The multiplier we are

accustomed to place in front; thus 3a means the triple of a itself.

Sometimes, however, we insert a point or a comma between multi-

plier and multiplicand; thus, for example, 3,2 signifies that 3 is multi-

plied b}" 2, which makes 6, when 3 and 2 are really numbers; and

AB,CD signifies the right line AB multiplied into the right line CD,

producing a rectangle. But we also apply the comma advantageously

in such a case, for example,^ as a,6-f-c, or AByCD+EF; i.e., a multi-

plied into 6+c, or AB into CD+EF; we speak about this soon, under

vinculums. Formerly no sign of multiplication was considered neces-

sary for, as stated above, commonly mere apposition sufficed. If,

however, at any time a sign seems desirable use rather than M

,

because the latter leads to ambiguity; accordingly, ABr^CD sig-

nifies AB times CD.
“Division is commonly marked by writing the divisor beneath its

dividend, with a line of separation between them. Thus a divided by

b is ordinarily indicated by often, however, it is preferable to avoid

this notation and to arrange the signs so that they are brought into

one and the same line; this may be done by the interposition of two

points; thus a:6 signifies a divided by 5. If a:6 in turn is to be divided

by c, we may write a : 6, : c, or (a : 5) : c. However, this should be ex-

pressed more simply in another way, namely, a: {be) or a :6c, for the

division cannot always be actually carried out, but can be only

indicated, and then it becomes necessary to mark the delayed process

of the operation by commas or parentheses Exponents are

frequently inclosed by lines in this manner [3] (AD+DC), which

means the cube of the line ABArBC . . . . ;
the exponents of

may also be advantageously written between the lines, so that the

literal exponents will not be confounded with other letters; thus it

may be written |it+n| a From {a?) or |/0 (a^) arises a ....
;

but #^2 or 2 means the cube root of the same number, and \/2

or |/ 02 signifies the extraction of a root of the indeterminate

order e

^Tor aggregation it is customary to resort to the drawing of

^ A similar use of the comma to separate factors and at the same time express

aggregation occurs earlier in H^rigone (see § 189).
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lines, but because lines drawn one above others often occupy too

much space, and for other reasons, it is often more convenient to

introduce commas and parentheses. Thus a, b+c is the same as

a, b+c or a{b+c); and a+b, c+d is the same as a+b, c+d, or (a+b)

(c+d), i.e., +a+b multiplied by c+d. And, similarly, vinculums are

placed under vinculums. For example, a, bc+ef+g is expressed also

thus, a{bc+e(f+g)), and a, bc+^+g+hlm,n may be written also

+ {aQ)C+e(f+g))+hlm)n, What relates to vinculums in multiplica-

tion applies to vinculums in division. For example.

a h

b e

c'^f+g rn

n
may be written in one line thus:

(a: i{b:c)+ {e:,f+g))+h:il:m)):n,

and there is no difficulty in this, as long as we observe that whatever

fills up a given parenthesis be taken as one quantity The same

is true of vinculums in the extraction of roots. Thus ^a^+V^e, f+g
is the same as i/(a^+i/ie(f+g))) or i/(a'*+v/(c, f+g)). And

for one may write i/(aa+6[/(cc+dd)):,c+

e+^'f^gg+hh+kk

l/{fj/{gg+hh)+kk). Again a= 6 signifies that a is equal to 6, and

a=”6 signifies that a is greater than 5, and a=-6 that a is less than b.

Also proportionality or analogia of quantities, i.e., the identity of ratio,

may bo represented; we may express it in the calculus by the sign of

equality, for there is no need of a special sign. Thus, we may indi-

cate that a is to & as Jis to m by a:6 = i:m, i.e., t=— . The sign for
0 TYt

continued proportion is -if, so that -fr a, b, c, and d are continued pro-

portionals.

'There is adopted a sign for similitude; it is co
;
also a sign for

both similitude and equality, or a sign of congruence, ^ accordingly,

DEF c/>PQR signifies that the two triangles are similar; but DEF^.
PRQ marks their congruence. Hence, if three quantities have to one

another the same ratio that three others have to one another, we may
mark this by a sign of similitude, asa;b;cool;m;n means that a is to

6 as Z is to m, and a is to c as Z is to n, and 6 is to c as ?n is to n ”

In the second edition of the Miscellanea Berolinensiaf of the year
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1749, the typographical work is less faulty than in the first edition of

1710; some slight errors arc corrected, but otherwise no alterations

are made, except that Harriot’s signs for ‘^greater than” and ‘‘less

than” are adopted in 1749 in place of the two horizontal lines of un-

equal length and thickness, given in 1710, as shown above.

199. Conclusions ,—In a letter to Collins, John Wallis refers to a

change in algebraic notation that occurred in England during his

lifetime : “It is true, that as in other things so in mathematics, fashions

will daily alter, and that which Mr. Oughtred designed by great

letters may be now by others be designed by small; but a mathemati-

cian will, with the same ease and advantage, understand Ac, and

or aaa.”^ This particular diversity is only a trifle as compared with

what is shown in a general survey of algebra in Europe during the

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. It is discouraging to

behold the extreme slowness of the process of unification.

In the latter part of the fifteenth century p and ni became symbols

for “plus” and “minus” in France (§ 131) and Italy (§ 134). In Ger-

many the Greek cross and the dash were introduced (§ 146). The two

rival notations competed against each other on European territory

for many years. The p and m never acquired a foothold in Germany.

The German + and — gradually penetrated different parts of Europe.

It is found in Schcubel’s Algebra (§ 158), in Recorders Whetstone of

Witte

j

and in the Algebra of Clavius. In Spain the German signs occur

in a book of 1552 (§ 204), only to be superseded by the p and m in

later algebras of the sixteenth century. The struggle lasted about

one hundred and thirty years, when the German signs won out every-

where except in Spain. Organized effort, in a few years, could have

ended this more than a century competition.

If one takes a cross-section of the notations for radical expressions

as they existed in algebra at the close of the sixteenth century, one

finds four fundamental symbols for indicating roots, the letters B and Z,

the radical sign |/ proper and the fractional exponent. The letters

B and I were sometimes used as capitals and sometimes as small

letters (§§ 135, 318-22). The student had to watch his step, for at times

these letters were used to mark, not roots, but the unknown quantity

r and, perhaps, also its powers (§ 136). When B stood for “root,” it

became necessary to show whether the root of one term or of several

berms was meant. There sprang up at least seven different symbols

for the aggregation of terms affected by the B, namely, one of Chuquet

(§ 130), one of Pacioli (§ 135), two of Cardan (§ 141), the round paren-

^ See Rigaud, op. ci/., Vol. II, p. 475.
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thesis of Tartaglia (§ 351), the upright and inverted letterL of Bombelli

(§ 144), and the r bin. and r irinomia of A. V. Roomen (§ 343). There

were at least five ways of marking the orders of the root, those of

Chuquet (§ 130), De la Roche (§ 132), Pacioli (§ 135), Ghaligai

(§ 139), and Cardan (Fig. 46). With A. M. Visconti^ the signs

R.ce cu. meant the “sixth root”; he used the multiplicative principle,

while Pacioli used the additive one in the notation of radicals. Thus
the letter R carried with it at least fifteen varieties of usage. In con-

nection with the letter /, signifying latus or “root,” there were at least

four ways of designating the orders of the roots and the aggregation

of terms affected (§§ 291, 322). A unique line symbolism for roots of

different orders occurs in the manuscripts of John Napier (§ 323).

The radical signs for cube and fourth root had quite different

shapes as used by Rudolff (§§ 148, 326) and Stifel (§ 153). Though
clumsier than Stifefs, the signs of Rudolff retained their place in some

books for over a century (§ 328). To designate the order of the roots,

Stifel placed immediately after the radical sign the German abbrevia-

tions of the words zenmsy cubuSy zenswensusy sursolidusy etc. Stevin

(§ 163) made the important innovation of numeral indices. He placed

them within a circle. Thus he marked cube root by a radical sign

followed by the numeral 3 coraled in a circle. To mark the root of an

aggregation of terms, Rudolff (§§ 148, 348) introduced the dot placed

after the radical sign; Stifel sometimes used two dots, one before the

expression, the other after. Stevin (§§ 163, 343) and Digges (§§ 334,

343) had still different designations. Thus the radical sign carried

with it seven somewhat different styles of representation. Stevin

suggested also the possibility of fractional exponents (§ 163), the

fraction being placed inside a circle and before the radicand.

Altogether there were at the close of the sixteenth century twenty-

five or more varieties of symbols for the calculus of radicals with which

the student had to be familiar, if he desired to survey the publications

of his time.

Lambert Lincoln Jackson makes the following historical observa-

tions: “For a hundred years after the first printed arithmetic many
writers began their works with the line-reckoning and the Roman
numerals, and followed these by the Hindu arithmetic. The teaching

of numeration was a formidable task, since the new notation was so

unfamiliar to people generally.”^ In another place (p. 205) Jackson

^ “Abbreviationes,” Practica numerorum^ el mensurarurn (Brescia, 1581).

* The Educational Significance of Sixteenth Century Arithmetic (New York,

1906), p. 37, 38.
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states: ‘‘Any phase of the growth of mathematical notation is an

interesting study, but the chief educational lesson to be derived is that

notation always grows too slowly. Older and inferior forms possess

remarkable longevity, and the newer and superior forms appear feeble

and backward. We have noted the state of transition in the sixteenth

century from the Roman to the Hindu system of characters, the intro-

duction of the symbols of operation, +, and the slow growth

toward the decimal notation. The moral which this points for

twentieth-century teachers is that they should not encourage history

to repeat itself, but should assist in hastening new improvements.^^

The historian Tropfke expresses himself as follows: ^^How often

has the question been put, what further achievements the patriarchs

of Greek mathematics would have recorded, had they been in posses-

sion of our notation of numbers and symbols! Nothing stirs the his-

torian as much as the contemfdation of the gradual development of

devices which the human mind has thought out, that he might ap-

proach the truth, enthroned in inaccessible sublimity and in its fullness

always hidden from earth. Slowly, only very slowly, have these de-

vices become what they are to man today. Numberless strokes of the

file were necessary, many a chink, appearing suddenly, had to be

mended, before the mathematician had at hand the sharp tool with

which he could make a successful attack upon the problems con-

fronting him. The history of algebraic language and writing presents

no uniform picture. An assemblage of conscious and unconscious

innovations, it too stands subject to the great world-law regulating

living things, the principle of selection. Practical innovations make
themselves felt, unsuitable ones sink into oblivion after a time. The

force of habit is the greatest opponent of progress. How obstinate

was the struggle, before the decimal division met with acceptation,

before the proportional device was displaced by the equation, before

the Indian numerals, the literal coefficients of Vieta, could initiate a

world mathematics.

Another phase is touched by Treutlein: ^^Nowhere more than in

mathematics is intellectual content so intimately associated with the

form in which it is presented, so that an improvement in the latter

may well result in an improvement of the former. Particularly in

arithmetic, a generalization and deepening of concept became pos-

sible only after the form of presentation had been altered. The his-

tory of our science supplies many examples in proof of this. If the

Greeks had been in possession of our numeral notation, would their

^ Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar-Mathetnatik, Vol. H (Leipzig, 1921), p. 4, 5.
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mathematics not present a different appearance? Would the binomial

theorem have been possible without the generalized notation of pow-

ers? Indeed could the mathematics of the last three hundred years

have assumed its degree of generality without Vieta^s pervasive

change of notation, without his introduction of general numbers?

These instances, to which others from the history of modern mathe-

matics could be added, show clearly the most intimate relation between

substance and form/^^

B. SPECIAL SURVEY OF THE USE OF NOTATIONS

SIGNS FOK ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

200. Early symbols .—According to Hilprecht,^ the early Baby-

lonians had an ideogram, which he transliterates LAL, to signify

‘‘minus.” In the hieratic papyrus of Ahrnes and, more clearly in the

hieroglyphic translation of it, a pair of legs walking forward is the

sign of addition; away, the sign of subtraction.^ In another Egyptian

papyrus kept in the Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow,^ a pair of legs

walking forward has a different significance; there it means to square

a number.

Figure 99, translated, is as follows (reading the figure from right

to left)

:

“5 added and ^ [of this sum] taken away, 10 remains.

Make iV fhis 10: the result is 1, the remainder 9.

I of it, namely, 6, added to it; the total is 15. ^ of it is 5.

When 5 is taken away, the remainder is 10.”

In the writing of unit fractions, juxtaposition meant addition, the

unit fraction of greatest value being written first and the others in

descending order of magnitude.

While in Diophantus addition was expressed merely by juxtaposi-

tion (§ 102), a sporadic use of a slanting line / for addition, also a

semi-elliptical curve ? for subtraction, and a combination of the two

^ Treutlein, “Die deutsche Coss,'' Abhandlungen z. Geschichte der Mathernatik.

Vol. II (Leipzig, 1879), p. 27, 28.

2 H. V. Hilprecht, Babylonian Expedition: Mathematical etc. Tablets (Phila-

delphia, 1906), p. 23.

3 A. Eisenlohr, op. dt. (2d ed.), p. 46 (No. 28), 47, 237. See also the improved

edition of the Ahmes papyrus, 7'he Rhind Mathematical Papyrus
y
by T. Eric Peet

(London, 1923), Plate J, No. 28; also p. 63.

Peet, op. cit.y p. 20, 135: Ancient Egypt (1917), p. 101.
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n for the total result has been detected in Greek papyri. ^ Diophantus^

sign for subtraction is well known (§ 103). The Hindus had no mark

for addition (§ 106) except that, in the Bakhshali ArithmetiCy yu is

used for this purpose (§ 109). The Hindus distinguished negative

quantities by a dot (§§ 106, 108), but the Bakhshali Arithmetic uses

the sign + for subtraction (§ 109). The Arab al-Qalasadi in the fif-

teenth century indicated addition by juxtaposition and had a special

sign for subtraction (§ 124). The Frenchman Chuquet (1484), the

Italian Pacioli (1494), and the sixteenth-century mathematicians in

Italy used p or p: for plus and m or m: for “minus’^ (§§ 129, 134).

Fig. 99.—From the hieroglyphic translation of the Ahmes papyrus, Problem

28, showing a pair of legs walking forward, to indicate addition, and legs walking

away, to indicate subtraction. (Taken from T. E. Peet, The Rhind Mathematical

Papyrus, Plate J, No. 28.)

201. Origin and meanings of the signs -f- and — .—The modern

algebraic signs + and — came into use in Germany during the last

twenty years of the fifteenth century. They are first found in manu-

scripts. In the Dresden Library there is a volume of manuscripts,

C. 80. One of these manuscripts is an algebra in German, written in

the year 1481,^ in which the minus sign makes its first appearance in

^H. Brugseh, Numerorum apml veteres Aegyptios demoticorum doctrina. Ex
papyris (Berlin, 1849), p. 31; see also G. Friedlein, Zahlzeichen und das elementare

Rechnen (Erlangen, 1869), p. 19 and Plate I.

* E. WsLppleTyAhhandlungenzurGeschichteder Mathematik, Vol. IX (1899), p.

539, n. 2; Wapplcr, Zur Geschichte der deutschen Algebra im 16. Jahrhundert, Zwick-

auer Gymnasialprogramm von 1887, p. 11-30 (quoted by Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II [2d

ed., 1900], p. 243, and by Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. II [2d ed., 1921], p. 13).
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algebra (Fig. 100); it is called minnes. Sometimes the — is placed

after the term affected. In one case —4 is designated “4 das ist

Addition is expressed by the word vnd.

In a Latin manuscript in the same collection of manuscripts,

C. 80, in the Dresden Library, appear both symbols + and — as

signs of operation (Fig. 101), but in some rare cases the + takes the

place of et where the word does not mean addition but the general

'^and.^^^ Repeatedly, however, is the word et used for addition.

It is of no little interest

that J. Widman, who first used

the + and — in print, studied

these two manuscripts in the

manuscript volume C. 80 of

the Dresden Library and, in

fact, annotated them. One of

his marginal notes is shown in

Figure 102. Widman lectured

at the University of Leipzig,

and a manuscript of notes

taken in 1486 by a pupil is preserved in the Leipzig Library (Codex

Lips. 1470) .2 These notes show a marked resemblance to the two
Dresden manuscripts.

The view that our + sign descended from one of the florescent

forms for et in Latin manuscripts finds further support from works on

2. Altestes Plaszeiclien.

Dread. C. 80. Lat Algebra, foL 350' Dread. C. SO.

(urn 1486) Lateiniache Algebra, foL852f

I ly' !« - tr
a* -J- 2 a?* 10 — *

Fig. 101.—Plus and minus signs in a Latin MS, C. 80, Dresden Library.

(Taken from Tropfke, op. cit., Vol. II [2d ed., 1921], p. 14.)

paleography. J. L. Walther^ enumerates one hundred and two differ-

ent abbreviations found in Latin manuscripts for the word et; one of

these, from a manuscript dated 1417, looks very much like the modern

^ Wappler, Programm (1887), p. 13, 15.

2 Wappler, Zeitschrift Math. u. Pkysik, Vol. XLV (Hist. lit. Abt., 1900), p. 7-9.

* Lexicon diplomaticvm abbreviationes syllabarvm et vocvm in diplomatibvs et

codidbvs a secvlo VIII. ad XVI Studio Joannis Lvdolfi VValtheri ....

(Ulmae, 1756), p. 456-59.

1. Alteatea Minaaseicben.

Dread. C. 80. Deutacbe Algebra, fol. 808'
(um 1486)

^ 22 S
16-22*

Fig. 100.—Minus sign in a German
MS, C. 80, Dresden Library. (Taken
from J. Tropfke, op. cU.^ Vol. II [1921],

p. 14.)
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+ . The downward stroke is not quite at right angles to the horizontal

stroke, thus -V.

Concerning the origin of the minus sign (— ), we limit ourselves to

the quotation of a recent summary of different hypotheses: ^^One

knows nothing certain of the origin of the sign —
;
perhaps it is a

simple bar used by merchants to separate the indication of the tare,

for a long time called minus
j
from that of the total weight of merchan-

dise; according to L. Rodet {Actes

Soc. philol. AlengoUy Vol. VIII [1879],

p. 105) this sign was derived from an

Egyptian hieratic sign. One has also

sought the origin of our sign — in the

sign employed by Heron and Dio-

phantus and which changed to T be-

fore it became Others still have

advanced the view that the sign -•

has its origin in the 6/3eX6s of the Alex-

andrian grammarians. None of these hypotheses is supported by

plausible proof.

202. The sign -f- first occurs in print in Widman's book in the

question: '^Als in diese exepel 16 ellh pro 9 fl | vh 1+ ^ eynss fl wy
kume 36 elln machss alsso Addir I vn \ vh } zu samen kumpt 1

1

eynss

fl Nu secz vn machss nach der regl vn kume 22 fl gV eynsz fi dz ist

gerad 3 hlr in gold.^^^ In translation: ^‘Thus in this example, 16 ells

[are bought] for 9 florins [and] ^ and of a florin, what will 36 ells

cost? Proceed thus: Add and \ and | obtaining U of a florin.

Now put down and proceed according to the rule and there results

22 florin, and of a florin which is exactly 3 heller in gold.^^ The +
in this passage stands for ^^and.^^ Glaisher considers this + a mis-

print for vii (the contraction for vnndy our ‘‘and^O; but there are other

places in Widman where + clearly means “and,^^ as we shall see

later. There is no need of considering this + a misprint.

On the same leaf Widman gives a problem on figs. We quote

from the 1498 edition (see also Fig. 54 from the 1526 edition)

:

^ Encyclop4die des scien. malh.y Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 31, 32, ii. 145.

2 Johann Widman, BehMe vnd hubsche Rechenung auff alien Kaiiffrnanschafft

(Leipzig, 1489), unnumbered p. 87. Our quotation is taken from J. W. L. Glaish-

er’s article, the Early History of Signs and — and on the Early German
Arithmeticians,^^ Messenger of Mathematics

f

Vol. LI (1921-22), p. 6. Extracts

from Widman are given by De Morgan, Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society, Vol. XI, p. 205, and by Boncompagni, Bulletino, Vol. IX, p. 205.

Zusatz von Widmann.
5. Dread. C. 80, fol. 349'

(am 1486)

K mx
144~ex

Fig. 102.—Widman’s margin-

al note to MS C. 80, Dresden

Library. (Taken from Tropfke.)
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^^Veygen ,—Itm Eyner Kaufft 13 lagel veygen vn nympt ye 1 ct

Czentner

! lagel als

ht

dan hye nochuolget. vn ich wolt

4+ 5 Wiltu dass

4-17 wyssen der

3+36 dess gleichn

4-19 Szo sum —
3+44 mir die ct

3+22 Vnd lb vn
3-11 lb was — ist

3+50 dz ist mi®

4-16 dz secz besu

3+44 der vn wer

3+29 de 4539

3-12 lb (So du

3+ 9 die ct zcu lb

gemacht hast Vnnd das + das ist mer dar zu addirest) vnd 75 min®

Nu solt du fur holcz abschlahn albeg fur eyn lagel 24 lb vn dz ist 13

mol 24‘ vh macht 312 lb dar zu addir dz — dz ist 75 lb vnnd werden

387 Die subtrahir vonn 4539 Vnnd pleybn 4152 lb Nu sprich 100 lb

das ist 1 ct pro 4 fl | wie kumrnen 4152 lb vnd kumen 171 fl 5 ss 4 hlr

I Vn ist recht gemacht/^^

In free translation the problem reads: —Also, a person buys

13 barrels of figs and receives 1 centner for 4 florins and \ ort (4J flor-

ins), and the weight of each barrel is as follows: 4 ct+5 lb, 4 ct— 17 lb,

3 ct+36 lb, 4 ct-19 lb, 3 ct+44 lb, 3 ct+22 lb, 3 ct-11 lb, 3 ct+50
lb, 4 ct— 16 lb, 3 ct+44 lb, 3 ct+29 lb, 3 ct— 12 lb, 3 ct+9 lb; and I

would know what they cost. To know this or the like, sum the ct and

lb and what is —
,
that is minus, set aside, and they become 4539 lb

(if you bring the centners to lb and thereto add the +, that is more)

and 75 minus. Now you must subtract for the wood 24 lb for each

barrel and 13 times 24 is 312 to which you add the —
,
that is 75 lb

and it becomes 387 which subtract from 4,539 and there remains

4152 lb. Now say 100 lb that is 1 ct for 4^ fl, what do 4152 lb come

to, and they come to 171 fl 5 ss 4| hlr which is right.

Similar problems are given by Widman, relating to pepper and

soap. The examination of these passages has led to divergent opinions

on the original significance of the + and — . De Morgan suspected

^ The passage is quoted and discussed by Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathemalica,

Vol. IX (3d ser., 1908-9), p. 156, 157, 248; see also ibid., Vol. VIII, p. 199.
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that they were warehouse marks, expressing excess or deficiency in

weights of barrels of goods.^ M. W. Drobisch,^ who was the first to

point out the occurrence of the signs + and — in Widman, says that

Widman uses them in passing, as if they were sufficiently known,

merely remarking, ^^Was — ist das ist minus vnd das + das ist mer/^

C. I. Gerhardt,^ like De Morgan, says that the + and — were de-

rived from mercantile practice.

But Widman assigned the two symbols other significations as

well. In problems which he solved by false position the error has the

+ or — sign prefixed.'* The — was used also to separate the terms of a

proportion. In “11630—198 4610—78^^ it separates the first and

second and the third and fourth terms. The “78^^ is the computed

term, the fractional value of the fourth term being omitted in the

earlier editions of Widman’s arithmetic. The sign + occurs in the

heading “Regula augmenti -f decrementi^^ where it stands for the

Latin et (“and’O, and is not used there as a mathematical symbol. In

another place Widman gives the example, “Itm eyner hat kaufft 6

eyer— 2 /JL pro 4 ey^^ (“Again, someone has bought 6 eggs—
2 ^ for 4 ^+ 1 egg^Oj and asks for the cost of one egg. Here the — is

simply a dash separating the words for the goods from the price.

From this and other quotations Glaisher concludes that Widman
used + and — “in all the ways in which they are used in algebra.”

But we have seen that Widman did not restrict the signs to that usage;

the 4" was used for “and” when it did not mean addition; the — was

used to indicate separation. In other words, Widman does not re-

strict the use of + and — to the technical meanings that they have in

algebra.

203. In an anonymous manuscript,^ probably written about the

time when Widman^s arithmetic appeared, use is made of symbolism

in the presentation of algebraic rules, in part as follows:

^^Conditiones circa + vel — in additione

-f- et +\^ 7 ^"\ smnendo respectum quis numerus sit

— et —/ superior,

^ De Morgan, op. cit., Vol. XI, p. 206.

2 De Joannis Widmanni .... compendio (Leipzig, 1840), p. 20 (quoted by

Glaisher, op. oil., p. 9).

^ Geschichte der Mathematik in Deutschland (1877), p. 36: “. . . . dass diese

Zeichen im kaufmannischen Verkehr ublich waren.’^

* Glaisher, op. cit.^ p. 15.

® Regidae Cosae vel Algebrae, a Latin manuscript, written perhaps about 1450,

but ^‘surely before 1510,’’ in the Vienna Library.
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- . f + et —\ simpliciter subtrahatiir minor numerus a
*'

[

— et +x majori et residue sua ascribatur nota/’^

and similarly for subtraction. This manuscript of thirty-three leaves

is supposed to have been used by Henricus Grammatcus (Heinrich

Schreiber) in the preparation of his Rechenbuch of 1518 and by Chris-

toff Rudolff in his Coss of 1525.

Grammateus^ in 1518 restricts his use of + and — to technical

algebra: “Vnd man braucht solche zaichen als + ist vnnd, — myn-
nder’^ (“And one uses such signs as + [which] is ‘and/ — ‘less’ ”).

See Figure 56 for the reproduction of this passage from the edition of

1535. The two signs came to be used freely in all German algebras,

particularly those of Grammateus, Rudolff (1525), Stifel (1544), and

in Riesc’s manuscript algebra (1524). In a text by Eysenhut^ the +
is used once in the addition of fractions; both + and — are employed

many times in the regula falsi explained at the end of the book.

Arithmetics, more particularly commercial arithmetics, which did

not present the algebraic method of solving problems, did not usually

make use of the + and — symbols. L. L. Jackson says: “Although

the symbols + and — were in existence in the fifteenth century, and

appeared for the first time in print in Widrnan (1489), as shown in the

illustration (p. 53), they do not appear in the arithmetics as signs of

operation until the latter part of the sixteenth century. In fact, they

did not pass from algebra to general use in arithmetic until the nine-

teenth century.”^

204. Spread of the + and — symbols.—In Italy the symbols p
and m served as convenient abbreviations for “plus” and “minus”

at the end of the fifteenth century and during the sixteenth. In 1608

the German Clavius, residing in Rome, used the + and — in his

algebra brought out in Rome (see Fig. 66). Camillo Gloriosi adopted

them in his Ad theorema geometricum of 1613 and in his Exercitaliones

mathematicaej decas I (Naples, 1627) (§ 196). The + and — signs were

used by B. Cavalieri (see Fig. 86) as if they were well known. The +
1 C. I. Gerhardt, “Ziir Geschichte der Algebra in Deutschland/’ Monals-

herichte der k. pr. Akademie d. Wissenschaflen z. Berlin (1870), p. 147.

2 IIenri(;us Grammateus, Axjn New Kunsllich Buech (Niimberg: Widrnung,

1518; publication probably in 1521). See Glaisher, op. cii., p. 34.

^ Ein kunsllich rechenbuch auff Zyffern / Lini vnd Wdlschen Practica (Augs-

burg, 1538). This reference is taken from Tropfke, op. cit.^ Vol. I (2d ed., 1921),

p. 58.

^ The Educational Significance of Sixteenth Century Arithmetic (New York,

1906), p. 54.
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and — were used in England in 1557 by Robert Recorde (Fig. 71) and

in Holland in 1637 by Gillis van der Hoecke (Fig. 60). In France and

Spain the German + and —
,
and the Italian p and m, came in sharp

competition. The German Scheiibel in 1551 brought out at Paris an

algebra containing the + and ~ (§ 158); nevertheless, the p and m
(or the capital letters P, M) were retained by Peletier (Figs. 80, 81),

Buteo (Fig. 82), and Gosselin (Fig. 83). But the adoption of the Ger-

man signs by Ramus and Victa (Figs. 84, 85) brought final victory for

them in France. The Portuguese P. Nunez (§ 166) used in his algel)ra

(published in the Spanish language) the Italian p and ni. Before this,

Marco Aurel,^ a German residing in Spain, brought out an algebra at

Valencia in 1552 which contained the + and — and the symbols for

powers and roots found in Christoff Rudolff (§ 165). But ten years

later the Spanish writer P^rez de Moya returned to the Italian sym-

bolism^ with its p and m, and the use of n., co., cc, cw, for powers and

r, rr, rrr for roots. Moya explains: ^^These characters I am moved to

adopt, because others are not to be had in the printing office.’^* Of

English authors'^ we have found only one using the Italian signs for

“plus^^ and ^^minus,’^ namely, the physician and mystic, Robert Fludd,

whose numerous writings were nearly all published on the Continent.

Fludd uses -P and M for ^^plus^^ and ^hninus.^^

The + and —
,
and the p and m, were introduced in the latter part

of the fifteenth century, about the same time. They competed with

each other for more than a century, and p and ifi finally lost out in the

early part of the seventeenth century.

205. Shapes of the plus sign,—The plus sign, as found in print, has

had three principal varieties of form: (1) the Greek cross +, as it is

found in Widman (1489); (2) the Latin cross, more frequently

placed horizontally, —j- or H— ; (3) the form J*, or occasionally some

form still more fanciful, like the eight-pointed Maltese cross 2=^, or a

cross having four rounded vases with tendrils drooping from their

edges.

The Greek cross, with the horizontal stroke sometimes a little

^ Lihro primero de Arithrnetica Algehratica .... por Marco Aurel, natural

AUman (Valencia, 1552).

J. Rey Pastor, Los malhemdticos espanoles del siglo XVI (Oviedo, 1913), p. 38.

* “Estos characteres me ha parecido poner, porque no auia otros en la im-

prenta’^ (Ad theorema geometrievm, d nobilissimo viro proposilum, Joannis Camilli

Gloriosi responsum [Venetiis, 1613], p. 26).

^See C. Henry, Revue archeologique^ N.S., Vol. XXXVII, p. 329, who quotes

from Fludd, Utriusque cosmi .... Historia (Oppenheim, 1617).
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longer than the vertical one, was introduced by Widman and has

been the prevailing form of plus sign ever since. It was the form com-

monly used by Grarnmateus, Rudolff, Stifel, Recorde, Digges, Clavius,

Dee, Harriot, Oughtrcd, Rahn, Descartes, and most writers since their

time.

206. The Latin cross, placed in a horizontal position, thus —j-,

was used by Vieta^ in 1591. The Latin cross was used by Romanus,^

Hunt,^ Hume,"* Hdrigone,^ Mengoli,® Huygens,^ Fermat,® by writers in

the Journal des Sgavans,^ Dechales,^® Rolle,^^ Lamy,^-^ LTIospital,*^

Swedenborg,^^ Pardics,^^ Kresa,^^ Belidor,^^ De Moivre,^® and Michel-

sen.^® During the eighteenth century this form became less common
and finally very rare.

Sometimes the Latin cross receives special ornaments in the form

of a heavy dot at the end of each of the three shorter arms, or in the

form of two or three prongs at each short arm, as in H. Vitalis.^® A
very ostentatious twelve-pointed cross, in which each of the four equal

^ Vieta, In arte7n analyticarn isagoge (Turonis, 1591).

^ Adriani Romani Canon triangvlorvm sphaericorum .... (Moevntiae, 1609).

3 Nicolas Hunt, The Hand-Maid to Arilhmetick (London, 1633), p. 130.

^ James Hume, TraiU de Valgebre (Paris, 1635), p. 4.

^ P. Ilcrigonc, '‘Explicatis notarvm,” Cvrsvs rnathematicvs, Vol. 1 (Paris, 1634).

® Petro Mengoli, Geometriae speciosae elementa (Bologna, 1659), p. 33.

^ Chrisiiani Hvgenii llolorogivm oscillatorivm (Paris, 1673), p. 88.

* P. de Fermat, Diophanti Alexandrini Arilhrneticorum lihri sex (Toulouse,

1670), p. 30; see also Fermat, Varia opera (1679), p. 5.

Op. cit. (Amsterdam, 1680), p. 160; ibid. (1693), p. 3, and other places.

K. P. Claudii Francisci Milliet Dechalcs, Mundus mathematicus, Vol. I

(Leyden, 1690), p. 577.

M. Rolle, Methode pour resoudre les egalitez de ions les degreez (Paris, 1691),

p. 15.

12 Bernard Lamy, Elemens des mathematiques (3d ed.; Amsterdam, 1692), p. 61.

L’llospital, Acta eruditorum (1694), p. 194; ibid. (1695), p. 59; see also other

places, for instance, ibid. (1711), SuppL, p. 40.

1^ Emanuel Swedenborg, Daedalus Hyperborens (Upsala, 1716), p. 5; reprinted

in Kungliga Vetenskaps Sodetetens i Upsala Tvdhundr adrsminne (1910).

1^ UJuvres du R. P. Pardies (Lyon, 1695), p. 103.

1® J. Kresa, Analysis speciosa trigonometriae sphericae (Prague, 1720), p. 57.

1^ B. F. de Belidor, Nouveau cours de matMmatique (Paris, 1725), p. 10.

1® A. de Moivre, Miscellanea analytica (London, 1730), p. 100.

12 J. A. C. Michelsen, Theorie der Gleichungen (Berlin, 1791).

20 “Algebra,’’ Lexicon mathematieum authore Hieronymo Vitali (Rome, 1690).
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arms has three prongs, is given by Carolo Renaldini.^ In seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century books it is not an uncommon occurrence to

have two or three forms of plus signs in one and the same publication,

or to find the Latin cross in an upright or horizontal position, accord-

ing to the crowded condition of a particular line in which the symbol

occurs.

207. The cross of the form was used in 1563 and earlier by the

Spaniard De Hortega,^ also by Klebotius,^ Romanus,^ and Des-

cartes.^ It occurs not infrequently in the Acta erudiiorurn^ oi Leipzig,

and sometimes in the Miscellanea BerolinensiaJ It was sometimes

used by Halley,® Weigel,® Swedenborg,^® and Wolff.^^ Evidently this

symbol had a wide geographical distribution, but it never threatened

to assume supremacy over the less fanciful Greek cross.

A somewhat simpler form, + ,
consists of a Greek cross with four

uniformly heavy black arms, each terminating in a thin line drawn

across it. It is found, for example, in a work of Hindenburg,^^ and

renders the plus signs on a page unduly conspicuous.

Occasionally plus signs arc found which make a ‘doud^’ display

on the printed page. Among these is the eight-pointed Maltese cross,

^ Caroli Renaldini Ars analylica malhemalicvm (Florence, 1665), p. 80, and

throughout the volume, while in the earlier edition (Anconnae, 1644) he uses both

Ihe heavy cross and dagger form.

^ Fray Jua do Hortega, Traciado suhtilissimo d^arismetica y geonietria (Gra-

nada, 1563), leaf 51. Also (Seville, 1552), leaf 42.

^ Guillaume Klebitius, Insvlae MelilensiSy quavi alias Mallam vocant, Historia,

Quacstionib. aliquot Malhemalicis reddila incundior (Diest [Belgium], 1565). I

am indebted to Professor H. Bosmans for information relating to this book.

^ Adr. Romanus, “Problema,” Ideae malhernalicae pars prima (Antwerp, 1593).

® Reno Descartes, La gtoniHric (1637), p. 325. This form of the plus sign is in-

frequent in this publication; the ordinary form (-f ) prevails.

® See, for instance, op, cit. (1682), p. 87; ibid, (1683), p. 204; ibid. (1691),

p. 179; ibid. (1694), p. 195; ibid. (1697), p. 131; ibid. (1698), p. 307; ibid. (1713),

p. 344.

^ Op. cit., p. 156. However, the Latin cross is used more frequently than the

form now under consideration. But in Vol. 11 (1723), the latter form is prevalent.

® F. Halley, Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XVH (London, 1692-94), p. 963;

ibid. (1700-1701), Vol. XXII, p. 625.

® Erhardi Weigelii Philosophia Malhematica (Jena, 1693), p. 135.

Swedenborg, op. cit., p. 32. The Latin cross is more prevalent in this

book.

“ Christian Wolff, Mathcrnatisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716), p. 14.

Carl Friedrich Ilindenburg, Infinilinomii dignilalum .... leges ac Formulae
(Gottingen, 1779).

^
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of varying shape, found, for example, in James Gregory,^ Corachan,^

Wolff,^ and Hindenburg.^

Sometimes the ordinary Greek cross has the horizontal stroke

very much heavier or wider than the vertical, as is seen, for instance,

in Fortunatus.^ A form for plus —/— occurs in Johan Albert.^^

208. Varieties of minus signs .—One of the curiosities in the his-

tory of mathematical notations is the fact that notwithstanding the

extreme simplicity and convenience of the symbol — to indicate sub-

traction, a more complicated symbol of subtraction should have

been proposed and been able to maintain itself with a considerable

group of writers, during a period of four hundred years. As already

shown, the first appearance in print of the symbols + and -* for

^^plus’’ and “minus’^ is found in Widman’s arithmetic. The sign — is

one of the very simplest conceivable; therefore it is surprising that a

modification of it should ever have been suggested.

Probably these printed signs have ancestors in handwritten docu-

ments, but the line of descent is usually difficult to trace with cer-

tainty (§ 201). The following quotation suggests another clue: ^Tn

the west-gothic writing before the ninth century one finds, as also

Paoli remarks, that a short line has a dot placed above it
,
to indi-

cate m, in order to distinguish this mark from the simple line which

signifies a contraction or the letter N. But from the ninth century

down, this same west-gothic script always contains the dot over the

line even when it is intended as a general mark.^^^

In print the writer has found the sign for ^^minus^^ only once.

It occurs in the 1535 edition of the Rechenbiichlin of Grammateus
(Fig. 56). He says: ^Tnd man brauchet solche zeichen als + ist

mehr / vnd ~ / minder.^^® Strange to say, this minus sign docs not

occur in the first edition (1518) of that book. The corresponding pas-

sage of the earlier edition reads: “Vnd man braucht solche zaichen

^ Geoinelriae pars vniversalis (Padua, 1668), p. 20, 71, 105, 108.

2 Juan Bautista Corachan, Arithmetica demonstrada (Barcelona, 1719), p. 326.

^ Christian Wolff, Elemenla matheseos universae^ Tomus I (Halle, 1713), p. 252.

^ Op. cit.

® P. F. Fortunatus, Elementa matheseos (Brixia, 1750), p. 7.

® Johan Albert, New Rechenhiichlein auff der federn (Witteraberg, 1541);

taken from Glaisher, op. cit., p. 40, 61.

^ Adriano Cappelli, Lexicon abhreviaturam (Leipzig, 1901), p. xx.

® Henricus Grammateus, Eyn new Kunstlich behend and gewiss Rechenbiichlin

(1535; Ist ed., 1518). For a facsimile page of the 1535 edition, see D. E. Smith,

Rara arithmetica (1908), p. 125.
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als + ist vnnd / — mynnder/' Nor does Grammateus use ~ in other

parts of the 1535 edition; in his mathematical operations the minus

sign is always —

.

The use of the dash and two dots, thus for “minus,” has been

found by Glaisher to have been used in 1525, in an arithmetic of

Adam Riese,^ who explains: “Sagenn sie der warheit zuuil so be-

zeychenn sie mit dem zeychen + plus wu aber zu wenigk so beschreib

sie mit dem zeychen minus genant.”^

No reason is given for the change from — to Nor did Riese

use to the exclusion of — . He uses -f- in his algebra, Die Cossy of

1524, which he did not publish, but which was printed^ in 1892, and

also in his arithmetic, published in Leipzig in 1550. Apparently, he

used — more frequently than --

.

Probably the reason for using -r- to designate — lay in the fact

that — was assigned more than one signification. In Widman^s

arithmetic — was used for subtraction or “minus,” also for separating

terms in proportion,^ and for connecting each amount of an article

(wool, for instance) with the cost per pound (§ 202). The symbol —
was also used as a rhetorical symbol or dash in the same manner as it

is used at the present time. No doubt, the underlying motive in

introducing in place of — was the avoidance of confusion. This

explanation receives support from the German astronomer Regio-

montanus,^ who, in his correspondence with the court astronomer at

Ferrara, Giovanni Bianchini, used — as a sign of equality; and used

for subtraction a different symbol, namely, ip (possibly a florescent

form of m). With him 1 ip meant l— x.

Eleven years later, in 1546, Gall Splenlin, of Ulm, had published

at Augsburg his Arithmetica kiinstlicher Rechnungy in which he uses

saying: “Bedeut das zaichen -f ziiuil, und das -5- zii wenig.”® Riese

and Splenlin are the only arithmetical authors preceding the middle

of the sixteenth century whom Glaisher mentions as using -i- for sub-

traction or “minus.”^ Caspar Thierfeldern,® in his Arithmetica

1 Rechenung auff der linihen vndfedem in zal^ mosz^ vnd gewicht (Erfurt, 1525;

1st ed., 1522).

2 This quotation is taken from Glaisher, op. cit.y p. 36.

^ See Bruno Berlet, Adam Riese (Leipzig, Frankfurt am Main, 1892).

* Glaisher, op. cit.y p. 15.

® M. Curtze, Ahhandlungen zur Geschichte der malhematischen Wissenschafteny

Vol. XII (1902), p. 234; Karpinski, Robert of Chester
y
etc.y p. 37.

® See Glaisher, op. cit.y p. 43.

' IHd.y Vol. LI, p. 1-148. ® See Jackson, op. cit.y p. 55, 220.
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(Nuremberg, 1587), writes the equation (p. 110), ‘^18 fl.-^85 gr.

gleich 25 fl.-~232 gr”
With the beginning of the seventeenth century for ‘^minus”

appears more frequently, but, as far as we have been able to ascertain

only in German, Swiss, and Dutch books. A Dutch teacher, Jacob

Vander Schuere, in his Arithmetica (Haarlem, 1600), defines + and
—

,
but lapses into using in the solution of problems. A Swiss

writer, Wilhelm Schey,^ in 1600 and in 1602 uses both -J- and -rr for

‘^minus.^^ He writes 9+9, 5-7-12, 6-^28, where the first number sig-

nifies the weight in centner and the second indicates the excess or

deficiency of the respective “pounds. In another place Schey writes

“9 fl. +- 1 ort,’^ which means “9 florins less 1 ort or quart.” In 1601

Nicolaus Reymers,^ an astronomer and mathematician, uses regularly

-7- for “minus” or subtraction; he writes

“XXVIII XII X VI III I 0
Igr. 65532+18 -^30 ~18 +12 h-8”

for x2»= 65,532x'2^18x'<>-30x®-18x3+12a:-~8 .

Peter Roth, of Niirnberg, uses 44- in writing^ 3x^— 26x. Johannes

Faulhaber^ at Ulm in Wiirttemberg used 4- frequently. With him the

horizontal stroke was long and thin, the dots being very near to it.

The year following, the symbol occurs in an arithmetic of Ludolf

van Ceulen,^ who says in one place: “Subtraheert i/7 van, v^l3, rest

|/13, weynigher >/7, daerom stelt |/13 voren en |/7 achter, met een

sulck teecken 4- tusschen beyde, vvelck teecmin beduyt, comt alsoo de

begeerde rest i/134-|/7— However, in some parts of the book —
is used for subtraction. Albert Girard® mentions 4* as the symbol for

“minus,” but uses —
. Otto Wesellow^ brought out a book in which

^ Arithmetica oder die Kunst zu rechnen (Basel, 1600-1602). We quote from

D. E. Smith, op, cit., p. 427, and from Matthaus Sterner, Geschichte der Rechen-

hunst (Miinchen and Leipzig, 1891), p. 280, 291.

* Nicolai Raimari Ursi Dithmarsi .... arithmetica analytica, vulgo Cosa, oder

Algebra (zu Frankfurt an der Oder, 1601). We take this quotation from Gerhardt,

Geschichte der Mathematik in Deutschland (1877), p. 85.

® Arithmetica philosophica (1608). We quote from Treutlein, ^‘Die deutsche

Coss,’’ Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Vol. II (Leipzig, 1879),

p. 28, 37, 103.

* Numerus figuratus sive arithmetica analytica (Ulm, 1614), p. 11, 16.

® De arithmeiische en geometrische Fondamenten (1615), p. 62, 55, 56.

^Invention nouvelle en Valgebre (Amsterdam, 1629), no paging. A facsimile

edition appeared at Leiden in 1884,

"^Flores ariihmetid (driidde vnde veerde deel; Bremen, 1617), p. 523.
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+ and -4- stand for ‘‘plus” and “minus,” respectively. These signs

are used by Follinus,^ by Stampioen (§ 508), by Daniel van Hovcke^

who speaks of + as signifying “mer en -t- min.,” and by Johann
Ardiiser® in a geometry. It is interesting to observe that only thirteen

years after the publication of Ardiiser’s book, another Swiss, J. H.

Rahn, finding, perhaps, that there existed two signs for subtraction,

but none for division, proceeded to use to designate division. This

practice did not meet with adoption in Switzerland, but was seized

upon with great avidity as the symbol for division in a far-off country,

England. In 1670 -4- was used for subtraction once by Huygens^ in

the Philosophical Transactions, Johann Hemelings^ wrote -H- for

“minus” and indicated, in an example, 14]^ legions less 1250 men by
“14 1/2 Legion -f- 1250 Mann.” The symbol is used by Tobias

Beutel,® who writes “81 li26561 -4-162. /^.+ 1. zenss^^ to represent

our 81 — 1^6561 — 162a;+a:^ KegeP explains how one can easily

multiply by 41, by first multiplying by 6, then by 7, and finally sub-

tracting the multiplicand; he writes “7-^1.” In a set of seventeenth-

century examination questions used at Nurnberg, reference is made
to cossic operations involving quantities, “durch die Signa + und

connectirt.”®

The vitality of this redundant symbol of subtraction is shown by

its continued existence during the eighteenth century. It was em-

ployed by Paricius,^ of Regensburg. Schlesser^® takes to represent

^ Hermannus Follinus, Algebra sive liber de rebus occultis (Coloniae, 1622),

p. 113, 185.

^ Cyffer-Boeck .... (den tweeden Druck; Rotterdam, 1628), p. 129-33.

* Geometfiae theoricae ei practicae, Oder von dem Feldmdssen (Zurich, 1646),

fol. 75.

^ In a reply to Slusius, Philosophical Transactions

,

Vol. V (London, 1670), p.

6144.

® Arithmetisch-Poetisch-u. Hislorisch-Erquick Slund (Hannover, 1660)
;
Selbst-

lehrendes Rechen-Buch .... durch Johannem Hemelingium (Frankfurt, 1678).

Quoted from Hugo Grosse, Historische Rechenbucher des 16. and 17. Jahrhunderts

(Leipzig, 1901), p. 99, 112.

® Geometrische Gallerie (Leipzig, 1690), p. 46.

^Johann Michael Kegel, New vermehrte arithmetica vulgaris et practica italica

(Frankfurt am Main, 1696). We quote from Sterner, op. cit., p. 288.

® Fr. Unger, Die Meihodik der praktischen Arithmetik in historischer Ent-

wickelung (Leipzig, 1888), p. 30.

* Georg Heinrich Paricius, Praxis ariihmetices (1706). We quote from Sterner,

op. cit.f p. 349.

Christian Schlesser, Arithmetisches Haupl-Schlilssel .... Die Coss—oder

Algebra (Dresden and Leipzig, 1720).
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^^minus Oder weniger/* It was employed in the Philosophical TransaC’-

lions by the Dutch astronomer N. Cruquius;^ is found in Hiibsch*

and Crusius.* It was used very frequently as the symbol for subtrac-

tion and ^^minus’^ in the Maandelykse Mathematische Liefbebbery^

Purmerende (1754-69). It is found in a Dutch arithmetic by Bartjens^

which passed through many editions. The vitality of the symbol is dis-

played still further by its regular appearance in a book by van Steyn,^

who, however, uses — in 1778,^^ Halcke states, of — het teken

van substractio minus of but uses — nearly everywhere. Praal-

der, of Utrecht, uses ordinarily the minus sign —
,
but in one place® he

introduces, for the sake of clearness, as he says, the use of to mark
the subtraction of complicated expressions. Thus, he writes

= •^9^+2]/26.^^ The occurs in a Leipzig magazine,® in a Dresden

work by Illing,^® in a Berlin text by Schmeisser,” who uses it also in

expressing arithmetical ratio, as in 10.^^ In a part of KlugeFs^^

mathematical dictionary, published in 1831, it is stated that is

used as a symbol for division, ^^but in German arithmetics is employed

also to designate subtraction.’’ A later use of it for ^^minus,” that we
have noticed, is in a Norwegian arithmetic.^® In fact, in Scandinavian

1 Op. ciL, Vol. XXXIII (London, 1726), p. 5, 7.

2 J. G. G. Hubsch, Arilhinetica portends (Leipzig, 1748).

* David Arnold Crusius, Anweisung zur Rechen-Kumt (Halle, 1746), p. 54.

^ De vernieuwde Cyfferinge van Mr. Willem BartjenSy .... vermeerderl—ende

verhelerl, door Mr. Jan van Dam en van alle voorgaande Fauten gezuyveri door

Klaas Bosch (Amsterdam, 1771), p. 174-77.

® Gerard van Steyn, lAefhebhery der Reekenkonsl (eerste deel; Amsterdam,’

1768), p. 3, 11, etc.

6 Ibid. (2« Decls, 2« Stuk, 1778), p. 16.

^ Maihematisch Zinnen-Confect .... door Paul Halcken .... Uyt het Hoog^

duytsch vertaald .... dor Jacob Oostwoud (Tweede Druk, Te Purmerende, 1768),

p. 5.

® Mathematische Voorstellen .... door .... Ludolf van Keulen .... door

Laurens Praalder (Amsterdam, 1777), p. 137.

® J. A. Krittcr, Leipziger Magazin fur reine and angewandte Mathematik

(herausgegoben von J. Bernoulli und C. F. Ilindenburg, 1788), p. 147-61.

Carl Christian Illing, Arilhmetisches Handbuch fur Lehrer in den Schulen

(Dresden, 1793), p. 11, 132.

Friedrich Schmeisser, Lehrbuch der reinen Matheds (1. Thcil, Berlin, 1817),

p. 45, 201.

G. S. Klugel, ‘‘Zeichen,^^ Mathematisches Worterbuch. This article was writ-

ten by J. A. Grunert.

G. C. Krogh, Regnebog for Begyndere (Bergen, 1869), p. 15.
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countries the sign for ‘^minus’^ is found occasionally in the twentieth

century. For instance, in a Danish scientific publication of the year

1915, a chemist expresses a range of temperature in the words

^Tra+18° C. tU 18° In 1921 Ernst W. Selmer^ wrote ^‘0,724-

0,65 = 0,07.^^ The difference in the dates that have been given, and the

distances between the places of publication, make it certain that this

symbol 4- for ^'minus^^ had a much wider adoption in Germany,

Switzerland, Holland, and Scandinavia than the number of our cita-

tions would indicate. But its use seems to have been confined to

Teutonic peoples.

Several writers on mathematical history have incidentally called

attention to one or two authors who used the symbol 4- for
^

‘minus,

but none of the historians revealed even a suspicion that this symbol

had an almost continuous history extending over four centuries.

209. Sometimes the minus sign — appears broken up into two or

three successive dashes or dots. In a book of 1610 and again of 1615,

by Ludolph van Ceulen,^ the minus sign occasionally takes the form— . Richard Balam'* uses three dots and says ^^3 • *
• 7, 3 from 7”;

he writes an arithmetical proportion in this manner: *^2 » * *4 =
3 • • -5.^^ Two or three dots are used in Ren4 Descartes^ Geometries

in the writings of Marin Mersenne,^ and in many other seventeenth-

century books, also in the Journal des Sgavans for the year 1686,

printed in Amsterdam, where one finds (p. 482) ^^1 R 11”

for 1 — t/~ll, and in volumes of that Journal printed in the early

part of the eighteenth century. Herigone used ^ for “minus”

(§ 189), the — being pre-empted for recta Unea,

From these observations it is evident that in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries the forms of type for “minus” were not yet

standardized. For this reason, several varieties were sometimes used

on the same page.

This study emphasizes the difficulty experienced even in ordinary

1 Johannes Boye Petersen, Kgl. Damke Vidensk. Selskabs Skrifter, Nat. og.

Math. Afd., 7. Raekke^ Vol. XH (Kopenhagen, 1915), p. 330; sec also p. 221, 223,

226, 230, 238.

* Skrifter utgil av Videnskapsselskapet i Kristiania (1921),^' Historisk-filosofisk

Klasse’^ (2. Bind; Kristiania, 1922), article by Ernst W. Selmer, p. 11; see also

p. 28, 29, 39, 47.

2 Circvlo el adscriptis liber Omnia e vernaciilo Latina fecit et annotationibus

illmlravil Willehrordus Snellius (Leyden, 1610), p. 128.

* Algebra (London, 1653), p. 5.

® Cogitata Physico-Mathematica (Paris, 1644), Praefatio generalis, ‘‘De

Rationibus atque Proportionibus,” p. xii, xiii.
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arithmetic and algebra in reaching a common world-language. Cen-

turies slip past before any marked step toward uniformity is made.

It appears, indeed, as if blind chance were an uncertain guide to lead

us away from the Babel of languages. The only hope for rapid ap-

proach of uniformity in mathematical symbolism lies in international

co-operation through representative committees.

210. Symbols for **plus or mintis ”—The ± to designate ^'plus or

minus” was used by Albert Girard in his Tables^ of 1626, but with the
+

interpolation of ou, thus “ou.” The ± was employed by Oughtred in

his Claris mathematicae (1631), by Wallis,^ by Jones* in his Synopsis

^

and by others. There was considerable experimentation on suitable

notations for cases of simultaneous double signs. For example, in

the third book of his Geometries Descartes uses a dot where we would

+PP
write ±. Thus he writes the equation ^*+y^»2pi/ ^ryy—qq

and then comments on this: ‘^Et pour les signes + ou — que iay

omis, s41 y a eu+p en la precedente Equation, il faut mettre en celle—

cy + 2pj ou s’il ya eu — p, il faut mettre — 2p; & au contraire s41

ya eu + r, il faut mettre — 4r, ...” The symbolism which in the Mis-

cellanea Berolinensia of 1710 is attributed to Leibniz is given in § 198.

A different notation is found in Isaac Newton^s Universal Arith-

metick: denoted the Signs of b and c as being indeterminate by

the Note .L, which I use indifferently for + or —
,
and its opposite

T for the contrary.”^ These signs appear to be the + with half of

the vertical stroke excised. William Jones, when discussing quadratic

equations, says: ‘Therefore if V be put for the Sign of any Term,

and A for the contrary, all Forms of Quadratics with their SolutionSf

will be reduced to this one. If xxVaxVb^O then A\a±aa Ab\K”^

Later in the book (p. 189) Jones lets two horizontal dots represent

any sign: “Suppose any Equation whatever, as x” . .

. . cx””* . . dx^-*s etc. . . A=0.”
A symbol ^ standing for ± was used in 1649 and again as late as

1695, by van Schooten® in his editions of Descartes^ geometry, also

^ See Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser., 1900), Vol. I, p. 66.

2 J. Wallis, Operum mathematicorum pars prima (Oxford, 1657), p. 250.

3 William Jones, Synopsis Palmariorum matheseos (London, 1706), p. 14.

* Op. cit. (trans. Mr. Ralphson .... rev. by Mr. Cunn; London, 1728), p. 172;

also ibid. (rev. by Mr. Cunn .... expl. by Theaker Wilder; London, 1769), p. 321.

® Op. cit.f p. 148.

® Renati Descartes Geometria (Leyden. 1649), Appendix, p. 330; ibid, (Frank-

furt am Main, 1695), p. 295, 444, 445.
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by De Witt.' Wallis^ wrote ^ for + or —
,
and R for the contrary.

The sign R was used in a restricted way, by James Bernoulli;® h6

says, ‘‘R significat + in pr. e — in post, hypoth.,^^ i.e., the symbol

stood for + according to the first hypothesis, and for —
,
according to

the second hypothesis. He used this same symbol in his Ars con-

jectandi (1713), page 264. Van Schooten wrote also r for +. It

should be added that appears also in the older printed Greek books

as a ligature or combination of two Greek letters, the omicron o and

the upsilon u. The ^ appears also as an astronomical symbol for the

constellation Taurus.

Da Cunha^ introduced ±’ and ±^ or and to mean that

the upper signs shall be taken simultaneously in both or the lower

signs shall be taken simultaneously in both. Oliver, Wait, and Jones^

denoted positive or negative N by *iV.

211. The symbol [a] was introduced by Kronecker® to represent

0 or + 1 or — 1, according as a was 0 or + 1 or — 1. The symbol ''sgn’^

has been used by some recent writers, as, for instance, Peano,^ Netto,®

and Le Vavasseur, in a manner like this: ^^sgn A = when A >0,

‘^sgn A = —V^ when A<0. That is, ^^sgn A^^ means the ^^sign of

A.” Similarly, Kowalewski® denotes by ^^sgn +1 when ^ is an

even, and — 1 when ^ is an odd, permutation.

The symbol Vo? is sometimes taken in the sense'® ± a, but in equa-

tions involving \/ ,
the principal root +a is understood.

212. Certain other specialized uses of + and — .—The use of each

of the signs + and — in a double sense—first, to signify addition and

subtraction; second, to indicate that a number is positive and nega-

tive—has met with opposition from writers who disregarded the ad-

vantages resulting from this double use, as seen in a—{—b)=u+b,
* Johannis de Witt, Elemenla Cvrvarvm Linearvm. Edita Operd Francisci d

Schooten (Amsterdam, 1683), p. 305.

2 John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 210, 278.

^ Acta eruditorum (1701), p. 214.

^ J. A. da Cunha, Principios mathematicos (Lisbon, 1790), p. 126.

® Treatise on Algebra (2d cd.; Ithaca, 1887), p. 45.

® L. Kronecker, Werke^ Vol. II (1897), p. 39.

^ G. Peano, Formulario mathemalico, Vol. V (Turin, 1908), p. 94.

E. Netto and R. le Vavasseur, Encyclopidie des scien. math., Tome I, Vol. II

(1907), p. 184; see also A. Voss and J. Molk, ibid.y Tome 11, Vol. I (1912), p. 257,

n. 77.

® Gerhard KowalawskifEinfiihrungindieDeterminantentheorie (Leipzig, 1909),
p. 18.

See, for instance, Encyclopidie des scien, math.. Tome II, Vol. I, p. 257, n. 77.
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and who aimed at extreme logical simplicity in expounding the ele-

ments of algebra to young pupils. As a remedy, German writers

proposed a number of new symbols which are set forth by Schmeisser

as follows:

^The use of the signs + and —
,
not only for opposite magni-

tudes .... but also for Addition and Subtraction, frequently pre-

vents clearness in these matters, and has even given rise to errors.

For that reason other signs have been proposed for the positive and

negative. Wilkins {Die Lehre von d. entgegengesetzL Grossen etc,,

Brschw., 1800) puts down the positive without signs (+a= a) but

places over the negative a dash, as in —a=d. v. Winterfeld (An-

fangsgr. d. Rechenk., 2te Aufl. 1809) proposes for positive the sign h

or r, for negative H or “J. As more scientific he considers the in-

version of the letters and numerals, but unfortunately some of them

as iy r, 0
,
x, etc., and 0, 1, 8, etc., cannot be inverted, while others, by

this process, give rise to other letters as fe, d, p, q, etc. Better are the

more recent proposals of Winterfeld, to use for processes of computa-

tion the signs of the waxing and waning moon, namely for Addition
^

), for Subtraction (, for Multiplication \ for Division ((, but as he

himself acknowledges, even these are not perfectly suitable

Since in our day one does not yet, for love of correctness, abandon the

things that are customary though faulty,, it is for the present probably

better to stress the significance of the concepts of the positive and

additive, and of the negative and subtractive, in instruction, by the

retention of the usual signs, or, what is the same thing, to let the

qualitative and quantitative significance of + and — be brought out

sharply. This procedure has the advantage moreover of more fully

exercising the understanding,

Wolfgang BolyaP in 1832 draws a distinction between + and —,

and + and hh
;
the latter meaning the (intrinsic) “positive” and

“negative.” If A signifies hhB, then —A signifies +B.
213. In more recent time other notations for positive and nega-

tive numbers have been adopted by certain writers. Thus, Spitz^

uses and ->a for positive a and negative a, respectively. M6ray^

prefers a
,
a ; Pad6,^ a^, a„; Oliver, Wait, and Jones® employ an ele-

^ Friedrich Schmeisser, op, ciL, p. 42, 43.

2 Tentamen (2d ed., T. I,; Budapestini, 1897), p. xi.

* C. Spitz, Lehrbuch der alg. Arilhmetik (Leipzig, 1874), p. 12.

* Charles M^ray, Logons nouv. de Vanalyse infin., Vol. I (Paris, 1894), p. 11.

® H. Pad4, Premihres legoTis d^algkhre SlS^m. (Paris, 1892), p. 5.

® Op. p. 5.
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vated + or — (as in +10, "“10) as signs of ‘^quality^^; this practice has

been followed in developing the fundamental operations in algebra by

a considerable number of writers; for instance, by Fisher and Schwatt,^

and by Slaught and Lennes.^ In elementary algebra the special sym-

bolisms which have been suggested to represent “positive number’^

or “negative number^’ have never met with wide adoption. Stolz

and Gmeiner® write a, a, for positive a and negative a. The designa-

tion .... “3, ""2, ”1, 0, +1, +2, +3, ,
occurs in Huntington^s

Continuum (1917), page 20.

214. A still different application of the sign + has been made in

the theory of integral numbers, according to which Peano^ lets a+
signify the integer immediately following a, so that a+ means the inte-

ger (a+ 1). For the same purpose, Huntington® and Stolz and Gmeiner®

place the + in the position of exponents, so that 5+ = 6.

215. Four unusual signs.—The Englishman Philip Ronayne used

in his Treatise of Algebra (London, 1727; 1st ed., 1717), page 4, two

curious signs which he acknowledged were “not common, namely,

the sign -e to denote that “some Quantity indefinitely Less than the

Term that next precedes it, is to be added,^^ and the sign e- that such

a quantity is “to be subtracted, while the sign i may mean “either

-e or when it matters not which of them it is.'^ We have not noticed

these symbols in other texts.

How the progress of science may suggest new' symbols in mathe-

matics is illustrated by the composition of velocities as it occurs in

Einstein^s addition theorem.^ Silberstein uses here # instead of +.
216. Composition of ratios.—A strange misapplication of the +

sign is sometimes found in connection with the “composition” of

NP AN
ratios. If the ratios and are multiplied together, the product

^ G. E. Fisher and I. J. Schwatt, Text-Book of Algebra (Philadelphia, 1898),

p. 23.

2 H. E. Slaught and U. J. Lennes, High School Algebra (Boston, 1907), p. 48.

* Otto Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, Theoretische Arithmetik (2d ed.
;
Leipzig, 1911),

Vol. I,p. 116.

^ G. Peano, Arithmetices principia nova meihodo exposila (Turin, 1889);

“Sul concetto di numero,” Rivista di maiem.j Vol. I, p. 91; Formulaire de mathi-

rnatiquee^ Vol. II, § 2 (Turin, 1898), p. 1.

* E. V. Huntington, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society

^

Vol. VI

(1905), p. 27.

® Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 14. In the first edition Peano’s notation was used.

^ C. E. Weatherburn, Advanced Vector Analysis (London, 1924), p. xvi.
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NP AN
CN*CN'

according to an old phraseology, was '^compounded^^ of the

first two ratios.^ Using the term ^

‘proportion^ ^ as synonymous with

“ratio/^ the expression “composition of proportions'’ was also used.

As the word “composition" suggests addition, a curious notation,

using +, was at one time employed. For example, Isaac Barrow^ de-

NP AN .

noted the “compounded ratio" manner, ‘WP-CA'd-

AN^CN” That is, the sign of addition was used in place of a sign of

multiplication, and the dot signified ratio as in Oughtred.

In another book* Barrow again multiplies equal ratios by equal

ratios. In modern notation, the two equalities are

(PL+Q0):Q0=-2BC:(BC-CP) and QO:BC= BC:{BC+CP)

.

Barrow writes the result of the multiplication thus:

PL+Q0-Q0+Q0-BC=2BC-BC-CP+BC-BC+CP ,

Here the + sign occurs four times, the first and fourth times as a

symbol of ordinary addition, while the second and third times it

occurs in the “addition of equal ratios" which really means the multi-

plication of equal ratios. Barrow's final relation means, in modern

notation,

PL+QO Q0_ 2BC BC
QO ' ' BC BC-CP * BC+CP •

Wallis, in his Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), page 84, com-

ments on this subject as follows: “But now because EucUde gives to

this the name of Composition^ which word is known many times to im-

part an Addition; (as when we say the Line ABC is compounded of AB
and BC;) some of our more ancient Writers have chanced to call it

Addition of Proportions; and others, following them, have continued

that form of speech, which abides in (in divers Writers) even to this

day: And the Dissolution of this composition they call Subduction of

Proportion. (Whereas that should rather have been called Multi-

plication^ and this Division.)"

A similar procedure is found as late as 1824 in J. F. Lorenz' trans-

1 See Euclid, Elements^ Book VI, Definition 5. Consult also T. L. Heath, The

Thirteen Books of Euclid^s ‘^Elementsf^ Vol. II (Cambridge, 1908), p. 132-35, 189,

190.

* Leciiones opticae (1669), Lect. VIII, § V, and other places.

* Leciiones geometricae (1674), Lect. XI, Appendix I, § V.
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lation from the Greek of Euclid's Elements (ed. C. B. Mollweide;

Halle, 1824), where on page 104 the Definition 5 of Book VI is given

thus: ‘^Of three or more magnitudes, A, H, C, Z>, which are so related

to one another that the ratios of any two consecutive magnitudes

A:B^ B:Cj C:Dy are equal to one another, then the ratio of the first

magnitude to the last is said to be composed of all these ratios so that

4 : Z) = (^ : JS)+ (B : C)+ (C : I>) ” (in modem notation, ^ g •

SIGNS OF MULTIPLICATION

217. Early symbols.—In the early Babylonian tablets there is,

according to Hilprecht,^ an ideogram A-DU signifying ^Times'' or

multiplication. The process of multiplication or division was known
to the Egyptians^ as wshtpj ‘To incline the head"; it can hardly be

regarded as being a mathematical symbol. Diophantus used no

symbol for multiplication (§ 102). In the Bakhshali manuscript

multiplication is usually indicated by placing the numbers side by

side (§ 109). In some manuscripts of Bhaskara and his commentators

a dot is placed between factors, but without any explanation (§ 112).

The more regular mark for product in Bhaskara is the abbreviation

bha, from bhavita^ placed after the factors (§ 112).

Stifel in his Deutsche Arithmetica (Nurnberg, 1545) used the

capital letter M to designate multiplication, and D to designate

division. These letters were again used for this purpose by S. Stevin^

who expresses our *<^xyz^ thus: M sec® M ter @, where sec and ter

mean the “second" and “third" unknown quantities.

The M appears again in an anonymous manuscript of 1638 ex-

plaining Descartes' Geometric of 1637, which was first printed in 1896;^

also once in the Introduction to a book by Bartholinus.®

Vieta indicated the product of A and B by writing “A in H"
(Fig. 84). Mere juxtaposition signified multiplication in the Bakhs-

hali tract, in some fifteenth-century manuscripts, and in printed

algebras designating fix or 5x*; but 5| meant 5+|, not

^ H. V. Hilprecht, Babylonian Expedition, Vol. XX, Part 1, Mathematical

etc. Tablets (Philadelphia, 1906), p. 16, 23.

* T. Eric Peet, The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus (London, 1923), p. 13.

^ (Euvres mathematiques (ed. Albert Girard; Leyden, 1634), Vol. I, p. 7.

^Printed in (Euvres de Descartes (M. Adam et Tannery), Vol. X (Paris,

1908), p. 669, 670.

® Er. Bartholinus, Renati des Caries Prindpia matheseos universalis (Leyden,

1651), p. 11. See J. Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 21, 22.
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218. Early uses of the SL Andrew^s crossy but not as a symbol of

multiplication of two numbers,—It is well known that the St. Andrew’s

cross (X) occurs as the symbol for multiplication in W. Oughtred’s

Clavis mathematicae (1631), and also (in the form of the letter X)
in an anonymous Appendix which appeared in E. Wright’s 1618 edi-

tion of John Napier’s Descriptio. This Appendix is very probably

from the pen of Oughtred. The question has arisen, Is this the earliest

use of X to designate multiplication? It has been answered in the

negative—incorrectly so, we think, as we shall endeavor to show.

In the EncyclopMie des sciences mathematiquesy Tome I, Volume
I (1904), page 40, note 158, we read concerning X, “One finds it be-

tween factors of a product, placed one beneath the other, in the Com-
mentary added by Oswald Schreckenfuchs to Ptolemy’s Almagest

y

1551.”^ As will be shown more fully later, this is not a correct inter-

pretation of the symbolism. Not two, but four numbers are involved,

two in a line and two others immediately beneath, thus:

315172s^^295448

395093/^174715

The cross does not indicate the product of any two of these numbers,

but each bar of the cross connects two numbers which are multiplied.

One bar indicates the product of 315172 and 174715, the other bar the

product of 395093 and 295448. Each bar is used as a symbol singly;

the two bars are not considered here as one symbol.

Another reference to the use of X before the time of Oughtred is

made by E. Zirkel,^ of Heidelberg, in a brief note in which he protests

against attributing the “invention” of X to Oughtred; he states that

it had a period of development of over one hundred years. Zirkcl does

^ Clavdii Ptolernaei Pelusierisis Alexandrini Omnia quae extant Opera (Basileae,

1551), Lib. ii, “Annotationcs.^^

2 Emil Zirkcl, Zeiischr, f. math, u, naturw. Unterricht^ Vol. LII (1921), p. 96.

An article on the sign X
,
which we had not seen before the time of proofreading,

when R. C. Archibald courteously sent it to us, is written by N. L. W. A. Gravc-

laar in Wiskundig Tijdschrift, Vol. VI (1909-10), p. 1-25. Gravclaar cites a few

writers whom we do not mention. His claim that, before Oughtred, the sign X
occurred as a sign of multiplication, must be rejected as not borne out by the facts.

It is one thing to look upon X as two symbols, each indicating a separate opera-

tion, and quite another thing to look upon X as only one symbol indicating only

one operation. This remark applies even to the case in § 229, where the four num-

bers involved are conveniently placed at the four ends of the cross, and each

stroke connects two numbers to be subtracted one from the other.
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not make his position clear, but if he does not mean that X was

used before Oughtred as a sign of multiplication, his protest is

pointless.

Our own studies have failed to bring to light a clear and conclusive

case where, before Oughtred, X was used as a symbol of multiplica-

tion. In medieval manuscripts and early printed books X was used

as a mathematical sign, or a combination of signs, in eleven or more

different ways, as follows: (1) in solutions of problems by the process

of two false positions, (2) in solving problems in compound proportion

involving integers, (3) in solving problems in simple proportion

involving fractions, (4) in the addition and subtraction of fractions,

(5) in the division of fractions, (6) in checking results of computation

by the processes of casting out the 9^s, 7^s, or ITs, (7) as part of a

group of lines drawn as guides in the multiplication of one integer by

another, (8) in reducing radicals of different orders to radicals of the

same order, (9) in computing on lines, to mark the line indicating

‘'thousands,^
^ (10) to take the place of the multiplication table above

5 times 5, and (11) in dealing with amicable numbers. We shall

briefly discuss each of these in order.

219. The process of two false positions.—The use of X in this

process is found in the Liber abbaci of Leonardo^ of Pisa, written in

1202. We must begin by explaining Leonardo's use of a single line or

bar. A line connecting two numbers indicates that the two numbers

are to be multiplied together. In one place he solves the problem:

If 100 rotuli are worth 40 librasy how many libras are 5 rotuli worth?

On the margin of the sheet stands the following:

1. n.

40 100

bH.

The line connecting 40 and 5 indicates that the two numbers are

to be multiplied together. Their product is divided by 100, but no

symbolism is used to indicate the division, Leonardo uses single lines

over a hundred times in the manner here indicated. In more compli-

cated problems he uses two or more lines, but they do not necessarily

^ Leonardo of Pisa, Liber abbaci (1202) (ed. B. Boncompagni; Roma, 1857),

Vol. I, p. 84.
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form crosses. In a problem involving five different denominations of

money he gives the following diagram:^

Here the answer 20+ is obtained by taking the product of the

connected numbers and dividing it by the product of the unconnected

numbers.

Leonardo uses a cross in solving, by double false position, the

problem: If 100 rotuli cost 13 libras, find the cost of 1 rotulus. The

answer is given in solidi and denarii^ where 1 libra — 20 solidi, 1 solidus —

12 denarii, Leonardo assumes at random the tentative answers (the

two false positions) of 3 solidi and 2 solidi. But 3 solidi would

make this cost of 100 rotuli 15 librUy an error of +2 libras; 2 solidi

would make the cost 10, an error of -3. By the underlying theory of

two false positions, the errors in the answers (i.e., the errors a;— 3 and

x— 2 solidi) are proportional to the errors in the cost of 100 rotuli

(i.e., +2 and —3 libras); this proportion yields x = 2 solidi and 7,^

denarii. If the reader will follow out the numerical operations for

determining our x he will understand the following arrangement of the

work given by Leonardo (p. 319)

:

^^Additurn ex IS multiplicationibus

4 9

soldi soldi

Additum ex erroribus.”

Observe that Leonardo very skilfully obtains the answer by multiply-

ing each pair of numbers connected by lines, thereby obtaining the

products 4 and 9, which are added in this case, and then dividing 13

by 5 (the sum of the errors). The cross occurring here is not one sym-

bol, but two symbols. Each line singly indicates a multiplication. It

would be a mistake to conclude that the cross is used here as a symbol

expressing multiplication.

1 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 127.
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The use of two lines crossing each other, in double or single false

position, is found in many authors of later centuries. For example, it

occurs in MS 14908 in the Munich Library,^ written in the interval

1455-64; it is used by the German Widman,^ the Italian Pacioli,^

the Englishman Tonstall,^ the Italian Sfortunati,^ the Englishman

Recorde,® the German Splenlin,^ the Italians Ghaligai® and Bencdetti,®

the Spaniard Hortega,^® the Frenchman Trenchant,^^ the Dutchman
Gemma Frisius,^^ the German Clavius,^* the Italian Tartaglia,^^ the

Dutchman Snell,'® the Spaniard Zaragoza,'® the Britishers Jcake'^ and

* See M. Curtze, Zeitschrifl /. Math. u. Physik, Vol. XL (Leipzig, 1895).

Supplement, Ahhandlungen z. Geschichte d. Malhematik, p. 41.

2 Johann Widnuin, Behede vnd huhsche Rechenung (T^eipzig, 1489). We have

used J. W. L. Glaishcr’s article in Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. LI (1922), p. 16.

*L. Pacioli, Summa de arithmetica, geometria, etc. (1494). We have used the

1523 edition, printed at Toscolano, fol. 99*, 10O», 182.

^ C. Tonstall, De arte supputandi (1522). We have used the Strassburg edi-

tion of 1544, p. 393.

® Giovanni Sfortunati da Siena, Nvovo Ijvme. Libro di Arithmetica (1534),

fol. 89-100.

® R. Recorde, Grovnd of Arles (1543[?]). We have used an edition issued be-

tween 1636 and 1646 (title-page missing), p. 374.

^ Gall Splenlin, Arithmetica kunstlicher Rechnung (1645). We have used

J. W. L. Glaishcr’s article in op. cit., Vol. LI (1922), p. 62.

® Francesco Ghaligai, Pratica d'arithmetica (Nuovamente Rivista ... ; Firenze,

1552), fol. 76.

^ Io. Baplistae Benedicti Divcrsarvrn specvlationvm mathematicarum, et physica-

rum Liber (Turin, 1585), p. 105.

Juan de Hortega, Tractado subtilissimo de arismetica y de geometria (emenda-

do por Longalo Busto, 1552), fol. 138, 2155.

Jan Trenchant, Varithmetiqve (4th ed.; Lyon, 1578), p. 216.

12 Gemma Frisius, Arithmeticae Practicae methodvs facilis (iam recens ab ipso

authore emendata .... Parisiis, 1569), fol. 33.

1® Christophori Clavii Bambergensis, Opera mathematica (Mogvntiae, 1612),

Tomus secundus; “Numeratio,” p. 58.

1^ Uarithmetique de Nicolas Tartaglia Brescian (traduit par Gvillavmo Gosselin

do Caen ... Premier Partie; Paris, 1613), p. 105.

1® Willebrordi Snelli Doctrinae Triangvlorvm Canonicae liber qvatvor (Leyden,

1627), p. 36.

^^Arithmetica Vniversal ... avthor El M. R. P. Joseph Zaragoza (Valencia,

1669), p. 111.

1^ Samuel Jeake, AOnSTIKHAOriA or Arithmetick (London, 1696; Preface

1674), p. 501.
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Wingate,‘ the Italian Guido Grandi,* the Frenchman Chalosse,®

the Austrian Steinmeyer,^ the Americans Adams'* and Preston.®

As a sample of a seventeenth-century procedure, we give Schott’s

solution^ of f—f=30. He tries x=24 and a; =48. He obtains

errors —25 and —20. The work is arranged as follows:

24.

M.

25. 5. 20.

Dividing 48X25—24X20 by 5
gives a; =144.

220. Compound proportion with integers .—^We begin again with

Leonardo of Pisa (1202)® who gives the problem: If 5 horses eat 6

quarts of barley in 9 days, for how many days will 16 quarts feed 10

horses? His numbers are arranged thus:

.c. .6. .a.

dies ordeum equi

9^ 6 y 5A .d.

dies ^'•'.^ordeurr^^ \equi
12 ^10

The answer is obtained by dividing 9X16X5 by the product of the

remaining known numbers. Answer 12.

Somewhat different applications of lines crossing each other arc

given by Nicolas Chuquet® and Luca Pacioli^® in dealing with numbers

in continued proportion.

^ Mr. Wingate^s Arithmetickf enlarged by John Kersey (11th ed.), with supple-

ment by George Shelley (London, 1704), p. 128.

* Guido Grandi, Instituzioni di arithmetia jyratica (Firenze, 1740), p. 104.

* TJarithmetique par les fractions ... par M. ChaJosse (Paris, 1747), p. 158.

* Tirocinium Arithmeticum a P. Philippo Steinmeyer (Vienna and Freiburg,

1763), p. 475.

® Daniel Adams, Scholar's Arithmetic (10th ed.; Keene, N.H., 1816), p. 199.

® John Preston, Lancaster's Theory of Education (Albany, N.Y., 1817), p. 349,

’ G. Schott, Cursus mathemalicus (WUrzburg, 1661), p. 36.

* Op. dt.y p. 132.

* Nicolas Chuquet, Le Triparty en la Science des Nomhres (1484), edited by A.

Marre, in BuUetlino Boncompagni^ Vol. XIII (1880), p. 700; reprint (Roma,

1881), p. 115.

Luca Pacioli, op. cU.^ fol. 93a.
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Chuquet finds two mean proportionals between 8 and 27 by the

scheme

8 27

3

12 18

where 12 and 18 are the two mean proportionals sought; i.e,, 8, 12, 18,

27 are in continued proportion.

221. Proportions involving fractions .—Lines forming a cross (X),

together with two horizontal parallel lines, were extensively applied

to the solution of proportions involving fractions, and constituted a

most clever device for obtaining the required answer mechanically.

If it is the purpose of mathematics to resolve complicated problems

by a minimum mental effort, then this device takes high rank.

The very earliest arithmetic ever printed, namely, the anonymous

booklet gotten out in 1478 at Treviso,^ in Northern Italy, contains an

interesting problem of two couriers starting from Rome and Venice,

respectively, the Roman reaching Venice in 7 days, the Venetian

arriving at Rome in 9 days. If Rome and Venice are 250 miles apart,

in how many days did they meet, and how far did each travel before

they met? They met in 3}| days. The computation of the distance

traveled by the courier from Rome calls for the solution of the pro-

portion which we write 7:250 = : x.

The Treviso arithmetic gives the following arrangement:

112

The connecting lines indicate what numbers shall be multiplied to-

gether; namely, 1, 250, and 63, also 7, 1, and 16. The product of the

latter—namely, 112—is written above on the left. The author then

finds 250X63 = 15,750 and divides this by 112, obtaining 140| miles.

These guiding lines served as Ariadne threads through the maze of

a proportion involving fractions.

We proceed to show that this magical device was used again by

Chuquet (1484), Widman (1489), and Pacioli (1494). Thus Chuquet^

^ The Treviso arithmetic of 1478 is described and partly given in facsimile by

Boncompagni in Atti delVAccademia Pontifida de' nuovi Lined, Tome XVI (1862-

63; Roma, 1863), see p. 568.

* Chuquet, in Boncompagni, Bullettino, Vol. XIH, p. 636; reprint, p. (84).
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uses the cross in the problem to find two numbers in the ratio of f

3v y2
to I and whose sum is 100. He writes - multiplying 3 by 3,V ^3
and 2 by 4, he obtains two numbers in the proper ratio. As their

sum is only 17, he multiplies each by obtains 47 iV and 52} 4 .

Johann Widman^ solves the proportion 9 : : x in this man-

9v /53 89
ner: ‘^Secz also — — machss nach der Regel vnd klipt 8 fl.

K ^8 8

35s 9 heir It will be observed that the computer simply took the

products of the numbers connected by lines. Thus 1X53X89 = 4,717

gives the numerator of the fourth term; 9X8X8 = 576 gives the

denominator. The answer is 8 florins and a fraction.

Such settings of numbers are found in Luca Pacioli,^ Ch. Rudolph,^

G. Sfortunati,^ 0. Schreckenfuchs,® Hortega,® Tartaglia,^ M. Stein-

metz,® J. Trenchant,^ Hermann Follinus,^® J. Alsted,^^ P. H^rigone,^^

Chalosse,'® J. Perez de Moya.^^ It is remarkable that in England neither

Tonstall nor Recorde used this device. Recorde^^ and Leonard Digges^®

^ Johann Widman, oy. cit.; see J. W. L. Glaisher, op. cit., p. 6.

2 Luca Pacioli, op. cit. (1523), foh 18, 27, 54, 58, 59, 64.

2 Christoph Rudolph, Kunslliche Rechnung (1526). We have used one of the

Augsburg editions, 1574 or 1588 (title-page missing), CVII.

^Giovanni Sfortunati da Siena, Nvovo Lvme. Libro di Arithmetica (1534),

fol. 37.

5 O. Schreckenfuchs, op. cit. (1551).

® Juan de Hortega, op. cit. (1552), fol. 92a.

7 N. Tartaglia, General Trattato di Nvrneri (la prima parte, 1556), fol. 1116,

117a.

8 Arithmeticae Praecepta . . . . M. Mavricio Steinmetz Gersbachio (Leipzig,

1568) (no paging).

8 J. Trenchant, op. cit., p. 142.

Hermannvs Follinvs, Algebra sive liber de rebvs ocevliis (Cologne, 1622), p. 72.

Johannis-Henrici Alstedii Encyclopaedia (Hernborn, 1630), Lib. XIV,

Cossae libri III, p. 822.

Pierre Herigone, Cvrsvs mathematici, Tomus VI (Paris, 1644), p. 320.

UArithmetique par les fractions ... par M. Chalosse (Paris, 1747), p. 71.

Juan Perez de Moya, Arithmetica (Madrid, 1784), p. 141. This text reads

the same as the edition that appeared in Salamanca in 1562.

“ Robert Recorde, op. cit., p. 175.

(Leonard Digges), A Geometrical Practical Treatise named Pantometria

(London, 1591).
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use a slightly different and less suggestive scheme, namely, the capital

letter Z for proportions involving either integers or fractions. Thus,

3 : 8 = 16 : x is given by Recorde in the form This rather un-

usual notation is found much later in the American Accomptant of

Chauncey Lee (Lansinburgh, 1797, p. 223) who writes,

‘^Cause Effect^^

4.5 yds.—^18

and finds 0 = 90X18-7-4.5 = 360 dollars.

222. Addition and subtraction of fractions .—Perhaps even more
popular than in the solution of proportion involving fractions was the

use of guiding lines crossing each other in the addition and subtrac-

tion of fractions. Chuquet* represents the addition of | and f by the

following scheme:

<M0 12''

•15-

The lower horizontal line gives 3X5 = 15; we have also 2X5 = 10,

3X4 = 12; hence the sum M = 1A.
The same line-process is found in Pacioli,* Rudolph,® Apianus.^

In England, Tonstall and Recorde do not employ this intersecting

line-system, but Edmund Wingate® avails himself of it, with only

slight variations in the mode of using it. We find it also in Oronce

Fine,® Feliciano,^ Schreckenfuchs,® Hortega,® Baeza,^® the Italian

^ Nicolas Chuquet, op. cU.^ Vol. XIII, p. 606; reprint p. (54).

* Luca Pacioli, op. cil. (1523), foL 51, 62, 53.

> Christoph Rudolph, op. dt., under addition and subtraction of fractions.

^ Petrus Apianus, Kauffmansz Rechnung (Ingolstadt, 1527).

^ E. Wingate, op. cil. (1704), p. 152.

® Orontii Find DelphinaUs, liberalivm Disdplinarvm professoris Regii Proto-

mathesis: Opus varium (Paris, 1532), fol. 46.

^ Francesco Feliciano, Ldbro de ariihmetica e geometria (1550).

® O. Schreckenfuchs, op. dt.j *^Annot.,” fol. 256.

• Hortega, op. dl. (1552), fol. 55a, 636.

Nvmerandi doctrina^ authore Lodoico Baeza (Paris, 1556), fol. 386.
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translation of Pine's works,^ Genima Frisius,^ Eygaguirre,® Clavius,^

the French translation of Tartaglia,^ Follinus,® Girard,^ Hainlin,®

Caramuel,® Jeake,^^^ Corachan,*' Chalosse,^^ De Moya,^* and in slightly

modified form in GrusoeJ'^

223. Division of fractions ,—Less frequent than in the preceding

processes is the use of lines in the multiplication or division of frac-

tions, which called for only one of the two steps taken in solving a

proportion involving fractions. Pietro Borgi (1488)^^ divides f by |
"4v/3 15

"

thus: - - —
. In dividing | by Pacioli^® writes

5^ M 16
'^2 3"

and obtains | or 1|,

Petrus Apianus (1527) uses the X in division, Juan de Hortega

(1552)^^ divides f by f, according to the following scheme:

^ Opere di Orontio Fineo del Definato. ... Tradotte da Cosimo Bartoli (Venice,

1587), fol. 31.

2 Arithmelicae I*racticae melhodvs facilis, per Gemmam Frisium ... iam rec^ns

ab ipso authore emendata ... (Paris, 1569), fol. 20.

3 Sebastian Fernandez Eygaguirre, Libra de Arithmetica (Brussels, 1608), p. 38.

^ Clir. Clavius, Opera omnia, Tom. I (1611), Euclid, p. 383.

* LArithmetique de Nicolas Tarlaglia Brescian, traduit ... par Gvillavmo

Gossclin de Caen (Paris, 1613), p. 37,

® Algebra sive Liber de Rebvs Occvltis, ... Hermannvs Follinvs (Cologne, 1622),

p. 40.

^ Albert Girard, Invention Nouvelle en VAlgebre (Amsterdam, 1629).

® Johan. Jacob Hainlin, Synopsis rnaihematica (Tubingen, 1653), p. 32.

® Joannis Cararnvelis Mathesis Biceps Veins et Nova (Companiae, 1670), p. 20.

Samuel Jeake, op. cit., p. 51.

Juan Bautista Corachan, Arithmetica demonstrada (Barcelona, 1719), p. 87.

VArithmetique par les fractions ... par M. Chalosse (Paris, 17^7), p. 8.

J. P. de Moya, op. cit. (1784), p. 103.

George E. Crusoe, Y Mathematicsf (*‘Why Mathematics?”) (Pittsburgh,

Pa., 1921), p. 21.

Pietro Borgi, Arithmetica (Venice, 1488), fol. 33i?.

L. Pacioli, op. cit. (1523), fol. 54a.

Juan de Hortega, op. cit. (1552), fol. 66a.
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We find this use of X in division in Sfortunati/ Blundeville,*

Steinmetz,* Ludolf van Ceulen,^ De Graaf,® Samuel Jeake,* and J.

Perez de Moya.’ De la Chapelle, in his list of symbols,® introduces

X as a regular sign of division, divis6 par, and x as a regular sign of

multiplication, multiple par. He employs the latter regularly in

multiplication, but he uses the former only in the division of fractions,

and he explains that in |X|= |f, ‘le sautoir X montre que 4 doit

multiplier 6 & que 3 doit multiplier 7,^* thus really looking upon X
as two symbols, one placed upon the other.

224. In the multiplication of fractions Apianus® in 1527 uses the

j ^3

parallel horizontal lines, thus,
^ ^

• Likewise, Michael StifeP® uses

two horizontal lines to indicate the steps. He says: “Multiplica

numeratores inter se, et proveniet numerator productac summae.

Multiplica etiam denominatores inter se, et proveniet denominator

productae summae.”

225. Casting out the ffs, 7*s, or IVs,—Checking results by casting

out the 9^s was far more common in old arithmetics than by casting

out the 7^s or IPs. Two intersecting lines afforded a convenient group-

ing of the four results of an operation. Sometimes the lines appear in

the form X, at other times in the form +. Luca Pacioli" divides

97535399 by 9876, and obtains the quotient 9876 and remainder 23.

Casting out the 7’s (i.e., dividing a number by 7 and noting the

residue), he obtains for 9876 the residue 6, for 97535399 the residue 3,

“612 ”
for 23 the residue 2. He arranges these residues thus: .

Observe that multiplying the residues of the divisor and quotient,

6 times 6 = 36, one obtains 1 as the residue of 36. Moreover, 3—2
is also 1. This completes the check.

* Giovanni Sfortvnati da Siena, Nvovo Lvme, Libro di Arithmetica (1534),

fol. 26.

* Mr. Blundevil. His Exercises containing eight Treatises (London, 1636), p. 29.

•* M. Mavricio Steinmetz Gersbachio, Ari^/imcficae praecepta (1568) (no paging).

* Ludolf van Ceulen, De arithm. (title-page gone) (1615), p. 13.

® Abraham de Graaf, De Geheele Mathesis of Wiskonst (Amsterdam, 1694),

p. 14.

* Samuel Jeake, op. cU., p. 58. ’ Juan Perez de Moya, op. cU., p. 117.

* De la Chai)clle, Institutions de giomitrie (4th 6d.; Paris, 1765), Vol. I, p. 44,

118, 185.

* Petrus Apianus, op. cU. (1527).

M. Stifel, Arithmetica inlegra (Nuremberg, 1544), fol. 6.

Luca Pacioli, op. cit. (1523), fol. 35.
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Nicolas Tartaglia^ checks, by casting out the 7’s, the division

912345 “f- 1987 = 459 and remainder 312.

Casting the 7’s out of 912345 gives 0, out of 1987 gives 6,
‘< 4'4

out of 459 gives 4, out of 312 gives 4. Tartaglia writes down -I- .

OjU

Here 4 times 6 = 24 yields the residue 3; 0 minus 4, or better 7

minus 4, yields 3 also. The result ^^checks.^^

Would it be reasonable to infer that the two perpendicular lines +
signified multiplication? We answer ‘"No,” for, in the first place, the

authors do not state that they attached this meaning to the symbols

and, in the second place, such a specialized interpretation does not

apply to the other two residues in each example, which are to be

subtracted one from the other. The more general interpretation, that

the lines are used merely for the convenient grouping of the four resi-

dues, fits the case exactly.

Rudolph^ checks the multiplication 5678 times 65 = 369070 by

casting out the 9^s (i.e., dividing the sum of the digits by 9 and noting

the residue); he finds the residue for the product to be 7, for the

factors to be 2 and 8. He writes down

Here 8 times 2 = 16, yielding the residue 7, written above. This

residue is the same as the residue of the product; hence the check is

complete. It has been argued that in cases like this Rudolph used X
to indicate multiplication. This interpretation does not apply to

other cases found in Rudolph's book (like the one which follows) and

is wholly indefensible. We have previously seen that Rudolph used

X in the addition and subtraction of fractions. Rudolph checks the

proportion 9:ll=48:a;, where x = 58|, by casting out the 7's, 9's,

and iTs as follows:

‘^(7) (9) (11)"

Take the check by ITs (i.e., division of a number by 11 and noting

the residue). It is to be established that 9x = 48 times 11, or that 9

^ N. Tartaglia, op. cit. (1656), fol. 34B.

* Chr. Rudolph, Kunstliche Rechnung (Augsburg, 1574 or 1588 ed.) A VIII.
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times 528 = 48 times 99. Begin by casting out the IHs of the factors 9

and 48; write down the residues 9 and 4. But the residues of 528 and

99 are both 0. Multiplying the residues 9 and 0, 4 and 0, we obtain

in each case the product 0. This is shown in the figure. Note that here

vve do not take the product 9 times 4; hence X could not possibly in-

dicate 9 times 4.

The use of X in casting out the 9^s is found also in Recorders

Grovnd of Aries and in Clavius^ who casts out the 9^s and also the 7^s.

Hortega^ follows the Italian practice of using lines +, instead

of X, for the assignment of resting places for the four residues con-

sidered. Hunt^ uses the Latin cross —j- . The regular X is used by

Regius (who also casts out the 7^s),^ Lucas, ^ Metius,® Alsted,^ York,®

Dechales,® Ayres,^® and Workman.^^

In the more recent centuries the use of a cross in the process of

casting out the 9’s has been abandoned almost universally; we have

found it given, however, in an English mathematical dictionary^^ of

1814 and in a twentieth-century Portuguese cyclopedia.

226. Multiplication of integers ,—In Pacioli the square of 37 is

found mentally with the aid of lines indicating the digits to be multi-

plied together, thus:

1369

^ Chr. Clavius, Opera omnia (1612), Tom. I (1611),
‘*Numeratio, p. 11.

^ Juan de Hortega, op. cii., foL 426.

* Nicolas Hunt, Hand-Maid to Arilhmetick (London 1633).

^ Hudalrich Regius, Virivsgve Arithmelices Epitome (Strasburg, 1536), fol. 57;

ibid. (Freiburg-in-Breisgau, 1543), fol. 56.

^Lossius Lucas, Arithmelices Erolemata Pverilia (Liineburg, 1569), fol. 8.

^ Adriani Metii Alcmariani Arilhmeticae libri dvo: Leyden, Arith. Liber I,

p. 11.

^ Johann Heinrich Alstcd, Methodus Admirandortim matheniaticorum novem

Libris (Tertia editio; Herbon, 1641), p. 32.

^Tho. York, Practical Treatise of Arithmetick (London, 1687), p. 38.

^R. P. Claudii Francisci Milliet Dechales Camberiensis, Mundus Mathe-

maticus. Tomus Primus, Editio altera (Leyden, 1690), p. 369.

John Ayres, Arithmetick made Easie, by E. Hatton (London, 1730), p. 53.

“ Benjamin Workman, American Accountant (Phikidelphia, 1789), p. 25.

Peter Barlow, Math, Phil. Dictionary (London, 1814), art. ‘‘Multiplica*

tion.”

Encyclopedia Portugueza (Porto), art. “Nove.”
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From the lower 7 two lines radiate, indicating 7 times 7, and 7 times 3,

Similarly for the lower 3. We have here a cross as part of the line-

complex. In squaring 456 a similar scheme is followed ;
from each digit

there radiate in this case three lines. The line-complex involves three

vertical lines and three well-formed crosses X. The multiplication

of 54 by 23 is explained in the manner of Pacioli by Mario Bettini^

in 1642.

There are cases on record where the vertical lines are omitted,

either as deemed superfluous or as the result of an imperfection in the

typesetting. Thus an Italian writer, Unicomo,® writes;

4368

It would be a rash procedure to claim that we have here a use of

X to indicate the product of two numbers; these lines indicate the

product of 6 and 70, and of 50 and 8; the lines are not to be taken as

one symbol; they do not mean 78 times 56. The capital letter X is

used by F. Ghaligai in a similar manner in his Algebra. The same re-

marks apply to J. H. Alsted® who uses the X, but omits the vertical

lines, in finding the square of 32.

A procedure resembling that of Pacioli, but with the lines marked

as arrows, is found in a recent text by G. E. Crusoe.^

227. Reducing radicals to radicals of the same order .—Michael

StifeP in 1544 writes: ‘Tt volo reducere \/z 5 et j/cC 4 ad idem signum,

sic stabit exemplum ad regulam

5 4

i/? VdL

‘ Mario Bettino, Apiaria Vniversae philosophiae malhenuUicae (Boloj^a,

1642), ^‘Apiarivm vndecimvm,^^ p. 37.

*S. Joseppo Vnicorno, De Varithmetica universale (Venetia, 1598), fol. 20.

Quoted from C. le Paige, “Sur Porigine de certains signes d’op^ration,’' Annates

de la socUU scienlifique de Bruxelles (16th year, 1891-92), Part II, p. 82.

*J. H. Alsted, Meihodvs Admirandarum Mathemalicorum Novem libris ex-

hibens universam maihesin (tertiam editio; Herbon, 1641), p. 70.

* George E. Crusoe, op. eU., p. 6.

® Michael Stifel, Arilhmetica Integra (1544), fol. 114.
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l/0cC125 et i/zcCl6” Here |/5 and are reduced to radicals of the

same order by the use of the cross X. The orders of the given radicals

are two and three, respectively ; these orders suggest the cube of 5 or

125 and the square of 4, or 16. The answer is 125 and 16.

Similar examples are given by Stifel in his edition of Rudolff^s

Cossy^ Peletier,^ and by De Billy.®

228. To mark the place for ^Hhousands,^^—In old arithmetics

explaining the computation upon lines (a modified abacus mode of

computation), the line on which a dot signified ^^one thousand^^ was

marked with a X. The plan is as follows:

X 1000

500

100

50

50

5

1

This notation was widely used in Continental and English texts.

229. In place of multiplication table above 5X5 ,—This old pro-

cedure is graphically given in Recorders Grovnd of Artes (1543?). Re-

quired to multiply 7 by 8. Write the 7 and 8 at the cross as shown

here; next, 10— 8 = 2, 10— 7, = 3; write the 2 and 3 as shown:

^^8 2^^

56

Then, 2X3 = 6, write the 6; 7—2 = 5, write the 5. The required

product is 56. We find this process again in Oronce Fine,^ Regius,®

* Michael Stifel, Die Coss Christoffs Rudolffs (Amsterdam, 1615), p. 136.

(First edition, 1553.)

* Jacobi Peletarii Cenomaniy de occvUa parte nvmerorvnij qvam Algehram vacant

y

Libri duo (Paris, 1560), fol. 52.

* Jacqves de Billy, AbregS des Preceptes dAlgehre (Reims, 1637), p. 22. See

also the Nova Geometriae Clavis, authore P. Jacobo de Billy (Paris, 1643), p. 465.

^ Orontii Find Delphinatis, liheralivm Disciplinarvm prefossoris Regii Proto-

mathesis: Opus uarium (Paris, 1532), fol. 46.

^ Hudalrich Regius, Vtrivsqve arithmetices Epitome (Strasburg, 1536), fol. 53;

ibid. (Freiburg-in-Breisgau, 1543), fol. 56.
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Stifel,^ Boissiere,^ Lucas,® the Italian translation of Oronce Fine,^

the French translation of Tartaglia,® Alsted,® BettiniJ The French

edition of Tartaglia gives an interesting extension of this process,

which is exhibited in the product of 996 and 998, as follows:

994 0 0 8

230. Amicable numbers.—N. Chuquet® shows graphically that

220 and 284 are amicable numbers (each the sum of the factors of the

other) thus:

The old graphic aids to computation which we have described are

interesting as indicating the emphasis that was placed by early arith-

meticians upon devices that appealed to the eye and thereby con-

tributed to economy of mental effort.

231. The St. Andrew^s cross used as a symbol of multiplication .

—

As already pointed out, Oughtred was the first (§ 181) to use X as the

1 Michael Stifel, Ariihmetica integra (Nuremberg, 1544), fol. 3.

2 Claude de Boissiere, Daulphinois, UArtdArythmetique (Paris, 1554), fol. 156.

’ Lossius Lucas, Arithmetices Erotemata Pverilia (Ltineburg, 1569), fol. 8.

< Opere di Orontio Fineo. ... Tradotte da Cosimo Bartoli (Bologna, 1587),

“Della arismetica,’^ libro primo, fol. 6, 7.

Varithmetique de Nicolas Tartaglia ... traduit ... par Gvillavmo Gosselin de

Caen. (Paris, 1613), p. 14.

® Johannis-Henrici Alstedii Encyclopaedia (Herbon, 1630), Lib. XIV, p. 810.

7 Mario Bettino, Apiaria (Bologna, 1642), p. 30, 31.

® N. Chuquet, op. cit.^ VoL XIII, p. 621; reprint, p. (69).
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sign of multiplication of two numbers, as aXb (see also §§ 186, 288).

The cross appears in Oughtred's Clavis mathematicae of 1631 and, in

the form of the letter X, in E. Wright^s edition of Napier^s Descriptio

(1618). Oughtred used a small symbol X for multiplication (much

smaller than the signs + and —). In this practice he was followed

by some writers, for instance, by Joseph Moxon in his Mathematical

Dictionary (London, 1701), p. 190. It seems that some objection had

been made to the use of this sign X, for Wallis writes in a letter of

September 8, 1668; “I do not understand why the sign of multi-

plication X should more trouble the convenient placing of the frac-

tions than the older signs + — = >:: It may be noted that

Oughtred wrote the X small and placed it high, between the factors.

This practice was followed strictly by Edward Wells.^

On the other hand, in A. M. Legendre^s famous textbook Geometric

(1794) one finds (p. 121) a conspicuously large-sized symbol

multiplication. The following combination of signs was suggested by

Stringham:^ Since X means ‘^multiplied by,’^ and / “divided by,”

the union of the two, viz., X/, means “multiplied or divided by.”

232. Unsuccessful symbols for multiplication,—In the seventeenth

century a number of other designations of multiplication were pro-

posed. H^rigone^ used a rectangle to designate the product of two

factors that were separated by a comma. Thus, “5+4-h3, 7'^3:

^10, 65^38” meant (5+4-I-3)- (7— 3) — 10 = 38. Jones, in his Synopsis

palmariorum (1706), page 252, uses the cz, the Hebrew letter mem, to

denote a rectangular area. A six-pointed star was used by Rahn and,

after him, by Brancker, in his translation of Rahn^s Teutsche Algebra

(1659). “The Sign of Multiplication is [-)f] i.e., multiplied with.”

We encounter this use of in the Philosophical Transactions,^

Abraham de Graaf followed a practice, quite common among
Dutch writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of placing

symbols on the right of an expression to signify direct operations

(multiplication, involution), and placing the same symbols on the

^ S. P. Rigaud, Correspondence of Scientific Men of the Seventeenth Century

(Oxford, 1841), Vol. II, p. 494.

* Edward Wells, The Young Gentleman^a Arithmetic and Geometry (2d ed.;

London, 1723); “Arithmetic,” p. 16, 41; “Geometry,” p. 283, 291.

^ Irving Stringham, Uniplanar Algebra (San Francisco, 1893), p. xiii.

^ P. Herigone, Cursus mathematici (1644), Vol. VI, explicatio notarum,

(First edition, 1642.)

* Philosophical Transactions^ Vol. XVII, (1692-94), p. 680. See also §§ 194,

547.
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left of an expression to signify inverse operations. Thus, GraaP

multiplies x^+4 by by using the following symbolism:

‘‘ X X tot 4
j

”

als ^ XX tot 9 * *

In another place he uses this same device along with double commas,

thus
« —T-ra+o , ,

—cc
^

a+b
, ,

—ccd

to represent {a4-b){— cc) {d) = (a+6) (— ccd).

Occasionally the comma was employed to mark multiplication, as
OQ 2*^ 1 1 2

in Herigone (§ 189), F. Van Schooten,^ who in 1657 gives —

~

^ 3,3,31/113,5

where all the commas signify ^'times,^^ as in Leibniz (§§ 197, 198, 547),

in De Gua^ who writes ^^3, 4, 5 ... . &c. n—m— 2,^^ in Petrus Hor-

rcbowius"* who lets ^^4,/i^^ stand for A times B, in Abraham de GraaP

who uses one or two commas, as in 6,a^^ for (p— 6)a. The German
Hiibsch® designated multiplication by / ,

as in f/*
233. The dot for multiplication,—The dot was introduced as a

symbol for multiplication by G. W. Leibniz. On July 29, 1098, ho

wrote in a letter to John Bernoulli: ‘T do not like X as a symbol for

multiplication, as it is easily confounded with x; , , . , often I simply

relate two quantities by an interposed dot and indicate multiplication

by ZC 'LM. Hence, in designating ratio I use not one point but two

poiqts, which I use at the same time for division.” It has been stated

that the dot was used as a symbol for multiplication before Leibniz,

that Thomas Harriot, in his Artis analyticae praxis (1631), used the

dot in the expressions “aaa—3-66a= 4-2-ccc.” Similarly, in explain-

ing cube root, Thomas Gibson^ writes, in 1655, “3 -56,” ‘‘3 ^cc,” but it

‘ Abraham de Graaf, Algebra of Stelkonst (Amsterdam, 1672), p. 8.

2 Prancisd d Schooten. ... Exercitationum mathematicarum liber primus

(Leyden, 1657), p. 89.

^ L’Abbe^ de Gua, Histoire de Vacademie r. d. sciences, annee 1741 (Paris,

1744), p. 81.
^

^ Petri Horrebowii Operum maihematico-physicorum lomus primus

(Havniae, 1740), p. 4.

^ Abraham de Graaf, op. cit. (1672), p. 87.

® J. G. G. Illibsch, Arithmeiica Portensis (Leipzig, 1748). Taken from Wilder-

muth’s article, “Rechnen,” in K. A. Schmid's Encyklopaedie des gesammten Er-

ziehungs- und Unierrichtswesens (1886).

^ Tho. Gibson, Syntaxis mathemoHca (London, 1655), p. 36.
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is doubtful whether either Harriot or Gibson meant these dots for

multiplication. They are introduced without explanation. It is much
more probable that these dots, which were placed after numerical

coefficients, are survivals of the dots habitually used in old manu-
scripts and in early printed books to separate or mark off numbers

appearing in the running text. Leibniz proposed the dot after he had

used other symbols for over thirty years. In his first mathematical

publication, the De arte combinatorial of 1666, he used a capital letter

C placed in the position O for multiplication, and placed in the

position O for division. We have seen that in 1698 he advocated the

point. In 1710 the Leibnizian symbols^ were explained in the publica-

tion of the Berlin Academy (§ 198); multiplication is designated by

apposition, and by a dot or comma {punctum vel comma), as in 3,2 or

a,b-\-c or AB,CD-{-EF. If at any time some additional symbol is de-

sired, O is declared to be preferable to X

.

The general adoption of the dot for multiplication in Europe in the

eighteenth century is due largely to Christian Wolf. It was thus used

by L. Euler; it was used by James Stirling in Great Britain, where the

Oughtredian X was very popular.^ Whitworth^ stipulates, “The

full point is used for the sign of multiplication.^^

234. The St. Andrew^s cross in notation for transjinite ordinal

numbers.—The notation ajX2, with the multiplicand on the left, was

chosen by G. Cantor in the place of 2a? (where a? is the first transfinite

ordinal number), because in the case of three ordinal transfinite

numbers, a, 7 ,
the product is equal to when is the

multiplicand, but when is the multiplicand the product is In

transfinite ordinals, fi+y is not equal to y+P*

SIGNS FOR DIVISION AND RATIO

235. Early symbols.—Hilprecht^ states that the Babylonians

had an ideogram IGI-GAL for the expression of division. Aside from

their fractional notation (§ 104), the Greeks had no sign for division.

Diophantus® separates the dividend from the divisor by the words

^ G. W. Leibniz, Opera omnia, Vol. II (Geneva, 1768), p. 347.

2 Miscellanea Berolinensia (Berlin), VoL I (1710), p. 156.

3 See also §5 188, 287, 288; Vol. II, §§ 541, 547,

* W. A. Whitworth, Choice and Chance (Cambridge, 1886), p. 19.

® H. V. Hilprccht, The Babylonian Expedition Mathematical, etc., Tablets from

the Temple Library of Nippur (Philadelphia, 1906), p. 22.

®Diophantus, Arithmetica (ed. P. Tannery; Leipzig, 1893), p. 286. See also

G. H. F. Nesselmann, Algebra der Griechen (Berlin, 1842), p. 299.
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jjLoplcc or fjLoplovy as in the expression ss k8 poplov 8^apP l0

Xct^etssf, which means (7x^— 24x)-h(x^+12—7x), In the Bakhshali

arithmetic (§ 109) division is marked by the abbreviation hhd from

bhdga, ^*part.’^ The Hindus often simply wrote the divisor beneath

the dividend. Similarly, they designated fractions by writing the

denominator beneath the numerator (§§ 106, 109, 113). The Arabic

author^ al-Ha??ar, who belongs to the twelfth century, mentions the

use of a fractional line in giving the direction; Write the denomina-

tors below a [horizontal] line and over each of them the parts belonging

to it; for example, if you are told to write three-fifths and a third of a

3 1
fifth, write thus, In a second example, four-thirteenths and

O o
4 3

three-elevenths of a thirteenth is written This is the first

appearance of the fractional line, known to us, unless indeed Leonardo

of Pisa antedates al-Ha^.^ar, That the latter was influenced in this

matter by Arabic authors is highly probable. In his Liber abbaci

(1202) he uses the fractional line (§ 122). Under the caption^ '‘De

diuisionibus integrorum nuracrorum’^ he says: ^^Cum super quem-

libet numerum quedam uirgula protracta fuerit, et super ipsam qui-

libet alius numerus descriptus fuerit, superior numerus partem uel

partes inferioris numeri affirmat; nam inferior denominatus, ct su-

perior denoininans appellatur. Vt si super binarium protracta fuerit

uirgula, et super ipsam unitas descripta sit ipsa unitas unam partem

de duabus partibus unius integri affirmat, hoc est medictatem sic

When above any number a line is drawn, and above that is written

any other number, the superior number stands for the part or parts

of the inferior number; the inferior is called the denominator, the

superior the numerator. Thus, if above the two a line is drawn,

and above that unity is written, this unity stands for one part of two

parts of an integer, i.e., for a half, thus §.”) With Leonardo, an indi-

cated division and a fraction stand in close relation. Leonardo writes

also
. o T.

which means, as he explains, seven-tenths, and fivc-
O lU

sixths of one-tenth, and one-half of one-sixth of one-tenth.

236. One or two lunar signs, as in 8)24 or 8)24(, which are often

employed in performing long and short division, may be looked upon

as symbolisms for division. The arrangement 8)24 is found in StifeFs

^ H. Sutcr, Bibliotheca malhemalica (3d scr.), Vol. II (1901), p. 24.

^ II Liber abbaci di Leonardo Pisano (ed. B. Boncoinpagni; Roma, 1857),

p. 23, 24.
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Arithmetica integra (1544)^ and in W. Oughtred^s different editions of

his Clavis mathemaiicae- In Oughtred^s Opuscula posthuma one finds

also (§182). Joseph Moxon^ lets D)A+B—C signify our

{A+B-O-^D.
Perhaps the earliest to suggest a special symbol for division other

than the fractional line, and the arrangement 5)15 in the process of

dividing, was Michael StifeP in his Deutsche Arithmetica (1545). By
the side of the symbols + and — he places the German capitals 9K

and 3), to signify multiplication and division, respectively. Strange

to say, he did not carry out his own suggestion; neither he nor seem-

ingly any of his German followers used the 2)f and T) in arithmetic or

algebraic manipulation. The letters M and D are found again in S.

Stevin, who expressed our in this manner.*^

5(2)Z> sec ®M ter ®

,

where sec and ter signify the ‘^second^^ and “third’^ unknown quantity.

The inverted letter d is used to indicate division by Gallimard,^

as in

a 4 = 3^^ and ^W Q

In 1790 Da Cunha® uses the horizontal letter as a mark for division.

237. Rahn's notation ,—In 1659 the Swiss Johann Heinrich Rahn
published an algebra^ in which he introduced h- as a sign of division

(§ 194). Many writers before him had used as a minus sign (§§ 164,

208). Rahn^s book was translated into English by Thomas Brancker

(a graduate of Exeter College, Oxford) and published, with additions

from the pen of Joh. Pell, at London in 1668. Rahn^s Teutsche Algebra

was praised by Leibniz* as an ‘^elegant algebra,” nevertheless it did

not enjoy popularity in Switzerland and the symbol for division

^ Michael Stifel, Arithmetica integra (Niirnberg, 1544), fol. 318r®.

This reference is taken from J. Tropfkc, op. dt., Vol. H (2d ed., 1921), p. 28, n. 114.

2 Joseph Moxon, Mathematical Dictionary (3ded.; London, 1701), p. 190, 191.

3 Michael Stifel, Deutsche Arithmetica (Niirnberg, 1545), fol. 74?;®. We draw

this information from J. Tropfke, op. cit., Vol. H (2d ed., 1921), p. 21.

^ S. Stevin, (Euvres (ed. A. Girard, 1634), Vol. I, p. 7, def. 28.

^ J. E. Gallimard, La Science du calcul numerique, Vol. I (Paris, 1751), p. 4;

Methode ... d^arilhmetique, d*alghhre et de geometric (Paris, 1753), p. 32.

® J. A. da Cunha, Principios mathemalicos (1790), p. 214.

’ J. H. Rahn, Teutsche Algebra (Zurich, 1659).

® Leihnizens mathematische Schriflen (ed. C. I. Gerhardt), Vol. VH, p. 214,
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was not adopted by his countrymen. In England, the course of events

was different. The translation met with a favorable reception;

Rahn’s and some other symbols were adopted by later English

writers, and came to be attributed, not to Rahn, but to John Pell. It

so happened that Rahn had met Pell in Switzerland, and had received

from him (as Rahn informs us) the device in the solution of equations

of dividing the page into three columns and registering the successive

steps in the solution. Pell and Brancker never claimed for themselves

the introduction of the and the other symbols occurring in Rahn's

book of 1569. But John Collins got the impression that not only the

three-column arrangement of the page, but all the new algebraic

symbols were due to Pell. In his extensive correspondence with

John Wallis, Isaac Barrow, and others, Collins repeatedly spoke of

as “PelPs symbol.^’ There is no evidence to support this claim (§ 194).^

The sign as a symbol for division was adopted by John Wallis

and other English writers. It came to be adopted regularly in Great

Britain and the United States, but not on the European Continent. The
only text not in the English language, known to us as using it, is one

published in Buenos Aires where it is given also in the modified form

•/•, as in f •/• 8=1^* In an American arithmetic,® the abbreviation

-i-rs was introduced for ^Mivisors,^’ and 4-nds for ^‘dividends, but

this suggestion met with no favor on the part of other writers.

238. Leibniz^ notations .—In the Dissertatio de arte combinatoria

(1668)^ G. W. Leibniz proposed for division the letter C, placed hori-

zontally, thus O, but he himself abandoned this notation and in-

troduced the colon. His article of 1684 in the Acta eruditorum

contains for the first time in print the colon (:) as the symbol for di-

vision.^ Leibniz says: '*.... notetur, me divisionem hie designare hoc

X
modo: x:y, quod idem est ac x divis. per y seu - In a publication of

the year 1710® we read: ‘‘According to common practice, the division

1 F. Cajori, ^‘Rahn^s Algebraic Symbols,*^ Amer. Math. Monthly^ Vol. XXXI
(1924), p. 65-71.

^Florentino Garcia, El aritmStico Argentino (5th ed.; Buenos Aires, 1871),

p. 102. The symbol ~ and its modified form are found in the first edition of this

book, which appeared in 1833.

* The Columbian Arithmetician, ‘^by an American’^ (Haverhill [Mass.], 1811),

p. 41.

^ Leibniz, Opera omnia, Tom. II (Geneva, 1768), p. 347.

^ See Leibnizens mathematische Schriften (ed. C. I. Gerhardt), Vol. V (1858),

p. 223. See also M. Cantor, Gesch. d. Mathemaiik, Vol. Ill (2d ed.; Leipzig), p. 194.

® Miscellanea Berolinensia (Berlin, 1710), p. 156. See our § 198.
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is sometimes indicated by writing the divisor beneath the dividend,

with a line between them; thus a divided by b is commonly indicated

by p^very often however it is desirable to avoid this and to continue

on the same line, but with the interposition of two points; so that a:b

means a divided by 6. But if, in the next place a : b is to be divided by

c, one may write a : b, : c, or (a : 6) : c. Frankly, however, in this case the

relation can be easily expressed in a different manner, namely a: (be)

or a: be, for the division cannot always be actually carried out but

often can only be indicated and then it becomes necessary to mark the

course of the deferred operation by commas or parentheses/^

In Germany, Christian Wolf was influential through his textbooks

in spreading the use of the colon (:) for division and the dot (•) for

multiplication. His influence extended outside Germany. A French

translation of his text^ uses the colon for division, as in ^^(a—b):b”

He writes: ^^a\mac — b\mbcJ^

239. In Continental Europe the Leibnizian colon has been used

for division and also for ratio. This symbolism has been adopted in

the Latin countries with only few exceptions. In 1878 Balbontin^

used in place of it the sign preferred by the English-speaking

countries. Another Latin-American writer^ used a slanting line in

this manner.
6:3^2

7
and also 12\3 = 4. An author in Peru^

indicates division by writing the dividend and divisor on the same

line, but inclosing the former in a parenthesis. Accordingly, ‘^(20)5'^

meant 20 -j- 5. Sometimes he uses brackets and writes the proportion

2:1| = 20:15 in this manner: ‘'2:1[112: :20:15.^'

240. There are perhaps no symbols which are as completely ob-

servant of political boundaries as are and : as symbols for division.

The former belongs to Great Britain, the British dominions, and the

United States. The latter belongs to Continental Europe and the

Latin-American countries. There are occasional authors whose prac-

' C. Wolf, Cours de matHmaiiquey Tom. I (Paris, 1747), p. 110, 118.

^ Juan Maria Balbontin, Tratado elemental de arilmetica (Mexico, 1878), p. 13.

® Felipe Senillosa, Tratado elemental de ariemHica (neuva ed.; Buenos Aires,

1844), p. 16. We quote from p. 47: “Este signo deque hemos hecho uso en la

particion (\) no es usado generalmente; siendo el que se usa los dos punctos (:)

6 la forma de quebrado. Pero un quebrado denota mas bien un cociente 6 particion

ejecutada que la operacion 6 acto del partir; asf hemos empleado este signo \ con

analogia al del multiplicar que es 4ste: X/*
* Juan de Dios Salazar, Leccionea de arilmetica (Arequipa, 1827), p. v, 74, 89.
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tices present exceptions to this general statement of boundaries, but

their number is surprisingly small. Such statements would not apply

to the symbolisms for the differential and integral calculus, not even

for the eighteenth century. Such statements would not apply to

trigonometric notations, or to the use of parentheses or to the desig-

nation of ratio and proportion, or to the signs used in geometry.

Many mathematical symbols approach somewhat to the position

of world-symbols, and approximate to the rank of a mathematical

world-language. To this general tendency the two signs of division

and : mark a striking exception. The only appearance of -r- signi-

fying division that we have seen on the European Continent is in an

occasional translation of an English text, such as Colin Maclaurin\s

Treatise of Algebra which was brought out in French at Paris in 1753.

Similarly, the only appearance of : as a sign for division that we have

seen in Great Britain is in a book of 1852 by T. P. Kirkman.^ Saverien^

argues against the use of more than one symbol to mark a given

operation. “What is more useless and better calculated to disgust a

beginner and embarrass even a geometer than the three expressions

*, :, to mark division?’^

241. Relative position of divisor and dividend.—In performing the

operation of division, the divisor and quotient have been assigned

various positions relative to the dividend. When the “scratch

method” of division was practiced, the divisor was placed beneath

the dividend and moved one step to the right every time a new figure

of the quotient was to be obtained. In such cases the quotient was

usually placed immediately to the right of the dividend, but some-

times, in early writers, it was placed above the dividend. In short

division, the divisor was often placed to the left of the dividend, so

that a)6(c came to signify division.

A curious practice was followed in the Dutch journal, the Maan-
delykse Mathematische Liefhebberye (Vol. I [1759], p. 7), where a)

signifies division by a, and (a means multiplication by a. Thus:

“ xy —b—a+x ”

James Thomson called attention to the French practice of writing

the divisor on the right. He remarks: “The French place the divisor

^ T. P, Kirkman, First Mnemonial Lessons in Geometry, Algebra and Trigo-

nometry (London, 1852).

* Alexandre Saverien, Dictionnaire imiversel de mathemaiique et de physique

(Paris, 1753), “Caractere.’’
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to the right of the dividend, and the quotient below it This

mode gives the work a more compact and neat appearance, and pos-

sesses the advantage of having the figures of the quotient near the

divisor, by which means the practical difficulty of multiplying the

divisor by a figure placed at a distance from it is removed

This method might, with much propriety, be adopted in preference

to that which is employed in this country.”^

The arrangement just described is given in B^zout^s arithmetic,

^

in the division of 14464 by 8, as follows:

“14464

1808
•

242. Order of operations in terms containing both and X .—If an

arithmetical or algebraical term contains and X
,
there is at present

no agreement as to which sign shall be used first. “It is best to avoid

such expressions.”^ For instance, if in 24-^4x2 the signs are used as

they occur in the order from left to right, the answer is 12; if the sign

X is used first, the answer is 3.

Some authors follow the rule that the multiplications and divi-

sions shall be taken in the order in which they occur.^ Other textbook

writers direct that multiplications in any order be performed first,

then divisions as they occur from left to right. ^ The term a-^bXb is

interpreted by Fisher and Schwatt® as {a-^b)Xb. An English com-

mittee^ recommends the use of brackets to avoid ambiguity in such

cases.

243. Critical estimates of : and as symbols,—D. Andre^ expresses

himself as follows: “The sign : is a survival of old mathematical no-

tations; it is short and neat, but it has the fault of being symmetrical

toward the right and toward the left, that is, of being a symmetrical

sign of an operation that is asymmetrical. It is used less and less.

‘James Thomson, Treatise on Arithmetic (18th ed.; Belfast, 1837).

2 Arithmetique de Bezout ... par F. Peyrard (13th ed.; Paris, 1833).

^ M. A. Bailey, American Mental Arithmetic (New York, 1892), p. 41.

* Hawkes, Luby, and Teuton, First Course of Algebra (New York, 1910), p. 10.

® Slaught and Lennes, High School Algebra
,
Elementary Course (Boston, 1907),

p. 212.

® G. E. Fisher and I. J. Schwatt, Text-Book of Algebra (Philadelphia, 1898),

p. 85.

^ ^The Report of the Committee on the Teaching of Arithmetic in Public

Schools,’’ Mathematical Gazette^ Vol. VllI (1917), p. 238. See also p. 296.

® Desire Andr6, Des Notations mathimatiques (Paris, 1909), p. 58, 59.
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.... When it is required to write the quotient of a divided by 5, in

the body of a statement in ordinary language, the expression a\h

really offers the typographical advantage of not requiring, as does

a wider separation of the line in which the sign occurs from the two
lines which comprehend it.’’

In 1923 the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements^

voiced the following opinion: ‘^Since neither nor :, as signs of di-

vision, plays any part in business life, it seems proper to consider only

the needs of algebra, and to make more use of the fractional form and
(where the meaning is clear) of the symbol /, and to drop the symbol

in writing algebraic expressions.”

244. Notations for geometrical ratio.—William Oughtred intro-

duced in his Clavis mathernaticae the dot as the symbol for ratio (§ 181).

He wrote (§ 186) geometrical proportion thus, a.b::c.d. This nota-

tion for ratio and proportion was widely adopted not only in England,

but also on the Eluropean Continent. Nevertheless, a new sign, the

colon (:), made its appearance in England in 1651, only twenty years

after the first publication of Oughtred’s text. This colon is due to the

astronomer Vincent Wing. In 1649 he published in London his

Urania practical which, however, exhibits no special symbolism for

ratio. But his Harmonicon coeleste (London, 1651) contains many
times Oughtred’s notation A .B: :C .Dj and many times also the new
notation A :R : : C : D, the two notations being used interchangeably.

Later there appeared from his pen, in London, three books in one

volume, Logistica astronomica (1656), Doctrina spherica (1655),

and Doctrina theorica (1655), each of which uses the notation A:B::
C:D.

A second author who used the colon nearly as early as Wing was a

schoolmaster who hid himself behind the initials “R.B.” In his book

entitled An Idea of Arithmetik, at first designed for the use of ‘The

Free Schoole at Thurlow in Suffolk .... by R.B., Schoolmaster

there” (London, 1655), one finds 1.6: :4.24 and also A\a\ :C:c.

W. W. Beman pointed out in UInterm^diaire des mathematicienSj

Volume IX (1902), page 229, that Oughtred’s Latin edition of his

Trigonometria (1657) contains in the explanation of the use of the

tables, near the end, the use of : for ratio. It is highly improbable that

the colon occurring in those tables was inserted by Oughtred himself.

In the Trigonometria proper, the colon does not occur, and Ought-

^ Report of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements under the

Auspices of the Mathematical Association of America^ Inc. (1923), p. 81.
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red’s regular notation for ratio and proportion A .B: :C .D is followed

throughout. Moreover, in the English edition of Oughtred’s trigo-

nometry, printed in the same year (1657), but subsequent to the Latin

edition, the passage of the Latin edition containing the : is recast,

the new notation for ratio is abandoned, and Oughtred’s notation is

introduced. The : used to designate ratio (§ 181) in Oughtred’s

Opuscula mathernatica hactenus inedita (1677) may have been intro-

duced by the editor of the book.

It is worthy of note, also, that in a text entitled Johnsons Ariih-

rnetik; In two Bookes (2d ed.; London, 1633), the colon (:) is used to

designate a fraction. Thus | is written 3:4. If a fraction be con-

sidered as an indicated division, then we have here the use of : for

division at a period fifty-one years before Leibniz first employed it for

that purpose in print. However, dissociated from the idea of a frac-

tion, division is not designated by any symbol in Johnson’s text. In

dividing 8976 by 15 he writes the quotient ^^598 6:15.”

As shown more fully elsewhere (§ 258), the colon won its way as

the regular symbol for geometrical ratio, both in England and the

European Continent.

245. Oughtred’s dot and Wing’s colon did not prevent experi-

mentation with other characters for geometric ratio, at a later date.

But none of the new characters proposed became serious rivals of the

colon. Richard Balam,^ in 1653, used the colon as a decimal separatrix,

and proceeded to express ratio by turning the colon around so that

the two dots became horizontal; thus ‘'3
. .

1” meant the geometrical

ratio 1 to 3. This designation was used by John Kirkby^ in 1735

for arithmetical ratio; he wrote arithmetical proportion *^9..6==

6 . . 3.” In the algebra of John Alexander,^ of Bern, geometrical

ratio is expressed by a dot, a. 6, and also by a~b. Thomas York'^

in 1687 wrote a geometrical proportion *^33600 7 : : 153600 32,”

using no sign at all between the terms of a ratio.

In the minds of some writers, a geometrical ratio was something

more than an indicated division. The operation of division was asso-

ciated with rational numbers. But a ratio may involve incomrnensu-

^ Richard Balain, Algebra: or The Doctrine of Composing, Inferring, and Re-

solving an Equation (London, 1053), p. 4.

2 John Kirkby, Arithmetical Institutions (London, 1735), p. 28.

^Synopsis algebraica, opus posthumum lohannis Alexandri, Bernatis-IIelvelii.

In mum scholae mathematicae apud Hospilium-Chrisli Londinense (London, 1693),

p. 16, 55. An English translation by Sam. Cobb appeared at London in 1709.

* Thomas York, PraclicaL Treatise of Ariihmetik (London, 1687), p. 146.
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rable magnitudes which are expressible by two numbers, one or both

of which are irrational. Hence ratio and division could not be marked
by the same symbol. Oughtred’s ratio a,h was not regarded by him
as an indicated division, nor was it a fraction. In 1696 this matter

was taken up by Samuel Jeake^ in the following manner: “And so by
some, to distinguish them [ratios] from Fractions, instead of the in-

tervening Line, two Pricks are set; and so the Ratio Sesquialtera

3
is thus expressed Jeake writes the geometrical proportion.

Emanuel Swedenborg starts out, in his Daedalus Hyperboreus

(Upsala, 1716), to designate geometric proportion by : : : :, but on

page 126 he introduces -H- as a signum analogicum which is really used

as a symbol for the ratio of quantities. On the European Continent

one finds Herigone^ using the letter tt to stand for “proportionaF^

or ratio; he writes tt where we write : . On the other hand, there are

isolated cases where : was assigned a different usage; the Italian

L. Perini^ employs it as separatrix between the number of feet and of

inches; his “11.-4'^ means 11 feet 4 inches.

246. Discriminating between ratio and division, F. Schmeisser^

in 1817 suggested for geometric ratio the symbol . . ,
which (as previ-

ously pointed out) had been used by Richard Balam, and which was

employed by Thomas Dilworth^ in London, and in 1799 by Zachariah

Jess,^ of Wilmington, Delaware. Schmeisscr comments as follows:

“At one time ratio was indicated by a point, as in a. 5, but as this

signifies multiplication, Leibniz introduced two points, as in a:&,

a designation indicating division and therefore equally inconvenient,

and current only in Germany. For that reason have Monnich, v.

Winterfeld, Krause and other thoughtful mathematicians in more

recent time adopted the more appropriate designation a.

Schmeisser writes (p. 233) the geometric progression: “-^3..6..12

. .24. .48. .96

1 Sarnuol Jeake, AOnSTIKITAOrlA, or Arithmetick (London, 1696), p. 410.

2 Peter llerigone, Cursus mathernaticus^ Vol. I (Paris, 1834), p. 8.

^ Lodovico Periiii, Geornetria pralica (Venezia, 1750), p. 109.

^ Friedrich Schmeisser, Lehrhuch dcr reinen Mathesis, Erster Theil, “Dio

Aritlimetik’’ (B(irlin, 1817), Vorredo, p. 58.

^Thomas Dilworth, The Schoolniastefs Assistant (2d ed.; London, 1784).

(First edition, about 1744.)

® Zachariah Jess, System of Practical Surveying (Wilmington, 1799), p. 173.
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Similarly, A. E. Layng,' of the Stafford Grammar School in

A
England, states: ‘The Algebraic method of expressing a ratio ^
being a very convenient one, will also be found in the Examples, where

it should be regarded as a symbol for the words the ratio of A to JS,

and not as implying the operation of division; it should not be used

for book-work ”

247. Division in the algebra of complex numbers,—As, in the alge-

bra of complex numbers, multiplication is in general not commu-
tative, one has two cases in division, one requiring the solution of

a = bXy the other the solution of a= yb. The solution of a = bx is

designated by Peirce^ by Schroder^ by Study^ and Cartan

The solution of a = yb is designated by Peirce and by Schroder

a: 6, by Study and Cartan The X and the . indicate in this nota-

tion the place of the unknown factor. Study and Cartan use also the

notations of Peirce and Schroder.

SIGNS OF PROPORTION

248, Arithmetical and geometrical progression,—The notation -~

was used by W. Oughtred (§ 181) to indicate that the numbers follow-

ing were in continued geometrical proportion. Thus, ^ 2, 6, 18, 54,

162 are in continued geometric proportion. During the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries this symbol found extensive application;

beginning with the nineteenth century the need of it gradually

passed away, except among the Spanish-American writers. Among the

many English writers using -ff are John Wallis,^ Richard Sault®,

Edward Cocker,^ John Kersey,^ William Whiston,^ Alexander Mal-

^ A. E. Layng, Euclid’s Elements of Geometry (London, 1891), p. 219.

2 B. Peirce, Linear Associative Algebra (1870), p. 17; Amer. Jour, of Math.,

Vol. IV (1881), p. 104.

* E. Schroder, Formale Elemente der ahsoluten Algebra (Progr. Bade, 1874).

* E. Study and E. Cartan, Encyclopedic des scien. math., Tom. I, Vol. I (1908),

p. 373.

® PhU. Trans., Vol. V (London, 1670), p. 2203.

® Richard Sault, A New Treatise of Algebra (London [no date]).

^ Cocker’s Artificial Arilhmetick, by Edward Cocker, perused and published by
John Hawkes (London, 1684), p. 278.

® John Kersey, Elements of Algebra (London, 1674), Book IV, p. 177.

® A. Tacquet’s edition of W. Whiston’s Elementa Euclidea geometriae (Amster-

dam, 1725), p. 124.
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colm,^ Sir Jonas Moore,^ and John Wilson.® Colin Maclaurin indi-

cates in his Algebra (1748) a geometric progression thus:

etc.^^ E. Bezoiit^ and L. Despiau^ write for arithmetical

progression ^^-^1.3.5.7.9,^' and 3 : 6 :
12^^ for geometrical pro-

gression.

Symbols for arithmetic progression were less common than for

geometric progression, and they were more varied. Oughtred had no

symbol. Wallis® denotes an arithmetic progression ^4, jB, (7, D
or by a, 6, c, d, c, The sign 4-, which we cited as occurring in

Bezout and Despiau, is listed by Saverien^ who writes ^^4-1 .2. 3. 4. 5,

etc.^^ But Saverien gives also the six dots which occur in Stone®

and Wilson.® A still different designation, ^, for arithmetical pro-

gression is due to Kirkby^® and Emerson, another -Hr- to Clark, again

another -ir is found in Blassiere.^® Among PTench writers using 4- for

arithmetic progression and for geometric progression are Lamy,^^

De Belidor,^® Suzanne,*® and Fournier;^^ among Spanish-American

1 Alexander Malcolm, A New System of Arithmetick (London, 1730), p. 115.

2 Sir Jonas Moore, Arithmetick in Four Books (3d ed.; London, 1688), begin-

ning of the Book IV.

2 John Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714), p. 24.

^E. Bezout, Cours de mathSmatiques, Tome I (2. 6d.; Paris, 1797), “Arith-

mdtique,” p. 130, 165.

^ Select Amusements in Philosophy of Mathematics .... translated from the

French of M. L. Despiau, Formerly Professor of Mathematics and Philosophy

at Paris Recommended .... by Dr. Hutton (London, 1801), p. 19, 37, 43.

* John Wallis, Operum mathematicorvrn Pars Prima (Oxford, 1657), p. 230, 236.

^ A. Saverien, Dictionnaire universel de mathematique et de physique (Paris,

1753), art. “Caractere.’’

^ E. Stone, New Mathematical Dictionary (London, 1726), art. ‘^Characters.”

® John Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714).

John Kirkby, Arithmetical Institutions containing a compleat System of

Arithmetic (London, 1735), p. 36.

W. Emerson, Doctrine of Proportion (1763), p. 27.

“ Gilbert Clark, Oughlredus explicatus (London, 1682), p. 114.

J. J. Blassidre, Institution du calcul numerique et litteral (a La Haye, 1770),

end of Part II.

Bernard Lamy, Siemens des mathemaliques (3d ed.
;
Amsterdam, 1692),

p. 156.

B. F. de Belidor, Nouveau Cours de malMmatique (Paris, 1725), p. 71, 139.

H. Suzanne, De la Manibre d’ btudierl es Mathimatiques (2. 6d.; Paris, 1810),

p. 208.

C. F. Fournier, Moments dArithm^tique et dAlgbhre, Vol. II (Nantes, 1822).
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writers using these two symbols are Senillosa/ Izqiiierdo,^ Lidvano/^

and Porfirio da Motta Pegado.^ In German publications — for arith-

metical progression and ^ for geometric progression occur less fre-

quently than among the French. In the 1710 publication in the Mis-
cellanea Berolinensia^ ~ is mentioned in a discourse on symbols

(§ 198). The— was used in 1716 by Emanuel Swedenborg.®

Emerson^ designated harmonic progression by the symbol and
harmonic proportion by .V. .

249. Arithmetical proportion finds crude symbolic representation

in the Arithmetic of Boethius as printed at Augsburg in 1488 (see

Figure 103). Being, in importance, subordinate to geometrical pro-

portion, the need of a symbolism was less apparent. But in the seven-

teenth century definite notations came into vogue. William Oughtred
appears to have designed a symbolism. Oughtred’s language (Clavis

[1652], p. 21) is ^^Ut 7.4:12.9 vel 7.7-3:12.12-3. Arithmetice

proportionales sunt.’’ As later in his work he does not use arithmetical

proportion in symbolic analysis, it is not easy to decide whether the

symbols just quoted were intended by Oughtred as part of his alge-

braic symbolism or merely as punctuation marks in ordinary writing.

John Newton^ says: “As 8,5: 6,3. Here 8 exceeds 5, as much as 6

exceeds 3.’^

Wallis^ says: “Et pariter 5,3; 11,9; 17,15; 19,17. sunt in eadem
progressione arithmetica.'' In P. Chelucci's^® Insiitutiones anahyticae,

arithmetical proportion is indicated thus: 6.8*.’ 10.12. Oughtred’s

notation is followed in the article “Caractere^^ of the Encyclop6die

'Felipe Senillosa, Tratado elemental de Arismctica (Nciiva ed.; Buenos Aires,

1844), p. 46.

2 Gabriel Izquierdo, Tratado de Aritmetica (Santiago [Chile], 1859), p. 167.

* Indalecio Lidvano, Tratado de Aritmetica (2. 6d.; Bogota, 1872), p. 147.

^ Luiz Porfirio da Motta Pegado, Tratade elementar de arilJunctica (2. 6d.

;

Lisboa, 1875), p. 253.

^ Miscellanea Berolinensia (Berolini, 1710), p. 159.

® Emanuel Swedberg, Daedalus hyperhorem (Upsala, 1716), p. 126. Facsimile

reproduction in Kungliga Vetenskaps Societetens i Upsala Tvdhundradrsminne
(Upsala, 1910).

^ W. Emerson, Doctrine of Proportion (London, 1763), p. 2.

* John Newton, InstituHo mathematica or mathematical Institution (London,

1654), p. 125.

» John Wallis, op. cit. (Oxford, 1657), p. 229.

Paolino Chelucci, Institutiones analyticae (editio post tertiam Romanam
prima in Germania; Vienna, 1761), p. 3. See also the first edition (Rome, 1738),

p. 1-15.
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mMhodique {Mathimaiiques) (Paris: Li^ge, 1784). Lamy' says:

^Troportion arithm^tique, 5,7 •.* 10,12.c^est i dire qu41 y a mSme
difference entre 5 et 7, qu'entre 10 et 12/'

In Arnauld's geometry^ the same symbols are used for arithmeti-

cal progression as for geometrical progression, as in 7.3:: 13.9 and

6,2::12.4.

Samuel Jeake (1696)* speaks of Three Pricks or Points, some-

times in disjunct proportion for the words is os/'

A notation for arithmetical proportion, noticed in two English

seventeenth-century texts, consists of five dots, thus Richard

Balam^ speaks of '^arithmetical disjunct proportionals" and writes

"2.4 :-:3.5"; Sir Jonas Moore* uses and speaks of "disjunct pro-

portionals." Balam adds, "They may also be noted thus, 2... 4 =
3... 5.” Similarly, John Kirkby® designated arithmetrical propor-

tion in this manner, 9.. 6= 6.. 3, the symbolism for arithmetical

ratio being 8. .2. L'Abb6 Deidier (1739)^ adopts 20. 2.•.78.60. Be-

fore that Weigel* wrote "(o) Sj *.• 4.7" and "(o) 2.| •.* 3.5." Wolff

(1710),® Panchaud,^® Saverien,^^ lJAhh6 Foucher,'^ Emerson,^* place

‘ B. Lamy, Elemens dea mathematiques (3. 6d.; Amsterdam, 1692), p. 155.

* Antoine Amauld, Nouveaux elemens de geometrie (Paris, 1667); also in the

edition issued at The Hague in 1690.

* Samuel Jeake, AOriSTIKIIAOriA or Arithmetick (London, 1696; Preface,

1674), p. 10-12.

* Richard Balam, Algebra: or the Doctrine of Composing, Inferring, and Re-

solving an Equation (London, 1653), p. 5.

Sir Jonas Moore, Moore^s Arithmetick: In Four Books (3d ed.; London, 1688),

the beginning of Book IV.

® Rev. Mr. John Kirkby, Arithmetical Instilulions containing a compleat Sys-

tem of Arithmetic (London, 1735), p. 27, 28.

^ LAbb6 Deidier, IJArithmHiques des gSomhtres, ou nouveau Hymens de math^

matiques (Paris, 1739), p. 219.

8 Erhardi Weigelii Spedmina novarum inventionum (Jenae, 1693), p. 9.

* Chr. V. Wolff, Anfangsgrunde oiler math. Wissenschaften (1710), Vol. I, p. 65.

See J. Tropfke, op. ait., Vol. Ill (2d ed., 1922), p. 12.

Benjamin Panchaud, Eniretiens ou legons maihArnatigues, Premier Parti

(Lausanne et Gen6ve, 1743), p. vii.

A. Saverien, Dictionnaire universd (Paris, 1753), art. ‘‘Proportion arith-

metique.”

1* L'Abb6 Foucher, GSomitrie mitaphysique ou essai d*analyse (Paris, 1758),

p. 257

1* W. Emerson, The Doctrine of Proportion (London, 1763), p. 27.
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the three dots as did Chelucci and Deidier, viz., a.h\* c.d. Cosalli^

writes the arithmetical proportion a:6 c:d. Later WohP wrote a—h
= c—d.

Blassiere^ prefers 2:7-;V10:15. Juan Gerard^ transfers Oughtred’s

signs for geometrical proportion to arithmetical proportion and

writes accordingly, 9.7:: 5.3. In French, Spanish, and Latin-Ameri-

can texts Oughtred^s notation, 8. 6: 5. 3, for arithmetical proportion

has persisted. Thus one finds it in Benito Bails, ^ in a French text for

the military,® in Fournier,^ in Gabriel Izquierdo,® in Indalecio Lievano.®

250. Geometrical 'proportion .—A presentation of geometrical pro-

portion that is not essentially rhetorical is found in the Hindu Bakh-

shiili arithmetic, where the proportion 10: Vo^ = 4: l§f is written in

the form^®

10 163 4 pha 163

1 60 1 150

It was shown previously (§ 124) that the Arab al-Qalasddt (fifteenth

century) expresses the proportion 7.12 = 84:144 in this manner:

144 /. 84 12 /, 7. Regiomontanus in a letter writes our modern

a : 6 : c in the form a . 6 . c, the dots being simply signs of separation. In

the edition of the Arithmetica of Boethius, published at Augsburg in

1488, a crude representation of geometrical and arithmetical propor-

1 Scrilli inedili del P. D. Pietro Cossali .... pubblicati da B. Boncompagni

(Rome, 1857), p. 75.

2 Chr. V. Wolff., op. cit. (1750), Vol. I, p. 73.

3 J. J, Bhissi^re, Institution du calcul nunierique et litteral (a La Haye 1770),

the end of Part II.

^ Juan Gerard, Tratado completo de aritmMica (Madrid, 1798), p. 69.

^ Benito Bails, Principios de rnatematica de la real academia de San Fernando

(2. ed.), Vol. I (Madrid, 1788), p. 135.

® Cours de malMmatiques^ d Vusage des Scales imp^riales militaires ... r6dig6

par ordre de M. le G^n6ral do Division Bellav^ne ... (Paris, 1809), p. 52. Dedica-

tion signed by “Allaize, Billy, Puissant, Boudrot, Professeurs de mathdmatiques il

TEcole de Saint-Cyr.”

^ C. F. Fournier, EUments d*arithmUique et dalghbre^ Tome 11 (Nantes, 1842),

p. 87.

8 Gabriel Izquierdo, op. cit. (Santiago [Chile], 1859), p. 155.

8 Indalecio Li6vano, Tratado aritmetica (2d ed.; Bogota, 1872), p. 147.

G. R. Kaye, The Bakhshdll Manuscript^ Parts I and II (Calcutta, 1927),

p. 119.

“ M. Curtze, Ahhandlungen z. Geschichte d. Mathematik, Vol. XII (1902),

p. 253.
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tion is given, as shown in Figure 103. The upper proportion on the

left is geometrical, the lower one on the left is arithmetical. In the

latter, the figure 8 plays no part; the 6, 9, and 12 are in arithmetical

proportion. The two exhibitions on the right relate to harmonical

and musical proportion.

Proportion as found in the earliest printed arithmetic (in Treviso,
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Fig. 103.—From the Arilhmetica of Boethius, as printed in 1488, the last two

pages. (Taken from D. K. xSmith’s Kara arilhmetica [Boston, 1898], p. 28.)

1487) is shown in Figure 30. Stifel, in his edition of Rudolff’s Coss

(1553), uses vertical lines of separation, as in

^TOO
I I 0

!
100

1
Facit J

Tartaglia^ indicates a proportion thus:

‘‘Se X 3// val i3 4 // die valeranno X 28.”

Chr. Clavius^ writes:

‘^9
. 126 . 5 . ? hunt 70 .”

^ N. Tartaglia, La yrima parte del General Tratalo di Nvmeri, etc. (Venice

1556), fol. 129R.

2 Chr. Clavius, Epitome arithmeticae practicae (Rome, 1583), p. 137.
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This notation is found as late as 1699 in Corachan^s arithmetic^ in

such statements as

, B .C , D .

5 . 7 . 15 . 21 .

Schwenter^ marks the geometric proportion 68 51 85, then

finds the product of the means 51X85 = 4335 and divides this by 68.

In a work of Galileo,^ in 1635, one finds:

“Regula aurea

58 95996. 21600.

21600

57597600

95996

191992

58

367

20735

3339

42

13600

In other places in Galileo^s book the three terms in the proportion

are not separated by horizontal lines, but by dots or simply by spac-

ing. Johan Stampioen,^ in 1639, indicates our a:6 = 5:c by the sym-

bolism:

6 gel : 6 „ c

Further illustrations are given in § 221.

These examples show that some mode of presenting to the eye

the numbers involved in a geometric proportion, or in the applica-

tion of the rule of three, had made itself felt soon after books on mathe-

matics came to be manufactured. Sometimes the exposition was rhe-

torical, short words being available for the writing of proportion. As

late as 1601 Philip Lansberg® wrote ^^ut 5 ad 10; ita 10 ad 20,'^ meaning

^ Ivan Bavtista Coraclian, Arilhmetica demonsirada (Valencia, 1699), p. 199.

2 Daniel Scliwcnter, Ceomelriac jrracticae novae et auctae traclatus (Nurnbcrg;,

1623), p. 89.

^ Syslerna Cosrnicvm, audhore Galilaeo Galilaei Ex Ilalica lingua Jaime

conversum (Florence, 1635), p. 294.

* Johan Stampioen, Algebra ofle nieuwe Slel-Regel (The Hague, 1639), p. 343.

® Philip Lansberg, Triangulorum geometriae libri quatuor (Middelburg [Zee-

land], 1663), p. 5.
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5:10 = 10:20. Even later the Italian Cardinal Michelangelo RiccP

wrote “esto AC ad C5, ut 9 ad 6.’^ If the fourth term was not given,

but was to be computed from the first three, the place for the fourth

term was frequently left vacant, or it was designated by a question

mark.

251. Oughtrecrs notation,—^As the symbolism of algebra was being

developed and the science came to be used more extensively, the need

for more precise symbolism became apparent. It has been shown

(§ 181) that the earliest noted symbolism was introduced by Ought-

red. In his Clavis mathematicae (London, 1631) he introduced the

notation 5 . 10 : : 6 . 12 which he retained in the later editions of this

text, as well as in his Circles of Proportion (1632, 1633, 1660), and in

his Trigonometria (1657).

As previously stated (§ 169) the suggestion for this symbolism may
have come to Oughtred from the reading of John Dee^s Introduction

to Billingley^s Euclid (1570). Probably no mathematical symbol has

been in such great demand in mathematics as the dot. It could be used,

conveniently, in a dozen or more different meanings. But the avoid-

ance of confusion necessitates the restriction of its use. Where then

shall it be used, and where must other symbols be chosen? Oughtred

used the dot to designate ratio. That made it impossible for him to fol-

low John Napier in using the dot as the separatrix in decimal fractions.

Oughtred could not employ two dots (:) for ratio, because the two

dots were already pre-empted by him for the designation of aggre-

gation, :A+B- signifying (A+B), Oughtred reserved the dot for

the writing of ratio, and used four dots to separate the two equal

ratios. The four dots were an unfortunate selection. The sign of

equality ( = ) would have been far superior. But Oughtred adhered to

his notation. Editions of his books containing it appeared repeatedly

in the seventeenth century. Few symbols have met with more

prompt adoption than those of Oughtred for proportion. Evidently

the time was ripe for the introduction of a definite unambigu-

ous symbolism. To be sure the adoption was not immediate. Nine-

teen years elapsed before another author used the notation A.B::

C .1). In 1650 John Kersey brought out in London an edition of

Edmund Wingate’s Arithmetique made easiCj in which this notation is

used. After this date, the publications employing it became frequent,

some of them being the productions of pupils of Oughtred. We have

1 Michaelis Angeli Ricdi exercitatio geometrica de maximis et minimis (London,

1068), p. 3.
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seen it in Vincent Wing/ Seth Ward/ John Wallis/ in a

schoolmaster in Suffolk/ Samuel Foster/ Sir Jonas Moore/ and Isaac

BarrowJ John Wallis^ sometimes uses a peculiar combination of

processes, involving the simplification of terms, during the very act

of writing proportion, as in = 4A . = 3A : : = 2A • |A : : 8 . 6

:

:

4.3,” Here the dot signifies ratio.

The use of the dot, as introduced by Oughtred, did not become

universal even in England. As early as 1651 the astronomer, Vincent

Wing (§244), in his Harmonicon Coeleste (London), introduced the

colon ( : ) as the symbol for ratio. This book uses, in fact, both nota-

tions for ratio. Many times one finds A.B'-'.C.D and many times

A:B::C:D, It may be that the typesetter used whichever notation

happened at the moment to strike his fancy. Later, Wing published

three books (§ 244) in which the colon (:) is used regularly in writing

ratios. In 1655 another writer, ^^R.B.,’^ whom we have cited as using

the symbols A.B::C .Dy employed in the same publication also

A:B::C:D, The colon was adopted in 1661 by Thomas Streete.®

That Oughtred himself at any time voluntarily used the colon as

the sign for ratio does not appear. In the editions of his Clavis of

1648 and 1694, the use of : to signify ratio has been found to occur

only once in each copy (§ 186) ;
hence one is inclined to look upon this

notation in these copies as printcr\s errors.

252. Struggle in England between Oughtred^s and Wing^s notationSy

before 1 700.—During the second half of the seventeenth century there

was in England competition between (.) and (:) as the symbols for

the designation of the ratio (§§ 181, 251). At that time the dot main-

tained its ascendancy. Not only was it used by the two most infiu-

* Vincent Wing, Harmonicon coeleste (London, 1651), p. 5.

2 Seth Ward, In Ismaelis Bullialdi astronomiae philolaicae fundamenla in-

quisUio brevis (Oxford, 1653), p. 7.

* John Wallis, Elenchus geometriae Hohbianae (Oxford, 1655), p. 48; Operum ma-
thematicorum pars altera (Oxford, 1656), the part on Arithmetica infinitorumy p. 181.

^ An Idea of Arithmelick, at first designed for the use of the Free Schoole at

Thurlow in Suffolk By R. B., Schoolmaster there (London, 1655), p. 6.

^ Miscellanies: or mathematical Lucruhations of Mr. Samuel Foster .... by
John Twyden (London, 1659), p. 1.

® Jonas Moore, Arithmelick in two Books (London, 1660), p. 89; Moore
Arithmetique in Four Books (3d ed.; London, 1688), Book IV, p. 461.

^ Isaac Barrow’s edition of Euclid^s Data (Cambridge, 1657), p. 2.

® John Wallis, Adversus Marci Meibomii de Proportionibus Dialogum (Oxford,

1657), ‘Dialogum,” p. 54.

® Thomas Streete, Astronomia Carolina (1661). See J. Tropfke, Geschichte der

Elcmentar-Mathematiky 3. Bd., 2. Aufl. (Berlin und Leipzig, 1922), p. 12.
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ential English mathematicians before Newton, namely, John Wallis

and Isaac Barrow, but also by David Gregory,^ John Craig, ^ N.

Mercator,^ and Thomas Brancker.^ I. Newton, in his letter to Olden-

burg of October 24, 1676,^ used the notation . ,
but in Newton^s

De analy.si per aequationes terminormn mJinitaSj the colon is employed

to designate ratio, also in his Quadratura curvarum.

Among seventeenth-century English writers using the colon to mark
ratio are James Gregory,® John Collins,^ Christopher Wren,® William

Leybourn,^ William Sanders,^® John Hawkins, Joseph Raphson,^^

E. Wells, and John WardJ^
253. Struggle in England between Oughtred's and Wing^s notations

during 1700-1750.—In the early part of the eighteenth century, the

dot still held its place in many English books, but the colon gained in

ascendancy, and in the latter part of the century won out. The single

dot was used in John Alexander's Algebra (in which proportion is

written in the form a.b::c.X and also in the form a~b:c~xy'^ and,

in John Colson^s translation of Agnesi (before 1700).^® It was used

1 David Gregory in Phil. Trans., Vol. XIX (1095-97), p. 045.

2 John Craig, Methodus figurarurn lineis reclis et curvis (Tjondon, 1085). Also

his Traclatus mathemalicus (London, 1093), but in 1718 he often used : :: .in

his De Calcido Fluenlium Libri Duo, brought out in London.

^ N. Mercator, Logarithmolechnia (London, 1008), p. 29.

^Th. Brancker, Introduction to Algebra (trans. of Rhonius; London, 1008),

p. 37.

^ John Collins, Commercium epistolicum (London, 1712), p. 182.

® James Gregory, Vera circuli et hyperbolae quadratura (Batavia, 1008), p. 33.

^ J. Collins, Mariners Plain Scale New Plain’d (London, 1059).

® Phil. Trans., Vol. Ill (London), p. 808.

®W. Leybourn, The Line of Proportion (London, 1073), p. 14.

William Sanders, Elernenta geometriae (Glasgow, 1080), p. 3.

Cocker’s Decimal Arithmeiick .... perused by John Hawkins (London,

1095) (Preface dated 1084), p. 41.

12 J. Haphson, Analysis aequationum universalis (London, 1097), p. 26.

1^ E. Wells, Elernenta arithmeticae numerosae et speciosae (Oxford, 1698), p. 107.

1^ John Ward, A Compendium of Algebra (2d ed.; London, 1698), p. 62.

1^ A Synopsis of Algebra. Being the Posthumous Work of John Alexander, of

Bern in Swisserland. To which is added an Appendix by Humfrey Ditton

Done from the Latin by Sam. Cobb, M.A. (London, 1709), p. 16. The Latin edi-

tion appeared at London in 1693.

1® Maria Gaetana Agnesi, Analytical Institutions, translated into English by the

late Rev. John Colson Now first printed .... under the inspection of Rev.

John Hellins (London, 1801).
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by John Wilson^ and by the editors of Newton^s Universal arithnetick}

In John Harris^ Lexicon technicnm (1704) the dot is used in some

articles, the colon in others, but in Harris^ translation^ of G. Pardies’

geometry the dot only is used. George Shelley^ and Hatton^ used the

dot,

254. Sporadic notations,—Before the English notations . : : . and

: :: : were introduced on the European Continent, a symbolism con-

sisting of vertical lines, a modification of Tartaglia^s mode of writing,

was used by a few continental writers. It never attained popularity,

yet maintained itself for about a century. Ren6 Descartes (1619-21)®

appears to have been the first to introduce such a notation a|5||c|rf.

In a letter^ of 1638 he replaces the middle double stroke by a single

one. Slusius® uses single vertical lines in designating four numbers in

geometrical proportion, p\a\e\d—a. With Slusius, two vertical strokes

II
signify equality. Jaques de Billyh marks five quantities in continued

proportion, thus 3— -65|R5— 1| 2|J?5+1 13+56, where B means

^^square root.^^ In reviewing publications of Huygens and others, the

original notation of Descartes is used in the Jouryial des Sgava7is

(Amsterdam)^® for the years 1701, 1713, 1716. Likewise, Picard, De la

Hire, Abraham de Graaf,i^ and Parentis use the notation a\b\\xx\ah,

1 John Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714), p. 24.

^ I. Newton, Arithmetica universalis (ed. W. Whiston; Cambridge, 1707),

p. 9; Universal ArUhmetickj by Sir Isaac Newton, translated by Mr. Ralphson

.... revised .... by Mr. Cunn (London, 1769), p. 17.

3 Plain Elements of Geometry and Plain Trigonometry (London, 1701), p. 63.

^ G. Shelley, Wingate^s Arithmetick (London, 1704), p. 343.

^ Edward Hatton, An Intire System of Arithmetic (London, 1721), p. 93.

® CEuvres des Descartes (^d. Adam et Tannery), Vol. X, p. 240.

’ Op. ciL, Vol. II, p. 171.

® Renati Francisci Slusii mesolabum seu duae mediae proporiionales, etc,

(1668), p. 74. See also Slusius' reply to Huygens in Philosophical Transactions

(London), Vols. III-IV (1668-69), p. 6123.

® Jaques de Billy, Nova geometriae clavis (Paris, 1643), p. 317.

Journal des Sgavans (Amsterdam, ann6e 1701), p. 376; ibid. (ann6e 1713),

p. 140, 387; ibid. (ann6e 1716), p. 537.

J. Picard in M4moires de VAcaMmie r. des sciences (depuis 1666 jusqu'i!

1699), Tome VI (Paris, 1730), p. 573.

De la Hire, Nouveaux elemens des sections coniques (Paris, 1701), p. 184.

J. Tropfke refers to the edition of 1679, p. 184.

1* Abraham de Graaf, De vervulling van der geometria en algebra (Amsterdam,

1708), p. 97.

1* A. Parent, Essais et recherches de mathematique et de physique (Paris, 1713),

p. 224.
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It is mentioned in the article ‘‘Caractere” in Diderot^s EncyclopSdie

(1754). La Hire writes also ^^aa\\xx\\ah” for a^:x‘^=x‘^:ab.

On a subject of such universal application in commercial as well as

scientific publications as that of ratio and proportion, one may expect

to encounter occasional sporadic attempts to alter the symbolism.

Thus Herigone^ writes w ga 2\2 hb t bdj signifi, HG est ad GAy vt

HB ad BDy^^ or, in modern notation, hg:ga = hb:bd; here 2|2 signifies

equality, tt signifies ratio. Again Peter Mengol,^ of Bologna, writes

^^a;r:a2]ar” for a\r — a?\ar. The London edition of the algebra of the

Swiss J. Alexander® gives the signs . . but uses more often designa-

tions like b'rra : d Ade Mercastel,^ of Rouen, writes 2,,3;;8,,12. A

close approach to the marginal symbolism of John Dee is that of the

Spaniard Zaragoza^ 4.3:12.9. More profuse in the use of dots is

TT
J. Kresa® who writes x. . .r::r. . ,

also AE. EFwAD. .DG. The
X

latter form is adopted by the Spaniard Cassany^ who writes 128. . 119

:: 3870; it is found in two American texts,® of 1797.

In greater conformity with pre-Oughtredian notations is van

Schooten^s notation® of 1657 when he simply separates the three given

numbers by two horizontal dashes and leaves the place for the

unknown number blank. Using Stevin^s designation for decimal

lb. flor. lb.

fractions, he writes ^'65 95,7530—1.^^ Abraham de GraaP® is

^ Pierre Herigone, Cvrsvs mathematici (Paris, 1644), Vol. VI, “Explicatio

notarum.” The first edition appeared in 1642.

2 Pietro Mengoli, Geometriae speciosae elementa (Bologna, 1659), p. 8.

3 Synopsis algehraica, Opus posthumum Johannis Alexandri, Bcrnatis-Hel-

vetii (London, 1693), p. 135.

^ Jean Baptiste Adrien de Mercastel, ArithmHique dimontrde (Rouen, 1733),

p. 99.

® Joseph Zaragoza, Arithmelica vniversal (Valencia, 1669), p. 48.

® Jacob Kresa, Analysis speciosa trigonometriae sphericae (Prague, 1720),

p. 120, 121.

^ Francisco Cassany, Arithmelica Deseada (Madrid, 1763), p. 102.

'^American Tutor’s Assistant. By sundry teachers in and near Philadelphia

(3d ed.; Philadelphia, 1797), p. 57, 58, 62, 91-186. In the “explanation of char-

acters,*^ : : : : is given. The second text is Chauncey Lee’s American Accomptanl

(Lansingburgh, 1797), where one finds (p. 63) 3. .5: : 6. .10.

® Francis h Schooten, Leydensis, Exerdtationum mathematicarum liber primus

(Leyden, 1657), p. 19.

Abraham de Graaf, De Oeheele mathesis of wiskonst (Amsterdam, 1694), p. 16.
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partial to the form 2— 4 = 6—12. Thomas York^ uses three dashes

125—429—10—?, but later in his book writes ^‘33600 7 :: 153600 32/^

the ratio being here indicated by a blank space. To distinguish

ratios from fractions, Samuel Jeakc- states that by some authors

^^nstead of the intervening Line, two Pricks are set; and so the Ratio

3 11
sesquialtera is thus expressed - ” Accordingly, Jeake writes

y
• “

In practical works on computation with logarithms, and in some

arithmetics a rhetorical and vertical arrangement of the terms of a

proportion is found. Mark Forster^ writes:

^^As Sine of 40 deg.

To 1286

So is Radius

To the greatest Random 2000

Or, For Random at 36 deg.^^

9,8080675

3,1092401

10,0000000

3,3011726

As late as 1789 Benjamin Workman^ writes
“
^iL7L/i2

255. Oughtred\s notation on the European Continent ,—On the Euro-

pean Continent the dot as a symbol of geometrical ratio, and the four

dots of proportion, . ., were, of course, introduced later than in

England. They were used by Dulaurens,^ Prestet,® Varignon,^ Pardies,®

De THospital,® Jakob Bernoulli,*^ Johann Bernoulli,^^ Carrd,^^ Her-

^ Thomas York, Practical Treatise of Arithmetick (London, 1687), p, 132, 146.

2 Samuel Jeake, AOriSTIKUAOriA, or Anthrnetick (London, 1696 [Preface,

1674]

), p. 411.

® Mark Forster, Arithmetical Trigonometry/ (London, 1690), p. 212.

^ Benjamin Workman, American Accountant (Philadelphia, 1789), p. 62.

^ Francisci Dulaurens, Specimina mathematica (Paris, 1667), p. 1.

®Jean Prestet, Elemens des malhematiques (Preface signed “J.P.”) (Paris,

1675)

, p. 240. Also Nouveaux elemens des malhematiques, Vol. I (Paris, 1689),

p. 355.

^ P. Varignon in Journal des S^avans, ann6e 1687 (Amsterdam, 1688), p. 644.

Also Varignon, Eclaircissemens sur Vanalyse des infiniment petits (Paris, 1725),

p. 16.

* (Euvres du R. P. Ignace-Gaston Pardies (Lyon, 1695), p. 121.

® De THospital, Analyse des infiniment petits (Paris, 1696), p. 11.

Jakob Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1687), p. 619 and many other places.

Johann Bernoulli in Histoire de Vacademic r. des sciences, ann6e 1732 (Paris,

1735), p. 237.

'2 L. Carr6, Methode pour la Mesure des Surfaces (Paris, 1700), p. 5.
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mann/ and Rollc;^ also by De Reaumur,^ Saurin,'* Parent,® Nicole,®

Pitot Poleni,® De Mairan,^ and Maupertuis.^® By the middle of the

eighteenth century, Oughtred^s notation A.B::C .D had disappeared

from the volumes of the Paris Academy of Sciences, but we still find

it in textbooks of Belidor,^^ Guido Grandi,^^ Diderot,^* Gallimard,^'*

De la Chapelle,^® Fortunato,^® L’Abbe Foucher,^^ and of Abb4 Girault

de Koudou.^^ This notation is rarely found in the writings of German
authors. Erhard WeigeP^ used it in a philosophical work of 1693.

Christian WolP used the notation .AD:: EC .ME^^ in 1707, and

in 1710 ^^3
. 12 : : 5 .

20’^ and also “3 : 12 = 5 :
20.^^ Beguelin^i used the dot

for ratio in 1773. From our data it is evident that A.B::C .D began

^ J. Hermann in Acta erudilorum (1702), p. 502.

2 M. Rollc in Journal des S^avans, ann6c 1702 (Amsterdam, 1703), p. 399.

3 R. A. F. de Reaumur, llidoire de Va^adeynie r. des sciences, ann(5e 1708

(Paris, 1730), “Mdmoires,” p. 209, but on p. 199 he used also the notation : :

:

^ J. Saurin, op. ciL, ann6e 1708, “Mtooires,’’ p. 26.

® Antoine Parent, op. cil., annce 1708, “Memoircs,” p. 118.

® F. Nicole, op. cit., ann6c 1715 (Paris, 1741), p. 50.

^ H. Pitot, op. cit., ann6e 1724 (Paris, 1726), “M6moires,’^ p. 109.

^ Joannis Polerii, Epislolarvm mathenialicarvm Fascicvlvs (Patavii, 1729).

3 J. J. de Mairan, Hisloire de Vacademie r. des sciences, ann6e 1740 (Paris, 1742),

p. 7.

i®P. L. Maupertuis, op. cit., ann6e 1731 (Paris, 1733), “M6moircs,’^ p. 465.

B. F. de Belidor, Nouveau Cours de matMmatique (Paris, 1725), p. 481.

Guido Graiidi, Elementi geometrici piani e solide de Euclide (Florence, 1740).

Denys Diderot, Memoires sur differens sujets de Mathematiques (Paris, 1748),

p. 16.

J. E. Gallimard, Geoyn6lrie dhnentaire d^Euclide (nouvelle 6d.
;
Paris, 1749),

p. 37.

1^ De la Chapelle, TraiU des sections coniques (Paris, 1750), p. 150.

1® F. Fortunate, Eleynenta ynatheseos (Brescia, 1750), p. 35.

1’ L’Abb6 Fouchcr, G6oynetrie mUaphysique ou Essai d^analyse (Paris, 1758),

p. 257.

1* L’Abb6 Girault de Koudou, Legons analytiques du calcul des fluxions et des

fluenles (Paris, 1767), p. 35.

Erhardi Weigelii Philosophia malhematica (Jenae, 1693), “Specimina no-

varum inveiitionum,” p. 6, 181.

C. Wolf in Acta eruditorum (1707), p. 313; Wolf, Anfangsgriinde oiler mathe-

matischen Wissenschaften (1710), Band I, p. 65, but later Wolf adopted the nota-

tion of Jjeibniz, viz., A :B — C:D. Sec J. Tropfke, Geschichte der Elemenlar-Mathe-

nialik, Vol. Ill (2d ed.; Berlin und Leipzig, 1922), p. 13, 14.

21 Nicolas de Beguelin in Nouveaux memoires de Vacademie r. des sciences el

hellcsdettres, ann6e 1773 (Berlin, 1775), p. 211.
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to be used in the Continent later than in England, and it was also

later to disappear on the Continent.

256. An unusual departure in the notation for geometric propor-

tion which involved an excellent idea was suggested by a Dutch
author, Johan Stampioen,^ as early as the year 1639. This was only

eight years after Oughtred had proposed his . . Stampioen uses

the designation A,,H = (7,,Z). We have noticed, nearly a century

later, the use of two commas to represent ratio, in a French writer,

Mercastel. But the striking feature with Stampioen is the use of

Recorde’s sign of equality in writing proportion. Stampioen antici-

pates Leibniz over half a century in using = to express the equality of

two ratios. He is also the earliest writer that we have seen on the

European Continent to adopt Recorders symbol in writing ordinary

equations. He was the earliest writer after Descartes to use the ex-

ponential form a^. But his use of = did not find early followers. He
was an opponent of Descartes whose influence in Holland at that

time was great. The employment of = in writing proportion appears

again with James Gregory^ in 1668, but he found no followers in this

practice in Great Britain.

257. Slight modifications of Oughtred^s notation ,—A slight modifica-

tion of Oughtred^s notation, in which commas took the place of the

dots in designating geometrical ratios, thus A
,
7i : : C

,
D, is occasionally

encountered both in England and on the Continent. Thus Sturirf

4bh 4h
writes ^^35, 26:: 26, -^^ sive ~ ” Lam/ ^^3,6:: 4,8,” as did also

Ozanam,^ De Moivre,® David Gregory,^ L^Abb5 Deidier,® Belidor,^

who also uses the regular Oughtredian signs, Maria G. Agnesi,

^ Johan Stampioen d’Jonghe, Algebra ofte Nieuwe Stel-Regel (’s Graven-Hayc,
1639).

2 James Gregory, Geometriae Pars Vniversalis (Padua, 1668), p. 101.

3 Christopher Sturm in Ada erudilorum (Leipzig, 1685), p. 260.

'‘R. P. Bernard Lamy, Elcmens dez mathernatiques, troisieme edition revue
ct augmcnt6e sur Timprism^ k Paris (Amsterdam, 1692), p. 156.

® J. Ozanam, Traits des lignes du 'premier genre (Paris, 1687), p. 8; Ozanam,
Cours de maihemaiique, Tome III (Paris, 1693), p. 139.

® A. de Moivre in Philosophical Transactions^ Vol. XIX (London, 1698), p. 52;
De Moivre, Miscellanea analytica de seriehus (London, 1730), p. 235.

^ David Gregory, Ada erudilorum (1703), p. 456.

® L’Abb^ Deidier, La Mesure des Surfaces et des Solides (Paris, 1740), p. 181.

» B. F. de Belidor, op, cit, (Paris, 1725), p. 70.

Maria G. Agnesi, Instituzioni analitiche, Tome I (Milano, 1748), p. 76.
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Nicolaas Ypey/ and Manfredi.^ This use of the comma for ratio,

rather than the Oughtredian dot, does not seem to be due to any

special cause, other than the general tendency observable also in the

notation for decimal fractions, for writers to use the dot and comma
more or less interchangeably.

An odd designation occurs in an English edition of Ozanam,^

namely, .2.B.3 :: C.4.Z).6,” where are quantities in

geometrical proportion and the numbers are thrown in by way of

concrete illustration.

258. The notation : :: : in Europe and America ,—The colon which

replaced the dot as the symbol for ratio was slow in making its appear-

ance on the Continent. It took this symbol about half a century to

cross the British Channel. Introduced in England by Vincent Wing
in 1051, its invasion of the Continent hardly began before the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. We find the notation A:B::C:D
used by Leibniz,'* Johann Bernoulli,^ De la Hire,® Parent,^ Bomie,®

Saulmon,® Swedenborg,*® Lagny,** Senes, Chevalier de Louville,*^

Clairaut,*"* Bouguer,*® Nicole (1737, who in 1715 had used . :: .),*®La

1 Nicolaas Ypey, Grondheginselen der Keegelsneeden (Amsterdam, 17G9),

p. 3.

2 Gabriello Manfredi, De Construclione Aequationurn differentialium prinii

(jradus (1707), p. 123.

3 J. Ozanam, Cursus matheniaticuSf translated “by several Hands” (London,

1712), Vol. I, p. 199.

Ada crudilorum (1G84), p. 472.

® Johanne (I) Bernoulli in Journal des Sgavans, ann6e 1698 (Amsterdam,

1709), p. 576. See this notation used also in Tann^e 1791 (Amsterdam, 1702),

p. 371.

® De la Hire in Histoire de Vacaddmie r, des sciences, ann6e 1708 (Paris, 1730),

“Memoires,” p. 57.

^ A. Parent in op. cit., ann6e 1712 (Paris, 1731), “M6moires,” p. 98.

® Bomic in op. ciL, p. 213.

^ Saulmon in op. cit., p. 283.

i*’ Emanuel Swedberg, Daedalus Hyperboreus (Upsala, 1716).

T. F. Lagny in Histoire de Vacademie r. des sciences, ann6e 1719 (Paris, 1721),

“Memoires,” p. 139.

Dominique de Senes in op. cit., p. 363.

De Louville in op. cit., ann6e 1724 (Paris, 1726), p. 67.

Clairaut in op. cit., ann6e 1731 (Paris, 1733), “M6moires,” p. 484.

Pierre Bougver in op. cit., ann<3e 1733 (Paris, 1735), “M<^moires,” p. 89.

F. Nicole in op. cit., ann4e 1737 (Paris, 1740), “M^moires,” p. 64.
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Caille/ D^Alembert,2 Vicenti Riccati,^ and Jean Bernoulli.^ In the

Latin edition of De la Caille^s® Lectiones four notations are explained,

namely, 3.12::2.8, 3:12::2:8, 3:12 = 2:8, 3ll2|l2l8, but the nota-

tion 3:12:: 2:8 is the one actually adopted.

The notation : : : : was commonly used in England and the United

States until the beginning of the twentieth century, and even now in

those countries has not fully surrendered its place to : = : . As late

as 1921 : :: : retains its place in Edwards^ Trigonometry and it occurs

in even later publications. The: :: : gained full ascendancy in Spain

and Portugal, and in the Latin-American countries. Thus it was used

in Madrid by Juan Gerard,^ in Lisbon by Joao Felix Pereira^ and

Luiz Porfirio da Motta Pegado,^ in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil by Fran-

cisco Miguel Pires^® and C. B. Ottoni,^^ at Lima in Peru by Maximo
Vazquez^^and Luis Monsanto, at BuenosAyresby Florentine Garcia,

at Santiago de Chile by Gabriel Izquierdo,^^ at Bogota in Colombia

by Indalecio Li6vano,^® at Mexico by Juan Maria Balbontin.^^

^ La Caille in op. cit.y ann^c 1741 (Paris, 1744), p. 256.

2 DAlcmbert in op. cit., ann6c 1745 (Paris, 1749), p. 367.

3 Vincenti Riccati, Opusculorum ad res physicas et mathematicas pertinentium.

Tomus primus (Bologna, 1757), p. 5.

^ Jean Bernoulli in Nouveaux m6moires de Vacad6mie r. des sciences et belles-

ktlreSy ann6c 1771 (Berlin, 1773), p. 286.

* N. L. de la Caille, Lectiones elementares malhematicae .... in Latinum tra-

ductae et ad editioncm Parisinara anni MDCCLIX denuo cxactae a C [arolo]

S [cherffcr] e S. J. (Vienna, 1762), p. 76.

®R. W. K. Edwards, An Elementary Text-Book of Trigonometry (new ed.;

London, 1921), p. 152.

^ Juan Gerard, Presbitero, Tratado completo dearilmelica (Madrid, 1798), p. 69.

® J. F. Pereira, Rudimentos de arithmetica (QuartaEdigao; Lisbon, 1863), p. 129.

® Luiz Porfirio da Motta Pegado, Tratado elemenlar de arithmetica (Secunda

edigao; Lisbon, 1875), p. 235.

Francisco Miguel Pires, Tratado de Trigonomelria Espherica (Rio de Janeiro,

1866), p. 8.

“ C. B. Ottoni, Elementos de geometria e trigonometria rectilinea (4th ed.;

Rio de Janeiro, 1874), ‘‘Trigon.,^' p. 36.

Maximo Vazquez, Arilmeiica practica (7th ed.; Lima, 1875), p. 130.

Luis Monsanto, Lecciones de aritmetica demostrada (7th ed.; Lima, 1872),

p. 171.

Florentine Garcia, El aritmUica Argentina (5th ed.; Buenos Aires, 1871),

p. 41; first edition, 1833.

Gabriel Izquierdo, Tratado de aritmUica (Santiago, 1859), p. 157.

Indalecio Li6vano, Tratado de aritmetica (2d ed.; Bogota, 1872), p. 148.

Juan Maria Balbontin, Tratado elemental de aritmetica (Mexico, 1878), p. 96.
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259. The notation of Leibniz.—In the second half of the eighteenth

century this notation, A :B::C:Dj had gained complete ascendancy

over A.B::C.D in nearly all parts of Continental Europe, but at

that very time it itself encountered a serious rival in the superior

Leibnizian notation, A\B — C\ D. If a proportion expresses the

equality of ratios, why should the regular accepted equality sign

not be thus extended in its application? This extension of the sign

of equality = to writing proportions had already been made by

Stampioen (§ 256). Leibniz introduced the colon (:) for ratio and for

division in the Acta eruditorum of 1684, page 470 (§ 537). In 1693

Leibniz expressed his disapproval of the use of special symbols for ratio

and proportion, for the simple reason that the signs for division and

equality are quite sufficient. He^ says: ^^Many indicate by

that the ratios a to 5 and c to d are alike. But I have always disap-

proved of the fact that special signs are used in ratio and proportion,

on the ground that for ratio the sign of division suffices and likewise

for proportion the sign of equality suffices. Accordingly, I write the

ratio a to b thus: a:b or
^
just as is done in dividing a by b. I desig-

nate proportion, or the equality of two ratios by the equality of the

two divisions or fractions. Thus when I express that the ratio a to b

. a c
is the same as that of c to d, it is sufficient to write a:b= c:d or v = j

0 a

Cogent as these reasons are, more than a century passed be-

fore his symbolism for ratio and proportion triumphed over its

rivals.

Leibnizes notation, a:b= c:d, is used in the Acta eruditorum of

1708, page 271. In that volume (p. 271) is laid the editorial policy

that in algebra the Leibnizian symbols shall be used in the Acta. We
quote the following relating to division and proportion (§197):

^We shall designate division by two dots, unless circumstance should

prompt adherence to the common practice. Thus, we shall have

a:b = ^. Hence with us there will be no need of special symbols for

denoting proportion. For instance, if a is to b as c is to d, we have

a:b = c:d.”

The earliest influential textbook writer who adopted Leibniz^

notation was Christian Wolf. As previously seen (§ 255) he sometimes

* G. W. Leibniz, Matheseos universalis yars priory de Terrainis incomplexis,

No. 16; reprinted in Gesammelte Werke (C. I. Gerhardt), 3. Folge, IP, Band VII

(Halle, 1863), p. 56.
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wrote a.b-c.d. In 1710^ he used both 3.12:: 5.20 and 3:12= 5:20,

but from 1713^ on, the Leibnizian notation is used exclusively.

One of the early appearances of a:5= c:d in France is in ClairauFs

algebra^ and in Savcrien^s dictionary,^ where Saverien argues that the

equality of ratios is best indicated by = and that :: is superfluous.

It is found in the publications of the Paris Academy for the year 1765,®

in connection with Euler who as early as 1727 had used it in the com-

mentaries of the Petrograd Academy.

Benjamin Panchaud brought out a text in Switzerland in 1743,®

using : = :. In the Netherlands^ it appeared in 1763 and again in

1775.® A mixture of Oughtred^s symbol for ratio and the = is seen in

Pieter Venema® who writes . =

.

In Vienna, Paulus Mako^® used Leibniz’ notation both for geo-

metric and arithmetic proportion. The Italian Petro Giannini^^ used

: = : for geometric proportion, as does also Paul Frisi.^^ The first volume

of Acta Helvetia}^ gives this symbolism. In Ireland, Joseph Fenn^^ used

it about 1770. A French edition of Thomas Simpson’s geometry^®

uses : = : . Nicolas Fuss^® employed it in St. Petersburgh. In England,

^ Chr. Wolf, Anfangsgriinde alter mathematischen Wissenschaften (Magdeburg,

1710), Vol. I, p. 65. See J. Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar-Mathematik, Vol. Ill

(2d ed.; Berlin and Leipzig, 1922), p. 14.

2 Clir. Wolf, Elementa maihescos universae, Vol. I (Halle, 1713), p. 31.

^ A, C. Clairaut, Elemens d^algehre (Paris, 1746), p. 21.

^ A. Saverien, Diclionnaire universel de mathematique el physique (Paris, 1753),

arts. “Raisons semblables,” “Caractere.”

^ Histoire de Vacadernie r. des sciences, annde 1765 (Paris, 1768), p. 503;

Commentarii academicLe scientiarum .... ad annum 1727 (Petropoli, 1728), p. 14.

® Benjamin Panchaud, Entreliens ou legons malMmatiques (Lausanne, Geneve,

1743), p. 226.

^ A. R. Maudvit, Inleiding tot de Keegel-Sneeden (Shaage, 1763).

® J. A. Fa.s, Inleiding tot de Kennisse en het Gehruyk der Oneindig Kleinen (Ley-

den, 1775), p. 80.

® Pieter Venema, Algebra ofle Stel~Konst, Vierde Druk (Amsterdam, 1768),

p. 118.

Pavlvs Mako, Compendiaria matheseos institutio (editio altera; Vindobonae,

1766), p. 169, 170.

“ Petro Giannini, Opuscola maihemaiica (Parma, 1773), p. 74.

Paulli Frisii Operum, Tomus Secundus (Milan, 1783), p. 284.

Acta Helvetica, physico-mathematico-Botanico-Medica, Vol. I (Basel, 1751),

p. 87.

Joseph Fenn, The Complete Accountant (Dublin, [n.d.]), p. 105, 128.

Thomas Simpson, Elemens de g6<mMrie (Paris, 1766).

Nicolas Fuss, Legons de g6omStrie (St. P^tersbourg, 1798), p. 112.
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John Cole^ adopted it in 1812, but a century passed after this date

before it became popular there.

The Leibnizian notation was generally adopted in Europe during

the nineteenth century.

In the United States the notation : :: : was the prevailing one

during the nineteenth century. The Leibnizian signs appeared only

in a few works, such as the geometries of William ChauveneU and

Benjamin Peirce.® It is in the twentieth century that the notation

: = : came to be generally adopted in the United States.

A special symbol for variation sometimes encountered in English

and American texts is ^ ,
introduced by Emerson.'* “To the Common

Algebraic Characters already receiv'd I add this oc
,
which signifies a

BC
general Proportion; thus, Acc signifies that A is in a constant

BC
ratio to -jy The sign was adopted by Chrystal,® Castle,® and others.

SIGNS OP EQUALITY

260. Early symbols,—A symbol signifying “it gives" and ranking

practically as a mark for equality is found in the linear equation of the

Egyptian Ahmes papyrus (§ 23, Fig. 7). We have seen (§ 103) that

Diophantus had a regular sign for equality, that the contraction pha

answered that purpose in the Bakhshali arithmetic (§ 109), that the

Arab al-Qalasadi used a sign (§ 124), that the dash was used for the

expression of equality by Regiomontanus (§ 126), Pacioli (§ 138),

and that sometimes Cardan (§ 140) left a blank space where we would

place a sign of equality.

261. Recorders sign of equality,—In the printed books before

Recordc, equality was usually expressed rhetorically by such words

as aequalesj aequantur, esgale, faciuntj ghelijekf or gleichy and some-

times by the abbreviated form aeq. Prominent among the authors

expressing equality in some such manner are Kepler, Galileo, Torri-

celli, Cavalieri, Pascal, Napier, Briggs, Gregory St. Vincent, Tacquet,

and Fermat. Thus, about one hundred years after Recorde, some of

1 John Cole, Stereogoniometry (London, 1812), p. 44, 265.

2 William Chauvenet, Treatise m Elementary Geometry (Philadelphia, 1872),

p. 69.

3 Benjamin Peirce, Elementary Treatise on Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston,

1873), p. xvi.

^ W. Emerson, Doctrine of Fluxions (3d ed.; London, 1768), p. 4.

5 G. Chrystal, Algebra, Part I, p. 275.

® Frank Castle, Practical Mathematics for Beginners (London, 1905), p. 317.
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the most noted mathematicians used no symbol whatever for the

expression of equality. This is the more surprising if we remember

that about a century before Rccorde, Regiomontanus (§ 126) in his

correspondence had sometimes used for equality a horizontal dash—

,

that the dash had been employed also by Pacioli (§ 138) and Ghaligai

(§ 139). Equally surprising is the fact that apparently about the time

of Recorde a mathematician at Bologna should independently origi-

nate the same symbol (Fig. 53) and use it in his manuscripts.

Recorders =, after its d5but in 1557, did not again appear in

print until 1618, or sixty-one years later. That some writers used

symbols in their private manuscripts which they did not exhibit in

their printed books is evident, not only from the practice of Regio-

montanus, but also from that of John Napier who used Recorders =
in an algebraic manuscript which he did not publish and which was

first printed in 1839.^ In 1618 we find the = in an anonymous Appen-

dix (very probably due to Oughtred) printed in Edward Wright^s

English translation of Napier^s famous Description But it was in

1631 that it received more than general recognition in England by

being adopted as the symbol for equality in three influential works,

Thomas Harriotts Artis analyticae praxis, William Oughtred^s Clavis

mathematicae, and Richard Norwood's Trigonometrian

262. Different meanings of =.—As a source of real danger to

Recorders sign was the confusion of symbols which was threatened on

the European Continent by the use of = to designate relations other

than that of equality. In 1591 Francis Vieta in his In artem analyticen

isagoge used = to designate arithmetical difference (§ 177). This

designation was adopted by Girard (§ 164), by Sieur de Var-Lezard^

in a translation of Vieta’s Isagoge from the Latin into French, De
Graaf,* and by Franciscus a Schooten'* in his edition of Descartes’

Geometrie. Descartes^ in 1638 used = to designate plus ou moins,

i.e., ±.
Another complication arose from the employment of = by Johann

^ Johannis Napier, De Arte Logistica (Edinburgh, 1839), p. 160.

2 1. L. Sieur de Var-Lezard, Introduction en Vart analytic ov nouvelle algbhre de

Frangois Vihte (Paris, 1630), p. 36.

* Abraham de Graaf, De beginselen van de Algebra of Stelkonst (Amsterdam,

1672), p. 26.

* Renati Descartes, Geomeiria (ed. Franc. ^ Schooten; Francofvrti al Moenvm,

1695), p. 395.

* Oeuvres de Descartes (<5d. Adam et Tannery), Vol. II (Paris, 1898), p. 314,

426.
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Caramuel^ as the separatrix in decimal fractions; with him 102 = 857

meant our 102.857. As late as 1706 G. H. Paricius^ used the signs

=
,

and — as general signs to separate numbers occurring in the

process of solving arithmetical problems. The confusion of algebraic

language was further increased when Dulaurens*^ and Reyher* desig-

nated parallel lines by = . Thus the symbol = acquired five different

meanings among different continental writers. For this reason it was

in danger of being discarded altogether in favor of some symbol which

did not labor under such a handicap.

263. Competing symbols .—A still greater source of danger to our

= arose from competing symbols. Pretenders sprang up early on

both the Continent and in England. In 1559, or two years after the

appearance of Recorders algebra, the French monk, J. Buteo,^ pub-

lished his Logistica in which there appear equations like IC
[14^^ and .3R. 15C[120,’^ which in modern notation are x+^y+p
= 14 and 3x+37/+152 = 120. Buteo^s [

functions as a sign of equality.

In 1571, a German writer, Wilhelm Holzmann, better known under

the name of Xylander, brought out an edition of Diophantus^ Arith-

metical in which two parallel vertical lines
|1
were used for equality.

He gives no clue to the origin of the symbol. Moritz Cantor^ suggests

that perhaps the Greek word laoi (“equarO was abbreviated in the

manuscript used by Xylander, by the writing of only the two letters

u. Weight is given to this suggestion in a Parisian manuscript on

Diophantus where a single i denoted equality.® In 1613, the Italian

writer Giovanni Camillo Glorioso used Xylander^s two vertical lines

for equality.® It was used again by the Cardinal Michaelangelo

Ricci.^® This character was adopted by a few Dutch and French

^ Joannis Caramuelis, Malhesis Biceps vetus el nova (1670), p. 7.

2 Georg Heinrich Paricius, Praxis arilhmeiices (Regensburg, 1706). Quoted

by M. Sterner, Geschichle der Rechenkunst (Mtinchen und Leipzig, 1891), p. 348.

3 Francois Dulaurens, Specimina maihemalica (Paris, 1667).

* Samuel Reyher, EiLclides (Kiel, 1698).

‘‘J. Buteo, Logistica (Leyden, 1559), p. 190, 191. See J. Tropfke, op. cit.,

Vol. Ill (2d ed.; Leipzig, 1922), p. 136.

® See Nessclmann, Algebra der Griechen (1842), p. 279.

^ M. Cantor, Vorlesungen iiber Geschichle der Mathemaiik^ Vol. II (2d ed.;

Leipzig, 1913), p. 552.

® M. Cantor, op. cil.^ Vol. I (3d ed.; 1907), p. 472.

^Joannis Camillo Gloriosi, Ad Iheorema geomelricvm (Venetiis, 1613), p. 26.

Michaelis Angeli Riccii, ExercUaiio geomelrica de maximis el minimis (Lon-

dini, 1668), p. 9.
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mathematicians during the hundred years that followed, especially

in the writing of proportion. Thus, R. Descartes,^ in his Opuscules

de 1619-1621
j
made the statement, ‘^ex progressione 1 12|1418|| 16|32||

habentur numeri perfect! 6, 28, 496.” Pierre de Carcavi, of Lyons, in

a letter to Descartes (Sept. 24, 1649), writes the equation ^^+1296—

3060a +2664a2-~1115a^+239a^~25a®+o®
||
0,” where “la lettre a est

rinconnue en la rnaniere de Monsieur Vieta” and
||

is the sign of

equality.^ De Monconys^ used it in 1666; De Sluse^ in 1668 writes

our be=a^ in this manner
|1
aa.” De la Hire (§254) in 1701 wrote

the proportion a:b = x-:ah thus: ‘^a\b\\xx\ab” This symbolism is

adopted by the Dutch Abraham de GraaP in 1703, by the Frenchman

Parent® in 1713, and by certain other writers in the Journal des

SgavansJ Though used by occasional writers for more than a century,

this mark
||
never gave promise of becoming a universal symbol for

equality. A single vertical line was used for equality by S. Reyher

in 1698. With him, “AjH” meant A =jB. He attributes® this notation

to the Dutch orientalist and astronomer Jacob Golius, saying: “Espe-

cially indebted am I to Mr. Golio for the clear algebraic mode of dem-

onstration with the sign of equality, namely the rectilinear stroke

standing vertically between two magnitudes of equal measure.”

In England it was Leonard and Thomas Digges, father and son,

who introduced new symbols, including a line complex X for equality

(Fig. 78).«

The greatest oddity was produced by H^rigone in his Cursus

mathematicus (Paris, 1644; 1st ed., 1634). It was the symbol “2|2.”

Based on the same idea is his “3|2” for “greater than,” and his “2|3”

for “less than.” Thus, o?+ab — h'^ is indicated in his symbolism by

1 QSuvres de Descartes, Vol. X (1908), p. 241.

2 Op, cU., Vol. V (1903), p. 418.

^Journal des voyages de Monsieur de Monconys (Troisi^me partie; Lyon,

166G), p. 2. Quoted by Henry in Revue archiologique (N.S.), Vol. XXXVII (1879),

p. 333.

^ Renaii Francisci Slusii Mesolahum, Leodii Eburonum (1668), p. 51.

^ Abraham de Graaf, De Vervulling var^ de Geometria en Algebra (Amsterdam,

1708), p. 97.

® A. Parent, Essais et recherches de malhemalique et de physique (Paris, 1713),

p. 224.

7 Journal des Sgavans (Amsterdam, for 1713), p. 140; ibid, (for 1715), p. 537;

and other years.

* Samuel Reyher, op. cit., Vorrede.

® Thomas Digges, Slralioticos (1590), p. 35.
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“a2+6a2|262.” Though clever and curious, this notation did not

appeal. In some cases H^rigone used also U to express equality. If

this sign is turned over, from top to bottom, we have the one used by

F. Dulaurens^ in 1667, namely, fl; with Dulaurens P signifies ^^majus,^^

n signifies ^^minus”; Leibniz, in some of his correspondence and

unpublished papers, used^ P and also® =
;
on one occasion he used

the Cartesian^ » for identity. But in papers which he printed, only

the sign = occurs for equality.

Different yet was the equality sign 3 used by J. V. Andrea^ in

1614.

The substitutes advanced by Xylander, Andrea, the two Digges,

Dulaurens, and Herigone at no time seriously threatened to bring

about the rejection of llecorde^s symbol. The real competitor was the

mark »
,
prominently introduced by Ilen6 Descartes in his Geometrie

(Leyden, 1637), though first used by him at an earlier date.®

264. Descartes' sign of equality.—It has been stated that the sign

was suggested by the appearance of the combined ae in the word

aequalis, meaning “equal.^^ The symbol has been described by Cantor^

as the union of the two letters ae. Better, perhaps, is the description

given by Wielcitner® who calls it a union of oe reversed; his minute

examination of the symbol as it occurs in the 1637 edition of the

Geometrie revealed that not all of the parts of the letter e in the

combination oe are retained, that a more accurate way of describing

that symbol is to say that it is made up of two letters o, that is, oo

pressed against each other and the left part of the first excised. In

some of the later appearances of the symbol, as given, for example,

by van Schooten in 1659, the letter e in oe, reversed, remains intact.

We incline to the opinion that Descartes^ symbol for equality, as it

appears in his Geometrie of 1637, is simply the astronomical symbol

1 F. Dulaurens, Specimina mathematica (Paris, 1667).

2 C. 1. Gerhardt, Leibnizens mathematische Schrijlen, Vol. I, p. 100, 101, 155,

163, etc.

^Op. cil.y Vol. I, p. 29, 49, 115, etc.

^ Op. cit., Vol. V, p. 150.

® Joannis Valentini Andreae, Colleclaneorum Malhematicorum deccules XI
(Tubirij^ao, 1614). Taken from P. Treutlcin, ^^Die deutsche Coss,^^ Abhandlungen

zur Geschichte der MaUiematik, Vol. II (1879), p. 60.

® (Eiwres de Descartes (ed. Ch. Adam et P. Tannery), Vol. X (Paris, 1908),

p. 292, 299.

’ M. Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II (2d ed., 1913), p. 794.

® II. Wioleitner in Zeitschr. fiir math. u. nalurims. UrUerricht, Vol. XLVII
(1916), p. 414.
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for Taurus, placed sideways, with the opening turned to the left.

This symbol occurs regularly in astronomical works and was there-

fore available in some of the printing offices.

Descartes does not mention Recorders notation; his Geometrie is

void of all bibliographical and historical references. But we know that

he had seen Harriot’s Praxis, where the symbol is employed regularly.

In fact, Descartes himself^ used the sign = for equality in a letter of

1640, where he wrote “1C— 6iV = 40” for — 6a: = 40. Descartes does

not give any reason for advancing his new symbol » . We surmise that

Vieta’s, Girard’s, and De Var-Lezard’s use of = to denote arith-

metical “difference” operated against his adoption of Recorde’s sign.

Several forces conspired to add momentum to Descartes’ symbol »

.

In the first place, the Geometrie, in which it first appeared in print,

came to be recognized as a work of genius, giving to the world analytic

geometry, and therefore challenging the attention of mathematicians.

In the second place, in this book Descartes had perfected the expo-

nential notation, a” (n, a positive integer), which in itself marked a

tremendous advance in symbolic algebra; Descartes’ was likely to

follow in the wake of the exponential notation. The » was used by

F. Debeaune*^ as early as October 10, 1638, in a letter to Roberval.

As Descartes had lived in Holland several years before the appear-

ance of his Geometrie, it is not surprising that Dutch writers should be

the first to adopt widely the new notation. Van Schooten used the

Cartesian sign of equality in 1646.^ He used it again in his translation

of Descartes’ Geo7netrie into Latin (1649), and also in the editions of

1659 and 1695. In 1657 van Schooten employed it in a third publica-

tion.^ Still more influential was Christiaan Huygens'’ who used »as

early as 1646 and in his subsequent writings. He persisted in this

usage, notwithstanding his familiarity with Recorde’s symbol through

the letters he received from Wallis and Brouncker, in which it occurs

many times.^ The Descartian sign occurs in the writings of Hudde
and De Witt, printed in van Schooten’s 1659 and later editions of

Descartes’ GcomMrie. Thus, in Holland, the symbol was adopted by

^ QCuvres de Descartes, Vol. Ill (1899), p. 190.

2 Ibid., Vol. V (1903), p. 519.

* Francisci Schooten, De organica conicarum seclionum (Leyden, 1646), p. 91.

^ Francisci Schooten, Exercitationvm mathemalicarum liber 'primus (Leyden,

1657), p. 251.

** (Euvres completes de Christiaan Huygens, Tome I (La Haye, 1888), p. 26, 526.

® Op. cit., Tome II, p. 296, 519; Tome IV, p. 47, 88.
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the most influential mathematicians of the seventeenth century. It

worked its way into more elementary textbooks. Jean Prestet^

adopted it in his Nouveaux ElemenSj published at Paris in 1689. This

fact is the more remarkable, as in 1675 he^ had used the sign =. It

seems to indicate that soon after 1675 the sign was gaining over =
in France. Ozanam used » in his Dictionaire maihematiqxie (Amster-

dam, 1691), though in other books of about the same period he used

as we see later. The Cartesian sign occurs in a French text by

Bernard Lamy.®

In 1659 Descartes’ equality symbol invaded England, appearing

in the Latin passages of Samuel Foster’s Miscellanies, Many of the

Latin passages in that volume are given also in English translation.

In the English version the sign = is used. Another London publica-

tion employing Descartes’ sign of equality was the Latin translation

of the algebra of the Swiss Johann Alexander.^ Michael Rolle uses »

in his Traite d^algehre of 1690, but changes to = in 1709.^ In Hol-

land, Descartes’ equality sign was adopted in 1660 by Kinckhvysen,®

in 1694 by De Graaf,^ except in writing proportions, when he uses =.

Bernard Nieuwentiit uses Descartes’ symbol in his Considerationes of

1694 and 1696, but preferred = in his Analysis infinitorum of 1695.

De la Hire® in 1701 used the Descartian character, as did also Jacob

Bernoulli in his Ars Conjectandi (Basel, 1713). Descartes’ sign of

equality was widely used in France and Holland during the latter part

of the seventeenth and the early part of the eighteenth centuries, but

it never attained a substantial foothold in other countries.

265. Variations in the form of Descartes^ symbol,—Certain varia-

tions of Descartes’ symbol of equality, which appeared in a few texts,

are probably due to the particular kind of symbols available or iin-

provisable in certain printing establishments. Thus Johaan Cara-

1 Jean Prestet, Nouveaux SUmens des malhemaliqueSj Vol. I (Paris, 1689),

p. 261.

2 J. P. [restet] £Umens des maMmaliques (Paris, 1675), p. 10.

* Bernard Lamy, Elemens des malhemaliques (3d ed.; Amsterdam, 1692), p. 93,

* Synopsis Algebraica, Opus posthumum Johannis Alexandria Bernaiis-IIelvetii.

In usum scholae mathematicae apud Hospitium-Christi Londinense (Londini, 1693),

p. 2.

^ Mem. de Vacademie royale des sciences^ ann6e 1709 (Paris), p. 321.

® Gerard Kinckhvysen, De Grondt der Meet-Konsl (Te Haerlem, 1660), p. 4.

^ Abraham de Graaf, De Geheele Mathesis of Wiskonst (Amsterdam, 1694),

p. 45.

® De la Hire, Nouveaux ilimens des sections coniques (Paris, 1701), p. 184.
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mueF in 1670 employed the symbol jE; the 1679 edition of Fermat^s^

works gives oo in the treatise Ad locos pianos et solidos isagoge^ but in

Fermat^s original manuscripts this character is not found.^ On- the

margins of the pages of the 1679 edition occur also expressions of

which ^'DA{BE^^ is an example, where DA— BE, J. Ozanam^ em-

ploys in 1682 and again in 1693; he refers to as used to mark
equality, ‘^mais nous le changerons en celuy-cy, co

;
que nous semble

plus propre, et plus naturel/’ Andreas Spole^ said in 1692: vel =
est nota aequalitates.” Wolff® gives the Cartesian symbol inverted,

thus oc .

266. Struggle for supremacy,—In the seventeenth century,

Recorders = gained complete ascendancy in England. We have seen

its great rival » in only two books printed in England. After Harriot

and Oughtred, Recorders symbol was used by John Wallis, Isaac

Barrow, and Isaac Newton. No doubt these great names helped the

symbol on its way into Europe.

On the European Continent the sign = made no substantial

headway until 1650 or 1660, or about a hundred years after the appear-

ance of Recorders algebra. When it did acquire a foothold there, it

experienced sharp competition with other symbols for half a century

before it fully established itself. The beginning of the eighteenth

century may be designated roughly as the time when all competition

of other symbols practically ceased. Descartes himself used = in a

letter of September 30, 1640, to Mersenne. A Dutch algebra of 1639

and a tract of 1640, both by J. Stampioen,^ and the Teutsche Algebra

of the Swiss Johann Heinrich Rahn (1659), are the first continental

textbooks that we have seen which use the symbol. Rahn says, p. 18:

'^Bey disem anlaasz habe ich das namhafte gleichzeichen = zum
ersten gebraucht, bedeutet ist gleich, 2a= 4 heisset 2a ist gleich 4.^^ It

was used by Bernhard Frenicle de Bessy, of magic-squares fame, in a

^ J. Caramuel, op. cit., p. 122.

2 Varia opera malhematica D. Petri de Fermat (Tolosae, 1679), p. 3, 4, 5.

* (Euvres de Fermat (ed. P. Tannery et C. Henry), Vol, I (Paris, 1891), p. 91.

* Journal des Sgavans (de Tan 1682), p. 160; Jacques Ozanam, Coura de Maihe-

nmtiques, Tome I (Paris, 1692), p, 27; also Tome III (Paris, 1693), p. 241.

* Andreas Spole, Arithmetica vulgaris et specioza (Upsaliae, 1692), p. 16. Sec

G. Enestrom in UIntermMiaire des math&maticiens, Tome IV (1897), p. 60.

® Christian Wolff, Mathematisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716), *‘Signa,^^ p. 1264.

^ Johan Stampioen d’Jonghe, Algebra ofte Nieuwe Stel-Regel (’s Graven-Hage,

1639)

;
J. Slampioenii Wisk-Konstich ende Reden-maetich Bewijs (s’Graven-IIage,

1640)

.
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letter^ to John Wallis of December 20, 1661, and by Huips^ in the

same year. Leibniz, who had read Barrow^s Euclid of 1655, adopted

the Recordean symbol, in his De arte comhinatoria of 1666 (§ 545), but

then abandoned it for nearly twenty years. The earliest textbook

brought out in Paris that we have seen using this sign is that of

Ariiauld^ in 1667
;
the earliest in Leyden is that of C. F. M. Dechales^

in 1674.

The sign = was used by Prestet,^ Abbe Catelan and Tschirnhaus,®

Hoste,^ Ozanam,^ Nieuwentijt,® Wcigel,^^ De Lagny,^^ Carre,^^ LTIospi-

tal,^'*^ Polynier,^^ Guisnee,^^ and Reyneau.’®

This list constitutes an imposing array of names, yet the majority

of writers of the seventeenth century on the Continent either used

Descartes^ notation for equality or none at all.

267. With the opening of the eighteenth century the sign =
gained rapidly; James Bernoulli's Conjectandi (1713), a post-

humous publication, stands alone among mathematical works of

prominence of that late date, using . The dominating mathematical

advance of the time was the invention of the differential and integral

calculus. The fact that both Newton and Ticibniz used Recorders

symbol led to its general adoption. Had Leibniz favored Descartes'

^ (Kuvres complHes des Christiaan-IIuygens (Lallayc), Tome IV (1891), p. 45.

2 Frans van der Huips, Algebra ofte een Noodige (Amsterdam, 1601), p. 178.

Reference sui)plied by L. C. Karpinski.

3 Antoine Arnauld, Nouveaux Elemens de Geometric (Paris, 1667; 2d ed.,

1083).

* C. F. Dechales, Cvrsva sev Mvndvs Maihemalicvs, Tomvs tertivs (Lvgdvni,

1674), p. 600; Editio altera, 1690.

® J. Pfrestet], op. cit. (Paris, 1675), p. 10.

® Ada erudilorum (anno 1082), p. 87, 393.

P. Iloste, Recueil des irailes de maihematiques^ Tome III (Paris, 1692), p. 93.

* Jacques Ozanain, op. cit., Tome I (nouvelle dd.; Paris, 1692), p. 27. In

various publications between the dates 1682 and 1693 Ozanam used as equality

signs and =.

9 Bernard Nieuwentijt, Analysis infmilorum,

Erhardi Weigelii Philosophia mathematica (Jenae, 1693), p. 135.

Thomas F. de Lagny, Nouveaux ^lirnens d^arithmdique, et d'algehre (Paris,

1697), p. 232.

12 Louis Carr6, Melhode pour la mesure des surfaces (Paris, 1700), p. 4.

1^ Marquis de Fllospital, Analyse des Infiniment Petits (Paris, 1696, 1715).

i'* Pierre Polynier, EUmens des Mathematiques (Paris, 1704), p. 3.

1^ Guisnee, Application de Valghbre d la gSomdtrie (Paris, 1705).

1* Charles Reyneau, Analyse demonirie, Tome I (1708).
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30
,
then Germany and the rest of Europe would probably have joined

France and the Netherlands in the use of it, and Recorders symbol

would probably have been superseded in England by that of Descartes

at the time when the calculus notation of Leibniz displaced that of

Newton in England. The final victory of = over 30 seems mainly

due to the influence of Leibniz during the critical period at the close of

the seventeenth century.

The sign of equality = ranks among the very few mathematical

symbols that have met with universal adoption. Recorde proposed

no other algebraic symbol; but this one was so admirably chosen that

it survived all competitors. Such universality stands out the more

prominently when we remember that at the present time there is still

considerable diversity of usage in the group of symbols for the differ-

ential and integral calculus, for trigonometry, vector analysis, in fact,

for every branch of mathematics.

The difficulty of securing uniformity of notation is further illus-

trated by the performance of Peter van Musschenbroek,^ of Leyden,

an eighteenth-century author of a two-volume text on physics, widely

known in its day. In some places he uses = for equality and in others

for ratio; letting S. s. be distances, and T. t .times, he says: ^^Erit S, s,

:: T, L exprimunt hoc Mathematici scribendo, cst T. sive Spatium

est uti tempus, nam signiun = non exprimit aequalitatem, sed ratio-

nem.” In writing proportions, the ratio is indicated sometimes by a

dot, and sometimes by a comma. In 1754, Musschenbroek had used

30 for equality

268. Variations in the form of Recorders symbol .

—
^There has been

considerable diversity in the form of the sign of equality. Recorde

drew the two lines very long (Fig. 71) and close to each other, ==•

This form is found in Thomas Harriot's algebra (1631), and occa-

sionally in later works, as, for instance, in a paper of De Lagny® and

in Schwab's edition of Euclid's Data.* Other writers draw the two

lines very short, as does WeigeP in 1693. At Upsala, Emanuel

‘ Petro van Musschenbroek, Introductio ad philosophiam naturalem, Vol. I

(Leyden, 1762), p. 75, 126.

* Petri van Musschenbroek, Dissertatio physica experimerUalu de magnete

(Vienna), p. 239.

*De Lagny in Mhnoires de VacadSmie r. d. sciences (depuis 1666 jusqu’^

1699), Vol. II (Paris, 1733), p. 4.

< Johann Christoph Schwab, Eudids Data (Stuttgart, 1780), p. 7.

’ Erhardi Weigeli Philosophia mathematica (Jena, 1693), p. 181.
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Swedenborg^ makes them very short and slanting upward, thus //.

At times one encounters lines of moderate length, drawn far apart z ,

as in an article by Nicole^ and in other articles, in the Journal des

Sgavans, Frequently the type used in printing the symbol is the figure

1, placed horizontally, thus^ or^ 111.

In an American arithmetic^ occurs, ''1+6, =7, X6 = 42, 4-2 = 21.”

Wolfgang Bolyai® in 1832 uses 4: to signify absolute equality; ZI,

equality in content; A( =B or B = )A, to signify that each value of A
is equal to some value of B; A( = )B, that each of the values of A is

equal to some value of 5, and vice versa.

To mark the equality of vectors, Bellavitis^ used in 1832 and later

the sign

Some recent authors have found it expedient to assign = a more

general meaning. For example, Stolz and Gmeiner^ in their theoretical

arithmetic write aob = c and read it "a mit b ist c,” the = signifying

"is explained by” or "is associated with.” The small circle placed

between a and 6 means, in general, any relation or Verknilpfung,

De Morgan^ used in one of his articles on logarithmic theory a

double sign of equality = = in expressions like {be^^^~'^y= =716"^^“^,

where /3 and p are angles made by b and n, respectively, with the initial

line. He uses this double sign to indicate "that every symbol shall

express not merely the length and direction of a line, but also the

quantity of revolution by which a line, setting out from the unit line,

is supposed to attain that direction.”

^ Emanuel Swedberg, Daedalus Hyperhoreus (Upsala, 1716), p. 39. See fac-

simile reproduction in Kungliga Vetenskaps Societelens i Upsala Tvdhundradrsminne

(Upsala, '1910).

2 Erangois Nicole in Journal des Sqavans, Vol. LXXXIV (Amsterdam, 1728),

p. 293. See also ann^e 1690 (Amsterdam, 1691), p. 468; ann6e 1693 (Amsterdam,

1694), p. 632.

* James Gregory, Geometria Pars Vniversalis (Padua, 1668) ;
Emanuel Swed-

berg, op. cit.j p. 43.

H. Vitalis, Lexicon mathematicum (Rome, 1690), art. “Algebra.”

^ The Columbian Arithmetician^ “by an American’^ (Haverhill [Mass.], 1811),

p. 149.

® Wolfgangi Bolyai de Bolya, Tentamen (2ded.), Tom. I (Budapestini, 1897),

p. xi.

^ Guisto Bellavitis in Annali del R. Lomh.-Ven. (1832), Tom. II, p. 250-53.

* 0. Stolz und J. A. Gineiner, Theorelische Arithmetik (Leipzig), Vol. I (2d ed.;

1911), p. 7.

® A. de Morgan, Trans. Cambridge Philos. Society^ Vol. VII (1842), p. 186.
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269. Variatiojis in the manner of using it .—A rather unusual use of

equality signs is found in a work of Deidier^ in 1740, viz.,

04-1+2 = 3^1 ^
0. 1. 4.= 5 ^1 ,

2+2+2 = 6“2 ^ 4/4, 4, = 12 “3“^ 12’

H. Vitalis- uses a modified symbol: “Nota significat repetitam

aequationem , vt 10^116. "|'4=^8“|“2.” A discrimination between

= and 30 is made by Gallimard^ and a few other writers; '* =
,
est

egale a; » qui signifie tout simplcment, egal a
,
ou

,
qui est egal a.^^

A curious use, in the same expressions, of =
,
the comma, and the

word aeqnalis is found in a Tacquet-Whiston'* edition of Euclid, where

one reads, for example, ^^erit 8X432 = 3456 aequalis 8X400 = 3200,

+8X 30 = 240, +8X 2 = 16.^’

L. Gustave du Pasquier® in discussing general complex numbers

employs the sign of double equality= to signify ‘^equal by definition.^’

The relations between the coefficients of the powers of x in a series

may be expressed by a formal equality involving the series as a whole,

as in

l+n(i)X+ri(2)x2+ .... 7=(l+x){l+ (n+l)(i)a;+(n-l)(2)a;2+ • • •
•

,

where the symbol ^ indicates that the equality is only formal, not

arithmetical.®

270. Nearly equal.—Among the many uses made in recent years

of the sign ^ is that of ''nearly equal to,” as in similarly, e^]
is allowed to stand for "equal or nearly equal to.”^ A. Eucken* lets

stand for the lower limit, as in "J:^45.10~‘*® (untere Grenze),” where J
means a mean moment of inertia. Greenhiir-^ denotes approximate

^ L’Abb6 Deidier, La mesure des surfaces el des solides (Paris, 1740), p. 9.

2 H. Vitabs, loc. cit.

* J. E. Gallimard, La Science du calcul numeriquCf Vol. I (Paris, 1751), p. 3.

* Andrea Tacquet, Elementa Euclidea geometriae [after] Gulielmus Whiston

(Amsterdam, 1725), p. 47.

^ Comptes Rendus du Congrhs International des Mathematicians (Strasbourg,

22-30 Septembre 1920), p. 164.

® Art. ''Algebra'' in Encyclopaedia Britannica (1 1th ed., 1910).

^ A. Kratzer in Zeitschrifl fur Physik, Vol. XVI (1923), p. 356, 357.

® A. Eucken in Zeitschrift der physikalischen Chemiej Band C, p. 159.

® A. G. Greenhill, Applications of Elliptic Functions (London, 1892), p. 303,

340, 341.
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equality by An early suggestion due to Fischer^ was the sign X
for ‘‘approximately equal to.” This and three other symbols were

proposed by Boon^ who designed also four symbols for “greater than

but approximately equal to” and four symbols for “less than but

approximately equal to.”

SIGNS OF COMMON FRACTIONS

271. Early forms ,—In the Egyptian Ahmes papyrus unit fractions

were indicated by writing a special mark over the denominator

(§§ 22, 23). Unit fractions are not infrequently encountered among
the Greeks (§41), the Hindus and Arabs, in Leonardo of Pisa (§122),

and in writers of the later Middle Ages in Europe.^ In the text

Trisatika, written by the Hindu Sridhara, one finds examples like the

following: “How much money is there when half a kdkini, one-third

of this and one-fifth of this are added together?

Answer. Vardtikas 14.”

This means IX 2 + lXiX^+lX .JX = iV, and since 20 vardtikas

= 1 kdkinif the answer is 14 vardtikas.

John of Meurs (early fourteenth century)^ gives J as the sum of

three unit fractions and writes ^ J,” which is an

ascending continued fraction. He employs a slightly different nota-

tion for *

5^:^ ,
namely,

”

Among Heron of Alexandria and some other Greek writers the

numerator of any fraction was written with an accent attached, and

was followed by the denominator marked with two accents (§41). In

some old manuscripts of Diophantus the denominator is placed above

the numerator (§ 104), and among the Byzantines the denominator

is found in the position of a modern exponent ;^ signified according-

ly A •

^ Ernst Gottfried Fischer, Lehrhmh der Eleynenlar-Mathemalik, 4. Theil,

Anjangsgriinde der Algebra (Berlin und Leipzig, 1829), p. 147. Reference given by

R. C. Archibald in Mathematical Gazette^ Vol. VIII (Ix)ndon, 1917), p. 49.

2 C. F. Boon, Mathematical Gazette^ Vol. VII (London, 1914), p. 48.

3 See G. Enestrorn in Bibliotheca maihemaiica (3d ser.), Vol. XIV (1913-14),

p. 269, 270.

^ Vienna Codex 4770, the Quadriyarlitum numerorumy described by L. C.

Karpinski in Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. XIII (1912-13), p. 109.

® F. Hultsch, Metrologicorurn scriptorum reliquiae^ Vol. I (Leipzig, 1864),

p. 173-75.

Statement
1 1 1 1 1 1111
1 2 1 2 3 12 3 5
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The Hindus wrote the denominator beneath the numerator, but

without a separating line (§§ 106, 109, 113, 235).

In the so-called arithmetic of John of Seville,^ of the twelfth

century (?), which is a Latin elaboration of the arithmetic of al-

Khowarizmt, as also in a tract of Alnasavi (1030 a.d.),^ the Indian

mode of writing fractions is followed
;
in the case of a mixed number,

the fractional part appears below the integral part. Alnasavi pur-

sues this course consistently^ by writing a zero when there is no intc-

gral part; for example, he writes thus: ,

272. The fractional line is referred to by the Arabic writer al-

Ha^.sar (§§ 122, 235, Vol. II § 422), and was regularly used by Leonardo

of Pisa (§§ 122, 235). The fractional line is absent in a twelfth-century

Munich manuscript;^ it was not used in the thirteenth-century writ-

ings of Jordanus Nemorarius,^ nor in the Gernardus algorithmus

dernonstratiiSj edited by Joh. Schoncr (Niirnberg, 1534), Part II,

chapter i.® When numerator and denominator of a fraction are letters,

Gernardus usually adopted the form ab (a numerator, b denominator),

probably for graphic reasons. The fractional line is absent in the

Bamberger arithmetic of 1483, but occurs in Widman (1489), and in a

fifteenth-century manuscript at Vienna.^ While the fractional line

came into general use in the sixteenth century, instances of its omis-

sion occur as late as the seventeenth century.

273. Among the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers

omitting the fractional line were Baeza® in an arithmetic published at

Paris, Dibuadius^ of Denmark, and Paolo Casati.'® The line is

^ Boiicompagni, Trallaii d’aritmetica, VoL II, p. 16-72.

2 H. Suter, Bibliotheca malhematica (3d ser.), Vol. VII (1906-7), p. 113-19.

® M. Cantor, op. cil.^ Vol. I (3d ed.), p. 762.

^ Munich MS Clm 13021. See Ahhandlungen iiher Geschichle der Mathematikf

Vol. VIII (1898), p. 12-13, 22-23, and the peculiar mode of operating with frac-

tions.

^ Bibliotheca Tnalhemalica (3d ser.), Vol. XIV, p. 47.

® Ibid., p. 143.

^ Codex Vindob. 3029, described by E. Rath in Bibliotheca mathematica (3d

scr.), Vol. XIII (1912-13), p. 19. This manuscript, as well as Widman’s arithmetic

of 1489, and the anonymous arithmetic printed at Bamberg in 1483, had as their

common source a manuscript known as Algorismus Ratisponensis.

^ Nvmerandi doclrina aulhore Lodoico Baeza (Lvtctia, 1556), fol. 45.

® C. Dibvadii in arithmeticam irrationalivm Evclidis (Arnhenaii, 1605).

Paolo Casati, Fabrica el Vso Del Compasso di Proportione (Bologna, 1685)

[Privilege, 1662], p. 33, 39, 43, 63, 125.
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usually omitted in the writings of Marin Mersenne^ of 1644 and
1647. It is frequently but not usually omitted by Tobias Beutel.^

In the middle of a fourteenth-century manuscript^ one finds the
HH

notation 3 5 for 4 7 for- 4- A Latin manuscript/ Paris 7377A,

which is a translation from the Arabic of Abu Kamil, contains the

fractional line, as in J, but J-J is a continued fraction and stands for J

plus whereas ^ ^ as well as rcpi’esent simply -i\. Similarly,

Leonardo of Pisa,® who drew extensively from the Arabic of Abu
Kamil, lets stand for there being a difference in the order of

reading. Leonardo read from right to left, as did the Arabs, while

authors of Latin manuscripts of about the fourteenth century read

as we do from left to right. In the case of a mixed number, like 3J,

Leonardo and the Arabs placed the integer to the right of the fraction.

274. i^pecial symbols for simple fractions of frequent occurrence

are found. The Ahmes papyrus has special signs for J and | (§ 22);

there existed a hieratic symbol for | (§ 18). Diophantus employed

special signs for | and | (§ 104). A notation to indicate one-half,

almost identical with one sometimes used during the Middle Ages in

connection with Roman numerals, is found in the fifteenth century

with the Arabic numerals. Says Cappelli: remark that for the des-

ignation of one-half there was used also in connection with the Arabic

numerals, in the XV. century, a line between two points, as 4 -r- for

4^, or a small cross to the right of the number in place of an exponent,

as 4^, presumably a degeneration of 1/1, for in that century this form

was used also, as 7 1/1 for 7^. Toward the close of the XV. century

one finds also often the modern form The Roman designation of

certain unit fractions are set forth in § 58. The peculiar designations

employed in the Austrian cask measures are found in § 89. In a fif-

teenth-century manuscript we find: ‘Whan pou hayst write pat, for

pat pat leues, write such a merke as is here vpon his hede, pe quych

^ Marin Mersenne, Cogitata Physico-mathemalica (Paris, 1644), “Phaenomena

ballistica”; Novarvm observalionvm Physico-mathematicarvniy Tomvs III (Paris,

1647), p. 194 ff.

2 Tobias Beiitel, Geometrische Gallerie (Leipzig, 1690), p. 222, 224, 236, 239,

240, 242, 243, 246.

3 Bibliotheca mathemMica (3d ser.), Vol. VII, p. 308-9.

^L. C. Karpinski in ibid., Vol. XII (1911-12), p. 53, 54.

^ Leonardo of Pisa, Liber abbaci (ed. R. Boncompagni, 1857), p. 447. Note-

worthy here is the use of e to designate the absence of a number.

® A. Cappelli, Lexicon Abbreviaturarum (Leipzig, 1901), p. L.
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merke schal betoken halfe of pe odde pat was take away^’;* for ex-

ample, half of 241 is 120“'. In a mathematical roll written apparently

in the south of England at the time of Recorde, or earlier, the char-

acter ^ stands for one-half, a dot • for one-fourth, and ^ for three-

fourths.^ In some English archives^ of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries one finds one-half wTitten in the form ^ . In the earliest

arithmetic printed in America, the Arte para aprendar todo el menor del

arithmetica of Pedro Paz (Mexico, 1623), the symbol^ is used for | a

few times in the early part of the book. This symbol is taken from the

Arithmetica practica of the noted Spanish writer, Juan Perez de Moya,

1562 (14th ed., 1784, p. 13), who uses JL and also ° for \ or medio.

This may be a convenient place to refer to the origin of the sign

% for ^^per cent,^' which has been traced from the study of manuscripts

by D. E. Smith.^ He says that in an Italian manuscript an ^^unknown

writer of about 1425 uses a symbol which, by natural stages, developed

into our present %. Instead of writing ‘ per 100^, ‘P 100^ or T
cento, ^ as had commonly been done before hini, he wrote

o o

for ‘P c/ just as the Italians wrote 1, 2, ... and 1°, 2"^, ... for primo,

secundo, etc. In the manuscripts which I have examined the evolution

is easily traced, the cr^ becoming J about 1650, the original meaning

having even then been lost. Of late the ^per^ has been dropped;

leaving only ^ or %,” By analogy to %, which is now made up of two

zeros, there has been introduced the sign %o, having as many zeros

as 1,000 and signifying per mille.^ Cantor represents the fraction

(100+7))/100 the sign 1, Op, not to be justified mathematically

but in practice extremely convenient.^’

275. The solidus ,^—The ordinary mode of writing fractions
^

is

typographically objectionable as requiring three terraces of type. An
effort to remove this objection was the introduction of the solidus, as

in a/6, where all three fractional parts occur in the regular line of type.

It was recommended by De Morgan in his article on “The Calculus

‘ R. Steele, The Earliest Arithmetics in English (London, 1922), p. 17, 19. The

p in ^^pou,” “pat," etc., appears to be our modern th,

2 D. E. Smith in American Mathematical Monthly, Vol. XXIX (1922), p. 63.

^ Antiquaries Journal, Vol. VI (London, 1926), p. 272.

^ D. E. Smith, Kara arithmetica (1898), p. 439, 440.

" Moritz Cantor, Politische Arithmetik (2. Aufl.; Dipzig, 1903), p. 4.

® The word “solidus'^ in the time of the Roman emperors meant a gold coin

(a “solid" piece of money)
;
the sign / comes from the old form of the initial letter s,

namely, f, just as £ is the initial of libra (“pound"), and d of denarius (“penny").
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of Functions/’ published in the Encyclopaedia MeiropoUtana (1845).

But practically that notation occurs earlier in Spanish America. In

the Gazetas de Mexico (1784), page 1, Manuel Antonio Valdes used a

curved line rCvSernbling the sign of integration, thus 1^4; Henri

Cambuston^ brought out in 1843, at Monterey, California, a small

arithmetic employing a curved line in writing fractions. The straight

solidus is employed, in 1852, by the Spaniard Antonio Serra Y Oli-

veres.2 In England, De Morgan’s suggestion was adopted by Stokes^

in 1880. Cayley wrote Stokes, ‘T think the ‘solidus’ looks very well

indeed . . . . ;
it would give you a strong claim to be President of a

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Printers.” The solidus is

used frequently by Stolz and Gmeiner.'*

While De Morgan recommended the solidus in 1843, he used a\h

in his subsequent works, and as Cdaisher remarks, “answers the pur-

pose completely and it is free from the objection to viz., that the

pen must be twice removed from the paper in the course of writing

it.”^ The colon was used frequently by Leibniz in writing fractions

(§ 543, 552) and sometimes also by Karsten,® as in 1:3 = the

was used sometimes by Cayley.

G. Peano adopted the notation h/a whenever it seemed con-

venient.^

Alexander Macfarlane® adds that Stokes wished the solidus to take

the place of the horizontal bar, and accordingly proposed that the

terms immediately preceding and following be welded into one, the

welding action to be arrested by a period. For example, —

was to mean (m^— n2)/(7^^+n^), and a/hed to mean but a/hc^d

to mean d, “This solidus notation for algebraic expressions oc-

^ Ilonri Cambuston, Definicion de las principales operaciones de arismeiica

(1843), p. 26.

2 Antonio Serra Y Oliveres, Manuel de la Tipografia Espanola (Madrid, 1852),

p. 71.

3 G. G. Stokes, Math, and Phys. Papers^ Vol. I (Cambridge, 1880), p, vii.

See also J. Larmor, Memoirs and Scient. Corr. of G. G. Stokes^ Vol. I (1907), p. 397.

^ O. Stolz and J. A. Gmeiner, Theoretische Arithrnetik (2d ed.; Leipzig, 1911),

p. 81.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. II (1873), p. 109.

® W. J. G. Karsten, Lehrhegrif der gesamten Mathemalik, Vol. I (Greifswald,

1767), p. 50, 51, 55.

^ G. Peano, Lezioni di analisi infinitesimale, Vol. I (Torino, 1893), p. 2.

* Alexander Macfarlane, Lectures on Ten British Physicists (New York, 1919),

p. 100, 101.
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curring in the text has since been used in the Encyclopaedia Britannica^

in Wiedemann^s Annalen and quite generally in mathematical litera-

ture/^ It was recommended in 1915 by the Council of the London
Mathematical Society to be used in the current text.

^^The use of small fractions in the midst of letterpress/' says

Bryan/ ‘^is often open to the objection that such fractions are difficult

to read, and, moreover, very often do not come out clearly in printing.

It is especially difficult to distinguish | from | For this reason

it would be better to confine the use of these fractions to such common
forms as J, f ,

and to use the ngtation 18/22 for other fractions."

SIGNS OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS

276. Stevin^s notation ,—The invention of decimal fractions is

usually ascribed to the Belgian Simon Stcvin, in his La Disme, pub-

lished in 1585 (§ 162). But at an earlier date several other writers

came so close to this invention, and at a later date other writers ad-

vanced the same ideas, more or less independently, that rival candi-

dates for the honor of invention were bound to be advanced. The
La Disme of Stevin marked a full grasp of the nature and importance

of decimal fractions, but labored under the burden of a clumsy nota-

tion. The work did not produce any immediate effect. It was trans-

lated into English by R. Norton^ in 1608, who slightly modified the

notation by replacing the circles by round parentheses. The frac-

tion .3759 is given by Norton in the form

277. Among writers who adopted Stevin's decimal notation is

Wilhelm von Kalcheim^ who writes 693 @ for our 6.93. He applies it

also to mark the decimal subdivisions of linear measure: “Die Zeichen

sind diese: (Q) ist ein ganzes oder eine ruthe: (T) ist ein erstes / prime

Oder schuh: @ ist ein zweites / secunde oder Zoll: (s) ein drittes /

korn oder gran: (T) ist ein viertes stipfiin oder minuten: und so

forthan." Before this J. H. Beyer writes^ 8 798 for 8.00798; also

^ G. H. Bryan, Mathematical Gazette, Vol. VIII (1917), p. 220.

2 Disme: the Art of Tenths, or Decimall Arithmetike, .... invented by the excel-

lent mathematician, Simon Stevin. Published in English with some additions by

Robert Norton, Gent. (London, 1008). See also A. de Morgan in Companion to

the British Almanac (1851), p. 11.

’ Zusammenfassung etlicher geometrischen Aufgahen. .... Durch Wilhelm von

Kaleheim, gcnant Lohausen Obristen (Bremen, 1629), p. 117.

* Johann Hartmann Beyer, Logistica decimalis, das ist die Kunstrechnung mit

den zehntheiligen Bruchen (Frankfurt a/M., 1603). We have not seen Beyer’s
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viii 0 i ii iii iv v vi i ii iii iv v vi

14.3761 for 14.00003761, 123.4.5.9.8.7.2. or 123.4.5.9.8.7.2
0 iii VI iv

or 123. 459. 872 for 123.459872, 643 for 0.0643.

That Stevin^s notation was not readily abandoned for a simpler

one is evident from Ozanam^s use^ of a slight modification of it as
(1) (2) (3) (4) (0) fl) (2)

late as 1691, in passages like d 6 6 6 7,” and 3 9 8 for

our 3.98.

278. Other notations used before 1617.—Early notations which one

might be tempted to look upon as decimal notations appear in works

whose authors had no real comprehension of decimal fractions and

their importance. Thus Regiomontanus,^ in dividing 85869387 by

60000, marks off the last four digits in the dividend and then divides

by 6 as follows:

858619387
14 3 1

In the same way, Pietro BorgP in 1484 uses the stroke in dividing

123456 by 300, thus

^^per 300

1 2 3 4
I
5 6

4 1 1

4 1UJg.-

Francesco Pellos (Pellizzati) in 1492, in an arithmetic published at

Turin, used a point and came near the invention of decimal fractions.'*

Christoff Rudolff^ in his Coss of 1525 divides 652 by 10. His

words are: ^^Zu exempel / ich teile 652 durch 10. stet also 65/2. ist

65 der quocient vnnd 2 das iibrig. Kompt aber ein Zal durch 100 zu

teilen / schneid ab die ersten zwo figuren / durch 1000 die ersten drey /

also weiter fur yede o ein figur.^' (“For example, I divide 652 by 10.

It gives 65/2; thus, 65 is the quotient and 2 the remainder. If a

number is to be divided by 100, cut off the first two figures, if by

book; our information is drawn from J. Tropfkc, Geschichle der Elementar-Mathe-

nialik, Vol. I (2d ed.; Berlin and Leipzig, 1921), p. 143; S. Giinther, Geschichtc der

Mathemaiik, Vol. I (Leipzig, 1908), p. 342.

1 J. Ozanam, L* Usage du Compos de Proportion (a La Haye, 1691), p. 203, 211.

2 Abhandlungen zur Geschichtc der Matheinatik^ Vol. XII (1902), p. 202, 225.

3 See G. Enestrom in Bibliotheca mathemalica (3d ser.), Vol. X (1909-10),

p. 240.

4 D. E. Smith, Kara arithmetica (1898), p. 50, 52.

^ Quoted by J. Tropfke, op, ciL^ Vol. I (2d ed., 1921), p. 140.
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1,000 the first three, and so on for each 0 a figure/0 This rule for

division by 10,000, etc., is given also by P. Apian^ in 1527.

In the Exernpel Buchlin (Vienna, 1530), Rudolff performs a

multiplication involving what we now would interpret as being deci-

mal fractions.^ Rudolff computes the values 375 (1 +iIt))” for n=l,

2, . . .
. ,

10. Forn = l he writes 393
]
75, which really denotes 393.75;

for n = 3 he writes 434
]
109375. The computation for n= 4 is as fol-

lows:

4341109375
21 70546875

455|81484375
Here Rudolff uses the vertical stroke as we use the comma and, in

passing, uses decimals without appreciating the importance and'

generality of his procedure.

F. Vieta fully comprehends decimal fractions and speaks of the

advantages which they afford;^ he approaches close to the modern

notations, for, after having used (p. 15) for the fractional part

smaller type than for the integral part, he separated the decimal from

the integral part by a vertical stroke (p. 64, 65); from the vertical

stroke to the actual comma there is no great change.

In 1592 Thomas Masterson made a close approach to decimal frac-

tions by using a vertical bar as separatrix when dividing £337652643

by a million and reducing the result to shillings and pence. He wrote ^

n. 3 3 7

facit
I

s. 13
[d. —

6 5 2 6 4 3
^^

0 5 2 8 6 0

6 3 4 3 2 0

John Kepler in his Oesierreichisches Wein-Visier-Buclilein (Lintz,

MDCXVI), reprinted in Kepler’s Opera omnia (ed. Ch. Frisch),

Volume V (1864), page 547, says: 'Tlirs ander, weil ich kurtze

Zahlen brauche, derohalben es offt Brliche geben wirdt, so mercke,

dass alle Ziffer, welche nach dem Zeichen (C) folgen, die gehoren zu

^ P. Apian, Kaujjrnannsz Rechnung (Ingolstadt, 1527), fol. ciijr®. Taken from

J. Tropfke, op. oil., Vol. I (2d ed., 1921), p. 141.

2 See D. E. Smith, “Invention of the Decimal Fraction,” Teacherh College

Bvllelin (New York, 1916-11), p. 18; G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca rnathemalica (3d

ser.), Vol. X (1909-10), p. 243.

* F. Vieta, Universalium inspeclionum, p. 7; Appendix to the Canon mathe-

maticus (1st ed.; Paris, 1579). We copy this reference from the Encyclopedic des

scienc. n%ath., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 53, n. 180.

^ A. de Morgan, Companion to the British Almanac (1851), p. 8.
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dem Bruch, als der Zehlcr, der Nenner darzu wird nicht gesetzt, ist

aber allczcit cine runde Zehnerzahl von so vil Nullen, als vil Ziffcr

nach dem Zeichen kommcn. Wann kein Zeichen nicht ist, das ist

eine gantzc Zahl ohne Bruch, vnd wann also alle Ziffern nach dem
Zeichen gehen, da hebcn sie bissweilen an von einer Nullen. Dise

Art der Bruch-rechnung ist von Jost Biirgen zu der sinusrechnung

erdacht, vnd ist darzu gut, dass ich den Bruch abkiirtzen kan, wa cr

vnnotig lang werden wil, ohne sonderen Schaden der vberigen Zahlen;

kan ihne auch etwa auff Erhaischung der Notdurfft crlengern. Item

lesset sich also die gantze Zahl vnd der Bruch mit einander durch

alle species Arithrneticae handlen wie niir eine Zahl. Als wann ich

rechne 365 Gulden mit 6 per cento, wievil bringt es dess Jars Inter-

esse? dass stehet nun also

:

3(65

6 mal

facit 21(90

vnd bringt 21 Gulden vnd 90 hundertheil, Oder 9 zehentheil, das ist

54 kr.^^

Joost Blirgi^ wrote 1414 for 141.4 and 001414 for 0.01414; on the
° o

title-page of his Progress-Tahulen (Brag, 1620) he wrote 230270022 for

our 230270.022. This small circle is referred to often in his Grundlicher

Unterricht, first published in 1856.^

279. Did Pitiscus use the decimal point?—If Bartholornaeus

Pitiscus of Heidelberg made use of the decimal point, he was probably

the first to do so. Recent writers*^ on the history of mathematics are

1 See R. Wolf, Viertdj. Naiiirf, Ges. (Zurich), Vol. XXXIII (1888), p. 226.

2 GruncrCs Archiv der Mathernatik und Physik, Vol. XXVI (1856), p. 316-34.

^ A. von Braunmuhl, Geschichte der Trigonomelrie, Vol. I (Leipzig, 1900), p. 225.

M. Cantor, Vorlesungen ilber Geschichte der Maiheniatikf Vol. II (2d ed.;

Leipzig, 1913), p. 604, 619.

G. Enestrom in Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. VI (Leipzig, 1905),

p. 108, 109.

J. W. L. Glaisher in Napier Tercentenary Memorial Volume (London, 1913),

p. 77.

N. L. W. A. Gravclaar in Nieuw Archie/ voor Wiskunde (2d ser.; Amsterdam),

Vol. IV (1900), p. 73.

S. Gunther, Geschichte der Malhematiky 1. Teil (Leipzig, 1908), p. 342.

L. C. Karpinski in Science (2d ser.), Vol. XLV (New York, 1917), p. 663-65.

D. E. Smith in Teachers College Bulletiny Department of Mathematics (New

York, 1910-11), p. 19.

J. Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar-^Mathematiky Vol. I (2d ed.
;
Leipzig, 1921),

p. 143.
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divided on the question as to whether or not Pitiscus used the decimal

point, the majority of them stating that he did use it. This disagree-

ment arises from the fact that some writers, apparently not having

access to the 1608 or 1612 edition of the Trigonometria} of Pitiscus,

reason from insufficient data drawn from indirect sources, while

others fail to carry conviction by stating their conclusions without

citing the underlying data.

Two queries are involved in this discussion: (1) Did Pitiscus

employ decimal fractions in his writings? (2) If he did employ them,

did he use the dot as the separatrix between units and tenths?

Did Pitiscus employ decimal fractions? As we have seen, the need

of considering this question arises from the fact that some early

writers used a symbol of separation which we could interpret as

separating units from tenths, but which they themselves did not so

interpret. For instance,^ Christoff Rudolff in his Co8s of 1525 divides

652 by 10, ‘^stet also 65|2. ist 65 der quocient vnnd 2dasubrig.’^ The
figure 2 looks like two-tenths, but in Rudolff ’s mind it is only a re-

mainder. With him the vertical bar served to separate the 65 from

this remainder; it was not a decimal separatrix, and he did not have

the full concept of decimal fractions. Pitiscus, on the other hand,

did have this concept, as we proceed to show. In computing the

chord of an arc of 30° (the circle having 10^ for its radius), Pitiscus

makes the statement (p. 44): “All these chords arc less than the

radius and as it were certain parts of the radius, which parts are com-

monly written /"oVVoVoV- much more brief and necessary for the

work, is this writing of it .05176381. For those numbers arc alto-

gether of the same value, as these two numbers 09. and are.^' In

the original Latin the last part reads as follows: “
. . . . quae partes

vulgo sic scriberentur iVoVAVo • multo compendiosior et ad

calculum accommodatior est ista scriptio .05176381. Omnino autem
idem isti numeri valent, sicut hi duo numeri 09. et idem valent.”

One has here two decimals. The first is written .05176381. The
dot on the left is not separating units from tenths

;
it is only a rhetorical

mark. The second decimal fraction he writes 09., and he omits the

dot on the left. The zero plays here the role of decimal separatrix.

^ I have used the edition of 1612 which bears the following title: BartholamH
|

Pitisci Grunbergensis
|
Silesij

|
Trigonometriae

|
Sioe, De dimensione Triangulor

[um] lAbri Qvinqve. Jiem
|
Problematvm variorv. [m\ nempe

|
Geodaeticorum^

|
Alti’-

metricorumf
|
Geographicorum,

|
Gnomonicorunij et

|
Astronomicorum:

|
Ldbri

Decern,
|
Edilio Tertia.

|
Cui recens accessit Pro

|
blematum Arckhitectonicorum

Liber
1
unua

|
Francofurti.

|
Typis Nicolai Hofmanni:

1
Sumplibvs lonae Ro8aje,\

M.DCXIL
* Quoted from J. Tropfke, op. cU.y Vol. I (1921), p. 140.
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The dots appearing here are simply the punctuation marks written

after (sometimes also before) a number which appears in the running

text of most medieval manuscripts and many early printed l)ooks on

mathematics. For example, Clavius* wrote in 1606: ''Deinde quia

minorcst ^^. quam erit per propos .8. minutarium libri 9. Euclid,

minor proportio 4. ad 7. quam 3. ad 5.^^

Pitiscus makes extensive use of decimal fractions. In the first

five books of his Trigonometria the decimal fractions are not preceded

by integral values. The fractional numerals are preceded by a zero;

thus on page 44 he writes 02679492 (our 0.2679492) and finds its

square root which he writes 05176381 (our 0.5176381). Given an arc

and its chord, he finds (p. 54) the chord of one-third that arc. This

leads to the equation (in modern symbols) 3a;—

=

.5176381, the

radius being unity. In the solution of this equation by approximation

he obtains successively 01, 017, 0174 .... and finally 01743114. In

computing, he squares and cubes each of these numbers. Of 017, the

square is given as 00289, the cube as 0004913. This proves that

Pitiscus understood operations with decimals. In squaring 017 ap-

pears the following:

001.7
2 7

1 89

002 89 . 4 ^^

What role do these dots play? If we put a=i^o,

(a+hy = a^+{2a+b)b; 001 027- (2a+6), 00189= (2a 4-5)6,

00289= (a -f 6) .2 The dot in 001.7 serves simply as a separator be-

tween the 001 and the digit 7, found in the second step of the approxi-

mation. Similarly, in 00289.4, the dot separates 00289 and the digit 4,

found in the third step of the approximation. It is clear that the dots

used by Pitiscus in the foreging approximation are not decimal

points.

The part of Pitiscus^ Trigonometria (1612) which bears the title

^Troblematvm variorvm .... libri vndecim'' begins a new pagina-

tion. Decimal fractions are used extensively, but integral parts

appear and a vertical bar is used as decimal separatrix, as (p. 12)

where he says, ^^pro .... 13100024. assume 13. fractione scilicet

l ooio a neglecta.'^ (^Tor 13.00024 I assume 13, the fraction, namely.

To 0.1) 0 0
neglected. ^^) Here again he displays his understanding

of decimals, and he uses the dot for other purposes than a decimal

separatrix. The writer has carefully examined every appearance of

' Chrislophori Clavius .... Geomelria practica (Mogvntiac, 160G), p. 343-
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dots in the processes of arithmetical calculation, but has failed to

find the dot used as a decimal separatrix. There are in the Pitiscus

of 1612 three notations for decimal fractions, the three exhibited in

0522 (our .522), 5 1269 (our 5.269), and the form (p. 9) of common
fractions, 121i%^oV In one case (p. 11) there occurs the tautological

notation 29l 29.95).

280. But it has been aflfirmed that Pitiscus used the decimal point

in his trigonometric Table. Indeed, the dot does appear in the

Table of 1612 hundreds of times. Is it used as a decimal point? Let

us quote from Pitiscus (p. 34) : ^'Therefore the radius for the making

of these Tables is to be taken so much the more, that there may be

no error in so many of the figures towards the left hand, as you will

have placed in the Tables: And as for the superfluous numbers they

are to be cut off from the right hand toward the left, after the ending

of the calculation. So did Regiomontanus, when he would calculate

the tables of sines to the radius of 6000000; he took the radius

60000000000. and after the computation was ended, he cut off from

every sine so found, from the right hand toward the left four figures, so

Rhaeticus when he would calculate a table of sines to the radius of

10000000000 took for the radius 1000000000000000 and after the

calculation was done, he cut off from every sine found from the right

hand toward the left five figures: But I, to find out the numbers in the

beginning of the Table, took the radius of 100000 00000 00000 00000

00000. But in the Canon itself have taken the radius divers numbers

for necessity sake: As hereafter in his place shall be declared.''

On page 83 Pitiscus states that the radius assumed is unity fol-

lowed by 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 ciphers, according to need. In solving

problems he takes, on page 134, the radius 10’ and writes sin 61°46' =
8810284 (the number in the table is 88102.838); on page 7 (‘Trobl.

var.") he takes the radius 10^ and writes sin 41°10' = 65825 (the num-
ber in the Table is 66825.16). Many examples are worked, but in no

operation are the trigonometric values taken from the Table written

down as decimal fractions. In further illustration we copy the fol-

lowing numerical values from the Table of 1612 (which contains sines,

tangents, and secants)

:

sin 2" = 97 sec 3" = 100000 . 00001 . 06

sin 3" = 1 . 45 sec 2^30' = 100095 . 2685

.

tan 3" = 1 . 45 sec 3°30' = 100186 . 869

sin 89°59'59" = 99999 . 99999 . 88

tan 89°59'59" = 20626480624

.

sin 30°31' = 50778.90 sec 30^31' = 116079. 10"
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To explain all these numbers the radius must be taken 10*^. The
100000.00001.06 is an integer. The dot on the right is placed be-

tween tens and hundreds. The dot on the left is placed between

millions and tens of millions.

When a number in the Table contains two dots, the left one is

always between millions and tens of millions. The right-hand dot is be-

tween tens and hundreds, except in the case of the secants of angles be-

tween 0°19' and 2°31' and in the case of sines of angles between 87°59'

and 89°40'; in these cases the right-hand dot is placed (probably

through a printer’s error) between hundreds and thousands (see sec.

2°30'). The tangent of 89°59'59" (given above) is really 20626480624-

0000000, when the radius is 10^^. All the figures below ten millions are

omitted from the Table in this and similar cases of large functional

values.

If a sine or tangent has one dot in the Table and the secant for

the vsarne angle has two dots, then the one dot for the sine or tangent

lies between millions and tens of millions (see sin 3", sec 3").

If both the sine and secant of an angle have only one dot in the

Table and r= 10^^ that dot lies between millions and tens of millions

(see sin 30^^31' and sec 30'^310- If the sine or tangent of an angle has

no dots whatever (like sin 2"), then the figures are located immedi-

ately below the place for tens of millions. For all angles above 2°30'

and below 88^^ the numbers in the Table contain each one and only

one dot. If that dot were looked upon as a decimal point, correct re-

sults could be secured by the use of that part of the Table. It would

imply that the radius is always to be taken 10^. But this interpreta-

tion is invalid for any one of the following reasons: (1) Pitiscus does

not always take the r = 10^ (in his early examples he takes r= 10^), and

he explicitly says that the radius may be taken 10^ 10^ 10®, 10^, 10^^,

or 10^^ to suit the degrees of accuracy demanded in the solution.

(2) In the numerous illustrative solutions of problems the numbers

taken from the Table are always in integral form. (3) The two dots

appearing in some numbers in the Table could not both be decimal

points. (4) The numbers in the Table containing no dots could not

be integers.

The dots were inserted to facilitate the selection of the trigono-

metric values for any given radius. For r= 10®, only the figures lying

to the left of the dot between millions and tens of millions were copied.

For r=10^^, the figures to the left of the dot between tens and hun-

dreds were chosen, zeroes being supplied in cases like sin 30°31',

where there was only one dot, so as to yield sin 30°31' = 5077890000.
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For r= 10^ the figures for 10® and the two following figures were

copied from the Table, yielding, for example, sin 30°31'== 5077890.

Similarly for other cases.

In a Table^ which Pitiscus brought out in 1613 one finds the sine

of 2°52'30" given as 5015.71617.47294, thus indicating a different

place assignment of the dots from that of 1612. In our modern tables

the natural sine of 2^52'30" is given as .05015. This is in harmony
with the statement of Pitiscus on the title-page that the Tables are

computed “ad radium 1.00000.00000.00000.^^ The observation to be

stressed is that these numbers in the Table of Pitiscus (1613) are not

decimal fractions, but integers.

Our conclusions, therefore, are that Pitiscus made extended use

of decimal fractions, but that the honor of introducing the dot as the

separatrix between units and tenths must be assigned to others.

J. Ginsburg has made a discovery of the occurrence of the dot in

the position of a decimal separatrix, which he courteously permits to

be noted here previous to the publication of his own account of it.

He has found the dot in Clavius^ Astrolabe^ published in Rome in

1593, where it occurs in a table of sines and in the explanation of

that table (p. 228). The table gives sin 16°12' = 2789911 and sin

16°13' = 2792704. Clavius places in a separate column 46.5 as a cor-

rection to be made for every second of arc between 16°12' and 16°13'.

He obtained this 46.5 by finding the difference 2793 “between the

two sines 2789911.2792704,'' and dividing that difference by 60. He
identifies 46.5 as signifying 46i®o. 'I'his dot separates units and tenths.

In his works, Clavius uses the dot regularly to separate any two suc-

cessive numbers. The very sentence which contains 46.5 contains also

the integers “2789911.2792704." The question arises, did Clavius in

that sentence use both dots as general separators of two pairs of

numbers, of which one pair happened to be the integers 46 and the

five-tenths, or did Clavius consciously use the dot in 46.5 in a more

restricted sense as a decimal separatrix? His use of the plural “duo

hi numeri 46.5" goes rather against the latter interpretation. If a

more general and more complete statement can be found in Clavius,

these doubts may be removed. In his Algebra of 1608, Clavius writes

all decimal fractions in the form of common fractions. Nevertheless,

Clavius unquestionably deserves a place in the history of the intro-

duction of the dot as a decimal separatrix.

More explicit in statement was John Napier who, in his Rabdologia

1 B. Pitiscus, Th^avrva mathematicvs, sive Canon sinum (Francofurti, 1613),

p. 19.
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of 1617, recommended the use of a ‘^period or comma” and uses the

comma in his division. Napicr^s Constructio (first printed in 1619) was

written before 1617 (the year of his death). In section 5 he says:

^‘Whatever is written after the period is a fraction,” and he actually

uses the period. In the Leyden edition of the Constructio (1620) one

finds (p. 6) “25.803. idem quod 25iVo\*^^

281. The point occurs in E. Wright’s 1616 edition of Napier’s

Descriptio, but no evidence has been advanced, thus far, to show that

the sign was intended as a separator of units and tenths, and not as a

more general separator as in Pitiscus.

282. The decimal comma and point of Napier .—That John Napier

in his Rabdologia of 1617 introduced the comma and point as sepa-

rators of units and tenths, and demonstrated that the comma was

intended to be used in this manner by performing a division, and

properly placing the comma in the quotient, is admitted by all his-

torians. But there are still historians inclined to the belief that he was

not the first to use the point or comma as a separatrix between units

and tenths. We copy from Napier the following: “Since there is the

same facility in working with these fractions as with whole numbers,

you will be able after completing the ordinary division, and adding a

period or comma, as in the margin, to add to the dividend or to the

remainder one cypher to obtain

6 4
1 3 6

3 1 6
1 1 8,0 0 0

1 4 1

4 0 2
4 2 9

8 6 1 0 9 4,0 0 0(1 9 9 3,2 7 3
4 3 2

3 8 8 8
3 8 8 8
12 9 6

8 6 4
3 0 2 4
12 9 6

tenths, two for hundredths, three for thousandths, or more after-

wards as required: And with these you will be able to proceed with

the working as above. For instance, in the preceding example, here

repeated, to which we have added three cyphers, the quotient will
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become 1 9 9 3,273, which signifies 1 993 units and 273 thou-

sandth parts or

Napier gives in the Rabdologia only three examples in which

decimals occur, and even here he uses in the text the sexagesimal ex-

ponents for the decimals in the statement of the results.^ Thus he
/ // /// ////

writes 1994.9160 as 1994,9 1 6 0 ;
in the edition brought out at

Leyden in 1626, the circles used by S. Stevin in his notation of deci-

mals are used in place of Napier’s sexagesimal exponents.

Before 1617, Napier used the decimal point in his Coristmctio,

where he explains the notation in sections 4, 5, and 47, but the Con-

siructio was not published until 1619, as already stated above. In

section 5 he says: ‘Whatever is written after the period is a fraction,”

and he actually uses the period. But in the passage we quoted from

Rabdologia he speaks of a “period or comma” and actually uses a com-

ma in his illustration. Thus, Napier vacillated between the period

and the comma; mathematicians have been vacillating in this matter

ever since.

In the 1620 edition'* of the ConstruciiOy brought out in Leyden,

one reads: “Vt 10000000.04, valet idem, quod lOOOOOOO^J^. Item

25.803. idem quod 25iV^\. Item 9999998.0005021, idem valet quod

9999998i^f S 5 ^ 1^ 77
. & sic de caeteris.”

283. Seventeenth‘Century notations after 1617 .—The dot or comma
attained no ascendancy over other notations during the seventeenth

century.

In 1623 John Johnson (the survaighoury published an Arithmatick

which stresses decimal fractions and modifies the notation of Stevin

by omitting the circles. Thus, £ 3. 2 2 9 1 6 is written

I
1. 2. 3. 4. ,5.

£ 31229 16,

while later in the text there occurs the symbolism 31
|

2500 and

54 12625, and also the more cautious “358 149411 fifths” for our

358.49411.

^ John Napier, Rabdologia (Edinburgh, 1617), Book I, chap. iv. This passage

is copied by W. R. Macdonald, in his translation of John Napier's Construclio

(Edinburgh, 1889), p. 89.

2J. W. L. Glashier, ‘T^ogarithms and Computation/' Napier Tercentenary

Memorial Volume (ed. Cargill Gilston Knott; London, 1915), p. 78.

3 Mirifici logarilhmorvm Canonis Construclio .... authore & Inventore loanne

NeperOy Barone Merchistoniiy etc, (Scoto. Lvgdvni, M.DC.XX.), p. 6.

^ From A. de Morgan in Companion to the British Almanac (1851), p. 12.
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Henry Briggs' drew a horizontal line under the numerals in the

decimal part which appeared in smaller type and in an elevated posi-

tion; Briggs wrote 5^^^ for our 5.9321. But in his Tables of 1624 he

employs commas, not exclusively as a decimal separatrix, although

one of the commas used for separation falls in the right place between

units and tenths. He gives —0,22724,3780 as the logarithm of

A. Girard^ in his Invention nouvelle of 1629 uses the comma on one

occasion
;
he finds one root of a cubic equation to be and then

explains that the three roots expressed in decimals are 1,532 and 347

and —1,879. The 347 is .347; did Girard consider the comma un-

necessary when there was no integral part?

Burgi^s and Kepler’s notation is found again in a work which

appeared in Poland from the pen of Joach. Stegman;* he writes

39(063. It occurs again in a geometry written by the Swiss Joh.

Ardiiser.''

William Oughtred adopted the sign 2|5 in his Clavis mathemaiicae

of 1631 and in his later publications.

In the second edition of Wingate’s Arithmetic (1650; ed. John

Kersey) the decimal point is used, thus: .25, .0025.

In 1651 Robert Jager® says that the common way of natural arith-

metic being tedious and prolix, God in his mercy directed him to what

he published; he writes upon decimals, in which 1617249 is our

16.7249.

Richard Balam® used the colon and wrote 3:04 for our 3.04. This

same symbolism was employed by Richard Rawlyns,^ of Great Yar-

mouth, in England, and by H. Meissner^ in Germany.

Glenry Briggs, Arithmelica logarilhmica (London, 1624), Lectori. S.

2 De Morgan, Companion to the British Almanac (1851), p. 12; Invention non-'

vellGy fol. E2.

® Joach. Stegman, Institulionum mathematicarum libri II (Rakow, 1630), Vol.

I, cap. xxiv, ^‘Dc logistica decimali.” We take this reference from J. Tropfke,

op. ciL, Vol. I (2d ed., 1921), p. 144.

^ Joh. ArdQser, Geometriae theoricae et practicae XII libri (Zurich, 1646), fol.

306, 1805, 270a.

® Robert Jager, Artificial Arithmetick in Decimals (London, 1651). Our infor-

mation is drawn from A. de Morgan in Companion to the British Almanac (1851),

p. 13.

® Rich. Balam, Algebra (London, 1653), p. 4.

^ Richard Rawlyns, Practical Arithmetick (London, 1656), p. 262.

^H. Meissner, Geometria tyronica (1696[?]). This reference is taken from

J. Tropfke, op. cit., Vol. I (2d ed., 1921), p. 144.
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Sometimes one encounters a superposition of one notation upon

another, as if one notation alone might not be understood. Thus F. van

Schooten^ writes 58,5 ® for 58.5, and 638,82 @ for 638.82. Tobias
i ii iii iv v

BeuteP writes 645. A. Tacquet^ sometimes writes 25.8 0 0 7 9,

at other times omits the dot, or the Roman superscripts.

Samuel Foster^ of Gresham College, London, writes 31.

he docs not rely upon the dot alone, but adds the horizontal line

found in Briggs.

Johann CaramueP of Lobkowitz in Bohemia used two horizontal

parallel lines, like our sign of equality, as 22 = 3 for 22.3, also 92 =

123,345 for 92.123345. In a Parisian text by Jean Prestet® 272097792

is given for 272.097702; this mode of writing had been sometimes

used by Stevin about a century before Prestet, and in 1603 by Beyer.

William Molyneux^ of Dublin had three notations; he frequently

used the comma bent toward the right, as in 30^24, N. Mercator^ in

his Logarithrnotechnia and Dechales® in his course of mathematics

used the notation as in 12[345.

284. The great variety of forms for separatrix is commented on by

Samuel Jeake in 1696 as follows: “For distinguishing of the Decimal

Fraction from Integers, it may truly be said, Quoi HomineSf tot Sen-

tentiae; every one fancying severally. For some call the Tenth Parts,

the Primes; the Hundredth Parts, Seconds; the Thousandth Parts,

ThirdSy etc. and mark them with Indices equivalent over their heads.

As to express 34 integers and Parts of an Unit, they do it thus,
/ // /// //// ( 1 ) (2 ) (.3 ) (4 )

34.1. 4. 2. 6. Or thus, 34.1. 4. 2. 6. Others thus, 34,1426""; or thus,

34,1426^^\ And some thus, 34.1 . 4 . 2 .

6

. setting the Decimal Parts

^ Francisci k Schooten, ExercUatiorwm mathemaiicarum liber 'primus (Leyden,

1657), p. 33, 48, 49.

2 Tobias Beutel, Geometrischer Lust-Garlen (Leipzig, 1690), p. 173.

^ Ariihmeticae Iheoria et praxis^ autore Andrea Tacqvet (2d ed.; Antwerp, 1665),

p. 181-88.

* Samuel Foster, Miscellanies: or Maihemalical Lvcvhralions (London, 1659),

p. 13.

^Joannis Caramvels Mathesis Biceps, VetuSy et Nova (Companiae, 1670),

“Arithmetica,’’ p. 191.

^ Jean Prestet, Nouveaux elemens des malhemaliqueSy Premier volume (Paris,

1689), p. 293.

^ William Molyneux, Treatise of Dioptricks (London, 1692), p. 165.

* N. Mercator, Logarithmotechnia (1668), p. 19.

* A. de Morgan, Companion to the British Almanac (1851), p. 13.
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at little more than ordinary distance one from the other Others

distinguish the Integers from the Decimal Parts only by placing a

Coma before the Decimal Parts thus, 34,1426; a good way, and very

useful. Others draw a Line under the Decimals thus, 34^^ ^
^, writing

them in smaller Figures than the Integers. And others, though they

use the Coma in the work for the best way of distinguishing them, yet

after the work is done, they use a Rectangular Line after the place of

the Units, called SeparatriXy a separating Line, because it separates the

Decimal Parts from the Integers, thus 34[H^. And sometimes the

Coma is inverted thus, 34^1426, contrary to the true Coma, and set at

top. I sometimes use the one, and sometimes the other, as cometh to

hand.^^ The author generally uses the comma. This detailed state-

ment from this seventeenth-century writer is remarkable for the

omission of the point as a decimal separatrix.

285. FAghteenth-century discard of clumsy notations .—The chaos in

notations for decimal fractions gradually gave way to a semblance of

order. The situation reduced itself to trials of strength between the

comma and the dot as separatrices. To be sure, one finds that over a

century after the introduction of the decimal point there were authors

who used besides the dot or comma the strokes or Roman numerals to

indicate primes, seconds, thirds, etc. Thus, Chelucci^ in 1738 writes
0 I II III IV I IV II v
5.8 6 4 2, also4.2 5 for 4.2005, 3.5 7 for 3.05007.

W. Whiston^ of Cambridge used the semicolon a few times, as in

0;9985, though ordinarily he preferred the comma. O. GherlP in

Modena, Italy, states that some use the sign 35 1345, but he himself

uses the point. E. Wells^ in 1713 begins with 75.25, but later in his

arithmetic introduces Oughtred’s j^. Joseph Raphson’s transla-

tion into English of L Newton^s Universal Arithmetick (1728),^ con-

tains 732,1569 for our 732.569. L^Abbi^ Deidier® of Paris writes the

^ Paolino Chelucci, Instituliones analylicae .... auclore Paulino A. S.

Josepho Lucensi (Rome), p. 35, 37, 41, 283.

^ Isaac Newton, Arithmetica Vniversalis (Cambridge, 1707), edited by

G. Wlhiston], p. 34.

^ O. Gherli, Gli elementi .... delle malhematiche pure, Vol. I (Modena, 1770),

p. 60.

* Edward Wells, Young gentleman*s arithmetick (London, 1713), p. 59, 105, 157.

® Universal Arithmetick, or Treatise of Arithmetical Composition and Resolu-

tion .... transl. by the late Mr. Joseph Ralphson, & revised and corrected by Mr.

Cunn (2d ed.; London, 1728), p. 2.

® L^Abbd Deidier, UArithmHique des G4omkres, ou nouveaux iUmens de malM-

matiques (Paris, 1739), p. 413.
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decimal point and also the strokes, for tenths, hundredths, etc. He
/ // /// / ff ///

says; ‘Tour ajouter ensemble 32.6 3 4 et8.54.3 —
32 6 3 4111

8 5 4 3^“

41 1 7
”

A somewhat unusual procedure is found in Sherwin^s Tables^ of 1741,

where a number placed inside a parenthesis is used to designate the

number of zeroes that precede the first significant figure in a decimal

;

thus, (4) 2677 means .00002677.

In the eighteenth century, trials of strength between the comma
and the dot as the separatrix were complicated by the fact that Leib-

niz had proposed the dot as the symbol of multiplication, a proposal

which was championed by the German textbook writer Christian

Wolf and which met with favorable reception throughout the Conti-

nent. And yet WolP himself in 1713 used the dot also as separatrix,

as “loco 5i scribimus 5.0047.’^ As a symbol for multiplication the

dot was seldom used in England during the eighteenth century,

Oughtred’s X being generally preferred. For this reason, the dot as

a separatrix enjoyed an advantage in England during the eighteenth

century which it did not enjoy on the Continent. Of fifteen British

books of that period, which we chose at random, nine used the dot and

six the comma. In the nineteenth century hardly any British authors

employed the comma as separatrix.

In Germany, France, and Spain the comma, during the eighteenth

century, had the lead over the dot, as a separatrix. During that

century the most determined continental stand in favor of the dot

was made in Belgium^ and Italy.'* But in recent years the comma has

finally won out in both countries.

^ H. Sherwin, Mathematical Tables (3d ed.; rev. William Gardiner, London,

1741), p. 48.

2 Christian Wolf, Elementa matheseos universae^ Tomus I (Halle, 1713), p. 77.

3 D4sir6 Andr6, Des Notations Math4maiiques (Paris, 1909), p. 19, 20.

^ Among eighteenth-century writers in Italy using the dot are Paulino A. S.

Josepho Lucensi who in his Institutiones analylicae (Rome, 1738) uses it in con-

nection with an older symbolism, ^^3.05007”; G. M. della Torre, Istituzioni arim-

metiche (Padua, 1768)
;
Odoardo Gherli, Elementi delle matematiche pure, Modena,

Tomo I (1770); Peter Ferroni, Magnitudinum exponentialium logarithmorum et

trigonometriae sublimis theoria (Florence, 1782); F. A. Tortorella, Arithmetica

degVidioti (Naples, 1794).
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286. Nineteenth century: different positions for dot and comma ,

—

In the nineteenth century the dot became, in England, the favorite

separatrix symbol. When the brilliant but erratic Randolph Churchill

critically spoke of the ^^damncd little dots,” he paid scant respect to

what was dear to British mathematicians. In that century the dot

came to serve in England in a double capacity, as the decimal symbol

and as a symbol for multiplication.

Nor did these two dots introduce confusion, because (if we may
use a situation suggested by Shakespeare) the symbols were placed in

Romeo and Juliet positions, the Juliet dot stood on high, above

Romeo’s reach, her joy reduced to a decimal over his departure, while

Romeo below had his griefs multiplied and was ^^a thousand times the

worse” for want of her light. Thus, 2*5 means 2^%, while 2.5 equals

10. It is difficult to bring about a general agreement of this kind,

but it was achieved in Great Britain in the course of a little over half

a century. Charles Hutton^ said in 1795: place the point near the

upper part of the figures, as was done also by Newton, a method which

prevents the separatrix from being confounded with mere marks of

punctuation.” In the Latin edition^ of Newton’s Arithmetica uni-

versalis (1707) one finds, ^^Sic numerus 732’|569. denotat septingentas

triginta duas imitates, .... qui et sic 732,1569, vel sic 732 *569. vel

etiam sic 732 j^9, nunnunquam scribitur .... 57104’2083 . . . .

0’064.” The use of the comma prevails; it is usually placed high, but

not always. In Horsely’s and Castillon’s editions of Newton’s Arith-

metica universalis (1799) one finds in a few places the decimal nota-

tion 35’72; it is here not the point but the comma that is placed on

high. Probably as early as the time of Hutton the expression “deci-

mal point” had come to be the synonym for “separatrix” and was

used even when the symbol was not a point. In most places in Hors^

ley’s and Castillon’s editions of Newton’s works, the comma 2,5 is

used, and only in rare instances the point 2.5. The sign 2 *5 was used

in England by H. Clarke® as early as 1777, and by William Dickson^

in 1800. After the time of Hutton the 2 * 5 symbolism was adopted by

Peter Barlow (1814) and James Mitchell (1823) in their mathematical

dictionaries. Augustus de Morgan states in his Arithmetic: “The

^ Ch. Hutton, Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary (London, 1795),

art. “Decimal Fractions.”

2 1. Newton, Arithmetica universalis (ed. W. Whiston; Cambridge, 1707), p. 2.

Sec also p. 15, 16.

’ H. Clarke, Rationale of Circulating Numbers (London, 1777).

* W. Dickson in Philosophical Transactions, Vol. VIII (London, 1800), p. 231.
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student is recommended always to write the decimal point in a line

with the top of the figures, or in the middle, as is done here, and never

at the bottom. The reason is that it is usual in the higher branches

of mathematics to use a point placed between two numbers or letters

which are multiplied together.”^ A similar statement is made in 1852

by T. P. Kirkman.2 Finally, the use of this notation in Todhunter^s

texts secured its general adoption in Great Britain.

The extension of the usefulness of the comma or point by assign-

ing it different vertical positions was made in the arithmetic of Sir

Jonas Moore® who used an elevated and inverted comma, 116^64.

This notation never became popular, yet has maintained itself to

the present time. Daniel Adams,^ in New Hampshire, used it, also

Juan de Dios Salazar^ in Peru, Don Gabriel Ciscar® of Mexico, A. de

la Rosa Toro^ of Lima in Peru, and Federico VillareaP of Lima.

The elevated and inverted comma occurs in many, but not all, the

articles using decimal fractions in the Enciclopedia-vniversal ilvstrada

Evropeo-Americana (Barcelona, 1924).

Somewhat wider distribution was enjoyed by the elevated but not

inverted comma, as in 2^5. Attention has already been called to the

occurrence of this symbolism, a few times, in Horsley^s edition of

Newton^s Arithmetica universalis. It appeared also in W. Whiston^s

edition of the same work in 1707 (p. 15). Juan de Dios Salazar of

Peru, who used the elevated inverted comma, also uses this. It is

Spain and the Spanish-American countries which lead in the use of

this notation. De La-Rosa Toro, who used the inverted comma, also

used this. The 2’5 is found in Luis Monsanto® of Lima; in Maximo

‘ A. de Morgan, Elements of Arithmetic (4th ed.; London, 1840), p. 72.

2 T. P. Kirkman, First Mnemonical Lessons in Geometry, Algebra and Trigo-

nometry (London, 1852), p. 5,

^Moore’s Arithmetick: In Four Books (3d ed.; London, 1688), p. 369, 370,

465.

* Daniel Adams, Arithmetic (Keene, N.H., 1827), p. 132.

® Juan de Dios Salazar, Lecdones de Aritmetica, Teniente del Cosm6grafo

major de esta Republica del Pertl (Arequipa, 1827), p. 5, 74, 126, 131. This book
has three diiTerent notations: 2,5; 2^5; 2‘5.

® Don Gabriel Ciscar, Curso de estudios elementales de Marina (Mexico, 1825).

^ Agustin de La-Rosa Toro, Aritmetica Teorico-Practica (tercera ed.
;
Lima,

1872), p. 157.

® D. Federico Villareal, Calculo Binomial (P. I. Lima [Peru], 1898), p. 416.

® Luis Monsante, Lecdones de Aritmetica Demostrada (7th ed.
;
Lima, 1872),

p. 89.
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Vazquez^ of Lima; in Manuel Torres Torija* of Mexico; in D. J.

Cortaz^r^ of Madrid. And yet, the Spanish-speaking countries did

not enjoy the monopoly of this symbolism. One finds the decimal

comma placed in an elevated position, 2^5, by Louis Bertrand^ of

Geneva, Switzerland.

Other writers use an inverted wedge-shaped comma,® in a lower

position, thus: 2^5. In Scandinavia and Denmark the dot and the

comma have had a very close race, the comma being now in the lead.

The practice is also widely prevalent, in those countries, of printing

the decimal part of a number in smaller type than the integral part.®

Thus one frequently finds there the notations 2,6 and 2.5. To sum up,

in books printed within thirty-five years we have found the decimal

notations^ 2*5, 2*5, 2,5, 2^5, 2% 2,5, 2,5, 2.5.

287. The earliest arithmetic printed on the American continent

which described decimal fractions came from the pen of Greenwood,®

professor at Harvard College. He gives as the mark of separation ^^a

Comma, a Period, or the like,^’ but actually uses a comma. The arith-

metic of ^'George Fisher’^ (Mrs. Slack), brought out in England, and

also her The American Instructor (Philadelphia, 1748) contain both

the comma and the period. Dilworth’s The Schoolmaster's Assistant,

an English book republished in America (Philadelphia, 1733), used

the period. In the United States the decimal point® has always had the

^ Maximo Vazquez, Aritmetica praciica (septiema ed.; Lima, 1875), p. 57.

2 Manuel Torres Torija, Nociones de Algebra Superior y elementos fundamen-

tales de cdlculo differencial ^ Integral (Mexico, 1894), p. 137.

3 D. J. Cortazdr, Tralado de AritmUica (42d ed.; Madrid, 1904).

^ L. Bertrand, Developpment nouveaux de la parlie elementaire des matho-

rnaliques, Vol. I (Geneva, 1778), p. 7.

® As in A. F. Vallin, Arilmitica para los ninos (4l8t ed.; Madrid, 1889), p. 66.

® Gustaf Haglund, Samlying of Ofningsexempel till Ldrahok i Algebra, Fjerde

Upplagan (Stockholm, 1884), p. 19; Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens
Fdrhandlingar, Vol. LIX (1902; Stockholm, 1902, 1903), p. 183, 329; Oversigl over

det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, Fordhandlinger (1915; Kobenhavn,

1915), p. 33, 35, 481, 493, 545.

^ An unusual use of the elevated comma is found in F. G. Gausz’s Fiinfstellige

vollstdndige Logar. u. Trig. Tafeln (Halle a. S., 1906), p. 125; a table of squares of

numbers proceeds from N = 0’00 to AT = lO’OO. If the square of 63 is wanted, take

the form 6’3
;
its square is 39^6900. Hence 63^ = 3969.

* Isaac Greenwood, Arithmctick Vulgar and Decimal (Boston, 1729), p. 49.

See facsimile of a page showing decimal notation in L. C. Karpinski, History of

Arithmetic (Chicago, New York, 1925), p. 134.

®Of interest is Chauncey Lee^s explanation in his American Accomptanl

(Lasingburgh, 1797), p. 54, that, in writing denominate numbers, he separates
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lead over the comma, but during the latter part of the eighteenth

and the first half of the nineteenth century the comma in the position

of 2,5 was used quite extensively. During 1825-50 it was the influence

of French texts which favored the comma. We have seen that Daniel

Adams used 2'5 in 1827, but in 1807 he^ had employed the ordinary

25,17 and ,375. Since about 1850 the dot has been used almost ex-

clusively. Several times the English elevated dot was used in books

printed in the United States. The notation 2*5 is found in Thomas
Sarjeant^s Arithmetics'^ in F. Nichols^ Trigonometry in American

editions of Hutton^s Course of Mathematics that appeared in the in-

terval 1812-31, in Samuel Webber^s Mathejnatics,^ in William Grieves

Mechanics Calculators from the fifth Glasgow edition (Philadelphia,

1842), in The Mathematical Diary of R. Adrain® about 1825, in

Thomas Sherwin’s Common School Algebra (Boston, 1867; 1st ed.,

1845), in George R. Perkins^ Practical Arithmetic (New York, 1852).

Sherwin writes: ‘To distinguish the sign of Multiplication from the

period used as a decimal point, the latter is elevated by inverting the

type, while the former is larger and placed down even with the lower

extremities of the figures or letters between which it stands.^^ In

1881 George Bruce Halsted® placed the decimal point halfway up and

the multiplication point low.

It is difficult to assign definitely the reason why the notation 2*5

failed of general adoption in the United States. Perhaps it was due

to mere chance. Men of influence, such as Benjamin Peirce, Elias

Loomis, Charles Davies, and Edward Olney, did not happen to be-

come interested in this detail. America had no one of the influence

of De Morgan and Todhuntcr in England, to force the issue in favor

of 2*5. As a result, 2*5 had for a while in America a double meaning,

namely, 2 5/10 and 2 times 5. As long as the dot was seldom used to

the denominations “in a vulgar table^’ by two commas, but “in a decimal table”

by the decimal point; he writes £ 175„ 15„ 9, and 1.41.

^Daniel Adams, Scholar’s Arithmetic (4th ed.; Keene, N.H., 1807).

* Thomas Sarjeant, Elementary Principles of Arithmetic (Philadelphia, 1788),

p.80.

T. Nichols, Plane and Spherical Trigmometry (Philadelphia, 1811), p. 33.

^Samuel Webber, MathematieSy Vol. I (Cambridge, 1801; also 1808, 2d ed.),

p. 227.

^ R. Adrain, The Mathematical Diary
y
No. 5, p. 101.

® George Bruce Halsted, Elementary Treatise on Mensuration (Boston, 1881).
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express multiplication, no great inconvenience resulted, but about 1880

the need of a distinction arose. The decimal notation was at that

time thoroughly established in this country, as 2.5, and the dot for

multiplication was elevated to a central position. Thus with us 2*5

means 2 times 5.

Comparing our present practice with the British the situation is

this: We write the decimal point low, they write it high; we place the

multiplication dot halfway up, they place it low. Occasionally one

finds the dot placed high to mark multiplication also in German books,

as, for example, in Friedrich MeyeF who writes 2 ‘ 3 = 6.

288. It is a notable circumstance that at the present time the

modern British decimal notation is also the notation in use in Austria

where one finds the decimal point placed high, but the custom docs not

seem to prevail through any influence emanating from England. In

the eighteenth century P. Mako- everywhere used the comma, as in

3,784. F. S. Mozhnik^ in 1839 uses the comma for decimal fractions,

as in 3,1344, and writes the product ^^2
. 3..n.^^ The Sitzungsherichte

der philosophisch-historischeri Classe d. K, Akademie der Wissenschafterij

Erster Band (Wien, 1848), contains decimal fractions in many articles

and tables, but always with the low dot or low comma as decimal

separatrix; the low dot is used also for multiplication, as in ‘T.2.3. . ,r”

But the latter part of the nineteenth century brought a change.

The decimal point is placed high, as in 1*63, by I. Lernoch^ of Lemberg.

N. Fialkowski of Vienna in 1863 uses the elevated dot*^ and also in

1892.® The same practice is followed by A. Steinhauser of Vienna,^

by Johann Spiclmann^ and Richard Supplantschitsch,® and by Karl

1 Friedrich Meyer, Driller Cursus der Planirnelrie (Halle a/S., 1885), p. 5.

2 P. Mako e S.L, De ... . aequalionvm resolvlionihvs lihri dvo (Vienna, 1770),

p. 135; Compendiaria Malheseos Inslilviio Pavlvs Mako e 8.1. in Coll. Keg.

Thcres Prof. Math, ct Phys. Experiin. (editio tertia; Vienna, 1771).

3 Franz Seraphin Mozhnik, Theorie der ri^irnerischen Gleichungen (Wien, 1839),

p. 27, 33.

^ Ignaz Lemoch, Lchrbuch der praklischen (komelrie, 2. Theil, 2. Aufl. (Wien,

1857), p. 163.

^ Nikolaus Fialkowski, Das Decimalrechnen mil Rangziffern (Wien, 1863), p. 2.

® N. Fialkowski, Praklische Geornelrie (Wien, 1892), p. 48.

^ Anton Steinhauser, Lehrhuch der Mathemalik. Algebra (Wien, 1875), p. Ill,

138.

® Johann Spielmann, Molniks Lehrbuch der Geomelrie (Wien, 1910), p. 66.

® Richard Supplantschitsch, Malhemalisches Unlerrichlswcrk, Lehrbuch der

Geomelrie (Wien, 1910), p. 91.
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Rosenberg.* Karl Zahradnfcek^ writes 0-35679.1 0765.1*9223.0*3358,

where the lower dots signify multiplication and the upper dots are

decimal points. In the same way K. Wolletz^ writes (
— 0*0462).

0*0056.

An isolated instance of the use of the elevated dot as decimal

separatrix in Italy is found in G. Peano.^

In France the comma placed low is the ordinary decimal separa-

trix in mathematical texts. But the dot and also the comma are used

in marking off digits of large numbers into periods. Thus, in a political

and literary journal of Paris (1908)^ one finds ^^2,251,000 drachmes,”

•'Fr. 2.638.370 75/* the francs and centimes being separated by a

vacant place. One finds also ^^601,659 francs 05’* for Fr. 601659. 05.

It does not seem customary to separate the francs from centimes by a

comma or dot.

That no general agreement in the notation for decimal fractions

exists at the present time is evident from the publication of the In-

ternational Mathematical Congress in Strasbourg (1920), where deci-

mals are expressed by commas® as in 2,5 and also by dots^ as in 2.5.

In that volume a dot, placed at the lower border of a line, is used also

to indicate multiplication.^

The opinion of an American committee of mathematicians is

expressed in the following: ^^Owing to the frequent use of the letter Xy

it is preferable to use the dot (a raised period) for multiplication in

the few cases in which any symbol is necessary. For example, in a

case like l’2-3 .... (x— l)*x, the center dot is preferable to the

symbol X; but in cases like 2a(x— a) no symbol is necessary. The

committee recognizes that the period (as in a.h) is more nearly

international than the center dot (as in a -6); but inasmuch as the

period will continue to be used in this country as a decimal point,

^ Karl Rosenberg, Lehrbuch dcr Physik (Wien, 1913), p. 125.

2 Karl ZahradnfCek, Mocniks Lehrhvch der Arithmetik und Algebra (Wien,

1911), p. 141.

Hv. Wollctz, Arithmetik und Algebra (Wien, 1917), p. 163.

^ Giuseppe Peano, Risoluzione gradiude delle equazioni numeriche (Torino,

1919), p. 8. Reprint from Atti della r. Accad. delle Scienze di Torino

j

Vol. LIV
(1918-19).

^ Les Annales, Vol. XXVI, No. 1309 (1908), p. 22, 94.

® Comptes rendus du congres international des malhemaiiques (Strasbourg,

22-30 Septembre 1920; Toulouse, 1921), p. 253, 543, 575, 581.

^ Op. cit., p. 251. •

Wp. oil., p. 1.53, 252, 545.
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it is likely to cause confusion, to elementary pupils at least, to attempt

to use it as a symbol for multiplication/’^

289. Signs for repeating decimals.—In the case of repeating deci-

mals, perhaps the earliest writer to use a special notation for their

designation was John Marsh,^ who, ^^to avoid the Trouble for the

future of writing down the Given Repetend or Circulate, whether

Single or Compound, more than once,'’ distinguishes each ^‘by placing

a Period over the first Figure, or over the first and last Figures of the

given Repetend.” Likewise, John Robertson® wrote 0,3 for 0,33 . . . . ,

0,23 for 0,2323 , 0,785 for 0,785785 H. Clarke'* adopted

the signs ,6 for .666 . . . . ,
.642 for .642642 A choice favoring

the dot is shown by Nicolas Pike"’ who writes, 379, and by Robert

Pott® and James Pryde^ who write *3, ‘45, ‘34567. A return to ac-

cents is seen in the Dictionary of Davies and Peck® who place accents

over the hrst, or over the hrst and last figure, of the repetend, thus:

.'2, .'5723', 2.4'18'.

SIGNS OP POWERS

290. General remarks.—An ancient symbol for squaring a number
occurs in a hieratic Egyptian papyrus of the late Middle Empire,

now in the Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow.^ In the part containing

the computation of the volume of a frustrated pyramid of square

base there occurs a hieratic term, containing a pair of walking legs

and signifying ^^make in going,” that is, squaring the number. The
Diophantine notation for powers is explained in § 101, the Hindu

notation in §§ 106, 110, 112, the Arabic in § 116, that of Michael

Psellus in § 117. The additive principle in marking powers is referred

^ The Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Schools^ by the National Com-
mittee on Mathematical Requirements, under the auspices of the Mathematical

Association of America (1923), p. 81.

2 John Marsh, Decimal Arithmetic Made Perfect (London, 1742), p. 5.

3 John Robertson, Philosophical Transactions (London, 1768), No. 32, p. 207-

13. See Tropfke, op. cit.y Vol. I (1921), p. 147.

^ H. Clarke, The Rationale of Circulating Numbers (London, 1777), p. 15, 16.

® Nicolas Pike, A New and Complete System of Arithmetic (Newbury-port,

1788), p. 323.

® Robert Pott, Elementary Arithmetic^ etc. (Cambridge, 1876), Sec. X, p. 8.

^ James Pryde, Algebra Theoretical and Practical (Edinburgh, 1852), p. 278.

® C. Davies and W. G. Peck, Mathematical Dictionary (1855), art. “Circulating

Decimal."

® See Ancient Egypt (1917), p. 100-102.
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to in §§ 101, 111, 112, 124. The multiplicative principle in marking

powers is elucidated in §§ 101, 111, 116, 135, 142.

Before proceeding further, it seems desirable to direct attention

to certain Arabic words used in algebra and their translations into

Latin. There arose a curious discrepancy in the choice of the princi-

pal unknown quantity; should it be what we call or should it be

al-Khowarizmt and the older Arabs looked upon as the principal

unknown, and called it mdl (^^assets,” ^^sum of money^O-^ This view-

point may have come to them from India. Accordingly, x (the Arabic

jidr^ ‘ ^plant-root, ‘‘basis,’’ “lowest part”) must be the square root of

mdl and is found from the equation to which the problem gives rise.

By squaring x the sum of money could be ascertained.

Al-Khowarizmi also had a general term for the unknown, shai

(“thing”); it was interpreted broadly and could stand for either mdl

ovjidr (x^ or x). Later, John of Seville, Gerard of Cremona, Leonardo

of Pisa, translated the Arabic jidr into the Latin radiXy our x; the

Arabic shai into res, John of Seville says in his arithmetic “Quaeri-

tur ergo, quae res cum. X. radicibus suis idem decies accepta radice

sua efficiat 39.” (“It is asked, therefore, what thing together with 10

of its roots or what is the same, ten times the root obtained from it,

yields 39.”) This statement yields the equation 10x = 39. Later

shai was also translated as caiisa^ a word which Leonardo of Pisa

used occasionally for the designation of a second unknown quantity.

The Latin res was translated into the Italian word cosa, and from

that evolved the German word coss and the English adjective “cossic.”

We have seen that the abbreviations of the words cosa and cuhus,

viz., CO. and cm ., came to be used as algebraic symbols. The words

numeruSy dragma, denariuSy which were often used in connection with

a given absolute number, experienced contractions sometimes em-

ployed as symbols. Plato of Tivoli,^ in his translation from the Hebrew

of the Liber ernbadorum of 1145, used a new term, latus (“side”),

for the first power of the unknown, x, and the name embadum (“con-

tent”) for the second power, The term latus was found mainly

in early Latin writers drawing from Greek sources and was used later

by Ramus (§ 322), Vieta (§ 327), and others.

291. Double significance of “i^” and “Z.”—There came to exist

considerable confusion on the meaning of terms and symbols, not only

1 J. Ruska, Sitzungaherichie Heidelberger Akad., Phil.-hist. Klasse (1917),

Vol. II, p. 61 f.; J. Tropfke, op. cit.y Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 106.

2 Tropfke, op. cit.y Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 107.

® M. Curtze, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. I (1900), p. 322, n. 1.
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because res {x) occasionally was used for but more particularly

because both radix and latus had two distinct meanings, namely, x

and Vx. The determination whether x or }/x was meant in any par-

ticular case depended on certain niceties of designation which the

unwary was in danger of overlooking (§ 137).

The letter I (latus) was used by Ramus and Vieta for the designa-

tion of roots. In some rare instances it also represented the first power

of the unknown x. Thus, in Schoner^s edition of Ramus^ 51 meant fix,

while 15 meant l/fi. Schoner marks the successive powers ^7., q., c.,

bq.,
J.,

gc.,
6.J.,

tq.j and named them latus^ quadmtus, cuhusy

biquadratuSy and so on. Ramus, in his Scholarvm viaihematicorvm

libri unus et triginti (1569), uses the letter I only for square root, not

for x or in the designation of powers of x; but he uses (p. 253) the

words latuSy quadratuSy latus cubi for Xy x^y x^.

This double use of I is explained by another pupil of Ramus,

Bernardus Salignacus,^ by the statement that if a number precedes

the given sign it is the coefficient of the sign which stands for a power

of the unknown, bixt if the number comes immediately after the I

the root of that number is to be extracted. Accordingly, 2g, 3c, 51

stand respectively for 2^^, Sx^y 5x; on the other hand, Z5, IcS, lbql5

stand respectively for V 5y 1^8, R IG. The double use of the capital L
is found in G. Gosselin (§§ 174, 175).

B. Pitiscus^ writes our 3a:— thus, 3Z— Ic, and its square 9g—
ii.bq+lqCy while Willebrord Snellius'’ writes our 5x— 5x^+x^ in the

form 51— — 5c+l/3. W. Oughtred^ writes x^— 15x'^+160x^— 1250x"-}-

6480x= 170304782 in the form l^c- 15^^+1600- 12507+6480/ =

170304782.

Both 1. and R, appear as characters designating the first power

^ Petri Rami Veromandui Philosophi .... arithmetica libri duo et geometriae

septem el viginli. Dudum quidem a Lazaro Schonero .... (Francofvrto ad moe-

nvm, MDCXXVII). P. 139 begins: Nvrneris figvratis Lazari Schoneri liber.'^

See p. 177.

^ Bernardi Salignaci Burdegalensis Algehrae libri duo (Francofurti, 1580).

See P. Treutlein in Abhandl. zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Vol. II (1879),

p. 36.

^ Batholomaei Pitisci .... Trigonomeiriae editio tertia (Francofurti, 1612),

p. 60.

4 Willebrord Snellius, Doctrinae triangvlorvm cononicae liber qvalvor (Leyden,

1627), p. 37.

® William Oughtred, Claris mathematicaCy under “De aequationum affectarum

resolutione in numeris” (1647 and later editions).
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in a work of J. J. Heinlin* at Tubingen in 1679. He lets N stand for

unitaSf numerus absolutuSj if ^
Z., for laiu8 vel radix; 2., q, for quad-

ratuSy zensus; ce, c for cubus; zz, qq, bq for biquadraius. But he utilizes

the three signs V^yly R also for indicating roots. He speaks^ of ^^Latus

cubicum, vel Radix cubica, cujus nota est Lc. R.c. ce,^^

John Wallis* in 1655 says ^'Est autem lateris Z, numerus pyramida-

lis and in 1685 writes'* — 2Zaa+a'*: where the I

takes the place of the modern x and the colon is a sign of aggregation,

indicating that all three terms are divided by ¥.

292. The use of R. (Radix) to signify root and also power is seen

in Leonardo of Pisa (§ 122) and in Luca Pacioli (§§ 136, 137). The

sign R was allowed to stand for the first power of the unknown x by

Peletier in his algebra, by K. Schott^ in 1661, who proceeds to let

Q, stand for C. for x*, Biqq or qq, for x'*, Ss, for x^, Cq, for x®, SsB.

for x^y Triq. or qqq for x®, Cc, for x®. One finds R in W. Leybourn's

publication of J. Billyhs® Algebra, where powers are designated by the

capital letters N, R, Q, QQ, S, QC, 82, QQQ,, and where x2 = 20~-x is

written “1(2 = 20-1/2.^^

Years later the use of R, for x and of (an inverted capital letter

E, rounded) for x^ is given by Tobias BeuteP who writes “21

gleich 2100, 1 gleigh 100, 1/2. gleich 10.^^

293. Facsimilis of symbols in manuscripts ,—Some of the forms for

radical signs and for x, x^, x*, x^, and x®, as found in early German
manuscripts and in Widman^s book, are tabulated by J. Tropfke, and

we reproduce his table in Figure 104.

In the Munich manuscript cosa is translated ding; the symbols in

Figure 104, C2a, seem to be modified d^s. The symbols in C3 are signs

for res. The manuscripts C3b, C6, C7, C9, H6 bear on the evolution

of the German symbol for x. Paleographers incline to the view that it

is a modification of the Italian co, the 0 being highly disfigured. In

B are given the signs for dragma or numerus.

^ Joh. Jacobi Heinlini Synopsis mcUhematica universalis (3d ed.
;
Tubingen,

1679), p. 66.

2 Ibid., p. 65. * John Wallis, Arithmetica infinitorum (Oxford, 1655), p. 144.

^ John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 227.

* P. Gasparis Schotti .... Cursus malhemalicus (Herbipoli [Wurtzburg],

1661), p. 530.

• Abridge^nent of the Precepts of Algebra. The Fourth Part. Written in French

by James Billy and now translated into English Published by Will. Ley-

boum (London, 1678), p. 194.

^ Tobias Beutel, Geometrische GaUeri (Leipzig, 1690), p. 165.
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294. Two general plans for marking powers,—In the early develop-

ment of algebraic symbolism, no signs were used for the powers of given

numbers in an equation. As given numbers and coefficients were not

represented by letters in equations before the time of Vieta, but were

specifically given in numerals, their powers could be computed on the

spot and no symbolism for powers of such numbers was needed. It was

different with the unknown numbers, the determination of which con-

stituted the purpose of establishing an equation. In consequence,

12 8 4 5 « 1 8 10 it It

KB. Cod. Dread, 0. 80 fol 289, 898' aind etwu ^tltereJEUotra^gen.

Fig. 104.—Signs found in German manuscripts and early German books.

(Taken from J. Tropfke, op. ci/., Vol. II [2d ed., 1921], p. 112.)

one finds the occurrence of symbolic representation of the unknown

and its powers during a period extending over a thousand years before

the introduction of the literal coefficient and its powers.

For the representation of the unknown there existed two general

plans. The first plan was to use some abbreviation of a name signify-

ing unknown quantity and to use also abbreviations of the names

signifying the square and the cube of the unknown. Often special

symbols were used also for the fifth and higher powers whose orders

were prime numbers. Other powers of the unknown, such as the

fourth, sixth, eighth powers, were represented by combinations of

those symbols. A good illustration is a symbolism of Luca Paciola,

in which co, (cosa) represented x, ce. (censo) cu. (cubo) p,r.

(primo relate) combinations of these yielded ce,ce. for ce,cu, for
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X®, etc. We have seen these symbols also in Tartaglia and Cardan,

in the Portuguese Nufiez (§ 166), the Spanish Perez de Moya in 1652,

and Antich Rocha^ in 1564. We may add that outside of Italy

Pacioli^s symbols enjoyed their greatest popularity in Spain. To be

sure, the German Marco Aurel wrote in 1552 a Spanish algebra (§ 165)

which contained the symbols of Rudolff, but it was Perez de Moya
and Antich Rocha who set the fashion, for the sixteenth century in

Spain; the Italian symbols commanded some attention there even

late in the eighteenth century, as is evident from the fourteenth un-

revised impression of Perez de Moya^s text which appeared at

Madrid in 1784. The 1784 impression gives the sj^mbols as shown in

Figure 105, and also the explanation, first given in 1562, that the

printing office does not have these symbols, for which reason the

ordinary letters of the alphabet will be used.^ Figure 105 is interesting,

for it purports to show the handwritten forms used by De Moya.

The symbols are not the German, but are probably derived from them.

In a later book, the Traiado de Mathematicas (Alcala, 1573), De Moya
gives on page 432 the German symbols for the powers of the unknown,

all except the first power, for which he gives the crude imitation Ze.

Antich Rocha, in his Arithmetical folio 253, is partial to capital

letters and gives the successive powers thus: W, Co, Ce, Cu, Cce, /i,

CeCu, Rliy Ccce, Ccn, etc. The same fondness for capitals is shown i i

his Mas for ^^more^^ (§ 320).

We digress further to state that the earliest mathematical work

published in America, the Sumario conipendioso of Juan Diez Freylc®

^ AriUwielica por Antich Rocha de Gerona compuesta, y de varios Auctores

recopilada (Barcelona, 1564, also 1565).

2 Juan Perez de Moya, Arilrnelica 'practica, y especulativa (14th ed.; Madrid,

1784), p. 263: “Por los diez caract<5res, que en el precedente capitulo se pusieron,

iiso estos. Por el qual dicen numero n. por la cosa, co. por el censo, ce. por cubo,

cu. por censo, de censo, cce. por el primero relato, R. por el censo, y cubo, ce.cu.

por segundo relato, KR. por censo de censo de censo, cce. i)or cubo de cubo, ecu.

Esta figura r. quiere decir rafz quadrada. Esta figura rr. denota ralz quadrada de

raiz quadrada. Estas rrr. denota raiz cubica. De estos dos caract6res, p. rn.

notards, que la p. quiere decir mas, y la m. menos, el uno es copulative, el otro

disyuntivo, sirven para sumar, y restar cantidadcs diferentes, como adelante mejor

entenderds. Quando despues de r. se pone u. denota rafz quadrada universal:

y asi rru. raiz de raiz quadrada universal: y de esta suerte rrru. raiz ctibica uni-

versal. Esta figura ig. quiere decir igual. Esta q. denota cantidad, y asi qs. canti-

dades: estos caraetdres me ha parecido poner, porque no habia otros en la Impren-

ta; tu podrds usar, quando hagas demandas, de los que se pusieron en el segundo

capltulo, porque son mas breves, eti lo demds todos son de una condicion.”

* Edition by D. E. Smith (Boston and London, 1921).
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(City of Mexico, 1556) gives six pages to algebra. It contains the

words cosay zenso, or censOy but no abbreviations for them. The work
does not use the signs + or nor the p and m. It is almost purely

rhetorical.

The data which we have presented make it evident that in Perez de

Moya, Antich Rocha, and P. Nunez the symbols of Pacioli are used

and that the higher powers are indicated by the combinations of

symbols of the lower powers. This general principle underlies the no-

tations of Diophantus, the Hindus, the Arabs, and most of the Ger-

mans and Italians before the seventeenth century. For convenience

we shall call this the '^Abbreviate Plan.^'

Cap. II. En el qual se ponen algunos caraBereSp que sir<venp(ir

cantidades proporcionales.

En este capitulo se ponen algunos carafteres , dando a cada
imo el nombre y valor que le conviene. Los quales son inven-
tados por causa de brevedad; y es de saber, que no es de nece-
sidad, que estos, y no otros hayan de ser, porque cada uno pue-
de usar de lo que quisiere , e inventar mucho mas

, procedien-

do con la projporcion que le pareciere. Los caratllcres son estos.

Fig. 105.—The written algebraic symbols for powers, as given in Perez de

Moya’s Arilhmelica (Madrid, 1784), p. 260 (1st ed., 1562). The successive sym-

bols are called cosa es raiz, censo, cubo, censo de ce.'iso, primero relatOp censo y cubop

segiindo relato, censo de censo de ceriso, cubo de cubo.

The second plan was not to use a symbol for the unknown quantity

itself, but to limit one's self in some way to simply indicating by a

numeral the power of the unknown quantity. As long as powers of

only one unknown quantity appeared in an equation, the writing of

the index of its power was sufficient. In marking the first, second,

third, etc., powers, only the numerals for "one,” "two,” "three,”

etc., were written down. A good illustration of this procedure is

Chuquet's 10^ for lOx^y 10^ for 10a:, and 10*^ for 10. We shall call this

the "Index Plan.” It was stressed by Chuquet, and passed through

several stages of development in Bombelli, Stevin, and Girard. Then,

after the introduction of special letters to designate one or more un-

known quantities, and the use of literal coefficients, this notation was

perfected by H^rigone and Hume; it finally culminated in the present-

day form in the writings of Descartes, Wallis, and Newton.
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295. Early symbolisms .—In elaborating the notations of powers

according to the ^^Abbreviate Plan^^ cited in § 294, one or the other

of two distinct principles was brought into play in combining the

symbols of the lower powers to mark the higher powers. One was the

additive principle of the Greeks in combining powers; the other was

the multiplicative principle of the Hindus. Diophantus expressed

the fifth power of the unknown by writing the symbols for and

for a:®, one following the other; the indices 2 and 3 were added. Now,
Bhaskara writes his symbols for and in the same way, but lets

the two designate, not a:®, but x^; the indices 2 and 3 are multiplied.

This difference in designation prevailed through the Arabic period,

the later Middle Ages in Europe down into the seventeenth eentury.

It disappeared only when the notations of powers according to the

^‘Abbreviate Plan” passed into disuse. References to the early sym-

bolisms, mainly as exhibited in our accounts of individual authors,

are as follows:

ABBREVIATE PLAN

Additive Principle

Diophantus, and his editors Xylander, Bachet, Fermat (§ 101)

al-Karkhl, eleventh century (§116)

Leonardo of Pisa (§122)

Anonymous Arab (§ 124)

Dresden Codex C. 80 (§ 305, Fig. 104)

M. Stifel, (1545), sum; sum; sum: (§ 154)

F. Vieta (1591), and in later publications (§ 177)

C. Glorioso, 1527 (§ 196)

W. Oughtred, 1631 (§ 182)

Samuel Foster, 1659 (§ 306)

Multiplicative Principle

Bhaskara, twelfth century (§ 110-12)

Arabic writers, except al-Karkhi (§116)

L. Pacioli, 1494, ce. cu, for x® (§ 136)

H. Cardano, 1539, 1545 (§ 140)

N. Tartaglia, 1556-60 (§ 142)

Ch. Rudolff, 1525 (§ 148)

M. Stifel, 1544 (§ 151)

J. Scheubel, 1551, follows Stifel (§ 159)

A. Rocha, 1565, follows Pacioli (§ 294)

C. Clavius, 1608, follows Stifel (§ 161)

P. Nufiez, 1567, follows Pacioli and Cardan (§ 166)

R. Recorde, 1557, follows Stifel (§ 168)
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L. and T. Digges, 1579 (§ 170)

A. M. Visconti, 1581 (§ 145)

Th. Masterson, 1592 (§ 171)

J. Peletier, 1554 (§ 172)

G. Gosselin, 1577 (§ 174)

L. Schoner, 1627 (§291)

NEW NOTATIONS ADOPTED
Ghaligai and G. del Sodo, 1521 (§ 139)

M. Stifel, 1553, repeating factors (§ 156)

J. Buteon, 1559 (§ 173)

J. Scheubel, V, Ra, Pri, Se 159)

Th. Harriot, repeating factors (§ 188)

Johann Geysius, repeating factors (§ 196, 305)

John Newton, 1654 (§ 305)

Nathaniel Torporley (§ 305)

Joseph Raphson, 1702 (§ 305)

Samuel Foster, 1659, use of lines (§ 300)

INDEX PLAN

Psellus, nomenclature without signs (§117)

Neophytos, scholia (§§ 87, 88)

Nicole Oresme, notation for fractional powers (§ 123)

N. Chuquet, 1484, 12^ for 12x^ (§ 131)

E. de la Roche, 1520 (§ 132)

R. Bombelli, 1572 (§ 144)

Grammateus, 1518, pri, se., ter. quart. (§ 147)

G. van der Hoecke, 1537, pn, se^ 3® (§ 150)

S. Stevin (§ 162)

A. Girard, 1629 (§ 164)

L. & T. Digges, 1579 (§ 170, Fig. 76)

P. Hdrigone, 1634 (§ 189)

J. Hume, 1635, 1636 (§ 190)

296. Notations applied only to an unknown quantity, the base being

omitted.—As early as the fourteenth century, Oresme had the ex-

ponential concept, but his notation stands in historical isolation and

does not constitute a part of the course of evolution of our modern

exponential symbolism. We have seen that the earliest important

steps toward the modern notation were taken by the Frenchman

Nicolas Chuquet, the Italian Rafael Bombelli, the Belgian Simon

Stevin, the Englishmen L. and T. Digges. Attention remains to be

called to a symbolism very similar to that of the Digges, which was

contrived by Pietro Antonio Cataldi of Bologna, in an algebra of 1610
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and a book on roots of 1613. Cataldi wrote the numeral exponents in

their natural upright position/ and distinguished them by crossing

them out. His ‘‘5 3 via 8 4 /a 40 means 5x^ • 8a;^=40a:^. His sign for

a: is Z. He made only very limited use of this notation.

The drawback of Stevin^s symbolism lay in the difficulty of writing

and printing numerals and fractions within the circle. Apparently as a

relief from this cumbrousness, we find that the Dutch writer, Adrianus

Romanus, in his Ideae Mathematicae pars prima (Antwerp, 1593),

uses in place of the circle two rounded parentheses and vinculums

above and below; thus, with him 1(25) stands for He uses this

notation in writing his famous equation of the forty-fifth degree.

Franciscus van Schooten^ in his early publications and when he quotes

from Girard uses the notation of Stevin.

A notation more in line with Chuquet^s was that of the Swiss

Joost Biirgi who, in a manuscript now kept in the library of the ob-

servatory at Pulkowa, used Roman numerals for exponents and wrote®

8+12-9+10+3+7-4 for Safi+12x^-9x^+l03^+^x^+7x-4:

.

In this notation Biirgi was followed by Nicolaus Reymers (1601) and

J, Kepler.^ Reymers® used also the cossic symbols, but chose R in

place of occasionally he used a symbolism as in 25IIH+20II —
lOIII— 81 for the modern 25a:^+20a:^““ lOx®— 8x. We see that Cataldi,

Romanus, Fr, van Schooten, Biirgi, Reymers, and Kepler belong in

the list of those who followed the ^Tndex Plan.^^

297. Notations applied to any quantity^ the base being designated .

—

As long as literal coefficients were not used and numbers were not

generally represented by letters, the notations of Chuquet, Bombelli,

^ G. Wertheim, Zeitschr. /. Math. u. Physik, Vol. XLIV (1899), Ilist.-Lit.

Abteilung, p. 48.

2 Francisci tl Schooten, De Organica conicarum sectionum .... Tractatus

(Leyden, 1646), p. 98; Schooten, Renati Descartes Geometria (Frankfurt a./M.,

1695), p. 359.

® P. Treutlein in Abhandlungen zur Oeschichte der Mathematik, Vol. II (Leipzig,

1879), p. 36, 104.

* In his ‘De Figurarum regularium^^ in Opera omnia (ed. Ch. Frisch), Vol. V
(1864), p. 104, Kepler lets the radius AB of a circle be 1 and the side BC of a

regular inscribed heptagon be R. He says: ‘Tn hac proportione continuitatem

fingit, ut sicut est ABX ad BC 17?, sic sit 17? ad I2
,
et I2 as 1 cf, et 1 cf ad I 22

,
et

l2zad Iz cf et sic perpetuo, quod nos commodius signabimus per apices six, 1, P,

in, iin pv iv^ ivi^ ivit^ etc.’'

^ N. Raimarus Ursus, Arithmelica analytica (Frankfurt a. O., 1601), Bl. C3y°.

See J. Tropfke, op. cit.^ Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 122.
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Stevin, and others were quite adequate. There was no pressing need

of indicating the powers of a given number, say the cube of twelve;

they could be computed at once. Moreover, as only the unknown
quantity was raised to powers which could not be computed on the

spot, why should one go to the trouble of writing down the base?

Was it not sufficient to put down the exponent and omit the base?
v

Was it not easier to write 16 than 16x^? But when through the inno-

vations of Vieta and others, literal coefficients came to be employed,

and when several unknowns or variables came to be used as in ana-

lytic geometry, then the omission of the base became a serious defect
ii ii

in the symbolism. It will not do to write 16?/^ as 15—16. In

watching the coming changes in notation, the reader will bear this

problem in mind. Vieta^s own notation of 1591 was clumsy: D quadra-

turn or D. quad, stood for D^, D cubum for D®; A quadr, for A repre-

senting the unknown number.

In this connection perhaps the first writer to be mentioned is

Luca Pacioli who in 1494 explained, as an alternative notation of

powers, the use of /? as a base, but in place of the exponent he employs

an ordinal that is too large by unity (§ 136). Thus R, 30’‘ stood for

x^. Evidently Pacioli did not have a grasp of the exponential concept.

An important step was taken by Romanus' who uses letters and

writes bases as well as the exponents in expressions like

A(4)+R(4)+4A(3) in R+6A(2) in R(2)+4A in B(3)

which signifies

A*+B^+4A^B+6A^B^+4AB^

.

A similar suggestion came from the Frenchman, Pierre H^rigone, a

mathematician who had a passion for new notations. He wrote our a^

as a3, our 26^ as 264, and our 2ba^ as 2ba2, The coefficient was placed

before the letter, the exponent after.

In 1636 James Hume^ brought out an edition of the algebra of

Vieta, in which he introduced a superior notation, writing down the

base and elevating the exponent to a position above the regular line

and a little to the right. The exponent was expressed in Roman

^ See H. Bosnians in Annales SocUU scient. de Bruxelles^ Vol. XXX, Part II

(1906), p. 15.

2 James Hume, VAlghhre de Vikte, d^une methode nouvelle claire et facile (Paris

1636). See (Euvres de Descartes (ed. Charles Adam et P. Tannery), Vol. V, p. 604,

506-12.
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numerals. Thus, he wrote for A^, Except for the use of the Ro-
man numerals, one has here our modern notation. Thus, this Scots-

man, residing in Paris, had almost hit upon the exponential symbolism

which has become universal through the writings of Descartes.

298. Descartes^ notation of 1637.—Thus far had the notation ad-

vanced before Descartes published his G^omUrie (1637) (§ 191).

H(3rigone and Hume almost hit upon the scheme of Descartes. The
only difference was, in one case, the position of the exponent, and, in

the other, the exponent written in Roman numerals. Descartes ex-

pressed the exponent in Arabic numerals and assigned it an elevated

position. Where Hume would write and H6rigone would write

5a4, Descartes wrote 5a^. From the standpoint of the printer, H6ri-

gone’s notation was the simplest. But Descartes’ elevated exponent

offered certain advantages in interpretation which the judgment of

subsequent centuries has sustained. Descartes used positive integral

exponents only.

299. Did Stampioen arrive at Descartes^ notation independently?

—

Was Descartes alone in adopting the notation 5a^ or did others hit

upon this particular form independently? In 1639 this special form

was suggested by a young Dutch writer, Johan Stampioen.^ He makes

no acknowledgment of indebtedness to Descartes. He makes it ap-

pear that he had been considering the two forms ^a and a®, and had

found the latter preferable.^ Evidently, the symbolism a^ was adopted

by Stampioen after the book had been written; in the body of his

book* one finds aaa, hbbbj fffffy ggggggy but the exponential notation

above noted, as described in his passage following the Preface, is not

used. Stampioen uses the notation in some but not all parts of a

controversial publication^ of 1640, on the solution of cubic equations,

and directed against Waessenaer, a personal friend of Descartes. In

view of the fact that Stampioen does not state the originators of any

of the notations which he uses, it is not improbable that his a* was

taken from Descartes, even though Stampioen stands out as an

opponent of Descartes.^

1 Johan Stampioen d'Jonghe, Algebra ofte Nieuwe SteURegel (The Hague,

1639). See his statement following the Preface.

2 Stampioen’s own words are: dit is a drievoudich in hem seifs gemen-

nichvuldicht. men soude oock daer voor konnen stellen *a ofte better a*.”

* J. Stampioen, op. oil., p. 343, 344, 348.

^7. 7. Stampioenii Wis-Komtigh ende Reden-Maetigh Bewys (’s Graven-

Hage, 1640), unpaged Introduction and p. 52-55.

^ (Euvres de Descartes, Vol. XII (1910), p. 32, 272-74.
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300. Notations used by Descartes before 1637.—Descartes^ indebt-

edness to his predecessors for the exponential notation has been

noted. The new features in Descartes’ notation, 5a*, 6a5\ were in-

deed very slight. What notations did Descartes himself employ before

1637?

In his Opuscules de 1619-1621 he regularly uses German symbols

as they are found in the algebra of Clavius; Descartes writes^

36—32—6 5? aequ. 1 X

which means 36— 3^2— 6x= a:*. These Opuscules were printed by

Toucher de Careil (Paris, 1859-60), but this printed edition contains

corruptions in notation, due to the want of proper type. Thus the

numeral 4 is made to stand for the German symbol 'X \
the small letter

7 is made to stand for the radical sign \/. The various deviations

from the regular forms of the symbols are set forth in the standard

edition of Descartes’ works. Elsewhere (§ 264) we call attention

that Descartes* in a letter of 1640 used the Recordian sign of equality

and the symbols N and C of Xylander, in the expression “1C— 6iV =
40.” Writing to Mersenne, on May 3, 1638, Descartes* employed the

notation of Vieta, in B bis” for our a*+6^+2a6. In a

posthumous document,^ of which the date of composition is not

known, Descartes used the sign of equality found in his Giomitrie

of 1637, and P. H(5rigone’s notation for powers of given letters, as

bSx for ¥x, aZz for a*2 . Probably this document was written before

1637. Descartes^ used once also the notation of Dounot (or Deidier, or

Bar-lc-Duc, as he signs himself in his books) in writing the equation

1C—9Q+13W eq. 1/288—15, but Descartes translates it intot/*--9i/*+

13!/- 121/2+15 ^0.

301. Use of Herigone^s notation after 1637.—After 1637 there was

during the seventeenth century still very great diversity in the ex-

ponential notation. H^rigone’s symbolism found favor with some

writers. It occurs in Florimond Debeaune’s letter® of September 25,

1638, to Mersenne in terms like 21/4, 2/3, 2Z2 for 2y^f i/^, and 2Z*, rc-

^ Ibid.j Vol. X (1908), p. 249-51. See also E. de Jonqui^res in Bibliotheca

mathematica (2d ser.), Vol. IV (1890), p. 52, also G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathe-

matica (3d ser.), Vol. VI (1905), p. 406.

* (Euvres de Descartes, Vol. Ill (1899), p. 190.

Uhid., Vol. II (1898), p. 125; also Vol. XII, p. 279.

4 lUd., Vol. X (1908), p. 299.

Ibid,, Vol. XII, p. 278. « Ibid,, Vol. V (1903), p. 516.
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spectively. G. Schott* gives it along with older notations. Pietro

Mengoli^ uses it in expressions like a4+4a3r+6a2r2+4ar3+r4 for our

a^+4aV+6aV+4ar3+r^. The Italian Cardinal Michelangelo RiccP

writes in CBs” for AC^ .UE^. In a letter^ addressed to Ozanam
one finds M+c4^a4 for 6^+ 0^* = a'*. Chr. Huygens^ in a letter of June

8
, 1684, wrote a3+aa6 for a^+a^b. In the same year an article by

John Craig® in the Philosophical Transactions contains aSy+oA for

but a note to the ^^Benevole Lector’^ appears at the end apolo-

gizing for this notation. Dechales^ used in 1674 and again in 1690

(along with older notations) the form A.4+4A3B+6A2B2+4AR3+
B4. A Swedish author, Andreas Spole,® who in 1664-66 sojourned

in Paris, wrote in 1692 an arithmetic containing expressions 3a3+
3a2—2a— 2 for 3a®+3a^— 2a— 2. Joseph Moxon® lets ‘^A —B .(2)”

stand for our (A — also **A —B .(3)” for our (A— B)®. With the

eighteenth century this notation disappeared.

302. Later use of Hume's notation of 1636.—Humors notation of

1636 was followed in 1638 by Jean de Beaugrand^® who in an anony-

mous letter to Mersenne criticized Descartes and states that the equa-

tion 19x^*— 106:c— 120 has the roots +5, —2, —3, —4.

Beaugrand also refers to Vieta and used vowels for the unknowns, as

in “A'"+3AAi5-l-ADP esgale a ZSS.” Again Beaugrand writes

— ISP— 12” for x®— 13a;— 12, where the o apparently desig-

nates the omission of the second term, as does ^ with Descartes.

303. Other exponential notations suggested after 1637.—At the time

of Descartes and the century following several other exponential

notations were suggested which seem odd to us and which serve to

‘ G. Schott, Cursus mathematicus (Wurzburg, 1661), p. 576.

^ Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam Geonielriae speciosae Elementa^ .... Petri Mengoli

(Bologna, 1659), p. 20.

^ Michaelis Angeli Riccii Exercitalio geometrica (Londini, 1668), p. 2. [Preface,

1666.]

^Journal des Sgavans, Pann^e 1680 (Amsterdam, 1682), p. 160.

^ Ibid., Pann^e 1684, Vol. II (2d ed.; AmsterdaiU, 1709), p. 254.

^Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XV~XVI (London, 1684-91), p. 189.

^ R. P. Claudii Francisci Milliet Dechales Camberiensis Mundus mathernaticiis,

Tomus tertius (Leyden, 1674), p. 664; Tomus primus (editio altera; Leyden,

1690), p. 635.

^ Andrejis Spole, Arilhmetica vulgaris et specioza (Upsala, 1692). See G. Ene-

str()m in Uhitermediaire des malHmaliciens, Vol. IV (1897), p. 60.

® Joseph Moxon, Mathematical Dictionary (London, 1701), p. 190, 191,

(Euvres de Descartes, Vol. V (1903), p. 606, 507.
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indicate how the science might have been retarded in its progress

under the handicap of cumbrous notations, had such wise leadership

as that of Descartes, Wallis, and Newton not been available. Rich.

Balam^ in 1653 explains a device of his own, as follows: “(2) • 3
; ,

the

Duplicat, or Square of 3, that is, 3X3; (4) • 2 •

,

the Quadruplicat of 2,

that is, 2X2X2X2 = 16.^’ The Dutch J. Stampioen^ in 1639 wrote

A for as early as 1575 F. Maurolycus-'^ used to designate the

square of a line. Similarly, an Austrian, Johannes Cararnuel,'^ in

1670 gives “25. est Quadratum Numeri 25. hoc est, 625.”

Huygens-^ wrote “1000(3)10” for 1,000 = 10^ and “1024(10)2” for

1024 = 2^<^. A Leibnizian symbolism® explained in 1710 indicates the

cube of AB+BC thus: (AB+BC); in fact, before this time, in

1695 Leibniz^ wrote [m] y+a for (?y+a)"^.

304. Descartes preferred the notation aa to a^. Fr. van Schooten,*

in 1646, followed Descartes even in writing ryry, xx rather than r/, x^,

but in his 1649 Latin edition of Descartes’ geometry he wrote prefer-

ably xK The symbolism xx was used not only by Descartes, but also

by Huygens, Kahn, Kersey, Wallis, Newton, Halley, Rolle, Euler

—

in fact, by most writers of the second half of the seventeenth and of

tlic eighteenth centuries. Later, Gauss® was in the habit of writing

xXy and he defended his practice by the statement that did not take

up less space than xx, hence did not fulfil the main object of a symbol.

The x^ was preferred by Leibniz, Ozanam, David Gregory, and Pascal.

305. The reader should be reminded at this time that the repre-

sentation of positive integral powers by the repetition of the factors

was suggested very early (about 1480) in the Dresden Codex C. 80

under the heading Algorithmus de addiiis et minulU where x'^ — z and

x^'^ — zzzzz; it was elaborated more systematically in 1553 by M.

^ Rich. Balam, Algebra, or The Doctrine of Composing, Inferring, ami He-

solving an Equation (London, 1653), p. 9.

2 Johan Stampiocn, Algebra (The Hague, 1639), p. 38.

^ D. FrancisE Mavrolyci Abbalis rnessanensis Opuscula Malhcmatica (Venice,

1575) (Euclid, Book XIII),- p. 107.

^ Joannis Caramvelis Malhesis Biceps. Veins et Nova (Companiae, 1670),

p. 131, 132.

^ Christiani Ilugenii Opera .... quae collegit .... Guilielmus Jacobus’s

Gravesande (Leyden, 1751), p. 456.

Miscellanea Berolinensia (Berlin, 1710), p. 157.

^ Acta eruditorum (1695), p. 312.

Francisci d. Schooten Leydensis de Organica conicarum sectionum .... Trac-

latus (Leyden, 1646), p. 91 ff.

® M. Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II (2d ed.), p. 794 n.
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Stifel (§ 156). One sees in Stifcl the exponential notation applied,

not to the unknown but to several different quantities, all of them
known. Stifel understood that a quantity with the exponent zero

had the value 1. But this notation was merely a suggestion which

Stifel himself did not use further. Later, in Alsted^s Encyclopaedia,^

published at Herborn in Prussia, there is given an explanation of the

German symbols for radix, zensus, cuhus, etc.; then the symbols from

Stifel, just referred to, are reproduced, with the remark that they are

preferred by some writers. The algebra proper in the Encyclopaedia

is from the pen of Johann Geysius^ who describes a similar notation

2a, 4aa, 8aaa, . . . . ,
512aaaattaaaa and suggests also the use of

I II III IX
Roman numerals as indices, as in 2Z 4^' 8c . . . . 512cc. Forty years

after, CaramveP ascribes to Geysius the notation aaa for the cube of

a, etc.

In England the repetition of factors for the designation of powers

was employed regularly in Thomas Harriot. In a manuscript pre-

served in the library of Sion College, Nathaniel Torporley (1573-

1632) makes strictures on Harriotts book, but he uses Harriot\s

notation.^ John Newton^' in 1654 writes aaaaa, John Collins writes

in the Philosophical Transactions of 1668 aaa~3aa+4a= A' to signify

x®— 3x2+4x = A'. Harriotts mode of representation is found again in

the Transactions^ for 1684. Joseph Raphson^ uses powers of g up to

but in every instance he writes out each of the factors, after the

manner of Harriot.

306. The following curious symbolism was designed in 1659 by

Samuel Foster® of London:

n ^ =\ ZJ =z\ B ^ J]

q ^ <1<1 q<^ cc qqc qcc ccc

2 345 6789
‘ Johannis-IIenrici Alsledii Encyclopaedia (Herborn, 1630), Book XIV,

“Arithinetica,’^ p. 844.

2 Ibid., p. 865-74.

^ Joannis Caramvelis Mathesis Biceps (Campaniae, 1670), p. 121.

^ J. O. Halliwcll, A Colleclion of Letters Illustrative of the Progress of Science in

England (London, 1841), p. 109-16.

^ John Newton, Institutio Malhematica or a Mathematical Institution (London,

1654), p. 85.

® Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XV-XVI (London, 1684-91), p. 247, 340.

^ Josepho Raphson, Analysis Aequationum universalis (London, 1702).

[First edition, 1697.]

^ Samuel Foster, Miscellanies, or Mathematical Lucubrations (London, 1659),

1
). 10 .
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Foster did not make much use of it in his book. He writes the pro-

portion

AC . AR::CD\:RP\

which means

AC:AR= CD^rRF .

An altogether different and unique procedure is encountered in

the Maandelykse Mathematische Liefhehberye (1754-G9), where \/

signifies extracting the mth root, and y/ signifies raising to the

mth power. Thus,

yn

yl --ay

)9

307. Spread of Descartes^ notation.—Since Descartes^ Geometric

appeared in Holland, it is not strange that the exponential notation

met with prompter acceptance in Holland than elsewhere. We have

already seen that J. Stampioen used this notation in 1639 and 1640.

The great disciple of Descartes, Fr. van Schooten, used it in 1646, and

in 1649 in his Latin edition of Descartes^ geometry. In 1646 van

Schooten indulges^ in the unusual practice of raising some (but not all)

of his coefficients to the height of exponents. He writes — ^aax— »

0 to designate x^— ZaH—2a}— 0. Van Schooten^ does the same thing

in 1657, when he writes ^ax for 2ax. Before this Marini GhetaldP

in Italy wrote coefficients in a low position, as subscripts, as in the

proportion,

ut AQ ad A 2 in B ita - ad mo-\-n

which stands for = (2m+n). Before this Albert Girard^
y

placed the coefficients where we now write our exponents. I quote:

^^Soit un binome conjoint B+C. Son Cube era B{Bq+Cff)-\-

C{B\-\-Cf).^^ Here the cube of B+C is given in the form corresponding

' Francisci k Schooten, De organica conicarurn seclionum .... tractatus

(Leyden, 1646), p. 105.

2 Francisci k Schooten, Exercitationum mathemalicarum liber primus (Leyden,

1657), p. 227, 274, 428, 467, 481, 483.

3 Marini Ghetaldi, De resolutione et compositione malhematica libri quinqice.

Opus posthumum (Rome, 1630). Taken from E. Gelcich, Abhandlungen zur Ge»

schichte der Mathemalik, Vol. IV (1882), p. 198.

* A. Girard, Invention nouvelle en Valgebre (1629), ^‘3 C.”
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to 5(H^+3C*)+C(3H^+C2). Much later, in 1679, we find in the col-

lected works of P. Fermat^ the coefficients in an elevated position:

“Z) in A for 2DA^ in E for 2RE.

The Cartesian notation was used by C. Huygens and P. Mersenne

in 1646 in their correspondence with each other,^ by J. Hudde^ in

1658, and by other writers.

In England, J. Wallis'* was one of the earliest writers to use

Descartes’ exponential symbolism. He used it in 1655, even though he

himself had been trained in Oughtred’s notation.

The Cartesian notation is found in the algebraic parts of Isaac

Barrow’s*' geometric lectures of 1670 and in John Kersey^s Algebra^ of

1673. The adoption of Descartes’ a'* in strictly algebraic operations

and the retention of the older Aqy Ac for A^yA^ in geometric analysis is

of frequent occurrence in Barrow and in other writers. Seemingly,

the impression prevailed that A^ and A^ suggest to the pupil the purely

arithmetical process of multiplication, AA and AAAy but that the

symbolisms Aq and Ac conveyed the idea of a geometric square and

geometric cube. So we find in geometrical expositions the use of the

latter notation long after it had disappeared from purely algebraic

processes. We find it, for instance, in W. Whiston’s edition of

Tacquet’s Euclid y'^ in Sir Isaac Newton’s Principia^ and OptickSy^ in B.

Robins’ TractSy^^ and in a text by K. F. Hauber.** In the Philosophical

Transactions of London none of the pre-Cartesian notations for powers

appear, except a few times in an article of 1714 from the pen of R.

Cotes, and an occasional tendency to adhere to the primitive, but very

^ P. Fermat, Varia opera (Toulouse, 1679), p. 5.

C. Huygens, (Euvres, Vol. I (La Haye, 1888), p. 24.

^ Joh. Huildeni Episl. I de rediLctione aequationum (Amsterdam, 1658);

Matthiessen, Grundzuge der Antiken u. Modernen Algebra (Leipzig, 1878), p. 349.

^ J(dm Wallis, Arilhmetica injinitorum (Oxford, 1655), p. 16 ff.

® Isaac Barrow, Lectiones Geomelriae (London, 1670), Lecture XIII (W.

Whcweirs ed.), p. 309.

® John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), p. 11.

^ See, for instance, Elernenta EucUdea geomelriae auctore Andrea Tacquet, ...
Gulielmus Whiston (Amsterdam, 1725), p. 41.

Sir Isaac Newton, Principia (1687), Book I, Lemma xi, Cas. 1, and in other

places.

‘^Sir Isaac Newton, Opticks (3d ed.; London, 1721), p. 30.

Benjamin Robins, Mathematical Tracts (ed. James Wilson, 1761), Vol. II,

p. 65.

Karl Friderich Ilauber, Archimeds zwey Bucher liber Kugel und Cylinder

(Tubingen, 1798), p. 56 ff.
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lucid method of repeating the factors, as aaa for a®. The modern
exponents did not appear in any of the numerous editions of William

Oughtred^s Clavis mathematicae; the last edition of that popular book

was issued in 1694 and received a new impression in 1702. On Febru-

ary 5, 1666-67, J. Wallis^ wrote to J. Collins, when a proposed new
edition of Oughtred^s Clavis was under discussion: ^Tt is true, that as

in other things so in mathematics, fashions will daily alter, and that

which Mr. Oughtred designed by great letters may be now by others

designed by small; but a mathematician will, with the same ease and

advantage, understand Ac or aaa.” As late as 1790 the Portuguese

J. A. da Cunha*^ occasionally wrote Aq and Ac. J. Pell wrote and f

in a letter written in Amsterdam on August 7, 1645.® J. H. Rahn’s

Teutsche Algebra, printed in 1659 in Zurich, contains for positive inte-

gral powers two notations, one using the Cartesian exponents, a®,

the other consisting of writing an Archemidean spiral (Fig. 96) be-

tween the base and the exponent on the right. Thus a© 3 signifies

a®. This symbol is used to signify involution, a process which Rahn
calls involviren. In the English translation, made by T. Brancker and

published in 1668 in London, the Archimedean spiral is displaced by

the omicron-sigma (Fig. 97), a symbol found among several English

writers of textbooks, as, for instance, J. Ward,^ E. Hatton,® Ham-
mond,® C. Mason,^ and by P. Ronayne®—all of whom use also Rahn\s

and Brancker^s wW to signify evolution. The omicron-sigma is

found in Birks;® it is mentioned by Saverien,^® who objects to it as

being superfluous.

Of interest is the following passage in Newton^s Arithmetick,^^

which consists of lectures delivered by him at Cambridge in the period

1669-85 and first printed in 1707: ‘‘Thus |/64 denotes 8; and |/3:64

^ Rigaiid, Correspondence of Scientific Men of the Seventeenth Century^ Vol. I

(Oxford, 1841), p. 63.

2 J. A. da Cunha, Principios mathematicos (1790), p. 158.

3 J. O. Halliwell, Progress of Science in England (London, 1841), p. 89.

John Ward, The Young Mathematician^s Guide (London, 1707), p. 144.

® Edward Hatton, Intire System of Arithmetic (London, 1721), p. 287.

® Nathaniel Hammond, Elements of Algebra (London, 1742).

^ C. Mason in the Diarian Repository (London, 1774), p. 187.

8 Philip Ronayne, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1727), p. 3.

^ Anthony and John Birks, Arithmetical Collections (London, 1766), p. viii.

^°A. Saverien, Dictionnaire universel de mathematique et de physique (Paris,

1753), “Caractere.”

Newton’s Universal Arithmetick (London, 1728), p. 7.
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denotes 4 There are some that to denote the Square of the first

Power, make use of g, and of c for the Cube, qq for the Biquadrate,

and qc for the Quadrato-Cube, etc Others make use of other

sorts of Notes, but they are now almost out of Fashion/^

In the eighteenth century in England, when parentheses were

seldom used and the vinculum was at the zenith of its popularity,

bars were drawn horizontally and allowed to bend into a vertical

stroke^ (or else were connected with a vertical stroke), as in AXB'^\

or m a+f)|n.

In France the Cartesian exponential notation was not adopted as

early as one might have expected. In J. de Billyhs Nova geometriae

clavis (Paris, 1643), there is no trace of that notation; the equation

x+x^ = 20 is written ^AR~]^1Q aequatur 20” In Fermat’s edition^ of

Diophantus of 1670 one finds in the introduction 1QQ+4C+10Q+
20A’+1 for x^+4a:^+10a:^+20a:+l. But in an edition of the works of

Fermat, brought out in 1679, after his death, the algebraic notation

of Vieta which he had followed was discarded in favor of the expo-

nents of Descartes.^ B. PascaP made free use of positive integral

exponents in several of his papers, particularly the Potestatum numeri-

carum summa (1654).

In Italy, C. RenaldinP in 1665 uses both old and new exponential

notations, with the latter predominating.

308. Negative, fractional, and literal exponents.—Negative and

fractional exponential notations had been suggested by Oresme,

Chuquet, Stevin, and others, but the modern symbolism for these is

due to Wallis and Newton. Wallis® in 1656 used positive integral

exponents and speaks of negative and fractional ‘indices,” but he

does not actually write a-^ for a^ for |/a®. He speaks of the series

^ See, for instance, A. Malcolm, A New System of Arithmelick (London, 1730),

p. 143.

* Diophanti Alexandrini arithmeticarum Libri Sex, cum commentariis G. B.

Bacheti V. C. et observaiionihus D. P. de Fermat (Tolosae, 1670), p. 27.

* See (Euvres de Fermat (6d. Paul Tannery et Charles Henry), Tome I (Paris,

1891), p. 91 n.

^ (Euvres de Pascal (6d. Leon Brunschvicg et Pierre Boutroux), Vol. Ill (Paris,

1908), p. 349-58.

® Caroli Renaldinii, Ars analytica .... (Florence, 1665), p. 11, 80, 144.

® J. Wallis, Arithmetica infinitorum (1656), p. 80, Prop. CVI.
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1 1 1_
l/r 72" 73"

etc., as having the “index — i” Our modern notation

involving fractional and negative exponents was formally introduced

a dozen years later by Newton* in a letter of June 13, 1676, to Olden-

burg, then secretary of the Royal Society of London, which explains

the use of negative and fractional exponents in the statement, “Since

algebraists write a^, a^, a^, etc., for aa, aaa, aaaa, etc., so I write

a*, for 7a, 7a^ 7c a®; and I write a~*, a“2 ^-3 etc., for
,
7

'
' a aa aaa

etc.” He exhibits the general exponents in his binomial formula first

announced in that letter:

r ^
I r>r\ I

2n _
,

m—3n .

+ n

where B = etc., and where — may represent any real

and rational number. It should be observed that Newton wrote here

literal exponents such as had been used a few times by Wallis,^ in

1657, in expressions like = = which arose

in the treatment of geometric progression. Wallis gives also the

division AR^)AR^^^{R^, Newton^ employs irrational exponents in his

letter to Oldenburg of the date October 24, 1676, where he writes

^ ’
=2/‘ Before Wallis and Newton, Vieta indicated general

exponents a few times in a manner almost rhetorical;^ his

A potestasA-
E potestate—A poiesia . . ,

I - r ^— 1
— in A gradum

E gradui+A gradu

is our
q.m

the two distinct general powers being indicated by the words potestas

and gradus, Johann Bernoulli^ in 1691-92 still wrote 30 ^"^axA-xx for

1 Isaaci Newtoni Opera (cd. S. Ilorsely), Tom. IV (London, 1782), p. 215.

2 J. Wallis, Malhesis universalis (Oxford, 1657), p. 292, 293, 294.

3 See J. Collins, Comrnercium epistolicum (ed. J. B. Biot and F. Lefort; Paris,

1856), p. 145.

^ Vieta, Opera mathematica (ed. Fr. van Schooten, 1634), p. 197.

^ lohannis I Bernoulli, Lecliones de calculo differentialium .... von Paul

Schafheitlin. Separatabdruck aus den Verkandlungen der Naturforschenden Ge-

sellschafl in Basel, Vol. XXXIV, 1922.
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3(’Y(ax+x^)2, ACv^yx-\-xx for 4l^ 5QQl/ayx+x^-{-z7jx for

5y^(ayx+x^-\-zyxy, But fractional, negative, and general exponents

were freely used by D. Gregory^ and were fully explained by W. Jones^

and by C. Reyneau.^ Reyneau remarks that this theory is not ex-

plained in works on algebra.

309. Imaginary exponents .
—^The further step of introducing im-

aginary exponents is taken by L. Euler in a letter to Johann Ber-

noulli,'* of October 18, 1740, in which he announces the discovery of

the formula = 2 cos x, and in a letter to C. Gold-

bach,*’ of December 9, 1741, in which he points out as a curiosity

that the fraction is nearly equal to
] J. The first ap-

pearance of imaginary exponents in print is in an article by Euler

in the Miscellanea Berolinensia of 1743 and in Euler\s Introductio in

analysin (Lausannae, 1747), Volume I, page 104, where he gives the

all-important formula 6+®*^“^ = cos 1 sin v.

310. At an earlier date occurred the introduction of variable

exponents. In a letter of 1679, addressed to C. Huygens, G. W.
Leibniz*^ discussed equations of the form x'’^—x=24, x^-{-z^= 6, x^+z^= c.

On May 9, 1694, Johann Bernoulli mentions expressions of this

sort in a letter to Leibniz who, in 1695, again considered exponentials

in the Acta eruciitoruniy as did also Johann Bernoulli in 1697.

311. Of interest is the following quotation from a discussion by

T. P. Nunn, in the Mathematical Gazette, Volume VI (1912), page

255, from which, however, it must not be inferred that Wallis

actually wrote down fractional and negative exponents: ^^Those

who are acquainted with the work of John Wallis will remember

that he invented negative and fractional indices in the course of

an investigation into methods of evaluating areas, etc. He had

^ David Gregory, Exercilatio geomeirica de dimensions figuraru7n (Edinburgh,

1684), p. 4-6.

2 William Jones, Synopsis palmariorum mcUheseos (London, 1706), p. 67,

115-19.

3 Charles Reyneau, Analyse demontrSe (Paris, 1708), Vol. I, Introduction.

^ See G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathemalica (2d ser.), Vol. XI (1897), p. 49.

®P. H. Fuss, Correspondance malMmatique el physique (Petersburg, 1843),

Vol. I, p. 111.

® C. 1. Gcrhardt, Briefwechsel von G. W. Leibniz mil Mathematikern (2d ed.;

Berlin, 1899), Vol. 1, p. 568.

^ Johann Bernoulli in Leibnizens Malhematische Schriflen (ed. C. I. Gerhardt),

Vol. HI (1855), p. 140.
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discovered that if the ordinates of a curve follow the law y— kx** its

area follows the law ‘ ^ being (necessarily) a positive

integer. This law is so remarkably simple and so powerful as a method
that Wallis was prompted to inquire whether cases in which the ordi-

k •

nates follow such laws sls y = -^y = k could not be brought within
X

f

its scope. He found that this extension of the law would be possible

. k , - .

if~ could be written fcx”", and k {/x as kx^. From this, from numerous

other historical instances, and from general psychological observa-

tions, I draw the conclusion that extensions of notation should be

taught because and when they arc needed for the attainment of some

practical purpovse, and that logical criticism should come after the

suggestion of an extension to assure us of its validity.^'

312. Notation f07' principal valiieH ,—When in the early part of the

nineteenth century the multiplicity of values of a” came to be studied,

where a and n may be negative or complex numbers, and when the

need of defining the principal values became more insistent, new nota-

tions sprang into use in the exponential as well as the logarithmic

theories. A. L. Cauchy^ designated all the values that a” may take,

for given values of a and n [a4=0], by the symbol ((a))^, so that ((a))* =
Qxia

^

^

where I means the tabular logarithm of |al, e = 2.718 . . . . ,

7r = 3.141 . . . . ,
fc = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . . This notation is adopted by

O. Stolz and J. A. Gmeiner^ in their Theoretische Arithnetik,

Other notations sprang up in the early part of the last century,

Martin Ohm elaborated a general exponential theory as early as 1821

in a Latin thesis and later in his System der Mathematik (1822-33).^

In a^f when a and x may both be complex, log a has an infinite num-
ber of values. When, out of this infinite number some particular

value of log a, say oc
,
is selected, he indicates this by writing (al| oc ).

With this understanding he can write x log a-\-y log a—{x-\-y) log a,

and consequently = is a complete equation, that is, an equa-

tion in which both sides have the same number of values, representing

exactly the same expressions. Ohm did not introduce the particular

value of a^ which is now called the ‘^principal value.’'

1 A. L. Cauchy, Cours analyse (Paris, 1821), chap, vii, § 1.

2 O. Stolz and J. A. Gmeiner, Theoretische Ariihmetik (Leipzig), Vol. II (1902),

p. 371-77.

2 Martin Ohm, Versuch eines vollkommen consequenten Systems der Mathe-

matik, Vol. 11 (2d ed., 1829), p. 427. [First edition of Vol. II, 1823.]
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Crelle^ let \u\^ indicate some fixed value of u^y preferably a real

value, if one exists, where k may be irrational or imaginary; the two

vertical bars were used later by Weierstrass for the designation of

absolute value (§ 492).

313. Complicated exponents .
—^When exponents themselves have

exponents, and the latter exponents also have exponents of their own,

then clumsy expressions occur, such as one finds in Johann I Ber-

noulli,^ Goldbach,^ Nikolaus II Bernoulli,^ and Waring.

2. Sit data exponentialis quantitas x v, tc per prascedentem

mcthodum inveniri potcft cjus fiuxio x^v+ •^vxx^x log.

xxy.
itc,

3. Sit exponentialis quantitas A*' , &ejusfluxioerity*
&e. ^ tec,

m Xt, w tetm

^ ice. w ^ m See.

M ^ « Sec. etf

xy* "“'xlog-^x^-l-x^ xy* xv^ "•xlog.;rx

<• Sec,

9 9 See.

m 9 w See.

log.jf xz+x' xji" X a* X w**" X v* X log. x x log.^ x log.

W &C»
9 eif See,

» .
V «p See.

z XV -t- x' xjp” xa’ xv^x &c. w**—' x log. x x log. jr x.

log. z X log. vxw-h See, unde fadle conftabit lex, quam obfervat

luBC feries.

Fig. 106.—E. Waring’s ‘‘repeated exponents.” (From Mediiationes analyticae

[1785], p. 8.)

De Morgan^ suggested a new notation for cases where exponents

are complicated expressions. Using a solidus, he proposes aA {
(a+bx)

/{c+ex)]y where the quantity within the braces is the exponent of a.

He returned to this subject again in 1868 with the statement:

convenient notation for repeated exponents is much wanted: not a

working symbol, but a contrivance for preventing the symbol from

wasting a line of text. The following would do perfectly well, a:|al6|c|d,

1 A. L. Crelle in Crelle^s Journal, Vol. VII (1831), p. 265, 266.

* lohann I Bernoulli, Ada ervditorum (1697), p. 125-33.

* P. H. Fuss, Correspondance math, et phys. ... du XVI1 sihete, Vol. II (1843),

p. 128.

^ Op. cit.y p. 133.

® A. de Morgan, “Calculus of Functions,” Encydopaedia Metropolitana, Vol.

II (1845), p. 388.
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in which each post means all which follows is to be placed on the top

of it. Thus:*

x\a\b\c\d=

When the base and the successive exponents are all alike, say a,

Woepcke^ used the symbol q for and ^ for where

m indicates the number of repetitions of a. He extended this notation

to cases where a is real or imaginary, not zero, and m is a positive

or negative integer, or zero. A few years later J. W. L. Glaisher sug-

gested still another notation for complicated exponents, namely,

~ h
atx”H— the arrows merely indicating that the quantity between

them is to be raised so as to become the exponent of a. Glaisher prefers

this to Exp. for a“. Harkness and Morley® state, ‘‘It is usual

to write exp {z)—e^j when z is complex.^^ The contraction “exp’^ was

recommended by a British Committee (§ 725) in 1875, but was ignored

in the suggestions of 1916, issued by the Council of the London Math-
ematical Society. G. H. Bryan stresses the usefulness of this symbol.^

Another notation was suggested by H. Schubert. If a® is taken as

an exponent of a, one obtains or a®®, and so on. Schubert desig-

nates the result by (a; 6), indicating that a has been thus written b

times.^ For the expression there has been adopted the sign

(a; 6+c), so that (a; 5)^®* = (a; c+l)^®*

314. D. F. Gregory^ in 1837 made use of the sign (+)'', r an integer,

to designate the repetition of the operation of multiplication. Also,

(+a2)i = +i(a2)i= +ia, where the “will be different, according as

we suppose the + to be equivalent to the operation repeated an even or

an odd number of times. In the former case it will be equal to +, in

the latter to —. And generally, if we raise +a to any power m,

whether whole or fractional, we have (+a)^= +^a”* So long as

' A. de Morgan, Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society^ Vol. XI,

Part III (1869), p. 450.

2 F. Woepcke in CrelWs Journal, Vol. XLII (1851), p. 83.

* J. Harkness and F. Morley, Theory of Functions (New York, 1893), p. 120.

* Mathematical Gazette, Vol. VIII (London, 1917), p. 172, 220.

® H. Schubert in Encyclopedic d. scien. math., Tome I, Vol. I (1904), p. 61.

L. Euler considered a<*®, etc. See E. M. L^meray, Proc. Edinh. Math. Soc., Vol.

XVI (1897), p. 13.

* The Mathematical Writings of Duncan Farquharson Gregory (ed. William

Walton; Cambridge, 1865), p. 124-27, 145.
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m is an integer,m is an integer, and +'”‘a” has only one value; but if

m be a fraction of the form ^ will acquire different values, ac-

cording as we assign different values to r . . . . i/(— a) Xi/(~a) =

|/(+a2) = ]/(-f )|/(a2) = —a; for in this case we know how the +
has been derived, namely from the product — — = +, or —^=+,
which of course gives there being here nothing indeterminate

about the +. It was in consequence of sometimes tacitly assuming

the existence of +, and at another time neglecting it, that the errors

in various trigonometrical expressions arose; and it was by the intro-

duction of the factor cos 2r7rH— ^ sin 2r7r (which is equivalent to +0
that Poinsot established the formulae in a more correct and general

V p

shape/^ Gregory finds *^sin (4-^c) = +^ sin c”
A special notation for the positive integral powers of an imaginary

root r of . +x+l =0, n being an odd prime, is given

by Gauss to simplify the typesetting he designates r, rr, r®, etc.,

by the symbols [1], [2], [3], etc.

315. Conclusions.—There is perhaps no symbolism in ordinary

algebra which has been as well chosen and is as elastic as the Cartesian

exponents. Descartes wrote a^, x*; the extension of this to general

exponents a” was easy. Moreover, the introduction of fractional and

negative numbers, as exponents, was readily accomplished. The ir-

rational exponent, as in a found unchallenged admission. It was

natural to try exponents in the form of pure imaginary or of complex

numbers (L. Euler, 1740). In the nineteenth century valuable inter-

pretations were found which constitute the general theory of 6”

where b and n may both be complex. Our exponential notation has

been an aid for the advancement of the science of algebra to a degree

that could not have been possible under the old German or other early

notations. Nowhere is the importance of a good notation for the rapid

advancement of a mathematical science exhibited more forcibly than

in the exponential symbolism of algebra.

SIGNS FOR ROOTS

316. Early forms.—Symbols for roots appear very early in the

development of mathematics. The sign^for square root occurs in two

Egyptian papyri, both found at Kahun. One was described by F. L.

‘C. F. Gauss, Disquisitionea arithmeticae (Leipzig, 1801), Art. 342; WerkCy

Vol. I (1863), p. 420.
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Griffith^ and the other by H. Schack-Schackenburg.* For Hindu signs

see §§ 107, 108, 112; for Arabic signs see § 124.

317. General statement,—^The principal symbolisms for the desig-

nation of roots, which have been developed since the influx of Arabic

learning into Europe in the twelfth century, fall under four groups

having for their basic symbols, respectively, R {radix)
,

I {latus)^ the

sign |/, and the fractional exponent.

318. The sign R; first appearance,—In a translation* from the

Arabic into Latin of a commentary of the tenth book of the Elements

of Euclid, the word radix is used for “square root.” The sign R came

to be used very extensively for “root,’^ but occasionally it stood also

for the first power of the unknown quantity, x. The word radix was

used for x in translations from Arabic into Latin by John of Seville

and Gerard of Cremona (§ 290). This double use of the sign R for x

and also for square root is encountered in Leonardo of Pisa (§§122,

292)4 and Luca Pacioli (§§ 135-37, 292).

Before Pacioli, the use of R to designate square root is also met in a

correspondence that the German astronomer Regiomontanus (§ 126)^

carried on with Giovanni Bianchini, who was court astronomer at

Ferrara in Italy, and with Jacob von Speier, a court astronomer at

Urbino (§ 126).

In German manuscripts referred to as the Dresden MSS C. 80,

written about the year 1480, and known to have been in the hands of

J. Widman, H. Grammateus, and Adam Riese, there is a sign con-

sisting of a small letter, with a florescent stroke attached (Fig. 104).

It has been interpreted by some writers as a letter r with an additional

stroke. Certain it is that in Johann Widman’s arithmetic of 1489

occurs the crossed capital letter R, and also the abbreviation ra

(§293).

Before Widman, the Frenchman Chuquet had used R for “rooP'

1 F. L. Griffith, The Petrie Papyri, /. Kahun Papyri, Plate VIII.

2 H. Schack-Schackenburg in Zeitschrift fur aegyptische Sprache und Alter-

tumskuude, Vol. XXXVIII (1900), p. 136; also Plate IV. See also Vol. XL,

p. 65.

* M. Curtzo, Anaritii in decern lihros elementorum Euclidis commentarii (Leipzig,

1899), p. 252-386.

^ Scritti di Leonardo Pisano (ed. B. Boncompagni), Vol. II (Rome, 1862),

^‘La practica geometriae,’^ p. 209, 231. The word radix, meaning x, is found also

in Vol. I, p. 407.

® M. Curtze, “Der Briefwechsel Riomantan’s, etc.,” Abhandlungen zur Ge-

schichte der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Vol. XII (Leipzig, 1902), p. 234,

318.
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in his manuscript, Le Triparty (§ 130). He^ indicates 16. as 4,

“5^ 16. d est . 2.,^^ 32. si est .
2”

319. Sixteenth-century use of —The different uses of R, made in

Pacioli^s Summa (1494, 1523) are fully set forth in §§ 134-38. In

France, De la Roche followed Chuquet in the use of R, (§ 132). The
symbol appears again in Italy in Ghaligai^s algebra (1521), and in later

editions (§ 139), while in Holland it appeared as early as 1537 in the

arithmetic of Giel Van der Hoecke (§ 150) in expressions like ^Ttem

wildi aftrecken R J van R ^ resi R i.e., — — The em-

ployment of R in the calculus of radicals by Cardan is set forth in

§§ 141, 199. A promiscuous adoption of different notations is found in

the algebra of Johannes Scheubel (§§ 158, 159) of the University of

Tubingen. He used Widman^s abbreviation ra, also the sign ]/; he

indicates cube root by ra, cu. or by /vv\/> fourth root by ra, ra, or by

/Vv^. He suggests a notation of his own, of which he makes no further

use, namely, radix se,, for cube root, which is the abbreviation of radix

secundae quantitatis. As the sum ^Va. 15 ad ra, 17’^ he gives ‘Va. col,

32-Fi/1020,” i.e., Vlb+Vli The col., collecti,

signifies here aggregation.

Nicolo Tartaglia in 1556 used R extensively and also parentheses

(§§ 142, 143). Francis Maurolycus^ of Messina in 1575 wrote ^V. 18'^

for l/l8, r. 6 m. r 7^” for Bombelli^s radical notation

is explained in § 144. It thus appears that in Italy the R had no rival

during the sixteenth century in the calculus of radicals. The only

variation in the symbolism arose in the marking of the order of the

radical and in the modes of designation of the aggregation of terms

that were affected by R,

320. In Spain^ the work of Marco Aurel (1552) (§ 204) employs

the signs of Stifel, but Antich Rocha, adopting the Italian abbrevia-

tions in adjustment to the Spanish language, lets, in his Arithmetica

of 1564, ‘‘15 Mas ra, q, 50 Mas ra, q, 27 Mas ra, q,
6’^ stand for

15+]/50+i/27+i/6. A few years earlier, J. Perez de Moya, in his

Aritmetica practica y speculativa (1562), indicates square root by r,

^ Le Triparty en la science des nombres par Maistre Nicolas Chuquet Parisien ...

par M. Aristide Marre in Boncompagni’s Bulletlino, Vol. XIII, p. 655; (reprint,

Rome, 1881), p. 103.

2 D, Francisci Mavrolyci, Abbatis MessanensiSy Opuscula mathematica (Venice,

1575), p. 144.

’ Our information on these Spanish authors is drawn partly from Julio Rey
Pastor, Los Matemdiicos espanoles de siglo XVI (Oviedo, 1913), p. 42.
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cube root by rrr, fourth root by rr, marks powers by co., ce., cu.^ c. cc.,

and ^^plus^^ by p, ^'minus^' by m, ^^equaF^ by eg.

In Holland, Adrianus Romanus^ used a small r, but instead of v

wrote a dot to mark a root of a binomial or polynomial; he wrote

r bin, 2+r bin, 2+r bin, 2+r 2, to designate V2+\2+^2+V 2,

In Tartaglia^s arithmetic, as translated into French by Gosselin^

of Caen, in 1613, one finds the familiar H cu to mark cube root. A
modification was introduced by the Scotsman James Hume,* residing

in Paris, who in his algebra of 1635 introduced Roman numerals to

indicate the order of the root (§ 190). Two years later, the French

text by Jacqves dc Billyh used HQ, HC, HQC for i/~",
\/~~y

respectively.

321. Seventeenth-century use of R ,—During the seventeenth cen-

tury, the symbol R lost ground steadily but at the close of the century

it still survived; it was used, for instance, by Michael Rolle'* who em-

ployed the signs 2+fi.~-121. to represent 2+1/— 121, and R, trin,

^abb-da^b-b^ to represent 1/^252Z 9(^45_ 53; In 1690 H. Vitalis®

takes R2 to represent secunda radix, i.e., the radix next after the square

root. Consequently, with him, as with Scheubel, 3. R, 2* 8, meant

3#"8, or 6.

The sign R or R, representing a radical, had its strongest foothold

in Italy and Spain, and its weakest in England. With the close of the

seventeenth century it practically passed away as a radical sign; the

symbol 1/ gained general ascendancy. Elsewhere it will be pointed

out in detail that some authors employed R to represent the unknown

X, Perhaps its latest regular appearance as a radical sign is in the

Spanish text of Perez de Moya (§ 320), the first edition of which ap-

peared in 1562. The fourteenth edition was issued in 1784; it still

gave rrr as signifying cube root, and rr as fourth root. Moya’s book

offers a most striking example of the persistence for centuries of old and

clumsy notations, even when far superior notations are in general use.

‘ Ideae Mathemaiicae Pars Prima, .... Adriano Romano Lovaniensi (Ant-

werp, 1593), following the Preface.

^ UAriihmetique de Nicolas Tartaglia Brescian, traduit ... par Gvillavmo

Gosselin de Caen, Premier Partie (Paris, 1613), p. 101.

* James Hume, 7'raiU de Valgebre (Paris, 1635), p. 53.

* Jacqves de Billy, Abregc des Preceples d^Algehre (Rheims, 1637), p. 21.

^ Journal des Sgavans de PAn 1683 (Amsterdam, 1709), p. 97.

® Lexicon malhematicum ... authore Hieronymo Vitali (Rome, 1690), art.

“Algebra.”
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322. The sign I ,—The Latin word latus (^‘side of a square^O was
introduced into mathematics to signify root by the Roman surveyor

Junius Nipsus,* of the second century a.d., and was used in that sense

by Martianus Capella,^ Gerbert,^ and by Plato of Tivoli in 1145, in

his translation from the Arabic of the Liber embadorum (§ 290).

The symbol I (laius) to signify root was employed by Peter Ramus^

with whom “Z 27 ad I 12” gives 75” i.e., i/27+1^12 = t/75;

''ll 32 de ll 162” gives "ll 2” i.e., V32 from 1^162=r^ 2. Again,^

"S— l 20 in 2 quoins est (4— Z 5” means 8— 1/20, divided by 2,

gives the quotient 4— 1/5. Similarly,® "Ir. 1112— 170” meant

*^1/112— 1/76; the r signifying here residua^ or “remainder, and

therefore Zr. signified the square root of the binomial difference.

In the 1592 edition^ of Ramus^ arithmetic and algebra, edited by

Lazarus Schoner, "Ic stands for 1^4, and "I bq 5” for Vd, in place of

Ramus’ “ZZ 5.” Also, l/2. l/3 = l/6, i/6-m/2== i/3 is expressed

thus:®

“Esto multiplicandum Z2 per Z3 factus erit Z 6.

Z6.

It is to be noted that with Schoner the Z received an extension of

meaning, so that 51 and Z5, respectively, represent 5x and V5, the Z

standing for the first power of the unknown quantity when it is not

^ Die Schriften der romischen Feldmesser (ed. Blume, Lachmann, Rudorff;

Berlin, 1848-52), Vol. I, p. 96.

2 Martianus Capella, DeNuptiis (ed. Kopp; P'rankfort, 1836), lib. VII, § 748.

^ Gerherti opera mathemalica (ed. Bubnow; Berlin, 1899), p. 83. See J. Tropfke,

op. ciL, Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 143.

^ P. Rami Scholarvm mathematicarvm libri units el triginti (Basel, 1569),

Lib. XXIV, p. 276, 277.

6 Ibid.y p. 179.

Ubid., p. 283,

^ Petri Rami ... Arithmeticea libri duo^ el cdgebrae totidem: d Lazar0 Schoner0

(Frankfurt, 1592), p. 272 ff.

® Petri Rami ... Arithmetical libri duo et geometriae septem et viginii, Dudum
qaidemy d Lazaro Schonero (Frankfurt a/M., 1627), part entitled “De Nvmeri

figvratis Lazari Schoneri liber, p. 178.
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followed by a number (sec also § 290). A similar change in meaning

resulting from reversing the order of two symbols has been observed

in Pacioli in connection with R (§§ 136, 137) and in A. Girard in

connection with the circle of Stevin (§ 164). The double use of the

sign Z, as found in Schoner, is explained more fully by another pupil of

Ramus, namely, Bernardus Salignacus (§ 291).

Ramus^ I was sometimes used by the great French algebraist

Francis Vieta who seemed disinclined to adopt either R or |/ for

indicating roots (§ 177).

This use of the letter I in the calculus of radicals never became

popular. After the invention of logarithms, this letter was needed to

mark logarithms. For that reason it is especially curious that Henry

Briggs, who devoted tlie latter part of his life to the computation and

the algorithm of logarithms, should have employed I in the sense as-

signed it by Ramus and Vieta. In 1()24 Briggs used Z, Z(:}), ZZ for square,

cube, and fourth root, respectively. “Sic Z(3)
8 [i.e., f 8], latus cubicum

Octonarii, id est 2. sic Z bin 2 + Z 3. [i.e., R 2+l/3] latus binomii

2+Z3.^' Again, “ZZ 85J [i.e., P Latus 85] est ^ ^ et

huius lateris latus est 3^^^^^ -^^. cui numero aequatur U 85].’’^

323. Napier^8 line symbolism ,—John Napier*-^ prepared a manu-

script on algebra which was not printed until 1839. He made use of

Stifel’s notation for radicals, but at the same time devised a new

scheme of his own. “It is interesting to notice that although Napier

invented an excellent notation of his own for expressing roots, he did

not make use of it in his algebra, but retained the cumbrous, and in

some cases ambiguous notation generally used in his day. His nota-

tion was derived from this figure

_
1

|

2^
4 [

5
1

6

in the following way: U prefixed to a number means its square root,

its fourth root, its fifth root, T its ninth root, and so on, with

extensions of obvious kinds for higher roots.”^

^ Henry Briggs, Arithmelica logarithmica (London, 1624), Introduction.

^ De Arte Logistica Joannis Naperi Merchistonii Baronis Libri qui supersunt

(Edinburgh, 1839), p. 84.

3 J. E. A. Steggall, *‘De arte logistica,’^ Napier Tercentenary Memorial Volume

(ed. Cargill Gilston Knott; London, 1915), p. 160.
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THE SIGN ]/

324. Origin of i/.—This symbol originated in Germany. L. Euler

guessed that it was a deformed letter r, the first letter in radix} This

opinion was held generally until recently. The more careful study of

German manuscript algebras and the first printed algebras has con-

vinced Germans that the old explanation is hardly tenable
;
they have

accepted the a priori much less probable explanation of the evolution

of the symbol from a dot. Four manuscript algebras have been avail-

able for the study of this and other questions.

The oldest of these is in the Dresden Library, in a volume of manu-
scripts which contains different algebraic treatises in Latin and one

in German.^ In one of the Latin manuscripts (see Fig. 104, A 7),

probably written about 1480, dots are used to signify root extraction.

In one place it says: ^Tn extraccionc radicis quadrati alicuius numeri

preponatur nurnero vnus punctus. In extraccione radicis quadrati

radicis quadrati prepone nurnero duo puncta. In extraccione cubici

radicis alicuius numeri prepone tria puncta. In extraccione cubici

radicis alicuius radicis cubici prepone 4 puncta.’^® That is, one dot (•)

placed before the radicand signifies square root; two dots (..) signify

the square root of the square root; three dots (...) signify cube root;

four dots (....), the cube root of the cube root or the ninth root. Evi-

dently this notation is not a happy choice. If one dot meant square

root and two dots meant square root of square root (i.e., l/|/ ), then

three dots should mean square root of square root of square root, or

eighth root. But such was not actually the case; the three dots

were made to mean cube root, and four dots the ninth root. What was

the origin of this dot-system? No satisfactory explanation has been

found. It is important to note that this Dresden manuscript was once

in the possession of Joh. Widman, and that Adam Riese, who in 1524

prepared a manuscript algebra of his own, closely followed the

Dresden algebra.

325. The second document is the Vienna MS^ No. 5277, llegule-

^ L. Euler, Inslitutiones calculi differenlicdis (1775), p. 103, art. 119; J. Tropfke,

op. cil.^ Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 150.

2 M. Cantor, Forces, vh&r Geschichie der Maihemaiik, Vol. II (2. Aufl., 1900),

p. 241.

^E. Wappler, Zur Geschichie der deulschen Algebra im XV. Jahrhuudert^

Zwickauer Gyrnnasialprogramm von 1887, p. 13. Quoted by J. Tropfke, op. cii.,

Vol. II (1921), p. 146, and by M. Cantor, op. cil.^ Vol. II (2. Aufl., 1900), p. 243.

^C. J. Gerhardt, Monatsberichte Akad. (Berlin, 1867), p. 46; ibid. (1870),

p. 143-47; Cantor, op. cit., Vol. II (2ded., 1913), p. 240, 424.
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Cose-uel Algobre-. It contains the passage: ^^Quum j assimiletiir

radici de radice punctus deleatur de radice, 3 in se ducatur et remanet

adhuc inter se aequalia’^; that is, “When erase the point

before the x and multiply x^ by itself, then things equal to each other

are obtained.” In another place one finds the statement, per punctum

intellige radicem—“by a point understand a root.” But no dot is

actually used in the manuscript for the designation of a root.

The third manuscript is at the University of Gottingen, Codex

Getting. Philos. 30. It is a letter written in Latin by Initius Algebras,^

probably before 1524. An elaboration of this manuscript was made
in German by Andreas Alexander.^ In it the radical sign is a heavy

point with a stroke of the pen up and bending to the right, thus /.

It is followed by a symbol indicating the index of the root; indi-

cates square root; /c% cube root; /cc% the ninth root, etc. More-

over, /cs|8 -|-/22
^
stands for 1^8+ 1^22

,
where cs (i.e., communis)

signifies the root of the binomial which is designated as one quantity,

by lines, vertical and horizontal. Such lines are found earlier in

Chuquet (§ 130). The 3 ,
indicating the square root of the binomial,

is placed as a subscript after the binomial. Calling these two lines a

“gnomon,” M'. Curtze adds the following:

“This gnomon has here the signification, that what it embraces is

not a length, but a power. Thus, the simple 8 is a length or simple

number, while
[

8
^

is a square consisting of eight areal units whose

linear unit is / 3
|

8 . In the same way
[

8c« would be a cube, made up of

8 cubical units, of which /c ''|8 is its side, etc. A double point, with the

tail attached to the last, signifies always the root of the root. For

example, ./c'^[88 would mean the cube root of the cube root of 88 . It

is identical with /cc^88
,
but is used only when the radicand is a

so-called median [Mediale] in the Euclidean sense.”®

326. The fourth manuscript is an algebra or Coss completed by

Adam Riese"* in 1524; it was not printed until 1892. Riese was familiar

with the small Latin algebra in the Dresden collection, cited above;

^ Initius Algebras: Algebrae Arabis Arilhrnetici viri clarrisimi Liber ad Ylem

geomelrarn magislrum suum. This was published by M. Curtze in Ahhandlungen

zur Geschichte der mathematischen WissenschafteUy Heft XIII (1902), p. 435-611.

Matters of notation are explained by Curtze in his introduction, p. 443-48.

2 G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. Ill (1902), p. 355-60.

* M. Curtze, op. cit., p. 444,

* B. Berlet, Adam Riese, sein Leben, seine Rechenbucher und seine Art zu

rechnen; die Coss von Adam Riese (Leipzig-Frankfurt a/M., 1892).
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he refers also to Andreas Alexander.^ For indicating a root, Riese

does not use the dot, pure and simple, but the dot with a stroke

attached to it, though the word punct ('^point^O occurs. Riese says:

^Mst, so g vergleicht wird vom radix, so mal den ^ in sich multipli-

ciren vnnd das punct vor dcm Radix aussleschn.’’^ This passage has

the same interpretation as the Latin passage which we quoted from

the Vienna manuscript.

We have now presented the main facts found in the four manu-
scripts. They show conclusively that the dot was associated as a sym-

bol with root extraction. In the first manuscript, the dot actually

appears as a sign for roots. The dot does not appear as a sign in the

second manuscript, but is mentioned in the text. In the third and

fourth manuscripts, the dot, pure and simple, does not occur for the

designation of roots; the symbol is described by recent writers as a

dot with a stroke or tail attached to it. The question arises whether

our algebraic sign |/ took its origin in the dot. Recent German writers

favor that view, but the evidence is far from conclusive. Johannes

Widman, the author of the Rechnung of 1489, was familiar with the

first manuscript which we cited. Nevertheless he does not employ

the dot to designate root, easy as the symbol is for the printer. He
writes down R and ra. Christoff Rudolff was familiar with the Vienna

manuscript which uses the dot with a tail. In his Coss of 1525 he

speaks of the Punkt in connection with root symbolism, but uses a

mark with a very short heavy downward stroke (almost a point),

followed by a straight line or stroke, slanting upward (see Fig. 59). As
late as 1551, Scheubel,^ in his printed Algebra^ speaks of points. He
says; “Solent tamen multi, et bene etiam, has desideratas radices,

suis punctis cu linea quadam a dextro latere ascendente, notare

(“Many are accustomed, and quite appropriately, to designate the

desired roots by points, from the right side of which there ascends a

kind of stroke.^’) It is possible that this use of “point^^ was technical,

signifying “sign for root,'^ just as at a later period the expression

“decimal point” was used even when the symbol actually written

down to mark a decimal fraction was a comma. It should be added

that if Rudolff looked upon his radical sign as really a dot, he would

have been less likely to have used the dot again for a second purpose

in his radical symbolism, namely, for the purpose of designating that

1 B. Berlet, op. cii., p. 29, 33.

2 C. I. Gerhardt, op. cit. (1870) p. 151.

^J. Scheubel, Algebra compendiosa (Paris, 1551), fol. 25B, Quoted from J.

Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. H (2d ed., 1921), p. 149.
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the root extraction must be applied to two or more terms following the

7/ ;
this use of the dot is shown in § 148. It is possible, perhaps prob-

able, that the symbol in Rudolff and in the third and fourth manu-
scripts above referred to is not a point at all, but an r, the first letter

in radix. That such was the understanding of the sixteenth-century

Spanish writer, Perez do Moya (§ 204), is evident from his designa-

tions of the square root by r, the fourth root by rr, and the cube root

by rrr. It is the notation found in the first manuscript which we cited,

except that in Moya the r takes the place of the dot
;
it is the notation

of Rudolff, except that the sign in Rudolff is not a regularly shaped r.

In this connection a remark of H. Wieleitner is pertinent: ^‘The dot

appears at times in manuscripts as an abbreviation for the syllable

ra. Whether the dot used in the Dresden manuscript represents this

normal abbreviation for radix does not appear to have been specially

examined.’’^

The history of our radical sign ;/, after the time of Rudolff, relates

mainly to the symbolisms for indicating (1) the index of the root,

(2) the aggregation of terms when the root of a binomial or polynomial

is required. It took over a century to reach some sort of agreement

on these points. The signs of Christoff Rudolff are explained more

fully in § 148. Stifel’s elaboration of the symbolism of Andreas Alex-

ander as given in 1544 is found in §§ 153, 155. Moreover, he gave to

the |/ its modern form by making the heavy left-hand, downward

stroke, longer than did Rudolff.

327. Spread of \/,—The German symbol of ]/ for root found its

way into France in 1551 through Scheubers publication (§159);

it found its way into Italy in 1608 through Clavius; it found its way

into England through Recorde in 1557 (§ 168) and Dee in 1570

(§ 169); it found its way into Spain in 1552 through Marco Aurel

(§§ 165, 204), but in later Spanish texts of that century it was super-

seded by the Italian B. The German sign met a check in the early

works of Vieta who favored Ramus^ ly but in later editions of Vieta,

brought out under the editorship of Fr. van Schooten, the sign \/

displaced Vieta’s earlier notations (§ 176, 177).

In Denmark Chris. Dibuadius^ in 1605 gives three designations

of square root, i/Q, i/g; also three designations of cube root,

l/Cy |/c, x/c^; and three designations of the fourth root, |/i/, i/QQ,

Stifel’s mode of indicating the order of roots met with greater

^ H. Wieleitner, Die Sieben Rechnungsarten (I^eipzig-Berlin, 1912), p, 49.

2 C. Dibvadii in Arithmeticam irrationalivm Euclidis (Arnhem, 1005).
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general favor than Rudolff’s older and clumsier designation (§§ 153,

155).

328. Rudolff^s signs outside of Oermany,—The clumsy signs of

Christoff Rudolff, in place of which Stifel had introduced in 1544 and
1563 better symbols of his own, found adoption in somewhat modified

form among a few writers of later date. They occur in AureFs Spanish

Arithmetica, 1552 (§ 165). They are given in Recorde, Whetstone of

Witte (1557) (§ 168), who, after introducing the first sign, >/., pro-

ceeds: ‘'The seconde signe is annexed with Surde Cubes

^

to expresse

their rootes. As this whiche signifieth the Cubike roote of .16.

And ./v\/s/.20. betokeneth the Cubifcerooteof .20. Andsoforthe. But
many tymes it hath the Cossike signe with it also: as /w\/x^ 25 the

Cubike roote of .25. And /vvv/.c*-32. the Cubike roote of .32. The
thirde figure doeth represente a zenzizenzike roote. As ./v\/.12. is the

zenzizenzike roote of .12. And /v\/.35. is the zenzizenzike roote of .35.

And likewaies if it haue with it the Cossike signe As a\/3s24 the

zenzizenzike roote of .24. and so of other.

The Swiss Ardiiser in 1627 employed Rudolff’s signs for square

root and cube root.^ J. H. Rahn in 1659 used /w\/ ^or evolution,

^

which may be a modified symbol of Rudolff; Rahn^s sign is adopted

by Thomas Brancker in his English translation of Rahn in 1668, also

by Edward Hatton® in 1721, and by John Kirkby^ in 1725. Ozanam^

in 1702 writes 1^5+V 2 and alsoM/5+,V\/2. Samuel Jeake® in 1696

gives modifications of Rudolff^s signs, along with other signs, in an

elaborate explanation of the “characters” of “Surdes”; |/ means

root, ]/: or V or V^/ universal root, aa/ or \/i square root, aw/ or

]/</> cube root, aw\/ or 1/33 squared square root, awaa/ or ]/p

sursolide root.

On the Continent, Johann CaramueF in 1670 used \/ for square

root and repeated the symbol \/\/ for cube root: “j/|/27. est Radix

Cubica Numeri 27. hoc est, 3.”

1 Johann Ardtiser, Geometriae Theoricae et Praclicae, XII. Bucher (Zurich,

1627), fol. 81A.

* Johann Heinrich Rahn, Teuische Algebra (Zurich, 1659).

* Edward Hatton, An Intire System of Arithmetic (London, 1721), p. 287.

^ John Kirkby, Arithmetical Institutions (London, 1735), p. 7.

® J. Ozanam, N&uveaux Elemens d^algehre ... par M. Ozanam, I. Partie (Am-

sterdam, 1702), p. 82.

« Samuel Jeake, AOriSTIKHAOPfA, or Arithmetick (London, 1696), p. 293.

^ Joannia Caramvelis Mathesis Biceps, VetuSi et Nova (Campaniae, 1670),

p. 132.
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329. Sievin's numeral root-indices,—^An innovation of considerable

moment were Stevin^s numeral indices which took the place of StifeFs

letters to mark the orders of the roots. Beginning with Stifel the

sign ]/ without any additional mark came to be interpreted as mean-
ing specially square root. Stevin adopted this interpretation, but in

the case of cube root he placed after the i/ the numeral 3 inclosed in

a circle (§§ 162, 163). Similarly for roots of higher order. Stevin^s

use of numerals met with general but not universal adoption. Among
those still indicating the order of a root by the use of letters was Des-

cartes who in 1637 indicated cube root by \/C, But in a letter of 1640

he^ used the 3 and, in fact, leaned toward one of Albert Girard’s

notations, when he wrote |/3).20+ 1/392 for ^20+l/392. But
very great diversity prevailed for a century as to the exact position

of the numeral relative to the |/. Stevin’s |/, followed by numeral

indices placed within circles, was adopted by Stampioen,^ and by

van Schooten.®

A. Romanus displaced the circle of Stevin by two round parenthe-

ses, a procedure explained in England by Richard Sault'^ who gives

l/(3)a+^> or a+b\K Like Girard, Harriot writes |/3.)26+|/675 for

f^^26+ 1^675 (see Fig. 87 in § 188). Substantially this notation was

used by Descartes in a letter to Mersenne (September 30, 1640),

where he represents the radne cubique by ^/3), the racine sursolide by

l/5), the B sursolide by |/7), and so on.^ Oughtred sometimes used

square brackets, thus ]/[12]1000 for V^IOOO (§ 183).

330. A step in the right direction is taken by John Wallis® who in

1655 expresses the root indices in numerals without inclosing them in

a circle as did Stevin, or in parentheses as did Romanus. However,

Wallis’ placing of them is still different from the modern; he writes

for our f/lp. The placing of the index within the opening of the

radical sign had been suggested by Albert Girard as early as 1629.

Wallis’ notation is found in the universal arithmetic of the Spaniard,

Joseph Zaragoza,^ who writes |/^243— 1/®27 for our V243—^27, and

^ (Euvres de Descartes^ Vol. X, p. 190.

Algebra ofte Nieuwe Slel-Regel ... door Johan Stampioen d'Jongle 's Graven-

Hage (1639), p. 11.

3 Fr. van Schooten, Geomelria d Renato des Carles (1649), p. 328.

^ Richard Sault, A New Treatise of Algebra (London, n.d.).

® Oeuvres de Descartes, Vol. Ill (1899), p. 188.

® Jolm Wallis, Arithrnetica infinitorum (Oxford, 1655), p. 59, 87, 88.

^ Joseph Zaragoza, Arithrnetica vniversal (Valencia, 1669), p. 307.
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l/*(7+|/213) for our I^7+l/l3. Wallis employs this notation^

again in his Algebra of 1685. It was he who first used general indices^

in the expression \/^R^= R, The notation \/^ 19 for >^19 crops out

again^ in 1697 in De Lagny’s |/^54“- j/^^16 = |/^2; it is employed by

Thomas Walter;^ it is found in the Maandelykse Mathematische Lief-

hebberye (1754-69), though the modern ip/ is more frequent; it is given

in Castillion’s edition^ of Newton’s Arithmetica universalis.

331. The Girard plan of placing the index in the opening of the

radical appears in M. llolle’s Traite d^Algebre (Paris, 1690), in a letter

of Leibniz® to Varignon of the year 1702, in the expression V^l+ |/~3,

and in 1708 in (a review of) G. Manfred^ with literal index, 'yjaa+bb'\

At this time the Leibnizian preference for i/(aa+55) in place of

V^aa+bb is made public;® a preference which was heeded in Germany
and Switzerland more than in England and France. In Sir Isaac

Newton’s Arithmetica universalis^ of 1707 (written by Newton some-

time between 1673 and 1683, and published by Whiston without hav-

ing secured the consent of Newton) the index numeral is placed after

the radical, and low, as in |/3:64 for #^64, so that the danger of con-

fusion was greater than in most other notations.

During the eighteenth century the placing of the root index in

the opening of the radical sign gradually came in vogue. In 1732 one

finds 1^25 in De la Loubere;*® De Lagny^^ who in 1697 wrote i/®, in

1733 wrote Christian Wolff^^ in 1716 uses in one place the astro-

^ John Wallis, A Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 107; Opera, Vol. II

(1693), p. 118. But see also Arithmetica infinitorum (1656), Prop. 74.

^ Mathesis universalis (1657), p. 292.

3 T. F. de Lagny, Nouveaux elemens (Tarithmetique el Talgcbre (Paris, 1697),

p. 333.

^ Thomas Walter, A new Mathematical Dictionary (London, n.d., but pub-

lished in 1762 or soon after), art. “Heterogeneous Surds.’^

® Arithmetica universalis .... auctore Is. Newton .... cum commenlario

Johannis Castillionei . ,
Tomus primus (Amsterdam, 1761), p. 76.

° Journal des S^avans, ann6e 1702 (Amsterdam, 1703), p. 300.

' Ibid., ann6e 1708, p. 271. » Ibid.

Isaac Newton, Arithmetica universalis (London, 1707), p. 9; Tropfke, Vol.

II, p. 154.

Simon de la Loub^re, De la Resolution des equations (Paris, 1732), p. 119.

De Lagny in Memoires de Vacademic r. des sciences. Tome XI (Paris, 1733),

p. 4.

^2 Christian Wolff, Mathematisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716), p. 1081.
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nomical character representing Aries or the ram, for the radical sign,

and writes the index of the root to the right; thus signifies cube

root. Edward Hatton^ in 1721 uses De la Chapelle^ in 1750

wrote Wolffs in 1716 and Hindenburg'* in 1779 placed the index

to the left of the radical sign, ®|/Z; nevertheless, the notation ]/

came to be adopted almost universally during the eighteenth century.

Variations appear here and there. According to W. J, Greenstrect,^

a curious use of the radical sign is to be found in Walkingame’s

Tutor's Assistant (20th ed., 1784). He employs the letter V for square

root, but lets signify cube or third power, the fourth power. On
the use of capital letters for mathematical signs, very often encountered

in old books, as F, for |/, > for >, Greenstreet remarks that “authors

in the eighteenth century complained of the meanness of the Cam-
bridge University Press for using daggers set sideways instead of the

usual +” In 1811, an anonymous arithmetician® of Massachusetts

suggests H for ®8 for )^8, ^8 for 1^8.

As late as 1847 one finds^ the notaton ^|/5, ^l/abCj for the cube

root and the mth root, the index appearing in front of the radical sign.

This form was not adopted on account of the limitations of the print-

ing office, for in an article in the same series, from the pen of De
Morgan, the index is placed inside the opening of the radical sign.®

In fact, the latter notation occurs also toward the end of Parker’s

book (p. 131).

In a new algorithm in logarithmic theory A. Biirja® proposed the

sign y^a to mark the nth root of the order N, of a, or the number of

which the nth power of the order N is a.

^ Edward Hatton, op, cit. (London, 1721), p. 287.

2 De la Chapelle, Trait6 des sections coniques (Paris, 1750), p. 15.

3 Christian Wolff, Mathematisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716), ^‘Signa,^^ p. 1265.

* Carl F. Hindenburg, Infinitinomii dignitatum leges ac formulae (Gottingen,

1779), p. 41.

^ W. J. Greenstreet in Mathematical Gazette^ Vol. XI (1823), p. 315.

® The Columbian Arithmetician, ^‘by an American” (Havershall, Mass.,

1811), p. 13.

’ Parker, “Arithmetic and Algebra,” Library of Useful Knowledge (London,

1847), p. 57.

® A. de Morgan, “Study and Difficulties of Mathematics,” ibid., Mathematics,

Vol. I (London, 1847), p. 56.

® A. Biirja in Nouveaux memoires d. Vacademic r. d. scienc. et bellAett., ann6e

1778 et 1779 (Berlin, 1793), p. 322.
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332. Ritdolff and StifeVs aggregation signs.—Their dot symbolism
for the aggregation of terms following the radical sign i/ was used bv

Peletier in 1554 (§ 172). In Denmark, Chris. Dibuadius* in 1605

marks aggregation by one dot or two dots, as the case may demand.

Thus v/.5+t/3 .+i/2 means ^^b+V^+V2] i/.5+|/3+j/2 means

W. Snell’s translation^ into Latin of Ludolf van Ceulen’s book on

the circle contains the expression

T/.2+i/.2-|/.2-i/.2+v"2^~l/2i ,

which is certainly neater than the modern

The Swiss, Johann Ardiiser,^ in 1627, represents |/(2~|/3) by

‘V-2-^l/3” and |/[2+ j/(2+|/2)] by ^V-2+|/.2+ /2.” This

notation appears also in one of the manuscripts of Ren6 Descartes,^

written before the publication of his Geomitrie in 1637.

It is well known that Oughtred in England modified the German
dot symbolism by introducing the colon in its place (§ 181). He had

settled upon the dot for the expression of ratio, hence was driven to

alter the German notation for aggregation. Oughtred’s^ double

colons appear as in ^^\/q:aq— eq:^^ for our — e^).

We have noticed the use of the colon to express aggregation, in

the manner of Oughtred, in the Ariihmeiique made easie, by Edmund
Wingate (2d ed. by John Kersey; London, 1650), page 387; in John

Wallis’ Operum mathematicorum pars altera (Oxonii, 1656), page 186,

as well as in the various parts of Wallis’ Treatise of Algebra (London,

1685) (§ 196), and also in Jonas Moore’s Arithmeiick in two Books

(London, 1660), Second Part, page 14. The 1630 edition of Wingate’s

book does not contain the part on algebra, nor the symbolism in

question; these were probably added by John Kersey.

Dibvadii in arithmelicam irrationalivm Evclidis (Arnhem, 1605), Intro-

duction.

* Lvdolphi d Cevlen de Circvlo Adscriptis Liber ... omnia t vernaculo Latina

fecit ... Willebrordus Snellius (Leyden, 1610), p. 5.

* Johann Ardliser, GeometriaCy Theoreticae practicaey XH. Bucher (Zurich,

1627), p. 97, 98.

* CEuvres de Descartes, Vol. X (1908) p. 248.

® Euclidis declaratio, p. 9, in Oughtred^s Clavis (1652).
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333. Descartes^ union of radical sign and vinculum,—Ren6 Des-
cartes, in his Geometric (1637), indicates the cube root by y'C, as in

V \qq— for our ^Iq+Vlq^— ^r.'p^

.

Here a noteworthy innovation is the union of the radical sign \/ with

the vinculum (§ 191). This union was adopted in 1640 by J. J.

Stampioen,^ but only as a redundant symbol. It is found in Fr. van
Schooten^s 1646 edition of the collected works of Vieta (§ 177), in

van Schooten^s conic sections,^ as also in van Schooten^s Latin edi-

tion of Descartes^ geometry.* It occurs in J. H. Rahn’s algebra (1659)

and in Brancher’s translation of 1668 (§ 194).

This combination of radical sign |/ and vinculum is one which has

met with great favor and has maintained a conspicuous place in

mathematical books down to our own time. Before 1637, this combi-

nation of radical sign and vinculum had been suggested by Descartes

(CEuvres, Vol. X, p. 292). Descartes also leaned once toward Girard^s

notation.

Great as were Descartes^ services toward perfecting algebraic

notation, he missed a splendid opportunity of rendering a still greater

service. Before him Oresme and Stevin had advanced the concept of

fractional as well as of integral exponents. If Descartes, instead of

extending the application of the radical sign -j/ by adding to it the

vinculum, had discarded the radical sign altogether and had intro-

duced the notation for fractional as well as integral exponents, then

it is conceivable that the further use of radical signs would have been

discouraged and checked; it is conceivable that the unnecessary dupli-

cation in notation, as illustrated by and 1^5*, would have been

avoided; it is conceivable that generations upon generations of pupils

would have been saved the necessity of mastering the operations with

two difficult notations when one alone (the exponential) would have

answered all purposes. But Descartes missed this opportunity, as

did later also I. Newton who introduced the notation of the fractional

exponent, yet retained and used radicals.

‘ J. J. Stampioen, Wis-Konstich ende Redenr-Maetick Bewijs (The Hague, 1640),

p. 6.

2 Francisci d Schooten Leydensis de organica conicamm sectionum (Leyden,

1646), p. 91.

3 Francisci k Schooten, Renali Descartes Geomelria (Frankfurt a/M., 1695),

p. 3. [First edition, 1649.]
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334. Other signs of aggregation of terms,—Leonard and Thomas
Digges/ in a work of 1571, state that if “the side of the Pentagon, [is]

14, the containing circles semidiameter [is]

v/a.F.98+i/jl920f’ i.e., 1^98+1/1920^ .

In the edition of 159P the area of such a pentagon is given as

1/3 vni, 60025+1/^2882400500 .

Vieta^s peculiar notations for radicals of 1593 and 1595 are given

in § 177. The Algebra of Herman Follinvs^ of 1622 uses parentheses in

connection with the radical sign, as in l/j(22+V^g9), our ^22+ 1 +.

Similarly, Albert Girard^ writes i/(2|+ l/3^), with the simplifica-

tion of omitting in case of square root the letter marking the order of

the root. But, as already noted, he does not confine himself to this

notation. In one place® he suggests the modern designation

Oughtred writes \/u or y^b for universal root (§ 183), but more

commonly follows the colon notation (§ 181). Herigone^s notation of

1634 and 1644 is given in § 189. The Scotsman, James Gregory,®

writes

In William Molyneux^ one finds VCP^—Px^ for VP^—Px^, Another

mode of marking the root of a binomial is seen in a paper of James

Bernoulli® who writes >/, ax— for Vax— x^, This is really the old

idea of Stifel, with Herigone^s and Leibniz’s comma taking the place

of a dot.

The union of the radical sign and vinculum has maintained itself

widely, even though it had been discouraged by Leibniz and others

who aimed to simplify the printing by using, as far as possible, one-

line symbols. In 1915 the Council of the London Matheiiiatical So-

' A Geometrical Practise^ named Pantometria, framed by Leonard Digges, ....

finished by Thomas Digges his sonne (London, 1571) (pages unnumbered).

2 A Geometrical Practical Treatize named Pantometria (London, 1591), p. 106.

3 Hermann Follinvs, Algebra sive liber de Rebvs ocevUis (Cologne, 1622), p. 157.

* Albert Girard, Invention nouvelle en Valgebre (Amsterdam, 1029).

^ Loc. cit.y in “Caracteres de puissances et racines.”

® James Gregory, Geometriae pars vniversalis (Patavii, 1668), p. 71, 108.

^ William Molyneux, A Treatise of THoptricks (London, 1692), p. 299.

® Jacob Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1697), p. 209.
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ciety, in its Suggestions for Notation and Printing recommended that

l/2 or 2^ be adopted in place of l/2, also \/(ax^-\-2hx+c) or (ax^+

2hx+cy in place of l/ax^+26x+c. Bryatf would write i/— 1 rather

than — 1.

335. Redundancy in the use of aggregation signs,—J. J. Stampioen

marked aggregation of terms in three ways, any one of which would

have been sufficient. Thus,^ he indicates l/¥+0a‘^b‘^+da^b in this

manner, '[/•{bbb+Qaa bb+9aaaa b); he used here the vinculum, the

round parenthesis, and the dot to designate the aggregation of the

three terms. In other places, he restricts himself to the use of dots,

either a dot at the beginning and a dot at the end of the expression,

or a dot at the beginning and a comma at the end, or he uses a dot

and parentheses.

Another curious notation, indicating fright lest the aggregation

of terms be overlooked by the reader, is found in John Kersey^s

symbolism of 1673,'* \/{2):\r—V\rr—s\ for ^ — s. We
observe here the superposition of two notations for aggregation, the

Oughtredian colon placed before and after the binomial, and the

vinculum. Either of these without the other would have been suffi-

cient.

336. Peculiar Dutch symbolism ,—A curious use of \/ sprang up in

Holland in the latter part of the seventeenth century and maintained

itself there in a group of writers until the latter part of the eighteenth

century. If \/ is placed before a number it means ^

^square root,^’ if

placed after it means ‘^square.” Thus, Abraham de GraaF in 1694

/l2- 15 /

indicates by fhe square root of the fraction, by
2^'\J

square

of the fraction. This notation is used often in the mathematical jour-

nal, Maandelykse Mathernatische Liefbebberye, published at Amster-

dam from 1754 to 1769. As late as 1777 it is given by L. Praalder^ of

Utrecht, and even later (1783) by Pieter Vencma.^ We have here the

^ Mathematical Gazette, Vol. VIII (1917), p. 172.

2 Op. ciL, Vol. VIII, p. 220.

2jr. J. Stampioenii Wis-Konstigh Ende Reden-Maetigh Bemjs (The Hague,

1640), p. 6.

^ John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), p. 95.

^Abraham de Graaf, De Geheele Malhesis (Amsterdam, 1694), p. 65, 69.

® Laurens Praalder, Mathernatische Voorstellen (Amsterdam, 1777), p. 14, 15 ff.

^ Pieter Venema, Algebra ofte Stel-Konst, Vyfde Druk (Amsterdam, 1783),

p. 168, 173.
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same general idea that was introduced into other symbolisms, accord-

ing to which the significance of the symbol depends upon its relative

position to the number or algebraic expression affected. Thus with

Pacioli 5200 meant l/200, but 7^3" meant the second power (§§ 135,

136). With Stevin (§ 162, 163), @20 meant 20^ but 20@ meant

20x^. With L. Schoner 51 meant 5a:, but 15 meant 1/5 (§ 291). We
may add that in the 1730 edition of Venema^s algebra brought out in

New York City radical expressions do not occur, as I am informed by

Professor L. G. Simons, but a letter placed on the left of an equation

means division of the members of the equation by it; when placed

on the right, multiplication is meant. Thus (p. 100):

|6a:= 2a

1
x=

b̂

and (p. 112):

4500 1000
5

X X

5x^500 = l§x- 1000

Similar is Prandel’s use of |/ as a marginal symbol, indicating

that the square root of both sides of an equation is to be taken. His

marginal symbols are shown in the following:'

X a

V

'

V2- = i(a-p)

Y^=jia^—ap) = la{a—p) .

V=|l/a(a-p)

337. Principal root-values ,—For the purpose of distinguishing be-

tween the principal value of a radical expression and the other values,

G. Peano^ indicated by V*a all the m values of the radical, reserving

Va for the designation of its '^principal value.'^ This notation is

adopted by O. Stolz and J. A. Gmeiner® in their Theoretische Arith-

metik (see also § 312).

^ J. G. Prandel, Kugldreyeckslehre und hohere Mathemaiik (Miinchen, 1793),

p. 97.

* G. Peano, Formulaire des mathimaiiquea (first published in Rivista di Mate-

matica ), Vol. I, p. 19.

3 0. Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, Theoretische ArUhmetik (Leipzig), Vol. II (1902),

p. 355.
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338. Recommendation of United States National Committee .

—

'With respect to the root sign, the committee recognizes that

convenience of writing assures its continued use in many cases instciid

of the fractional exponent. It is recommended, however, that in

algebraic work involving complicated cases the fractional exponent

be preferred. Attention is called to the fact that the symbol Va
(a representing a positive number) means only the positive square

root and that the symbol P'

a

means only the principal nth root, and
1

similarly for a^, a^J^^

SIGNS FOR UNKNOWN NUMBERS

339. Earhj forms.—Much has already been said on symbolisms

used to represent numbers that are initially unknown in a problem, and

which the algebraist endeavors to ascertain. In the Ahmes papyrus

there are signs to indicate "heap^^ (§ 23) ;
in Diophantus a Greek

letter with an accent appears (§ 101) ;
the Chinese had a positional

mode of indicating one or more unknowns; in the Hindu Bakhshali

manuscript the use of a dot is invoked (§ 109). Brahmagupta and

Bhaskara did not confine the symbolism for the unknown to a single

sign, but used the names of colors to designate different unknowns

(§§ 106, 108, 112, 114). The Arab Abu KamiP (about 900 a.d.), modi-

fying the Hindu practice of using the names of colors, designated the

unknowns by different coins, while later al-Karkht (following perhaps

Greek sources)^ called one unknown "thing,^’ a second "measure’^ or

"part,’’ but had no contracted sign for them. Later still al-Qalasddi

used a sign for unknown (§ 124). An early European sign is found in

Regiomontanus (§ 126), later European signs occur in Pacioli (§§ 134,

136), in Christoff Rudolff (§§ 148, 149, 151),^* in Michael Stifel who
used more than one notation (§§ 151, 152), in Simon Stevin (§ 162), in

L. Schoner (§ 322), in F. Vieta (§§ 176-78), and in other writers

(§§ 117, 138, 140, 148, 164, 173, 175, 176, 190, 198).

Luca Pacioli remarks** that the older textbooks usually speak of

^ Report of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements under the

Ausjrices of the Mathematical Association of America (1923), p. 81.

2 H. Suter, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. XI (1910-11), p. 100 ff.

* F. Woepeke, Extrait du Fakhri (Paris, 1853), p. 3, 12, 139-43. See M.
Cantor, op. cit., Vol. I (3d cd,, 1907), p. 773.

^ Q. Enestrom, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. VIII (1907-8), p. 207.

®L. Pacioli, Summa, dist. VIII, tract 6, fol. 148R. See M. Cantor, op. cit.,

Vol. II (2d ed., 1913), p. 322.
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the first and the second cosa for the unknowns, that the newer writers

prefer cosa for the unknown, and quantita for the others. Pacioli

abbreviates those co. and

Vieta’s convention of letting vowels stand for unknowns and

consonants for knowns (§§ 164, 176) was favored by Albert Girard,

and also by W. Oughtred in parts of his Algebra, but not throughout.

Near the beginning Oughtred used Q for the unknown (§ 182).

The use of N (numerus) for x in the treatment of numerical equa-

tions, and of Q, C, etc., for the second and third powers of x, is found

in Xylander’s edition of Diophantus of 1575 (§ 101), in Vieta’s De emen-

datione aequationum of 1615 (§ 178), in Bachet^s edition of Diophantus

of 1621, in Camillo Glorioso in 1627 (§ 196). In numerical equations

Oughtred uses I for x, but the small letters q, c, qq, qc, etc., for the

higher powers of x (§ 181). Sometimes Oughtred employs also the

corresponding capital letters. Descartes very often used, in his corre-

spondence, notations different from his own, as perhaps more familiar

to his correspondents than his own. Thus, as late as 1640, in a letter

to Mersenne (September 30, 1640), Descartes^ writes “1C— 6A' = 40,”

which means x^— 6x = 40. In the Regulae ad directionem ingenii,

Descartes represents^ by a, b, c, etc., known magnitudes and by

Ay By Cy etc., the unknowns; this is the exact opposite of the use of

these letters found later in Rahn.

Crossed numerals representing powers of unknowns.—Interest-

ing is the attitude of P. A. Cataldi of Bologna, who deplored the

existence of many different notations in different countries for the un-

known numbers and their powers, and the inconveniences resulting

from such diversity. He points out also the difficulty of finding in the

ordinary printing establishment the proper type for the representation

of the different powers. He proposes^ to remove both inconveniences

by the use of numerals indicating the powers of the unknown and dis-

tinguishing them from ordinary numbers by crossing them out, so

that 0, 2, 3, ,
would stand for x®, x', x^, x* Such crossed

numerals, he argued, were convenient and would be found in printing

offices since they are used in arithmetics giving the scratch method of

dividing, called by the Italians the “a Galea^^ method. The reader

will recall that Cataldi^s notation closely resembles that of Leonard

^ CEuvres de Descartes, Vol. HI (1899), p. 190, 196, 197; also Vol. XII, p. 279.

2 Op. cil.y Vol. X (1908), p. 455, 462.

*P. A. Cataldi, Trattato delValgebra proportionate (Bologna, 1610), and in his

later works. See G. Wertheim in Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. II (1901),

p. 146, 147.
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and Thomas Digges in England (§ 170). These symbols failed of

adoption by other mathematicians. We have seen that in 1627

Camillo Glorioso, in a work published at Naples/ wrote N for x,

and Qy Cy qqy qCy cc, qqCy qcCy and ccc for x^y . . . . ,
x®, respectively

(§ 196). In 1613 Glorioso had followed Stevin in representing an un-

known quantity by IG.
340. Descartes^ Zy yy x.—The use of 2, y, x .... to represent un-

knowns is due to Ren6 Descartes, in his La geometric (1637). Without

comment, he introduces the use of the first letters of the alphabet to

signify known quantities and the use of the last letters to signify

unknown quantities. His own language is: Tautre, LNy est la

moitie de Tautre quantity connue, qui estoit multipliee par Zy que ic

suppose estre la ligne inconnue.^'^ Again: ie considere ... Que
le segment de la ligne ABy qui est entre les poins A et By soit nomine x,

et que BC soit nomm6 y; ... la proportion qui est entre les costas AB
et BR est aussy donn^e, et ie la pose comme de z a b; de fayon qu’ AB

bx bx
estant x, RB sera —

,
et la toute CR sera y -\— . ...” Later he says:

z z

^^ct pour ce que CB et BA sont deux quantit6s indetermin6es et in-

connues, ie les nomme. Tune y; et Tautre x. Mais, affin de trouver le

rapport de Tune a Tautre, ie considere aussy les quantites connues qui

determinent la description de cete ligne courbe: comme GA que je

nomme a, KL que je nomme 6, et NLy parallele a GAy que ie nomme
As co-ordinates he uses later only x and y. In equations, in the

third book of the Geomelriey x predominates. In manuscripts written

in the interval 1629-40, the unknown z occurs only once.** In the other

places X and y occur. In a paper on Cartesian ovals,^ prepared before

1629, X alone occurs as unknown, y being used as a parameter. This

is the earliest place in which Descartes used one of the last letters of

the alphabet to represent an unknown. A little later he used x, y, z

again as known quantities.®

Some historical writers have focused their attention upon the x,

disregarding the y and 2
,
and the other changes in notation made by

1 Camillo Gloriosi, Exercitationes malhematical, decas I (Naples, 1627). Also

Ad iheorema geometricvrriy d nobilissimo viro proposilurn, Joannia Camilli Gloriosi

(Venice, 1613), p. 26. It is of interest that Glorioso succeeded Galileo in the mathe-

matical chair at Padua.

2 (Euvres de Descartes, Vol. VI (1902), p, 375.

* Ibid., p. 394.

^ Ibid., Vol. X, p. 288-324.

s Ibid.y p. 310. « Ibid., p. 299.
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Descartes; these writers have endeavored to connect this x with older

symbols or with Arabic words. Thus, J. Tropfke,^ P. Treutlein,^ and

M. Curtze^ advanced the view that the symbol for the unknown used

by early German writers, 5^, looked so much like an x that it could

easily have been taken as such, and that Descartes actually did inter-

pret and use it as an x. But Descartes^ mode of introducing the

knowns a, 6, c, etc., and the unknowns 2
, y, x makes this hypothesis

improbable. Moreover, G. Enestrom has shown^ that in a letter of

March 26, 1619, addressed to Isaac Beeckman, Descartes used the

symbol 5^ as a symbol in form distinct from x, hence later could not

have mistaken it for an 5^. At one time, before 1637, Descartes^ used

x along the side of 5^; at that time Xj ?/, z are still used by him as

symbols for known quantities- German symbols, including the 'X for

X, as they are found in the algebra of Clavius, occur regularly in a

manuscript® due to Descartes, the Opuscules de 1619-1621,

All these facts caused Tropfke in 1921 to abandon his old view^ on

the origin of Xj but he now argues with force that the resemblance of

X and X) and Descartes^ familiarity with X) may account for the

fact that in the latter part of Descartes^ Georn^trie the x occurs more

frequently than z and y. Enestrom, on the other hand, inclines to

the view that the predominance of x over y and z is duo to typo-

graphical reasons, type for x being more plentiful because of the more

frequent occurrence of the letter x, to y and 2
,
in the French and Latin

languages.®

There is nothing to support the hypothesis on the origin of x

due to Wertheim,® namely, that the* Cartesian x is simply the nota-

tion of the Italian Cataldi who represented the first power of the

unknown by a crossed ^^one,^' thus X, Nor is there historical evidence

^ J. Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar-Mathemalik, Vol. I (Leipzig, 1902), p.

150.

2 P. Trcutlein, “Die deutsche Coss,^^ Ahhandl. z. Geschichte d. mathemalischen

Wiss., Vol. II (1879), p. 32.

3 M. Curtze, ibid., Vol. XIII (1902), p, 473.

G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca rnathematica (3d ser.), Vol. VI (1905), p. 316, 317,

405, 406. See also his remarks in ibid, (1884) (Sp. 43); ibid. (1889), p. 91. ^he
letter to Beeckman is reproduced in (Euvres de Descartes, Vol. X (1908), p. 155.

® Oeuvres de Descartes, Vol. X (Paris, 1908), p. 299. See also Vol. Ill, Appendix

II, No. 48^7.

« Ibid., Vol. X (1908), p. 234.

^ J. Tropfke, op. ciL, Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p, 44-46.

* G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca rnathematica (3d ser.), Vol. VI, p. 317.

^ G. Enestrom, ibid.
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to support the statement found in Noah Webster's Dictionary, under

the letter x, to the effect that was used as an abbreviation of Ar.

shei a thing, something, which, in the Middle Ages, was used to desig-

nate the unknown, and was then prevailingly transcribed as xei.^^

341. Spread of Descartes' signs,—Descartes' x, y, and z notation

did not meet with immediate adoption. J. IL Hahn, for example,

says in his Teutsche Algebra (1659): “Descartes’ way is to signify

known quantities by the former letters of the alphabet, and unknown

by the latter [z, y, x, etc.]. But I choose to signify the unknown quan-

tities by small letters and the known by capitals.” Accordingly, in a

number of his geometrical problems, Rahn uses a and A, etc., but in

the book as a whole he uses z, y, x freely.

As late as 1670 the learned bishop, Johann Caramuel, in his Mathe-

sis biceps ...
,
Campagna (near Naples), page 123, gives an old nota-

tion. He states an old problem and gives the solution of it as found in

Geysius; it illustrates the rhetorical exposition found in some books as

late as the time of Wallis, Newton, and Leibniz. We quote: “Dicebat

Augias Herculi: Meorum armentorum media pars est in tali loco

octavi in tali, decirna in tali, 20'"^ in tali 60”)®’ in tali, & 50 . sunc hie.

Et Geysius libr. 3 Cossa Cap. 4. haec pecora numcraturus sic scribit.

“Finge 1. a, partes ^a, |a, -^^a, & additae (hoc est, in

summam reductae) sunt Ha a quibus de 1 . a, sublatis, restant a

aeqiialia 50. Jam, quia sictus, est fractio, multiplicando reducatur,

& 1 . tt. aequantur 240. Hie est numerus pecorum Augiae.” (“Augias

said to Hercules: 'Half of my cattle is in such a place, | in such,

such, ^ in such, such, and here there are 50. And Geysius in

Book 3, Cossa, Chap. 4, finds the number of the herd thus: Assume

1 . a., the parts are Ja, ^a, -^a, ^a, j^a, and these added [i.e., reduced

to a sum] are which subtracted from 1. a, leaves /4 a, equal to 50.

Now, the fraction is removed by multiplication, and 1. a equal 240.

This is the number of Augias' herd.^ '')

Descartes' notation, x, y, z, is adopted by Gerard Kinckhuysen,^

in his Algebra (1661). The earliest systematic use of three co-ordinates

in analytical geometry is found in De la Hire, who in his Nouveaiix

iUmens des sections coniques (Paris, 1679) employed (p. 27) x, y, v,

A. Parent^ used x, y, z; Euler^, in 1728, t, x, y; Joh. Bernoulli,^ in 1715,

^ Gerard Kinckhuysen, Algebra ofte SteUKonst (Haerlcm, 1661), p. 6.

2 A. Parent, Essais et recherches de maih. et de phys., Vol. I (Paris, 1705).

* Euler in Comm. Aca. Petr., II, 2, p. 48 (year 1728, printed 1732).

4 Leibniz and Bernoulli, Commerdum philosophicum et mathematicum, Vol. II

(1745), p. 345.
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Xy 2/, 2 in a letter (February 6, 1715) to Leibniz. H. Pitot^ applied the

three co-ordinates to the helix in 1724.

SIGNS OF AGGREGATION

342. Introduction ,—In a rhetorical or syncopated algebra, the

aggregation of terms could be indicated in words. Hence the need for

symbols of aggregation was not urgent. Not until the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries did the convenience and need for such signs

definitely present itself. Various devices were invoked: (1) the hori-

zontal bar, placed below or above the expression affected; (2) the

use of abbreviations of words signifying aggregation, as for instance u

or V for universalis or vniversalisy which, however, did not always indi-

cate clearly the exact range of terms affected; (3) the use of dots or

commas placed before the expression affected, or at the close of such

an expression, or (still more commonly) placed both before and after;

(4) the use of parentheses (round parentheses or brackets or braces).

Of these devices the parentheses were the slowest to find wide adop-

tion in all countries, but now they have fairly won their place in

competition with the horizontal bar or vinculum. Parentheses pre-

vailed for typographical reasons. Other things being equal, there is a

preference for symbols which proceed in orderly fashion as do the

letters in ordinary printing, without the placing of signs in high or low

positions that would break a line into two or more sublines. A vincu-

lum at once necessitates two terraces of type, the setting of which

calls for more time and greater technical skill. At the present time

^ H. Pitot, Memoires de Vucodemie d. scien.^ ann6e 1724 (Paris, 1726). Taken
from H. Wieleitner, Geschichte der Mathemaiik, 2. Teil, 2. Halfte (Berlin und Leipzig,

1921), p. 92.

To what extent the letter x has been incorporated in mathematical language

is illustrated by the French exj^rcssion Hrefort en Xy which means “being strong in

mathematics.’^ In the same way, ihle d x means “a mathematical head.” The
French give an amusing “demonstration” that old men who were tUe d x never

were pressed into military service so as to have been conscripts. For, if they were

conscripts, they would now be ex-conscripts. Expressed in symbols we would have

Dividing both sides by x gives

Dividing now by e yields

ex = ex-conscript.

0= e-conscript.

conscript =-

,

According to this, the conscript would be la tUe assurSe (i.c., 6 over e, or, the head

assured against casualty), which is absurd.
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the introducing of typesetting machines and the great cost of type-

setting by hand operate against a double or multiple line notation.

The dots have not generally prevailed in the marking of aggregation

for the reason, no doubt, that there was danger of confusion since dots

are used in many other symbolisms—those for multiplication, division,

ratio, decimal fractions, time-derivatives, marking a number into

periods of two or three digits, etc.

343. Aggregation expressed by letters,—The expression of aggrega-

tion by the use of letters serving as abbreviations of words expressing

aggregation is not quite as old as the use of horizontal bars, but it is

more common in works of the sixteenth century. The need of marking

the aggregation of terms arose most frequently in the treatment of

radicals. Thus Pacioli, in his Summa of 1494 and 1523, employs v

{vniversale) in marking the root of a binomial or polynomial (§ 135).

This and two additional abbreviations occur in Cardan (§ 141). The
German manuscript of Andreas Alexander (1524) contains the letters

cs for communis (§325); Chr. lludolff sometimes used the word

“collect,^^ as in des collects 17+i/208^^ to designate 17+1/208.^

J. Scheubel adopted Ita, coL (§ 159). S. Stevin, Fr. Vieta, and A.

Romanus wrote 5in., or feino., or hinomioj trinom.y or similar abbrevia-

tions (§ 320). The u or t; is found again in Pedro Nunez (who uses also

L for ‘digature’O;^ Leonard and Thomas Digges (§ 334), in J. R.

Brasser^ who in 1663 lets v signify ^^universal radix’^ and writes

“2;i/.8-^i/
45^^ to represent k^8— 1/45. W. Oughtred sometimes wrote

|/u or i/6 (§§ 183, 334). In 1685 John Wallis^ explains the notations

|/6:2+'|/3, |/r:2— j/3, |/w:2±|/3, ^^2 + 1/3, ]/ :2i:l/3, where b

means ‘^binomial, u ^ 'universal, r "residual,^' and sometimes uses

redundant forms like y'^b : |/5+ 1 :

.

344. Aggregation expressed by horizontal bars or vinculums,—The

use ef the horizontal bar to express the aggregation of terms goes back

to the time of Nicolas Chuquet who in his manuscript (1484) under-

lines the parts affected (§ 130). We have seen that the same idea is

followed by the German Andreas Alexander (§ 325) in a manuscript of

1545, and by the Italian Raffaele Bombelli in the manuscript edition

1 J. Tropfke, op. dt., Vol. II (1921), p. 150.

* Pedro Nufiez, Libra de algebra en arilhmeiica y geometria (Anvers, 1507),

fol. 52.

* J. R. Brasser, Regula of Algebra (Amsterdam, 1663), p. 27.

‘John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 109, 110. The use of

letters for aggregation practically disappeared in the seventeenth century.
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of his algebra (about 1550) where he wrote ^2+V^l21 in this

manner:^ R^[2 . p . R[0 m 121 ]] ;
parentheses were used and, in addition,

vinculums were drawn underneath to indicate the range of the paren-

theses. The employment of a long horizontal brace in connection with

the radical sign was introduced by Thomas Harriot^ in 1631; ho

expresses aggregation thus: \/ccc+\/cccccc—hbhhbh. This notation

may, perhaps, have suggested to Descartes his new radical sym-

bolism of 1637. Before that date, Descartes had used dots in the man-

ner of Stifel and Van Ceulen, He wrote* |/ .
2

—

1/2 . for 1^2

—

\/2. He

attaches the vinculum to the radical sign \/ and writes

-|a+l/iaa+66, and in case of cube roots ^C, \q+V\gg—21p^,
Descartes does not use parentheses in his GeomUrie, Descartes uses

the horizontal bar only in connection with the radical sign. Its

general use for aggregation is due to Fr. van Schooten, who, in edit-

ing Vieta^s collected works in 1646, discarded parentheses and placed

a horizontal bar above the parts affected. Thus Van Schooten^s in

D quad,-[-B in means B(D^-\-BD), Vieta^ himself in 1593 had

written this expression differently, namely, in this manner:

it

B in
D, quadratum **

-{-BinD

B. Cavalieri in his Geometria indivisibilihae and in his Exercitatione&

geometriae sex (1647) uses the vinculum in this manner, AB, to indi-

cate that the two letters A and B are not to be taken separately, but

conjointly, so as to represent a straight line, drawn from the point A
to the point B,

Descartes^ and Van Schooten’s stressing the use of the vinculum

led to its adoption by J. Prestet in his popular text, Elemens des

Mathimatiques (Paris, 1675). In an account of Rolle® the cube root

is to be taken of 2+i^.— 121, i.e., of 2+l/— 121 G. W. Leibniz* in a

^ See E. Bertolotti in Sciential Vol. XXXIII (1923), p. 391 n.

2 Thomas Harriot, Artis analyticae praxis (London, 1631), p. 100.

3 R. Descartes, (Euvres (6d. Ch. Adam et P. Tannery), Vol. X (Paris, 1908),

p. 286 f., also p. 247, 248.

* See J. Tropfke, op. ciL^ Vol. II (1921), p. 30.

® Journal des Sgavans de Tan 1683 (Amsterdam, 1709), p. 97.

«G. W. Leibniz* letter to D. Oldenburgh, Feb. 3, 1672-73, printed in J.

Collin's Commercium epistolicum (1712).
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letter of 1672 uses expressions like aoobcofeooccobooccoCood, where co

signifies ^^difference.” Occasionally he uses the vinculum until about

1708, though usually he prefers round parentheses. In 1708 Leibniz'

preference for round parentheses (§197) is indicated by a writer in the

Acta eruditorum, Joh. (1) Bernoulli, in his Lectiories de calculo differ-

entialium, uses vinculums but no parentheses.^

345. In England the notations of W. Oughtred, Thomas Harriot,

John Wallis, and Isaac Barrow tended to retard the immediate intro-

duction of the vinculum. But it was used freely by John Kersey

(1673)2 who wrote y{2)\\r—y^\rr—s: and by Newton, as, for in-

stance, in his letter to D. Oldenburgh of June 13, 1676, where he gives
m

the binomial formula as the expansion of P-\-PQ\ ” • In his De
Analyst per Aeqnaiiones numero ierminorum InfinitaSy Newton writes^

2/
—4xy+5x^— 12x?/+17 = 0 to represent {[{y—4)y — 5]y—12}y+'^7
= 0. This notation was adopted by Edmund Halley,^ David Gregory,

and John Craig; it had a firm foothold in England at the close of the

seventeenth century. During the eighteenth century it was the regular

symbol of aggregation in England and France; it took the place very

largely of the parentheses which are in vogue in our day. The vincu-

lum appears to the exclusion of parentheses in the Geometria organica

(1720) of Colin Maclaurin, in the Elements of Algebra of Nicholas

Saunderson (Vol. I, 1741), in the Treatise of Algebra (2d ed.; London,

1756) of Maclaurin. Likewise, in Thomas Simpson's Mathematical

Dissertations (1743) and in the 1769 London edition of Isaac Newton's

Universal Arithmetick (translated by Ralphson and revised by Cunn),

vinculums are used and parentheses do not occur. Some use of the

vinculum was made nearly everywhere during the eighteenth century,

especially in connection with the radical sign |/, so as to produce \/ .

This last form has maintained its place down to the present time.

However, there are eighteenth-century writers who avoid the vincu-

lum altogether even in connection with the radical sign, and use

^ The Johannis (1) Bernoullii Lectiones de calculo differentialium, which re-

mained in manuscript until 1922, when it was published by Paul Schafheitlin

in Verhandlungen der Naiurforschenden Gesellschaft in Basel, Vol. XXXIV
(1922).

2 John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), p. 55.

3 Commercium epistolicum (6d. Biot et Lcfort; Paris, 1856), p. 63.

^Philosophical Transactions (London), Vol. XV-XVI (1684-91), p. 393; Vol.

XIX (1695-97), p. 60, 645, 709.
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parentheses exclusively. Among these are Poleni (1729),^ Cramer
(1750) ,2 and Cossali (1797)

346. There was considerable vacillation on the use of the vinculum

in designating the square root of minus unity. Some authors wrote

|/—1; others wrote l/-~l or i/('-l). For example, |/— 1 was the

designation adopted by J. Wallis,^ J. d'Alembert,^ I. A. Segner,® C. A.

Vandermonde,^ A. Fontaine.® Odd in appearance is an expression of

Euler,^ l/(2i/—l—4). But |/(— 1) was preferred by Du S(5jouF® in

1768 and by Waring^^ in 1782; i/~l by Laplace'^ in 1810.

347. It is not surprising that, in times when a notation was passing

out and another one taking its place, cases should arise where both are

used, causing redundancy. For example, J. Stampioen in Holland

sometimes expresses aggregation of a set of terms by three notations,

any one of which would have been sufficient; he writes^® in 1640,

|/. (aaa+6aa5+956a), where the dot, the parentheses, and the vincu-

lum appear; John Craig^^ writes \^2ay— y^: and ^ :T/6a^— la^, where

the colon is the old Oughtredian sign of aggregation, which is here

superfluous, because of the vinculum. Tautology in notation is found

in Edward CockeF^ in expressions like ^aa+W, V and

^ loannis Poleni, Epistolarvm malhemalicarvm fascicvlvs (Padua, 1729).

2 Gabriel Cramer, VAnalyse des lignes courbes algebriques (Geneva, 1750).

3 Pietro Cossali, Origini ... deWalgehra, Vol. I (Parma, 1797).

^ John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (Ijondon, 1685), p. 266.

^ J. d’Alembert in Histoire de Vacademic r. des scienceSy ann<5e 1745 (Paris,

1749), p. 383.

® 1. A. 8egner, Cursus mathernaticiy Pars IV (Halle, 1763), p. 44.

^ C. A. Vandermonde in op. cit.y ann^e 1771 (Paris, 1774), p. 385.

® A. Fontaine, ibid., annee 1747 (Paris, 1752), p. 607.

® L. hluler in Histoire de Vacademic r. d. sciences el des belles lettres, ann6e 1749

(Berlin, 1751), p. 228.

Du S6jour, ibid. (1768; Paris, 1770), p. 207.

E. Waring, Meditationes algebraicae (Cambridge; 3d ed., 1782), p. xxxvl,

etc.

^ P. S. Lai)lace in Memoires d. Vacademic r. d. sciences, ann^e 1817 (Paris, 1819),

p. 153.

I. I. Stampionii Wis^Konstigh ende Reden-Maetigh Bewijs (The Hague,

1640), p. 7.

John Craig, Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XIX (London, 1695-97), p. 709.

Cockers Artificial Arithmelick Composed by Edward Cocker Pe-

rused, corrected and published by John Hawkins (London, 1702) [‘To the Reader,”

1684], p. 368, 375.
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a few times in John WallisJ In the Acta eruditorum (1709), page 327,

one finds mjVa = \\/[{x—nna)% where the [ ]
makes, we believe, its

first appearance in this journal, but does so as a redundant symbol.

348. Aggregation expressed by dots.—The denoting of aggregation

by placing a dot before the expression affected is first encountered in

Christoff Rudolff (§ 148). It is found next in the Arithmetica Integra

of M. Stifel, who sometimes places a dot also at the end. He writes^

l/zA2+i/z 6+.|/2 . 12— i/z 6 for our ^\2-\-V^+'^12— 1/ 6
;
also

i/0.144-6+i/;2;.144-6 for VllA^+\/lU^. In 1605 C. Di-

buadius^ writes |/.2— v/.2+i/.2+x/.2+]/.2+v^2 as the side of

a regular polygon of 128 sides inscribed in a circle of unit radius, i.e.,

^2-‘^2+-yl2+-\l2+^2+l/2 (see also § 332). It must be ad-

mitted that this old notation is simpler than the modern. In Snelbs

translation^ into Latin (1610) of Ludolph van Ceulen^s work on the

circle is given the same notation, i/.2+|/.2— 1/.2— ]/.2+]/2|—

]/2J. In Snell’s 1615 translation^ into Latin of Ludolph’s arithmetic

and geometry is given the number |/.2— i/.2|+i/lj which, when
divided by |/.2+|/.2|+i/li, gives the quotient |/54-l — 1/.5+

l/20. The Swiss Joh. Ardiiser® in 1646 writes |/.2-^|/.2+v/.2-h

|/,2+j/2+]/.2+i/.2+i/3, etc., as the side of an inscribed poly-

gon of 768 sides, where 4- means ^^minus.”

The substitution of two dots (the colon) in the place of the single

dot was effected by Oughtred in the 1631 and later editions of his

Clavis mathematicae. With him this change became necessary when

he adopted the single dot as the sign of ratio. He wrote ordinarily

l/qiBCq—BAqi for ^BC^—BA^y placing colons before and after

the terms to be aggregated (§ 181).’

^ John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (Ijondon, 1685), p. 133.

2 M. Stifel, Arithmetica integra (Nurnbcrg, 1544), fol. 135t;°. See J. Tropfke,

op. cit., Vol. Ill (Leipzig, 1922), p. 131.

* C. Dibvadii in arithmeticam irrationalivm Evclidis decimo elementorum libro

(Arnhem, 1605).

^ Willebrordus Snellius, Lvdolphi d Cevlen de Circvlo el cuiscriptis liber ...6

vernacvlo Latina fecit ... (Leyden, 1610), p. 1, 5.

® Fvndamenla arithmetica et geometrica. ... Lvdolpho a Cevlen

^

... in Latinum

translata a Wil. Sn. (Leyden, 1615), p. 27.

®Joh. Ardiiser, Geometriae theoricae et practicae XII libri (Zurich, 1646),

fol. 1816.

^ W Oughtred, Clavis mathematicae (1652), p. 104.
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Sometimes, when all the terms to the end of an expression are to

be aggregated, the closing colon is omitted. In rare instances the

opening colon is missing. A few times in the 1694 English edition, dots

take the place of the colon. Oughtred^s colons were widely used in

England. As late as 1670 and 1693 John Wallis^ writes x/:5-’2l/3:.

It occurs in Edward Cocker^s^ arithmetic of 1684, Jonas Moore^s

arithmetic^ of 1688, where C\A+E means the cube of {A+E). James

Bernoulli^ gives in 1689 |/:a+i/:a+|/:a+i/:a+i/:a+, etc.

These methods of denoting aggregation practically disappeared at the

beginning of the eighteenth century, but in more recent time they

have been reintroduced. Thus, R. CarmichaeP writes in his Calculus of

Operations: uv — u, Dv+Du. v” G, Pcano has made the proposal

to employ points as well as parentheses.® He lets a. be be identical

with a{bc)y aibc.d with a[(6c)d], ab.cdie.fg hk.l with {[(a&)(c(i)]

Wg)]} m)l\,
349. Aggregation expressed by commas .—An attempt on the part of

Hdrigone (§ 189) and Leibniz to give the comma the force of a symbol

of aggregation, somewhat similar to Rudolff^s, StifeFs, and van

Ceulen’s previous use of the dot and Oughtred^s use of the colon, was

not successful. In 1702 Leibniz^ writes c— &, I for (c— 6)i, and c—b,

d—bj I for {c— b){d—b)L In 1709 a reviewer® in the Acta eruditorum

represents by (m, a designation

somewhat simpler than our modern form.

350. Aggregation expressed by parenthesis is found in rare in-

stances as early as the sixteenth century. Parentheses present com-

paratively no special difficulties to the typesetter. Nevertheless, it

took over two centuries before they met with general adoption as

mathematical symbols. Perhaps the fact that they were used quite

extensively as purely rhetorical symbols in ordinary writing helped to

^ John Wallis in Philosophical Transactions^ Vol. V (London, for the year

1670), p. 2203; Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 109; Latin ed. (1693), p. 120.

2 Cocker’s Artificial Arithmetick .... perused .... by John Hawkins (Lon-

don, 1684), p. 405.

* Moore’s Arithmetick: in Four Books (London, 1688; 3d ed.). Book IV, p. 425.

^ Positiones arithmeticae de seriebvs infinitis . ... Jacobo Bernoulli (Basel,

1689).

® R. Carmichael, Der Operalionscalcul, deutsch von C. H. Schnuse (Braun-

schweig, 1857), p. 16.

® G. Peano, Formulaire mathimatiquef Edition de Fan 1902-3 (Turin, 1903),

p. 4.

^ G. W. Leibniz in Acta eruditorum (1702), p. 212.

® Reviewer in ibid. (1709), p. 230. See also p. 180.
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retard their general adoption as mathematical symbols. John Wallis,

for example, used parentheses very extensively as symbols containing

parenthetical rhetorical statements, but made practically no use of

them as symbols in algebra.

As a rhetorical sign to inclose an auxiliary or parenthetical state-

ment parentheses are found in Newton^s De analysi per equationes

numero terminorum infinitas, as given by John Collins in the Com-
mercium epistolicum (1712). In 1740 De Gua^ wrote equations in the

running text and inclosed them in parentheses; he wrote, for example,

seroit (7a--3x*dx = 3l/2ax—a;x.dx) et oh Tare de cercle. ...”

English mathematicians adhered to the use of vinculums, and of

colons placed before and after a polynomial, more tenaciously than

did the French; while even the French were more disposed to stress

their use than were Leibniz and Euler. It was Leibniz, the younger

Bernoullis, and Euler who formed the habit of employing parentheses

more freely and to resort to the vinculum less freely than did other

mathematicians of their day. The straight line, as a sign of aggrega-

tion, is older than the parenthesis. We have seen that Chuquet, in his

Triparty of 1484, underlined the terms that were to be taken together.

351. Early occurrence of parentheses.—Brackets^ are found in the

manuscript edition of R. Bombelli's Algebra (about 1550) in the

expressions like fi*[2m/?[0m. 121 ]] which stands for ^2— l/— 121.

In the printed edition of 1572 an inverted capital letter Lwas employed

to express radix legata; see the facsimile reproduction (Fig. 50).

Michael Stifel docs not use parentheses as signs of aggregation in his

printed works, but in one of his handwritten marginal notes® occurs

the following: , . faciant aggregatum (12— 1/44) quod sumptum

cum (>/44— 2) facial 10” (i.e., ‘'....One obtains the aggregate

(12— 1/44), which added to (|/44— 2) makes 10”). It is our opinion

that these parentheses are punctuation marks, rather than mathe-

matical symbols; signs of aggregation are not needed here. In the

1593 edition of F. Vieta^s Zetetica, published in Turin, occur braces

and brackets (§ 177) sometimes as open parentheses, at other times

as closed ones. In Vieta^s collected works, edited by Fr. van Schooten

^ Jean Paul de Gua de Malves, Usages de Vanalyse de Descartes (Paris, 1740),

p. 302.

2 See E. Bortolotti in Sciential Vol. XXXIII (1923), p. 390.

® E. Hoppe, ^‘Michael Stifels handschriftlicher Nachlass,^^ Mitteilungen

Math. Gesellschaft Hamburg, III (1900), p. 420. See J. Tropfke, op. dL, Vol. II

(2d ed., 1921), p, 28, n. 114.
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in 1646, practically all parentheses are displaced by vinculums. How-
ever, in J. L. de Vaulezard’s translation^ into French of Victa^s

Zetetica round parentheses are employed. Round parentheses are en-

countered in Tartaglia,^ Cardan (but only once in his Ars Magna),

Clavius (see Fig. 66), Errard de Bar-le-Duc,^ Follinus,^ Girard,®

Norwood,^ Hume,® Stampioen, Hcnrion, Jacobo de Billy,^ Renaldini^®

and Foster.*^ This is a fairly representative group of writers using

parentheses, in a limited degree; there are in this group Italians, Ger-

mans, Dutch, French, English. And yet the mathematicians of none

of the countries represented in this group adopted the general use of

parentheses at that time. One reason for this failure lies in the fact

that the vinculum, and some of the other devices for expressing ag-

gregation, served their purpose very well. In those days when machine

processes in printing were not in vogue, and when typesetting was

done by hand, it was less essential than it is now that symbols should,

in orderly fashion, follow each other in a line. If one or more vincu-

lums were to be placed above a given polynomial, such a demand
upon the printer was less serious in those days than it is at the present

time.

' J. L. de Vaulezard’s ZHUtques de F. Vihte (Paris, 1630), p. 218. Reference

taken from the Encyclopidie d. scien, math,, Tom I, Vol. I, p. 28.

2 N. Tartaglia, General trattato di numeri e misure (Venice), Vol. II (1556), fol.

1675, 1695, 1705, 1745, 177a, etc., in expressions like 28 men R 10)’' for

v'|/28 — 1/10; fol. 1685, ‘‘men (22 men RG” for —(22 — 1/6), only the opening

part being used. See G. Enestrom in Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. VII

(1906-7), p. 296. Similarly, in La Quarla Parte del general trattato (1560), fol.

40B, he regularly omits the second part of the parenthesis when occurring on the

margin, but in the running text both parts occur usually.

’ H. Cardano, Ars magna, as printed in Opera, Vol. IV (1663), fol. 438.

*1. Errard de Bar-Ie-Duc, La geometrie et practique generate dHcelle (3d ed.;

revu4 par D, H. P. E. M.; Paris, 1619), p. 216.

^ Hermann Follinus, Algebra sive liber de rebvs occvltis (Cologne, 1622), p. 157.

® A. Girard, Invention nouvelle en Valgehre (Amsterdam, 1629), p. 17.

^ R. Norwood, Trigonometrie (London, 1631), Book I, p. 30.

^ Jac. Humius, Traite de Valgehre (Paris, 1635).

® Jacobo de Billy, Novae geometriae davis algebra (Paris, 1643), p. 157; also

in an Abridgement of the Precepts of Algebra (written in French by James de

Billy; London, 1659), p. 346.

Carlo Renaldini, Opus algebricum (1644; enlarged edition, 1665). Taken from

Ch. Hutton, Tracts on Mathematical and Philosophical Subjects, Vol. II (1812),

p. 297.

Samuel Foster, Miscellanies: or Mathematical Lucubrations (London, 1659),

p. 7.
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And so it happened that in the second half of the seventeenth

century, parentheses occur in algebra less frequently than during the

first half of that century. However, voices in their favor are heard.

The Dutch writer, J. J. Blassiere,^ explained in 1770 the three nota-

tions (2a+56)(3a— 4&), (2a+ 56) X (3a— 46), and 2a+56X3a— 46,

and remarked: ^^Mais comme la premidre mani^re de les enfermer

entre des Parentheses, est la moins sujette a erreur, nous nous en

servirons dans la suite.” E. Waring in 1762^ uses the vinculum but no

parentheses; in 1782® he employs parentheses and vinculums inter-

changeably. Before the eighteenth century parentheses hardly ever

occur in the Philosophical Transactions of London, in the publications

of the Paris Academy of Sciences, in the Acta eruditorum published in

Leipzig. But with the beginning of the eighteenth century, paren-

theses do appear. In the Acta eryditorurn^ Carre'* of Paris uses them
in 1701, G. W. Leibniz® in 1702, a reviewer of Gabriele Manfredi® in

1708. Then comes in 1708 (§ 197) the statement of policy^ in the Acta

eruditorum in favor of the Leibnizian symbols, so that ^4n place of

l/aa+66 we write ]/(aa+66) and for aa+bbXc we write aa+66,c

, we shall designate aa+66"* by (aa+66)"*: whence |/aa+66 will
- -

be =(aa+66)*'^ and P aa+66'* = (aa+66)"="*. Indeed, we do not

doubt that all mathematicians reading these Acta recognize the pre-

eminence of Mr. Leibniz^ symbolism and agree with us in regard to it.”

From now on round parentheses appear frequently in the Acta

eruditorum. In 1709 square brackets make their appearance.® In the

Philosophical Transactions of London® one of the first appearances of

parentheses was in an article by the Frenchman P. L. Maupertuis

in 1731, while in ihQ Histoire de Vacademic royale des sciences in Paris,*®

1 J. J. Blassi^re, Institution du calcul numerique et litteral. (a la Haye, 1770),

2. Partie, p. 27.

2 E. Waring, Miscellanea analylica (Cambridge, 1762).

*E. Waring, Meditationes algehraicae (Cambridge; 3d ed., 1782).

* L. Carr6 in Acta eruditorum (1701), p. 281.

5 G. W. Leibniz, ibid. (1702), p. 219.

® Gabriel Manfredi, ibid, (1708), p. 268.

^Ibid. (1708), p. 271.

8 lUd. (1709), p. 327.

® P. L. Maupertuis in Philosophical Transactions, for 1731-32, Vol. XXXVII
(London), p. 245.

Johann II Bernoulli, Histoire de Vacadimie royale des sciences, ann6e 1732

(Paris, 1735), p. 240 ff.
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Johann (John) Bernoulli of Bale first used parentheses and brackets in

the volume for the year 1732. In the volumes of the Petrograd

Academy, J. Hermann^ uses parentheses, in the first volume, for the

year 1726; in the third volume, for the year 1728, L. Euler* and

Daniel Bernoulli used round parentheses and brackets.

352. The constant use of parentheses in the stream of articles from

the pen of Euler that appeared during the eighteenth century con-

tributed vastly toward accustoming mathematicians to their use.

Some of his articles present an odd appearance from the fact that the

closing part of a round parenthesis is much larger than the opening

<2 25 \
part,* as in (1—) (1 ^1. Daniel Bernoulli^ in 1753 uses round

TT TT— Sj

parentheses and brackets in the same expression while T. U. T,

Aepinus* and later Euler use two types of round parentheses of this

sort, C(i3+7)(^— l)+^Af0‘ In the publications of the Paris

Academy, parentheses are used by Johann Bernoulli (both round and

square ones),* A. C. Clairaut,^ P. L. Maupertuis,® F. Nicole,® Ch. de

Montigny,^^ Le Marquis de Courtivron,^^ J. d^Alembert,^* N. C. de

Condorcet,^^ J. Lagrange.^^ These illustrations show that about the

middle of the eighteenth century parentheses were making vigorous

inroads upon the territory previously occupied in France by vincu-

lums almost exclusively.

^ J. Hermann, Commentarii academiae scienharum imperialis Petropolitanaej

Tomus I ad annum 1726 (Petropoli, 1728), p. 15.

2 im., Tomus III (1728; Petropoli, 1732), p. 114, 221.

* L. Euler in Miscellanea Berolinensiaj Vol. VII (Berlin, 1743), p. 93, 95, 97,

139, 177.

* D. Bernoulli in Histoire de Vacad^mie r. des sciences et belles lettres, ann6e 1753

(Berlin, 1755), p. 175.

^ Aepinus in ibid., ann4e 1751 (Berlin, 1753), p. 375; ann6e 1757 (Berlin,

1759), p. 308-21.

® Histoire de Vacadimie r. des sciences, ann6e 1732 (Paris, 1735), p. 240, 257.

7 Ibid., ann6e 1732, p. 385, 387.

^ Ibid., ann6e 1732, p. 444.

^ Ibid., ann^e 1737 (Paris, 1740), ‘^M^moires,^^ p. 64; also ann^e 1741 (Paris,

1744), p. 36.

Ibid., ann6e 1741, p. 282.

Ibid., ann6e 1744 (Paris, 1748), p. 406.

12 Ibid., ann^e 1745 (Paris, 1749), p. 369, 380.

Ibid., ann^e 1769 (Paris, 1772), p. 211.

Ibid., ann6e 1774 (Paris, 1778), p. 103.
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353. Terms in an aggregate placed in a vertical column.—The em-
ployment of a brace to indicate the sum of coefficients or factors

placed in a column was in vogue with Vieta (§ 176), Descartes, and
many other writers. Descartes in 1637 used a single brace, ^ as in

x*—2ax^-\-2aa\ o q i 4 n}xX’-2a^x-\-a^^0 ,— cc
J

or a vertical bar^ as in

x^+^aa
— cc

—a*
zz
—acc —\aacc

^0.

Wallis^ in 1685 puts the equation aaa-\-baa-\-cca = dddj where a is the

unknown, also in the form

1 + b + CC

aaa aa a

= ddd

1 •

Sometimes terms containing the same power of x were written in a

column without indicating the common factor or the use of symbols of

aggregation; thus, John Wallis^ writes in 1685,

aaa+baa+bca= -{-bed

"\-caa—bda

daa ~~~ eda

Giovanni Poleni® writes in 1729,

— 2ax^yy+aax^= 0
— 2ax\/-\raaxxyy

— aay*

The use of braces for the combination of terms arranged in col-

umns has passed away, except perhaps in recording the most unusual

algebraic expressions. The tendency has been, whenever possible, to

discourage symbolism spreading out vertically as well as horizontally.

Modern printing encourages progression line by line.

354. Marking binomial coefficients.—In the writing of the factors

in binomial coefficients and in factorial expressions much diversity of

practice prevailed during the eighteenth century, on the matter of

^ Descartes, CEvvres (6d. Adain et Tannery), Vol. VI, p. 450.

nm.
3 John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), p. 160.

^ John Wallis, op. cit.^ p. 153.

® Joannis Poleni, Epistolarvm mathematicarvm fascicvlvs (Padua, 1729) (no

pagination).
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the priority of operations indicated by + and —
,
over the operations

of multiplication marked by • and X. Inn.n— l*n—2ornXn— IX
n— 2, orn,n—l, n-~2, it was understood very generally that the sub-

tractions are performed first, the multiplications later, a practice con-

trary to that ordinarily followed at that time. In other words, these

expressions meant n(n— l)(n— 2). Other writers used parentheses or

vinculums, which removed all inconsistency and ambiguity. Nothing

was explicitly set forth by early writers which would attach different

meanings to nn and n.n or nXn. And yet, n*n— 1.71—2 was not the

same as nn— In— 2. Consecutive dots or crosses tacitly conveyed the

idea that what lies between two of them must be aggregated as if it

were inclosed in a parenthesis. Some looseness in notation occurs

even before general binomial coefficients were introduced. Isaac

Barrow^ wrote — AfX for (L— M)(i2+S), where the colon

designated aggregation, but it was not clear that L—M, as well as

R+Sj were to be aggregated. In a manuscript of Leibniz^ one finds

the number of combinations of n things, taken fc at a time, given in the

form

Ti^n— l^n— 2, etc., n—
1^2^3, etc.,^/b

This diversity in notation continued from the seventeenth down
into the nineteenth century. Thus, Major Edward Thornycroft

(1704)^ writes ttiX/^i— IXw— 2X771—3, etc. A writer^ in the Acta

ervditorum gives the expression n,n— 1. Another writer^ gives

(n,7i l ,r^—^ Leibniz'® notation, as described in 1710 (§ 198), con-
2 ,

3

tains c-c— l.e—

2

for e(c— l)(c— 2). Johann Bernoulli^ writes 71.77—
1.71—2. This same notation is used by Jakob (James) Bernoulli® in a

^ Isaac Barrow, Lectiones mathematicae, Lcct. XXV, Probl. VII. See also

Probl. VIII.

^D. Mahnke, Bibliotheca mathematica (3d ser.), Vol. XIII (1912-13), p. 35.

See also Leibnizens Mathematische Schriflen^ Vol. VII (1863), p. 101.

® E. Thornycroft in Philosophical Transactions^ Vol. XXIV (London, 1704-5),

p. 1963.

^ Acta eruditorum (Leipzig, 1708), p. 269.

Suppl., Tome IV (1711), p. 160. .

^ Miscellanea Berolinensia (Berlin, 1710), p. 161.

^Johann Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1712), p. 276.

® Jakob Bernoulli, Ars Conjectandi (Basel, 1713), p. 99.
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posthumous publication, by F. Nicole^ who uses x+n»x+2n>x+3n^
etc., by Stirling^ in 1730, by Cramer® who writes in a letter to J.

Stirling a*a+6*a+26, by Nicolaus Bernoulli^ in a letter to Stirling

r.r+&*^+26. ... by Daniel Bernoulli^ I— Id— 2, by Lambert® 4m— !•

4m— 2, and by Konig^ n«n— 5*n—6*n— 7. Euler® in 1764 employs in

the same article two notations: one, n— 5.n— 6«n— 7; the other,

n(n— l)(n— 2). Condorcet^ has n+2Xn+l. Hindenburg^® of Got-

tingen uses round parentheses and brackets, nevertheless he writes

binomial factors thus, m>m—l»m— 2 .... m— s-f-1. Segner^^ and

Ferroni^^ write r? -n— 1 -n— 2. Cossali‘® writes 4X — 2 = — 8. As late as

1811 A. M. Legendre^'^ has n*n— l.n—

2

.... 1.

On the other hand, F. Nicole,^® who in 1717 avoided vinculums,

writes in 1723, x«n+n«x+2n, etc. Stirling^® in 1730 adopts z—1 •z— 2.

Do Moivre^^ in 1730 likewise writes 7n—pXm— (jX rri
— s, etc. Similar-

ly, Dodson,^® n.n— l*n— 2, and the Frenchman F. dc Lalande,^^

^ Nicole in Ilisloire de Vacad6mie r. des sciences, annec 1717 (Paris, 1719),

“Memoires,” p. 9.

* J. Stirling, Melhodus differenlialis (London, 1730), p. 9.

3 Ch. Tweedic, James Stirling (Oxford, 1922), p. 121. * Op. cit., p. 144.

® Daniel I. Bernoulli, “Notationes de aequationibus,” Comment. Acad. Petrop.,

Tome V (1738), p. 72.

® J. H. Lambert, Observationes in Acta Helvetica, Vol. III.

^ S. Kcmig, Histoire dc Vacademic r. des sciences et des belles lettres, ann6e 1749

(Berlin, 1751), p. 189.

8 L. Euler, op. cit., annoe 1764 (Berlin, 1766), p. 195, 225.

3 N. C. dc Condorcet in Histoire de Vacademie r. des sciences, ann6e 1770 (Paris,

1773), p. 152.

Carl Friedrich Hindenburg, Injinitinomii dignatum leges . ... ac formulae

(Gottingen, 1779), p. 30.

J. A. de Segner, Cursus mathematici, pars II (Halle, 1768), p. 190.

^2 P. Ferroni, Magnitudinum exponenlialium .... iheoria (Florence, 1782),

p. 29.

Pietro Cossali, Origine, trasporlo in Italia ... delValgebra, Vol. I (Parma,

1797), p. 260.

1^ A. M. Legendre, Exercices de calcul integral, Tome I (Paris, 1811), p. 277.

1^ Histoire de Vacademie r. des sciences, ann6e 1723 (Paris, 1753), '‘Memoires,’'

p. 21.

1® James Stirling, Methodus differenlialis (London, 1730), p. 6.

1^ Abraham de Moivre, Miscellanea analylica de seriebus (London, 1730), p. 4.

13 James Dodson, Mathematical Repository, Vol. I (London, 1748), p. 238.

1® F. de Lalande in Histoire de Vacademie r. des sciences, ann6e 1761 (Paris,

1763), p. 127.
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m.(m+I).(m+2). In Lagrange' we encounter in 1772 the strictly

modern form (m+l)(m+2)(m+3), • . . . ,
in Laplace^ in 1778 the

form (i~l).(i— 2) .... (i— r+1).

The omission of parentheses unnecessarily aggravates the inter-

pretation of elementary algebraic expressions, such as are given by

Kirkman,^ viz., — 3 =3X — 1 for — 3 = 3X(-~1), —rnX—n for

355. Special uses of parentheses .—A use of round parentheses and

brackets which is not strictly for the designation of aggregation is

found in Cramer^ and some of his followers. Cramer in 1750 writes

two equations involving the variables x and y thus:

A x'-[--l]x«-'+[P]a;«~2^[P]x«-5+ &c [P]-0
,

B (0)x°+(l)x'+(2)x2+(3)x3+ &c +(m)x"» = 0 ,

where 1, P, P, , . . . ,
within the brackets of equation A do not mean

powers of unity, but the coefficients of x, which are rational functions

of y. The figures 0, 1, 2, 3, in B are likewise coefficients of x and func-

tions of y. In the further use of this notation, (02) is made to repre-

sent the product of (0) and (2); (30) the product of (3) and (0), etc.

Cramer’s notation is used in Italy by CossalF in 1799.

Special uses of parentheses occur in more recent time. Thus
W. F. Sheppard® in 1912 writes

(n,r) for n(n— 1) .... (n— r+l)/r!

[n,rj for n(n+l) .... (n+r— l)/r!

(n,26‘+l] for (n— 6•)(/^—s+1) .... (n+,s‘)/(2s+l)!

356. A star to mark the absence of terms .—We find it convenient

to discuss this topic at this time. Rm6 Descartes, in La Geometrie

(1637), arranges the terms of an algebraic equation according to the

descending order of the powers of the unknown quantity x, ?/, or z.

If any power of the unknown below the highest in the equation is

^ J. Lagrange in ibid.^ ann6e 1772, Part I (Paris, 1775), “M6moires,” p. 523.

2 P. S. Laplace in ibid., ann6e 1778 (Paris, 1781), p. 237.

^ T. P. Kirkman, First Mnemonical Lessons in Geometry, Algebra and Trigonomr

etry (London, 1852), p. 8, 9.

^Gabriel Cramer, Analyse des Lignes courbes alg&mques (Geneva,* 1750),

p. 660.

^ Pietro Cossali, op. dX., Vol. II (Parma, 1799), p. 41.

®W. F. Sheppard in Fijth International Mathematical Congress, Vol. II, p. 355.
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lacking, that fact is indicated by a *, placed where the term would
have been. Thus, Descartes writes x^—a*hx = 0 in this manner:^

x6 * * * * a^bx* y>0 .

He does not explain why there was need of inserting these stars in the

places of the missing terms. But such a need appears to have been

felt by him and many other mathematicians of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. Not only were the stars retained in later edi-

tions of La Geornetriej but they were used by some but not all of the

leading mathematicians, as well as by many compilers of textbooks.

Kinckhuysen^ writes * * * * Prestet* in 1675 writes

and retains the * in 1689. The star is used by Baker,^ Varig-

non,® John Bernoulli,® Alexander,^ A. de Graaf,® E. Halley.® Fr. van

Schooten used it not only in his various Latin editions of Descartes^

Geometry

j

but also in 1646 in his Conic Sections where he writes

z^y>*— pz-\-q for 2*= —pz+q. InW. Whiston^s^^ 1707 edition of I. New-
ton^s Universal Arithmetick one reads aa*— bb and the remark “.

. . .

locis vacuis substituitur nota * ” Raphson^s English 1728 edition of

the same work also uses the *. Jones^^ uses * in 1706, Reyneau^® in

1708; Simpson^^ employs it in 1737 and Waring’® in 1762. De Lagny^®

1 Ren6 Descartes, La g^omUrie (Leyden, 1637) ;
Qhwres de Descartes (6d.

Adam et Tannery), Vol. VI (1903), p. 483.

2 Gerard Kinckhuysen, Algebra ofte SleLKonst (Haarlem, 1661), p. 59.

^ Elemens des malhernaliques (Paris, 1675), Epitre, by J. P.[restet], p. 23.

Nouveaux elemens des Mathematiques, par Jean Prestet (Paris, 1689), Vol. II,

p. 450.

* Thomas Baker, Geometrical Key (London, 1684), p. 13.

® Journal des Sgavans, ann6e 1687, Vol. XV (Amsterdam, 1688), p. 459. The

star appears in many other places of this Journal,

® John Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1688), p. 324. The symbol appears often

in this journal.

^ John Alexander, Synopsis Algebraica ... (Londini, 1693), p. 203.

* Abraham de Graaf, De Geheele Malhesis (Amsterdam, 1694), p. 259.

2 E. Halley in Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XIX (London, 1695-97), p. 61.

Francisci k Schooten, De organica conicarum sectionum (Leyden, 1646), p. 91.

“ Arithmetica universalis (Cambridge, 1707), p. 29.

‘2 W. Jones, Synopsis palmariorum matheseos (London, 1706), p. 178.

Charles Reyneau, Analyse demontr^e, Vol. I (Paris, 1708), p. 13, 89.

Thomas Simpson, New Treatise of Fluxions (London, 1737), p. 208.

“ Edward Waring, Miscellanea Analytica (1762), p. 37.

MSmoires de Vacademic r. d. sciences. Depuis 1666 jusqu'd. 1699, Vol. XI
(Paris, 1733), p. 241, 243, 250.
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employs it in 1733, De Gua' in 1741, MacLaurin^ in his Algebray and

Fenn^ in his Arithmetic, But with the close of the eighteenth century

the feeling that this notation was necessary for the quick understand-

ing of elementary algebraic polynomials passed away. In more ad-

vanced fields the star is sometimes encountered in more recent authors.

Thus, in the treatment of elliptic functions, Weierstrass^ used it to

mark the absence of a term in an infinite scries, as do also GreenhilP

and Fricke.®

1 Uistoire de Vacadimie r. d. sciences, ann6e 1741 ( Paris, 1744), p. 476.

2 Colin Maclaurin, Treatise of Algebra (2d 6d.; London, 1756), p. 277.

^ Joseph Fcnn, Universal Arithmetic (Dublin, 1772), p. 33.

^ H. A. Schwarz, Formeln und Lehrsdtze .... nach Vorlesungen des TFeier-

slrass (Gottingen, 1885), p. 10, 11.

® A. G. Greenhill, Elliptic Functions (1892), p. 202, 204.

®R. Fricke, Encyklopadie d. Math. Wissenschaften, Vol. IP (Leipzig, 1913),

p. 269.



IV

SYMBOLS IN GEOMETRY
(ELEMENTARY PART)

A. ORDINARY ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY
357. The symbols sometimes used in geometry may be grouped

roughly under three heads: (1) pictographs or pictures representing

geometrical concepts, as A representing a triangle; (2) ideographs de-

signed especially for geometry, as for “similar^’; (3) symbols of

elementary algebra, like + and —

.

Early use of pictographs.—^The use of geometrical drawings goes

back at least to the time of Ahmes, but the employment of pictographs

in the place of words is first found in Heron^s Dioptra. Heron (150

A.D.) wrote A for triangle, ^ for parallel and parallelogram, also ^
for parallelogram, ' for rectangle, Q for circle.^ Similarly, Pappus

(fourth century a.d.) writes O and O for circle, v ^^d A for triangle,

L for right angle, ^ or= for parallel, for square.^ But these were

very exceptional uses not regularly adopted by the authors and occur

in few manuscripts only. They were not generally known and are not

encountered in other mathematical writers for about one thousand

years. Paul Tannery calls attention to the use of the symbol in a

medieval manuscript to represent, not a square foot, but a cubic foot;

Tannery remarks that this is in accordance with the ancient practice

of the Romans.® This use of the square is found in the Triparty of

Chuquet (§ 132) and in the arithmetic of De la Roche.

358. Geometric figures were used in astrology to indicate roughly

the relative positions of two heavenly bodies with respect to an ob-

server. Thus 6, cP, > A, >!< designated,^ respectively, conjunction,

‘ Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la Bihliothhque imp^riale, Vol. XIX,

Part II (Paris, 1858), p. 173.

2 Pappi Alexandrini CoUectionis quae supersurU (ed. F. Hultsch), Vol. Ill,

Tome I (Berlin, 1878), p. 126-31.

* Paul Tannery, MSmoires scientifiques, Vol. V (Toulouse and Paris, 1922),

p. 73.

* Kepler says: *^Quot sunt igitur aspectus? Vetus astrologia agnoscit tantum

quinque: conjunctionem (4), cum radii pianetarum binorum in Terram de-

scendentes in unam conjunguntur lineam; quod est veluti principium Eispectuum

omnium. 2) Oppositionem (cP), cum bini radii sunt ejusdem rectae partes, seu

401
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opposition, at right angles, at 120°, at 60°. These signs are repro-

duced in Christian Wolff^s Mathematisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716),

page 188. The consisting of three bars crossing each other at 60°,

was used by the Babylonians to indicate degrees. Many of their war

carriages are pictured as possessing wheels with six spokes.^

359. In Plato of Tivoli’s translation (middle of twelfth century)

of the Liber embadorum by Savasorda who was a Hebrew scholar, at

Barcelona, about 1100 a.d., one finds repeatedly the designations

abCy ab for arcs of circles.* In 1555 the Italian Fr. Maurolycus* employs

A, , also for hexagon and .* for pentagon, while in 1575 he also

used . About half a century later, in 1623, Metius in the Nether-

lands exhibits a fondness for pictographs and adopts not only Is., ,
but a circle with a horizontal diameter and small drawings represent-

ing a sphere, a cube, a tetrahedron, and an octohedron. The last four

were never considered seriously for general adoption, for the obvious

reason that they were too difficult to draw. In 1634, in France, H6ri-

gone’s Cursus mathematicus (§ 189) exhibited an eruption of symbols,

both pictographs and arbitrary signs. Here is the sign < for angle,

the usual signs for triangle, square, rectangle, circle, also J for right

angle, the Heronic = for parallel, <3> for parallelogram, for arc of

circle, for segment, — for straight line, ± for perpendicular, 5<
for pentagon, 6< for hexagon.

In England, William Oughtred introduced a vast array of char-

acters into mathematics (§§ 181-85); over forty of them were used in

symbolizing the tenth book of Euclid’s Elements (§§ 183, 184), first

printed in the 1648 edition of his Clavis mathematicae. Of these sym-

bols only three were pictographs, namely, Q for rectangle, for

square, A for triangle (§ 184). In the first edition of the Clavis (1631),

the Q alone occurs. In the Trigonometria (1657), he employed Z for

angle and Z for angles (§ 182), 1|
for parallel occurs in Oughtred’s

1

cum duae quartae partes circuli a binis radiis interceptae sunt, id est unus semi-

circulus. 3) Tetragonum seu quadratum (), cum una quarta. 4) Trigonumseu

trinum ( A), cum una tertia seu duae sextae. 5) Hexagonum seu sextilem ( >|< ), cum
una sexta.” See Kepler, Opera omnia (ed. Ch. Frisch), Vol. VI (1866), p. 490,

quoted from ‘‘Epitomes astronomiae’^ (1618).

^ C. Bezold, Ninive und Babylon (1903), p. 23, 54, 62, 124. See also J. Tropfke,

op. cii.y Vol. I (2d ed., 1921), p. 38.

* See M. Curtze in Bibliotheca malhematica (3d ser.), Vol. I (1900), p. 327, 328.

* Frandsci Maurolyci Abbatis Messanensis Opuscula Malhematica (Venice,

1575), p. 107, 134. See also Francisco Maurolyco in Boncompagni’s Bulletino^ Vol.

IX, p. 67.
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Opuscula mathematica hactenus inedita (1677), a posthumous work

(§ 184).

KltigeP mentions a cube O as a symbol attached to cubic meas-

ure, corresponding to the use of in square measure.

Euclid in his Elements uses lines as symbols for magnitudes, in-

cluding numbers,2 a symbolism which imposed great limitations upon
arithmetic, for he does not add lines to squares, nor does he divide a

line by another line.

360. Signs for angles.—We have already seen that H4rigone

adopted < as the sign for angle in 1634. Unfortunately, in 1631,

Harriotts Artis analyticae praxis utilized this very symbol for ‘dess

than.’^ Harriotts > and < for “greater than^’ and “less than’’ were

so well chosen, while the sign for “angle” could be easily modified so as

to remove the ambiguity, that the change of the symbol for angle was

eventually adopted. But < for angle persisted in its appearance,

especially during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. We find

it in W. Leybourn,^ J. Kersey,^ E. Hatton,^ E. Stone,® J. Hodgson,^

D’Alembert’s EncyclopMie^^ Hall and Steven’s Euclidy^ and Th.

Reye.^® John Caswelb^ used the sign ^ to express “equiangular.”

A popular modified sign for angle was Z
,
in which the lower stroke

is horizontal and usually somewhat heavier. We have encountered

this in Oughtred’s Trigonometria (1657), Caswell, Dulaurens,*®

^ G. S. Kliigel, Math. Worterhuchy 1. Theil (Leipzig, 1803), art. ^^Bruch-

zeichenJ’

* Sec, for instance, Euclid's ElementSy Book V
;
see J. Gow, History of Greek

Mathematics (1884), p. 106.

3 William Leybourn, Panorganon: or a Universal Instrument (London, 1672),

p. 75.

* John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), Book IV, p. 177.

® Edward Hatton, An Intire System of Arithmetic (London, 1721), p. 287.

® Edmund Stone, New Mathematical Dictionary (London, 1726; 2d ed., 1743),

art. “Character."

^ James Hodgson, A System of MathemalicSy Vol. I (London, 1723), p. 10.

* EncyclopMie on Dictionnaire raissonnd, etc. (Diderot), Vol. VI (Lausanne et

Berne, 1781), art. “Caractere."

® H. S. Hall and F. H. Stevens, Euclids Elements, Parts I and H (London,

1889), p. 10.

Theodor Reye, Die Geometric der Lage (5th ed.; Leipzig, 1909), 1. Abteilung,

p. 83.

John Caswell, “Doctrine of Trigonometry," in Wallis’ Algebra (1685).

John Caswell, “Trigonometry," in ibid.

Francisci Dulaurens, Specimina mathematica duobus libris comprehensa

(Paris, 1667), “Symbols."
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Jones,' Emerson,2 Hutton,^ Fuss,^ Steenstra,® Klugel,® Playfair,'^

Kambly,® Wentworth,® Fiedler,'® Casey," Lieber and von Ltihmann,'®

Byerly,'® Muller,'^ Mehler,"" C. Smith,'® Beman and Smith,'^ Layng,'^

Hopkins,'® Robbins,'*® the National Committee (in the U.S.A.).^'

The plural '‘angles” is designated by Caswell Z Z
;
by many others

thus, A, Caswell also writes ZZZ for the "sum of two angles,”

and X Z Z for the "difference of two angles,” From these quotations

it is evident that the sign Z for angle enjoyed wide popularity in

different countries. However, it had rivals.

361. Sometimes the same sign is inverted, thus 7 as in John

Ward.'*'* Sometimes it is placed so as to appear A, as in the Ladies

' William Jones, Sijnopsis palmariorum matheseos (London, 1706), p. 221.

2 (W. Emerson], Elements of Geometry (London, 1763), p. 4.

* Charles Hutton, Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary (1695), art.

^‘Characters.’*

^ Nicolas Fuss, Legons de gSomHrie (St. Petersbourg, 1798), p. 38.

® Pibo Steenstra, Grondbeginsels der Meelkunst (Leyden, 1779), p. 101.

® G. S. Kliigel, Math. Worterhuch, fortgesetzt von C. B. Mollweide und J. A.

Grunert, 5. Theil (I.<eipzig, 1831), art. “Zeichen.”

’ John Playfair, Elements of Geometry (Philadelphia, 1855), p. 114.

*L. Kambly, Die Elementar-Mathemalik, 2. Theil: Planimetrie, 43. Aufl.

(Breslau, 1876).

® G. A. Wentworth, Elements of Geometry (Boston, 1881; Preface, 1878).

W. Fiedler, Darsiellende Geometries 1. Theil (Leipzig, 1883), p. 7.

John Casey, Sequel to the First Six Books of the Elements of Euclid (Dublin,

1886).

‘^H. Lieber und F. von Liihmann, Geometrische Konstruklions-Aufgaben,

8. Aufl. (Berlin, 1887), p. 1.

W. E. Byerly’s edition of Chauvenet’s Geometry (Philadelphia, 1905), p. 44.

^^G. Muller, Zeichnende Geometric (Esslingen, 1889), p. 12.

F. G. Mehler, Hauplsdtze der Elementar Mathemaliky 8. Aufl. (Berlin, 1894),

p. 4.

Charles Smith, Geometrical Conics (London, 1894).

” W. W. Beman and D. E. Smith, Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, 1896),

p. 10.

“ A. E. Layng, Euclid^s Elements of Geometry (London, 1890), p. 4.

G. Irving Hopkins, Indvxtive Plane Geometry (Boston, 1902), p. 12.

20 E. R. Robbins, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, [1906]), p. 16.

® Report by the National Committee on Mathematical RequirementSy under the

auspices of the Mathematical Association of America, Inc. (1923), p. 77.

**Joha Ward, The Young Matherriaticians^ Guide (9th ed.; London, 1752),

p. 301, 369.
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Diary^ and in the writings of Reyer,^ Bolyai,® and Ottoni.® This posi-

tion is widely used in connection with one or three letters marking an

angle. Thus, the angle ABC is marked by L. N. M. Carnot* ABC in

his Geometrie de 'position (1803); in the Penny Cyclopedia^ 1839), arti-

cle ‘'Sign,^' there is given A^B; Binet,® Mobius,^ and Favaro® wrote

ah as the angle formed by two straight lines a and h; Favaro wrote
/\

.

also PDC. The notation a 6 is used by Stob and Gmeiner,® so that

a^=—b a; Nixon'® adopted also A^C; the designation APilf

is found in Enriques,*' Borel,'^ and Durrell.'®

362. Some authors, especially German, adopted the sign ^ for

angle. It is used by Spitz,'^ Fiedler,'* Halsted,'* Milinowski,'^ Meyer,'®

^ Leybourne’s Ladies Diary

^

Vol. IV, p. 273.

2 Samuel Reyhers .... EudideSf dessert VI. ersle Biicher auf sonderhare Art

mil algehraischen Zeichen^ also eingerichtety study doss man derselben Beweise auch in

anderen Sprachen gebrauchen kann (Kiel, 1698).

^Wolfgangi Bolyai de Bolya, Tentamen (2d ed.), Tome II (Budapestini,

1904; 1st ed., 1832), p. 361.

^ C. B. Ottoni, Elementos de Geomeiria e Trigonometria (4th ed. ; Rio de Janeiro,

1874). p. 67.

® See Ch. Babbage, “On the Influence of Signs in Mathematical Reasoning,’’

Transactions Cambridge Philos. Society

y

Vol. II (1827), p. 372.

® J. P. Binet in Journal de V^cole polyt.y Vol. IX, Cahier 16 (Paris, 1813), p. 303.

^ A. F. Mobius, Gesammelte WerkCy Vol. I (Leipzig, 1885), “Barycyentrischer

Calcul, 1827,” p. 618.

® A. Favaro, Legons de Slatique graphigusy trad, par Paul Terrier, 1. Partie

(Paris, 1879), p. 51, 75.

® O. Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, Theorelische Arithmelik (Leipzig), Vol. II (1902),

p. 329, 330.

R. C. J. Nixon, Euclid Revised (3d ed.; Oxford, 1899), p. 9.

Federigo Enriques, Questioni riguardanli la geomeiria ekmentare (Bologna,

1900), p. 67.

12 Emile Borel, Algbbre (2d cycle) Paris, 1913), p. 367.

1* Clement V. Durell, Modem Geometry; The Straight Line and Circle (London,

1920), p. 7, 21, etc.

1^ Carl Spitz, Lehrbuch der ebenen Geometrie (Leipzig und Heidelberg, 1862),

p. 11.

1*^ W. Fiedler, Darstellende GeometriCy 1. Theil (Leipzig, 1883), p. 7.

i« George Bruce Halsted, Mensuration (Boston, 1881), p. 28; Elementary Syn-

thetic Geometry (New York, 1892), p. vii.

1^ A. Milinowski, Elem.-Synth. Geom. der Kegelschnitte (Leipzig, 1883), p. 3.

1* Friedrich Meyer, Driller Cursus der Planimetrie (Halle, a/S, 1885), p. 81.
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Fialkowski,* Henrici and Treutlein,^ Bruckner,® Doehleitiann,*

Schur,® Bernhard,® Auerbach and Walsh,’ Mangoldt.®

If our quotations arc representative, then this notation for angle

finds its adherents in Germany and the United States. A slight modi-

fication of this sign is found in Byrne® <3.

Among sporadic representations of angles are the following: The
capital letter^® Z/, the capital letter'' V, or that letter inverted, A, the

inverted capital letter'® \/; the perpendicular lines'^ J or pq the

angle made by the lines'® p and g, (ah) the angle between the rays,'® a

and by ah the angle between the lines'’ a and &, or (w, v) the angle'®

formed by u and v,

363. Passing now to the designation of special angles we find ^
used to designate an oblique angle.'® The use of a pictograph for the

designation of right angles was more frequent in former years than

now and occurred mainly in English texts. The two perpendicular

lines L; to designate “right angle^^ are found in Reyher;^® he lets

1 N. Fialkowski, Praktische Geometrie (Wien, 1892), p. 15.

2 J. Henrici und P. Treutlein, Lehrhuch der Elernentar-Geomeiriey 1. Teil, 3.

Aufl. (Leipzig, 1897), p. 11.

^ Max Briickner, Vielecke und Vielfache-Theorie und Geschichie (Leipzig, 1900),

p. 125.

^ Karl Doehlcmann, Projektive Geomelriey 3. Aufl. (Leipzig, 1905), p. 133.

5 F. Schur, Grundlagen der Geometrie (Leipzig und Berlin, 1909), p. 79.

® Max Bernhard, Darstellende Geometrie (Stuttgart, 1909), p. 267.

’ Matilda Auerbach and Charles B. Walsh, Plarie Geometry (Philadelphia,

[1920]), p. vii.

® Hans V. Mangoldt, Einfuhrung in die hohere Mathematiky Vol. I (Leipzig,

1923), p. 190.

® Oliver Byrne, Elements of Euclid (London, 1847), p. xxviii.

John Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714), “Characters Explained.”

A. Saverien, Dictionnaire de math, et phys. (Paris, 1753), “Caractere.”

12 W. Bolyai, Tentamen (2d ed.), Vol. I (1897), p. xi.

1* Joseph Fenn, Euclid (Dublin, 1769), p. 12; J. D. Blassierc, Prindpes de

geometrie elementaire (The Hague, 1782), p. 16.

“ H. N. Robinson, Geometry (New York, 1860), p. 18; ihid. (15th ed., New
York), p. 14.

1® Charlotte Angas Scott, Modern Analytical Geometry (London, 1894), p. 253.

1® Heinrich Schroter, Theorie der Kegelschnitte (2d ed; Leipzig, 1876), p. 5.

1^ J. L. S. Hatton, Principles of Projective Geometry (Cambridge, 1913), p. 9.

G. Peano, Formulaire maihematique (Turin, 1903), p. 266.

1* W. N. Bush and John B. Clarke, Elements of Geometry (New York, [1905]).

^ Samuel Reyhers Euclides (Kiel, 1698).
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MIL stand for ^^angle A is a right angle/’ a symbolism which could

be employed in any language. The vertical bar stands for equality

(§ 263). The same idea is involved in the signs a t 6, i.e., ^'angle a is

equal to angle 6.” The sign L for right angle is found in Jones/

Hatton/ Savericn/ Fenn/ and Stcenstra.^ Kersey® uses the sign ±
,

Byrne^ Di. Mach® marks right angles i. The Frenchman Hdrigone®

used the sign J, the Englishman Dupius^® ”1 for right angle.

James Mills Peirce/^ in an article on the notation of angles, uses

‘^Greek letters to denote the directions of lines, without reference to

their length. Thus if p denotes the axis in a system of polar co-ordi-

nates, the polar angle will bep.” Accordingly,

More common among more recent American and some English

writers is the designation ^Tt. Z” for right angle. It is found in

G. A. Wentworth,i2 Byerly’s Chauvenety^^ Hall and Stevens, Beman
and Smith,^® Hopkins,^® Robbins,^^ and others.

Some writers use instead of pictographs of angles abbreviations

of the word. Thus Legendre^® sometimes writes ‘^Angl. ACR”;

^ William Jones, Synopsis palrnariorum malheseos (London, 1706), p. 221.

2 Edward Hatton, An Intire System of Aritkmetik (London, 1721), p. 287.

’ A. Saverien, Dictionnaire^ “Caractcre/^

^ Joseph Fenn, Euclid (Dublin, 1769), p. 12.

® Pibo Steenstra, Grondheginsels der Meetkunst (Leyden, 1779), p. 101.

® John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), Book IV, p. 177.

^ Oliver Byrne, The Elements of Euclid (London, 1847), p. xxviii.

®E. Mach, Space and Geometry (trans. T. J. McCormack, 1906), p. 122.

® P. Herigone, Cursus rnathematicus (Paris, 1634), Vol. I, ^‘Explicatio no-

tarum.”

N. F. Dupius, Elementary Synthetic Geometry (London, 1889), p. 19.

J. D. Runkle's Mathematical Monthly^ Vol. I, No. 5 (February, 1859), p. 168,

169.

^2 G. A. Wentworth, Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry (3d ed.
;
Boston,

1882), p. 14.

W. E. Byerly’s edition of ChauveneVs Geometry (1887).

H. S. Hall and F. H. Stevens, Eudid^s Elements, Parts I and II (London,

1889), p. 16.

16 Beman and D. E. Smith, Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, 1896), p.

10 .

G. I. Hopkins, Inductive Plane Geometry (Boston, 1902), p. 12.

E. R. Robbins, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, [1906]), p. 16.

A. M. Legendre, EUments de GiomUrie (Paris, 1794), p. 42.
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A. von Frank/ the abbreviation for Winkel, as in **Wkl

DOQr
The advent of non-Euclidean geometry brought Lobachevskies

notation H (p) for angle of parallelism.^

The sign ^ to signify equality of the angles, and J- to signify

the equality of the sides of a figure, are mentioned in the article

^'Caractereee by DeAlembert in Diderot^ EncyclopSdie of 1754 and of

1781* and in the Italian translation of the mathematical part (1800)

;

also in Rees’s Cyclopaedia (London, 1819), article ^'Characters,” and

in E. Stone’s New Mathematical Dictionary (London, 1726), article

"Characters,” but Stone defines X as signifying "equiangular or

similar.” The symbol is given also by a Spanish writer as signifying

angulos iguales} The sign to signify "equal number of degrees”

is found in Palmer and Taylor’s Oeometryy^ but failed to be recom-

mended as a desirable symbol in elementary geometry by the Na-
tional Committee on Mathematical Requirements (1923), in their

Report, page 79.

Halsted suggested the sign ^ for spherical angle and also the

letter 12 to represent a "steregon,” the unit of solid angle.®

364. Sigm for ^^perpendicularf^—^The ordinary sign to indicate

that one line is perpendicular to another, ±, is given by H^rigone’' in

1634 and 1644. Another Frenchman, Dulaurens,® used it in 1667. In

1673 Kersey® in England employed it. The inverted capital letter x
was used for this purpose by Caswell,^® Jones, Wilson,^^ Saverien,^*

1 A. von Frank in Archiv der Mathematik und Physik von J. A. Grunert (2d

ser.), Vol. XI (Leipzig, 1892), p. 198.

2 George Bruce Halsted, N, Lobatschewsky, Theory of Parallels (Austin, 1891),

p. 13.

^ EncyclopMie au Dictionnaire raisonni dea sciences, ... by Diderot, Vol. VI
(Lausanne et Berne, 1781), art. **Caractere.”

^ Antonio Serra y Oliveres, Manuel de la Tipografia Espafiola (Madrid, 1852),

p. 70.

® C. I. Palmer and D. P. Taylor, Plane Geometry (1915), p. 16.

® G. B. Halsted, Mensuration (Boston, 1881), p. 28.

^ Pierre Herigone, Cursita mathemoHcus, Vol. I (Paris, 1634), “Explicatio

notarum.”

* F. Dulaurens, Specimina maihemaiica duobus libria comprehensa (Paris,

1667), ‘‘Symbols.’’

* John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), Book IV, p. 177.

J. Caswell’s Trigonometry in J. Wallis' Algebra (1685).

W. Jones, op. ciL, p. 253.

‘2J. Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714), “Characters Explained.”

A. Saverien, Dictionnaire, “Caractere.”
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and Mauduit.^ Emerson* has the vertical bar extremely short,

In the nineteenth century the symbol was adopted by all writers using

pictographs in geometry. Sometimes _k was used for
‘

‘perpendiculars.
^ ^

Thomas Baker® adopted the symbol r-L. for perpendicular.

365. Signs for triangle, square, rectangle, parallelogram .—The signs

A, or Q, O are among the most widely used pictographs. We
have already referred to their occurrence down to the time of Hdrigone

and Oughtred (§184). The O for parallelogram is of rare occurrence

in geometries preceding the last quarter of the nineteenth century,

while the A, , and occur in van Schooten,^ Dulaurens,^ Kersey,®

Jones,^ and Saverien.® Some authors use only two of the three. A
rather curious occurrence is the Hebrew letter “mem,^^ tz:, to repre-

sent a rectangle; it is found in van Schooten,® Jones,*® John Alexander,**

John I Bernoulli,** Ronayne,*® KlugeFs Worterbuch,^^ and De Graaf.*®

Newton,*® in an early manuscript tract on fluxions (October, 1666),

indicates the area or fluent of a curve by prefixing a rectangle to the

ordinate (§ 622), thus where x is the abscissa, and the

fraction is the ordinate.

After about 1880 American and English school geometries came

to employ less frequently the sign IZl for rectangle and to introduce

more often the sign O for parallelogram. Among such authors are

^ A. R. Mauduit, Inleiding tot de Kleegel-Sneeden (The Hague, 1763), “Sym-

bols.”

2 [W. Emerson], Elements of Geometry (London, 1763).

3 Thomas Baker, Geometrical Key (London, 1684), list of symbols.

^ Fr. van Schooten, Exercitationvm malhematicorvm liber primus (Leyden,

1657).

^ F. Dulaurens, loc, dt., “Symbols.”

® J. Kersey, Algebra (1673).

W. Jones, op. ciL, p. 225. 238.

® Saverien, loc. cit.

* Franciscus van Schooten, op. cit. (Leyden, 1657), p. 67.

^0 W. Jones, op. cit., p. 253.

Synopsis Algebraica, opus posthumum lohannis Alexandri (London, 1693),

p. 67.

^2 John Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1689), p. 586; ibid. (1692), p. 31.

Philip Ronayne, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1727), p. 3.

J. G. Kliigel, Math, Worlerbuch, 5. Theil (Leipzig, 1831), “Zeichen.”

Abraham de Graaf, Algebra of Stelkonst (Amsterdam, 1672), p. 81.

i«S. P. Rigaud, Historical Essay on ... . Newton^s Principia (Oxford, 1838),

Appendix, p. 23.
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Halsted,' Wentworth,^ Byerly,^ in his edition of Chauvenet, Beman
and Smith, ^ Layng,^ Nixon,® Hopkins,^ Robbins,® and Lyman.® Only

seldom do both and O appear in the same text. Halsted^® denotes a

parallelogram by \\g^m.

Special symbols for right and oblique spherical triangles, as used

by Jean Bernoulli in trigonometry, are given in Volume II, § 524.

366. The square as an operator,—^The use of the sign to mark
the operation of squaring has a long history, but never became popu-

lar. Thus N. Tartaglia^^ in 1560 denotes the square on a line tc in the

expression ^^il de. CataldP^ uses a black square to indicate the

square of a number. Thus, he speaks of 8||, ^^il suo | e 75

Stampioen^® in 1640 likewise marks the square on BC by the

BC,'' Caramveb^ writes ^^025. est Quadratum Numeri 25. hoc est,

625 .’^

A. de Graaf^® in 1672 indicates the square of a binomial thus:

l/u±l/5, ^^zijn is a-{-h±2\/ah," Johann I Bernoulli^® wrote

3 ax+XX for Z\/{ax-^x^y, Jakob Bernoulli in 1690^^ designated

^ G. B. Halsted, Elem. Treatise on Mensuration (Boston, 1881), p. 28.

2 G. A. Wentworth, Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry (3d ed.; Boston,

1882), p. 14 (1st ed., 1878).

3 W, E. Byerly’s edition of Chauvenet’s Geometry (1887), p. 44.

^ W. W. Beman and D, E. Smith, Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, 1896),

p. 10.

^ A. E. Layng, Euclid’s Elements of Geometry (London, 1890), p. 4.

* R. C. J. Nixon, Euclid Revised (3d ed., Oxford, 1899), p. 6.

^ G. J. Hopkins, Inductive Plane Geometry (Boston, 1902), p. 12.

®E. R. Robbins, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, [1906]), p. 16.

® E. A. Lyman, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, 1908), p. 18.

G. B. Halsted, Rational Geometry (New York, 1904), p. viii.

N. Tartaglia, La Quinta parte del general trattato de nvmeri et misvre (Venice,

1560), fols. 82ARand83A.

Trattato del Modo Brevissimo de trouare la Radice quadra delli numeric ....

Di Pietro Antonio Cataldi (Bologna, 1613), p. 111.

J. Stampioen, Wis-Konstich ende Redenr-maetich Bewys (’S Graven-Hage,

1640), p. 42.

Joannis Caramvelis mathesis biceps, vetus, et nova (1670), p. 131.

Abraham de Graaf, Algebra of Stelkonst (Amsterdam, 1672), p. 32.

Johannis I Bernoulli, Lectiones de calcuh differentialium .... von Paul

Schafheitlin, Separatabdruck aus den Verhandlungen der Naturforschenden Ge-

sellschaft in Basel, Vol. XXXIV (1922).

Jakob Bernoulli in Acta eruditorum (1690), p. 223.
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the square of f by [Uf, but in his collected writings^ it is given in the

modern form (l)^. Sometimes a rectangle, or the Hebrew letter

“mem/^ is used to signify the product of two polynomials.^

367. Sign for circle .—Although a small image of a circle to take

the place of the word was used in Greek time by Heron and Pappus,

the introduction of the symbol was slow. H^rigone used O, but

Oughtred did not. One finds 0 in John Kersey,^ John Caswell,'*

John Ward,® P. Steenstra,® J. D. Blassi^re,^ W. Bolyai,® and in the

writers of the last half-century who introduced the sign O for paral-

lelogram. Occasionally the central dot is omitted and the symbol O
is used, as in the writings of Reyhcr^ and Saverien. Others, Fenn for

instance, give both O and O, the first to signify circumference, the

second circle (area). Caswell*® indicates the perimeter by Q. Metius**

in 1623 draws the circle and a horizontal diameter to signify circuius.

368. Signs for parallel lines .—Signs for parallel lines were used by

Heron and Pappus (§ 701); H^rigone used horizontal lines = (§ 189)

as did also Dulaurens*^ and Reyher,*® but when Recorders sign of

equality won its way upon the Continent, vertical lines came to be

used for parallelism. We find
||

for ^^paralleP^ in Kersey,*^ Caswell,

Jones,*® Wilson,** Emerson,*^ Kambly,*® and the writers of the last

^ Opera Jakob BernoulliSy Vol. I, p. 430, 431; see G. Enestrom, Bibliotheca

malhematica (3d ser.), Vol. IX (1908-9), p. 207.

2 See P. Herigone, Cursus mathemaiici (Paris, 1644), Vol. VI, p. 49.

* John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), Book IV, p. 177.

* John Caswell in Wallis' Treatise of Algebra, “Additions and Emendations,"

p. 166. For “circumference" Caswell used the small letter c.

® J. Ward, The Young Mathematician's Guide (9th cd.; London, 1752), p. 301,

369.

® P. Steenstra, Grondbeginsels der Meetkunst (Leyden, 1779), p. 281.

^ J. D. Blassi^re, Principes de geomMrie dlementaire (The Hague, 1723), p. 16.

8 W. Bolyai, Tentamen (2d ed.), Vol. II (1904), p. 361 (1st ed., 1832).

^Samuel Reyhers, Euclides (Kiel, 1698), list of symbols.

John Caswell in Wallis' Treatise of Algebra (1685), “Additions and Emenda-
tions," p. 166.

Adriano Metio, Praxis nova geometrica (1623), p. 44.

Fr. Dulaurens, Specimina mathematica (Paris, 1667), “Symbols."

*8 S. Heyher, op. cit. (1698), list of symbols.

John Kersey, Algebra (London, 1673), Book IV, p. 177.

*8 W. Jones, Synopsis palmariorum matheseos (London, 1706).

^8 John Wilson, Trigonometry (Edinburgh, 1714), characters explained.

[W. Emerson], Elements of Geometry (London, 1763), p. 4.

18 L. Kambly, Die Elementar-Mathematik, 2. Theil, Planimetrie, 43. Aufl.

(Breslau, 1876), p. 8.
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fifty years who have been already quoted in connection with other

pictographs. Before about 1875 it does not occur as often as do A,

,
. Hall and Stevens^ use ^^par* or for parallel. Kambly^ men-

tions also the symbols -ff and 4= for parallel.

A few other symbols are found to designate parallel. Thus
John Bolyai in his Science Absolute of Space used 1||. Karsten^ used

4^:; he says: '"Man pflege wohl das Zeichen statt des Worts:

Parallel der Kiirze wegen zu gebrauchen.^^ This use of that symbol

occurs also in N. Fuss.^ Thomas Baker® employed the sign ^

.

With Kambly # signifies rectangle. Haseler® employs # as

‘The sign of parallelism of two lines or surfaces/^

369. Sign for equal and parallel,—#is employed to indicate that

two lines are equal and parallel in KlugeFs Worterbuch;"^ it is used by
H. G. Grassmann,® Lorey,® Fiedler/® Henrici and Treutlein.^^

370. Signs for arcs of circles,—^As early a writer as Plato of Tivoli

(§ 359) used ab to mark the arc ab of a circle. Ever since that time it

has occurred in geometric books, without being generally adopted. It is

found in H^rigone,^^ in Rcyher,^®in Kambly, in Lieber and Liihmann.^®

W. R. Hamilton^® designated by ^LF the arc “from F to These

1 H. S. Hall and F. H. Stevens, Emlid^s ElemenlSy Parts I and II (London,

1889), p. 10.

2 L. Kambly, op. cit.j 2. Theil, Planimelrie, 43. Aufl. (Breslau, 1876), p. 8.

* W. J. G. Karsten, Lehrhegrif der gesamten Mathematik, 1. Theil (Grcifswald,

1767), p. 254.

^ Nicolas Fuss, Legons de geomUrie (St. Petersbourg, 1798), p. 13.

^ Thomas Baker, Geometrical Key (London, 1684), list of symbols.

® J. F. Hiiseler, Anfangsgrunde der Arilh.^ Alg., Geoni. und Trig. (Lemgo),

Eleinentar-Geometrie (1777), p. 72.

^ G. S. Kliigel, Mathemalisches Worierhuch, fortgesctzt von C. B. Mollweide,

J. A. Grunert, 5. Theil (Leipzig, 1831), “Zeichen.’^

*H. G. Grassmann, Ausdehnungslehre von 1844 (Leipzig, 1878), p. 37; Werke

by F. Engel (Leipzig, 1894), p. 67.

® Adolf Lorey, Lehrhuch der ehenen Geomelrie (Gera und Leipzig, 1868), p. 52.

Wilhelm Fiedler, Darstellende Geometric, 1. Theil (Leipzig, 1883), p. 11.

“ J. Henrici und P. Treutlein, Lehrbuch der Elementar-Geomelrie, 1. Teil, 3.

Aufl. (Leipzig, 1897), p. 37.

P. Herigone, op. cit. (Paris, 1644), Vol. I, “Explicatio notarum.*^

Samuel Reyhers, Euclidee (Kiel, 1698), Vorrede.

L. Kambly, op. cit. (1876).

H. Lieber und F. von Luhmann, Geomelrische Konstruclions-Aufgahen, 8.

Aufl. (Berlin, 1887), p. 1.

W. R. Hamilton in Cambridge & Dublin MalKl. Journal, Vol. I (1846), p. 262.
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references indicate the use of to designate arc in different countries.

In more recent years it has enjoyed some popularity in the United

States, as is shown by its use by the following authors: Halsted/

Wells,® Nichols,® Hart and Feldman,^ and Smith.^ The National Com-
mittee on Mathematical Requirements, in its Report (1923), page 78,

is of the opinion that '‘the value of the symbol in place of the short

word arc is doubtful/^

In 1755 John Landen® used the sign (PQR) for the circular arc

which measures the angle PQR, the radius being unity.

371. Other pictographs.—We have already referred to Herigone’s

use (§ 189) of 5< and 6< to represent pentagons and hexagons.

Reyher actually draws a pentagon. Occasionally one finds a half-

circle and a diameter ^ to designate a segment, and a half-circle with-

out marking its center or drawing its diameter to designate an arc.

Reyher in his Euclid draws / \ for trapezoid.

Pictographs of solids arc very rare. We have mentioned (§ 359)

those of Metius. Saverein^ draws B, B 1^ stand, respec-

tively, for cube, pyramid, parallelepiped, rectangular parallelopiped,

but these signs hardly belong to the category of pictographs.

Dulaurens® wrote HI for cube and B for aequi quadrimensum, Joseph

Fenn^ draws a small figure of a parallelopiped to represent that solid,

as Metius had done. Halsted^® denotes symmetry by .

Some authors of elementary geometries have used algebraic sym-

bols and no pictographs (for instance, Isaac Barrow, Karsten, Tac-

quet, Leslie, Legendre, Playfair, Chauvenet, B. Peirce, Todhunter),

but no author since the invention of symbolic algebra uses pictographs

without at the same time availing himself of algebraic characters.

372. Signs for similarity and congruence.—The designation of

"similar,’’ "congruent,” "equivalent,” has brought great diversity

of notation, and uniformity is not yet in sight.

Symbols for similarity and congruence were invented by Leibniz.

^ G. B. Ilalsted, Mensuration (Boston, 1881).

2 Webster Wells, FAementary Geometry (Boston, 1886), p. 4.

®E. H. Nichols, Elements of Constructional Geometry (New York, 1896).

< C. A. Hart and D. D. Feldman, Plane Geometry (New York, [1911]), p. viii.

^ Eugene R. Smith, Plane Geometry (New York, 1909), p. 14.

® John Landen, Mathematical Lucubrations (London, 1755), Sec. Ill, p. 93.

^ A. Saverein, Dictionnaire, “Caractere.”

F. Dulaurens, op. cit. (Paris, 1667), "‘Symbols.”

® Joseph Fenn, Euclid's Elements of Geometry (Dublin, [ca. 1769]), p. 319.

G. B. Halsted, Rational Geometry (New York, 1904), p. viii.
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In Volume II, § 545, are cited symbols for ^^coincident^^ and ^^congru-

ent’' which occur in manuscripts of 1679 and were later abandoned by
Leibniz. In the manuscript of his Characteristica Geometrica which was
not published by him, he says: ‘^similitudinem ita notabimus:

The sign is the letter S (first letter in similis) placed horizontally.

Having no facsimile of the manuscript, we are dependent upon the

editor of Leibniz’ manuscripts for the information that the sign in

question was ^ and not As the editor, C. I. Gerhardt, inter-

changed the two forms (as pointed out below) on another occasion,

we do not feel certain that the reproduction is accurate in the present

case. According to Gerhardt, Leibniz wrote in another manuscript

for congruent. Leibniz’ own words are reported as follows: *^ABC

c^CDA, Nam ^ mihi est signum similitudinis, et = aequalitatis,

unde congruentiae signum compono, quia quae simul et similia et

aequalia sunt, ea congrua sunt.”^ In a third manuscript Leibniz

wrote |r^| for coincidence.

An anonymous article printed in the Miscellanea Berolinensia

(Berlin, 1710), under the heading of ^‘Monitum de characteribus alge-

braicis,” page 159, attributed to Leibniz and reprinted in his col-

lected mathematical works, describes the symbols of Leibniz; for

similar and for congruent (§ 198). Note the change in form; in

the manuscript of 1679 Leibniz is reported to have adopted the form

in the printed article of 1710 the form given is Both forms have

persisted in mathematical writings down to the present day. As re-

gards the editor Gerhardt, the disconcerting fact is that in 1863 he

reproduces the of 1710 in the form®

The Leibnizian symbol ^ was early adopted by Christian von

Wolf
;
in 1716 he gave ^ for Aehnlichkeitj^ and in 1717 he wrote = et

for ^'equal and similar.”® These publications of Wolf are the

earliest in which the sign appears in print. In the eighteenth and

early part of the nineteenth century, the Leibnizian symbols for

‘^similar” and “congruent” were seldom used in Europe and not at all

in England and America. In England or ^ usually expressed

“difference,” as defined by Oughtred. In the eighteenth century the

signs for congruence occur much less frequently even than the signs

‘ Printed in Leibnizens Math, Schriflen (ed. C. I. Gerhardt), Vol. V, p. 153.

2 Op. ciL, p. 172.

* Leibnizens Math. Schriften, Vol. VH (1863), p. 222.

^Chr. Wolffen, Math. Lexicon (Leipzig, 1716), “Signa.^^

^Chr. V. Wolff, Elementa Matheseos universalis (Halle, 1717), Vol. I, §236;

see Tropfke, op. cit.^ Vol. IV (2d ed., 1923), p. 20.
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)r similar. We have seen that Leibniz’ signs for congruence did not

se both lines occurring in the sign of equality = . Wolf was the first to

se explicitly and = for congruence, but he did not combine the

NO into one symbolism. That combination appears in texts of the

itter part of the eighteenth century. While the ^ was more involved,

nee it contained one more line than the Leibnizian it had the

dvantage of conveying more specifically the idea of congruence as

le superposition of the ideas expressed by ^ and =. The sign

)r “similar’’ occurs in Camus’ geometry,^ for “similar” in A. R.

lauduit’s conic sections^ and in Karsten,® ^ in Blassiere’s geometry,'*

= for congruence in Haseler’s^ and Reinhold’s geometries,® for

milar in Diderot’s EncyclopMiej^ and in Ijorenz’ geometry.® In

lugel’s Worterhuch? one reads, with English and French authors

Leans difference”
;
“with German authors is the sign of similarity”

;

Leibniz and Wolf have first used it.” The signs and ^ are used

Y Mollweide;*® ^ by Steiner** and Koppe;*^ ^ is used by Prestel,’®

: by Spitz ;*^ and ^ are found in Lorcy’s geometry,*^ Kambly’s

1 C. E. L. Camus, Siemens de gdomSlrie (nouvelle 6d.; Paris, 1755).

2 A. 11. Mauduit, op. cil. (The Hague, 1763), “Syinbols.^^

* W. J. G. Karsten, Lehrbegrif der gesamten Malhernatik, 1. Theil (1767),

348.

* J. D. Blassi^re, Principes de g^omelriS 6l6mentaire (The Hague, 1787),

16.

® J. F. Haseler, op. cit. (Lemgo, 1777), p. 37.

® C. L. Reinhold, Arithmetica Forensis, 1. Theil (Ossnabriick, 1785), p. 361.

^Diderot EncydopMie ou Diclionnaire raisone des sciences (1781; 1st ed.,

54), art. ^‘Caractere” by D’Alembert. See also the Italian translation of the

athematical part of Diderot’s EncyclopdHe, the IHzionario enciclopedico delle

itematiche (Padova, 1800), “Caratterc.”

® J. F. Lorenz, Grundriss der Aritkmetik und Geometric (Hclmstiidt, 1798), p. 9.

® G. S. Kliigel, Mathematisches Worlcrhuch^ fortgesetzt von C. B. Mollweide,

A. Grunert, 5. Theil (Leipzig, 1831), art. ‘^Zeichen.”

10 Carl B. Mollweide, Euklid^s Elemente (Halle, 1824).

11 Jacob Steiner, Geometrische Constructionen (1833); Ostwald^s Klassiker, No.

,
p. 6.

12 Karl Koppe, Planimelrie ^(Essen, 1852), p. 27.

“ M. A. F. Prestcl, Tabelarischer Grundriss der Experimenlal-physik (Emden,

56), No. 7.

1^ Carl Spitz, Lehrhuch der ehenen Geometric (Leipzig und Heidelberg, 1862),

41.

1® Adolf Lorey, Lehrbuch der ebenen Geometrie (Gera und Leipzig, 1868),

118.
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Planimetriey^ and texts by FrischauP and Max Simon.® Lorey^s book

contains also the sign ^ a few times. Peano^ uses for '^similar^^ also

in an arithmetical sense for classes. Perhaps the earliest use of ^ and

^ for ^^similar^’ and ^'congruent^^ in the United States are by G. A.

HilP and Halsted.® The sign for ^^similar^^ is adopted by Henrici

and Treutlein/ ^ by Fiedler,® ^ by Fialkowski,® ^ by Bcman and

Smith. In the twentieth century the signs entered geometries in the

United States with a rush: ^ for “congruent^^ were used by Busch

and Clarke ^ by Meyers/^ ^ by Slaught and Lennes,^® ^ by Hart

and Feldman ^ by Shutts,^® E. R. Smith, Wells and Hart,^^ Long

and Brenke;^® ^ by Auerbach and Walsh.^®

That symbols often experience difficulty in crossing geographic or

national boundaries is strikingly illustrated in the signs and

The signs never acquired a foothold in Great Britain. To be sure,

the symbol '-s was adopted at one time by a member of the University

^ L. Kambly, Die Eleinentar-Malhemaiiky 2. Theil, Planimetrie, 43. Aufl.

(Breslau, 1876),

2 J. Frischauf, Absolute Geometrie (Leipzig, 1876), p. 3.

’ Max Simon, Euclid (1901), p. 45.

* G. Pcano, Formulaire de mathSmatiques (Turin, 1894), p. 135.

® George A. Hill, Geometry for Beginners (Boston, 1880), p. 92, 177.

® George Bruce Halstcd, Mensuration (Boston, 1881), p. 28, 83.

^ J. Henrici und P. Treutlein, Elernentar-Geometrie (Leipzig, 1882), p. 13, 40.

* W. Fiedler, Darstellende Geometrie, 1. Theil (Leii)zig, 1883), p. 60.

^ N. Fialkowski, Praklische Geometrie (Wien, 1892), p. 15.

10 ^ Beman and D. E. Smith, Plane ami Solid Geornetry (Boston, 1896),

p. 20.

W. N. Busch and John B, Clarke, Elements of Geometry (New York,

1905]).

1^ G. W. Meyers, Second-Year Mathematics for Secondary Schools (Chicago,

1910), p. 10.

II. E. Slaught and N. J. Lennes, Plane Geometry (Boston, 1910).

i^C. A. Hart and D. D. Feldman, Plane Geometry (New York, 1911),

p. viii.

1^ G. C. Shutts, Plane and Solid Geometry [1912], p. 13.

1® Eugene R. Smith, Solid Geometry (New York, 1913).

1’ W. Wells and W. W. Hart, Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, [1915]),

p. X.

1* Edith Long and W. C. Brenke, Plane Geometry (New York, 1916), p. viii.

1® Matilda Auerbach and Charles Burton Walsh, Plane Geometry (Philadelphia,

[1920]), p. xi.
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of Cambridge/ to express ''is similar to'^ in an edition of Euclid. The
book was set up in type, but later the sign was eliminated from all

parts, except one. In a footnote the student is told that "in writing

out the propositions in the Senate House, Cambridge, it will be ad-

visable not to make use of this symbol, but merely to write the word

short, thus, is Moreover, in the Preface he is informed that

"more competent judges than the editor” advised that the symbol be

eliminated, and so it was, except in one or two instances where "it

was too late to make the alteration,” the sheets having already been

printed. Of course, one reason for failure to adopt ^ for "similar” in

England lies in the fact that ^ was used there for "difference.”

373. When the sides of the triangle ABC and A'B'C' are con-

sidered as being vectors, special symbols have been used by some
authors to designate different kinds of similarity. Thus, Stolz and

Grneiner^ employ ^ to mark that the similar triangles are uniformly

similar {einstwmiicj dhnlich)^ that is, the equal angles of the two tri-

angles are all measured clockwise, or all counter-clockwise; they em-

ploy to mark that the two triangles are symmetrically similar,

that is, of two numerically equal angles, one is measured clockwise

and the other counter-clockwise.

The sign ^ has been used also for "is [or are] measured by,” by

Alan Sanders;^ the sign ^ is used for "equals approximately,” by

Hudson and Lipka."^ A. Pringsheim^ uses the symbolism to

,1 , lim
express that —

374. The sign ^ for congruence was not without rivals during the

nineteenth century. Occasionally the sign =, first introduced by

Riemann® to express identity, or non-Gaussian arithmetical congru-

ence of the type (a+?))2 = a^+2a6+6-, is employed for the expression

of geometrical congruence. One finds = for congruent in W. Bolyai,^

1 Elements of Euclid .... from the Text of Dr. Simson. By a Member of the

University of Cambridge (London, 1827), p. 104.

2 O. Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, Theoretische Arithmetik (Leipzig), Vol. II (1902),

p. 332.

3 Alan Sanders, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, [1901]), p. 14.

^ R. G. Hudson and J. Lipka, Manual of Mathematics (Now York, 1917), p. 68.

®A. Pringsheim, Mathematische Annalen, Vol. XXXV (1890), p. 302; En-

cyclopedie des scien. Math., Tom. I, Vol. I (1904), p. 201, 202.

®See L. Kronecker, Vorlesungen liher Zahlentheorie (Leipzig, 1901), p. 86;

G. F. B. Riemann, Elliptische Funktionen (Leipzig, 1899), p. 1, 6.

7 W. Bolyai, Tentamen (2d ed.), Tom. I (Budapest, 1897), p. xi.
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H. G. Grassmann,^ Dupuis,- Buddcn,^ Veronese,^ Casey, Halsted,®

Baker, ^ Betz and Webl),® Younj*; and Schwarz,® McDougalld® This

sign = for congruence finds its widest adoption in Great Britain at the

present time. Jordan’^ employs it in analysis to expi’ess equivalence.

The idea of expressing similarity hy the letter S placed in a

horizontal position is extended by Callet, who uses 02, O, q, to

express “similar, “dissimilar,^^ “similar or dissimilar. ^’’2 Callet^s

notation for “dissimilar’’ did not meet with general adoption even in

his own country.

The sign ^ has also other uses in geometry. It is used in the

Riemannian sense of “identical to,’’ not “congruent,” l)y Busch and

Clarke, Meyers,'*^ E. R. Smith,’-'’ Wells and Hart.’® The sign ^ or X
is made to express “equivalent to” in the Geometry of Hopkins.’^

The symbols ^ and ^ for “similar” have encountered some com-

petition with certain other symbols. Thus “similar” is marked
|||

in the geometries of Budden’® and McDougall.

The relation “coincid(‘s with,” which Leibniz had marked with

1^1, is expressed by ^ in White’s Geometry, Cremona-® denotes by

‘ H. G. Gnissinann in Crellc's Journal, Vol. XLH (1851), p. 11)8-208.

“ N. F, Dupuis, Elemenlary Synthetic (Iconietry (London, 1899), p. 29.

E. Budden, Elementary Pure Geometry (London, 1901), p. 22.

^ Guisepi)e Y'ronese, Elementi di Geometria, Part I (8ded.; Verona, 1904), p. 11.

J. Ca.soy, Fil'd Six Books of Euclid’s Elements (7th ed.; Dublin, 1902).

® G. B. Halst(‘d, Rational Geometry (New York, 1904), p. vii.

'

Alfrc'd Baker, Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada (2d sor., 1906-7),

Vol. XH, 8ec. Ill, p. 120.

* W. Betz and H. E. Webb, Plane Geometry (Boston, [1912]), p. 71.

^ John W. Young and A. J. Schwartz, Plane Geometry (New York, [1905]).

A. H. McDougall, The Ontario High School Geometry (Toronto, 1914), p. 158.

Camille Jordan, Cours d’aiudyse, V'ol. H (1891), p. 614.

Fran(;ois Callet, Tables portal ires de logarithmes (Paris, 1795), p. 79. Taken
from Desire Andre, dotations ?nathemati(p(es (Pari.s, 1909), p. 150.

W. N. Busch and John B. Clarke, Elements of Geometry (New ^'ork, [1905]).

G. t\'. Meyers, Second-Year Mathemaiics for Secondary Schools (Chicago,

1910), p. 119.

Eugene R. Smith, Solid Geometry [1913].

W. Wells and W. W. Hart, Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, [1905]), p. x.

Irving Hopkins, Manual of Plane Geometry (Boston, 1891), p. 10.

E. Budden, Elementary Pure Geometry (London, 1904), p. 22.

Emerson E. White, Elements of Geometry (New York Cdty, 1895).

Luigi Cremona, Projective Geometry (trans. Ch. Leudesdorf; 2d ed.; Oxford,

1898), p. 1.
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a,BC^A' that the point common to the plane a and the straight

line BC coincides with the point A'. Similarly, a German writer^ of

1851 indicates by a=6, A^B that the two points a and h or the two
straights A and B coincide {zusammenfalien).

375. The sign O for equivalence.—In many geometries congruent

figures are marked by the ordinary sign of equality, =. To distin-

guish between congruence of figures, expressed by =, and mere
equivalence of figures or equality of areas, a new symbol O came to

be used for ‘‘equivalent to^’ in the United States. The earliest appear-

ance of that sign known to us is in a geometry brought out by Charles

Davies^ in 1851. He says that the sign “denotes equivalency and is

read is equivalent The curved parts in the symbol, as used by
Davies, are not semicircles, but semiellipses. The sign is given by
Davies and Peck,^ Benson, Wells,^ Wentworth,® McDonald,^

Macnie,® Phillips and Fisher,® Milne, McMahon, Durell,’^ Hart and

Feldman.^® It occurs also in the trigonometry of Anderegg and

Roe.^^ The signs O and = for equivalence and equality (i.e. congru-

ence) are now giving way in the United States to = and ^ or

We have not seen this symbol for equivalence in any European

book. A symbol for equivalence, was employed by John Bolyai^®

in cases like AB^^CD, which meant ZCAB= ZACD. That the line

BN is parallel and equal to CP he indicated by the sign ^^BN\\^CP.”

1 Crdle’s Journal, Vol. XLII (1851), p. 193-203.

2 Charles Davies, Elements of Geometry and Trigonometry from the Works of

A. M. Legendre (New York, 1851), p. 87.

^ Charles Davies and W. G. Peck, Mathematical Dictionary (New York, 1856),

art. “Equivalent.”

^ Lawrence S. Benson, Geometry (New York, 1867), p. 14.

® Webster Wells, Elements of Geometry (Boston, 1886), p. 4.

® G. A. Wentworth, Text-Book of Geometry (2d ed.; Boston, 1894; Preface,

1888), p. 16. The first edition did not use this symbol.

^ J. W. Macdonald, Principles of Plane Geometry (Boston, 1894), p. 6.

® John Macnie, Elements of Geometry (ed. E. E. White; New York, 1895), p. 10.

® A. W. Phillips and Irving Fisher, Elements of Geometry (New York, 1896), p. 1.

10 William J. Milne, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, [1899]), p. 20.

11 James McMahon, Elementary Geometry {Plane) (New York, [1903]), p. 139.

12 Fletcher Durrell, Plane and Solid Geometry (New York, 1908), p. 8.

13 C. A. Hart and D. D. Feldman, Plane Geometry (New York, [1911]), p. viii.

1^ F. Anderegg and E. D. Roe, Trigonometry (Boston, 1896), p. 3.

1^ W. Bolyai, Tentainen (2d ed.), Vol. II, Appendix by John Bolyai, list of

symbols. See also G. B. Halsted’s translation of that Appendix (1896).
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376. Lettering of geometric figures.—Geometric figures are found in

the old Egyptian mathematical treatise, the Ahmes papyrus (1550

B.c. or older), but they are not marked by signs other than numerals

to indicate the dimensions of lines.

The designation of points, lines, and planes by a letter or by letters

was in vogue among the Greeks and has been traced back^ to Hip-

pocrates of Chios (about 440 b.c.).

The Greek custom of lettering geometric figures did not find imi-

tation in India, where numbers indicating size were written along the

sides. However, the Greek practice was adopted by the Arabs, later

still by Regiomontanus and other Europeans.^ Gerbert* and his

pupils sometimes lettered their figures and at other times attached

Roman numerals to mark lengths and areas. The Greeks, as well as

the Arabs, Leonardo of Pisa, and Regiomontanus usually observed

the sequence of letters a, 5, gf, d, 6, Zj etc., omitting the letters c and/.

We have here the Greek-Arabic succession of letters of the alphabet,

instead of the Latin succession. Referring to Leonardo of Pisans

Praciica geometriae (1220) in which Latin letters are used with geo-

metric figures, Archibald says: ^Turthcr evidence that Leonardo's

work was of Greek-Arabic extraction can be found in the fact that, in

connection with the 113 figures, of the section On Divisions

^

of Leonar-

do’s work, the lettering in only 58 contains the letters c or /; that is,

the Greek-Arabic succession a h g d e z . . . used almost as fre-

quently as the Latin abedefg.,,.; elimination of Latin letters

added to a Greek succession in a figure, for the purpose of numerical

examples (in which the work abounds), makes the balance equal.

Occasionally one encounters books in which geometric figures are

not lettered at all. Such a publication is Scheubel’s edition of Euclid,®

in which numerical values are sometimes written alongside of lines as

in the Alimes papyrus.

An oddity in the lettering of geometric figures is found in Ramus’

use® of the vowels a, e, i, o, Uj y and the employment of consonants

only when more than six letters are needed in a drawing.

* M. Cantor, op. cil.^ Vol. I (3d ed., 1907), p. 205.

2 J. Tropfke, op. cit., Vol. IV (2d ed., 1923), j). 14, 15.

^(Euvres de Gerbert (ed. A. Olleris; Paris, 1867), Figs. 1-100, following p. 475.

^ R. C. Archibald, Euclid^s Book on Divisions of Figures (Cambridge, 1915),

p. 12.

® Evdides Megarensis sex libri priorea .... authorc loanne Schevbelio

(Basel, [1550]).

® P. Rami Scholarvm mathematicorvm libri vnus ei Iriginta (Basel, 1569).
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In the designation of a group of points of equal rank or of the same
roperty in a figure, resort was sometimes taken to the repetition of

le and the same letter, as in the works of Gregory St. Vincent,^

laise Pascal,^ John Wallis,® and Johann Bernoulli.^

377. The next advancement was the introduction of indices at-

iched to letters, which proved to be an important aid. An apparently

nconscious use of indices is found in Simon Stevin,^ who occasionally

3es dotted letters B, B to indicate points of equal significance ob-

tined in the construction of triangles. In a German translation® of

Levin made in 1628, the dots are placed beneath the letter B, B.

imilarly, Fr. van Schooten^ in 1649 uses designations for points:

C, 2(7, 3(7; B, 2B, 3B; T, 2T, ZT; 7, 27, 37

.

his procedure is followed by Leibniz in a letter to Oldenburg® of

ugust 27, 1676, in which he marks points in a geometric figure by
i, 2B, sB, iB, 2D, aD. The numerals are here much smaller than

le letters, but are placed on the same level with the letters (see also

549). This same notation is used by Leibniz in other essays® and

^ain in a treatise of 1677 where he lets a figure move so that in its

3W position the points are marked with double indices like 1@ and

'25 . In 1679 he introduced a slight innovation by marking the

Dints of the principal curve 35, 65, 95 ....
,
generally yb, the curves

• the entire curve yh. The point 35 when moved yields the points

35, 2 35, 3 35; the surface generated by yh is marked ^yb. Leibniz

sed indices also in his determinant notations (Vol. II, § 547).

^ Gregory St. Vincent, Opus geomelricum (Antwerp, 1647), p. 27, etc. See also

arl Bopp, “Die Kegelschnitte des Gregorius a St. Vincentio^’ in Abhandlungen

T Gesch, d. math. Wissensch., Vol. XX (1907), p. 131, 132, etc.

2 Blaise Pascal, “Lettre de Dettonville a Carcavi,'' GCuvres coinplbtes^ Vol. Ill

*aris, 1866), p. 364-85; (Euvres (ed. Faugere; Paris, 1882), Vol. Ill, p. 270-

t6.

3 John Wallis, Operum mathemalicorum pars altera (Oxford, 1656), p. 16-160.

^Johann Bernoulli, Acta eruditorum (1697), Table IV; Opera omnia (1742),

ol. I, p. 192.

® S. Stevin, (Euvres (6d. A. Girard; Leyden, 1634), Part II, “Cosmographie,”
15.

® See J. Tropfke, op. cit., Vol. II (2d ed., 1921), p. 46.

^ F. van Schooten, Geometria d Renato des Carles (1649), p. 112.

* J. Collins, Commercium episiolicum (ed. J. B. Biot and F. Lefort, 1856),

113.

^Leibniz Mathematische Schriflen, Vol. V (1858), p. 99-113. Sec D. Mahnke
Bibliotheca maihematica (3d ser.), Vol. XIII (1912-13), p. 250.
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I. Newton used dots and strokes for marking fluxions and fluents

(§§ 5^7, 622). As will be seen, indices of various types occur re-

peatedly in specialized notations of later date. For example, L. Euler^

used in 1748

x' x" a;"'

y' y"'
2
/'"

as co-ordinates of points of equal significance. Cotes^ used such strokes

in marking successive arithmetical differences. Monge^ employed

strokes, K\ K'\ iv'", and also 'X',

378. The introduction of different kinds of type received in-

creased attention in the nineteenth century. Wolfgang Bolyai^ used

Latin and Greek letters to signify quantities, and German letters to

signify points and lines. Thus, ab signifies a line ab infinite on both

sides; ab a line starting at the point a and infinite on the side b; ab a

line starting at b and infinite on the side a; P a plane P extending to

infinity in all directions.

379. A remarkable symbolism, made up of capital letters, lines,

and dots, was devised by L. N. M. Carnot.^ With him.

Ay By Cj . , . , marked points

marked the segment AB and the circular arc AB
marked that the points By C, D are collinear, C being

placed between B and D
is the point of intersection of the indefinite lines ABj CD

marked four points on a circular arc, in the order indi-

cated

is the point of intersection of the two arcs AB and CD
is the straight line which passes through the points F
and AB'CD

^ L. Euler in Histoire de VAcademic r. d. sciences el d. belles lellres, annee 1748

(Berlin, 1750), p. 175.

2 Roger Cotes, Harmonia mensurarum (Cambridge, 1722), “Aestimatio er-

rorum,” p. 25.

3 G. Monge, Miscellanea Taurinensia (1770/73). See H. Wieleitner, Geschichte

der Mathematiky II. Teil, H. Halfte (1921), p. 51.

^ Wolfgangi Bolyai de Bolya, Tentamen (2d ed.), Tom. I (Budapestini, 1897),

p. xi.

®L. N. M. Carnot, De la CorrilcUion des figures de g6omUrie (Paris, an IX*
1801), p. 40-43.

AByAB
BUB

TB'UD

AB^

AB‘Cb
FAB’UD
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signifies equipollence, or identity of two objects

marks the angle formed by the straight lines, AB, BC,

B being the vertex

is the angle formed by the two lines AB and CD
the triangle having the vertices Ay By C
is a right triangle

is the area of the triangle ABC
criticism passed upon Carnot^s notation is that it loses its clearness

n complicated constructions.

Reye^ in 1866 proposed the plan of using capital letters, Ay By Cy

'or points; the small letters a, 6, c,
,
for lines; a, jS, 7 ,

. . . . ,
for

Dianes. This notation has been adopted by Favaro and others. ^ 1 be-

sides, Favaro adopts the signs suggested by H. G. Grassmann,^ AB
'or a straight line terminating in the points A and By Aa the plane

massing through A and a, aa the point common to a and a; ABC the

Diane passing through the points Ay By C; afiy the point common to

die planes a, /3, 7 ,
and so on. This notation is adopted also by Cre-

nona,^ and some other writers.

The National Committee on Mathematical Requirements (1923)

'ecommends (Reporty p. 78) the following practice in the lettering of ge-

:)metric figures:
^

^Capitals represent the vertices, corresponding small

etters represent opposite sides, corresponding small Greek letters rep-

resent angles, and the primed letters represent the corresponding parts

Df a congruent or similar triangle. This permits speaking of a (alpha)

nstead of ^angle A^ and of ‘small a’ instead of R(7.”

380. Sign for spherical excess,—John Caswell writes the spherical

excess c = A+R+(7--180° thus: Z Z. Z —2 Letting tt stand

‘or the periphery of a great circle, G for the surface of the sphere, R
'or the radius of the sphere, he writes the area A of a spherical tri-

ingle thus:®

2TrA EG= 2RTrEy

A = RE,
^ Reye, Geometrie der Lage (Hannover, 1866), p. 7.

2 Antonio Favaro, Leqons de StatiqiLe graphiqm (trad, par Paul Terrier),

L. Partie (Paris, 1879), p. 2.

^ II. Grassmann, Ausdehnungslehre (Leipzig, Berlin, 1862).

* Luigi Cremona, Projective Geometry (trans. Charles Leudesdorf
;
Oxford,

1885), chap. i.

* John Wallis, Treatise of Algebra (London, 1685), Appendix on ^‘Trigonome-

iry” by John Caswell, p. 15.

A
\BG

AB CD
AABC
A ABC
aW
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The letter E for spherical excess has retained its place in some books^

to the present time. Legendre,^ in his l^Uments de g^omUrie (1794,

and in later editions), represents the spherical excess by the letter S.

In a German translation of this work, Crelle® used for this excess the

sign e. Chauvenet^ used the letter K in his Trigonometry,

381. Symbols in the statement of theorems,—The use of symbols in

the statement of geometric theorems is seldom found in print, but is

sometimes resorted to in handwriting and in school exercises. It

occurs, however, in William Joneses Synopsis palmariorum^ a book
which compresses much in very small space. There one finds, for

instance, ^‘An Z in a Segment >, =, < Semicircle is Acute, Right,

Obtuse.”®

To Julius Worpitzky (1835-95), professor at the Friedrich Werder
Gymnasium in Berlin, is due the symbolism S.S,S, to recall that two

triangles are congruent if their three sides are equal, respectively;

and the abbreviations S,W,S,y W,S,W, for the other congruence

theorems.® Occasionally such abbreviations have been used in Amer-
ica, the letter a (^^angle”) taking the place of the letter W (Winkel)^

so that asa and sas are the abbreviations sometimes used. The Na-
tional Committee on Mathematical Requirements, in its Report of

1923, page 79, discourages the use of these abbreviations.

382. Signs for incommensurables.—We have seen (§§ 183, 184)

that Oughtred had a full set of ideographs for the symbolic representa-

tion of Euclid^s tenth book on incommensurables. A different set of

signs was employed by J. F. Lorenz^ in his edition of Euclid^s Ele-

ments; he used the Latin letter C turned over, as in A O R, to indicate

that A and B are commensurable; while A UR signified that A and R
are incommensurable; AclB signified that the lines A and R are com-

mensurable only in power, i.e., A^ and R^ are commensurable, while

A and R were not; A ltR, that the lines are incommensurable even in

power, i.e., A and R are incommensurable, so are A^ and R^.

*W. Chauvenet, Elementary Geometry (Philadelphia, 1872), p. 264; A. W.
Phillips and I. Fisher, Elements of Geometry (New York, [1896]), p. 404.

2 A. M. Legendre, Sl&ments de giomStrie (Paris, 1794), p. 319, n. xi.

* A. L. Crelle's translation of Legendre^s GSomUrie (Berlin, 1822; 2d ed., 1833).

Taken from J. Tropfke, op, cit.y Vol. V (1923), p. 160.

^ William Chauvenet, Treatise on Plane and Spherical Trigonometry (Phila-

delphia, 1884), p. 229.

® William Jones, Synopsis palmariorum matheseos (London, 1706), p. 231.

® J. Tropfke, op, cU,, Vol. IV (2d ed., 1923), p. 18.

’ Johann Friederich Lorenz, Euklid^s Elements (ed. C. B. Mollweide; Halle,

1824), p. xxxii, 194.
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383. Unusual ideographs in elementary geometry,—^For meas-
ured there is found in Hart and Feldman's Geometry^ and in that

Auerbach and Walsh^ the sign in Shutt's Geometry^ the sign X.
V'eronese^ employs =]= to mark “not equal" line segments.

A horizontal line drawn underneath an equation is used by
Kambly® to indicate folglich or “therefore"; thus:

Zr+q= 2R
Zs+q= 2R

Zr+q=s+q

Zr— s

384. Algebraic symbols in elementary geometry,—^The use of alge-

t)raic symbols in the solution of geometric problems began at the very

time when the symbols themselves were introduced. In fact, it was
^ery largely geometrical problems which for their solution created a

need of algebraic symbols. The use of algebraic symbolism in applied

geometry is seen in the writings of Pacioli, Tartaglia, Cardan, Bom-
t^elli, Widman, Rudolff, Stifel, Stevin, Vieta, and writers since the

sixteenth century.

It is noteworthy that printed works which contained pictographs

lad also algebraic symbols, but the converse was not always true.

Thus, Barrow's Euclid contained algebraic symbols in superabun-

lance, but no pictographs.

The case was different in works containing a systematic develop-

nent of geometric theory. The geometric works of Euclid, Archi-

iiedes, and Apollonius of Perga did not employ algebraic symbolism;

they were purely rhetorical in the form of exposition. Not until the

seventeenth century, in the writings of Hdrigone in France, and Ought-

red, Wallis, and Barrow in England, was there a formal translation

the geometric classics of antiquity into the language of syncopated

3r symbolic algebra. There were those who deplored this procedure;

ve proceed to outline the struggle between symbolists and rheto-

ricians.

‘ C. A. Hart and Daniel D. Feldman, Plane Geometry (New York, [1911]),

viii.

2 M. Auerbach and C. B. Walsh, Plane Geometry (Pliiladelphia, [1920]), p. xi.

® George C. Shutt, Plane and Solid Geometry [1912], p. 13.

^Giuseppe Veronese, Elemenli di geometriay Part I (3d ed., Verona), p. 12.

^ Ludwig Kambly, Die Elementar’-Mathematik, 2. Theil : Planimelrie (Breslau,

1876), p. 8, 1. Theil: Arithmelik und Algebra^ 38. Aufl. (Breslau, 1906), p. 7.
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PAST STRUGGLES BETWEEN SYMBOLISTS AND RHETORI-
CIANS IN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY

385. For many centuries there has been a conflict between indi-

vidual judgments, on the use of mathematical symbols. On the one

side are those who, in geometry for instance, would employ hardly

any mathematical symbols; on the other side are those who insist on

the use of ideographs and pictographs almost to the exclusion of

ordinary writing. The real merits or defects of the two extreme views

cannot be ascertained by a priori argument; they rest upon experience

and must therefore be sought in the study of the history of our sci-

ence.

The first printed edition of Euclkrs Elements and the earliest

translations of Arabic algebras into Latin contained little or no mathe-

matical symbolism.^ During the Renaissance the need of symbolism

disclosed itself more strongly in algebra than in geometry. During the

sixteenth century European algebra developed symbolisms for the

writing of equations, but the arguments and explanations of the

various steps in a solution were written in the ordinary form of verbal

expression.

The seventeenth century witnessed new departures; the symbolic

language of mathematics displaced verbal writing to a much greater

extent than formerly. The movement is exhibited in the writings of

three men: Pierre H(5rigone^ in France, William Oughtred^ in Eng-

land, and J. H. Rahn^ in Switzerland. Herigone used in his Cursus

maihematicus of 1634 a large array of new symbols of his own design.

He says in his Preface: 'T have invented a new method of making

demonstrations, brief and intelligible, without the use of any lan-

^ Erhard Ratdolt's print of Campamis^ Euclid (Venice, 1482). Al-Khowdriz-

ml’s algebra was translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona in the twelfth cen-

tury. It was probably this translation that was printed in Libri’s Histoire dcs sci-

ences mathernatique en ItcdiCy Vol. I (Paris, 1838), p. 253-97. Another translation

into Latin, made by Robert of Chester, was edited by L. C. Karpinski (New York,

1915). Regarding Latin translations of Al-Khowiirizmt, see also G. Encstrom,

Bibliotheca malhematica (3d scr.), Vol. V (1904), p. 404; A. A. Bjornbo, ibid. (3d

ser.), Vol. VII (1905), p. 239-48; Karihnski, Bibliotheca rnathernatica (3d ser.),

Vol. XI, p. 125.

2 Pierre Herigone, op. oil., Vol. I-VI (Paris, 1G34; 2d ed., 1644).

^William Oughtred, Clavis mathematical (London, 1631, and later editions);

also Oughtred’s Circles of Proportion (1632), Trigonomeirie (1657), and minor

works.

^ J. H. Rahn, Teutsche Algebra (Zurich, 1659), Thomas Brancker, An Intro-

duction to Algebra (trans. out of the High-Dutch; London, 1668).
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guage/' In England, William Oughtred used over one hundred and
fifty mathematical symbols, many of his own invention. In geometry

Oughtred showed an even greater tendency to introduce extensive

symbolisms than did H6rigone. Oughtred translated the tenth book

of Euclid ^s Elements into language largely ideographic, using for the

purpose about forty new symbols.^ Some of his readers complained of

the excessive brevity and compactness of the exposition, but Oughtred

never relented. He found in John Wallis an enthusiastic disciple. At

the time of Wallis, representatives of the two schools of mathematical

exposition came into open conflict. In treating the ''Conic Sections^

no one before Wallis had employed such an amount of symbolism.

The philosopher Thomas Hobbes protests emphatically: "And for

.... your Conic Sections, it is so covered over with the scab of sym-

bols, that I had not the patience to examine whether it be well or ill

demonstrated.^’* Again Hobbes says: "Symbols are poor unhand-

some, though necessary scaffolds of demonstration”;^ he explains

further: "Symbols, though they shorten the writing, yet they do not

make the reader understand it sooner than if it were written in words.

For the conception of the lines and figures .... must proceed from

words either spoken or thought upon. So that there is a double labour

of the mind, one to reduce your symbols to words, which are also

symbols, another to attend to the ideas which they signify. Besides,

if you but consider how none of the ancients ever used any of them in

their published demonstrations of geometry, nor in their books of

arithmetic .... you will not, I think, for the future be so much in

love with them Whether there is really a double translation,

such as Hobbes claims, and also a double labor of interpretation, is a

matter to be determined by experience.

386. Meanwhile the Algebra of Rahn appeared in 1659 in Zurich

and was translated by Brancker into English and published with addi-

tions by John Pell, at London, in 1668. The work contained some

new symbols and also Pell’s division of the page into three columns.

He marked the successive steps in the solution so that all steps in the

process are made evident through the aid of symbols, hardly a word

* Printed in Oiightred’s Clairis maihemalicae (3d ed., 1648, and in the editions

of 1652, 1667, 1603). See our §§ 183, 184, 185.

* John Wallis, Operum rnalhematicorum, Pars altera (Oxford), De sectionibus

conicis (1655).

* Sir William Molesvvorth, The English Works of Thomas Hobbes, Vol. VII

(London, 1845), p. 316.

*Ibid., p. 248. 5 Ibid.f p. 329.
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of verbal explanation being necessary. In Switzerland the three-

column arrangement of the page did not receive enthusiastic recep-

tion. In Great Britain it was adopted in a few texts: John Ward^s

Young Mathematician's Guide^ parts of John Wallis’ Treatise of Alge-

bra^ and John Kirkby’s Arithmetical Institutions, But this almost com-

plete repression of verbal explanation did not become widely and

permanently popular. In the great mathematical works of the seven-

teenth century—the Geometric of Descartes; the writings of Pascal,

Fermat, Leibniz; the Principia of Sir Isaac Newton—symbolism was

used in moderation. The struggles in elementary geometry were

more intense. The notations of Oughtred also met with a most

friendly reception from Isaac Barrow, the great teacher of Sir Isaac

Newton, who followed Oughtred even more closely than did Wallis.

In 1655, Barrow brought out an edition of Euclid in Latin and in 1660

an English edition. He had in mind two main objects: first, to reduce

the whole of the Elements into a portable volume and, second, to

gratify those readers who prefer ^^symbolical” to ^Verbal reasoning.”

During the next half-century Barrow’s texts were tried out. In 1713,

John Keill of Oxford edited the Elements of Euclid, in the Preface of

which he criticized Barrow, saying: ^'Barrow’s Demonstrations are

so very short, and are involved in so many notes and symbols, that

they are rendered obscure and difficult to one not versed in Geometry.

There, many propositions, which appear conspicuous in reading

Euclid himself, are made knotty, and scarcely intelligible to learners,

by his Algebraical way of demonstration The Elements of all

Sciences ought to be handled after the most simple Method, and not to

be involved in Symbols, Notes, or obscure Principles, taken else-

where.” Keill abstains altogether from the use of symbols. His expo-

sition is quite rhetorical.

William Whiston, who was Newton’s successor in the Lucasian

professorship at Cambridge, brought out a school Euclid, an edition

of Tacquet’s Euclid which contains only a limited amount of symbol-

ism. A more liberal amount of sign language is found in the geometry

of William Emerson.

Robert Simson’s edition of Euclid appeared in 1756. It was a care-

fully edited book and attained a wide reputation. Ambitious to pre-

sent Euclid unmodified, he was careful to avoid all mathematical

signs. The sight of this book would have delighted Hobbes. No scab

of symbols here!

That a reaction to Simson’s Euclid would follow was easy to see.

In 1795 John Playfair, of Edinburgh, brought out a school edition
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of Euclid which contains a limited number of symbols. It passed

through many editions in Great Britain and America. D. Cresswell,

of Cambridge, England, expressed himself as follows: 'Tn the demon-
strations of the propositions recourse has been made to symbols.

But these symbols are merely the representatives of certain words and
phrases, which may be substituted for them at pleasure, so as to

render the language employed strictly comformable to that of ancient

Geometry. The consequent diminution of the bulk of the whole book
is the least advantage which results from this use of symbols. For

the demonstrations themselves are sooner read and more easily com-
prehended by means of these useful abbreviations; which will, in a

short time, become familiar to the reader, if he is not beforehand per-

fectly well acquainted with them.’^^ About the same time, Wright^

made free use of symbols and declared: ^^Those who object to the

introduction of Symbols in Geometry are requested to inspect Bar-

row^s Euclid

j

Emerson^s Geometry

y

etc., where they will discover many
more than arc here made use of.’^ ^^The difficulty,^’ says Babbage,*

‘Vhich many students experience in understanding the propositions

relating to ratios as delivered in the fifth book of Euclid, arises en-

tirely from this cause [tedious description] and the facility of com-

prehending their algebraic demonstrations forms a striking contrast

with the prolixity of the geometrical proofs.”

In 1831 R. Blakelock, of Cambridge, edited Simson’s text in the

symbolical form. Oliver Byrne’s Euclid in symbols and colored dia-

grams was not taken seriously, but was regarded a curiosity.^ The
Senate House examinations discouraged the use of symbols. Later

De Morgan wrote: ^^Those who introduce algebraical symbols into

elementary geometry, destroy the peculiar character of the latter to

^ A Supplement to the Elements of Euclid^ Second Edition .... by D. Cresswell,

formerly Fellow of Trinity College (Cambridge, 1825), Preface. Cresswell uses

algebraic symbols and pictographs.

2 J. M. F. Wright, Self-Examination in Euclid (Cambridge, 1829), p. x.

* Charles Babbage, “On the Influence of Signs in Mathematical Reasoning,”

Transactions Cambridge Philos. Society, Vol. II (1827), p. 330.

* Oliver Byrne, The Elements of Eudid in which coloured diagrams and symbols

are used (London, 1847). J. Tropfke, op. cU., Vol. IV (1923), p. 29, refers to a

German edition of Euclid by Heinrich Hoffmann, Teutscher Euclides (Jena, 1653),

as using color. The device of using color in geometry goes back to Heron {Opera,

Vol. IV [ed. J. L. Heiberg; Leipzig, 1912], p. 20) who says: “And as a surface one

can imagine every shadow and every color, for w^hich reason the Pythagoreans

called surfaces ‘colors.' '' Martianus Capclla {De nuptiis [ed. Kopp, 1836], No.

708) speaks of surfaces as being “ut est color in corpore.”
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every student who has any mechanical associations connected wi

those symbols; that is, to every student who has previously used the

in ordinary algebra. Geometrical reasons, and arithmetical procei

have each its own office; to mix the two in elementary instruction,

injurious to the proper acquisition of both.’^^

The same idea is embodied in Todhunter^s edition of Euclid whi(

does not contain even a plus or minus sign, nor a symbolism for pr

portion.

The viewpoint of the opposition is expressed by a writer in tl

London Quarterly Journal of 1864: ^^The amount of relief which h

been obtained by the simple expedient of applying to the elements

geometry algebraic notation can be told only by those who reinemb

to have painfully pored over the old editions of Simson^s Euclid. T]

practical effect of this is to make a complicated train of reasoning

once intelligible to the eye, though the mind could not take it

without effort.’^

English geometries of the latter part of the nineteenth centui

and of the present time contain a moderate amount of symbolisr

The extremes as represented by Oughtred and Barrow, on the oi

hand, and by Robert Simson, on the other, are avoided. Thus
conflict in England lasting two hundred and fifty years has ended as

draw. It is a stupendous object-lesson to mathematicians on math
matical symbolism. It is the victory of the golden mean.

387. The movements on the Continent were along the same line

but were less spectacular than in England. In France, about a cei

tury after Herigone, Clairaut^ used in his geometry no algebraic sig]

and no pictographs. Bezout^ and Legendre^ employed only a rnodcra

amount of algebraic signs. In Germany, Karsten^ and Segner® mac

only moderate use of symbols in geometry, but Reyher^ and Loren

^ A. de Morgan, Trigonometry and Double Algebra (1849), p. 92 n.

2 A. C. Clairaut, Siemens de gSomStrie (Paris, 1753; 1st ed., 1741).

* E. B6zout, Cours de MatMmaliqueSf Tom. I (Paris: n. 6d., 1797), SUmens
gkmUrie.

^ A. M. Legendre, EUments de GiomStrie (Paris, 1794).

^ W. J. G. Karsten, Lehrhegrif der gesamien Mathematik, I. Theil (Greifswal

1767), p. 205-484.

® I. A. de Segner, Cursus mathematici Pars I: Elementa arithmeticaef ge

metriae ei calculi geometrici (editio nova; Halle, 1767),

’’Samuel Reyhers .... Euclides (Kiel, 1698).

* J. F. Lorenz, Euklid's Elemente^ auf’s neue herausgegeben von C. B. Mo
weide (5th ed., IlaUe, 1824; 1st ed., 1781; 2d ed., 1798).
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used extensive notations; Lorenz brought out a very compact edition

of all books of Euclid^ s Elements.

Our data for the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have been

drawn mainly from the field of elementary mathematics. A glance at

the higher mathematics indicates that the great mathematicians of

the eighteenth century, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, used symbolism

freely, but expressed much of their reasoning in ordinary language.

In the nineteenth century, one finds in the field of logic all gradations

from no symbolism to nothing but symbolism. The well-known oppo-

sition of Steiner to Pliicker touches the question of sign language.

The experience of the past certainly points to conservatism in the

use of symbols in elementary instruction. In our second volume we
indicate more fully that the same conclusion applies to higher fields.

Individual workers who in elementary fields proposed to express

practically everything in ideographic form have been overruled. It is

a question to be settled not by any one individual, but by large groups

or by representatives of large groups. The problem requires a con-

sensus of opinion, the wisdom of many minds. That widsom dis-

closes itself in the history of the science. The judgment of the past

calls for moderation.

The conclusion reached here may be stated in terms of two school-

boy definitions for salt. One definition is, ^^Salt is what, if you spill a

cupful into the soup, spoils the soup.'' The other definition is, “Salt

is what spoils your soup when you don't have any in it."
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Abacus, 39, 75, 119

Abu Kamil, 273; unknown quantity,
339

Ada eruditorurn, extracts from, 197

Adam, Charles, 217, 254, 300, 344

Adams, D., 219, 286, 287

Addition, signs for: general survey of,

200-216; Ahmes papyrus, 200; Al-

Qalasadi, 124; Bakhshalt MS, 109;
Diophantus, 102; Greek papyri, 200;
Hindus, 106; Leibniz, 198; el in

Regiomontanus, 126

Additive principle in notation for f)ow-
ers, 116, 124, 295; in Pacioli, 135; in

Gloriosus, 196

Additive principles: in Babylonia, 1;

in Crete, 32; in Egypt, 19, 49; in

Rome, 46, 49; in Mexico, 49; among
Aztecs, 66

Adrain, R., 287

Aepinus, F. V. T., parentheses, 352

Aggregation of terms: general survey
of, 342-56; by use of dots, 348;
Oughtred, 181, 183, 186, 251; Ro-
manus, 320; Rudolff, 148; Stifel, 148,

153; Wallis, 196. By use of comma,
189, 238; communis radix, 325; Ha.
col. in Scheubel, 159; aggregation of

terms, in radical expressions, 199,

319, 332, 334; redundancy of sym-
bols, 335; signs used by Bombelli,

144, 145; Clavius, 161; Leibniz, 198,

354; Macfarlane, 275; Oughtred,
181, 183, 251, 334; PacioH. See
Parentheses, Vinculum

Agnesi, M. G., 253, 257

Agrippa von Nettesheim, 97

Ahmes papyrus, 23, 260; addition and
subtraction, 200; equality, 260;
general drawings, 357, 376; unknown
quantity, 339; fractions, 22, 23, 271,

274

Akhmim papyrus, 42

Aladern, J., 92

Alahdab, 118

Al-Battani, 82

Albert, Johann, 207

Alexander, Andreas, 325, 326; aggre-
gation, 343, 344

Alexander, John, 245, 253, 254; equality,

264; use of star, 356

Algebraic symbols in geometry, 384

Algebras, Initius, 325

Al-IIaj^sar, 118, 235, 272; continued
fractions, 118

Ali Aben Ragel, 96

Al-Kalsadi. See Al-Qalasiidi

Al-Karkhl, survey of his signs, 116, 339

Al-Khowdrizmt, survey of his signs,

115; 271, 290, 385

Allaize, 249

Alligation, symbols for solving prob-
lems in, 133

Al-MadjritI, 81

Alnasavi, 271

Ali)habetic numerals, 28, 29, 30, 36, 38,

45, 46, 87; for fractions, 58, 59; in

India, 76; in Rome, 60, 61

Al-Qalasc4dt : survey of his signs, 124;

118, 200, 250; equality, 124, 260;
unknown, 339

Alsted, J. H., 221, 225, 229, 305

Amicable numbers, 218, 230

Anatolius, 117

Anderegg, F., and E. D. Rowe: equiva-
lence, 375

Andr4, D., 95, 243, 285

Andrea, J. V., 263

Angle: general survey of, 360-63; sign

for, in H6rigone, 189, 359; oblique
angle, 363

;
right angle, 363 ;

spherical

angle, 363; solid angle, 363; equal
angles, 363

Anianus, 127

Apian, P., 148, 222, 223, 224, 278

Apollonius of Perga, 384

Arabic numerals. See Ilindu-Arabic
numerals

Arabs, early, 45; Al-Khow^rizmf, 81,

115, 271, 290, 385; Al-Qalas4dl, 118,

124, 200, 250, 260, 339; Al-Madjrl«,

81; Aliiasiivi, 271; Al-Karkhl, 116,

339; Ali Aben Ragel, 96

433
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Arc of circle, 370

Archibald, R. C., 218, 270, 376

Archimedes, 41, 384

Ardliser, Johann, 208, 283; aggregation,

348; radical sign, 328, 332

Arithmetical progression, 248; arith-

metical proportion, 249, 255

Amauld, Antoine, 249; equality, 266

Aryabhata, 76

Astronomical signs, relative position of

planets, 358

Athelard of Bath, 81, 82

Attic signs, 33, 34, 35, 84

Auerbach, M., and C. B. Walsh: angle,

361; congruent in geometry, 372;
is measured by, 383

Aurel, Marco, 165, 204, 327

Ayres, John, 225

Aztecs, 66

Babbage, Charles, 386; quoted, 386

Babylonians, 1-15; ideogram for multi-
plication, 217; ideogram for division,

235

Bachet, C. G., 101, 339

Bagza, L., 222

Bailey, M. A., 242

Baillet, J., 41

Bails, Benito, 249

Baker, Alfred, congruence in geometry,
374

Baker, Th.: parallel, 368; perpendicu-
lar, 364; use of star, 356

Bakhshali MS: survey of signs, 109;

106, 200, 217, 235, 250, 260; equality,

260, 109; unknown quantity, 339

Balam, R., 186, 209, 245, 246, 283, 303;
arithmetical proportion, 249

Balbontin, J. M., 239, 258

Ball, W. W. R., 96

Ballantine, J. P., 90

Bamberg arithmetic, 272

Barlaam, 40

Bar-le-Duc, I. Errard de. See Deidier,

Dounot
Barlow, Peter, 225, 286

Barreme, N., 91

Barrow, Isaac: survey of his signs, 192;

216, 237, 371, 384, 386; aggregation.

345, 354; equality, 266; geometrical

proportion, 251, 252; powers, 307

Bartholinus, E., 217

Bartjens, William, 52, 208

Barton, G. A., 9, 10, 12

Beaugrand, Jean de, 302

Beeckman, I., 340

Beguelin, Nic. de, 255

Belidor, Bernard Forest de, 206, 248,

255, 257

Bellavitis, G., 268

Beman, W. W., 244. See also Beman
and Smith

Beman, W. W., and D. E., Smith:
angle, 360; right angle, 363; parallelo-

gram, 365; similar, 372

Benedetti, J. B., 219

Benson, L. S., equivalence, 375

Berlct, Bruno, 148, 326

Bernhard, Max, angle, 362

Bernoulli, Daniel (b. 1700), paren-
theses, 351, 352

Bernoulli, Jakob I (James), 210, 255;
aggregation, 348, 354; equality, 264,

267; radical signs, 334; as oper-
ator, 366

Bernoulli, Johann I (John), 233, 255,

258, 309, 310, 341; aggregation, 344;
lettering figures, 376; “mem,” 365;
use of star, 356; radical expressions,

308; as operator, 366

Bernoulli, Johann 11 (b. 1710), 258;
parentheses, 351, 352

Bernoulli, Johann III (b. 1744), 208,
365

Bernoulli, Nicolaus (b. 1687), expo-
nents, 313

Bertrand, Louis, 286

Bettini, Mario, 96, 226, 229

Betz, W., and H. E. Webb, congruent
in geometry, 374

Beutel, Tobias, 208, 273, 283, 292

Beyer, J. H., 277, 283

Bezold, C., 358

B4zout, E., 91, 241, 248 ;
geometry, 387

Bhaskara: survey of his signs, 110-14;

109, 217, 295; unknown quantity,

339

Bianchini, G., 126, 138, 208, 318

Biart, L., 66

Biematzki, 71

Billingsley’s Euclid, 169, 251

Billy, J. de, 227, 249, 253, 254, 292;
aggregation, 351; exponents, 307;
use of H, 320

Binet, J., angle, 361

Biot, 71
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Birks, John, omicron-sigma, 307

Bjornbo, A. A., 385

Blakelock, II., 3SG

Blassicre, J. J., 248, 240; circle, 367;
parentheses, 351; similar, 372

Blundeville, Th., 91, 223

Bobynin, V. V., 22

Boethius, 59; apices, 81; proportions,

249, 250

Boeza, L., 273

Boissiere, Claude dc, 229

Bolognetti, Pompeo, 145

Bolyai, John, 368

Bolyai, Wolfgang, 212, 268; angle, 361,

362; circle, 367; congruent in geome-
try, 374; difh'rent kinds of type, 378;
equivalence, 376

Bombelli, Bafaele; survey of Ins signs,

144, 145; 162, 164, 190,^384; aggrega-
tion, 344; use of H, 319, 199

Boinie, 258

Boneomi)agni, B., 91, 129, 131, 132,

219, 271, 273, 359

Boon, C. I'., 270

Borel, L., angle, 361

Borgi (or Borghi) Pietro, survey of his

signs, 133; 223, 278

Bortolotti, E., 47, 138, 145, 344, 351

Bosch, Klaas, 52, 208

Bosnians, IL, 160, 162, 172, 176, 297

Boudrot, 249

Bouguor, P., 258

Bourke, J. G., 65

Braces, 353

Brackets, 347; in Bombelli, 351, 352

Brahmagu})ta: survey of his signs, 106-

8; 76, 80, 112, 114; unknown (juanti-

ties, 339

Brancker, Thomas, 194, 237, 252, 307,

386; radical sign, 328, 333, unknown
(luantily, 341

Brandis, 88

Brasch, F. E., 125

Brasser, J. R., 343

Briggs, II.
, 261; decimal fractions, 283;

use of / for root, 322

Brito Rebello, J. L, 56

Bronkhorst, J. (Novioinagus), 97

Brouncker, W., 264

Brown, Richard, 35

Briickner, Mac, angle, 362

Brugsch, H., 16, 18, 200

Bryan, G. H., 334, 275

Bubnov, N., 75

Budden, E., similar, 374

Biihler, G., SO

Biirgi, Joost, 278, 283; powers, 296

Burja, Abel, radical sign, 331

Bush, W. N., and John B. Clarke:
angle, 363; congruent in gc'ometry,

372; ^,374
Buteon, Jean: survey of his signs, 173;

132, 204, 263; equality, 263

Byerly, W. E.: angle, 360; parallelo-

gram, 365; right angle 363

Byrne, O.: angle, 362; edition of Eu-
clid, 386; right angle, 363

Cajori, F., 75, 92

Calculus, difh'rential and integral, 365,
377

Cdhlcron (8})an. sign), 92

Callet, Fr., 95; similar, 374

Cambuston, H., 275

Cam])anus’ Euclid, 385

Camus, C. E. L., 372

Cantor. Moritz, 27, 28, 31-34, 36, 38,

16, 47, 69, 71, 74, 76, 81, 91, 96, 97,

100, 116, 118, 136, 144, 201, 238, 263,

264, 271, 304, 324, 339; per mille,

274; lettering of figures, 376

Capella, Martianus, 322, 386

Capi)elli, A.. 48, 51, 93, 94, 208, 274

Caramuel, J., 91, 92; decimal separa-
trix, 262, 283; equality, 265; powers,

303, 305, 3()6; radicad signs, 328;
unknowns, 341

Cardano ((.'ardaii), Ilieronimo: sur-

vey of his signs, 140, 141; 152, 161,

176, 166, 177, 384; aggregation,

343, 351; equality, 140, 260; use of

H, 199, 319; use of round parentheses
once, 351

Carlos le-Maur, 96

Carmichael, Robert, calculus, 348

Carnot. L. X. M.: angle, 705; geo-

metric notation, 379

Carra de Vaux, 75

Carre, L., 255, 266; parentheses, 351

Cartan, E., 247

Casati, P., 273

Casi'v, John: angle, 360; congruent in

geometry, 374

Cassany, F., 254

Castillon, G. F., 286; radical signs, 330
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Casting out the 9’s, 7’s, ITs, 218, 225

Castle, F., variation, 259

Caswell, John: circle, 367; equiangu-
lar, 360; parallel, 368; perimeter,

367; perpendicular, 364; spherical

excess, 380

Cataldi, P. A., 148, 170, 196, 296;
as an operator, 366; unknown

quantities, 339

Catelan, Abb6, 266

Cauchy, A. L. : negative numerals, 90;
principal values of 312

Cavalieri, B. : survey of his signs, 179;

204, 261; aggregation, 344

Cayley, A., 275

Census, word for 116, 134

Chace, A. B., 23

Chulosse, 219, 221

Chapelle, De la, 223, 255; radical sign,

331

Chauvenet, W., 259; algebraic symbols,

371; right angle, 363; spherical ex-

cess, 380

Chelucci, Paolino, 249, 285

China, 69, 119, 120; unknown quantity,

339

Chrystal, G., variation, 259

Chu Shih-Chieh, survey of his signs,

119, 120

Chuquet, N. : survey of his signs, 129-

32; 117, 145, 164, 190, 200, 219,

220, 222, 230, 296, 308; aggregation,

344, 350; use of square, 132, 357;
use of }}, 199 318

Churchill, Randolph, 286

Cifrdo (Portuguese sign), 94

Circle: arcs of, 359; pictograph for,

357, 359, 367, 371; as a numeral, 21

Ciscar, G., 286

Clairaut, A. C., 258; his geometry, 387;
parentheses, 352

Clark, Gilbert, 186, 248

Clarke, H., 286, 289

Clavius, C.: survey of his signs, 161;

91, 179, 204, 205, 219, 222, 250, 279,

300; aggregation, 351; decimal point,

280; plus and minus, 199; powers,

300; radical sign, 327

Cobb, Sam, 253

Cocker, Edward: aggregation, 347, 348

Codex Vigilanus, 80,

Coefficients: letters as coefficients,

176-78, written after the literal part,

179; written above the line, 307

Cole, John, 259

Colebrooke, H. Th., 76, 80, 91, 106,

107, 108, no, 112-14

Collins, John, 195, 199, 237, 196, 252,

305, 307, 308, 344; aggregation, 344,
350

Colomera y Rodriguez, 92

Colon: for aggregation, 332; separa-
trix, 245; sign for ratio, 244, 251,

258, 259

Color: used in marking unknowns, 107,

108, 112, 114; colored diagrams, 386;
colored quipu, 62, 64

Colson, John, 253; negative numerals,
90.

Comma: for aggregation, 334, 342, 349;
for multiplication, 232, 233; for ratio,

256, 257
;
decimal fractions, 278, 282,

283, 284, 285 .

Condorcet, N. C. de, parentheses, 352,

354

Congruent, signs in geometry, 372-75

Continued fractions, 118, 273; in John
of Meurs, 271; in Wallis, 196

Copernicus, N., 157

Corachan, J. B., 207, 250

Cortazdr, J., 286

Cosa, 290, 318; in Buteon, 173; in

Chuquet, 131; in De la Roche, 132;
in Pacioli, 134, 136, 339; in Rudolff,

149

Cossali, P., 249; aggregation, 345, 354,

355

Cotes, Roger, 307

Courtivron, le Marquis de, parentheses,

352

Craig, John, 252, 253, 301; aggrega-
tion, 345, 347

Cramer, G., aggregation, 345, 354, 355

Crelle, A. L., spherical excess, 380

Cremona, L., coincides with, 374

Cresswell, D., 386

Creszfeldt, M. C., 91

Cretan numerals, 32

Crocker, E., 248

Cruquius, N., 208

Crusius, D. A., 96, 208

Crusoe, G. E., 222, 226

Cube of a number, Babylonians, 15

Cuentos (“millions” ) ,
abbreviation for,92

Cuneiform symbols, 1-15

Cunha, J. A. da. See Da Cunha, J. A.

Cunn, Samuel, aggregation, 210, '345
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Curtze, M., 81, 85, 91, 123, 126, 138,

219, 260, 290, 318, 325, 340, 369

Cushing, F. H., 65

Dacia, Petrus de, 91

Da Cunha, J. A., 210, 236, 307

Dagomari, P., 91

D’Alembert, J., 258; angle, 360, 363;
imaginary >/-- 1, 346; parentheses,

352; similar, 372

Dash. See Line

Dasypodius, C., 53

Datta, B., 75

Davies, Charles, 287; equivalence, 375

Davies, Charles, and W. G. Peck:
equivalence, 375, repeating deci-

mals, 289

Davila, M., 92

Debeaune, F., 264, 301

De Bessy, Frenicle, 266

Dechales, G. F. M., 206, 225; decimals,

283; equality, 266; powers, 201

Decimal fractions: survey of, 276-89;
186, 351; in Leibniz, 537; in Stevin,

162; in Wallis, 196; repeating deci-

mals, 289

Decimal scale: Babylonian, 3; Egyp-
tian, 16; in general, 58; North Ameri-
can Indians, 67

Decimal separatrix; colon, 245; com-
ma, 282, 284, 286; point, 287, 288;
point in Austria, 288

Dee, John: survey of his signs, 169;

205, 251, 254; radical sign, 327

De Graaf, A. See Graaf, Abraham de

Degrees, minutes, and seconds, 55; in

Regiomontanus, 126, 127

De Gua. See Gua, De
Deidier, L’Abb6, 249, 257, 269, 285,

300, 351

De Lagny. See Lagny, T. F. de

Delahire, 254, 258, 264

De la Loubere, 331

Delambre, 87

De la Roche, E.: survey of his signs,

132; 319, radical notation, 199; use
of square, 132, 357

Del Sodo, Giovanni, 139

De Moivre, A., 206, 207, 257; aggrega-
tion, 354

De Montigny. See Montigny, De
De Morgan. Augustus, 202, 276, 278,

283; algebraic symbols in geometiy,

386j complicated exponents, 313;
decimals, 286, 287; equality, 268;
radical signs, 331; solidus, 275

Demotic numerals, 16, 18

Descartes, Rend: survey of his signs,

191; 177, 192, 196, 205, 207, 209, 210,
217, 256, 386; aggregation, 344, 353;
equality, 264, 26.5, 300; exponential
notation, 294, 298-300, 302-4, 315;
geometrical proportion, 254; plus
or minus, 262; radical sign, 329, 332,
333; unknown quantities, 339, 340;
use of a star, 356

Despiau, L., 248

Determinants, suffix notation in Leib-
niz, 198

De Witt, James, 210, 264

Dibuadius, Christophorus, 273, 327,
332; aggregation, 348

Dickson, W., 286

Diderot, Denys, 255; Encyclopidie, 254

Didier. See Bar-le-Duc

Diez de la Calle, Juan, 92

Diez froyle, Juan, 290

Difference (arithmetical): symbol
for, 164, 177, 262; in Leibniz, 198,

344; in Oughtrcd, 184, 372

Digges, Leonard and Thomas: survey
of their signs, 170; 205, 221, 339;
aggregation, 343; equality, 263;
powers, 296; radical signs, 199, 334

Ddworth, Th., 91, 240, 287

Diophantus: survey of his signs, 101-5;

41, 87, 111, 117, 121, 124, 135, 200,

201, 217, 235; equality, 260, 104, 263;
fractions, 274; powers of unknown,
295, 308, 339

Distributive, ideogram of Babylonians,
16

Division, signs for: survey of, 235-47;
Babylonians, 15; Egyptians, 26;
Bakhshall, 109; Diophantus, 104;
Leonardo of Pisa, 235, 122; Leibniz,

197, 198; Oughtred, 186; Wallis, 196;
complex numbers, 247; critical esti-

mate, 243; order of operations in-

volving -T- and X, 242: relative

position of dividend ana divisor,

241; scratch method, 196; -i-, 237,

240; 238, 240; T) 154, 162, 236

Dixon, R. B., 66

Dodson, James, 354

Doehlmann, Karl, angle, 362

Dot: aggregation, 181, 183, 251, 348;
as radical sign, 324-26; as separatrix

in decimal fractions, 279, 283-85;
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demand for, 251; for ratio, 244; geo-
metrical ratii, 251-53; in complex
numbers, 247 ;

multiplication^ in

Bhaskara, 112, 217; in later writers,

188, 233, 287, 288; negative number,
107 ;

to represent zero, 109

Dounot (Deidier, or Bar-le-Duc), 300,
351

Drachm or dragma, 149, 151, 158, 293

Drobisch, M. W., 202

Ducange, 87

Dulaurens, F., 255; angle, 360; equal-
ity, 263; majus, 263; parallel, 368;
perpendicular, 364; pictographs, 365;
solids, 371

Duraesnil, G., 96

Duodecimal scale, 3; among Romans,
58, 59

Du Pasquier, L. Gustave, 269

Dupuis, N. F., 95; congruent in geome-
try, 374; right angle, 363

Durell, Clement V., angle, 361

Durell, Fletcher, 375

Du S4jour. See S<$jour, Du

Edwards, R. W. K., 258

Eells, W. C., 67

Egypt, 16; multiplication, 217; square-
root sign, 100

Egyptian numerals, 16-23

Einstein, A., 215

Eisenlohr, A., 23

El-Hassar. See al-Ha§9^ir

Emerson, W., 248, 249; angle, 360;
geometry of, 386; parallel, 368;
perpendicular, 364; variation, 259

Enestrom, G., 91, 135, 136, 139, 150,

141, 271, 278, 325, 339, 340, 351,

385

Enriques, F., angle, 361

Equal and parallel, 369

Equality: survey of, 260-70; Ahmes
papyrus, 260; al-Qalas^di, 124; Bakh-
shMl MS^ 109; Buteon, 173; in

Bolognetti, 145; Cardan, 140; dash
in Regiomontanus, 126; dash in

Ghaligai, 139; dash in Pacioli, 138;
Descartes, 191, 300, 363; Digges, 170,

263; DiophantuSj 104; Harriot, 188;
H6rigone, 189; m proportion, 251,

256; Recorde, 167

Equivalence, 375

Eratosthenes, 41

Etruian signs, 46, 49

Eucken, A., 270

Euclid^s Elements, 158, 166, 169, 179,

216, 318, 384, 385; Newton's anno-
tation, 192; Barrow’s editions, 192;
Billingsley’s edition, 251; Elements
(Book X), 318, 332; lines for magni-
tudes, 359

Euler, L., 387; aggregation, 350, 352,
354; imaginary exponents, 309; in-

dices in lettering, 377; lettering of

triangle, 194; origin of /, 324;
powers, 304; imaginary ]/ — 1, 346

Eutocius, 41

Evans, A. J., 32

Exponents: survey of, 296-315; 129,

131; Bombelli, 144, 162; Chuquet,
131; Descartes, 191; Leibniz, 198;
Nunez, 165; Stevin, 162; general ex-
ponents in Wallis, 195; fractional,

123, 129, 131, 162, 164, 196; nega-
tive, 131, 195, 308, 311; placed before
the base, 198; placed on line in

H<5rigone, 189; Roman numerals
placed above the line in Hume, 190

Eygaguirre, S. F., 222

Eysenhut, 203

Factoring, notation for process in

Wallis, 196

Fakhri, 339

Falkenstein, K., 127

False positions, 202, 218, 219

Favaro, A.: angle, 361; use of differ-

ent letters, 379

Faye, P. L., 65

Feliciano, F., 222

Fenn, Joseph, 259; angle, 362; circle,

367; right angle, 363; solids, 371;
use of star, 356

Fermat, P., 101, 206, 261, 386; coef-

ficients, 307; equality, 265; powers,
307

Ferroni, P., aggregation, 354

Fialkowski, N., 288; angle, 362; similar,

372

Fiedler, W.: angle, 360, 362; congruent
in geometry, 372; equal and parallel,

369

Fine, O., 222, 229

Fischer, E. G, 270

“Fisher, George” (Mrs. Slack), 287

Fisher, G. E., and I. J. Schwatt, 213,
242

Fludd, Robert, 204
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Follinus, H., 208, 221, 222; aggrega-
tion, 351; radical signs, 334

Fontaine, A., imaginary i/— 1, 346

Ford, W. B., negative numerals, 90

Fortunatus, F., 207, 255

Foster,^ Mark, 254

Foster, S., 186, 251; decimals, 186, 283;
equality, 264; parentheses, 351; pow-
ers, 306

Foucher, L’Abb^, 249, 255

Fournier, C. F., 248, 249

Fractions: common fractions (survey
of), 271-75; Babylonian, 12, 13, 14,

15; addition and subtraction of, 222;
Bakhshall MS, 109; complex frac-

tions in Stevin, 188; Diophantus,

104; division of, 224; duodecimal,

58, 59, 61; Egyptian, 18, 22, 23, 24;
fractional line, 122, 235, 272, 273,

391; fraction not a ratio, 245; Greeks,

41, 42, 104; Hindus, 106, 113, 235;
juxtaposition means addition, 217;
in Austrian cask measure, 89; in

Recorde, 167; Leibniz, 197, 198;
multiplication, 224; Romans, 58^ 59;
special symbol for simple fractions,

274; : to denote fractions, 244; unit

fractions, 22, 41, 42, See Decimal
fractions

Frank, A. von, angle, 363

Frank, Sebastian, 55

Frenicle de Bessy, 2G6

Fricke, R., use of a star, 356

Friedlein, G., 33, 46, 58, 59, 60, 74, 97,

200

Frisch, Chr., 278, 296

Frischauf, J., similar and congruent,

372

Frisi, P., 259

Fuss, N., 259; angle, 360; parallel, 368

Galileo G., 250, 261, 339

Gallimard, J. E., 236, 239, 255; equal-

ity, 269

Ganesa, 110

Gangad’hara, 91

Garcia, Florentino, 237, 258

Gardiner, W., 285, 367

Garner, J. L., 66

Gauss, K. F., powers, 304, 314

Gausz, F. G., 286

Gebhardt, M., 159

Gelcich, E., 307

Geminus, 41

Gemna Frisius, 91, 219, 222

Geometrical progression, 248; propor-
tion, 249, 250

Geometrical (pictograph) symbols, 189;
in Rich. Rawlinson, 194

Geometry: survey of symbols, 357-87;
symbols in statement of theorems,
381

Gerard, Juan, 249, 258

Gerard of Cremona, 118, 290, 318, 385

Gerbert (Pope Silvester 11), 61, 322,
376

Gerhardt, C. 1., 121, 147, 149, 202, 203,

310, 325, 326, 372

Gernardus, 272

Geysius, J., 196, 305, 341

Ghaligai, Fr.: survey of his signs, 139;

126, 138, 219, 226; equality, 139,

260; the letter 199, 319

Gherli, O., 285

Ghetaldi, M., 307

Giannini, P., 259

Gibson, Thomas, 233

Ginsburg, J., 79, 280

Girana Tarragones, H., 55

Girard, A.: survey of his signs, 164;

162, 163, 208, 210, 217, 296; aggrega-
tion, 351; coefficients, 307; decimal,
fractions, 283; difference, 262; pow-
ers, 322; radicals, 329-31, 334

Girault de Koudou (or Keroudou),
Abb6, 255

Glaisherj J. W. L., 202, 208, 275, 282;
complicated exponents, 313

Glorioso, C., 196, 204, 263; unknowns,
339

Gobar numerals, 86, 87, 88, 129

Goldbach, C., 309, 379; figurate num-
bers, 381; exponents, 313

Golius, Jacob, 263

Gonzalez Davila, Gil, 92

Gonzalo de las Casas, J., 92

Gordon, Cosmo, 134

Gosselin, G.; survey of his signs, 174;

204, 320; use of g, 320; use of capital

L, 174, 175, 290

Gow, J., 26, 41, 359

Graaf, Abraham de, 223, 232. 254;
equality, 263, 264; **mem,’' 365;

radicals, 336; use of star, 356; = for

difference, 262; as an operator,

366
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Grammateus (Heinrich Schreiber) : sur-
vey of his signs, 147; 160, 203, 206,

208, 318

Grandi, Guido, 255

Grassmann, H. G. : congruent in geom-
etry, 374; equal and parallel, 369

Greater or less, Oughtred, 183, 186.

See Inequality

Greek cross, 205

Greek numerals, 33-44, 92; algebra in

Planudes, 121

Green, F. W., 16

Greenhill, A. G., use of star, 356;
approximately equal, 270

Greenstreet, W. J., 331

Greenwood, I., 287

Gregory, David, 252, 257, 304, 308;
aggregation, 345

Gregory, Duncan F., 314

Gregory, James, 207, 252, 256, 268;
rs^ical signs, 334

Gregory St. Vincent, 261

Griev, W., 287

Griffith, F, L,, 16, 18

Grisio, M., 196

Grosse, H., 208

Grotefend, 1, 47

Grunert, J. A., 47, 208

Gua, De, 232; aggregation, 350;
use of a star, ^6

Guisn6e, 266

Gunther, S., 152, 277

Haan, Bierens de, 91, 164

Haseler, J. F., 368; geometric con-
gruence, 372

Haglund, G., 287

Halcke, R, 208

Hall, H. S., and F. H. Stevens: angle,

3^; right angle, 363; parallel, 368

Halley, E., 207, 304; aggregation, 345;
use of star, 356

HaUiwell, J. O., 91, 305

Halma, N., 43, 44

Halsted, G. B., 287, 375; angle, 362,

363; arcs, 370; pictographs, 365;
sinular and confront, 372, 374;
symmetry, 371

Hamilton, W. R., arcs, 370

Hammond, Nathaniel, 307

Hankel, H., 33, 59

Harmonic progression, 248

Harrington, M. R., 65

Harriot, Th.: survey of his signs, 188;
156. 192, 196, 205, 217, 233; aggre-
gation, 344, ^6: equality, 261, 266,

268; greater or less, 188, 360; repe-
tition of factors, 305; ramcals, 329

Harris, John, 253

Harsdorffer, P., 96
Hart, C. A., and D. D. Feldman: arcs,

370; equivalent, 375; is measured by,

383; similar, 372

Hartwell, R., 91

Hatton, Edward, 263, 307; angle, 360,

363; radical signs, 328, 331

Hatton, J. L. S., angle, 362

Hauber,K. F.,307

Hawkes, John, 248

Hawkes, Luby and Teuton, 242

Hawkins, John, 252

Heath, Sir Thomas, 101, 103, 104, 105,

116, 216

Hebrew numerals, 29-31, 36

Heiberg, J. L., 41, 43, 44, 84, 88, 386

Heilbronner, J. C., 40, 47, 97

Heinlin, J. J., 291

Hemelings, J., 208

Henrici, J., and P. Treutlein: angle,

361; equal and parallel, 369; similar,

372

Henrion, D., 178

Henry, C., 176, 204, 263

H^rigone, P.: survey of his signs, 189;

198, 206, 209, 221, 232, 245, 385,

387; ande, 189, 36k); arc of circle,

370; circle, 367; equality, 263; great-

er than, 263; perpendicular, 364;
pictographs, 189, 359, 365; powers,

297, 298, 301; radical signs, 189, 334;
ratio, 254; right angle, 363

Hermann, J., 255; parentheses, 351

Herodianic signs, 33, 38

Heron of Alexandria, 41, 103, 201, 271;
circle, 367 ;

parallel, 368; pictograph,

357 ;
colored surfaces, 386

Hieratic numerals, 16, 18, 23, 24, 25, 36,
201

Hieroglyphic numerals, 16, 17, 18, 22;

}

)roblem in Ahmes papyrus trans-

ated into hieroglyphic wnting, 200

Hill, George A., similar and congruent,
372

Hill, G. F., 74, 80-82, 89
Hilprecht, H. V., 6, 10. 15, 200, 217, 235

Hincks, E., 4, 5
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Hindenburg, C. F.. 207, 208; aggrega-
tion, 354; radical signs, 331

Hindu algebra, 107, 200; division and
fractions, 236

Hindu-Arabic numerals: survey of, 74-

99; 54; al-QalasAdt, 124; Al-Khow4-
rizml, 115; Chuquet, 129; first oc-

currences, 79, 80; forms, 81-88, 128:
Hindu-Arabic notation, 196; local

value, 78; shape of fi^re five^ 66,

127; shape of zero in Digues, 170;
shape of figure one in Treviso arith-

metic, 86

Hipparchus, 44

Hippocrates of Chios, lettering figures,

376

Hire, De la, 254, 258, 264, 341

Hobbes, Thomas, controversy with
Wallis, 385

Hodgson, James, angle, 360

Hoeeke, van der, survey of his signs,

150; 147, 204,319

Hoemle, A. F. R., 109

Hoffmann, H., 386

Holzmann, W. See Xylander

Hopkins, G. Irving: angle, 360; right

angle, 363; pardlelogram, 365; s,
374

Hoppe, E., 351

Horrebowius, P., 232

Horsley, S., 286

Hortega, Juan de, 207, 219, 221, 222,

223, 225

Hospital, L^ 206, 255, 266

Hoste, P., 266

Hostus, M., 97

Houel, G. J., 95

Hiibsch, J. G. G., 208, 232

Hudde, J., 264, 307

Huguetan, Gilles, 132

Huips, Frans van der, 266

Hultsch, Fr., 41, 59, 272, 357

Humbert, G., 51

Humboldt, Alex, von, 49, 87, 88

Hume, James: survey of his signs, 190;

206, 297, 298, 302; parentheses, 351;
use of 320

Hunt, N., 206, 225

Huntington, E. V., 213, 214

Hutton, Ch., 91, 107, 159, 286, 351;
angle, 360

Huygens, Chr., 206, 208, 254, equality,

264; powers, 301, 303, 304, 307, 310

Hypatia, 117

Hypsicles, 44

Ibn Albanna, 118

Ibn Almun^im, 118

Ibn Khaldffn, 118

Identity, Riemann's sign, 374

Ideographs, 385; unusual ones in ele-

mentary geometry,
.
383

H>w&n a^-^afa, 83

lUing, C. C., 208
Imaginary /— I or i/(--l) or i/— 1,

346

Incommensurable: survey of, 382; sign
for, in Oughtred, 183, 184; sign for, in

J. F. Lorenz, 382

Inequality (greater or less) : in Harriot,

188; in H6rigone, 189; in Oughtred,
182. Greater or less

Infinity, Wallis’ sign go, 196

Isidorus of Seville, 80
Izquierdo, G., 248, 249, 258

Jackson, L. L., 208; quoted, 199

Jacobs, H. von, 96

Jager, R., 283

Japanese numerals, 71, 73

Jeakej S., 219, 223, 245, 249, 254, 284;
radical signs, 328

Jenkinson, H., 74

Jess, Zachariah, 246

John of Seville, 271, 290, 318

Johnson, John, 283

Johnson’s Arithmetic, 186, 244

Jones, William, 210, 308; angle, 360,
363; parallel, 368; perpendicular, 364;
pictographs in statement of geomet-
ric theorems, 381; use of a star, 356

Jordan, C., use of s, 374

Juxtaposition, indicating addition, 102;
indicating multiplication, 122, 217

Kastner, A. G., 40

Kalcheim, Wilhelm von, 277

Kambly, L.: ande, 360; arc of circle,

370; horizontal line for ^'therefore,”

383; parallel, 368; similar and con-
gruent, 372

Karabacek, 80

Karpinski, L. C., 42, 48, 74, 79-81, 87,

92, 115, 116, 122, 159, 208, 266, 271,

273, 287, 385
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Karsten, W. J. G.: algebraic symbols,

371; parallel, 368; similar, 372;
signs in geometry, 387

;
division, 275

Kaye, G. R., 75, 76, 77, 80, 109, 250

Kegel, J. M., 208

Keill, J. : edition of Euclid, 386

Kepler, J., 261, 278, 283; astronomical
signs, 358; powers, 296

Kersey, John, 248, 251, 304, 307;
aggregation, 345; angle, 360; circle,

367; parallel, 368; perpendicular,

364; pictographs, 365; radical signs,

332, &5; right angle, 363

I^nckhuysen, G., 264, 341; use of star,

356

Kirkby, John, 245, 248, 386; arithmet-
ical proportion, 249; sign for evolu-
tion, 328

Kirkman, T. P., 240, 286; aggregation,

354

Klebitius, WiL, 160, 207

Klugel, G. S., 47, 208; angle, 360;
“mem,” 365; pictographs, 359, 360;
similar, 372

Knots records; in Peru, 62-64; in China,
69

Knott, C. G., 282

Kobel, J, 55

Konig, J. S., aggregation, 354

Koppe, K., similar and congruent, 372

Kosegarten, 88

Kowalewski, G., 211

Kratzer, A., 270, 271

Krause, 246

Kresa, J., 206, 254

Kritter, J. A., 208

Krogh, G. C., 208

Kronecker, L., 374; [a], 211

Kubitschek, 34

La Caille, Nicolas Louis de, 258

La^y, T. F., de, 258, 266, 268; radical

signs, 330, 331; use of a star, 356

Lagrange, J., 387 ;
parentheses, 352, 354

Lalande, F. de, 95; aggregation, 354

Lampridius, Aelius, 51

Lamy, B., 206, 248, 249, 255, 257, 264

Landen, John, circular arc, 370

Lansberg, Philip, 250

Laplace, P. S., 99, 387 ;
aggregation, 354;

imaginary 1^— 1, 346

Latin cross, 205, 206

Lotus (“side”), 290; survey of, 322;
use of I for Xy 186, 322; use of L for

powers and roots, 174, 175

Layng, A. E., 246; angle, 360; paral-

lelogram, 365

Lee, Chauncey, 221, 254, 287

Leechman, J. D., 65

Legendre, A. M., 231; ag^egation,
354; angle, 363; algebraic signs, 371;
geometry, 387

Leibniz, G. W., 197, 198, 233, 237, 341,

386; aggregation, 344, 349-51, 354;
dot for multiplication, 285; equality,

263, 266, 267; fractions, 275; geo-

metrical proportion, 255, 258, 259;
geometric congruence, 372; lettering

figures, 377; powers, 303, 304;
quotations from, 197, 198, 259; radi-

cal sign, 331; signs for division, 238,

244, 246; variable exponents, 310

Lemoch, I., 288

Lemos, M., 91

Lenormant, F., 5

Leonardo of Pisa: survey of his signs,

122; 91, 134, 219, 220, 235; fractions,

271, 273; letters for numbers, 351;
lettering figures, 376; radix, 290, 292,

318

Lepsius, R., 5

Leslie, John, 371

Less than, 183. See Inequality

Lettering of geometric figures, 376

Letters: use of, for aggregation, 342,

343; capital, as coefficients by Vieta,

176; Cardan, 141; Descartes, 191;
Leibniz, 198; Rudolff, 148; small,

by Harriot, 188; lettering figures,

376

Leudesdorf, Ch., 379

Leupold, J., 96

Le Vavasseur, R., 211

Leyboum, William, 252, 292; angle,

360

Ldbriy 91, 116, 385

Lieber, IL, and F. von Liihmann:
angle, 360; arc of circle, 370

Lietzmann, W., 96

Li6vano, I., 248, 249, 258

Line: fractional line, 235, 239; as sign

of equality, 126, 138, 139; as sign of

division, 235; as sign of aggregation.
See Vinculum

Lipka, J., equal approximate, 373

Lobachevski, angle of parallelism, 363
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Local value (principle of) : Babylonians,

5, 78; Hebrews, 31; Hindus, 78, 88;
Maya, 68, 78; Neophytos, 88; Turks,
84

Locke, L. L., 62, 63

Long, Edith, and W. C. Brenke, con-
gruent in geometry, 372

Loomis, Elias, 287

Lorenz, J. F., 216; geometry, 387;
incommensurables, 382; similar, 372

Lorey, Adolf: equal and parallel, 369;
similar and congruent, 372

Loubere, De la, 331

Louville, Chevalier de, 258

Lucas, Edouard, 96

Lucas, Lossius, 225, 229

Ludolph van Ceulen, 148, 208, 209,

223; aggregation, 344, 348, 349;
radical sign, 332

Lumholtz, K., 65

Lutz, H. F,, 12, 13

Lyman, E. A., parallelogram, 365

Lyte, H., 186

Maandelykse Mathematische Ldefheh^
herye, 330, 336

Macdonald, J. W., equivalent, 375

Macdonald, W. R., 282

McDougall, A. H. : congruent in geome-
try, 374; similar, 374

Macfarlane, A., 275

Mach, E., right angle, 363

Maclaurin, Colin, 240, 248; aggrega-
tion, 345; use of a star, 356

McMahon, James, equivalent, 375

Macnie, J., equivalent, 375

Mairan, Jean Jaques d’Orton de, 255

Mako, Paulus, 259, 288

Mol, Arabic for x^, 116, 290

Malcolm, A., 248

Manfredi, Gabriele, 257, 331; paren-
theses, 351

Mangoldt, Hans von, angle, 362

Marini, 49

Marquardt, J., 51

Marre, Aristide, 129

Marsh, John, 289

Martin, T. H., 97

Mason, C., 307

Masterson, Thomas, 171, 278

Mauduit, A. R., 259; perpendicular,

364; similar, 372

Maupertuis, P. L., 255; aggregation,

351, 352

Maurolicus, Fr., 303; pictographs in

geometry, 359; use of g, 319

Maya, 68, 5

Mehler, F. G., angle, 360

Meibomius, M., 251

Meissner, Bruno, 14, 15

Meissner, H., 283

‘^Mem,” Hebrew letter for rectangle,

365, 366

Mengoli, Petro, 206, 254, 301

Menher, 148

M^ray, Ch., 213

Mercastel, J. B. A. de, on ratio, 254,
256

Mercator, N., 252; use of star, 194;
decimals, 283

Mersenne, M., 209, 266, 273, 301, 302,
339

Metius, Adrian, 186, 225; circle, 367;
pictographs, 359, 371

Meurs, John of, 271

Meyer, Friedrich, angle, 362

Meyer, H., 287

Meyers, G. W., congruent in geometry,
372; =, 374

Michelsen, J. A. C., 206

Mikami, Yoshio, 119, 120

Milinowski, A., angle, 362

Milne, W. J., equivalent, 375

Minus sign: survey of, 208-16; in

Bombelli, 144; Buteon, 173; Cava-
lieri, 179; Cardan, 140; Clavius, 161;
Diophantus, 103; Gosselin, 174;
H6rigone, 189; Pacioli, 134; Peletier,

172; Recorde, 167; Regiomontanus,
126, 208; sign m, 131, 132, 134, 142,

172-74, 200; sign 189; sign

164, 208, 508; Tartaglia, 142, 143;

Vieta, 176; not used in early arith-

metics, 158

Mitchell, J., 286

Mobius, A. F., angle, 361

Mohammed, 45

Molesworth, W., 385

Molk, J., 211

Moller, G., 16, 18, 21

Mollweide, C. B., 47, 216; similar and
congruent, 372

Molyneux, W., 283; radical signs, 334

Mommsen, Th., 46, 51

Monconys, De, 263
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Monge, G., lettering, 377

Monich, 246

Monsante, L., 258, 280

Montigny, Ch. de, parentheses, 352

Moore, Jonas, 186, 248; ag^gation,
348; arithmetical proportion, 249;
decimals, 286; geometrical propor-
tion, 251; radicals, 332

Moraes Silva, Antonio de, 94

Morley, S. G,, 68

Moxon, J., 231, 236, 303

Moya, P6rez de: 92, 204, 221, 223, 294;
use of g, 320, 321, 326

Mozhnik, F. S., 288

Miiller, A., 96

Muller, C., 41

Muller, G., angle, 360

Muller, O., 49

Multiplication: survey of signs, 217-

34; Bakhshall MS, 109; Cavalieri,

179; comma in H6rigone, 189; in

Leibniz^ 197, 198, 232, 536; cross-

multiplication marked by X, 141,

165; Diophantus, 102; dot, 112, 188,

233, 287, 288; Hindus, 107, 112:

order of operations involving ana
X, 242; Wallis, 196; of integers, 226,

229; Stevin, 162; Stifel, 154; X, 186,

195, 288; in Oughtred, 180, 186, 231;
in Leibniz, 197, 198; in in Vieta,

176-78, 186; ^ in Leibniz, 198
j
star

used by !^hn, 194; juxtaposition,

122, 217

Multiplicative principles, in numeral
i^stem : Aztecs, 66; Babylonians, 1;

Cretans, 32; Egyptians, 19, 21; Ro-
mans, 50, 51, 55; Al-Kharkhl, 116; in

algebraic notation, 101, 111, 116, 135,

142

Musachenbroek, van, 267

Nagl, A., 34, 64, 85, 89

Nallino, C. A., 82

Napier, John, 196, 218, 231, 261, 261;
decimal point, 195, 282; line symbol-
ism for roots, 323, 199

National Committee on Mathematical
Requirements (in U.S.), 243, 288;
an^e, 360; radical signs, 338

Nau, F., 79

Negative number, sign for: Bakshall,

109; Hindu, 106

Nemorarius, Jordanus, 272

Neomagus. See Noviomagus

Neophytos, 87, 88, 129, 295

Nesselmann, G. H. F., 31, 41, 60, 101,
235

Netto, E., 211

Newton, John, 249, 305

Newton, Sir Isaa^ 196, 252, 253, 386;
aggregation, 345; decimals, 285, 286;
equality, 266, 267; exponential no-
tation, 294, 303, 304, 307, 308,
377; radical sign, 331, 333; ratio and
proportion, 253; annotations of

EucUd, 192

Nichols, E. H., arcs, 370

Nichols, F., 287

Nicole, F., 255, 258, 268; parentheses,

352, 354

Nieuwentijt, B., 264, 266

Nipsus, Junius, 322

Nixon, R. C. J.; angle, 361; paral-
lelogram, 365

Nonius. See Nufiez

Nordenskiold, E., 64

Norman, Robert, 162

Norton, R., 186, 276

Norwood, 4, 261; aggregation, 351

Notation, on its importance: Oughtred,
187; Wallis, 199; L. L. Jackson, 199;
Tropfke, 199; Treutlein, 199; Bab-
bage, 386

Noviomagus (Bronkhorst, Jan), 97

Numbers, absolute, signs for, Hindus,
107

Numerals: alphabetic, 28, 29-31;
Arabic (early), 45; Arabic (later), 86;
Aztec, 66; Babylonian, 1-15; Brah-
mi, 77; Chinese, 69-73; Cretan, 32;
Egyptian, 16-25; Fanciful hypoth-
eses, 96; forms of, 85, 86; freak forms,

89; Gobar numerals, 86; Greek, 32-
44, 87; grouping of, 91-94; Hindu-
Arabic, 74, 127; Kharoshthi, 77;
Phoenicians and Svrians, 27, 28;
relative size, 95; Roman, 46, 47;
Tamul, 88; North American Indians,

67; Peru, 62-64; negative, 90

Nufiez, Pedro: survey of his signs, 166,

204; aggregation, 343; several un-
knowns, 161

Nunn, T. P., quoted, 311

Ocreatus, N., 82

Octonary scale, 67

Ohm, Martin, 312; principal values of

a», 312

Oldenburgh, H., 262. 308, 344, 377;
aggregation, 344, 345
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Oliver, Wait, and Jones (joint authors),

210, 213

OUeris, A., 61,

Olney, E., 287

Omicron-sigma, for involution, 307

Oppert, J., 5

Oresme, N., survey of his signs, 123;
129, 308, 333

Ottoni, C. B., 258; angle, 361

Oughtred, William: survey of his signs,

180-87; 91, 148, 169, 192, 196, 205,

210, 218, 231, 236, 244, 248, 382, 385;
aggregation, 343^ 345, 347-^9; arith-

metical proportion, 249
j

cross for

multiplication, 285; decimals, 283;
equality, 261, 266; geometrical pro-
portion, 251-53, 255, 256; greater or
less, 183; pictographs, 359; powers,
291; radical signs, 329, ^2, 334;
unknown quantity, 339

Ozanam, J., 257, 264; equality, 264,

265, 266, 277; powers, 301, 304;
radical sign, 328

Pacioli, Luca: survey of his signs, 134-

38; 91, 117, 126, 132, 145, iG6, 177,

200, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225, 226,

294, 297, 369, 384; aggregation, 343;
equality, 138, 260; powers, 297, 322;
radix, 292, 297, 318, 199; unknown,
339

Fade, H., 213

Palmer, C. I., and D. P. Taylor, equal
numoer of degrees, 363

Panchaud, B., 249, 259

Paolo of Pisa, 91

Pappus, 55; circle, 367; pictographs,

357

Parallel lines, 359, 368

Parallelogram, pictograph for, 357,

359, 365

Pardies, G., 206, 253, 255

Parent, Antoine, 254, 255, 258; equal-

ity, 263; unknowns, 341

Parentheses: survey of, 342-52; braces,

188, 351; bracket^ 347, 351; round,
in Clavius, 161; Girard, 164; H4ri-
goncj 189; Leibniz, 197, 238; mark-
ing index of root, 329; Oughtred,
181, 186. See Aggregation

Paricius, G. H., 208, 262

Parker, 331

Pascal, B., 261, 304, 307; lettering fig-

ures, 376

Pasquier, L. Gustave du, 269

Pastor, Julio Rey, 165, 204

Paz, P., 274

Peano, G., 214, 275, 288; aggregation,

348; angle, 362; principal values of

roots, 337; ‘'sgn,'' 211; use of eo, 372

Peet, T. E., 23, 200, 217

Peirce, B., 247, 259, 287; algebraic
symbols, 371

Peise, 14

Peletier, Jacques: survey of his signs,

172; 174, 204, 227, 292; aggregation
in radicals, 332

Pell, John, 194, 237, 307, 386

Pellizzati. See Pellos, Fr.

Pellos, Fr., 278

Penny, sign for, 275

Per cent, 274

Pereira, J. F., 258

Perini, L., 245

Perkins, G. R., 287

Perny, Paul, 69

Perpendicular, sign for, 359, 364

Peruvian knots, 62-64, 69; Peru MSS,
92

Peruzzi, house of, 54

Peurbach, G., 91, 125

Phillips, A. W., and Irving Fisher:

equivalent, 375; spherical excess,

380

Phoenicians, 27, 36

Pi (tt): for
*
'proportional,’’ 245; - and

,
196

’’

Picard, J., 254

Piccard, 96

Pictographs, 357-71, 384, 385

Pihan, A. P., 25, 30, 73

Pike, Nicolas, 91, 289

Pircs, F. M., 258

Pitiscus, B., 279-81

Pitot, H., 255, 341

Planudes, Maximus, survey of his

signs, 121; 87

Plato, 7

Plato of Tivoli, 290, 322; arcs of circles,

359, 370

Playfair, John: angle, 360; algebraic

symbols, 371; edition of Eucfid, 386

Pliny, 50

Pliicker, J., 387

"Plus or minus,” 210, 196; Leibniz,

198; Descartes, 262, 210
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Plus signs: general survey of, 201-16;
186, 199, in Bakhshali, 109; Bom-
belli, 144; Cavalieri, 179; Cardan,
140; Clavius, 161; letter e, 139;
not used in early arithmetics, 158,

Rccorde, 167; Scneubel, 158; shapes
of, 265; sign p, 131, 132, 134, 139,

142, 172-74, 200; spread of + and —

,

204, Tartaglia, 143, Vieta, 176,
Widmann, 146

Poebel, Arno, 15

Poinsot, L., 314

Polemi, G., aggregation, 345, 353

Polynier, P., 266

Porfirio da Motta Pegado, L., 248, 258

Pott, A. F., 66

Potts, Robert, 289

Pound, sign for, 275

Powers: survey of, 290-315; Arabic
signs, 116; Bombelli, 144; Cardan,
140; complicated exponents, 313;
Digges, 170; expressed by V, 331;
fractional, 123, 129; in geometry,
307; Ghahgai, 139; general remarks,

315; Girard, 164; Grammateus, 147;
Hindu signs, 107, 110, 112; Hume,
190; irrational, 308; negative ana
Uteral, 131, 195, 308, 311

165; Pacioli, 134^ 135;
values, 312; Peletier, 172; Psellus,

117; repetition of factors, 305;
Recorde, 167; Rudolff, 148; square in

Egyptian papyrus, 100; Schoner,

322; Stifel, 151; Tartaglia, 142, 143;
variable exponents, 310; Vieta, 176,

177; Van der Hoecke, 148; Wallis,

291; fifth and seventh, 135; aa for

a\ 304

Powers: additive principle in marking,
101, 111, 112, 117, 124; multiplica-

tive principle in marking, 101, 111,

116, 135, 142

Powers, S., 65

Praalder, L., 208, 336

Prandel, J. G., 336

Prestel, M. A. F., similar, 372

Prestet, J., 255, 264; aggregation, 344;
decimals, 283; equality, 266; use of
star, 356

Preston, J., 219

Principal values, 211, 312, 337

Principle of local value. See Local value

Pringsheim, Alfred, limit, 373

Priscian, 53

Progression. See Arithmetical progres-
sion, Geometrical progression

;
Nufiez,

principal

Proportion: survey of, 248-59; al-

Qalasddt, 124; arithmetical propor-
tion, 186, 249, 255; continued pro-
portion, 254; compound proportion,

218, 220; geometrical proportion,

244, 249, 250, 254-58; Grammateus,
147; in earliest printed arithmetics,

128; Oughtred, 181; proportion in-

volving fractions, 221; Recorde, 166;
Tartaglia, 142; Wallis, 196; varia-

tion, 259

Pryde, James, 289

Psellus, Michael, survey of his signs,

117

Ptolemy, 41, 43, 44, 87, 125, 218

Puissant, 249

Purbach, G., 91, 125

Purser, W., 186

Quadratic equations, 26

Quaternary scale, 67

Quinary scale, 67

Quibell, J. E., 16

Quipu of Peru and North America,
62-65

Radicals: Leibniz, 198; Wallis, 196;
reduced to same order, 218, 227;
radical sign >/, survey of, 199, 324-
38; radical ]/, with literal index,

330, 331

Radix, 290, 291, 292; R for x, 296, 307,

318; R for root, survey of, 318-21;
R for powers, in Pacioli, 136. See
Roots

Raether, 96

Rahn, J. H.: survey of his signs, 194;
205. 208, 232, 237, 385, 386; Archi-
meuian spiral, 307; equality, 266;
powers, 304, 307; radical signs, 328,

333; unknowns, 341; * for multiplica-

tion, 194

Ralphson. See Raphson
Rama-Crishna Deva, 91

Ramus, P., 164, 177, 204, 290, 291;
lettering ngures, 376; use of I, 322

Raphson, J., 210, 252. 285, 305; ag-
gregation, 345; use of a star, 356

Ratdolt, Erhard, 385

Rath, E., 272

Ratio: arithmetical, 245; “composition
of ratios,” 216; geometric (survey of),

244, 252; H6rigone, 189; Oughtred,
181, 186, 251) 252; not a division,

245, 246; of infinite products, 196;
sporadic signs, 245, 246
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Rawlinson, H., 5

Rawlinson, Rich., survey of his signs,

193

Rawlyns, R., 283

Reaumur, R. A. F. de, 255

Recio, M., 92

Recorde, R. : survey of his signs, 167-

68; 145, 204, 205, 219, 221, 222, 225,

229, 256, 274; equality, 260^70;
plus and minus, 199; radical sign,

327, 328

Rectangle: ^^mem,’^ 365; pictograph
for, 357, 359, 368

Rees’s Cyclopaedia, 363

Regiomontanus: survey of his signs,

125-27; 134, 138, 176, 208, 250;
decimal fractions, 278, 280; equality,

126, 260, 261; lettering figures, 376;
R for “radix,” 318; unknown, 339

Regius, Hudalrich, 225, 229

Regula falsi. See False positions

Reinhold, C. L., geometric congruence,
372

Renaldini, C., 206, 307; aggregation,

351

Res (^^thing”), 134, 290, 293

Reye, Theodor: angle, 360; use of

different letters, 379

Reyher, S., 262, 263; angle, 361; arc of

circle, 370; circle, 367; geometry,

387; parallel, 368; right angle, 363;
trapezoid, 371

Reymers, Nicolaus, 208, 296

Reyneau, Ch., 266, 308; use of a star,

356

Rhabdas, Nicolas, 42

Rhind papyrus. See Ahmes papyrus

Riccati, Vincente, 258

Ricci, M. A., 250, 263, 301

Richman, J. B., 92

Riemann, G. F. B., =,374
Riese, Adam, 59, 148, 176, 208; radicals,

326

Rigaud, S. P., 199, 231, 196, 365

Robbins, E. R.: angle, 360; right angle,

363; parallelogram, 365

Robert of Chester, 385. See Karpinski

Robertson, John, 289

Roberval, G. P., 264

Robins, Benjamin, 307

Robinson, H. N., angle, 362

Roby, H. J., 46

Rocha, Antich, 320, 294

Roche, De la. See De la Roche
Roder, Christian, 126

Rodet, L., 201

Rolle, Michael, 82, 206, 255; equality,

264, 304; aggregation, 344; radical
sign, 331; use of H, 321

Roman numerals, 46-61, 92, 93

Romanus, A., 206, 207; aggregation,

343; powers, 296, 297; radical signs,

329, 330, 199; use of g, 320

Ronayne, Philip, 215, 307; “mem” for

rectangle, 365

Roomen, Adriaen van. See Romanus
Roots: survey of, 316-38; al-QaUisildi,

124; Hindus, 107, 108; Leonardo of

Pisa, 122; Nunez, 165; principal
values, 337; Recorde, 168; spread of

|/ symbol, 327; sign ;/ in Rudolff,

148, 155, in Stifel. 153, 155, in

Schcubel, 159, in otevin, 163, in

Girard, 164, in Pcletier, 172, in

Vieta, 177, in H6rigone, 189, in

Descartes, 191, V bino, 163; sign f},

survey of, 318-21
;
in Regiomontanus,

126, in Chuquet, 130, 131, in De la

Roche, 132, in Pacioli, 135, in Tartajg-
lia, 142, in Cardan, 141, in Bombelli,
144, in Bolognetti, 145, in Scheubcl,
159, in Van dcr Hoecke, 150;
radix relata, 135, 142; Ra. col. in

Schcubel, 159; ^i/., 135, 141, 165;

radix dislincla, 141; radix legata, 144;

B for X, 137, 160, 318; B to mark
powers, 136; B to mark both pow'cr

and root in same passage in Pacioli,

137; L as radical in Gosselin, 175; |/

and dot for square of binomial, 189

Rosen, F., 115

Rosenberg, Karl, 288

Roth, Peter, 208

Rudolff, Chr. : survey of his signs, 148,

149; 168, 177, 203, 204, 205, 221, 222,

225, 227; aggregation, 148; Coss of

1525, 151, 153, 728; Stifcl’s edition,

155; decimal fractions, 278, 279;
freak numerals, 89, 91, 158; geo-

metrical proportion, 250; radical

sign, 165, 199, 326, 328; unknown
quantity, 339

Ruska, Julius, 45, 83, 97, 290

Ryland, J., 16

Sacrobosco, J. de, 82, 91, 127

Saez, Liciniano, 52, 92

St. Andrew’s cross, 218; in complex
numbers, 247
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St. Vincent, Gregory, 261; lettering

figures, 376

Salazar, Juan de Dios, 239, 286

Salignacus, B., 291, 322

Sanders, Alan, is measured by, 373

Sanders, W., 252

Sarjeant, Th., 287

Saulmon, 258

Sault, Richard, 248, 329

Saunderson, Nicholas, aggregation, 345

Saurin, Abb6, 255

Sav^rien, A., 240. 248, 249, 259;
angle, 362; circle, 367; omicron-
sigma, 307; perpendicular, 364; pic-

tographs, 365; right angle, 363;
solids, 371

Scales: quinary, in Egypt, 16; duo-
decimal, in Babylonia, 3, in Egypt,

16; vigesimal, in Egypt, 16, Maya,
68; sexagesimal, in Babylonia. 5, 8,

in Egypt, 16. See Decimal scale

Schack, H., 26

Schafheitlin, P., 308, 344, 366

Scherffer, C., 258

Scheubel, Johann: survey of his signs,

158, 159; 160, 174, 176, 204, 319;
aggregation, 343; plus and minus,

199, 768; radical sign, 326, 327; use
of B, 319

Schey, W., 208

Schlesser, C., 208

Schmeisser, F., 208, 212, 246

Schmid, K. A., 91

Schnuse, C. H., 348

Schone, H., 103

Schoner, Joh., 272

Schoner, L., 291; unknown, 339; use of

I, 322

Schooten, Van. See Van Schooten

Schott, G., 219; powers, 301

Schott, K., 91, 292

Schreiber, Heinrich. See Grammateus
Schrekenfuchs, 0., 218, 221, 222

Schroder, B., 247

Schron, L., 95

Schroter, Heinrich, angle, 362

Schubert, H., complicated exponents,
313

Schur, F., angle, 362

Schwab, J. C., 268

Schwarz, H. A., 356

Schwenter, D., 250

Scott, Charlotte A., angle, 362

Scratch method of multiplication and
division, 128, 133, 195, 241

Sebokht, S., 79

Segner, J. A. de, 91; aggregation, 354;
geometry, 387; imaginary i/ — !,

346

S^jour, Du, imaginary |/(~1), 346

Selling, E., 90

Selmer, E. W., 208

Sen^s, D. de, 258

Senillosa, F., 239, 248

Senkereh, tablets of, 5

Serra y Oliveres, A., 275; angles, 363

Sethe, Kurt, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22

Sexagesimal system: in Babylonia, 5,

78; Egypt, 16; Greece, 43, 87;
Western Europe, 44; Wallis, 196;
sexagesimal fractions, 12; degrees,

minutes, and seconds, 55, 126

Sfortunati, G., 219, 221, 223

Sgn, 211

Shaif Arabic for *‘thing,” 290

Shelley, George, 253

Sheppard, W. F., parentheses, 355

Sherman, C. P., 96

Sherwin, H., 285

Sherwin, Thomas, 287

Shutts, G. C., congruent in geometry,
372

Sieur de Var. Lezard, 1. L., 262

Sign 00
, 53, 196

Sign •<>, 375

Sign CO or co , 41, 372, 373

Sign s, 374

Sigiienza, y Gdngora, 51

Silberstein, L., 215

Similar, survey of signs, 372-74

Simon, Max, similar and congruent,
372

Simpson, Th., 259; aggregation, 345;
use of a star, 356

Simson, Robert, Euclid, 372, 386

Slack, Mrs., 287

Slau^ht, H. E., and Lennes, N. J.

(joint authors), 213; congruent in

geometry, 372

Slusius, R. F., 254, 263; equality, 263

Smith, C., angle, 360

Smith, D. E., 47, 74, 80, 81, 147, 154

208, 274, 278. See also Beman ana
Smith
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Smith, Eugene R.: arcs, 370; congru-
ent in geometry, 372; s, 374

Smith, George, 5

Snell; W.j 219; aggregation, 348;
radical signs, 332

Solidus, 275, 313

Solomon’s ring, 96

Spain, calderdn in MSS, 92, 93

Speier, Jacob von, 126, 318

Spenlin, Gall, 208, 219

Spherical excess, 380

Spielmann, L, 288

Spier, L., 65

Spitz, C., 213; angle, 362; similar, 372

Spolc, Andreas, 265, 301

Square: Babylonians, 15; to mark
cubes, in Chuauet, 131; to mark cube
roots, in De la Roche, 132; for

given number, in Wallis, 196;
pictograph, 357, 359, 365; as an
operator, 366

Square root: Babylonian, 15; al-

QalasMt’s sign, 124; Egyptian sign,

100

Sridhara, 112; fractions, 271

Staigmiiller, H,, 159

Stampioen, J., 250, 256^ 259; aggrega-
tion, 347, 351; equality, 266; expo-
nents, 299, 303, 307; radicals, 329;
radical signs, 333, 335; as an
operator, 366

Star: to mark absence of terms, 356;
for multiplication, 194^ 195, 232;
in Babylonian angular division, 358

Steele, Robert, 82, 274

Stcenstra, P.: angle, 360; right angle,

363; circle, 367

Stegall, J. E. A., 323

Stegman, J., 283

Steiner, Jacob: similar, 372; and
Plucker, 387

Steinhauser, A., 288

Steinmetz, M., 221, 223

Steinmeyer, P., 219

Sterner, M., 96, 262

Stevin, S.: survey of his signs, 162,

163; 123, 164, 190, 217, 236. 254,
728; aggregation, 343; decimal frac-

tions, 276, 282, 283; powers, 296,
308; lettering figures, 377; radicals,

199, 329, 330, 333; unknowns, 339,
340

Steyn, G. van, 208

Stifel, M.: survey of his signs, 151-56;

59, 148, 158, 161, 167, 169, 170, 171,

172, 175, 176, 177, 192, 205, 217,

224, 227, 229, 236, 384; aggrega-
tion, 344, 348, 349, 351; geometric
proportion, 250; multiplication of

fractions, 152; repetition of factors,

305; radical sign, 199, 325, 327, 328,

329, 334; unknowns, 339

Stirling, James, 233, 354

Stokes, G. G., 275

Stolz, O., and Gmeiner, J. A. (joint au-
thors), 213, 214, 268; angle, 361;
principal values, 312, 337; solidus,

275; uniformly similar, 373

Stone, E., angle, 360, 363

Streete, Th., 251

Stringham, I., multiplied or divided
by, 231

Study, E., 247

Sturm, Christoph, 257

Subtraction, principle of: in al-

Qalasddt, 124; in Babylonia, 10; in

India, 49; in Rome, 48, 49

Subtraction: survey of, 200-216;
Diophantus, 103; Hindus, 106, 108,

109, 114, 200; Greek papyri, 200

Sun-Tsu, 72

Supplantscliitsch, R., 288

Surd, sign for, Hindu, 107, 108

Suter, H., 81, 235, 271, 339

Suzanne, H., 248

Swedenborg, Em., 206, 207, 245, 248,

258; equality, 268

Symbolism, on the use of, 39, 40; by
Stifel, 152. See Sign

Symbolists versus rhetoricians, 385

Symbols: value of, 118; by Oughtred,
187

Symmetrically similar triangles, 373

Symmetry, symbol for, 371

Syncopated notations, 105

Syrians, 28, 36

Tacquet, A., 261, 269, 283, 307; alge-

braic symbols, 371

Tamul numerals, 88

Tannery, P., 42, 88, 101, 103, 104, 117,

121, 217, 235, 254, 300, 344, 357

Tartaglia, N.: survey of his signs, 142,

143; 145, 166, 177^ 219, 221, 222, 225,

229, 384; geometrical proportion, 250,

254; parentheses, 351; as an oper-

ator, 366; use of 199, 319
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Ternary scale, 67

Terquem, 132

Terrier, Paul, 379

Texeda, Gaspard de, 92

Theon of Alexandria, 87

Thierfeldem, C., 208

Thing. See Cosa

Thompson, Herbert, 42

Thomson, James, 241

Thornycroft, E., 354

Thousands, Spanish and Portuguese
signs for, 92, 93, 94

Thureau-Dangin, Frangois, 12

Todhunter, I., 286, 287; algebraic

symbols, 715; edition of Euclid, 386

Tonstall, C., 91, 219, 221, 222

Torija, Manuel Torres, 286

Toro, A. de la Rosa, 286

Torporley, N., 305

Torricelli, E., 261

Touraeff, B., 100

Transfinite ordinal number, 234

Trenchant, J., 219, 221

Treutlein, P., 96, 147, 148, 151, 154,

156, 263, 296, 340; quoted, 199

Treviso arithmetic, 86, 221

Triangles, pictograph for, 357, 359,

365; sas and as a, 381

Tropfke, J., 91, 136, 140, 149, 151, 159,

176, 201, 203, 217, 255, 263, 277,

289, 293, 296, 324, 340, 343, 344,

348, 353, 359, 376, 386; quoted, 199

Tschimhaus, E. W. von, 266

Tweedie, Ch., 354

Twysden, John, 186

Unger, F., 81, 91, 208

Ungnad, A., 14

Unicorno, J., 226

Unknown number: surv^ of, 399-41;
Ahmes papyrus, 16; al-Qalasddt, 124;
Bakhshali MS, 109; Cataldi, 340;
Chinese, 120; Digges, 170; Diophan-
tus, 101; Hindus, 107, 108, 112,

114; Leibniz, 198; more than one
unknown, 136, 138, 140, 148, 152,

161, 173. 175, 217, 339; Pacioli,

134; Psellus, 117; Regiomontanus,
126; represented by vowels, 164,

176; Roman numerals in Hume, 190;
Oughtred, 182, 186; Rudolff, 148, 149,

151; Schoner, 322; Stevin, 162, 217;
Stifel, 151, 152; Vieta, 176-78;
fifth power of, 117

Valdes, M. A., 275, 372

Vallin, A. F., 286

Van Ceulen. See Ludolph van Ceulen

Van Dam, Jan, 52, 208

Van der Hovcke, Daniel, 208

Van der Hoecke, Gielis, survey of his

signs, 150; 147, 204, 319

Vandermonde, C. A., imaginary i/~l,
346

Van der Schuere, Jacob, 208

Van Musschenbroek, P., 267

Van Schootcn, Fr., Jr., 176, 177, 210,

232; aggregation, 344, 351; decimals,

283; difference, 262; equality, 264;
geometrical proportion, 254; letter-

ing of figures, 377; pictographs, 365;
powers, 296, 304, 307, 308; radical

sign, 327, 329, 333; use of a star, 356;
comma for multiplication, 232

Van Steyn, G., 208

Variation, 259

Varignon, P., 255; radical sign, 331;

use of star, 356

Vaulezard, J. L. de, 351

Vazquez, M., 258, 286

Vectors, 373

Venema, P., 259; radical signs, 336

Veronese, G.: congruent in geometry,

374; not equal, 383

Vieta, Francis: survey of his signs,

176-78; 188, 196, 204, 206, 262, 384;
aggregation, 343, 344, 351, 353;
decimal fractions, 278; general expo-
nents, 308; indicating multiplica-

tion, 217; I for latuSy 290, 322, 327;
letters for coefficients, 199, 360;
powers, 297, 307 ;

radical sign y , 327,

333; use of vowels for unknowns,
164, 176, 339

Vigesimal scale: Aztecs, 66; Maya, 68;

North American Indians, 67

Villareal, F., 286

Vinculum: survey of, 342-46; in

Bombelli, 145; Cliuquet^ 130; H6ri-

gone, 189; joined to radical by Des-
cartes, 191, 333; Leibniz, 197;

Vieta, 177

Visconti, A. M., 145, 199

Vitalis, H., 206, 268, 269; use of Rt
321

Vnicorno, J. See Unicorno, J.

Voizot, P., 96

Voss, A., 211
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Wachter, G., 96

Waessenaer, 297

Walkingame, 331

Wallis, John: survey of his signs. 195,

196; 28, 132, 139, 186, 192, 196,

210, 231, 237, 248, 264, 384, 385,

386; aggregation, 345, 347, 348,

353; arithmetical proportion, 249;
equality, 266; general exponents,

308, 311; general root indices, 330;
geometrical proportion, 251, 252;
imaginaries, 346; lettering figures,

376; parentheses, 350; quoted, 195,

199, 307; radical signs, 330, 332;
sexagesimals, 44

Walter, Thomas, 330

Walther, J. L., 48, 201

Wappler, E., 50, 82, 201, 324

Ward, John, 252, 307, 386; angle, 361;
circle, 367

Ward, Seth, 251

Waring, E.: aggregation, 351; compli-

cate exponents, 313; imaginary

V^— 1, 346; use of a star, 356

Weatherbum, C. E., 215

Webber, S., 287

Webster, Noah, 340

Weidler, 96

Weierstrass, K., use of star, 356

Weigel, E., 207, 249, 255; equality, 266,
268

Wells, E., 231, 252, 285

Wells, Webster: arcs, 370; equivalent,
375

Wells, W., and W. W. Hart: congruent
in geometry, 372; s, 374

Wentworth, G. A.: angle, 360; equiva-
lent, 375; parallelogram, 365; right

angle, 363

Wertheim, G., 148, 173, 296, 339

Wersellow, Otto, 208

Whiston, W., 248, 269, 285, 286, 307;
edition of TacquePs Euclid, 386;
radical signs, 331

;
use of a star, 356

White, E. E., coincides with, 374

Whitworth, W. A., dot for multiplica-
tion, 233

Widman, Johann, 146, 201, 202, 205,
208, 219, 221, 272, 384; radical
sign, 293, 318

Wieleitner, H., 264, 326, 341

Wilczynski, E. J., 524

Wildermuth, 91

Wilkens, 212

Wilson, John, 248, 253; angle, 362;
perpendicular, 364; parallel, 368

Wing, V., 44, 244, 251, 252, 253, 258

Wingate, E., 222, 251, 283; radical
signs, 332

Winterfeld, von, 212, 246

Witting, A., 159

Woepcke, F., 74, 118, 124, 339

Wolf, R., 278

Wolff (also Wolf), Chr., 207, 233, 238;
arithmetical proportion, 249; astro-
nomical signs, 358; dot for multipli-

cation, 285; equality, 265; geo-
metrical proportion, 255, 259; radi-

cal sign, 331; similar, 372

Wolletz, K., 288

Workman, Benjamin, 225, 254

Worpitzky, J., notation for equal tri-

angles, 381

Wren, Chr., 252

Wright. Edward, 231, 261; decimal
fractions, 281

Wright, J. M. F., quoted, 386

Xylander (Wilhelm Holzmann), 101,

121, 263, 178; unknowns, 339

York, Thomas, 225, 245, 254

Young, J. W., and A. J. Schwartz,
congruent in geometry, 374

Ypey, Nicolaas, 257

ZahradniCek, K., 288

Zaragoza, J., 219, 254; radical signs,

330

Zero: symbol for, 5, 11, 68, 84, 109;
forms of, in Hindu-Arabic numerals,

81, 82, 83; ornicron, 87

Zirkel, E., 218
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